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of China's Foreign Trade Regime:  Population Work In the Nlneties  programs.
A View  from Jlangsu Province  Population action plans where ana-
Steven  W.  Sinding  lytical work  demonstrates a need; consid-
ArvindPanagariya  (November  1991)  oration of establishing Population Coor-
(November  1991)  dinators in each region to monitor and
These recommendations fbr the nineties  help in analytical work and preparntion
ProposedreformtargetsforChina'sforeign  focus on changing Bank  strategies, not  of action plans; preparation of regional
trade.  Bank policy.  population overviews.
*High  priority to population training
Panagariya describes  briefly  the evolution  In this  concise paper, wnitten for Bank  for managers and lead and country  econo-
& China's complex  foreign trade regime,  management, Sinding briefly reviews the  mists as well as for technical staff.
paying special  attention to the implemen-  rationale for Bank involvement  in popula-  - Explicit objectives  for population im-
tation of national trade policies  at provin-  tion  work.  He then  establishes  aconceptual  pact in freestanding population projects
cial and city levels. This is important for  framnework  for  determining appropriate  and in population components  of Popula-
understanding developments in China's  program approaches  for  reducing  fertility.  tion, Health and Nutrition projects;  care-
external sector because provinces  came to  Finally  he suggests  ways to  strengthen the  ful impact studies.
enjoy a high degree of autonomy in the  Banlesapproachtopopulatimnanalysisana  Longer term
198Os.  Jiangsu, one of the fistest growing  program support in  the  1990s. Sinding  * Bankleadershipin donor  coordination
provinces in  ChinL, experienced rapid  recommends revising Bank strategy, not  to increase flows and effective  use of re-
growth in exports.  Bank policy.  sources to population activities as part of
AssumingthatChinawillmovetoward  Therationale has shifted  somewhat,  but  overall efforts to implement the World
a  market  economy  only  gradually,  the  Banlks  long-standing  concern for  Development  Report 1990 strategy for re-
Pnagariya  proposes  piecemeal  reform of  population and fimily planning remains  ducing poverty.
trade policy  as most desirable for improv-  compelling.  The distinctionbetweenpopu-  * Building a consensus for Bank loans
ing efficiency  and fostering competition.  lation and faiily  planning is important  to displace bilaterial  grants to large, more
Among  reforms he proposes:  because the skills needed to deal with the  mature population and family planning
- At  the  national  level, liberalizing  two are different. We now know that in  progms,  freeing up  grant  funds  for
trade, expandingdirectexportrights, fur-  most settings, family planning - while  newer programs that  enjoy less  secure
ther rationalizing the foreign exchange  not a substitute for development-is  the  political support.
retention system, extending the agency  most cost-effective  approach to reducing  This paper - a product of the Popula-
system to exports, and  eliminating the  fertility. Bank supportis particularlyim-  tion, Health, and Nutrition Department
discrepancybetween domestic  and export  portant in a critical set of countries (for  - is part of a larger effort to reinforce
prices.  which  Sinding provides  an  anlytical  consensuswithinthefBankabouttherole
0  More  selective  targetingofsectorsfor  matrix). Butinanycountry, access  tofiun-  of  policy  dialogue and population lending
export and  greater  willingness to  exit  ily  planning improves  the lives  ofthe poor  in the achievement of development  objec-
when a target  sector appears  to be the  in many ways.  tives. Copies are available free from the
wrong one.  Certain elements appear to be crucial  World  Bank, 181BHStreetNW,  Wasiing-
* Allowing town  and  village  enter-  to the success  of Bank programs: govern-  ton,  DC 20433. Please  contact  Otilia
prises to operate as freely as possible,  re-  ment commitment  to the program; Bank  Nadora, mom S11-219, extension 31091
moving barriers to interprovincial trade  support of such 'software" and recurrent  (34 pages).
and mobility  oflabor,  and encouragng the  costs as training, transport, management
rmiation ofindustry groups only  up to  the  information systems, and contraceptive
point that they do not acquire monopoly  supplies; strengthening of existing insti-  803. Financial Regulation:
power.  tutions rather  than  development  of new  Changing the Rules of the Game
This paper - a product of the  Trade  ones;  involvement  of  private  and
Policy Division,  Policy Research Depart-  nongovernmnent  organizations in the de-  Millard  Long  and  Dimiti rittas
ment  - is part of a larger effort in the  liveryofservices;  effectivemonitoringand  (November  1991)
Bank  to  understand  the  international  evaluation  systems (afthe latter, the Bank
trade regimes ofeentrally planned econo-  has done little to date).  Financial regulation in  the 1980s  -w
mies. Copies  ae  available free from the  Sinding draws two main  conclusions  charactrized  by far-reawhing  changes  in
World  Bank, 1818  H StreetNW, Washing-  from reviews of  Bank pezformance:  (1)  no  the rules ofthegameinbothdeueloped  and
ton,  DC 20433. Please  contact  Dawn  satisfactory indicators edst  to evaluate  deve7opingcountrie.  Threecriteria-sta-
Ballantyne,  room  N10-023,  extension  Bank performance objectively, and  (2)  bility, efficiency, and fairness - can be
37947  (27 pages).  there  is scope and  opportunity for the  used to evaluate financial strctures  and
Bank to build on recent advances to im-  rgulation  Tradeoffs bewee  them must
prove  its  efforts  in  population  work.  be determired on  a  country-by-country
Sinding recommends  the  following:  basis.
Immediate
* Greater attention to analysis of popu-  In a brief history of financial regulation,
lation issues in appropriate country strt-  Long and Vittas note the removal or re-4  Policy Reserch  Working PWr  Sedls
laxation of controls on credit and interest  mote one criterion and disregcrd the oth-  at times  of igh oil  priceLTbiswasbeauw
rates in the 1980s  and the growing  empha-  ers would  not be optimal.  of relatively  rapid expansion  ofmatmials-
sis on prudential controls.  Thispaper-a  product  oftheFinancial  intensive  sectorsandlagainadaptingtothe
They argue that the 1980s were not a  Sector Development Department  - is  latestmaterials-efiienttechnologies. The
decade of financial deregulation but a  partofalargereffortintheBanktostudy  developingcountr,!'s-especallytherap-
period when the rules of the game were  theimpactofregulation  onfinancial  struc-  idly industrializing countries  - will on-
substantiallychanged.Theydiscuss  three  ture. Copies  are available  free from the  tinue to provide  the main growth  market
criteria for  evaluating  financial  regulation  World  Bank,  1818  HStreetNW, Washing-  for raw materials in the 1990s.
and  atrcre:  stability, efficiency,  and  ton,  DC 20433. Please  contact Wilai  Statistical tests of alternative hypoth-
fairness.  Pitayatonakarn, room  N9-003,  extension  eses suggest that the downturn  haa been
For forty years, financial  stability was  37666  (18 pages).  only pary  cyclical. There is not strong
not a significant concern,  but today it is,  evidenceto  supporttheviewthatitwasa
as a result  of massive  losses suffered by  one-timeimprovementintheefficiencyof
financial  institutions. Financial stability  804. Global Trends  In Raw  raw materials use.
can be enhancedhy  increasing  capital re-  Materials Consumption  The most  plausible  explanation,  sup-
quirements  and  strengtening  financial  ported  by  statistical  evidence,  is  that
supervision.Butthestilityof  hefinan-  Boum-Jong  Chee  materials-saving  technlogic  changes
cial system  is al  affectedbyits  sBtructure.  (November 1991)  have  accelerated,  probably  because  of
Systemswith"naro'banksor"nonpar`  higher  energy  prices.  Whether  those
banks wonldbe exposedtofewersystemic  After the 1973 oil shock, demdfor  raw  changes will cntinue  at the  acelerated
risks.  materias  - especially base metals -de-  ratewhenenergyprices  arelowerremains
The relationship  between strnture  and  cined  drastically.  The  mostplausibe  ez-  to be seen. Recent data  suggest  that  the
efficiency is also complex  In the research  planation,  supported  by  statstical  eel-  rate  may  lready  have  slowed  down,
literatie,  the issues ofeconomies ofscale  &ux,  appears  to bethat  mateals-saving  which suppor  amore  cautiously optmis-
and  scope in finance remain  unresolved.  technolgical  changes  have  arcelet,  tic outlook for developing  countries'  ex-
In developed  countries,  there  is growig  probaly  because of higher energy pricea.  ports  of raw mariads  tihan prevailed  in
concentration  and a  spread  of universal  the early 1980s.
bankin&  suggestig  economies  of both  In  this  review  of consumption  of  base  This paper-  a product ofthe  Interna-
scae  and  scope. Moreover, available evi-  metals, steel, and agricultural  rawmate-  tional Trade Division, International  Eco-
dencesuggeststbtatconentmtedbanldng  rials, the author focuses on the causes for  nomics Department  -is  part  ofalarger
wstems  tend to have lower margins  and  the drastic slowdown  n the consumption  effoirt in  the  Bank  to  understand  the
operating  costs as well as bigher profits.  growth rate  after the first oil price shock.  changesinraw  mateials  consumptionin
Butin  developingcountries,lapebanks  Fron  a range  of 4 percent  to 10 percent  order  to better  assess  the  prospects  for
tend  to be  inefficient.  Their  size is the  annuallyformostmetals,thegrowthrates  developing  countries'  ezxorts  of  those
resultofcontrolsandrestrictions  on con-  dedinedto  lpercentto  2pereent. Whetfher  materials.  Copies are available free fiom
petition  and  entry  rather  than  superior  the post1973  decline in demand for raw  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,
efficiency.  Allowing  universal  banlkng  materilsrepresentsanirreversiblestruc-  Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contact
might  exacerbte  the dominant  position  tural  change is important  for developing  Sarah  Lipscomb, room S7-062, extension
of large  banks,  with  adverse  effects on  countries  that  depend heavily on exports  33718 (25 pages).
competition  and efficiency.  of those  commodities. And views on this
Fairness  covers many issues,  such  as  issue  have been divergent.
protectingusers  offinancialcystemsfrom  The fact that  the decline started  when  805.  Prlvatizatlon In the Soviet
abusivebehaviorby  thefinancil  institu-  oil prices increased  suggests that  the  en-  Union: The Beginnings
tions,  creating  a  level  playing  field  for  ergy-saving drive, through  materid  sub-  of a Transition
competing  institutions,  and tacling  the  stitution  and technological changes, and
problems  caused by potential  conflicts of  the  adverse  macroeconomic  impact  of  Sergei  Sbatalov
interestL  Fairness  can  be  more  easily  higher energy prices had detrimental  ef-  November1991)
achieved  in  systems  with  simple struc-  fects on consumption  of these  materials.
turea, butlimits on the permissible  range  For agncultural iaw materials, the de-  Economic  intiative  has passed fom  the
of activities  of different  types  of institu-  cline basbeenmuchless pronounceLAny  certer to the republics, some  ofwhic  havue
tions might  undermnme efficiency and  to  increase  in  consumption  of cotton  and  alrady  mouedfirom egislation  to unpe-
a lesser extent, stabflity,  natural rubber thatresulted  frm  higher  mentiho  oftheir own  repub icdivesture
Clearly there  are  tradeoffs  between  costs of synthetic fibers and rubber  must  policies. In  an  optimistic  scenario, this
these three  cntena  for evaluating  finan-  have been relatively  small.  tend  wall continm  But  euen  under the
cial  regulation  and  structure.  Long and  Most of the  decline in raw  matris  most pessimstic  sezari,  it  is unlily
Vittas suggest  no general  answers  to the  consumption  occurred  in  the industrial  that priuatiation  processe  identSed  isw
questions  inherent  in  these  tradeafis.  economies.  In  developing countries,  the  this study  will be stopped
They  contend  that  answers  must  be  trend inacese  in the intensity  of raw ma-
sought on a country-by-country  basis, al-  terid]sonsumptionperunitofoutputcon-  Shatalov,  a  senior  fellow at  the  USSR
though clearly extreme solutions that  pro-  tinued with orly temporary interruptions  Academy of Sciences, completed this  pa-Policy  Research  Woking  Paper SeLries  5
per beore the events ofAugustl991. But  806.  Measuring Commerclal Bank  but  not vith  differences in  accounting
his analysis of  recent modes of privatiza-  Efflclency: Use and Misuse  conventions.  ROE analysis can also shed
tion in the Soviet Union  is still important  of Bank Operating Ratios  lightontherelationshipbetweenspreads,
for understanding the evolving  situation.  leverage, and inflationL
The  'present"  All-Union  regime,  Dimitri littas  Vittasapplieshis anaysis to  the perfor-
Shatalov explains, was the first regime  to  (November  1991)  mance  ofbanicin  OECDcountries  in the
implement  wide-scale privatization. The  1980s. He  lhos  that  IJL  building soci-
proe  may take different  course,  beig  Measuring  bank efficiency  is  fficult be-  eties,  German  savigs  banks,  and  com-
initiated  ficm  'above"  (for example,  by  cause there is no satisfactory definition  of  mercial  banks  in Canada,  Germany,  and
ministries)  and  fiom  blow,  by enter-  bank  output.  Interational  comparisons  the  Netherlands  were  higly  profitable
prises. Recent measures  of the All-Union  basedon  operatigcosts  and nmagin  are  and  efficient.  Amencan  money  center
authorities,  he contends, had  the effect of  fraught  with  problems.  These stan  from  banks  and foreign banks  in Canada  were
restrictingany  real role in privatization to  substantial  differencesincapitalstructure  the least  prcfitable.
the social and  economic elite  because, in  aeverage%  business orproduct  mix, range  The  dat  also  suggest  that  banks  in
qarly  1991, monetary  and  price reform  andquaity  ofservics,  inflainrates,and  consolidated  banking  systems  with high
wiped out a significant part of household  accounting conventions  (especialy  about  concentration,  as in Canada,  the Nether-
savings.  the ualuation of assets, the  revel  of  an Zoss  lands,  and Sweden, have lower operating
Leadinginternationalcorporationsare  provisioning,  and  the  use of hidden  re-  costs than  banks in fiagmented  systems,
still interested  in getting  a stake in such  serues). Facile and uncritic  use of ratis  asinItEly,  NorwEy,andtheUnitedStates.
topSovietperformersasKAMAZ;inthose  cannot subsitute  for deta  knowledge  Theanalysishasmajorimplicationsfor
few cases it will be possible to negotiate  and  understanding  of banking  structure  assessingbonkperformanceindeveloping
terms more  advantageous than those dic-  and practice  countries. Given  the narrower range and
tatedby the dwindling  value of the ruble.  lower quality of their services and the
The  All-Union  govemmenthas been ans-  Measurngbank  efficiencyis  difficultbe-  lower level of wages,  their cost-asset  and
iour  tD  prevent"Wldlforeign  participation  cause there is no saishetory  definition  of  cost-incomeratiosshouldbesmallerthan
atanycost. That costmayprove  excessive,  bank output. Neither the number of ac-  for banks in developed  countries. But in-
however,  as confidence  in the ruble and  counts nor total assets, total loans, and  flation, higherik,  andopeafing  ineffi-
in the Soviet economy  weakens,  total deposits  provideagood index  ofout-  ciencies often cause cost and oter  bank
In the meantime, the economic  initia-  put. Moreover,  the value added of  ban'ks  ratios  to  be generally higher than  in
tive has passed from the center to the re-  - given by their labor costs and profits  OECD countries.
publics.  Some  repubhics  have  already  -measures  both the output and the cost  Thispaper-aproductoftheFinancial
movedfromlegislationtoimpiementation  of banking.  Sector  Development  Departnent  - is
of  their  own  divestiture  policies.  This  Many analysts  use accounting  data on  part  of a larger  effert in the Bank  to dis-
trend appears  lily  to continue.  But one  bank margins,  costs, and profits as mea-  seminate  the results  ofits  research  in fi-
cannot  exclude  other  scenarios,  for ex-  sures of bank  efficiency. But  the  useful-  nancial  sector  development-  Copies are
ample, a collapse that  provides anoppor-  ness of these data is undermined  by sub-  available  free from the World Bank, 1818
tuimty for some political  force to try  to  stantial  structual  and accounting  differ-  H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC  20433.
reverse course and restore  authoritarian  ences across countries, amongindividual  Please  contact  Wilai  Pltayatonakarn,
rule under  the  slogan of'law  and order.  banks,  and over time.  Great  caution and  roomN9-003,extension37666(49pages).
Eveninsuchacase,however,itisunlikely  extensiveknowledgeoflocalbankingcon-
that  the processes of privatization  identi-  ditions are required  to interpret  bank ra-
fied in the study will be stopped.  tios.  807. MNderate  inflaton
This paper  - a product of the Transi-  Vittas  uses  three  sets of operating  ra-
tion  and  Macro-Adjustment  Division,  tios to discuss the impactofdifferencesin  Rudiger Dornbusch  and StanlayFicher
Pnoicy  Research Department-  is part of  structure  and  practice  an  bank  perfor-  (November1991)
s- arger  effort in the Bank  to study,  in a  mance:
:Imperative  mode,  the  reform  process  *  Operating  asset  ratios (which  relate  lMfost  episdes  of modeate  inflation  are
underwayin  socalistandformerlysocial-  all revenues  and costs to average  assets).  triggered  by commodity price shocks,  ae
st  countries.  Copies  are  available  free  *  Operating  income ratios  (which re-  brief  anrd eldom end in higher inflation.
frum the World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW,  late revenues  and  costs to gross income).  Segnorageplays  atmostamodest  roe  in
Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  *  Operatingequityratios(whichrelate  thepeonieneofmdaate  infladon;such
Angelica Bretana,  room N11-029, exten-  revenues  and costs to average  equity).  infltions  can be red  mnly at a  sub-
-4-  n 37176 (28 pages).  He  also  uses  return-on-eqLuity (ROE)  stantial  short-term  cost to growth.
analysis  to highlight  the effects of differ-
ences in banking  structure  and  practice.  Inflation  persists  at moderate  rates  (15-
ROE analysis combines  two simple iden-  30 percent) in all the countries that suc-
tities  between  profitability  ratios,  bank  cessfufly reduced triple-digitinflation  in
leverage,andgrossmargins.Itcopesquite  the  1980s. Several  other countries-for
well with the  differential  impact  of capi-  example,  Colombia - have  experienced
tal structure,  product  mix, and  inflation  moderate  inflation for prolonged periods.6  Polky  Research Working Paper Seres
Dornbusch and Fischer set out types of  ing duties, by measuring their impact on  And is it possible  to disentangle short-
theories  of  persistent  inflatiou  those  import prices.  run from long-rnn effects without throw-
emphasizing seigriorage as a source of  The datasetcombinescross-sectionand  ing away anumal data?
govenmentfinance and those emphasiz-  time series data for 1981-86,  making it  This paper, a background  paper for the
ing the costs of ending inflation,  possible  to control for differences  across  1992  WorldDeuelopment  Report,  is aprod-
They then  examine the sources and  industries and separately measure the  uct of the Office  of the Vice President,
persistence  of episodes  ofmoderateinfla-  effects  of duties and investigations.  DevelopmentEconomics.  Copiesare  avail-
tion.Mostepisodesweretdggeredbycorn-  The results suggest that for some see-  able free from the World Bank, 1818 H
modity price shocks  and were brief.  Very  tors the price  effecto  winvestigations is as  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.
few  ended in higher inflation,  great as imposing r. duty. Investigations  Please contact the World Development
Dornbusch and Pischer present case  that end in duties 2 have different effects  Report  office, room T7-101, extension
studies of  eightcountries,includingthree  than those resvWting  in no action.  31393  (34 pages).
that now suffer from moderate inflation  Th.:  paper is a product of the Trade
and four that successfully  moved  down  to  Policy  DiThision,  Policy  Research Depart-
single-digitinflationrates.Theyexanine  ment. Copies  are available free from the  810. Povenry and  Income
the roles of seigniorage,  indexation and  WorldBank.  1818  HStreetNW,Washing-  Distribution  during  Adjustment:
diindexaton,  the exhangerate  commit-  ton,  DC 20433. Please  contact Dawn  Issues  and  Evidence
ment, and monetary and fiscal policy.  Ballantyne,  room N10-023, extension  from the  OECD Project
Theevidence suggeststhatseigniorage  37947(33 pages).
plays at most a modest role in the permsis-  Franeos Bourignon. Jaime  deMelo,
tence of  moderate  inflation and that such  and  Christian  Morrisson
inflation canbereducedonlyat  asubstan-  809.  Openness  and  Growth:  (November  19913
tial short-term cost to growth.  A Time  Series,  Cross-Country
This paper - a product of the Office  of  Analysls  for Developing  Countries  Adjus}sent programs  will fa  when they
the Vice  President,  DevelopmentEconom-  do n thrgnLe  interendce  ofthe
ics-is  part ofalarger effort in the Bank  Ann= rrison  three cria  of effncy,  weliem  and
to identify fiators that inhibit the trans-  November  1991)  politiealfzsibiluty. These  programs  mast
formation from stabilization to growthin  be tailored to both the politdal and eo-
manycountrielsresearchwasfunded  Crrelatwacross  opennes measures  are  nomic environme  ofeach coumrty.
by the World Bank's Research Support  somenies  weak, but openness  dos seem
Budget, RPO 675-89,  aStopping  20 Per-  to  be postuely  associaed  with  GDP  Drawing lessons fiom country studies,
cent Inflation.  Copies  are available free  growth-the  more open the ecoomy, the  Bourguignon, de Melo, and Morrison
from  the WorldBank, 1818  HStreetNW,  higher t  growth.  exminetheeffectsofadjustmentpolicies
Wasbington, DC 20433. Please contact  onthedistributionofincomeinChile.Cfte
DECVP,  room S9-035,  extension 33766  Harrison  draws togetheravarietyofmea-  d'voire,  Ecuador, Indonesi,  Malaysia,
(73  pages).  sures of openness to test the assocation  and Morocco.  After analyzing the issues
between  growth and openness.  that must be confironted  in designing  ad-
Although the correlation across mea-  justment programs with a foicus  on pow-
808. The New Trade  Protection:  sures is sometimes  weak, there is gener-  erty,t heysynthesizet hemainconclusions
Price  Effects of Antidumping  allyapositiveassociaonbetweenallthese  of the different country studies.
and  Countervailing  Measures  measures and GDP growth.  The strength  With simulation  exercises  they explore
In the  United States  of the association generally depends on  theeffectsofthedesignoftheadjustment
whetheranalystsuecross-sectionorpane  packges  on  poverty  and  on  the-
Am Harrison  data.  sustaiability  of the  measures  under-
(November  1991)  For  industrializing  countries,  trade  tken  in these countries.  These exercises
policies  have varied  too much over  time  to  show considerable  diversity  in the evolu-
For  some  sectors  the effect  onimportprices  make the long-run  averages  used in cross-  tion ofincome  distribution duringadjust-
of izestigating  antdumping  cases and  section estimates  very meaningful.  ment. They also expose the fatal flaws of
countervailing measures is as great. as  Inmanyrespectstheresultsaresmpr-  narrowlydesigneda4justmentprograms.
imposuig a duty. And investigations  that  inglyrbusltWhenopennessisstEatistically  Adjustment programs - whether fo-
end in duties have different effecqt  than  significant in  the  many  specifications  cused on efficiency  or on welfre  will
those resuting in no action.  Harrison explores,  she always  finds that  fail when they do not recognize  the inter-
greateropennessisassociatedwithhigher  dependence of the three criteria of effi-
The frequent application  of antidumping  growth. Tests of the sensitivity of these  ciency, welfare, and political feasibility.
and  countervailing  measures  in  the  results to country  size do not change the  Adjustment programs must be carefully
United States in the 1980s has been de-  results.  packaged to fit country ci  ,
scribed  as a new form of protection.  Harrisonhighlightstwoissuesinterest-  taking into accountboth the political  and
Harrison measures the effect not only  ing for future research:  economic  environments.
of investigations (to evpluate claims of  Does  openness  cause growth?  Orisit the  This paper - a prodluct  of the Trade
dumping or subsidies) but of the result-  other way around?  Policy  Division,  Policy  Research Depart-Policy Research  Working Paper SerIes  7
ment  - is part  of a  larger  effort in the  Reviewing  statistics  compiled for  se-  Claessens  identifies  several  gaps  in the
Bank to analyze the effects of alternative  lected Latin  American countries and  two  literature  on external  financing for devel-
adjustment  packages  on poverty and  on  reference groups ofcountries  in East Asia  oping countries.  Theoretical  and  empiri-
the  distribution  of income. This research  and  northern/southern  Europe,  Knight  cal research  in three  areas could help the
wasfundedby  the World Banles Research  andWastyremphasizetheneedtoincrease  World Bank  and  other  official creditors
SupportBudget,  'rade  Reforms in SAIs:  attention  to and expenditure  on education  define their role in a world with .ncreased
A Positive  Analysis  of Performance  rnd  and  health  systems  in many  developing  capital  mobility  - and  would be consis-
Sustainability9(RPO  675-32). Copies are  countries,  especially in Latin America, to  tent  with  their  increased  emphasis  on
available  free from the World Bank, 1818  improve  the  coverage and  quality  of the  developing the  private  sector.  The three
H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC  20433-  services they  provide,  areas are:
Please  contact  Dawn  Ballantyne,  room  The  paper  notes  that  wider access to  - The  difirence  in  country  risk  be-
NIO-023, extension  37947 (53 pages).  secondary education and greater  empha-  tween alternativeforms  ofexternalfinanc-
sison the qualityofhighereducationtead  ing  ("alternative  financig7)  and  tadi-
to be a distinguishing  feature  of the bet-  tinalfinancing.  Thisresearch  wouldhelp
811.  Comparative  Resource  ter performers  (East Asian and northern/  assess the type and amounts of alterna-
Allocations to Human Resource  southern European countries). Much of  tivefinancingconsistentwithan(explicit
Development  in Asia,  Europe,  East  Asia's success  can be attributed  to  or implicit) enforcement  of contracts  and
and  Latin  America  the region's consistent  efforts to improve  the  institutions  needed  to  assre  the
technical and higher education-particu-  proper treatment  of claims.
Peter T. Knight and Sulaiman S. Wasty  larly in research  and development  and in  *  Incentive structures  for, and restric-
(December  1991)  engineering  and other  technical  applica-  Lions  on, alternatic  financing  in the host
tions. The Nordic countries,  too, havepro-  country. Research  could focus on the effi-
Major increases in atttionto  and expen-  vided  thorough  on-the-job training  and  ciencyof these sehemesfrom  thecountry's
ditureoneducationandhealthsystemsare  establishedfirst-rateeducationalinstita-  perspective,  and  could identify  the best
needed in many developing countries, es-  tions,  led by world-class research  sden-  incentive  structures  for  attracting  the
pecially in Latin America,  to improve tire  tistsin  technical fields andsocial sciences.  desired amount  and  type of foreign capi-
coverage and  quality  of the  services they  In sum, since specialized  technical hu-  tal. This wouldhelp  countries designbet-
provide  Relying  on trends  and  themes  man  resources  take  time  to develop, no  terpolicieson  domesticregulations,taxes,
emesgrgig  from regionl  comparisons, the  country  today can  afford not  to provide  accounting, institutions,  and perfbrmance
paper identifies an agenda  for policy re-  enough  financial  resources  to  develop  incentives.Research  shouldaddress  such
form  in  human  resource development  to  critical human  resources.  issues  as the  appropriateness  of owner-
improe  a country's internationalcorpeti-  This paper-a  product of the National  ship andcapital  controls, the enforcement
tiueness in the decades ahead  Economic  Management  Division,  Eco-  of private-to-pivate  contracts,  the moni-
nomnic  Development  Institute  - is a re-  toring of external  private-to-private  con-
The  quality  of  a  country's  human  re-  vised version of a paper  presented  at the  tracts,  the decision to allow foreign banks
sources will determine  its ability  to com-  Seminar  on Planning  and  Evaluation  of  to enter a country, the design ofappropri-
pete in international  markets  andassure  Social Sectors  in Latin  America,  held in  ate financial instruments,  and the appro-
the  well-being of its  citizens  in the next  Rio de Janeiro,  Brzil  in December  1989,  priateness  of investment  incentives.
century  as it does in this  one. Consider-  andorganizedbyEDrsHumanResources  * Optimal participationmodesofiter-
ingrapidlyadvancingterhnology,expand-  Division. Copies are  available  free from  national  firms  in  developing  cunWries
ing global lirnks, and  threats  to the  ecol-  the  World  Bank  1818  H  Street  NW,  This research  couldfocuson  the (optimal)
ogy,  it  is  clear  that  whether  a  society  Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  capital structure  ofa multinational  carpo-
maintains  or  improves  its  competitive-  Dulce  Afial,  room  M3-045,  extension  ration  seeking  financing  from  domestic
ness, ensues  social equity,'adjusts"-or  36335(20  pages).  and  foreign  capital  markets,  under  the
indeed survives-will  ultimately  depend  constraint  that  capital in the host  coun-
on its success in developing its human re-  tzy is mobile. Researchers  could investi-
sburces. Butindevisingtheir  development  812.  Alternative  Forms  of External  gate  how international  firms  should fi-
strategies  and  public expenditure  portfo-  Finance:  A Survey  nance (and  have  been  financing)  them-
lios,  many  developing  societies  - and  selves andwhethertherehavebeen  dhifts
among  them  Latin  American  ones  are  Stijn Claessens  in these patterns;  develop contracts  that
proniinent-haveyettoaccord  dueatten-  (December  1991)  deal with problems  of moral  hazard  and
iion to their  most vital resource.  A major  sovereign risk; and  discuss the multina-
;ueiswhetherLatinAmericancountties  Alternatiue  forms of external finance  for  tional  corporation's  intermediation  role
will  be  forced  to  sell  cheap  labor  andover-  deueloping  countries  have  increased  in  andthepossiblerestrictionsagovernment
s-ploittheirnaturalresourcestomaintain  inportance  in recnt  year  This  paper  shoulld impose  on  private-to-private  f-
--en cument,iaquatelivingstandards.  identifies research that coaldhelp oficial  nancing.
CArwill  these  contries  follow the lead of  creditors define their role in a world with  Currentliteratr  doesnot  offerofficial
-.:cessful  European, North American, and  increased capital mobility  - and  wuld  creditors  much  analytical  support  about
w Asian  countnes  that  have  invested  be consistent with their increased empha-  the prefenredforms offinancialintermedia-
hsavily in their  human  resources?  sis on developing the private  sector.  tion or their  possible support  role for pri-8  Pollcy Research  Walking  Paper Series
vatesectorfnancng(cofinancing.guaran-  about the costs of parastatals'  stoeking  stabiltyshoudbepursued incncertwith
tees,privatization,andhow togetcomfort-  operations in attempts to stabilize jute  financ  l  refrm
able  adherence  to  private-to-private  prices and incomes.
claims).  Official  creditorsmay  have trouble  Aldyama and  Varangis examine the  Development economists hsve long ar-
definingtheirroles when  they  don7thave  a  causes  and consequences  ofthese fluctua-  gued that modem financid markets are
clearideaofthe differencesbetween  alter-  tions and analyze pohicies  that might re-  important to growth and that financial
nativefinancingandtraditionalfinancing,  duce them. They find that price fluchta-  repressionisaseriousobstsleetoprogress
don!t  know when one  or the other is called  tions for  rawjute reduce farmers!  welfare  inmanydevelopingcountries.Butthe lib-
for,  or the implicit seniority status of dif-  only slightly because farmers  activities  eralization of financal markets has been
ferent claims,  are typically  diversified  and jute's share  disappointing in many countries - at
Research in these three  areas would  in total income  is small.  times appearing to produce chaos  rather
help improve  official  creditors9  policy  ad-  Although stocking operations by the  than growth,  and forcing  many countries-
vice, their efficiency as intermediators,  parastatals  contribute  to  stabhlity in  to retreat  from deregulation. Now that
and any activitiesassociated  with  private-  prices and real income,  they have been  economic  stagnation seems to persist in
to-private lending. The World Bank and  extremely costly and have crowded  out  many  developing  countries,  many
other creditor institutions  are often in-  private stocking.  Akiyama and Varangis  policymakersfiweadilemmaShould  they
volved in policy advice on domestic re-  contend that  if the parastatals  had re-  cling  torepressedfinancial markets  or try
forms often aimed largely at attracting  fi-ained  from ad hoc stocking and if the  the road to reform once  again?
foreign finance - either by developing  privatesectorhadstockedefficiently,jute  GertlerandRoseconsider theTelation-
appropriate instruments or by providing  prices and incomes  would  have been just  ship between  finance and growth  and the
enough comfort  so that countries can ad-  as stable - and at no eost  appropriate role of government policy.
here  to  performance requiirements on  They argue that the Bangladeshi jute  Manyeconomistshavestressedhowprob-
projects.  They cannot afford  to duplicate  market should be free of government  in-  lems of  asymmetric information and con-
systems that already exist and need to  tervention and that  Bangladesh should  tractenforcementimpedethefunctioning
take into account specific situstions  in  ecsablish a market-based credit system  of financial markets in developing  coun-
developing  countries,  that allows  efficient  stockholdingbehav-  tries. Gertler and Rose flesh these theo-
Thispaper-aproductoftheDebtand  ior by the private sector.  ries  out  to  make  them  relevant  to
International Finance Division, Interna-  Akiyama  and Varangis also  found that  policymaker.
tional Economics  Department - is part  improvingtheflowofmarketinfarmation  Theyexplaim  thatinformation gaps and
of a  larger effort in the department  to  to farmers and greater price responsive-  enforcement frictions introduce a  pre-
analyze  alternative  forms of financial  ness by jute mills to raw jute purchases  mnium  in the cost of externa  funds. Feac-
flowstodevelopingcountriestodetermine  would  significantly  improve  the stability  tors  suc.  as  the  borrower's financial
ways  of enhancingthe quantity and qual-  of raw jute prices and incomes. Having  health  the efficiencyoffinancilinterme-
ity of external resources  in support of de-  more information available would also  diation, and the ease of enfocing private
velopment. Copies  are available  free from  make private stocking operations more  financial contracts govern  the size of  this
the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  efficient.  premium. How financal fctors  contnib-
Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  This paper-  a product of  the Interna-  ute to development may be understood
RoseVo,room88-042,extension33722(37  tional Trade Division, International  Eco-  along  these lines. As for financial  struc-
pages).  nomics  Department -is  part of a larger  tire, financia  contracts and institutions
effortinthedepartmenttoaddressissues  ought ideally to be designed to minimize
of price and income stabilization in pri-  this premium.
813. Price  Stabilization  for  Raw  maxy commodities.  Copies are avasilable  What are the practical implications  for
Jute in Bangladesh  free from the World  Barn, 1818  H Street  policymakers?  Thelong-term  answersare.
NW,  Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  easiest. A largely decentalized  capital
TaknmasaAkiyama  andPanosVarangis  tact DawanGustafson,roomS7-044,exten-  market  is optimal. Incentive problems
(December  l991)  sion 33714  (49 pages).  may inhibit the functioning of financial
markets, but the most direct way for the
The costsofthepresentsystemvofprice  sta-  governmenttomitigatethem  is to provide
biizzation  of  raw jute  by  Bangcldh's  814.  Finance,  Growth, and  Public  aneffcientsystemforenfarcingcontracts.
pub!icsectordonotyieldtheexpectedben-  Pollcy  Publicly managing credit  flows is likely
efits. Price stabilization could be bete  only to make investments more eficient,
handled  by theprivate  sector. In any case,  Mark Gertler  and Andrew  Rose  by caeting  incentive problems. To the ex-
the  oss of uelfare to jucte  growers fiom  (December  1991)  tent that some sectors  merit public  assis-
pricefluctuations is smalL  tance,  tax credits or subsidies  in conjunc-
A thriving  financial  market depends not  don with the private  allocation  ofcreditis
Fluctuating  pices  for rawjute  have been  only on a prudent  regulatcey regime but  prefersale  to  directly regulaing  credit
viewed  as contributing to economic prob-  also on hauing enough  credito  wrthy  bor-  flows.Thegovernmentshouldrefrsinfrom
lems in the jute  subsector-  Price fluctua-  rowers. Policies in the real sector-mac-  ative  involvement in the credit business,
tionswere  thoughttoreduce  thejutefarim-  roeaononic, public finance, and trade po  - excepttoactaslenderoflastreeortintimes
era'  welfare  and  there  has  been  concern  cies -tat  directly stimulategrowthoand  of widesprea  financial crisis.PolfIcy Reseawrch Working  Paper Series  g
Liberalization  of financial  markets  a poor climate for growth. Well-specified  nors. This process  of assistance could  in-
alone is nota panacea  inancial  andreal  propertyrights and enforceable  contracts  advertently undercut the historical pro-
development  must be ajoint product.  Lib-  are clearly economic  development  issues  cess of rulers first becoming  accountable
eralization can enhance growth but suo-  and should be recognized as such. The  to elites for the use of their tax revenues.
cessful liberalization requires  a  viable  contentanddistributionofpropertyrights  - Donors must become aware of the
borrowing class; governments that slow  critically  affect how  broad-based  develop-  possible effects of large sums of external
liberalization whenborrower net worth is  ment will be.  assistance. They  must push the new con-
underpressureandaccelerateitwhenthe  * Lack of accountability  - combined  cern for 'local ownership' toward a deep
real economy  is thriving are likely to ex-  with opaque  and highly  discretionaryrega-  commitment  to develop  economic  policies
perience more  successfil  financial re-  latory procedures  - can provide  great op-  together, even if the process is slow  and
forms.  portunities for economic  corruption and  frustrting.  This should encourage the
Thispaper-aproductoftheFinancial  waste. The suppression  of political  open-  development  of accountablity as a mat-
Sector Development Department - is  ings may ultimately affect stability, dis-  ter primarily between governments and
part of a larger effort in the department  rupting production and  commerce.  The  citizens.  Onlyovertime cansocietiespush
to study the impact of financial reform.  failure to encourage  grasroots  participa-  their governments  to deliver  the account-
'  This research, "The Impact of  Financial  tion  reveals  itself  in  comparatively  ability, openness, and predictability that
Reform  (RPO 676-13),  was finded by the  unsustainable projects.  sustainable development  requires.
World Bank's Research Support Budget.  * Researchtxyingtocorrelateeconomic  ThispaperisaproductofthePolicyand
Copies  are available free from the World  performance with governance variables  ReviewDepartment. Copies  are available
Bank,1818HStreetNW,Washington,DC  inevitably involves a short time frame.  free from the World  Bank, 1818  H Street
20433.  Please  contact  Wilai  TherecenteconomieperformanceofChile,  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.  Please con-
Pitayatonakarn, room N9-003, extension  Taiwan  (China), and  South Korea oc-  tact Zeny KTanzer,  room Ng-051, exten-
37666  (48 pages).  curred with little political openness,  and  sion 37494  (48 pages).
their  market  systems seemed to work
without pluralistic  political systems.
815. Govemance  and  Economy:  Butinthe  pastfewyearsa  three  have  816. Economic  Consequences
A Review  made  significanttransitions towardmore  of Gemnan Reuniflcation:
open, competitive,  participatory political  12 Months  Alterthe  Big Bang
Deborah  Eraut4iwi  systems, which suggests that sustainng
(December1991)  (as opposedto establishing) marketbased  GerhardPbli
growth may require the development  of  a1cmber  1991)
An exploration  ofthe lnks  between  devel-  political representation. With renewed
opmentandgovernance-thatis,  beteen  interest in open political  systems,  we can  Didthe'ig  bangapproach  workorwould
development  and accountabiEty  rndud-  expect a new generation of research on  gradual change  have been  more  appropri-
ing institutionalpluralism andparticpa-  these variables,  ate? Which measures have worked and
tia);  openness  (includingproblemssuck  * Donors who wish to make  "gover-  which have not?
as comption  that result at least partly  nance' the temporary trend of the 1990s
from lack  ofopenness);andpredidability,  must understand that, as Zafar Ahmed  Pohl discusses how East Germany is far-
or the rule of law.  putit,QO  cannotmakeatreegrowfbster  ing 12 months after big bang unification
by pulling it from outside; it has to grow  with West Germany. Were there better
Brautigam reviewed the  literature  on  from its roots? It takes generations, per-  alternative courses of action on key eco-
political science, development manage-  haps centuries, tobuild effective  bureau-  nomic issues? Among  Pohl's conclusions:
ment, and institutional economics  to give  cracies.  It takes not  only  skills  but volition,  * The  Thigbang"  approachhas worked.
Bank staffa clearer understanding ofthe  which  comes  from  effective  social  pressure  In  Germany's special situation,  more
links between development arl  gover-  on the state. Donors  must ask howbestto  gradual  approaches  would  not  have
nance - specifically  accountabity  (in-  nurture a social desire for accountability  workedbecauseitwaspoliticallyuntink-
-cluding institutional pluralism anc par-  and the rule of law.  able to  restrict east-west migration.
ticipation);  openness (including  prolblems  * Effective property  rights  and  ae-  -*  The1:1conversionof&DRimarksinto
such as corruption that  result  at  least  countability  result firo  a long-term dia-  Deutschemarks  was essential  to  keep
partly from  lack ofopenness%  and predict-  logue between governments and  their  migration within reasonable bounds.  Us-
ability, or the rule af law.  private sector, not between governiments  ing a lower exchange rate  (such as 2:1)
She fcund some support for a positive  anddonors. In Europe,  public  ountabil-  would  have implied a gross salary differ-
link between economic  performance  and  ity  developed through  a  state-society  ence between west and east Germany of
these variables of governance (although  struggleaboutthecollectionanduseoftax  6:1 and a net (after-tax) diffirence of4:L
some correlations appear stronger than  revenues. Inmanyofthe  world's  develop-  With those ratios, migration would  have
others). Among  her findings and conclu-  ingcountries, taxrevenues are dispropor-  beenheavy,creatingabraindrainoneast
sions:  tionatelylowasaproporticnofGNP, even  Germany and a housing shortage in west
- Arbitrary law enforcement and fall-  with low  levels of per capita GNP. Thus,  Germany.
ure to uphold the constitution - the lav  much of the dialogue  about accountabil-  * Thel:1currencyconversionisnotto
-leadtounpredictablity,instability,and  ity shifts to one between states and do-  blame for the present high wages  in east10  Polcy  Research  Woaktng Paper  Seres
Germany  (about  50  percent  of  west  ting  investments  going. More could per-  (Some expect to continue  doing business
Germanyas); rather,  the  1991  collective  hapshavebeen  done togetinfrastructure  there;  others  want  to cut theirlosses  and
bargaining  agreements  set the pace. The  investments  going,  which  would  have  eit.)  What about  a ban'ls  fiduciay  re-
high  wages  are  only  sustainable  with  improved  employment  earlier  on.  sponsibility  to  its  depositors  and
massive  financial  assistance.  This paper  - a product of the Geneva  shareholds?
- More gradual  unification  would not  Office - is part  of a larger  effort in the  - What  about  other  creditors  of  the
have  been  an  advantage;  lower  wages  Bank  to analyze  the  changes  in  the  for-  country,  such  as holders  of its  sovereign
would have been desirable  only if migra-  merly  centrally  planned economies. Cop-  bonds, or other governments  or multilat-
tion couldhave been held in check. Butthe  ies are available freefom  the World Bank,  eral agencies? Will or should commercial
decay of the  GDR state  and  institutions  1818  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  bans  be the  only ones to offer Telief by
was  so  advanced  that  wage  restraint  20433, or from the Geneva Office. Please  takinglosses?
would have been impossible.  contactAngelicaBretana,  room N11-029,  - Whatisthecountrysproposedstra-
- Unificationhasmeantimportingthe  extension  37176(47  pages).  egyforseeldngfuturefinancingfirmpri-
Federal  Republic's  entire  economic and  vate sources,  directorforeign  investment,
legal system to east Germany  - and this  and international  capital markets?  How
complex  system  has  not  been  ideal  for  817.  How Does Brady-Type  wlla  debtreduction  ope*-ation  affect the
solving the  problems  of a sudden  transi-  Commercial  Debt  Restructuring  countrtsacesstocommerial2ndprivate
tion  from  a  command  to  a  market  Work?  sector finance  in the future?
economy.  Some  temporary  exemptions  - How much  support  can be expected
and  transitional  measures  were  intro-  MohuaMukliezjee  from multilaterl  and  bilateral  instita-
duced  from  the  start  anci others  were  (December M99)  tions  to finance  a  debt  reduction  apera-
added  later,  as  some provisions  proved  tion?Mukherjeesummarizsbaoadguide-
unworkable  (particularly  the  preference  What  happcns  when,  in  response  to a  lines used  by the IBRD  and  IM.
given  to reprivatization,  or  restitution,  counhy's  request  ardtos  agree to nego-  ThisppaperisaproductoftheFInancialI
which was softened in 1991). Similar  le-  dote  to reduce the burden  of outanding  AdvisoryServicesGroup,  Cofinancingand
gal  and  logistical  problems  have  been  comzercial  debt?  FinancialAdvisoryServicesDepartment.
encountered  vwth such  major  public  in-  Copies are  avaiable  free fiom the  World
vestmentprojects  as highways, rail links,  The Brady Plan  is a pragmatic  approah  Bank, 1818HStreetNW,Washington,DC
and  airpots.  But  the  advantages  of im-  to debt  restructuring  that  combines  the  20433.  Please  contact  Kamar  Yousus,
portingaprovenlegal  systemtbroutweigh  relatively  recent feature  of debt and  debt  room H9-055, extension 33102 (22pages).
the mevitable  transition  costs.  service reduction  and  the support  of offi-
Some  transition  measures  - espe-  cial creditors.  Tne underlying  premise  of
cially libor  market adjustment  measures  those adopting the Brady Plan is that the  81&  Do Rules  Control  Powr?
and incentives  to  attract  private  invest-  existing  stock of debt can never  be fully  GATT Articles  and Arrangements
ment  - were insufficient  or had  to be ex-  serviced,  even  though  the  country has  in the  Uruguay  Round
tended. Some economists  have arguedthat  embarked  on a far-reaching  ajustment
general employmentsubsidies  wouldbhave  program.  J Mlchael Finger and Sumanm  Dhar
been  better  than  partial  unemployment  To  date,  only a  handful  of  countries  (January 1992)
benefits.  But  Pohl  argues  that  general  (Costa Rica, Mexico, Uruguay,  and  Ven-
employyment subsidlies would have  been  ezuela)havesuccessfiulycondludedtheir  Do rules conrlpower?  Or apply power?
applied indiscrini;nately  and  would have  debt  reduction  negotiations  through  a  Has  the  elabortion  and  applcation  of
perpetuatedoldinefficientsuetures.The  Brady Plan  with commercial creditors.  GAIT'rules been  an ercise  in the appti-
investment  incentives are  far more effec-  Others, such as the Philippines,  have en-  cation or the control of economic and po-
tiveincreatinghigh-productivityjobsrap-  gaged  in  Brady-type  debt  reduction  for  lialapower?
idly. In the interim,  targeted  employment  partoftheiroutstandingcommercialdebt
programs areauseful  transitionmeasure.  Miukhejee  explains  what  happens  Many  complain - and  offer evidence -
* Investment  subsidieshavebeencriti-  whien, in response to a countrys  request,  th atinrecentyeas  the GATTsystemhas  -
cized  on the  grounds  that  they  tend  to  the creditors  agree h  negotiate  to reduce  become more power-oriented, less  stable,
distort  allocation  decisions  and  lead  to  theburdenofoutstandingconmedal  debt  andlessequitable-Aconeemtoreversethis
uneconomically  capital-intensive  invest-  She discusses the following questions:  drift was one of the motives that  brought
ments.  Although  possible in theory, Pohl  * What fictors  influence  the extent  of  the international  COmmunty  to agree  to
finds this argument  doubtful in practice.  debt relief  that  a  commercial  bank  can  undertaketheUruguayRoundiRulescon-
Investment  costs perjob  are not particu-  offer?  trol power,  assmned  the  signers  of the
larly  high in manufacturing,  and  the de-  * What is a good deal for the  country?  Punte del Este declaration,  so elaborating
sign of the  assistance  program  excludes  What is the preferred  min (for the  coun-  andextandingGATTruleswould  move the
support  of inefficient  investments,  try) between  debt reduction and  debt re-  international  community toward a fairer,
- Were government  spending  and pri-  scheduling?  What considerations  should  more stabeintemational  trdingsystem-
vate  incentives  geared  to  productive  the  country take into account?  Finger  and Dhar  contend  that  the op-
rather  than  social purposes?  In the first  * What  is a  good deal for the  banks?  posite is true.  Particularly  in the  1980s,
year  of the union3 probably not - mostly  How do banks ofvarious nations reconcile  the  elaboration  and  application  of GATT
because  of administrative  friction in get-  their  different  interests  in the  country?  rules has  been an exercise in the applica-Policy Research Working Paper Serles  11
tion of economic  and political power, not  many new measures - to document the  Heady and Mitra analyze the tax system
in its  control. GATT rules,  in theory, are  relationship  between thefinancial  system  inChina,wherereformsdesignedtomove
there to limit national trade restrictions.  and long-run growth in a cross section of  the economic system toward a market
Finger and  Dhar  contend that  in fact  countries between 1960  and 1989.  economy have been occurng  for more
tlings  work the other way around: na-  They  consider various measures of the  than a decade.
tionalpracticecomesfirst,anddetermines  size of the financial system, the impor-  Heady and Mitra  characterize the com-
what the GAIT rules mean.G ats  rules  tance of different financial institutions,  prehensivechangesinthetaxsystem  that
donotputlimitsonnational  practices,  but  the financial system's  allocation ofcredit,  could be undertaken in the presence of
provide international sanction for these  the financial systemes  efficiency,  and the  systemwide reform, especially of prices
practices. Such rules are not part of the  degree of financial repression.  and enterprises, as wel  as of more mod-
solution but are  part  of the problem.  They use graphs,  correlations,  and  re-  erate  reforms  that  must  suffice  in  the
'  Theirsis  asituation-specficargument,  gressions  to gauge  the robustness  of the  absence of reforms  elsewhere  in the eco-
say Finger  and Dhar,  not a generic  one.  parmalecrrelationbetw-eengrowthandthe  nomic system.  In CDnnection  with tax re-
Their  target  is  not  'rules,'  nor  is  it  financialindicatDsTheyals-oexaminetwo  form per  se, they  emphasize  two impor-
TGATT. Rather,  it is the GAIT rules.  "cbannelethroughwhichfinandalindica-  tant  conclusions:
This  paper  - a  product  of the  Trade  torsmaybelinkedto  growt:lthe  share  of  *  Itispoesibletosimplifysignificantly
Policy Division, Policy Research  Depart-  GDP  llocated tD  investment  and the effi-  the rate  structure  for indirect taxesin  the
ment  - is part  of a larger  effort in  the  ciency with which resources are used.  presence  of price controls,  but  a unified
department  to understand  the economics  They  find  that  many  of the  financial  rate  for value-added  tax  is  undesirable
of the  emergence  of "fairness'  as  a stan-  system indicators  are significantly  corre-  without full decontrol of pnces.
dardforregulatinginternatonarade,its  lated  with  growth  through  both  invest-  * The  state's  role as  owner  of enter-
implicahonsforthecontinuedopennessof  ment  and  efficiency. Moreover, many  of  prisesmusthetreatedseparatelyfromits
t'he international  trading  system,  andits  these  partial  correlations  remain  strong  role as tax collectar.Allenterprisesshould
ontinued  fiuctioning  as  an  important  after  controlling  for  initial  conditions,  paystatutoryprofitstaxes.Negotiation(of
vehicle  for  development.  This  researh  dummy  varibles  for Africa and  Latin  the kind  that  characterizes  the  contrc
was funded  by the Baks  Research Sup-  America, and measures  of monetary,  fis-  responsibility  system) shouldbe  confined
portBudget,  RegulatiosAginstUnfair  cal, and  trade  performance  to the  payments  to government  from af-
limportsEffectsonDevelopingCountriee  King  and  Levine's  analysis  suggests  ter-tax  profits.  Those payments  could be
(RPO 675-52). The paper  was presented  thatitisempiricallyimportanttoidentif3r  set  to balance  incentives  in enterprises
at the  Conference On Analytical  and  Ne-  which financial intermediaries  are  doing  with the  need for the  state  to earn  a re-
gotiatrin  Issues  in  the  Global  Tradig  theintermediationandtowhomthefinan-  turn  on assets  historically  provided free
System,  held  Octber  31-November  1,  dal system isaflocatingcreditratherthan  to those  enterprises.
1991,atthe  UniversityoTfchiganatAnn  simply  using proxies  for the overall  size  The mode  of analysis  that  Heady  and
Arbor. Copies of this  paper  are available  of the financial  system,  as has  been com-  M&itadevelopinthispapercanbeapplied
free firom  the World Bank, 1818 H Street  mon in past  studies.  to a wider range  of economies -whether
NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  This paper-aproduct  ofthe Finanil  emerging  fiom a  socialist  past  or not  -
tactNellieArtis,roomN1O-013,extension  Sector  Development  Department  - is  that  are progressing  at va7ing  speeds in
38010 ( 51 pages).  part  of a larger  effort in the  department  the interlinked  areas  of taxreform,  price
to study the relationsbip  between  finan-  reform, and  enterpris  reform.
cial and  economic development.  This re-  This paper-a  product ofthe  Country
819.  Flnancial  Indicators  searchwasfimdedbytheBanlesResearch  Operations  Division,  Country  L-!part-
and Growth in a Cross  Section  Support Budget, 'How Do National Poli-  ment I, Asia Regional Office  -is  paart  of
of  Countries  cies AffectLong-Run Growthr(RPO676-  a larger  Bank study on revenue mobiliza-
66). Copies oftbis  paperare  available free  tion in  China.  Copies are  available  free
Robert G. King and Ros  Ievine  from the World Bank, 1818 H Street NW,  from the World Bank, 1818  1  Street NW,
(January L992)  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact
Wilai Pitaystonakarm,  room N9-003, ex-  Dakshi  Sebastian,  room D9-073, exten-
Financil  indicators  may  be  inked  to  tension  37666 (50 pages).  sion 80423 (33 pages).
growththroigh  two. czannelsinparnicz-
lar: the share of GDP  allocated  to invest-
ment and the efficiency  with which re-  820. Taxation in Decentralizing  821. Wages and Unemployment
sources  are usedL  It is empiricaly  impor-  SocialISt Economies:  In Poland:  Recent Developments
tant to identijr which financal  intm-  The  Case  of China  and Policy  Issues
diris  re doig  the intermedtion  and
to whom thefumcial  system is allocating  Christopher  J. Heady and Pradeep K. Mitra  Fabrizio  Corloelli  and AnD  Rvenga
creadit  rth  han simply using proxies for  (Januawy  1992)  (January 192)
the oveall  size ofthe  financia  systemn as
has  been common in past  studiea  The  notred  pae oftaxreformniChuina  Unemployment  has  icreased  dnmat-
depends  on progress in prie  and  enter-  callywithstabilization.  maiynbecauseof
KingandLevine  use  existingmeasuresof  prisereform,  highirghting  the need  to view  ageneralzedcontraction  in output,  rather
the  financial  system  - and  construct  the problem in  a systemzwide  perspective.  thanasectomirestru  ringoramassive12  PolIcy Research Working Paper Series
sheddingof la  bor.Recd  wages felisharply,  of this  paper  are available  free fiom  the  does  not  affect  the  qualitative  results.
and the wage policy has become a detifte  World Bank, 1818 HStreetNW,  Washing-  Only  the size of the  optimum  scheme to
political issue  Oneprescriptionforreduc-  ton,  DC 20433.  Please  contact PRDTM,  be  used  under  various  circumstances
ijg  the drawbacks  in current wage poicty  room  N11-021,  extension  39175  (  45  would change.
is to replace  that policy  with ageneralized  pages).  Ttis  paper  - a  joint  product  of the
agreementon  the wagepath,  with aynchro-  Country  Operations  2 Division, Country
nized sir-month  contrcts. Such an agree-  Department  II  and the Infrastructure  and
ment might be seen  as a cunsensual  agree-  822. PatemalIsm  Energy Division,  Technical Department,
ment -a  social  pact'-rather  than as a  and  the Alleviation of Poverty  Latin  America and  the  Canbbean  Re-
punitiuc  tax.  gional Office-is  partofalargereffortin
Nancy  Jesunm-Clements  the Bank to understand  the effectiveness
Coricefli and  Revenga  review recent  de-  (January 1992)  of different  poverty alleviation  schemes
velopments  in  wages, employment,  and  Copiesofthepaperareavailablefireefrom
unemployment  in  Poland  and  discuss  Pan ofthe reason for using pre  s  subsidies  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,
some  of the  main  risks  Poland  faces in  to redistribute  income to the poor, rather  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact
sustaining  its  stabilizaton  effort  They  than  the mare efficient direct cash trans-  PresiaBetancourt,roomI8-131,extension
find that  Arm, is to prod uce "happier"taxpayen.  37703 (40 pages).
o Unemployment  has  increased  dra-
matically  with stabilization,  but this  in-  Typically the  tools available for redistri-
crease cannotbesaidtoreflectwidespread  bution  are  price subsidies  (in  their  ex-  823.  How  Private  EnteprilSe
economic adjustment  and  restructuring  treme form, in-kind transfers)  and direct  Organized  AgriCultural  Markets
throughout  the Polish economy. Contrary  cash  trasfers.  Conventional  economic  in Kenya
to predictions  made prior to the January  theoryindicates  that the efficiencyloss is
1990 progrm,  employment has  declined  minimized if cash tansfers  are used  in-  Steven K  Jaffee
nealy  uniformly across allsectors, mainly  stead of price subsidies. Butin  almost all  (January 1991)
as aresultofa  generalized  contracon  in  economies,  including  advanced  econo-
output, rather  than  as aresult  of sectoral  mies, price subsidies  are implemented  - Does the  lberalzation  ofAfrican  markets
restructuring  or massive  shedding  of la-  and  cash transfers,  the more efficient al-  increase  ompetition in appivte  market?
bor.  ternative,  are seldom useui  Kenya's experience wih  hor  irwtural  ex-
* Wages showedasignificantdegree  of  Jesurun-Clements  argues  that  taxpay-  ports calls into questin  the assumption
downward flenxbility - in real terms  - ers enjoy the poorer citizen's specific con-  that  leralizing  Afic's  markets  will
at the beginning  of the year, when firms  sumption  package (food, housing,  educa-  bring  about  competiivw  decentral,Ed
faced a severe supply shack coupled with  tion) more than improving the poorer citi-  private  market  strwcture  - or that Ar-
very  tight  credit.  But  from  March  on,  zes'  general econonic welfare. Her objec-  cans wi  benefit fro  trade when it des
wages  increased  faster than prices, prob-  tive is to identifr tne conditions  under  expand.
ably  contributing  to  the  persistence  of  whidh price subsidies  represent  a  more
inflation,  efficient way of alleviating  poverty than  Does liberalization  of agricultural  nar-
The wage policy still in force in Poland  cash payments, given taxpayers  paternal-  kets and an expanded role for the private
at the end of 1991 maintains  a few unde-  istic preferences.  sector  result  in  a  competitive  market
sirable features.  The monthly indexation  Sheconcludes  thatwhen  the taxpayers'  structure  in  Afiica?  Jaffee  empirically
andthe  possibility ofcarryingforwardthe  prevalent  behavior  is paternalism,  and  investigates  the organization  and devel-
unused  margins  are  among the  policy's  taxpayers have more weightin society, the  opment  of a dynamic  African export-oi-
main  drawbacks;  another  is the  link be-  option for redistribution  would be to tar-  ented sector  - Kenya's horticiltural  ex-
tween wages and  profitability.  get price subsidies to the poor. This brings  ports  - in which  the private  sector has
The cuTrent  wage  policy could be re-  about  a greater  improvement  in overall  long had  a dominant  role.
placed by a generaized  agreement  on the  sccial  welfare  and  "happier"  taxpayers  Jaffeehighlights  the sector's impressive
wage path, with synchronized  six-month  than  any other policy.  With this solution,  patternofgrowthoverthe  pasttwo  decades
contracts.  The wage path  should be re-  the  poor  are  somewhat  better  off, even  and  examines the  (ownership) character-
lated  to  expected  inflation  and  though  they  wouid  raher  receive  cash  istics  of participating  private  firms, the
economywide productivity.  This scheme  transfers,  which  would  represent  the  competitive  pattem  among  those  firms,
would also have  the advantage  of being  same financial  cost to the economy.  andthe  institutional  meansbyhwich  they
based  sn  a  consensual  agreement  - a  When  the rich are  typically altruistic,  procure raw materials  for processing and
'social pact"'-instead  of being perceived  there  is no distortion in the price system.  export.
as being imposed as a punitive  tax.  The  preferences  of each  individual  are  He  finds  that  despite  the  Kenyan
This paper - a product of the Transi-  preserved  and  the  best  policy for  the  government's  direct investments  in pro-
tion  and  Mlacro-Ajustment  Division,  economy as  a  whole and  for each  indi-  cessing and trading  activities  and its  ap-
Policy Research Department-  is part  of  vidual  agency is undoubtedly  the  use of  plication of regulations  and targeted  sup-
a larger  effort in the  department  to ana-  cash transfes  port  measures  to strengthen  the  role of
lyze  macroeconomic  developments  and  Increasing  tfhe  number  of goods, or al-  KenyanAfiicansinthehoaticulturaltrade,
policies in transitional  econom-ies.  Copies  lowing the Tich to enjoysubsidized  prices,  most  of this  trade  remains  controdled byPolicy Research Working  Paper  Serdes  13
foreign-owned  acopanies  or members of  824. Back-of-the-Envelope  825 The Empty Opportunity: Local
Kenya!s  small minority Asian and Euro-  Estimates of Environmental  Control of Secondary Schools
pean communities.  Damage  Costs In Mexico  and Student Achievement
Various foreign and local investments  In the  Philippines
have incorporated Kenyan Africans (as  Serio Maugulis
shareholders, employees,  or suppliers of  (January  L991)  Marline BE.  Lockheed  and  QinghuaZhao
raw materials), or have stimulated the  (January 1991)
suppliers  toinvestinhorticulturalproduc-  Dewloping countries  cannot afford  an in-
tion or trade - but the basic patterns of  depth study of  euery  environmental  iss  Dn  alone des  not producE
ownershinp  ad  control  pose potential po-  Policymakers  must begiuenrokgh, back-  local contrul  ofachaool Schools  mustalso
litical  problems,  as the sector is now the  of-the-enuelopCestimatesothe emnomic  be given rsoure,  motivated students,
'fastest-growing component of Kenyan  costs of uarious  environmental  probems  edzated  and eperieced  teaches,  and
agriculture  and trade. Concerns  are grow-  if they are  to rank the issues and actHre  control  over  teahers and schoowl  mnange-
ing about who  is benefiting from  this ea-  is one such estimate -for  Mexic  mert.
.panLng trade.
Much of Kenya's horticultural tade  is  For  developing countries, budget  con-  LockheedandZhaouseamultilevelmodelI
based on contracted or vertically inte-  straints  help set the agenda on mitigat-  to enmine:
grated supply arrangements for raw ma-  ing environmental damage, one of the  * Differencesinachievementandatti-
terials, rather  than open market ties be-  indelible marks of our era. And political  tbdes among grade 9 mathematics and
tween producers and processorsfexport-  considerations  often  dictate the measures  scence students in 213 national govern-
ers. Open market  procurement of raw  taken  -There are no firm  analytical  formu-  ment,  private, and local schools in the
materials  would probably entail  high  las  to help  even environmentally con-  Philippines.
transaction costs and risk but theimpor-  scious  policymacersrank needs  andrem-  *  Differences among  these  types  of
tance of integrated, contract-based lirnks  edies.  schools in  social composition,  available
between producers and  marketers cals  AdevelopingcountrysuchasMexico-  resources,  classroom arderliness,  aca-
intoquestiontheoften-xpressedlassmnp-  thefocus ofthis paper-cannot  aford an  demic emphasis,  and  school decsion-
tion that liberalizingAfrica'smarketswill  in-depth study  of every environmental  maling.
produce competitive, decentralized pri-  issue. Policymakers need to be provided  * Possible reasons for differences in
vate market structures.  with rough, Mack-of-the-envelopes  esti-  acdhievement.
Various forms of centralized private  mates of the  economic  costs of various  Theyfoundthat-holdingconstantfir
control may indeed be preferable to cen-  environmental  problems  This  allows  age, gender, and SOcoecOnomic  status -
trlized  public  control,  but Kenya's expe-  them torank  the issues and act.  students  attending  the  three  types  of
nence with  horticultural exports  suggests  InthispaperMargulis  applied existing  schools  differed significantly.
that  when an African country such as  methods to estimate the costs stemming  Students in local schoos  cored  lower
Kenya  privatizes agricultural processng  from differentenvironmental  problemsin  in achievement (1.25 points lower in sci-
and (export) marketing  the government  Mexico.  Although the examples  are frm  ence and 1.61 pointslower in mathemat-
must find a better  way to monitor and  Mexico,  the method can be useul in other  ics) and had less positive attitudes than
control dominantfirms, to get companies  developing  countries as well.  studentsingovermentschools.  Students
to involve smallholder farmers in  raw  Margulisshowshowereativeuse  ofU.S  in private schools  outperformed  students
matensl procurement operations, and to  and other data can help provide simple  in government  schools  (0.88  pointshigher
improve  the frmerse bargaining position  estimatesofthehlilycostsofsoleroson,  in mathematics). These differences  were
with centralized contractingfinns.  airpollution,Tnining  of underground wa-  attnbutable  lwgely to the effects of sta-
- This paper - a product of the Agricul-  ters, and estimates ofthe health effects  of  dent selection.
trn]l  Policies Division,  Agriculture and  water and solid waste pollution, lack of  Lockheed  and Zhaofoundt'hatpolicies
Rural DevelopmentDepartment-ispart  sanitation, and the ingestion of food  con-  for centrally planned decentralization do
of a larger effort in the  department to  taminated by polluted irrigation. The as-  not necessarly  change what goes on in
assess the division  of  responsibilities b-  srumptionsunderlyingallcalculationsare  schools.  Local  shools were not managed
tween the public sector and the private  conservative. Some  environmental dan-  as private  schools. Local schools were
sectorin the provision  of  agricultural ser-  age issues, such as loss of biodiversity,  given an empty opportunity there  was
vicesand  in agricultural marketingactivi-  weretoocomplextopermitquantificaton.  noting  for local control to control local
ties. Copies are available free from the  This paper - a product of the Agricul-  schoolsbhadfewresources-fewerofthem
World  Bank, 1818  HStreetNW, Washing-  ture  Operations Division, Country De-  bad laboratories and their teachers were
ton,  DC 20433. Please  contact  Cicely  partment H, Latin America  and the Car-  less  educated and experienced  than those
Spooner, room N8.039, extension 32116  ibbean Regional  Office  -is  partofalarger  in private schools.
(44 pages).  effort in the Bank to define  a strategy for  By  con  t  managers  of  private
theenvironmentinMexico.  Copiesofthis  scls  had  significant resources  over
paper are available free frem the World  wbich to exercise control. Teachers were
Bank, 1818HStreetNW,Washington,DC  better  educated and  experienced, and
20433. Please contact Sandra Vallimont,  planned their instruction. Students were
room I8-155,  extension 37791(29  pages).  motivateandecompletedtheirhomework14  Policy  Research  Worting Paper  series
and assignments. And managers of pri-  employs  R large part of the urban labor  multilateral  trade  ngotiations  as the
vate schools  exercised  significant control  force, and if demand for the goods pro-  Tokyo  Round. In Bradl and Mexico,  an
over teaching and school wanagement.  duced in the informal sector is price-in-  FTA would liberalize  important  trade
This paper - a prodret of the Educa-  elastic.  ariersaffectmgtheirexporb  ButErman
ton  and Social Policy Department - is  Fisabeinls  model,  however,  does  not af-  and Yeats estimate that overall, ful  PTA
part of a larger effort in ihe department  fect the case for cuts in minimum wages  preferences would  raise Latin American
to understand the education sector, with  onthegroundsofefficiency.Reducingthe  exports only 8 or 9 percent
particular reference to improving school  minimum wage does increase jobs and  Estimates made with a partial equlib-
effectiveness. Copies are available free  output in the formal sector  rium trade projection  model  suggest that
from  the World  Bank,  18.18  H StreetNW,  This paper - a product of the Popula-  a U.S. FTA withCMexiC would  gready in-
Washington, DC 20433. Pleasa contact  tion and Human Resources Operations  fiuenceMexioo?stradewithotbercounties,
CynthiaCristobal,roomS6-035,extension  Division, Counitry  Department  1, Latin  even if those counties alo  have an PTA
33640  (37 pages).  America  and the Caribben  Regional  Of-  with the United States. An exclusive  FTA
fice-waspartofhlszbein'sPh.D.disser-  between Mexico  and  the United States
tation at the University of California at  would  cause  Meicod's  exports to incraase
826. Do Workers In the Informal  Berkeley.  Copies  are available free from  about $1.6bfllionannuallyandwoulddir-
Sector Benefit from Cuts  the  World Bank  1818 H  Street  NW,  place about $28 miion in exports  from
In the  Minimum  Wage?  Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  other Latin American countries (and al-
Patricia Trapsn,  room 17-183,  extension  most half a bfllon dollars of trade wiLh
Ariel?iszbein  31947(46 pages).  countriesin therestofthe  worldwouldbe
(January  1992)  diverted).Thenumberandcountrycompo-
tiaonofFTAstheUnitedStatsegstiates
The  paper analyzes the effect  a change in  827. Free Trade  Agreements  with  TatinAmericawlgreatlyeffecthow
the minimum wage  has on the earning of  with the  United States:  much these agreements are vwrith.
workers in the informal sector who are  Whatrs  In It  for Latin Amerlca?  Potentialtadegainsfom  LatinAmen-
supposedy7  nt  coered by minimum wage  cam  FTAs with the United States will  be
legislation.  The  standard view is that re-  ReF  Erzan  and  AlexanderYet  erbly  reduced unless narllel  ac-
during  the minmum  wage, which ui-  (Januay Ly92)  tion is taken  to remove or reduce US.
crases employment in the formal sector,  nontariff  barriers  Nontariff baiers  are
reduaes  the eective supply of hlbor  to the  FaptforBrazilandMexco,  mosLatin  particularly importantforcountries  such
infobrmalsector,  increasing  the wge in the  Anericacountriesstandtogain  essfrom  as Uruguy,  which  have  a heavy concen-
infonnal swtor.  free trde  ageent  (PTAs) wih  the  tration of textile and clothing exports.
United States  than  the  United Sttes  Ermn and Yeats estmate  that the value
But Fiszbein argues thatthe  effect of  the  stands to  gain from FTAs withi  therL The  of  an ETAinsuch  acas  mightbe reduced
minimum wage on earnings in the infor-  main incentive for the Latn  American  by as much as a half without liberaliza-
mal sector does not depend  exclusively  on  countries to form PTs  with the United  tion e! nontariff barriers.
its effect on labor mobility between the  State  may be to attract investmert or to  Still, even apreferential elimination of
formal and informal sector. Demand for  halt the spread of new trade resrictions.  U.S. nontariff barrierswould not induce
goodsalsolinksthetwosectors-andthis  Latin American countries d  probably  a *nsatic  short-runjump in  trade, except
demand is seldom  factoed  into theoreti-  standtogainsgiflcarznt long-termeonrt  in Brzil andMexco. The  main incentive
cal discussions.  benefits from  reduced  trade  bars  for  the Latin  American countries to  form
Based on a  general equilibriuT. ap-  among themseves.  PTAs with the United States may be to
proach, Fiszbein builds a dual economy  attract investment (an issue this study
model  in which the two  sectors are linked  Unlike earlier analysts, whohave  focused  does not address) or possibly  to halt the
notonlyt hroughthelabormarketbutalso  on U.S.  objectives;  Erzan and Yeats focus  spread of new trade restrictions. This ig-
through the goods  market. In this frame-  here on  what 11  Latin American  countries  nores the probably large long-term ben-
work,  reducing  the minimum  wage affects  (Argentna, Bolivia,  Brazil, Clue, Colom-  efitstobegainedin  the exptsectorfrom
informal sector earnings both through  bia, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay,  Peru,  reduced trade barriers among the Latin
dhangesinlaborprodactivityandebanges  Uruguay, and Venezuela) stand to gain  American countries.
in relative prices. Once these two factors  from a preferential removal of  U.S. trade  ErzanandYeats do notformaly project
are considered,  aminimum  wage cutculd  barriers -thats  from the development  the potential PTA-induced expansion  of
resultiareducinginformal  sectorwages,  of a free trade area (PTA)  arrangement.  US. exports, but do make some detailed
even if formal sector employment in-  (For  lak  of data, they do not address the  comparisons of the levels of tariff  and
creases.  consequences  of an  ETA among Latin  nontariffproteclionintheU.S.andLatin
If workers in the formal sector are the  Americacountries.)  American markets.  Those comparisons
main buyers of the goods  produced  in the  They  find that the United States islim-  suggest that the US. trde  gain  - par-
informal sector,  and theirinoome elastic-  itedinitsabilitytoextendsignificantETA  ticularly for highly protected transport
ity of demandis relativelylarge, workers  preferences  tomostLatinAmericancoun-  and machinery products - are likely  to
in the informal  sector could be hurt by a  tries because of the existing Generalized  be considerably greater  than  those for
cut in the minimum wage. They could  System of Preferences and  the cuts in  Latin Americagin  the US. market. Their
similarly be hurt  if the informal sector  import duties negotiatedin such previous  analysis also accents the potential dan-Polky Research  Working  Paper  Serdes  15
gers associated  withindependentnegotia-  andlabormarkets thataffeetthe  efficient  markets, Chuppe andAtlinconclude that
tion of FTAs. Agreements that  extend  use  of resources in skills development.  securities  markets can facilitate the effi-
preferences  to US. products below  tariffs  Structural  adjustment  programs  that  cient aUlocation  of an economy's  resources
paidby othercountiiesin theregion would  address these distortions expand incen-  and canfostercompetition  in thefinancial
have a serious negative impact on trade  tives for private training and  for more  sector by providing  an alternative to gov-
among Latin American countries.  efficient use of public resources  in skills  ernmentdirectedfundingorasupplement
Finally, Erzan and Yeats note that a  development.  to private fimding through the banking
successful conclusion of the  Uruguay  This paper - a product of the Educe-  systems.Forsecuritiesmarketstoallocate
Round could greatly affect their projec-  tion and Social Policy  Department - is  resources to their most productive uses,
tions. If the Round results in sizable  cuts  part of a larger effort in the departnent  they conclude,  regulation should be con-
in MFN  and applied tariffs, the potential  to improve  policies  for the financing and  fined  to that needed to correct  the market
.FTA-induced expansion of Latin Ameri-  provision of vocational education and  failuresthatariseinunregulatedmarketa
can exports would be lower than their  tmining. Copies  ofthis paperen  available  This  has several  importantimplications
current estimates. Butanysuchmultilat-  free from the Waod Bank, 1818 H Street  *  Itismoredesirabletoallowtheumar-
erally negotiated reductions would  have  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.  Please con-  ket to set prices than to have direct gov-
'the general effect of  creating trade in this  tact Cynthia Cristobal, room S6-035,  ex-  ernment intervention in the pricing and
and other regions-  tension 33640(29 pages).  selection of issues.  But  market-based
This paper - a product of the Interna-  prices depend on investors having access
tional Trade Division,  International Eco-  to reliable financial information, which
nomics  Department -is  part of a larger  829. Regulation of Securities  m3ans standardizedaccountingrulesand
effort in the department to analyze and  Markets: Some  Recent  Trends  clear cdisclsure  requirements mustbein
predict structural changesin trade andto  and Their implications  places  amarketmovesfrromgovernment
identifrfactorsaffecting developingcoun-  for Emerging Markets  control to market-based pricing. Market
tries'  exports. Copies of the paper are  trading systems must be supervised to
availablefreefrom theWorldBank  1818  TerTy  IL Chuppe  andlEchael  Atldn  prevent market  manipulations and in-
H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  (January  192)  sidertr3dinghasedonprivilegedinforma-
Please contact Jean Jacobson, room S7-  tion. Governments are better  employed
035, extension 33710  ( 66 pages).  The trend toward the  &berlzation  ofif-  educating investors about the nsks and
nancal markets  is partofageneralrecog-  rewards ofownmngmarketable  secuities
nition that free markets normany work  than in trying to determine the prices of
828. How the  Macroeconomic  betr  than government  controlt Regzla-  those securities.
Environment  Affects  Human  toiy systems shouid be developed in lght  *  Restrictions  on entry into the finan-
Resource  Development  of the mtarket  failures that make them  cial services sectorare appropriate to the
neessay  and shwudd  provide the last  extent that they  are concerned  with  capi-
Arxv Van Adams,  Robert GoldLirb,  possible opportunity forrent extrco&  tal adequacyand measurable eompetence
and  Tereuxe  Kelly  any singLe  intrestgroup.  - the goal  being to correct  possible  mar-
(January  1992)  ket failures.
In recent years there has been a trend  *  Restricting  foreign  ownership  of
An outward orientation of Me  macroeco-  toward liberaling  financial markets in  shares is not justified by economic  theo-
nomic environment encourages  more  effi-  developed  and emerging securities mar-  zies of regulation. Markets can develop
cient development of  human resources.  kets. In the United States, the Securities  more easily if foreign institutions are al-
Structural adjustmentprograms that ad-  Act  Amendments  of 1975 emphasized  lowed  to  invest at the same  time that do-
dress distDrtions  in domestic capital and  competition  in the provision  of financial  mestic institutions are encouraged  to de-
labor markets expand incentives  for pri-  servicesbyderegulatingcommissionrates  velop.  The Korean market has developed
vate training and the  more  efficient use  of  on stock transactions andbyfosterhigthe  despite  an  interventionist  regime  in
public resources in skills development.  development  of  a national market system  charge of stock market development,  but
in securities Ldon'sso-dledbigbang'  there is no evidence that entry barriers
Do inward-focused development strate-  series of major reforms in 1986 deregu-  faced by new providers of financial ser-
giesreducecompetitioninfactormarkets  lated commission  rates, put a new trad-  vices have done mare than incrwea the
and incentives for more efficient skills  ing system on the stock exchange, and  profits of  aexisting providers-
development?  Do outward-focused  devel-  allowed  foreign financial  service firms to  *  Developing  countries eager for their
opment strategies improve  them?  participate more in the U.K.s domestic  developing markets  to be a link to the
Adams Goldfarb,  and Kelly compared  securities market. Changes in the US  world captal market cannot afford to ig-
vocational  educationandtrmningsystems  were far-reaching in a short period, so  nore the trend toward an international
in six developing  countries in the 1980s.  Chuppe and Atkin could examine their  harmonizing  of regulatory  structures.
They found that an outward orientation  effects on the market - particularly on  Therehasbeenatendencyinrecentyears
encourages  more efficient  developmentof  competition.  Theyfoundthatthebig bang  to strengthen  government oversight of
human resources.  made London more  competitive  as a glo-  markets, with an appropriate delegation
Protectionist trade regimes that shelter  bal financial center.  of regulatory responibility  to stock ex-
producers from global competition pro-  After examining trends in US., U.K,  changesorotherself-regulatingorganiza-
duce  price distortions in domestic  capital  Japanese, Korean, and several emerging  tions.16  PolIcy ResearCh  Working Paper Series
- In countries moving from centrally  failed in the long run to distinguish itself  The first issue is the extent to which
planned to market economies,  the basic  in terms of economic  growth.  policy-induced  distortions influence the
building blocks for a securities markets  Elbadawi  and Msd usn a modified-on-  structure  of incentives for agriculture
must be established, along with  appropri-  trol-group approach to compare changes  (with direct  distortions  inducedbypolicies
ate regulatory safeguards-  Private prop-  in macroeconomic  indicators in the CFA  aimed  directly  at  agriculture  distin-
erty rights must be defined,  adequate ac-  countries with those in countries else-  guishedfiamindirectpoliciesaimedatthe
countingsystems  established,andspecial-  where in Sub-Saharan Africa  and similar  economy's  macroeconomicmanagement).
ized institutions develo ed to act as bro-  low-income  developing countries. They  The second  issue is how these distor-
ker, dealer, and investment banker.  control for initial  conditions, changing  tions effect agriculture's growth, given
This paper - a product of  the Econom-  exogenous internal  and world environ-  other growth findamentals.
ics Departmnent  of the International Fi-  ment, ar.d policy  stance.  Preliminary analysisofevidencein  Sub-
nance Corporation  -is  part of  a planned  Their approach allows  fora formal test-  Saharan Africa links the  observed de-
research  series  on the performance  of  capi-  ing of  whether zone  membership is aran-  dines in agriculture  andthe general wors-
tal marketsandtheir roleinprovidingrisk  dom choice.  The implication of random-  ening of economic  conditions  to economic
capital to  t,e  corporate  sector  in India and  ness(thatthere isnoselectionbias)isthat  distortions. A more rigorous  analysis,
the Republic of Korea. The research is  the CFA-zone  economies  wouldhave per-  using data from the Sudan -an  African
funded by the  World Bank's Research  formed the same as the rest of Sub-Sa-  country  with  a  sizable  agricutural
Support Budget, Stock Market Develop-  haran Africa, for example, if there  had  economy  - strongly supports the predic-
ment and Corporate Finance" (RPO 675-  been no zone. Their results show the as-  tions of Easterly's endogenous growth
84). Copies  of this paper are available free  sumption of randomness to be valid only  model  (1990),  which  posits the deleterious
from the WorldBank, 1818  H Street NW,  for GDP growth and inflation. For other  effects  ofeeonomic  distortions ongrowth.
Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  indicators (the ratios of savings, invest-  This paper - a product of the Transi-
Faye Harbottle, room K5-167, extension  ment, and exports to GDP), the decision  tion  and  Macro-Adjustment Division,
39616  (40 pages).  toparticipatein the zone  isassumedtobe  Policy  Research Department -is  partof
endogenous  and is related to the expecta-  alarger effort in the department to study
tion of improved  economic performance.  the  linkages between  agriculture  and
830.  Fixed  Parity  of the Exchange  Therefore,in estimatingthe zone's  effects  macroeconomic policy in  Sub-Saharan
Rate  and Economic  Performance  on those  three  indicators.  Elbadawi  and  Africa. Copies of the  paper  are available
In  the CFA Zone:  A Comparative  Majd corrected  for the  ensuing  "sanple  free from the World  Bank,  1818 H Street
Study  selectivity" bias by estimating  the status  NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-
indicator  (participation  versus  tactAnnaMaranon,roomN11-042,exten-
Ihrahim  Elbadawi  and  Nader  Majd  nonparticipation) with a probit model.  sion 39074  (66 pages).
(January 1992)  This paper  - a product of the Trnsi-
tion  and  Macro-Adjustment  Division,
Economic performance in the CPA (franc)  Policy Research Department  -is  part of  832.  SUstalnablilty  and the
zonewas  weakertan  in non-CFAcountries  alarger effort  in the department  to study  Economics  of Assuring  Assets  for
in the  ate 1980s for erports, inuestmn,  macroecnomicadjustmentandeconoemic  Future  Generations
savings, and outputgrowth.  The CFAfared  performance in the CPA zone. Copies are
betteronlyin  inflation.Andin  the long run,  available free from the World Bank, 1818  Richard B. Nogaard
while it performed better for exports, sav-  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  (January 1992)
ings, and investment, it failed todihstiguish  Please contact Anna Maranon,  room Nil-
itselfin  terms of economic growth.  042, extension  39074 (4G  pages).  Economists  can  participate  more  eflic-
tivelyindecisionmahingaboutfuturegen-
Elbadawi  and  Majd  compare  economic  erations' rights  to natural  and produced
performance in the CFA(franc) zone with  831.  Real  Oveivaluatlon,  Terms  assets  if  they  use  economic  analysis  to
the economiic  perfonnance  in similar coun-  of Trade Shocks, and the Cost  to  comp(ement  other types  ofanalysis rather
triesoutside the CFAzone  in recentyears.  Agriculture  In Sub-Saharan  Africa  thanasume  that economic  reasonig is a
The  results  of their  model  estimates  sieve through wich  otherfwms  ofreason-
indicate that  the competitive  position for  Ibrahim  A. Elbadawi  ing mustpass  Emphasis  skozddbeplaced
CPA members  was weaker in the  second  (January 1992)  on how markets  would work efficiently  if
halfof the 1980s than in the first half and  they were striuing  to meet curent  prefer-
weaker than  in non-CPA countries  - in  The observed decli  ne ofagrscuture  and the  ences where one ofthosepreferences  is the
terms ofoutputgrowth  as well asthe  per-  general worsening ofeconomic conditions  colectiue  desire  to  maintain  sufficient
formance of exports, investment,  and sav-  in Sub-Saharan  Africa are linked  te eco-  natwul  and  hwnmn-produced  assets, in-
ings.  The exception  was  domestic infla-  nomic  distortions,  which limit growth.  euding  knowledge; to sustain  welfare  in
tion: the CFA fared better  on that front  the next generation-
Resultsforalonger-term  comparison (of  Startingfrom  the premise thatagriculture
the  1970s and  the  1980s) are  somewhat  shouldbe  pivotal in the structural  trans-  Norgaard arguesthatthe  discourse on the
mixed. The CFA  zone performed  better  formation  and  economic development  of  sustainability  of  development  is  about
than  the others  in exports, domestic sav-  Sub-Saharan  Africa, Elbadawi addresses  assuring  the rights  of future  generations
ings and investnent,  and inflation-but  two related  issues.  to sufficient natural  and produced assetsPolicy  Research  Workcing  Paper  Series  17
through  formal and informal  institutiono.  Economists' traditional emphasis  on  (the Pact) shows  that the right combina-
The theoretical models in resource and  efficiency,  which  takes the existing distri-  tion of orthodox  and "heterodox"  policies
environmental economics have  not ex-  bution of assets as a given, has limited  (for example, income policies)  can meet,
plored  how  different  distributions  of  rights  their ability  to perceive  and respond  to  the  and has met, both objectives.
across  generations affect  the efficient  al-  challenge  of  sustainability,  contends  Ok  shows that although many ortho-
location of resources and environmental  Norgaard. Accepting  the distribution of  dox adjustments  - especially of fiscal
services. Both in  theory and  practice,  income also  justifies the use of data gen-  policy  and domestic  debt management-
economists  have effectively  assumedthat  erated by markets, thereby giving eco-  were  begun before  the Pact, considerable
current generations hold all rights and  nomic  reasoningempirical  grounding  and  further  adjusting was needed before it
should efficiently  exploit  them.  scaling.  could succeed.  To make the stabilization
Through the use ofgeneral equilibrium  Economists  can participate more effec-  crediblerequiredsignificantlytighterfis-
*  overlapping  generation  models  developed  tively  in the diverse  social decisionmaldng  cal  policy and  a  lengtherning of the
with RichardHowarth, Norgaard demon-  areas in which intergenerational equity  maturities of  domestic  debtbetween  1988
strates how assuring the rights of future  decisions  are being made if they use eco-  and 1990.
generations - or otherwise caring for  nomicanalysis  tocomplementothertypes  A key factor behind high real interest
them through asset transfers - affects  of analysis rather than assume that eco-  rates duning the recent Mexican  stabili-
the efficientallocation  of  resourcesandthe  nomic  reasoning is a sieve  through which  zation plan was the initially low credibil-
price paths of resources over time.  other forms of  reasoning must pass.  ity  of  the  fixed  - and  later  the
In Norgaard's  general equilibriummod-  For the operations  ofdevelopmentagen-  preannounced-  exchange  rate. While  it
els, the rate  of interest  is endogenous,  cies, addressing issues of sustainability  is difficultto assesswhatestablishescred-
taking on different values with different  would shift  the emphasis from project  ibility, we can hypothesize  about the fac-
distributions of rights or levels of caring  analysis toward  country  and policy  analy-  tors that may hamper it. Crucial among
and showingan  intertemporal path rather  sis and  toward increased country dia-  them is the consistency of the  mscroeco-
than aconstantrate. He thus supportsthe  logue. Por projects, emphasis should be  nomic policy framework, where fiscal
position that it is inappropriate to lower  placed  notonlyonanalyzingefficiencybut  poliey plays a  key role. Domestic debt
the rate of  interest in favor of future gen-  on analyzing how projects affect the for-  management also  mattersas the probabil-
erations but shows  that when the rights  mation, maintenance, and transfer of as-  ity of a successful run  on the  peso in-
of future generations are protected, the  sets to future generations. A more global  creases with the amount of government
rate of interest is lower. It is the protec-  view of the  issues should incorporate  liabilities that could,  in a given period,  be
tion ofthe rights of  future generations  that  knowledge  from  the natural sciences  and  exchanged for foreign reserves. For ex-
assures that a lower rate of  interest does  more information than is generally pro-  ample,  if the average maturity of domes-
notresultin  excessive  transformations of  vided by markets.  tie debt is low,  as it was in Mexico  at the
natural  environments  because of the in-  This paper is a product of the Office  of  b6ginning of the stabilization plan, this
creased availability  ofcapital  for develop-  the  Regional Vice President,  Asia Re-  probability is high-and  thus also  shows
ment.  gional  Office.  Copies  ofthe paperare avail-  up in high interest premia between  peso-
Economists  may not have formally ad-  able free from the World Bank, 1818 H  denominated  and  dollar-denominated
dressed the rights of future generations  Street  NW, Washington,  DC  20433.  debt.
because they have tended to assume that  Please contact  Jae Shin Yang,  room  E10-  The Pact succeeded  instabilizingprices
technology will offset resource scarcity.  031, extension 81418  (74 pages).  without a recession, but a few  loose ends
Technological  optimism may or may not  remain:
be appropriate:  itis certainly  contested  in  *  The sharp decline  in private savings
the discourse  on sustainability, but it is  833. Stabilization  and Gicwth  which  has not been fully offset  by higher
not inherent to economic  rea:oning.  Recovery In Mexico: Lessons  publicsaving,causesmanytoquestionthe
There  has been an implicit assumption  and DilemMas  sustainabilityof the recent economic  re-
that the institutional mechanisms affect-  covery. In particular,  it makes Mexico
ing the maintenance of transfer of assets  Daniel  F. Oks  more vulnerable to volatile private capi-
-to  future generations are working opti-  (Januazy  1992)  tal flows.
mally and are unaffected by the general  * The continued real appreciation of
development  process  or particul  devel-  The right combination of orthodox an-.  the peso risks bringing a slowdown  orre-
opment decisions.  Analyses to date have  heteroxd  polcies  can  bring  inflation  cession over the medium term-
ordyaddressedmarket distortionsandt he  down and induce sustained  economic re-  In the shortterm, Mexicomay  nothave
internalizationofexternalities.Newtech-  covery  in Mexio - and has done SQ But  other options than further tightening  its
nologies  have increased  people's  abllity to  a few  oose  ends remain.  a sharp declne  fiscal and  monetary policies. Over the
use resources and degrade ecosystems.  in private sauings  and the continuing ap-  medium  term, however,  areal peso  depre-
Developmententamlschangngecommunity preciation  of the peso.  ciation appears necessazy so that  extra
relations and enteringnational andinter-  output from new investment can be ab-
national markets. There have onlybeen a  Before 1988, "orthodot  policies (fiscal  sorbed.
few analyses of whether institutions, to  discipline  and tightmoney)  failed  tobring  This paper is a product of Country De-
protect the rights of future generations,  inflation down and  induce a  sustained  partmentll,  Coimuty  OperationsDivision
have evolved  in consonance  withnew tech-  economic  recovery. The Mexican  stabili-  1, Latin Amenca and the Canrbbean  Re-
nologies and social organizationms  zationplanannouncedinDecemberl987  gional Office.  Copies are available free18  Polky  Resewrch  Working  Paper  Series
from the World  Bank, 181B  11  Street NW,  debt-creating, interest-sensitive flows to  ataei  with  the  fund,  frictions  in  the
Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  developing countries, in terms  of long-  economy,  or the borrowing constraint is
Lily Franchini,  room 18-165,  extension  term sustainable growth.  relaxed.
38835 (23 pages).  This paper - a product of the Interna-  This paper-a  product of the Debt and
tional Economnic  Analysis and Prospects  International Finance Division,  Internzs-
Division, International  Economics De-  tional Economics  Department -is  part
834. Scenarlos  or Growth  pertnent-waspreparedasbackground  ofalargereffortin  the departmenttocon-
In  the 1990s  tothe report,  Global  Economic  Prospects  tribute  to a Bankwide work program on
and the Developing  Countries, published  issues related to developing  country man-
Shahrokch  Fardoust  and  Jian-Ping  Zhor  in May 1991. Copies of this paper  are  agement of eternal  risk, including cur-
(January  1992)  available free from the World  Bank, 1818  rencyandexchangewmtriskmanagement,
H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  currency reserve nmanageent,  and com- -
The long-tern economic  prospects  for de-  Please contactJacquelyn Queen,  room S8-  modity price risk management  Copies  of
veloping countries  will  bc  affected  by  035, extension 33740 ( 39 pages).  thepaperareavailablefreefiomtheWcrld
changes  in  the  international  economic  Bank,1818HStreetNW,Washington,DC
ernironment  but depend udimatelyon  the  20433. Pleas  contact Rose Vo, room 88-
success orf  jilure  oftheir  domesticpolkies.  835. Commodity  StablIzation  072, extension 33722  (36 pages).
Funds
Using two macroeconomic models (the
Banlks GEWCFM and the International  Patricia  Arrau  and Stiju  Claessens  836. Sources  of Income Inequality
Monenary  Fund!z MULTIMOD)  and re-  (January  1992)  In Rural  Pakistan:
sults  from the  OECD's IlNTRLINK  A DecomposHion  Analysis
model, Pardoust  and  Zhou simulate  glo-  The optimal  me for deposits in and with-
bal outcomes in the 1990s under several  drawals  firom a commodity  stabilizaton  Richardfl Adams,  Jr. and  arold Alderman
scenarios, allowing for the impact ofi  Jfund keep thefudsmall-less  than one  (January  19992)
* Changes  in industrial  countries'  fi-  month's  exporta For the windfiagain  oil
nancial  and macroeconomic  conditions.  exporters recaed  asaresult  ofthePersan  7hatsomepeopleownmorelandthanoth-
* Changesintheinternational  oil mar-  Gulferisis  - about fowu months  of aver-  eras  is not the ma .n source ofagicultural
Iket.  ageexports-theoptionaldepktionperiod  income inequalLvinruralPakistan.  Tfiat
* Cniangesin  developing  countries'  do-  is about  four  years.  In  the  long  run,  the  some  people  receive  higherprofits  cadre-
mestic  policies under  vaxying assump-  exporter's flind  shouZd be sumll,  s4nifl-  turns  to laboron  thei  cukluationthando
dions about the world economy  and trad-  canly  less than one month  of oil exports.  others  is  Reducing  inequalty  might  re-
ing environment.  quireprovidirg  more training  in manage-
Theyfind thatanincrease  in the growth  Commodity  stabilization fimds are hard-  rid  and tehnical  skills.
rate in industrial countries has an unam-  currency savings to protect against a fall
biguouslypositive  effecton  the growthrate  in income from commodity  exports in the  Usingpanel data from a three-year study
in developing  countries,  but that the meg-  presence of  borrowing constraints.  of 727  households, Adams and Alderman
njitudeofrtheimpactdependslargelyonthe  Arrau and Claessens develop  the opti-  identify the sources dincome  inequality
level ofrealinternationalinterestrates  To  mal  rules  for deposits  in and withdraw-  in rural Pakistan.
an extent, low  real interest rates together  alsfrom suchafhndby using  abenchmark  First, theydecompose  total rura income
with continuing  finanil  flows to the  de-  model  of precautionazy  savings  with l-  among  five  sources:  agricultural,  live-
velopingcountriescouldcuslhinthenega-  quidity constraints.  stock, rental, nonfirm,  and trnsfer  in-
tive impact on developing  countries of the  Theyshow  that the optimal  stabilization  come.  This decomposition  shows  that ag-
recession  in industial  countries,  fund is smal.  For the Chilean Copper Sta-  ricultwal  income contnbutes  most to in-
The author?  simulations reinforce the  bilization Fund,  they  snow  that the acta  equality in total rural income.
argument tfhat developing countries' do-  accumulation of foreign assets bas been  Next, they decampose the  sources of
mestic policiesplayacrucialrole in deter-  much larger than the benchmak  model  inequality in  agricultural  income. This
mining long-run growth, inflation, and  requires. Ovelongperiods,  the copperfimd  leads to the srprisingflnding  that ineq-
interestrates.  Theyfind,  for example, that  should contain less  than  one month's  ex-  nitable ownerslip  ofland  is not the main
if external  conditions remain  unchanged,  ports.  source  of inequality  in  agricultural  in-
reasonable  improvements  in  domestic  They also use the model  to find the op-  come.  Income from retums  to labor and
policies (specified in the paper) can in-  timal  depletion of the windfall gain oil  crop profits contribute most to this area
crease  developing  countries'  average  exporters received as a result of the Per-  of inequality-
growth by about 1.5 percentage points a  uinGulfcrisis-amountingtoaboutfour  One way to reduce rural  income in-
year.  monthsof averageexports.Theyfindthat  equality might be to find more ways to
The simulation results  show that  as  such awindfall gain should be depleted in  narrow the disparities between abilities,
world  oil prices  become more volatile,  so  about  four years.  In the  long run,  an oail  perhapsbyteaclhigmoreman  rialand
do  world inflation,  interest,  and  GDP  exportr  shouldkeepasmall fund, signifi-  technical skills to agriculturists.
growth rates. The results  also show the  cantly less t  han one month of oil exports.  Acording  to  Adams and  Alderman,
superiority of non-debt-creating  flows  (for  But higher-than-predicted funds can be  policymakersconcemedaboutinequality
example, foreign  direct investment)  to  justified if there are externalities associ-  in rural  Pakistan would also be well ad-Policy Research  Working  Paper  SerIes  19
vised to pay more attention  to livestock.  developmenL Copies of the  paper  are  are  greater  than  incentives for import
Income from livestock  apparently  de-  available free from the World  Bank, 1818  substitution. The two  may be related but
creases the inequalities in incone.  H  Street, NW, Washington, DC 20433.  a heavily interventionist policy  could be
This paper - a product of the Agricul-  Please contact Selina  Khan, room S6-228,  outwardly oriented.
tural Policies Division, Agriculture and  extension 33651(29 pages).  And a country could impose  trade poli-
Rural Development  Department-is  part  cies that  raise the average  incentive to
of a larger  effort in  the  department  to  export, while increasing the dispersion of
monitor  the impactofagricultural policies  838. Measuring  Trade  Policy  incentives within the export and import
on poverty. Copies  of  this paper are avail-  Intervention:  A Cross-Country  sectors - so that  when such a  country
able free from the World Bank  1818 H  Index  of Relative Price Dlspersion  liberalizes,trademightreturntoits  origi-
Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433  nal pattern but with incentives inwardly
Please contact Cicely  Spooner, room N8-  Brian  J. Aitken  oriented.
039, extension 32116  (34 pages).  (January  1992)  The index of relative price dispersion
that  Aitken develops has the advantage
Not orny  is it hazardous  to charaterize an  thatitis  objective,  measures intervention
837. Manpower Planning  inward-oriented  counny as intentian-  inbotlhexprtsandimports,iscomparable
In a Market Economy with  Labor  ist and can  outuard-oriented country as  across countries, and  is independent of
Market Signals  liberaL but the  claracerizaton  is simply  fluctuations  in echne  rates caused by
wrong for developing countries. Whether  macroeconomic  mismanagement.  Unlike
Arvl Van Adams, Joln  Mliddleton,  acounr  yintervenes  does  not telthe  whole  average  tariffs  andmeasures  of nontariff
and  Adrian  Ziderman  stry  about its  -ade  policy, and misses an  barriersandpricelevels,  the relative  price
(January 1992)  essential  aspect  of  interenti  which  dispersion  index measures  incentive  is-
goods are fauored by subsidies and  which  tordons  within  categories  of goods.
As countries  moue  from  centraZly  planned  are protected by tariffs  The Leamer index looks directly at the
to  market economies,  manpower  planners  effectsoftradepohcyntrventonbutthe
must abardon oldtechniquesforforecast-  In the debate about the relationship be-  theoretical assumptions required to cal-
ing manpower requirements and learn to  tween trade  pohliy and growth, vanous  culate the pattern of trade in the absence
analyze signals firom  the labor markeL  measuresfortradeinterventionhavebeen  of distortion are questionable. Such as-
used  Aitken presents  a  new measure  smptions  are  nessary  when  alca-
The movement from centrally planned to  based on a countrys relative price struc-  lating relative price dispersion, as world
market economies  will not eliminate the  ture and the structure  of relative  world  prices are directly observable.
need for manpower planning. Rather, it  prices.  This measure, he arg,  conforms  This paper - a product of the Transi-
will substantially change the roles man-  more  closely  than existingmeasurestothe  tion  and  Macro-Adjustment Division,
power planners play and the techniques  concept of trade intervention.  Policy Research Department-is  part of
they use.  The relationship between  aopenneser  a lrger  effort in the department to esti-
Manpowerplannersmustbecome  a-  and trade liberization  is more compli-  matepoicymxeasuesrelevantforgrowth-
lysts of the labor market.  In a  market  cated than is often believed Whether a  The research  was fumded  by the Banks
economy,  they will be asked for inforna-  countryintervenes doesnottell the whole  Research Support Budget, 'How Do Na-
tion:  storyaboutitstrade  policy,andmissesan  tional Polices Affect  Long-Ran  Growth?
* To guide  private  decisions about  essential  aspect of intervention: which  (RPO 676-66). Copies of the paper  are
training.  goods  are fivored by subsidies and which  available free from the WorldBank, 1818
* Toimprovethemanagementoftrain-  are protected  by tariffs.  Indonesia and  H  Street  NW, Washingtocn DC 20433-
ing systems.  Peru, for example,  have comparable  mea-  Please contactRebeccaMartin,room  Nil-
*  To identify impediments to competi-  sures ofintervention,  but therelative pice  053, extension 39065  (48 pages).
tive labor markets.  of equipmentisveryhighin Peranclvery
- To help  rationalize  public invest-  low in Indonesia; consumer nondurables
mentsin  education and training-  appear to flow freely in Ian  America,  839. Reglonal Integmtlon  under
Adams,  Middleton,  andZidermanintro-  while prices for these goods in Japan and  VERS: When Trade Diversion
duce techniques for manpower planning  Koreaareinexpicablybigh.Understand-  IS  Unambiguously  Beneficial
that adknowledge  the dynanic  nature of  ing differences in the growth experience
marketeconomies.Theyrejecttheideaof  afthese countries clearlyrequires a more  David  G.  Tar
forecastingmanpowerrequirements, pro-  subtleviewoftradepolicythan  outwarc'  (January  1992)
posing instead to use signals fiom the la-  and 'inward  orientation, and a more in-
bormarketpickedupbymonitoringmove-  formed understanding  of the nature  of  The cvation  of a  North American free
ments  in  wages and  employment and  intervention.  trzie area  and other  studing  bloc ikely
evaluating training programs.  The debate has  been confused by the  to  resultintnzde diversion  in sectors  where
This paper - a product of the Educa-  failure to distinguishbetween  tradeinter-  potection  is exeised  through voluntay
tion and  Social Policy Department - is  vention and outward orientation. Trade  eapart  mesaint  (VERs). Such tndediuer-
part of a larger effort in the department  intervention implies policies  that distort  sionvwil benelttheimporigowuntry  but
to study the operation of labor markets  the flow or pattern of trade; outward ori-  will hurt eporting  countris  outide  the
and  their  impact on human  resources  entation impliesinoentives  to export that  trading blot20  Policy Research Working Paper Seres
Tarrargues thattrade  diversionbasedon  They  conclude  that some countries suc-  guidance can be given to other countries,
taiff preferences  can be welfare-reducing  cessfully absorbed the external shock of  more analysis is needed on how changes
because there  is a tradeoff between im-  the 1980s by:  inmarriagebehaviorwerebroughtabout
proved resource allocation and a loss in  * Minimizing the effects of the exter-  in TunisuL The cross-sectional analysis
terms of trade  - where the latter  loss  nal shockby combining external and do-  usedinthispapercouldnotaddressissues
equalsthelosttariffrevenueoftheimport-  mestic debt strategies.  of what determined the age of marriage.
ing country.  * Adjusting their fiscal deficits.  Asecondmajorfacorinfertilitydecline
With trade  diversion based  on rent-  * Experiencing  a  positive  external  in Tunisia was the increased use of con-
transferring  quotas  such  as voluntary  shock.  traception. The main focus of this paper
export restraints (VEERs),  however, there  *  Fostering growth by stimulating ex-  is what determines the practice  of contra-
is no such tradeod. On the contrary, not  port growth and developing  domestic fi-  ception. The general increase in the use
only does the importing country improve  nancial markets.  ofcontraception was the result ofa stmng
itsresourceallocationbutitalsoimproves  No single country fully implemented  family planning program as well as in-
its terms of trade.  So for the importing  this  strategy,  those most successful in  creases in education over time. The fan-
country, trade  diversion under  VERs is  doing so were Morocco,  Portugal,  and  flyplanningprograminTunisiais  consid-
unambiguously  beneficial.  Turkey.  ered one of the best in the world.
For exporting countries outside the re-  Their experience  contrasts with that of  There has been a substantial program
gional trading bloc, however, there is an  some Latin American countries that ex-  to improve the access of the rural, poor,
unambiguous loss. They continue to sell  perienced a  similar external  shock but  and least educated population groups to
thesameVER-corstrainedquantityinthe  failedtoundertakefiscalad,justmentand  fiamily  planming-  Although in the last 10
importingcountrybutatareducedprice  financed most of their  deficit through  years  contraceptive  use  incenased the
Therefore they  unambiguously lose on  money  finance - thus experiencing  high  most among the least educated women,
their trade in VER-constrsined products  inflation levels and overturdesing their  thesegroupsarestlllservedlessweflthan
from the creation of a  regional tlading  private sector. In some respects, Yugosla-  themoreprivileged.Weknowtbisbecause
bloc.  via had the same experience.  the  uneducated  women have  one chlud
This paper - a product of the Trade  This paper - a product of the Private  more, on  average,  than  they  say they
Policy  Division,  Policy Research Depart-  Sector Development and Finance Group,  want.
ment - is part of a larger effort in the  Technical Department, Europe and Cen-  Otiher  countries studying their own de-
department to assess  the  effects of re-  tral Asia and Middle  East and North Af-  mographic  tranition  should study  the
gional  trade integration. The research was  rica Regions  -is  part of ECA/MNAs  re-  history of the fertility decline in Tunisia.
funded by the Banlks Research Support  gional study on external debt and infla-  Cross-sectional analysis  of what  deter-
Budget, 'The Impact of EC 1992 and Re-  tion Copies  ofthepaperare  available  free  mines contraceptive use and fertility as
gional  Integrationon SelectedMediterra-  from the World  Bank, 1818H StreetNW,  carried out in this paper can be used to
nean Countries" (RPO 675-64).  Copies  of  Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  guide Tunisia  itself on where it might
this  paper are  available free from the  Luz Hovsepian, room H9-065, extension  most profitably expand its  activities to
World  Bank, 1818  H StreetNW, Washing-  37297  (68 pages).  increase contrceptive  use and thus fer-
ton,  DC  20433. Please  contact  Dawn  tility decline.
allantyne,  room  NIO-023,  extension  The results in this paper show the cen-
37947  ( 7 pages).  841. How Access to Contraception  tralroleofmortalitydeclineandaccessto
Affects  Fertility and Contraceptive  eontraception in this process. Health fa-
Use In Tunisia  cilities, especally clinics, and good  water
840. Pubilc Sector Debt, Fiscal  are  important  in  reducing  mortality,
Deficits, and Economic  Susan  Cohane  and David  KL  Guiky  whichin turn increases the motivation to
Adjustment: A Comparative Study  (January 1992)  restrict  fertility and the likelihood that
of Six EMENA Countries  people  ill act on that  motivation.
What  were the  importa  factors  in  The eflfcts  lag,  however. Access to
Aliedo E. Thorne  and Azita  Dastghelh  Tisiasfertiity  dci  Wettereducat  irn  health facilities at age 20 matters more
(January  1992)  for women  and  more  acoess  zofamilyplan-  than eurrent access in affecting motiva-
ning  and contraception  and  to  all  the  tion.Thus,  along-termprogram  tofurther
Whiy did  some  highly indebted  Lati  thingsthatcontibutetomoralitydeclne  reduce mortality is important.  Hospitals
Ameican  countres  experwice  high  bfa-  - inuding  health care facilities fepe-  and doctors in  rural areas appear to play
gion  as  a result of  the external  shcui ofthe  cially clinics) and good water.  less clear a role than clinics, but further
1980s, white other countries managed to  analysis of what determines mortality  -
absorb  the  shock  and resume grouwth  To a great extent, fertility decline  in Ta-  especially in  rurl  areas  - would be
mdsia  can be explained by the rise in the  neededtodesignaproperhealthstrategy.
Thorne and Dastgheib  analyzed the expe-  age at which women marry, probably be-  The structural  model Coclrane  and
r.enre of six countries in the EMENA  re-  cause they are better  educated and be-  Guilkey use is designed to distinguish
gion (Algeria, Morocco,  Pakistan,  Portu-  cause social legislation has given them  exogenous  from endogenous  variables-
gal, Turkey, and Yugoslavia), and com-  more rights  This legislation has ranged  to separate such community variables as
pared it  with the experiences of Latin  from the  abolition of polygamy to in-  access to family planning from the chan-
American countries.  reased rights in the work force. Before  nels through  which they operate. One ofPolicy Research Woraing Paper Seles  21
the most importantfindings is the impor-  lending, so policymakers in South Asia  developing  countries tends to reinforce a
tance of access to family planning and  should pursue policies  and nondistortion-  dassicalthemeofdevelopmenteconomics:
health  facilities to the motivation to re-  ary incentive systems conducive to the  the importance of human capital and fi-
duce fertility and to act on that motiva-  infusion  offoreign  direct  investment flows.  nancial markets.
tion by using contraception.  Many people  Husain and Jun's  major findings are  This paper - a product of the Country
in the field have dismissed the measures  consistentwith theBaks  emphasisonan  Opertons  Division, Eastern  Africa De-
of motivation used in this study, but the  increasinglyimportant  role for the private  partment, Africa Regional Office  and in-
authors found them particularly impor-  sector - and direct investment flows - tiatedwhiletheauthorwasinDivisionII,
tant.  in development A focus  on foreign direct  Country Policy, Industry  and  Finance,
This paper - a product of the Popula-  investment is appropriate, given current  Operations Evaluation Department - is
tion, Health, and Nutrition Department  constraintsonexternalfinancing,partieu-  part of a review of cross-country experi-
- is part of a larger effort in the depart-  larly through traditional bank credits.  ence with long-term growth. Copies  are
ment  to study  ways to improve family  This paper-a  product  of the Debt and  available  free from the World Bank, 1818
planning. This  research wasfundedby the  International Finance Division, Interna-  H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.
Bankls Research Support Budget, ¶lm-  tional Economics  Department - is part  PleasecontactAfsarNokhostirooomJ-
pediments to Contraceptive Use and Fer-  of a  larger effort in the department  to  281, extension 34150  (30 pages).
tility Decline" (RPO 675-72).  Copies are  analyze the trends and determinants  of
available free from the World Bank, 1818  capital flows  to developingcountries.  Cop-
H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  ies ofthepaperareavaflablefreefiom  the  844. Heterogenelty, Distribution,
Please contact Otlia  Nadoas, room S11-  World  Bank, 1818  HStreetNW, Washing-  and  Cooperation  In Common
219, extension 31091(58 pages).  ton, DC 20433. Pleae  contact Rose Vo,  Prptrty  Resource  Management
room 88-042,  extension  33722(50 pages)
RaiKanWbur
842. CapItal Flows to South  Asian  (Janumry  1992)
and  ASEAHI  Countries:  Trends,  843. How Financial  Markets  Affect
Determinants, and  Policy  Long-Run  Growth:  The more heterogeneus agent ore along
Implications  A Cross-Country  Study  relevant dimenswns, the less  liky  coop-
erativeagreementsartocomeaboutAnd
Taat  Husai  and KwangW.  Jun  Bjaz Ghani  eisting  agreems  are  more  ikely  to
(January  1992)  (January  1992)  break  downas  agroup  becomes  more  het-
erogenus.
Foreign direct  investment  has been more  Acounry  with  a  more developedfinancial
influentzal  than  other  types  of resource  system tends  to  grow faster because it  can  Ianburconsiderstheroleofgrouphetero-
flows  in  shaping  economic  growth  in  make more efficient use ofresources. Poiy  gmneityin  thesuessorfailureofeommon
ASEAN  countries  South  Asian  re/ormn  that fastes  fnancial  deueopment  property  resource management  He  ar-
polkymakers  can also facilitate  the inf it-  also fosters a beter  growth  rate for real  guesthatcooperativeagreementsareless
sion  of foreign  direct  investment  flows  if  GD.  lkely  to  come  about  when  agents  am
theypursu,epoiies  andnondistortionary  highly heterogeneous  along relevant  di-
incentiue systems  similar  to  those  of  Empirical studies on new growth theory  mensions-andcexistingagreementsare
ASS/iN  counties.  have tended to ignore financial policy's  more likely to break down as a group be-
role in development.  Ghani provides evi-  comes more heterogeneous.
Husain and Jun compare the experiences  dence that  the initial level of financial  Kanbur  crystallizes his  argument in
of selected Asian countries in attractg  developmentispositively associatedwith  simple  numerical  examples and  ius-
different forms of ecternal financing and  a counkys  later GDP growth rate, after  tratesbyreferencetocase  studiesoncom-
examine how that financing has contrib-  controlling for the effect of the starling  mon propertyresource mnagement-in
uted  to growth.They  carry out the analy-  value  of human  capital  and  the  invest-  particul,  cases  involving  fisheries  and
sis for two subgroups-South  Asian and  ment rate.  irngation  systems. More work is needed
ASEAN  countries-with  distinctly  differ-  A country that starts  with a more de-  to substantiate  Kianburs argument, but
ent dominant forms of capital flows.  veloped financial system tends  to grow  hisanailysissofar supports the argument
After reviewing recent trends in finan-  faster because it can make more efficient  that  equity and  efficiency complement
cial flows to individual countries, Husain  use of  resources. It can do  so through sev-  rather  than oppose each other.
and Jun perform a statistical analysis of  eral channels, includingbetterevaluation  This paper-aproductofthe  Research
the effects of foreign capital flows on the  andmonitoiingoffirms,lowertfansaction  Advisory Staff, Office dthe  Vice Presi-
macroeconomic  performance  ofdeveloping  costs for financial intermediation,  and  dent,  Development Econonmcs  - is  a
countries in the region. They find that  externalities geneated from information  background paper for the WorldDevelop-
foreign directinvestment has been amore  collected  and processed  in financial mar-  ment Report 1992 on enviromnent Cop-
sgnificantpositivefactorthan  othertypes  kets.  ies areavalablefreefrom  the World  Bank,
ofresource flowsin shapingthe economic  Policy  reform that fosters financial de-  1818 H  Street  NW, Washington; DC
growth of ASEAN  countries. Substantial  velopment also has a sigmficant positve  20433. Please contactthe World  Develop-
increases in ODA  flows are unlikely, and  effect  on the growthrateofreal  GDP.  The  ment Report office,  room T7-101,  exten-
so is the resumption of significant bank  empirical  evidence  Ghani presents for 50  sion 31393  (25 pages).22  Policy Rsearch  Woddng Paper Series
845. Inflation Stabilization  This paper - a product  of the Country  Traditionally,programdesign dedsions
In Turkey: An Application  Operations  Division, Country  Depart-  havebeenbasedonassumptionsaboutthe
of the RMSM-X  Model  ment I, Europe and Central Asia Region  potential impactofalternativestrategies,
- is part of a larger effort in the Region  with  little explicit  consideration of their
Luc  Evcraert  toenhanceitsmacroeconomicmonitoring  costs. The workshop aimed  to lay the
(January  1992)  capabilities.  Copies ofthe paperareavail-  groundwork  for incorporating  cost data
able free from the World Bank, 1818 H  into  the  program  designI But  lack of
Addingestimatedbeauwioralequations  to  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  knowledge  on the  effectiveness  of inter-
the standard  RIVSM-X  model allows it to  Please contact Suzanne Zamora, room H5-  ventions  is nearly  as great  an obstacle to
simulate  the  short-run  consequences  of  105, extension  36071(51  pages).  sound program  design.Amuch  improved
inflation  stabilization,  information  base in both areas is urgently
needed.
The model Everaert  presents  is an exten-  846.  Incorporating  Cost  Cost-effectiveness  information  is  also
sion of the simple RMSM-X  model  devel-  and Cost-Effectiveness Analysis  essential  to ensure  that  additional re-
oped to improve the Country Operations  Into the Development of Safe  sourcesare allocated to SafeMotherhood
Divisionrs macroeconomicmonitoringand  Motherhood  Programs  by illustrating  that  a relatively  small in-
modelingcapabilities.AAddingeconometri-  vestment  can  bring  about  significant  ri-
cally estimated  behavioral  equations  and  Lry  Fory,  Dians KL  Measham,  ductionsinmaternalmorttlityarimprove
the use oflaggedcrelationships  makes the  and Anne G. Tinker  other  key  indicator  Safe  Motherhood
model fit for short-run  simulations  while  January 132)  competes  with  other  better  established
maintaining  an  essentially  recursive  sectoral  interests,  including  Child  Sur-
structureandthuskeepingcomputationEl  A relatively smil  inuestent  can reduce  vival, which reguarly  uses cost-effective-
Costs at  a minimum.  matuerna  mortalty  and  morbdity.  To  ness figures as advocacy and  fundraisg
First,  Everaert  reviews the theoretical  ac7iee  the greatest  impact  on maternal  tools.
framework  of  an  inlation  stailization  healh  uesources  must  be  allocated  This  paper  - a product  of the Popula-
program.  n the absence ofpricerigidities,  soundly  within  and  to Safe  Motherhood  tion, Health,  and  Nutrition  Department
a  reduction  in  inflation  simply  implies  programas  - synthesizes  the results  of a workshop
finding  a  replacement  for revenue  lost  on the  costs and cost-effectiveness  of Safe
from  a  decline  in  the  inflation  rate.  In  Little information  is available  on the  ac-  Motherthoodprograms.The  workshop was
reality,  backward-looking  nominal  con-  tual  costs of implementng  Safe Mother-  held  at the World Bank, April  8-9, 1991
tracts  and  credibility  problems  induce  hoodprograms,  oronhow  these costs vary  Copiesofthe  paper arevailable  free from
short-run  costs, maling  a fall in the eco-  in different  settings.  Nor is there  a con-  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,
noniic growth  rate  an  inevitable  part  of  sensus  on the precise  gral,  content,  and  Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contact
inflation  stabilization.  The  theoreticel  structureofSafeMotherhoodprograms-  Otilia  Nadora,  room S11-219,  extension
frameworkyields  the specificationofafew  due largely to a paucity ofinformation  on  31091(37  pages).
key  behavioral  equations  to  be  imple-  the  relative  effectiveness  of individual
merted  in the model.  health  interventions;  ofdifferentlevelsof
Next, Everaert  shows in detail how this  the health  system; and  of non-health  sec-  847.  Coping  with  the  Legacies
theoretical  framework  is implemented  in  torinterventions  Itis difficultto  measure  of  Subsidized  Mortgage  Credit
theRMSM-Xmodelbyspecifygdemand  the impact  of interventions  on mortaity,  In Hungary
andsupplysidesofall  mrkets-Anecono-  and  debate continues  on the appropriate-
metricallyestimatedshort-runpriceequa-  ness  of various  intermediate  or  process  Silviu BR  Sapan and [aic Chiquier
tion plays  a key role.  indicatorsasproxiesformaternaloutcome  (Jaaaay  1992)
Everaeressimulationresultsshowthat  measures.
evenifacredibleprogramisimplemented,  Participants  at  a  recent  World  Bank  Likemanysocialistcountriesin
at least  two years  of negaiive  per capita  workshop onSafeMotherhoodagreedthat  Hungarv  must  find  a  way  to reduce  the
growth a'  neededtolbringinfladiondown  it is essential  to develop a better  under-  fiscal  burden  impticit  in  the  subsidied
fromitscurrentlevelstobelow  10 percent  standing  of the  cost-effectiveness  of Safe  housing  loan porto/io  inherited  from the
a year.  The accompanying  fiscal effort is  Motherhood  interventions  to design pro-  pre-1989 regime  The paper  discusses df-
great  the  equivalent  of a 40 percent  in-  grams  and allocate  the limited  resources  ferent  ways of dealing  with  this portibo
crease  in direct  tax revenues  if no other  available  in a  way that  maxmizes  their  dunng  the twanion  toward  a more effi-
expenditure  or  revenue  measures  are  impact  on maternal  health  status.  ient and equitable  systez.
taken.  Scenanios that  do not incorporate  At its  simplest,  a costing  methodology
strong fiscal action  do not succeed in per-  would provide guidelines  for estimating  Sagari and Chiquier examine alternatives
manently  lowering inflation  and  lead  to  the  costs  of prospective  programs,  once  for dealing  with  the  initial  conditions of
lower  per capita  GDP at  the  end  of the  designed.  When combined with informa-  housing  finance  facing countries  malking
decade  than  does  the  scenario  of fiscal  tion on effectiveness, it could be used  tD  the  transition  to a market  economy and
stabilization.  Inflation  in the Turkish con-  give planners  an indication  of the  poten-  moving toward  a more efficientand  equi-
text is costly because  it reduces  not only  tial  results  achievable  through  a variety  table  system.
thelevelofproductiveinvestmentbutalso  of  program  options1 subject  to  the  re-  The  authors  focus  on  the  problem  of
its efficiency.  sources  at their  disposal.  restu  ing  the  stockof  housing  loansPolicy  Research  Working Paper Series  23
that  exist at  the time a  new regime is  clined. In 1973,  the  EC shifted fiom being  returningtohistoricalyieldswouldreduce
implemented. Almost without exception  a  net importer to being a  net exporter.  wheat production and  exports substan-
the  stock of housing  loans is yielding  Developing countries, on the whole, are  tially more than coarse grains.
heavily subsidized rates, and its market  heavy grain importers.  Under scenario 1, developing  countries'
valueissignificantlybelow itsbook value.  The EC's Project 1992 will abolish in-  netimportcostsforgrains fallslightlyand
Hungary  makes an  interesting  case  ternal  trade  barriers  to facilitate  the  importsrise,inresponsetolowerprices.By
study. The mortgage portfolio inherited  movement ofgoods,  persons, services,  and  2000, the cost of grain imports for al  de-
from pastregimes-and  the nature ofthe  capital between member countries. One  veloping  countries falls US$153  (constant
measures adopted to deal with the fiscal  aspect of the program is elimination of  1985 dollars);  Asian and Middle Eastern
andinstitutional problemsresultingfrom  border taxes and subsidies (called  MCAs)  developingcountriessavethe most Under
the old regimes-makes  especially  clear  on  agricultural  commodities. Coupled  scenario 2 the return to hisborical  yie.da
the perverse implications of housing fi-  withinternal pressurestoreduceagricul-  increases developing countries  cost for
nance systems based on across-the-board  tural budget expenditures, the EC-1992  grain imports by an estimated US$906
subsidized interest rates.  program has affected agricutural  policy  million (constant 1985 dollars).
Sagari and Chiquier propose a geDeral  by weakening the role of the price inter-  Exchange rate  variations  in member
approach to finding options to reduce the  vention system.  An example  was the 1988  countries have also affect;ed  the level of
fiscal burden implicit in the subsidized  adoption  of a common  agricultural policy  protection of EC agriculture. Under cur-
housing loan portfolio  inherited from the  (CAP)reformpackagecalled'stabilizers"  rent macroeconomic  policies,  large price
pre-1989 regime- They identify medha-  to limit market price supports.  cuts would be necessary to bring produc-
nisms to reduce the interest subsidy em-  Using an econometric  model, Ingco  and  tion in line with demand. Such price cuts
bodied  in thatportfolio as well  as medha-  Mitchell show the  stainlizers  and  the  are not politicaDy  feasible, so policies de-
nisms  to  spread  the  associated losses  elimination oftheMCAstolhavealimited  signed to remove land and farmers from
amongthosebenefitingfromthe subsidies  effecton  world  grainprices andtrade. The  grain  production are Slky  to be more
as well as among other parties. Clearly  stabilizers depress the ECUintervention  important.  But land  set-aside schemes
any "residuaP subsidy must be absorbed  price, but their  effect on production is  will not significantly affect production
by the government and ultmately  by the  minimnal  ascutsin nomnal ECUinterven-  without much  hinger compensation pay-
populationin the form ofincreased taxa-  dion prices are  partly  offset by  adjust-  ments than are now contemplated.
tion or decreased availability  of public  ments  in  green  exchange rates  when  This paper-a  product of the Interna-
services.  MCAs  are eliminated. In general, the new  tional Trade Division,  International Eco-
The problemis complexandno obvious,  arrangements  to remove MCAs involve  nomics Department-is  part ofa larger
easily implementable solutions emerge.  revaluingthegreenratesincountrieswith  effort in the  department to understand
Butdelayingaction  couldhardlyimprove  positive MCAs and  devaluing them  in  how developing  countries are affected by
the situation.  countries with negative MCAs.  The effect  policy  reformasin  the industial  countries.
This  paper is a product of the Financial  wouldbeagradual increase  in grain prices  Copies  oftbispaperare avallablefree  fom
Sector Development  Department. Copies  in France, Greece,  Ireland, Italy, and the  the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,
ar  available free from the World Bank,  United Kingdom  -more  so than in coun-  Washington, DC 20433. Please contact
1818 H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC  tries with strong currencies,  such as Cer-  Pauline  Kolkila,  room S7-040, extension
20433. Please contact Melalou  Guirbo,  many and the Netherlands.  33716 (37 pages).
rom  J9-235, extension 35015  (26 pages).  Baseline projections  indicate that total
EC10 grain production will continue in-
creasing as average yields increase 2  per-  849. Flmaclai  Structures
848. How EC 1992 and Reforms  cent to 2.5 percent a year. Eliminating  and Economic Development
of the  Common  Agricultural  Policy  MCAs  andcotinuing  stblizers Cscenaio
Would Affect Developing  1) would slightly increase grain produc-  Ros levine
Countries'  Grain Trade  taon  above  baseline as member countriese  (Febnrary  1992)
exchange  rate policies  adjust Total EC10
Merlinda  D).  Ingm  and Donald  0. MltchelI  grain production will  increase 2 percent a  This paper conasucts a modl  that cap-
(Febnmazy  1392)  yearoverbaselinein  1995-2000, butelimi-  tures  the two-way  nature of the relation-
nating the CAP and returning to a pre-  ship between  financial and economic  de-
How stabilizers,  price cuts, and the elimi-  CAP growth path for yields (scenario 2)  velopment  - and allouw soieties  at dif-
nation Cfborder  tazes  and subsidies  &waud  would  produce a decline  in grain produc-  ferenet  leves afecnomic  devopment  and
affect EC grain production and develop-  tiOn-with  total ECIO  wheat production  with di7  ent polices to choose  dijfWent
uag  counties'grain  btade  27 percent below baseline in 2000.  finanal  servioe
Under scenario 1, eliminating MCAs
The European Community  (EC) is a ma-  causes a slight decline  in world  wheat and  Levine constructs a model that captures
jor grain producer, accounting for about  coarse grain prices. By 2000, real wheat  the  two-way nature  of the relationship
12percentofworldproductionin 1989-90.  prices fal  1 percent and corn prices 0.62  between financidl and economic  develop-
EC grain exports (mainly lower-quality  percentbelow baseline.Underscenario2,  meat - and allows societies at different
feed wheat) increased significantly over  prices rise  substantially.  Wheat prices  levels of economic  development  and with
the last three decades,  and grain imports  increase  (by  6.49 percent)  more  than  differentpoliciestochoose  differentfinan-
(nainly higher-quality bread wheat) de-  coarse grain prices (218 percent) because  ciel services.24  PolHcy  Researcm  Working  Paper Sedes
In thismodel, various typesoffinancial  shift the blanuce  ofgouernment spending  on the sustainability of trade reform in
contracts  and  institutions  arise  in re-  toward nontradabl  .As a result,  the real  structural  adjustment loans (RPO 675-
sponse to the economic  environment. In-  exchange  rate tends  toappreciate-which  32). The paper was presented at Bank
centivesforfinancial structurestoemerge  could undermine  theeffectiuenessofsimnut-  seminars held  in  August  and  October
are generated by liquidity and productiv-  taneous trade liberaization.  1991. Copies of the paper are available
ity  risk, the costs ofgatheringinformation  free from the World Bank, 1818  H Street
and mobilizing  resources, and the costs of  Matin examines the effect  of fiscal ad-  NW,  Washington, DC 20433. Please con-
financial transactions.  The  emergence  justrnent on the real exchange rate. He  tact  Dawn Ballantyne,  room N10-023,
and  development of financial  arrange-  argues that  the direction and extent of  extension 37947 (42 pages)-
ments in response to the economic  envi-  thateffect depend  on the way  fiscal  adjust-
ronment  can  alter  investment decisions  ment  is carried out.  If a fiscal  deficit is
and per capita  growth  rates  - while the  reduced mainly by reducing  total govern-  851.  Sources  of World  Bank
level  ofper capitaincome helps determine  ment spending, the effect on the real ex-  Estimates of Current Mortalyt
the types offinancial  services a particular  change  rate  depends  on whether  the ad-  Rates
society chooses to develop and  use.  justmuentis  achieved through  proportion-
Levine not only recondles  more empiri-  ate cuts in boLh  capital and current  spend-  Eduard Boa,  My T.Vu.
cal regularities  than past theoretical  stud-  ing or through  disproportionately  greater  and Patience W. Stephens
ies have  done, but highlights  the  role of  cuts in capital spending.A  disproportion-  (Febmary 1992)
public  policies  on  financial  activities.  ately  high cut in capital  spending  affects
Policy has important  implications  for the  the composition  of government  spending  Sources ofd  heinfan  rtality rate and Lie
rate ofeconomic growth, thelevel  offinan-  between  tradables  and  nantradables.  expectancy  at  birth  for  each of  the  186
cial development,  and  the types  of insti-  Matin extends the dependent-economy  countriw  for  which  the Population  and
tutions  providing financial  services.  model of the real  exchange rate,  incorpo-  Human  Resourcs  Departnent  of  the
Levine's  model  also  predicts  that  per  rating  both the  level  and  composition  of  WorlBank  nmaes  demographic estimates
capitagrowthratesshouildberelatedtothe  government  spending. He then estimates  and projections.
tvpes offinancial  services provided by the  the model for Bangladesh,  a country that
financial  sector. Thus,  the  most common  reducedtotal  governmentspendingin  the  Bos,Vu,andStephens  discuss thesources
empirical  measure  of financial  develop-  face  of  growing  current  expenditures.  of estimates  of the infant  mortality  rate
ment  - the  overall size of the  financial  Bangladesh's  fiscal adjustment  involved  andlife  expectancyatbirthforeachofthe
system  - may not appropriately  capture  an unsustainably  large  decline in capital  186 countries  for  which  the  Population
fiundamental features offinancial  develop-  spending  as a share  of total  spending.  andHumanlResourcesDepartmentofthe
ment.  Econometric  estimates  ofthe model for  World  Bank  makes  demographic  esti-
Thispaper-aproductofthe  linancial  Bangladesh  show that  the  propensity  to  mates  and projections.
Sector  Development  Department  - is  spend on nontradables  is greater  for gov-  The  intention  is  to  tve  some  back-
part  of a larger  effort  in the  departnent  ernmentspendingthanforprivatespend-  ground  on the  derivation  ofmortality  es-
to study  the relationship  between  finan-  ing and  greater  for the government's  cur-  timates  and projections usedin  the Banks
cial and  economic development.  This re-  rent  spending  than  for its  capital  spend-  demographic estimates  and projections, so
search was funded by the Bas  Research  ing.  This  result  is highly  robust  across  people who use the data knowhow recent
Support  Budget,  "How Do National  Poli-  different  measures  of the  real  exchange  and  reliable  they may be.
cies Affect Long-Run Growthr(RPO  676-  rate  and across different  methods  of esti-  Bos, Vu, and  Stephens  discuss mortal-
66). Copies of the paper are  avaiable  free  mation.  Thus  as  Bangladesh's  fiscal ad-  ity  projection  methodology  and  list  the
from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW,  justment  shifted  government  spending  sources  and  assumptions  used  in  con-
Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  toward  nontradables,  the  real  exchange  strcting  estimates  for individual  coun-
Wilai  Pitayatonakkarn,  room N9-003,  ex-  rate  tended  to appreciate.  tries-Theyalsoplantoissueacompanion
tension  37666(39  pages).  Matinemphasizestwoimnportantimpli-  paperonthe  sources offertility  estimates.
cations  of such fiscal adjustment  for de-  The first  section  of the  paper  provides
veloping countries  like Bangladesh:  an  overview  of the  sources  of data,  dis-
850.  Fiscal Adjustment  - When  fiscal  adjustment  involves  cussestheirnature,andexplainsthepro-
and the Real Exchange Rate:  unsustainably  heavy  cuts  in  capital  jectionmethodologyused toarriveatcur-
The Case  of Bangladesh  spending (a trend that  is now being re-  rent estimates.
versedin  Bangladesh),  appreciation ofthe  In the secondsection,  the authors  docu-
Kazi A  Matin  real  exchange  rate  misaigns  that  rate,  mentmortalitydata  sourcesforeachcoun-
(February 1992)  causing a misallocation  of resources.  try,  organized  by region.
* When disproportionate  cuts in capi-  This  paper  - a product  of the Popula-
How cuts  in government  spending  affct  tal  spending  occur at  the  same  time  as  tion, Health,  and Nutrition  Department
thereal  exchangerate  depends on whether  trade  liberalization,  apprecition  of the  - is part  of a larger  effortin  the  depart-
a gouernment  achieves  fiscal adjustment  real  exchange rate  undermines  the  effec-  ment  to construct  and  document  indica-
through  proportionate  cuts in capital  and  tiveness of trade liberalization.  tors  of human  resources  development.
current  spending  or through  dispropor-  This paper  - a  product  of the  Trade  Copiesofthepaperareavailablefreefrom
tionte  cuts  in  capital spending.  Dispro-  Policy Division, Policy Research  Depat-  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,
por,donate cuts  in cepitUal  spending  may  ment-ispartofalargerresearchproject  Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contactPolcy  Research  Worklng  Paper Series  25
Otilia Nadora, room S1l-219, extension  tives that encorae  providers to behave  ofthe baing  system falls). But in devel-
31091 (23 pages).  in a manner consistent with social goals.  oping economies,  banks may possess  lim-
This is adcieved most easily with direct  ited information about only a few large
insurance, where the goals of the insurer  firms, and  the  potential for destroying
852. How Health Insurance  Affects  and the provider are identical, but third-  much information capital is great. Partly
the  Delivery of Health Care  party payers can also take an active role.  for this  reason,  some countnes - espe-
In Developing  Countries  Problemspromotingefficientandequi-  cially very  poor  ones  with  undiversified
table  delivery of health  services  are mag-  financial  systems  -have  difficulty  with
Joseph Kutzin and Howard Barnum  nifiedcwhen an insurer  serves merely as a  financial  reform.
(Februay  1992)  financial  conduit forreimbursingprovid-  Caprio  argues  that  policy  adviso
ers.  Goals of efficiency and  equity  can be  shoudbedrcnmspectinforecastingrapid
The goal of delvering  health services< i-  moreeffectivelypromoted  byaninsurance  posta-juatmentrecovery,  and structural
¶ciently and  eq:itably  can  be more efiyc-  institution  that  actively  organizes  con-  adjustment  and  financial  reform  pro-
rively promoted  by an insurance  tnstfu-  sumers  entry into the health  system and  gramsshouldconsidertheexteattowwhich
Lion that  actiuely  organizes  consumers'  removes  the financial  incentives  that  en-  bank  relationshiips  are  going  to be  dis-
entry into the health system and removes  courage providers to increase the volume  rupted, either by failing banks or by the
the  financial  incentives  that  encourage  and  cost of services.  destruction ofinformation.
prouids  to increase the volume and  ost  This paper  - a product  of the  Popula-  The accepted  wisdom is that  financial
of serviceu  tion,  Halth,  and  Nutrition  Department  reform  should  not  precede  aU  sectw
- is part  of a larger  effort in the  depart-  adjustment,  or banks  will get in trouble
To aleviate  financial  crises,  many  devel-  ment  to develop efficient  and  equitable  by lending  at  disequlibrium  prices. But
oping  countries  are  considering  health  health  sectorpricingand  insurance  strat-  postponingallfinandialrefbrmuntilstruc-
insurance  as  an  option  for  increasing  egies.  Copies  of the  paper  are  availale  tural  adjustment  is complete  is equilly
available  resources  in the  ]-  alth  sector.  free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  dangerous:  unless  the  finanil  sector is
Butbesidesaffectingrevenues,insurance  NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  prepared,  investors  will not have  enough
also affects how efficiently and equitably  tact OtiliaNador,  room S11-219,  exten-  capital to invest, even given credible pro-
health  services  are  delivered.  sion 31091(20  pages).  grams.
To understand  bow  insurance  affects  One potential  form  ofpreparation  is an
the deliveryofhealth services,  Kutzin and  extension service  for the financial sector,
Barnum stuLdied  systemsin Brazi, China,  853  Polity  Uncertainty,  to give firms accounftng training and to
Korea, and Zaire. They lookedat the fol-  Informatlon Asymmetries,  help auditing  firms get started.  Partial
lowing characteistics  of insurance  pro-  and Financial  Intermedlatlon  guarantees  to younger firms in, say, the
grams  the system for reimbusingprovid-  export sector  (after  devalution)  might
en, the servicescovered,  the insurer'srole,  Gerard  Caprio  help ofCsetsomeoftheisk assodated  with
the  extent  to  which  beneficiaries  help  (Februmay 992)  lending  to new clients.  The period of un-
cover  costs,  and the proportion  of the popu-  certaintyshould persistforonlyalimited
lation covered by insurance.  Poticy aduisors should be circumspect in  time -at  most, two to three years after
Kutzin  and Barnum  use  the  following  forecasting  rapid  post-austment  recowu-  structual  adjustnent;  a asunset" period
indicators for efficiency  and equity in the  ery,  and structural adjustment andfinan-  shouldbefrmlyimposedonanysubsidies.
deliveryofhealth  servioes: cotescalation,  cadrefrmprogramsswhould  consider the  Alternatively,  governments  could give
resource  allocation,  the  use  of specific  extent to which  bank relationships wil  be  an  investment  ttx  credit on information
medical technologies, andequityofaccess  disrupted,  either byfailing banks or by the  capital  Becasinfmasionis  dificultto
to services,  destruction  of informauion-  measure,  the  credit  would  be  equal  to
- Theycondludethatinsurersmusttake  some  maill proportion  ofloans  made.  In
anactiverolein  estabishinginstiautiaal  Financial  refonn  is  often  aocmpamiedby  effect, this  would amount  to the govern-
mechanisms  (such as  contraca  obliga-  other  changes,  including  structural  ad-  menttempormybuyingdowntheratefor
tions) that  encourage  health  serce  pro-  justment;  the  success  of the  combined  beneficiaries.  Even alter  such ataxeredit
viders  to  mmake  efficient  and  equitabe  experiment  depends  on  the  extent  and  program  expires,  bank  spreads  could be
decisions aboutresourceallocadonIneen-  efficiency  of  subsequent  investments.  expeted  to be  sizable,  since  lending  to
tives to providers  are important  because  Entrepreneurs'  judgments  about  invest-  newer  firms  is more  costly than  lending
they determine  the supply ofservices  and  ingin  a post-reform  world (often affect;ed  to a  few lae  enterprisesL  But  as these
can also tremendously  affect demand.  bythecostsofentryandexitandtheprob-  new firms  grow, spreads  shoulld decline.
As  examples fiom Brazil, China,  and  a}bilitythatareformawillbe reversed)  are  The  best  candidates  for reform - in
Korea show, providers can incrase  the  important  but  so are  bankl  consider-  bothrealandfinancialsectors-arecoun-
use  of  curative  services  so much  that  alions  ofthe sunk costs ofinvestments  in  tries  with more  diversified  banking sys-
health  care  costs  escalate  rapidly,  re-  both  physical  capital  and  information  tems.  These are more likelyin  well-diver-
source allocationinthe  sectoris  distorted,  development.  siflied  economies, with norecent  history  of
medical technologies  are inappropriately  In  industrial  economies  in  normal  severe financial  repression.  Countries
used, andaccess to service is inequitable.  times, information costs are low, baziks  that have tightly limited residents' abil-
To correct  these  distortons,  a  public in-  have ampleinformation,  and information  ity to hold foreign assets  may face a port-
surance  institution  should  create  incen-  is rarely  destroyed (as when a large part  folioadjustmentastheyease  capitalcon-26  Policy Research Working Paper Series
trols  under reforn, since  they are in effect  Aliyama uses a model to calculate the  citamn debtors; debt relief and the 'debSt
introducinganotherpotLentiallylower-risk  optimal tax and to evaluate the effect of  Laffer curve";  the role of official lenders;
asset. Countries that have had relatively  the tax and otherfihtors on  welfare.  Simu-  and debt buybachs.
open capital markets  will be better  off  lation results show that the optimal level
sincetheydonothave  pent-up demandfor  of the export tax depends on how farmers  The troublesome debts of mar  develop-
such assets.  and government form their expectations  ing countries have spawned much litera-
Well-capitalized  banking systems will  of fature prices. He found that the tax is  ture on why countries borrow, on what
naturally  tend to  fare betterunderreform,  indeterminatewhen  thegovernmentdoes  debt contributes  to growth, on why coun-
even though  ample  financial  capital  may  not know how farmers  form  their  expec-  tries repay, and on how to deal with exist-
not lead banks  to lend aggressively  in the  tations  and  when  farmers'  expectations  ing  debt.  Eaton  provides  an  analytical
face of greater  uncertainty  (such as  sub-  are independent  ofrecent  prices or taxes.  primer  on the  following aspects  of sover-
stantiallyreducedinformation).  Clear sig-  The government  can only impose  an  'es-  eign  debt:
nals fiomreforming governmentson  where  timatedcoptimal  taxbecause  the taxto  be  *  The basic accounting  concepts asso-
policiesareheadedwillhelpbothentrepre-  imposed  depends  on  the  governmentes  ciated  with debt  and  some data,  particu-
neurs and their  financiers.  Without  these  expectations  ofworldprices.VWhether the  larly  about  the net resource  transfers  as-
signals,  baniks will not be  sure  where  to  tax is optimal or not depends on whether  saciated  with external  borrowing.
concentrate  their investmentin  gathering  thegovernment'sexpectationsaremetby  *  The mechanics  of  debt  and  growth
information,  and periods of loan retrench-  reality.  To impose arealistic  tax, the gov-  impliedin  the Hrrod-Daoarand  two-gap
ment are more hlkely to be prolonged.  ernment  needs  to know  the farmers'  ex-  gowth  models. Eaton  points outhow  this
This paper-aproductoftheFinancial  pectations  and  the  prospects  for  world  analysis  canyield  misleadingconclusions
Sector  Development  Department  - is  prices  of a particular  perennial.  about  the  sustainability  of debt  and  the
part  of a larger  effort in the  department  Alcyama's  numerical  example  shows  deterninants  of solvency.
to study  the process  of financial  reform.  that  national  welfare is notvery  sensitive  *  Debt  as a  component  of an  optimiz-
This research  was fimded  by the  Banlks  to the  tax rate.  But  the  tax  does signifi-  ing model  of borrowing  in a competitive
ResearchSupportBudget,"Thelmpactof  cantly  affect the  distribution  of benefits  loan market,  when the borrower faces an
Finanal  Reform'  (RPO 676-13). Copies  between  farmers  and government-and  intrtemnporal  budget  constrainL
of the  paper  are  available  free frm  the  signifcantlyaffectslong-termproduction.  *  Debt  as a component  of recent  mod-
World Bank, 1818  I Street  NW, Washing-  The numerical  example also shows quan-  elsofendogenousgrowth.Eatancocludes
ton,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Wilai  titatively  how  much  interest  rates,  ex-  that  what  debt contrbutes  to growth  de-
Pitayetonakan,  room N9-003, extension  changerates,  andmarketingand  produc-  pends  greatly  on the  source  of growth.
37666 (26 pages).  tion costs affect welfare  and,  in the  long  *  Problemsadisingfimrosovereignrsk,
run,  the  perennial  subsector.  including  problems  of liquidity,  enforce-
Aldyama conrludes that  in imposing an  ment,  and  revenue-raising  to finance  re-
854. Is There  a Case  for an Optimal  export tax on perenniads, a government  payment (and the attendant  pmblem of
Export Tax on  Perennial Crops?  should give less consideration  to the taoes  capital flight)-
optimalityandmore  to how the tax affects  *  Incentives  to repay. Maintaining ac-
TnkamasaAldysma  welfare distrbutionandlong-termproduc-  cess to credit markets  can by itslf  be a
(Febmzuy 1992)  tion.  reason  to repay  enough  to sustain  sub-
This paper-a  product  of the Interna-  stantial  debt levels.
In  imposing  an  export  tax on perennial  tional Trade  Division, International  Eco-  *  Optionsavailabletoacreditorwhose
crops, a gouernvent  should gie  less con-  nomics Department  - is part  of a larger  debtor is unwilling  to meet  current  debt-
siderationto  thetax's  optimality and more  effort in the  department  to analyze  and  service obligations.
to how the tax affects the perenni's  long-  evaluate trade polidesin  developingoGun-  *  Debtbuybacks.Eatonconcludesthat
term  production  and  the  distribution  of  tries  Copies ofthe paperareavailable  free  in  the  absence  of any  efficiency cost im-
welfare  from the WorldBarn,  1818 HStreetNW,  posedbyoutstandingdebt(so  thattheonly
Washington,  DC, 20433.  Please  contact  implications  of the form and  extent  ofre-
The  idea  of an  optimal  export  tax  on a  Grace  flogon,  room  S7-033,  extension  paymentareforthedistibutionofsmuplus
conmodity is based  on the assumption  33732 (39 pages).  betweenborrowerandlender),howmuch
that  by  imposing  a  tax,  a  country  can  abuybackbenefitstheborrowerdepends
improvre  its  welfare  (the sum of producer  on how  much  buying  back  debt reduces
surplus and government revenues) when  855.  Sovereign  Debt: A Primer  what is available for repayment later.
itfacesa  downward-slopingdemandcurve  Eaton  also  concludes  that  if there  are
for the commodity.  The ideais thought to  Joathan  Eaton  eficiency losses assodated  with debt (a
be particularly  relevant  to producers  with  (Febnuary 1992)  "debt  overhang'),  debt  forgiveness  can
large  world  market  shares  for  primary  benefitboth .adebtornationanditscredi-
commoditiesforwhich  the price-elasticity  Aswveyofanalysesoffarrod-Domarand  tors  Contrary  to claims in the literature,
ofdemand  is low. An export tax is consid-  tua-gap  models  of debt and growth;  opti-  this  outcome  does not require  that  a re-
ered  necessary  because  the  scattered  mizing  models  of borrowng;  solveuncy.  duction in the  face value  of debt raise its
f1rmers'  expected  marginal  revenue  is  debt,  and  endrgenous  growth;  soveign  market  value (a 'debt  Laffer curve"), and
higher than the marginal revenue of the  risk; incentives  to repay;  the role of sanc-  the debtor benefits even though the buy-
country as a whole.  tions  nd repziation  in dealng  with reml-  back raises the market pice  of the debtPolicy Research  Working Paper  SerIes  27
The efficiency  argument for buybacks is  improve efficiency  and reduce poverly.  ciency and pmfitabiity,  it i  difficult to
inconsistent with the case for  lengthening  Other policy-based  factors that can af-  assess  industfy prjbrmaea
the debt's matrity.  fect women's participation in  the work
This paper-a  product oftheDebt and  force include the availability of family  TheU.S.lifeinsuranceindustrycomprises
International Finance Division,  Interna-  planning  services  and child-  carefcilitie&  more  than 1,200  activecompanies  with an
tional Economics  Department - is part  Women's  participation in the labor force  impressive record of innovation. Annual
of a larger  effort in the  department  to  can also be affected by improving  family  premiums for  life insurance and annuity
understand the relationship  of external  law and tax regulations that create hard-  products amount  to about 5 percent of
borrowingto economic  development.  Cop-  ships for women, especiaslyin the Carib-  GNP and  total  assets  to 26 percent of
iesofthe paperareavailable  freefrom the  bean, whereinternal  and overseas  migra-  GNP.
World  Bank, 1818  HStreetNW, Washing-  tion are common  (women  as urban domes-  ife  insurance  companies are  major
ton, DC 20433. Please contact Rose Vo,  tic servants and men as industial  work-  participantsinUS.capitalmarkets.They
'room S8-042,  extension 33722(83 pages).  ers abroad), where visiting  partnerships  investina lltypesofbonds, mortageloans
are common,  and where women are often  and mortgage-backed  securities, and cor-
thrown into a vicious  cycle  of poverty and  porate equities. Theyhold aboutone-third
856. Latin American  Women's  an inability to work.  of all corporate bonds and about 15 per-
Eamings  anid Participation  Psacharopoulos and Tzannatos found  cent of mortgage-backed secrities.  Con-
In the Labor Force  that the same marnal  investment (one  servafive policies and regulations keep
additional yearofedalion)  yieldshigher  their holdings in corporate equities down
George  Psachazvpoulas  and  Zafiris  Tzanatos  returns for  women than for  men; and that  to only  3 percent of all corporate equities
(Fcbniary  1992)  the  most  cost-effective  approach  is  to  - and to about 9 percent of their total
emphasize increased pnmary education  assets (compared  with 38 percent for cor-
Despite  worsened economic condions  for poorly educated women rather  than  porate bonds and 13 percent for gover-
since the 1970s,  wormen's  participation in  more public tertiary education for more  ment bonds)-
thelaborforce  has ir  reasedsignificantly  advantaged  women.  Indescrbingthecbcaraceristicsofprod-
sincethe 1950Os-possib(ybecausewomen  In all of the countries studied, women  ucts that  Iffe  insurance companies offer,
haue benefited disproportionately from  are rewarded less than men and gender  Wright highlights how fiscal incentives
expansionofthlepublicsector.  Soundpub-  differencesinhuman capital endowments  promote long-term financial savings. He
tc policy on education, faimay planng,  accoimtfor an average of about a third of  notes that although federal tax laws are
childoare,  and tans  - as wel as publc  the  observed difference in  earnings - complex,  their guiding principle is to fa-
efforts to  increase women's  job opportuni-  primafacie evidenceof dscrimnation.On  vor insurance protection and saving for
ties - is nost liey  to imprcue womenIs  the other hand, women appear to be re  retirement, while discouraging  the abuse
(and hence  children's) welfare,  warded more proportionate to their hu-  of tax privileges  for short-term  invest-
m.an  capital endowments than men are  ment.
Using historical census data and the lat-  This maybe because theybenefit dispro-  Insurance  regulation  is  fragmented
estihouseholdsurveysrePsachrapoulosand  portionately from expansion of  the public  among state authaoities, but coordinated
Tzannatos investigate changes in female  sector.  throughtheNationalAssociatioofhsur-
employmentinLatinAmerica,thefiactors  This paper - a product of the Human  ance Cmisones  (NAIC).  New York
that determine womenfs  participation in  Resources Divisicn,  Latin America Tech-  state rules are ifluential  because compa-
the labor  force,  and the reasons forthe gap  nical Department - is a  summary of a  nies based elsewhere  that want to  operate
between men's and women's earnings,  larger LAC study funded largely by the  in New  York must comply  with New  York
Psacharopoulos  and Tzannatos find, to  Narwegian Trust  ncLd.  Copies  of the pa-  rules.
their  surprise,  that  despite  worsened  per  are  available  free from the  World  Regulation emphasizes prudence and
economic conditions  since  the  1970s,  Bank, 1818  HStreetNW,  Washington,  DC  solvency-  There are nominimumrequire-
women's participation in the labor force  20433 PleasecontactLilsanaLongo,room  mentsforinvestingingovernmentbonds
has  increased  significantly  since  the  S13-055,  extension 37786 (38 pages).  or"bigh-priorityfsectors, buttigintmaxi-
1950s.  One  explanation  may  be  that  mum  limits are  often imposed on differ-
women - especially  educated  urban  entassets, esedllyholdngsofcorpate
women,  mostofwhom probablycomefrom  857. The Lfe  insurance Industry  equities, and on agent'  commissions.  In
themiddleandupperclasses-benefited  In the  United States:  An Analysis  recent  years,  regulations  have  empha-
disproportionately from expansion of the  of Economic  and  Regulatory  sized the 'rudent  mar?  rule and have
public  sector. The factors that have most  - Issues  relied on solvency monitoring - includ-
affected women's decisions to join  the  ing the use of valuation reserves for in-
workforcehavebeen(aftercontrollingfor  Kenneth L Wright  vestment assets - to ensure insurance
age)  education  and  family  conditions  -(February  1992)  companies' safety.
(whetherthe womanismarried, isahead  Wright undescores the lak  ofsatisfic-
of household, or has children). Creating  In the complex, highly developed  Us  tife  torymeasuresofefficiencyandprofitabil-
opportunities for women's  education and  insumneceindusty, reguation emphasizes  ity, which is explained by the long-term
employment  when sueh factors are absent  prudenceandaoe5and  doesnotinhibit  nature of  the contracts, differencesin the
because  of market failures (of  which dis-  competition  and innovation. But because  use of  mortalityytables  anddiscountrates,
crimination may be only one cause) will  there are no satisfaotyr  measures  of effi-  and differences  in the valuation of assets28  Policy  Reserch  Woating  Paper Series
and the treatment  of unrealized capital  Thestructureofacountry'sfinancial  859. Macroeconomic Management
gains. This hampers an objective assess-  system depends greatly on the organiza-  and  the  Black Market for Foreign
ment of the industnys perfornance and  tion of the countxy's  pension system.  Exchange  In Sudan
raises problems for insurance taxation.  *  Contractual savings do not increase
Wright also reviews some public  policy  the rate of saving but shift the composi-  Ibrahim  A.  Elbadawi
issues that  affect life insurance compa-  tion of total savings toward long-term fi-  (Febnmary  1992)
nies,  including nontaxation of  the compa-  nancial assets.
ides'  investment inconme,  life insurer sol-  - TheTole  ofcontractual savings insti-  High exchange  rate premiums make con-
vency, state  versus federal regulation,  tutionsin securities markets reflects his-  trolling inflation more dwicult and hurt
guarantee funds and moral  hazard issues,  torical traditions and differences  in regu-  both official exports and tax revenuefi om
investment  regulation  and  safety,  ac-  laton.  Despite theirgreatpotential,  they  fjreign tra  A high premium alo  acel-
counting standards  for asset valuation,  are important players in the equity mar-  erates  capital  fight
and links between banks and insurance  ketsofonlyafew-imostlyAnglo-Ameri-
companies.  can - countries. And they have played  Elbadawi uses a simple general equilib-
Thispaper-aproductoftheFinanciaI  only a limited part  in  stimulating  the  rium model to derive a forward-looldng
Sector Development Department  - is  growth of emerging securities markets,  linear  solution for the premium on the
part of a larger effart in the department  even in countries such as Chule,  Korea,  black malrket for foreign  exchange in Su-
to study policies that  promote financial  Malaysia, and Singapore, where conktac-  dan.
sector development Copies  of the paper  tual  savings institutions  have accumu-  His solution accounts for the long-run
are available free from the World Bank,  lated substantial long-term financial re-  findamentals  of the premium that oper-
1818 H  Street  NW, Wasibington, DC  sources.  ate through the cuent  account  balance
20433.  Please  contact  Wilai  *  Investment regulations must aim at  Italso accounts  for the short-run determi-
Pitayatonakarn, room  N9-003, extension  ensuring  the safety and profitabiity  of  nants  of the  asset  market.  Estimates
37666 (47 pages).  contractual savings. Encouraginginvest-  based an Sudanese data broadly corrobo-
ment prudence and developing  effective  rate the moders predictions.
supervision should be basic objectives  of  Elbadawi's tfhesis  is that successful  ex-
858. Contractual Savings  public policy,  cbange rate  unification and subsequent
and Emerging  Securitles  Markets  - Contractualsavingsinstitutionscan  integraion  of the  paralel  markiet into
haveagreatimpactonsecuntiesmnakets.  Sudaseregulareconomy w  require deep
Diaiitri  Vittas  They can completely  transform the fune-  fiscal reform and liberalization of kade
(February  1992)  tioningofsecuritiesmarkets, facltatethe  and exchange  rate policies  tailored to the
pivatization  process,  promote  the disr-  pace of  nomic  reform.
Contractual savuings  institutions - pen-  sionofcorporate ownership, andimprove  His results show that controllinginfla-
sion  finds  and life insurance companie  corporte  efficiency.  tion becomes more difficult under high-
-aregrowing  in seueral  devdopng coun-  Pension funds and  life  insuranoe comn-  premiumnregimesand  thathigherpremi-
tries. Thei- contribution  in the 1980s to the  panies are growing in several  developing  ums hurtofficial  exports and  taxrevenue
impressiueperformnueofemerginstock  countries.  Their  contribution  to the per-  from foreign trade-  Ahigh  premium  also
markets has been  limited But the increas-  formance of emerging stock markets has  tends to accelerate capital flght.
ing emphasis on fiancial  liberalation  been limited  because investment regula-  This paper - a product of the Transi-
anddevelopmentoafthepriuatesectorsug-  tions have  favored government bonds-  tion  and  Macro-Adjustment Division,
gests that their roe  and impact will in-  Their potential impacton equitymarkets  Policy  Research Department -is  part of
crease  substantially.  has remained largely unrealized,  but the  alargerdepartmental  researchpiojecton
growing  emphasis onfinancialhlberaliza-  the nacroeconomic implications of mil-
Contractual savings institutions - pen-  tion and development ofthe private sec-  tiple  exchange markets  in  developing0
sion funds and life insurance companies  torsuggestthattheirroleandimpactwil  countries. Copies  of the paper are avail-
- have long been important institutions  increase substatially.  able free fom  the World Bank, 1818 H
in severa]  developingcountries.But, with  This paper-aproductoftheFinancidl  Steet  NW, Washington, DC 20433. (88
notable exceptions,  they have been weak  Sector Development  Department - was  pages). Please contact Anna Maranon,
and underdeveloped. Some of this is at-  prepared for indlusion in a book on the  room Nll-042,  extension 39074.
tributabletolowlevelsofincomein  devel-  world's  emergingstockmarkets, editedby
opingcountriesandsomeofitto  thenega-  Antoine Van Agtmael. Copies of the pa-
tive impact ofrepressive regulations and  per  are  available free from the World  80.  The Restrictiveness
the existence  ofpay-as-you-go  modal  secu-  Banlk,  1818 HStreetNW  ,WasingtonDC  Of  the  MultiFibre  Arrangement
rity systems.  20433.  Please  contact  Wi  on  Eastem  European Trade
Vittas briefly reviews the size of con-  Pitayatonakarn, room N9-003, extension
tractual  savings institutions in selected  37666  (20 pages).  Refik  Ezan and ChristopherHolm
developed and developing  countries and  (Febhumy  1992)
assesses theirrole in the development of
the financial sector - especially  in the  Easte  Europen  textle  and  clothing
development of secrities  markets.  He  exportshavefaedresrictiueMPAquotas
stresses five points:  in theEurp  an Cemmunityand exessiePolicy Research  Working  Paper  Series  29
tariffu in the United  States.  Eastern Eu-  861. Private Saving in Mexico,  cliueinpnvgateavingappearslmimpor-
ropeanexports  in this sectorseemto  betoo  1980-90  tant  t1han  it did before.
diversified  and  capital-intensive.  This  *  Most vanations  in  private  saving
situation should  improu  withpreferential  Patricio Arma and Daniel  Oks  between  1980 and 1990 are ascribable  to
treatment  in OECD markets  or the relax-  (Febrary 1992)  fluctuations  in disposable income.Dispos-
ation of MFA quotas.  able income  fluctuated considerablymore
By conuentional  measures, private saving  than  did private  consumption.
Erzan  and  Holmes  found that  the Multi-  declinedsharplyinMeiwin  1987-90. The  *  The sharp drop in private  saving in
F'ibre  Arrangement (MFA)  restrained the  picture changes when data are corrected.  1990  was prompted primarilybyadecline
trade of Eastern  European countries as  Thesmallerdeclineinprivatesaidngthat  in disposableincome and, less  o,by fast-
much  as  it restrained  the  trade  of other  results is due mostly  to a reduction  inpri-  growing  consumption.
suppliers, such as the East Asians. In the  vate interest income fiom  domestic and  *  Onlyaquarteroftheincreaseincon-
'United  States,  the  MF'A quotas  were  foreign  assets.  sumption in 1988-90  was attnibutable to
rarely an effective restraint;  there, the  increased  consumption  of dumbles  -
high non-MFN  (most-favored  nation) tar-  Between 1987  and 1990,  Mexico's  current  whichgrew almosttbreetimesfasterthan
tiffs were considerably more  important  accountandtradebalancedeterioratedby  consumptionofotheritemsbutreeents
barriers than the MFA quotas.  more than US$10  billion. Higher invest-  only a smal  share (about 11 percent) of
Historically, Eastern  Europe has not  ment accounts  orfly  partly for this deterio-  total consumption.
been favorably treated in terms ofquota  ration;norcanitbeattributedtothepub-  *  Fluctuations in  the  real  exchange
growth in the EC and U.S. markets  - lic sector. By conventional (unadjusted)  rate played an important role in the evo-
oftenquitethecontray.ButECandUS.  measures of private saving - the total  lution of public saving because that ex-
treatment oftthese countries has already  investment not financed by public or for-  change rate ifluences  the real interast
changed since their  reform and can be  eign savings-private  saving did decline  service on foreign debt. Real peso devalu-
expected to become  even more favorable.  sharply between 1987 and 1990.  ations in 1982 and  1985-86 hurt public
Eastern Europe's  exports oftextiles and  But that  diagnosis does not hold true  finances and real peso appreciationlater
clothing have tended to be more capital-  when private, public,  and foeign savinp  g  helped them. Strong real peso apprecia-
intensive and less specialized than those  are corrected  (as they are here) to account  tioninl988and,toalesserextent,in  1990
of other major suppliers, including Asia's  for shiftsinportfolio compositionfromfor-  reduced real income  from priLvate  foreign
newly industrialized  economies. Erzan  eign to domestic  assets, for the effects of  assets, reducig  private saving in those
andHolmesarguethatEasternEurope's  inflation on foreign  and domesticinterest  years.
expansion  of relatively  labor-intensive  income (the  inlation  tax), for fluctuations  Thispaper-ajointproluctftheDebt
products has probably been inhibited by  in the real exchange  rate, and for other  andIntemational Finance  Diision,  liter-
quotas  and  by  the  weak  adjustment  factos  national  Economics Department,  and
mechanisms  irherent  in  a  centrally  Arau  and Oks  providemoreinformaion  Country  Operation  Division,  Country
planned economic  system.  about the components of private saving  Depxtmentl,LatinAmericaandtheCar-
If so, given market reforms in Eastern  than  most  studies do, addressing  such  ibbean - is part of a larger effort in the
Europe,  exports of labor-intensive  textiles  questionsas thefollowing-Isconsumption  Banktoidentifyeterna  andintern  fc-
and  clothing should expand more than  mareimpartanttban  disposableincomein  tors  bat affectsavings  andinvestmentin
proportionately and the degree ofspecial-  explaining changes in  private  saving?  developing  countries. Copies  of the pper
ization should  increase ifthe MPAis abol-  What components  ofconsumption  and dis-  are available free from the Wold Bank,
ished or its grip on Eastern Europes  ex-  posable income matter the most? If  for  1818HStreetNW,WashingtonDC20438
ports is relaxed in the EC.  example, the bulk of consumption  growth  Please contact Rose V%  room SB-042,  ex-
Putting aside questions ofthe composi-  is accountedforby  durable  consumption  in  tension 33722  (47 pages).
tion of exports, Erzan and Holmes expect  the wake of trade  liberalization,  the mea-
considerable  expansion  of textile  and  sureddeclineinpnvatesavingneednotbe
clothing exports because they make up a  cause for cncern as it would  be fora once-  862. Higher Education In Egpt
large  part  of labor-intensive  manuthe-  and-for-all stock adjustment in  durable
tures, where Eastern Europe's compare-  goods.  On the other hand, if the main fac-  Alan  R  Bicads
tive advantage lies in the near future.  tDr behind the recent decline in private  (Febxeiray  1992)
This paper - a product of the Interna-  saving is disposable income (rather than
tional Trade Division,  International Eco-  consumption),  itis useful  toiden1itr which  Educztio  n inEgypt must incr  eas people's
nomics Department  - is part  of a larger  component of disposale  income  acunts  ability  to respond  quiky  and  efiutvdy
effort in the department to assess the im-  for the dedine. If, for  example, the decline  to changing technoogical and market op-
pact of the Multi-Fibre Arrangement on  in disposable  income stems from a reduc-  portuniies  Egypt is thereflre stbilzing
developing  countries and to evaluate the  tion in the domestic  public debt service,  university eurmlntet,  boosting non-uni-
effects  of  changesinEastern  Europe.  Cop-  there maybe less cause  for concern  than if  uersity  technical  institutes, andpromoting
ies ofthe paper are available  free from the  it stems from non-interest income.  interdisciplinary  programs  that  stress
WorldBank, 1818  H StreetNW,Washing-  The following are among the conclu-  problem-aolig  and apptid  workL
ton,DC20433.PleasecontactGracellogon,  sions of Arrau and Oks:
room S7-033,  extension 33732(33 pages).  - When conventional measures ofpri-  Egypts  policy  on  higher  educaion,
vate saving are corrected, the recent de-  Rich  sargues,musttakeaccountofthe30  Policy Research Working Paper Serles
realities of declining  goverunent budgets  863. Intergovernmental  FIscal  best  meets  this  latter  objective. A re-
and employment  and increasing reliance  Relations In China  formed system must also underpin price
on the private sector, which must become  and enterprise reform - and should be
more competitive  internationally. Educa-  Roy  Bahl  and Christine  Wnllich  designed so  as  not  to require  major
tion in Egypt must increase Egyptians'  (February  1992)  recalibration or adjustments while such
ability to  cope  with economic  disequilibria:  reforms are taking place.
torespondquicklyandceffectively  to  chang-  Is therea%est'waytodividefiscal  respon-  Bahl and Wallich also conclude that
ing technological  and market opportuni-  sibilities between China's central and lo-  reform of the relationship of central and
ties.  cal gouernments in China's three-tiered  local  governments  should  be  supple-
The Government ofEgyptes  strategy for  fiscal system?  mented by an improved  system of financ-
achievingthisgoal is to stabilize the num-  ing local capital  expenditures  through
ber of university students and raise  the  The choice  of  the "rightfiscal relationship  borrowing, a  system of benefit charges,
qualityof instruction.  This fundamentally  between central,  provincial,  and local gov-  and improved financial planning and tat
sound strategy, pursued  since the mid-  ernments depends on how a government  administration.
1980s,  has required considerable  courage  weighs the benefits of decentralized eno-  This paper  - a product of the Public
of policyrakers.  nomic development policies against  the  Economics  Division,  Policy Research De;
Policymakers are struggling to correct  costs afhavingless effective  central fiscal  partnent-is  part of a larger effort in the
a longtime, inequitable misallocation of  management.  department to explore  intergovernmental
educational  resources  - including an  Three strong forces  justify more fiscal  fiscal  relations in developingand  formerly
overenrolled  university system combined  centralization  in China'shighly  decentral-  socilist  economies.  Copies  are available
with a persistently high rate of illiteracy.  ized fiscal system at the present time:  free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street
The Nasser regime greatly expanded  * Bouts of inflation and recurrent  fis-  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  Please con-
higher education and guaranteed jobs to  cal deficits  canbe seen as callingformore  tactCarlinaJones,room  NI0-063,exten-
universitygraduates. As aresultofrapidly  central control over the budget.  sion 37699  (February 1992, 58 pages).
growingemrollmentin  the l970sand.980s,  * Reform  of an economic  system relies
the quality of education deteriorated sen-  heavily on the use of tax policy  as an al-
ously Classesaretoobigandresourcesare  locativeinstrumenttoinfluence  economic  864. Pr1vatzatlon of Natural
scarce for anything but professonal sala-  decisions.  Local control of the implemen-  Monopoly Public  Enterprlses:
res  (which remain  low), so  learrnng  tation ofthe tax system can and probably  The  Regulation  Issue
amounts to little more than memorization  has compromised some objectives  of the
and repetition. The system does  not foster  central governments tax policy.  Gaining  Ralph  Bradburd
the developmentofsynthesizing,  problem-  tighter control over the Tevenue system  (April  199M2)
solving,  or creative thinlingabilities.And  wil probalyrequirereducingif notelimi-
with  tertiary  institutions  overenrolled,  natinglocal government  discretion  in pro-  On balace,  it is not obuious  that develop-
acadenicsuccessrequirestheuseoftutors,  viding special tax concessions.  ing counties  wil  obtain any significant
whosefees  arebeyondthereachofstudents  - If the center wants to move ahead  inprovements  inallocative  efJCiWZyfrJ5m
of modest means,  with price  reform and to encourage enter-  regulating natural monopolies  after pri-
The Government  is trying  to improve  prise  reform,  it needs  a  more  centrally  uadtiotin.  Thissuggests  thatgreateron-
conditionsbystabilizinguniversiLy  enroU-  controlledrevenue sharingorassignment  siderationmust begiventootherobjeciues
ments,expandingtherole oftwo-  andfour-  system thatreduces the dislocatingeffects  ofregulation including  dstributional cort-
year technical institutes,  increasing the  of such reforms.  cews and the creation  ofoonfidence  in the
use ofpedagogical  materials in university  Centralizing the fiscal  system  neverthe-  stabiity  of the environment far business.
instruction, and promoting  several inno-  less reduces  the potential forvestingmore
vative  interdisciplinary  programs  that  budgetarydecisionmaaingpowersinlocaIl  Many developing  countriesare  consider'
stress problem-solving  and applied work.  governments and can erode  local and pro-  ing the privatization of public enterprise
The job guaranteehas  effectively  been  vincial governments'incentives for rais-  natural  monopolies - monopolies in
suspended since the early 1980s,  but stu-  ing revenues, another goal of system re-  charge of electricity, natural  gas, water
dents have responded slowly  to changing  form.  Moreover,  there are major  problems  and sewer, and telephone services.
signals from the labor market  because  withintroducingfiscalcentralizationina  If there is not already an apparatus for
being a  university  graduate  is socially  country with a heterogeneous  population  regulating  private  monopolies,  these
prestigious  and presumed  to  increase  of 1 billion and relatively little tradition  countries fahe a difficult choice:  whether
one's chances of marrying well.  of central government fiscal administra-  to continu  lettinginefficient public enter-
This paper - a product of the Educa-  tion.  prises operate, to create a regulatory ap-
tion and Social Policy Department - is  Bahl and Wallich conclude that  a re-  paratus,  or to replace public monopolies
part of a larger effort in the department  formed system of intergovernmental fi-  with unregulated private monopolies.
to build a knowledge  base on higher  edu-  nance must meet the center's needs for  Improving allocative  efficiency,  though
cation issues and reforms. Copies of the  stabilization and the provinces!  needs for  notthe only  objective  ofregulation, is car-
paper are available free from the World  revenue and  equalized  spending  capacity.  tainly animportant one,  and one that has
Bk,  1818  HStreetNWWashington,  DC  They argue  that such equalization should  received a great deal of attention  fiom
20433. Please contact Cynthia Cristobal,  be based on objective indicators of need  econoxmsts-  In theory, regulEting private
room S6-035,  extension 33640  (40 pages).  and that  a formula-based grant  system  naturalmonopoliescanimprovesalocativePoIIcy Research Working Paper Series  31
efficiency.  In practice, sometimes it does,  865.  Food Security and Health  866. Regulatory and Institutional
and  sometimes  it does not. So Bradburd  Security: Explaining the Levels  Impacts of Securities Market
tried . answer two questions:  of Nutrilon  In Pakistan  Computerization
o Howgreat would  theefficiencylosses
be, if any, if a public natural  monopoly  Hrarld  Alderman  and Marito  Garcia  Robert  Pardy
were privatizedand allowed  tofunction as  (February  1992)  (Febnrary  1992)
an unregulated entity?
- How  much could performance be ex-  Nutrition depends ongondhealth, includ-  A guide to reguatory best  practice in the
pected  to improve  if the privatized  natu-  ing reduced  infection,  as wll  as  on ad-  computerization  of securities markets.
ral  monopoly  operated  as  a regulated  equate food supplies. Giuing mothers a
firm?  primary education may be a more impar-  Advances  in infornation technology  have
. Bradburd argues that the deadweight  tantfactorin nutriton than raising  house-  brought new ways of structuring, operat-
losses from monopoly  pricing by unregu-  hold  food intake.  ing, and supervising securities markets.
lated  privatized  natural  monopolies  are  The  Bank's  policy advice in institutional
likely to be modest and may well be out-  Most influential studies of malnutrition  reform ofsecurities  markets shouldreflect
weighed by improvements in  technical  and public  policy  have focused  on energy  awareness ofthe opportunities and prob-
efficiency.  He also argues that regulation  availability and consumption, tending to  lems this presents.
is not costless and may well foster static  equate hunger  with  malnutrition.  But  As a guide to best practice, Pardy pro-
and dynamic  efficiencylossesgreaterthan  recent  studies have explored how other  vides basic operational and policy tools
the deadweight monopoly  losses it is in-  factors - notably infection and levels of  that  take  account of the  importance of
tended to prevent.  matemal education - affect nutrition,  information technology  in two securities
ButBradburdalso notesthatreduction  Alderman and Garcia's study of nutri-  marketfunctions-tradingandclearance
ofallocativeinefficiencyis  only  one ofsev-  tion levelsin Pakistan showsthatraising  and settlement.
eral  objectivesofregulation. Irthecase for  householdfoodconsumption,forexample,  Pardy suggests that information tech-
regulation on efficiency  grounds is weak,  has less impact on nutritional levels  than  nology  systems - even though they may
then much greater attention mustbe paid  raising a mother's education does. They  notdiffergreatlyfrom  manual systemsin
to how these other objectives  can best be  found that educating mothers to at least  their  performance of securities market
achieved.  the primarylevel tends to reduce the level  functions -pose  new techniedl  problems
Historically, achieving distnrbutional  ofebild stunting (along-term indicator of  for market supervisors and can affect the
equity has been an important objective  of  cild  nutrition) 16.5 percent, or  roughly  rights and abligation  of market partici-
regulation. We have verylittle systematic  10 times the impact achieved by increas-  pants.
knowledge  about the actual distributional  ing per  capita income 10 percent. (The  He provides policy  principles that take
consequencesofprivatizationandderegu-  impact of education is not immediately  these factors into aount,  to guide the
lation,  so more research  is needed  realized;  the diffusion ofknowledge  about  planning, evaluation, and supervision of
Another objective of regulation can be  good hygiene and child care associated  tmadingandclearanceandsettlementsys-
to help create confidence  in the stability  with learning has a cumulative effect.)  tems  that include aninformationtechnol-
of  the environment in which business ac-  Alderman and  Garcia found that  in  og  component.
tivities take place. If enterprises are pri-  Pakistsn,foodsecuityaloneisnotenough  Pardy explains how the processes and
vatized and unregulated  in an environ-  to improve children's nutritional  status.  functions of a securities market can be
ment  in which property rights  are  not  There may be welfare justifications  for  performed in avaiiety  of ways, induding
secure, management is likely to take an  various food policies, but in rmal  Paki-  hybrid and tandem systems, using both
extremely short-run view of profit maxi-  stan, especially,  itis equally important to  manual and information technology ap-
aization. The implicit 'take  the money  improve health and reduce infection.  proaches. Information technology, espe-
and run  policies will yield all the unde-  This paper - a product of the Agricul-  cially in hybrid and tandem systems, has
sirable deadweightlossesofmonopolyand  tral  Policies Division, Agriculture and  already spread far in emerging markets
none of the benefit of efficiency  and im-  RuralDevelopmentDepartment-is  part  andits spreadislikelyto  accelerateinthe
proved service.  of a larger  effort in the  department  to  1990s.
This paper -a  product of the Fnnce  study the impacts offoodsecurity  policies.  He gives examples from  emergingmar-
andPrivateSectorDevelopmentDivision,  Copies  ofthe paper are available  free from  kets (some  of which  have wold-class sys-
Policy  Research Departnent-is  part of  the  World Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,  tems) and  from developed markets  (in
a larger effort in the department to ana-  Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  some of which the  systems  are not as ad-
lyze the relations between privatization  Cicely Spooner, room N8-039, extension  vanced).
and regulation. Copies of the paper are  30464  (48 pages).  Highly sophisticated information  tech-
available free fiom the World Bank, 1818  nology  systems are not always  necessary
H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  or desirable, but the well-planned use of
Please contact Daniele Evans, room N9-  information  technology can improve a
057, extension 37496 ( 44 pages).  security markee?sefficiency,fairness,  and
stability. Clarity of objectives,  good  plan-
ning,  and  a  clear grasp  of operational
implications are important in effectively
evaluatingproposalsfor  developingsocu-32  PolIcy Research Working  Paper Serles
rities  markets  with an  information  tech-  Theyalsoprovideadetailedassessment  8M8.  MortaIlty  Reductions
nology  component.  of the structure and performance of the  from Measles and Tetanus
This paper-aproductoftheFEinancial  system,  its impact  on financial  sector de-  Immunizatlon: A Review
Sector  Development  Department  - is  velopment,  and  the role of regulation  and  of the  Evidence
part of a larger effort in the departnent  supervision.
to explore ways to promote the develop-  Vittas  and  Iglesias  emphasize  the  Michael  Koenig
ment of  sound securities markets. Copies  draconian rules that have been imposed  (March  1991)
are available free from the World Bank,  to protect the interests  of pension fund
1818 H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC  members.Theseincludesuchrulesassone  Tetanus and  measles account for more
20433. PleasecontactFSD,room N6-037,  account per  worker" and  'one  pension  than 2$  milion  diildhood deaths annu-
extension 37664(69 pages.)  fund per APP,' as well as tight limits on  ally-andimmunizationpgrgmnmscould
investment assets. The main objective of  significantly reduce those nunber  With -
investment rules has been to ensure that  tetanus  vaccinations, two doses may be
867.  The  Rationale  pension funds  Ere  invested  safely and  necessary.
and Performance of Personal  profitably. As the system has  matured,
Pension  Plans  in Chile  some rules  have  been relaxed.  The rules  In recent  years,  tetanus  and measles  are
have also provided for effective  supervi-  estimated to account for more than  2.5
Dimitni  Vittas and Augusto  Iglesias  son  and for information  disclosure  both  million  childhood  deaths  annually;
(Februay  1992)  to the authorities  and  to members.  measles alone may accountformore  than
Pension  funds  have  proved  major  2 million  such  deaths.  Koenig  reviews
The Chileanpersonalpensionplas  intro-  sources  of long-tern  finance  and  have  empirical  evidence on the  most  efifcive
duced  in  1981 represent  a sucessful  re-  made  a  significant  contribution  to  the  and  feasible  strategies  for measles  and
formofaftnancialUy  insoluentpublicpen-  privatization  of public utilities.  But their  tetanus  vaccination  programs.
sion systenm They show that radical  pen-  role in encouraging  a dispersion  of corpo-  Koenigfoundthattetanusandmeasles
sion reform  is feasible  and  can ouercome  rate  ownership  has  been  more  limited  immunization  programs  could  signifi-
adverse initial conditions suchas high fis-  because of the reluctance  of corporations  cantly  reduce  deaths  among  children  up
cal costs of transition,  the absence ofuweU-  to abidebythestrictgovemanceralesthat  totheageof4inmanydevelopingsettings.
developed  financial markets,  and  weak  aim  to  protect  the  interests  of pension  Vaccinations  had  a  pronounced  effect in
regulation  and  supervisionm  funds  as minority  shareholders.  reducing  childhood  deaths  from  measles
The  Chilean  experience  shows  that  -with  benefits sustainedovertime,  and
Many  developing  countries,  especialy  in  there  is  a  positive  dynamic  interaction  with the greatestbenefits  accruing to the
Iatin  Ameiica and  Eastern  Europe  have  between  pension  fincds  and  securities  most  disadvantaged  children.  He found
unfunded  pay-as-you-go  public  pension  marketssolongasastrongregulatoryand  litle  supportfor  the existence ofareplace-
systems  that  face growing financial  pres-  supervisory  mechanism is in place. It has  ment  mortality  effect
sures.  These  emanate  from  a weak  link  also shown that itis  feasible to finance the  Studies  on  maternal  immunization
between  contributions  and benefits,  from  costs of transition  from an unfinded  to a  against  tetanus  showedagreatreduction
widespread  evasion,  and  from  an  aging  funded  system.  in  the  number  of neonatal  deaths,  but
population.  But  the  prospects  of personal  pension  considerable  uncertainty  about  the num-
Proposalsfor  radical pensionreformrre  plans  in different  countries  must  be as-  ber of doses needed  and how long the im-
oflen inhibited  by concerns about  the fis-  sessed  case-by-case  to ensure  that  their  munity  lasted.  Recent  evidence suggests
cal cost of transition  from an unfunded  to  introduction  does  not  undermine  pro-  that  giving the mother  two doses of teta-
a funded  system,  the  absence  of well-de-  gramsofmarroeonecstabilizationand  nustoxoidmayconfersignificantlevelsof
velopedfinancial  systems, andwealcregu-  isaccompaniedbyextensiveregulatoryre-  protection  against  neonatal  death  from
lation  and  supervision.  form.  tetanus  for 15 years or more. Evidence on
Chile  successfully  reformed  its  public  This paper-aproduct  ofthe  Finaneial  the impact  of a single dose is less conclu-
pension system in 1981 whenitintroduced  Sector  Development  Department  - is  sive.
agovrnnmentmandatedandregulated,but  part  of a larger  effort in the  department  This  paper  - a product  of the  Popula-
privately managed  system. Based on indi-  to study  contractual  savings institutions.  tion,  Health,  and  Nutrition  Department
vidual capitalization  accounts operatedby  Copies are  available  free from the  World  -is  part  of a larger  effort m the depart-
specalizedfinancial  institutions-known  Bank, 1818H Street NWWashington,  DC  ment  to assess  disease  control  priorities
as  Administradoras  de  Fondos  de  20433  Please  contact  Wilai  in developing  countries.  Copies of the pa-
Pensiones  or AFPs - the system has  pro-  Pitayatonakarn,  room N9-003, extension  per  are  available  free  from  the  World
vided considerable  scope for competition  37666(38  pages).  Bank, 1818HStreetNW,Washington,  DC
and efficiency within a well-regulated  en-  20433.PleasecontactOtaliaNadora,room
vimonment  S11-219, extension  31091(35  pages).
Vittas  and Iglesias analyze the rationale
of the  Chilean  pension system  and  exam-
me in  detail  the  rules  and  provisions re-
garding coverage, contribution  rates,  pen-
sionbenefits,  and investment  regulations.Policy Research Worklng Paper Serfes  33
869. Financing Local Government  if the grant is fixed to some national tax  should be. It might also help explain why
In Hungary  source and distributed in accord with a  growth rates differ among countriea
known formula so they are not totally at
Richard Bird and Christine Wallich  the mercy  ofa discretionary  central policy.  Policy formulation in most countries is
(March  1992)  They make  a case for at  least  limited  complicated  by the  role  of the  externSa
conditionality -forrequiring  that grant  economic  environment, especially during
Further reform of Hungary's new system  funds should be spent, for example, on a  periods  of  great  external  shocks.
for financing  local government should  special priority area such as education or  McCarthyandDhareshwarexaminehow
strengthen local  own-source  revenues  and  health, or by requiring that local govern-  individual countries were affectedby, and
should revise  the normative  grant, simpli-  ments receiving such grants should pro-  responded to, extemal shocks.  They  apply
fying  it and  making  allowances  for lOCal  vide basic services  at a minimum  level of  an  enhanced  version  of an  earlier  meth-
governments'revenue-raising capacity.  quality.Andtheyinsiston  theimportance  odology  for estimating the effect of three
of changing the formula for distribution  kinds of shock:  terms of trade, variations
Hungary has undertaken bold, far-rang-  of the normative grant - adding a third  in global demand, and changes in the in-
ingreform of  its system offinancinglocal  elementtothoseofpercapitaequalization  terest rate. They discuss the magnitude
government. This reform, in the context  andneed  that some  explicit aBowance  be  of these shocks and country responses to
of national fiscal reforn,  implies signifi-  made for the revenue-raising capacity of  them in Brazil, breland, and Korea and
cant shifts  in the spendingresponsibilities  local governments.  present numerical results for some other
and revenue authorities of local govern-  The options  theyTecommendhave  three  countries
mentsas well  asintheirpoliticalreIations  important  effects. First,  to varying de-  McCarthy and Dhareshwar find that
with the central government.  grees, grant  funds will be shifted fiom  the magnitude ofexternal shocks may be
The new system  of  local  governmenthas  high-tax capacity to low-tax  capacity re-  greater  than  previously recognized. For
both political and economic  merit: it in-  cipients. Second, all recipients, whatever  large industrial OECD  countries, such as
volves  Hungarians with  their local  govern-  their tax capacity,  will  be stimulated to tax  Germany, it is not unusual for external
ments in a positive way and can make  thatcapacityattheassumedratebecause  shocks to equal 2 percent of GDP in any
government more efficient by subjecting  if they do not do so the grant they receive  one year. And such shocks range as high
it to the scrutiny of local  officials  and vot-  will be reduced precisely by the amount  as 10 percent ormore in some developing
ers. But because the system is new, there  they fall below the assumed rate. And fi-  countries, particularly those that depend
are still lessons to be learned and some  nally,  any  recipient that  levies higher  heavilyonalargetradeshareinaommodi-
serious decisions to be made.  taxes than assumed by the tax capacity  ties.Thesizeandcomponentsoftheshock
The new system of local government  elementgets tokeep all  ihe extrarevenues  depend on such factors as the country's
financetries both tofieelocal authorities  -thatis,isnot"taxed"byhavingitsgrant  openness to trade, the composition  of its
from the heavy hand ofcentral control  (by  reduced. (Inotherwords,themarginaltax  imports and exports, and its level of ex-
ending  central control overlocal  spending,  rate is zero.)  ternal  debt.
whether from central or local revenues)  This paper - a product of the Public  The authors slso found that countries
and to make them more responsible (by  Economics  Division,  Policy  Research De-  differed greatly in their responses to ex-
providingnewsourcesoflocallycontrolled  partment-is  part ofalargereffortinthe  ternal  shocks. Some rely on additional
revenues). But new local taxes are so in-  department  to deepen analysis of local  external financing, some place more em-
adequate that  this  well-intentioned ecx-  govenmment  finance  and  phasis on export promotion, and others
periment could end in disaster. Some re-  intergovernmental  relations. Copiesofthe  favor import substitution. Among  indus-
gions may fail to provide adequate basic  paper are available free from the World  trial  OECD  countries, for example, Ger-
services(especiallytothepoor).Somemay  Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  Washington,  DC  many  addressed  unfavorable  external
make increased demands on an already  20433.  Please contact CarlinaJones, room  shocks by combining a  pro-export bias
hard-pressed central government.  And lo-  N10-063,  extension 37754  (87 pcges).  with tightening of domestic demand, its
caI  governments  mightfeel increased  pres-  balance of payments soon began to im-
sure  to exploit enterprise  and  housing  prove. The United States,  on the other
ownership and to engage in unwise entre-  870. Economic Shocks  hand, allowed  its export share to deterio-
preneudial  activities to raise revenues.  and the Global  Environment  rate  and relied more on extemal financ-
Bird and Wallich  outline changes made  ing-  with unfavorable consequences  for
in the system oflocal finance, assess their  F. Desmorid  McCarthy  its current account
implications,  and identify areas that need  and Ashok  Dhareshwar  Among developing countries, easy ac-
furtherreform.They  describe  theso-called  (March  1992)  cess to external financing often provided
normative grant from the central to local  an  easy  short-term  option  for
governments,  for  example,  as  being  Countiestendtoreactrasthoughfawrable  policymakers - especially in countries
largely discretionary, completely uncon-  external shocks arepermanent and unfa-  with a strong anti-export bias where po-
J:tional,  and  calculated according to a  vorable external shocks are temporary.  litical expediency precluded any sigrifi-
±Estribution frcnula  geared  to  both  This tendency-together-with  the magni-  cant curtailment ofdomestic  spending.  A
equalization' and 'need-'  tude  and diversity in  effect of extenal  policy of leaning on extenal  financing
Bird and Wallich  argue that local gov-  shocks-cmplicate  adempts tgetprieS  often created external balance problems
-nments can budget with more  certainty  right and to determinie  what right prices  in the medium term.34  Polky  Research  Worlkng  Paper  Series
McCarthy  and  Dhareshwar  conclude  health  spending.  In the education  sector,  872.  Romanla's  Evolving  Legal
that  the  magnitude  and  composition  of  subsidiestoprimaryandtoalesserextent  Framework for Private Sector
external  shocks  should  be  part  of  anv  lower secondaiyeducationaremostlikely  Development
explanation  of why  growth  rates  differ  toreachpoorerhouseholdsandraisetheir
among countries.  Some countries  tend  to  living  stanr"ards.  Education  is a  poten-  Cheryl W. Gray, Rebecca  J. Hanson.
view favorable  shocks as  permanent  and  tiallyimportantconduitforreachingrela-  andPeter  G.  Ianachkov
unfavorable  shocks  as  temporary.  This  tively isolated  rural  households.  (March 1992)
asymmetry  ofresponse,  together  with the  In the late  1980s, enrollments  remained
magnitude  of the  shocks, complicates  at-  higher for urban  than  for rural  areas,  for  Romania  started  almost from  scratch  in
temptsto  getthe  pricesright-andceven  male than  for female children,  andfor  the  1990 to  build  a  legal  framewiork  for a
to determine  what  the  right  price is.  Outer Islands  than  for Java.  But rates  of  market  economy and  has made  substan-
In  formulating  economic  policy,  improvement  in enrollments  during  the  tict progress. To bring that fiamework  to'
McCarthy  and  Dhareshwar  argue,  last  decade have  been  higher  for rural,  life, institutions  must  enforce the laws and
policymakers  must  adequately  consider  female, and poorercluldren  than  fortheir  be able to resolue any disputes  that arise,
external  shocks,  because  of their  major  urban, male, andrichercounterparts.The  the pubic  must  acept  that  the laws are
impact on economies. They do not answer  results  indicate  that  rising  living  stan-  binding,  and  the  aws  must be fiUed  in
the question:-Which  policyinstramentsare  dards played a part in raising  enrollment  with  detailed  regulations  and  infividual
the  correct response in  which situations?  (especially for boys and  in higher  educa-  case practiee  This takes  time.
But they  do offer insights  that  may be of  tion). B-t  other factrs  were substantially
use to policymakers facing these issues.  more important  - notably  public policy  As the  economies of Central  and Eastern
This paper - a product  of the Interna-  aimed  at  increasing  the  number  of pri-  Europe  move fom  central  planning  and
tional  Economic Analysis  and  Prospects  mary  schools and  teachers  and  at lower-  state  ownership  to market-driven  devel-
Division,  International  Economics  De-  ing  the  costs  of having  children  attend  opmentofprivate  sector activity, they are
partnent-ispartofalargereffortinthe  elementary  school. Education  subsidies  undertakingcomprehensive  dhange in the
departmenttoanalyze  global linkages.An  effectivelyreach  the poorfortworeasons:  "ruesofthe  game'-thelegal  framework
earlierversionofthispaperwaspresented  poor  families  have  more  children,  and  for economic activity.
at  the  Global Economic Prospects  Semi-  richer  fanilies  self-select  their  cheidren  At a minimum,  markets  require  a sys-
nar SeBes at  the World Bank  in Novem-  into private  schools.  ten  of property  rights  and  rules  for ex-
ber 1991. Copiesofthepaperareavailable  In the health  sector,  subsidies to basic  changing  those  rights.  In practice,  prop-
free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  pdmary  health  care provide the best  av-  erty rights  in most  countries  are  defined
NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  enue  for reacing  the  poor, but they  are  by the  constitution  and  by-laws regulat-
tact Mila Divino, room S8-037, extension  far from ideal  as an  instnument  for doing  ing  the  ownership  and  use  of real,  per-
33739 (55 pages).  so. Although primary  health  care centers  sonal, and  intangible  property,  as well as
weremore  widelyusedin  rurl  areas and  shares  in going concerns.  Company,  for-
by poorer groups  in 1987 than  they  were  eign  investment  and  bankruptcy  laws,
871. The Distribution  in 1978, rich and poor nowappear  equally  among  others,  govern entry into and ext
of the Benefits from Social  likely to seek treatment  in these fachities.  from productive  activities.  General rules
Services  In Indonesia,  1978-87  So,publicsubsidiestoprimawyhealthcare  ofmarketexchangearelaidoutincontract
centers  are not as pro-poor as is generally  and competition  law, while more specific
Dominique  van de Wale  believed,  although  they  are  more  so in  rules  of market  exchange  in  particular
March  1992)  urban  than  in rural  areas.  Making  them  sectors may be governedbymore  detaled
more  pro-pca  would require  price  dis-  sector-specific laws  and  regulations.
Changes in the pattes  of use and  in the  crimination,anditisunclearhowfeasible  Gray,  Hanson,  and  Inaehkov  analyze
incidence  of subsidies  in  the  health  and  that  is in rural  areas,  the evolving legal framework  for private
educationsectors since the lte  1970s have  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Public  sector development  in Romania.  The Ro-
been markedlypm-poor  In the late 1980s,  Economics  Division, Policy Research De-  manian  government  has  worked  inten-
public  spending  in education  was gener-  partment-ispartofalargereffortin  the  sivelyin  the last two years  to create  ale-
ally well-targeted; health sector subsidies  department  to understand  and  improve  gal  framework  for  a  market  economy.
were not  the relationship  between  public expendi-  Many  gaps  remain  in  current  laws,  and
tures  andpovertyalleviation.  Itisa  prod-  problems still exist,but  the efforthasbeen
Indonesia  has made great  progress  in the  uct  of research  project  M The Analysis  of  impressive  given  the  starting  point.  In
past  15 years  in giving the poor more ac-  Public  Expenditures  Incidence:  Under-  some  Central  and  Eastern  European
cess to privately  provided goods such as  standing  and Characterizing  Incidence at  countries  (including  Hungary  and  Po-
food, clothing, andhousing.  Van de Walle  One Point  in Time and  Over Time" (RPO  land),  privte  property  and private  mar-
analyzes  how  much  progress  has  been  676-42) funded  by the  Barns  Research  kets  were  suppressed  but  not  extin-
made  in  improving  their  aess  to  two  Support  Budget  Copies of the  paper  are  guishedcduring40ye.rsofsocialism.But
publicly provided  social  services,  educa-  available  free  hfam  the World Bank, 1818  Roimaniastartedvirtualyfiomscratchin
tion End health  care.  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  1990 to build  a market  economy and the
She finds that  given  existing  patterns  Please  contactCarlinaJones,  roomNiG-  legal  framework  required  for it.  It  has
of use,  education  spending  is more  effi-  063, extension  37754 (67 pages).  adopted  not  only a new constitution  but
cient at directlyreaching  the poor than is  also  extensive  new  legislation  covering-3i.cy  Research  Working  Paper  SerIes  35
.! andintellectual property, companies,  structure when the  domesticprice  ofcapi-  even damaging - if India does not first
- Jfnreigninvestment.Ithasrevivedthe  tal goods differs substantialy  from the  reduce protection oncapitalgoods. When
C-War  civil code as a basis  for contract  internationalprice  lnparticular,  reform-  warranted,thenominalprotectionratefor
- -,  and is moving to modernize  its bank-  ing India's  trade  policies and reducing its  capital goods should  be  slashedto  the low-
*-tcy code.  The only area  surveyed  in  protection  rates  would  be meaningless  - est possible  level  above the  shadow pre-
l  little legal reform has occurred  is  even damagig  - if India does not first  mium for foreign exchange.
- imonopoly  law.  reduce its highprotection  ncapitalgoods.  This paper-a  product  of the Industry
Challengesremaininbothlawandprac-  and  Finance  Operations Division, Coun-
The broad principles of private own-  A sriking  feature of India's  protective  tryDepartmentIV(India),AsiaRegional
Hi.,  free market exchange, and equal  structure has been high tariffs and pro-  Office-is  derived from Policy Research
-Atment of public  and private finns are  tectionon caiital goods,  whichlimit indus-  Working  Paper 433 (August L990),  which
..-. 1  recognized and  have  been  largely  tialcompetitivenessandexport  potential,  was part ofalarger  effort in the depart-
'-eved, atleastonpaper.Butatendency  and distort industrial incentives as indi-  ment to undertake a comprehensive re-
=.zd  centralized,  bureaucrtic  control  cated  in  'effective  protection  rates'  view of Indias  trade  regime and  policies
-.- xns  -for  example,  in  excessive  Te-  (EPUs).  and  to make  recommendations  for  liber-
_- ements  for approval  and  uneconomic  Thedisortionsintroducedbyhighcapi-  alization  ofits trade poicies.  Copies ofthe
11i-  s  on  certain  activities.  Moreover,  tal  and  investment  costs  resulting  from  paper  are  availae  free from  the  World
,lementation  will clearly take a  long  high levels ofprotection were correctedin  Baik, 1818H.StreetNW,  Washington,DC
a-probably  considerably  longrer  than  Indis!sanalysisby  introducingthe  notion  20433. Please contact  Francois  Ettori,
-`ieotherreformingcountries  -becw3se  of  'correctedc  effective  protection  rate?  Toom H4-085, extension  32340 (24pages).
-eislittleornoinstixtionalfiramework  (CEPRs).  In  theory,  EPRs  computed  on
anforcement and  dispute  resolution.  the  basis  of value added  ne  of deprecia-
By themselves,  laws are merely  paper.  tion could be made immune  from capital  874. The Trade Restricteness
-- galfameworkcomestolifeonlywhen  cost distortions, provided that  depreda-  Index: An Appilcaton  to Mexican
d and  administrative  institutions  can  tion allowances arecomputedon  econami-  Agriculture
-rce  the  laws  and  readily  resolve  the  cally meaningful  grounds  and that  EPRs
'  iutes theyinevitablyspur-andwhen  based  on net  value  added  are  available.  James E_  Anderson and GeoffreyBannister
public accepts  that  the laws  are bind-  Butin  India  asin  many  developing  coun-  (March 3l92)
Moreover,thelawsarebyrnatureonly  tries,  available  EPRs are  based  on gross
neworks.  Their content  must  be filled  value added.  The need  to account  for the  App lyina  new trade reJtrictiveew  inde
with  detailed  regulations  and  indi-  substantial  capital  cost distortions  led to  to polcy  reform  in Mexican  agricudture
calcsepractice.Developingabodyof  the  use of a substitute  tool, the CEPR.  shows  substantial  trde  lberalizaon
slation  and  case practice  takes  time.  The  paper  provides  a  brief  refresher,  between  1987  and  1989,  atributadle
rowing concepts from industrial  mar-  and  geometrical  interpretations,  an  the  maily  to changes in maize  polic.
economies-helpedby  legal exchange  definition  ofEPR anditslimitedinterpre-
grams  and  legal  technical  assistance  tation  as a measure  of the  scope for inef-  To measure  domestic  distortions  in agri-
a abroad  - could speed the  process.  ficiencyor extraprofitresultingfrom  pro-  culture,  analysts  have used producer and
This paper-aproductoftheTransition  tection.  It introduces  the notions and  for-  consumersubsidy  equivaients  CPSEs  and
1 Macro-Adjustmnent Division,  Policy  mulaefortheCEPRandthe"neteffective  CSEs),  as  well  as  the  familiar  trade-
earchDejartment,  andthe  Europe and  protection rateN(NEPR). The relevance  of  weighted  averages  of  tariffs  and  tariff
tral Asia Division, Legal Department  these  notions  and  their  magnitude  are  equivalents  of quotas.  Al  these  indices
Is part  ofa  larger effort in the Bank  to  testedonasampleof60  industrial  projects  lack a theoretical  foundationL
'erstand  the  process of legal reform  in  in India.  Anderson  and  Bannister  apply  a  new
--asitional  economies. Copies are  avail-  The  paper  confirms  the  finding  in  a  concept,  the  trade  restrictiveness  index,
fr  ee from  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  previousBank  reviewofIndia'sindustrial  to an  evaluation  of Mexican  agricultural
-etNW, Washington, DC 20433. Please  sectorthateffective  protective rates  aver-  reform.  They assess  a significant  reform
.act Angelica Bretana,  room N11-029,  aged about  40 percent  in the sector,  with  episode  to demonstrate  the feasbility  of
-nsion 37176 ( 27 pages).  large  variations  between  the  industial  the method  and its advantages  over stan-
subsectors  and within  each subsector.  dard  techniques.
Using NEPRs, the paper  shows that  on  Anderson  and  Bannister  set  out  the
1.  Measure  and  Interpretation  average the amount  ofeffective protection  theoretical  structure  ofindex numnbers for
Effective Protectlon  available  from indas  protective  strucure  distorted  trading  economies in  earUer
:he  Presene  of High Capital  isjust enough to compensate  for the high  papers. They develop  anindexnunberfor
sts: Evidence  from  India  cost ofinvestment that results from heavy  tade disLtotions:theumform  tariff,  which
protection  of capital goods. Most projects  is equivalent  in  trade  restrictiveness  to
ucois  K  Ettori  have, in effect, negative NEPRs, so they  the actual differentiated structure oftar-
rch 1992)  areatadisadvantage  comparedctoforeign  ifs  and quotas. To extend the index to
competitors.  domestic distortions, they  draw on the
traditional  measure  of effective pro-  Finally,  the  paper  argues  that  reform-  well-known  equivalence  between a tariff
-an  based ongrcis  valu  added doa  nt  ing India's  trade  policies and reducingits  and an equal level ofproducer  subsidy aad
y refiect the incentives  ofthe protection  protection  rates  would be meaningless  - consumertax(whenimportedanddome.-36  Policy Reseawch  Working  Paper Series
tiCally  produced goods  are perfect mubsid-  The implications ofthe consistentindex  Instead, they have merely channeled  gov-
tutes).  of the change in consumer  policy  are dia-  ernment-supplied funds to rural barrow-
The trade restrictiveness index for do-  metrically opposed  to the implications of  ers. Making exteral  funds continuously
mestic distortions is defined as the uni-  the CSE over the five-year period. Using  available at below-market interest rates
form tariffequivalent ofthe consumption  the  trade  restrictiveness  index  thus  hasnotobligedruralfinancialinsttutions
and production diatortions. It is, in turn,  makes a great practical and a theoretical  to operate under constraints of financial
a combisation of two subindices: the con-  difference.  viability. That  - together with the lack
sistent  producer  subsidy  equivalent  This paper - a product of the Interna-  ofcmpetitionandlnimitedaccountability
(CPSE)  and the consistent consumer sub-  tional Trade Division,  International Eco-  -has  led to bad loans, inefficient opera-
sidyequinvlent(CCSE).Theseare defined  nomics Department - is part of a larger  tions, patronage, and irregularities.
as the  uniform subsidy rates  that  am  effort in the department to contribute to  Arrangements suh  as lending groups
equivalent in trade restrictiveness to the  the analysis of trade policies.  It is funded  and credit cooperatives  could  reduce botlh
actual differentiated subsidy  or tax struc-  by the Bank's Research Support Budget,  transaction costsandtherisksinvolvedin
ture. They are counterparts  to the PSE  Phe Cost-of-Protection  Index,RPO  676-  lendingtosmaUfarmersiSuccessfugroup
andCSE.The differencebetweenthecon-  49. Copies  of the paper are available free  lending programs have shown  the impar-
sistent and conventional subindices is in  from the World Bank, 1818 H Street NW,  tance of  such factrs  ashomogeneous ber-
the  method  of aggregation. Consistent  Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  rowng groups that are jointly liable and
aggregation is based on the use of 'mar-  Grace  eogon,  room  S7-033, extension  themselvesassumesomeofthemanageriaI
ginal welfare weightt  as opposed  to pro-  33732  (51 pages).  and superisry  responsibilities. Factors
duction and consumption share weights.  attributed to the sucss  ofcreditcoopera-
In Mexico,  from 1985 to 1989, the tar-  tivesindludebottom-upinstutional devel-
getproducer and consmer  price policies  875. Rural Finance In Developing  opment, extensive trining  at  all levels,
for  major crops  reveal many simultaneous  Countries  reliance on mobilized  savings and equity
increases and decreases in implicit subsi-  contnrbutions  raTer  than external funds,
dies or taxes. The trade  restrictiveness  JacobYaron  pmadentexpansionofcooperativeactivities,
indexprividesaconsistentaggregationof  (March  1992)  stict  xnonitoiing and  audting,  and  ad-
these polieies.  From 1985  to 1987,  domes-  equate incentives to staff and cientsL
tic policy  on the whole was equivalent to  Tareged  ditwithoutinstitn-build-  For a  rural  financal  institution to be-
anincreaseintraderestrictivenes  Inthe  iwgnrurdtinancialiuions  is almost  comev  e, state or donorsuppmotshould
next two years, trade loosened  always a recipeforprolonged  dependence  focusoninstitation-buildinganddevelop-
The net  effect of policies in  tradabe  on donr  or state fmids and bailouts.  mentTargetedreditwithoutinstitation-
agricultural goods over the five-year pe-  buildingis almost always a recip  for pro-
riod is a  s5gnificant reduction in trade  The establishment offormal agricultural  longeddependenceon  donororrsttefiunds
restrictiveness.  Restoring the  trade  re-  credit systems in most developing coun-  andbalouts.Atentiontoinsbtion-build-
strictiveness to its 1985 level requires a  triesinrecentcdecadeshasbeenmotivated  ing often mikes the difference  between a
uniform 31-percenttradetaxsurcehpon  by the beliefthatwidespread shotages  of  rural financial isttution  that canbe self-
1989  prices. Moreover,  therestrictiveness  short-  and  long-term finance have  ar-  sustaining after a few years of support
impliedbythel989leves,comparedwith  rested agricultural growth and develop-  duringitsstartupperiodlandone  thatcon-
free trade, was equivaIent to a 17 percent  ment. Thelack ofaffordable formal credit  tinues to depend on public support.
advalarem trade ta  Thus, the liberaliza-  has been blamed for delaying,  if not pre-  This paper -a  product of the Agricul-
tion of the 1985-89 period caried  Mexi-  venting, the timely adoption of new pro-  tural  Policies Division,  Agriculture and
can agriulture  more thanlhalfwaytofree  duciontechnologyandintensivewnonlabor  RuralDevelopmentDepartment-ispart
trade.  inputs.  of a larger  effort in the  department  to
Onevirtueef theindexisthatthesources  Commerciallendinginstitutionsgener-  -define  appropriate modes of Bank activi-
of  liberalzationcan be detailed.  Uberaliza-  ally focus  on large-scale farmers and ig-  ties in the area ofrural finance. Copies  of
tion is attributable mainly to changes in  nore small-scale farmers because of the  the  paper  are  available  free fiom  the
maize policy,  despite substantial changes  significant cost of processing and servic-  World  Bank, 1818  HStreetNW, Washing-
in oterproducerandceonsumerpricepoli-  ing unsecured smal loans and the preva-  ton,  DC 20433. Please  contact  Cicely
cies.Reducigthesubsidyforfertilizeruse  lent belief that small entrepreneurs  rep-  Spooner, room N8-039, extension 32116,
was relatively uimportant  resentagreaterrisk  thanlarge  ones.The  or through electronic mmai  (25 pages).
ThestandardPSEandCSEindexmeth-  shortage of strong formal credit markets
ods are not directly comparable to  the  has caused informal creditinstitutions  to
traderestrictivenessiudex,astheydonot  flourish in  many developing countnes.  876- Old Debts  and New
aggregate  consamerandproducerdistor-  These  informal  institutions  disburse  Beginnings: A Policy Choice  In
tions.ThePSEandCSEindicesare,how-  funds rapidly, and the transaction costs  Transitional  Socialist  Economies
ever,  comparable  to  the  consistent  for borrowers are low.
subindices CPSE and CCSE. The rates of  Mny  specialized agricultural  credit  ROS  Levine  and DaLvid  Scot
chne  of these two types of indices are  institutions  have  suffered from design  March  1992)
only  weeldy  positively  assoiated, differ  in  deficiencies.  Theyoften were not expected
sign in aquarter  ofthe cases, andin most  to function as true financial intermediar-  Should  enSeprises  that  receiued bank
cases differ widely in magnitude.  ies that mobilize deposits to make loans  - loa  under socialism reain those liabi i-Policy Research  War*Ing  Paper  Serles  37
ties when thegouenmentprivatizes them?  This paper-aproduct  of  theFinancial  enterprises to  improve  efficiency  and that
Or should the government take responsi-  Secto  Development Deprtment  - is  pemt  the owners ofindividual factors to
bility  forthe debts offormerly state-owned  part of a larger effort in the department  seek the highest returns.
enterprises?  to study financial reform in transitional  Using panel  data  for  226 industrial
Gouernments  should  seriously  consider  socialist economies. Copies of the paper  enterprises, Jefrerson andXu report evi-
assuming theseenterprisedebtsbcauseof  are avalable  free from the World Bank,  dence that returns on investments in la-
thepotetialyreat  gains inefficency that  1818  H  Street  NW, Wasbington,  DC  bor  capital, and materials became more
wil  result and the relatiuely low fiscal  20433.  Please  contact  Wilai  equal between  1980 and  1989. Such  a
costs.  Pitayatonakmrn, rom  N9-003,  extension  pattern of convergence  canbe the product
37666  (27 pages).  of diTrenttctors,  but the cnsistencyof
Levine and  Scott examine the decision  the pattern -even  among large and me-
policymakers  in  transitional  socialist  dium-seentepisesattheheartof  state
economies  must make: how to define the  877. Assessing  Gains  In Efficient  planning - suggests that  greater epo-
asset  and  liaility  structure  of state-  Production  Among China's  stre  tomarkets and stronger profit-seek-
owned enterprises and banks as they are  Industrial  Enterprlses  ingbehavior  are motivating gains in pro-
privatized-  ductive efficieny.
They conclude that the many loans is-  Guy H. Jefferson  and  Wenyi  Xu  This paper-aproductofthe  Socialist
sued by state-owned  banks to state-owned  March  1992)  Economies  Reform  Unit, Policy Research
enterprises under socialism  are impeding  Department-is  an output of ajoint re-
the transition  to thiving  market  econo-  Chias  program of gradul  and partial  search project on TIndustrial Reform  and
mies. The heavy  stock of debts is slowing  reform  has  substantaly  improued  ew-  Productivity  in  Chinese  Enterprises
theprizationofenterprisesandbaL%s,  nomic  pe4brmance  Despite  lingerng  (RPO  675-38), undertaken by the World
hindering  the efficient  operaton  offirms  market  rigidiies,  bargaining, patronage,  Bank, Brandeis  University,  and the Uni-
-- d the  financial  sector,  encouragng  ad  softbudgetcowtintas,ndtherphenom-  versityofPittsburgh,in  coaboration  with
:governmentintervention,  andreduc-  mna  that sheld  state-owned industrial  the  Institute  of Ecnamics  (CASS),  the
ggovernment credilblity.  enterprises  fiom externalpressure,  inds-  Economic Management Research Insti-
In practice,  governments  often assume  trI  managers  are econoaizig  more on  tute  (System  Reform  Commission),  the
-:merpnse debts to banks on a case-by-  labos;  capitl,  and materias.  Rural Economic  Research Center (Minis-
:  se  basis so they can sell enterprises to  try of Agriculture) and  the Institute  of
privatesector.LevineandScottargue  A central obective of economic  reform is  Quantitati-ve and  Technical Economics
:Ata  more  comprehensive,  explicitappli-  to reduce the productive inefficiency-  (CASS).
-ion ofsuchapolicywouldimprove effi-  bothtechicalandalocative-thatarose  The project-whichis  part ofa larger
-cy  by depolitcizing and speeding up  under  regimes  in  which markets  and  investigation of the relationship between
-pnvatization  process, improving the  material incentives played a Iimited role.  industial  reform and productivity in for-
-- lilityandprofitEbilityofnewlyprivat-  Jefferson andc  Xu  formulate an approach  merly socalistonomiesunderthedirec-
:  d  enterprises,  increase  government  for measuing  gains in productive effi-  tion of L J. Singh, principal economist  in
dibility, and improving the efficie-ncy  ciency.  the  Trasition  and  Macro-Adjustment
lhe financial sector.  Applying that approach to Chinese in-  Divison - is supported with funds pro-
Transitional socialist economies have  dustry,  they  evaluate  the  progress be-  vided byt he WorldBank, theHermyLuce
yet privatzed  major banks.  Levine  tween 1980  and 1989  among Chinas lare  Foundation,  and  the  National  Science
-- :  Scott explain that privatizing banks  andmedium-size state-ownedenterprises  Foundation. Copies  ofthe paper are avail-
-l tend tomakefinancial intermediation  in equalizing factor productivity across  able free firm  the World Bank, 1818 H
re efficient and speed up the economic  enterprises. In the early stages ofreform,  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.
nsition.  They contend  that  govern-  returns  on  factor  investments  varied  Please contact Angelica Bretana,  room
nts are unlikely to succeed  in privatiz-  greatly. Estimated  to returns  on invest-  N11-029,  extension 37176 (21 pages).
; major banks unless the government  ments in equipment in 120 state-owned
amnes  responsibility for a significant  steel enterprises varied from a low of 6
t  of bank cdaims  on enterprises. They  percent in 1985 to a high of 162 percent,  878. Adjustment  and  Private
,ue that the operation and restrctur-  for example. Total factor productivity in  invesuneit  In Kenya
,of state-owned  banks will also be im-  the  most  efficient  mnill  was  37  times
wed if the government assumes enter-  greater than in the least efficient  mill.  Kazi  llL  Matin  and Bernard  Wasaw
se debts.  The  differences  were  partly  the  resut  rch 1992)
They  find thatthe  fiscal implications of  of central planning-includingadminis-
govemmentexpic3tlyasmicglenter-  tered  prices;  restrictions  on the  flow of  Kenya's failure  to implment  adjustmet
se debtsto state-ownedbanksarelikely  resources firom  low-return to  high-return  policie afterthe cllapse ofte  cDffee  boom
esmall  Governmentsashouldseriously  activities, and the lack of market disci-  and the breakup of the EastAfrican  com-
sider  assuming enterprise  debts  to  pline, which protects the least efficient  mon market reduccd private investmen
ta-owned  banks as they pnvatize en-  enterprses  from bankruptcy. One objec-  sharply in the 1980s.  E7  iciest  fiscal ad-
prises because ofthe potentially great  tive of economic  return  is to create the  Jujtment and morem  bul  imports  wiu  e
nsin efficiency  that will  ensue andthe  conditions - the  profit-seeldng motive  critica  to increasing primat inestnent
*  atively  low  fiscal costs-  andmarketmechanisins-thatmotivate38  Policy  Research  Worklng  Paper Series
Matin and Wasow  use an eclectic  version  This paper - a product of the Trade  port, Water,  and  Urban  Development
ofthebasicacceleratormodeltoassessthe  Policy  Division,  Policy  Research Depart-  Department,  andtheAgricultural Policies
determinants of pnvate investment and  ment  - is  part  of a  research project  Division,  Agriculture  and Rural Develop-
to analyze how adjustment policies (or  funded by the Banlks Research Support  -ment Department - is part of a larger
their absence)  affect those determinants.  Budget, SustainabilityofTrade Reforms  effort to define a Bank water resources
Their model emphasizes the effect  of re-  in Structural Adjustment Loans,' (RlO  management policy.  Copies  of the paper
source  constraints on pnvate investment  675-32).  Copies  ofthe paper are avaie  are avalable  free from the World Bank,
behavior,includingthatasingfromfor-  free from the World  Bank, 1818  H Street  1818 H  Street  NW, Wasbington, DC
eign exchange  rationing.  NW,  Washington, DC 20433.  Please con-  20433.  Please contact Mari Dholia, room
Econometric  estimation of the invest-  tact  Dawn Ballantyne, room NIO-023,  S12-005,  extension 33970  (18 pages).
ment model with Kenyan data for 1968-  extension 37947  (45 pages).
88 suggests  thatKenyas  failure toimple-
ment adjustment policies after the col-  880. Exchange Rate Policy, the
lapse of  the coffee  boom and the breakup  879. Comprehensive Water  Real Exchange Rate,  and Inflation:
of the East African common  market re-  Resources Management:  Lessons frwn  Latin America
duced private investment sharply in the  A Concept Paper
1980s. Declining real  credit to private  M  AguelA.igel
sector, falling stocks  of public  infrastruc-  Peter  Rogers  (April1992)
tire  capital, and lower availability of  im-  (march  L992)
ports were the mai  causes  of reduced  Attemnpts to  achieve read depreciation
private investment.  I'sues that shozdd be cowered  intheformu-  through  continuus  devaluation  or  by
Matin and  Wasow argue  that  inad-  lotion of comprehensive  water rmsources  acceleratng the rate ofcmuwl-when  not
equate fiscal adjustment was a key fall-  management  policie  supported by changes in other polcies
ure of policy.  With direct competition  be-  and in the underlying  conditions - usu-
tveen public and private sectors for lim-  The worldis entering a period of intense  ally end up increasing inflation, yet re-
ited financial  resources,  fiscal  deficits  pre-  competition  for limited supplies of water  main ineffctie  in changing the rel  ex-
emptedfundsandrestictedprivateinves-  for alternative uses -in  agrictlture, in  change rate.
tartancesstothem.In  addition,  when cuts  urban and industrial supplies, for recre-
in govenmentspendingwereundertaken  ationbywildlife,forhuinan consumption,  Exchange  rate policy  is usually driven  by
to contain deficits,theyfell  disproportion-  and to maintain envirmental  quality,  twodifferent,  aften conflicting,  objectives:
ately on capital expenditure, especially  Mifestations  ofthis competitian  and  to support a competitive  real exdhange
that on physical infrastructure. And lib-  our current ability to deal with it can be  rate and to serve as anoninal  anchor for
eralization offoreign  exchange  rationing,  observed in many parts of the world. A  low inflation.
impeded by the exogenous  fall in export  large irrigation project  in India does not  A competitive real  xhange  rate  is
receipts, could not be implemented be-  operate because waterhas been diverted  pursued to support expansion of the ex-
cause of inadequate fisal  adjustment.  to the rapidly growing city of Pane. In  portableandimport-competingsectrs-
Thus insufficient  and uncertain access to  China, industries are reducing their pro-  and to ensure a strong balance of pay-
imports was a  major factor behind the  duction because  of water shortages, even  mrents  position. Using the exchange  rate
decline  in private investment.  though they  are surronded  by  paddy  as a nominal anchor for low inflation is
Though real  depreciation is found to  fields.  In  California,  selenium  salts  importanttothe  extent thatlowinflation
have a direct negative impact on invest-  leached by irrigation are killing wildlife.  and macroeconomic  stability create a fa-
ment, the authorsuse simulationstoDshow  Bank irrigation projects in Algeria are  vorable  environment  for  long-term
that  it has a positive indirect effect on  now competing with Bank urban water  growth.
private investment in the medium term  supply projects  for the same  water-and  iguel focuses on  whether exchange
because  such depreciation  relaxes thefor-  many proposed irrigation  projects and  rate policy can  -ffect  the real exchange
eign exchange constraint on imports.  most hydro project proposals  are on hold  rate in the longer run, and he examines
Matin and Wasow conclude that effi-  because of environmental  concerns.  the trade-offs  that  typicayarise between
cientfiscal adjustment andhlberalization  Until recently, the approaches  taken to  real depreciation and inflation.
of  imports will  be critical  for the recovery  water planning  managementby planmers  Heargues thatexchangerate policyhas
of  private investment in Kenya Efficient  in the developingcountriesandbyanalysts  only a limited ability to achieve durable
fiscal adjustment  should reduce fiscal  atthefundingagencieswere,byandlarge,  real depreciaton. Devaluation can be ef-
deficits  so  that expenditure  cuts are strac-  appropriate and adequate to the task at  fectivein  the shortrun (becuse prices  and
turedto protect  and even  expand  expendi-  hand.Theincreasedcompetitionforwater,  wages  do not adjust as quickly),  but have
tureonphysicainfrastructure.Thiswoud  however,  makes most of the prqject-by-  a limited impact in the longer rin  (once
requiresubstantialreductionandrational-  project  planning  methods  inadequate.  prices  and wages  adjust),  when the under-
ization  efcurrent  expenditure. Inporthib-  Rogers discusses new approaches  that  lying factors affecting demand and the
eralization  will  also have the expected  fa-  areneededto integrate waterresource  use  supply of  foeign exchange  dominate.  At-
vorable  impactoninvestmentbecause  such  among different users and across differ-  tempts  to  achieve  real  depreciastion
liberalization  vwll  be perceived  as credible  ent economic  sectors.  through continuous devaluations, or by
and sustainable when  accompanied  byef-  This paper  - a joint product of the  acceleratingthe rate oferawl  -when  not
ficient fiscal  adjustment.  Water and Sanitation Division,  Trans-  supportedlbychangesin  other  polEcies  andPotcy  Research  Working  Paper  Series  39
in  the  underlying  conditions  - usually  owr the offiial  exchange rte  are prima-  *  There may be a leakage of transac-
end up increasing inflation, yet remain  rily determined by macroeconomic  poli-  tions  from the official  to the parallel mar-
ineffective  in changingthe real exchange  cies. Polieymakers should be cautious in  ket.
rate.  adopting dual (or multiple) exchange  rate  - Depredationoft he parlle  exchange
As a rule of thumb, Kiguel argues that  systems, as they provide  less  ins  ulatn  for  rate can enter inflationary expectations
maxi-devaluations are most effective  in  domestic prices than  most analysts as-  *  The spread  might be an important
economies with low and moderate infla-  swne.  factor when the central bank determines
tion (below  20 percent a year), especially  the rate  of devaluation of the official ex-
when the underlying causes call for real  Ghei and Kiguel empincally examine the  change rate. Ghei and Kiguel findempiri-
depreciation. In these  circumstances, a  determinants oftheparaiel  exchangerate  cal evidence supporting this factor.
devaluation can reduce the costs in terms  for a cross-country sample of developing  This paper - a product of the Transi-
af the unemployment and lower growth  countries. The sample includes countries  lion  and  Macro-Adjustment  Division,
assocated with achieving  the desiredreal  in whih  the parallel exchange  rate is offi-  Policy Research Department-is  part of
depreciation through deflation.  cial (dual exchange  rate systems) as weal  the departmentes project,M  nic
Latin America is a rich laboratory in  as those in which it is unofficial (black  Implications of Multiple Exchange Mar-
*hich  to study  different exchange rate  market).  kets in Developing Countries. Copies of
regimes. The real exchange rate  vanes  In the typical exchange rate arrange-  the  paper  are  available  free from the
-over  time in countries that have adopted  ments considered, the central bank fixes  Worldlank,1  83BHStreetNW,Wasbing-
the crawling peg (such as Colombia and  or pegs one rate  (the commercial rate),  ton,DC20433.PleasecontactRaquelLuz,
Brazil)  andin thosethatusethe  exchange  usedprimarilyforcurrentaccounttrans-  room  Nl1-059,  extension  39059  (  31
-ce more actively for disinflation.  actions, and allows the parallel exchange  pages)
Colombia in  the mid-1980s is an ex-  rate, usedforcapitalaccounttransaetions,
-,i-ple of  successful Teal depreciation.  to be market-determined.
Z.lombia achieved a 40 percent real de-  Theybase their empirical analysis ana  882. Issues In Refonning  Financial
priciationintwoyears  withno sigrdficant  portfolio macroeconomic  model in which  Systems  In Eastem  Europe:
'nerease in inflation. It achieved this by  the parallel exchange  rate is determined  The Case  of Bulgaria
F-hiding maxi-devaluations  (instead  it  by  expectations and  equilibrium asset
-3elerated  the rate of crwl)  and by  lim-  considerations in  the  short  run  - but  Alfiedo  Tharne
.tpigthe size ofthe desiredreal deprecia-  depends on the evolution of key policy  (April  1992)
--.  variables  (such as  the stock of money,
In Mexico  in 1987,  by contrast, aggres-  budget  deficits, and trade  policy) in the  Authoitiesina  sternEunecounries
- -eexchange  rate polimesbackiredinthe  long run.  should encourage  theirreformedfinancial
- ise that  they led to an acceleration of  The  results  indicate  that  maaoeco-  systems to stmulate  the supply response
*-!dation while failing to achieve a sus-  nomic variables  explain more than  70  by  inking the reform of the  finncial  sys-
-- lned  real  depreciation.  percent  (Cn  average)  ofthe  variationin  the  tem to the privatiztien  of banks  and  en-
This paper - a product of the Transi-  spread between the official  and paallel  terprises
i--n and  Macro-Adjustment  Division,  exchange rates. The results  are stronger
liy Research Department-  is part of  for countries where the spread is large  What  difficulties do Eastern  European
'rger  effort in the deparmnent to study  (above 35 percent), somewhat weaker in  countriesfaceinreformingtheirfinancial
*; n  macroeconomic implications  of ex-  countrieswithmoderatespreads(between  systems?  Whatshould theirreform priori-
tinge  rate policies.  This paper was pre-  10 and  35 percent), and  poor when the  ties be? Can financial reform make the
redfor the Conference  on 'Ladinamica  spread is below 10 percent.  supply response more postive?
losmercadosinternacionalesypoliticas  They cannot reject the hypothesis that  Thorneaddresses these questions  using
aierciales  para  el  desarrollo,'  El  there  are no differences in the determi-  the situation in Bulgaria toillustate  the
orial,  Spain,  July  1991. Copies are  nants ofthe spread when the parallel rate  financial system most Easten  European
3ilable free from the World Bani,  1818  is official and unofficial. This is not en-  countrieshaveiiherited3eformingthese
Street  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.  tirely surprsing,  as in most cases where  financial systems is  especially difficult
.asecontactRaquelLuz,roomN11-059,  the parallel rate is unofficial,  it is largely  because ofthe probems  inherited from a
=ension  39059(22 pages).  toleratedc  by theahorities.  centrally  planned economy (CPE). The
Inaddition,althoughtheycannotreject  financial system in a CPE is completely
the hypothesis that  restrictions  on the  different firm  the financidl system in a
1. Dual and Multiple Exchange  capital accountaffectthespread,theyfmnd  marketeoneomy.Itisonlyaslightexag-
te Systems In Developing  that  restrictions on the current account  geration to say that reforming the finan-
iuntries:  Some  Empirical  have no affect onit. These results are con-  cial  systems in these countiesmeas  cre-
Idence  sistent with their prior finding that port-  ating a finandal  sysbem  frm  scratch.
foio considerations  dominate the deteri-  Thorme llusrates  the types ofprohlems
aGhei and  Wiguel  A.  Kiguel  nation oftheparalelrateintheshortrun.  Eastern  European  countries face in re-
Xnli  1992)  Theyfind evidence that the adoption of  forming their financial systems. He ar-
dual exchange rate  systems at best only  gues that  these countries can stimulate
eparallel exchange rate (whether  offi-  partly insulates domesti  prices. This in-  the supply respon  by giving the emerg-
(or unoBwicial)  and theresultingspread  sulation may be limited by three factors:  ing private  sector more access to credit40  Policy  REslrch  Working  Paper  Seres
and  by incrasing  the  savings  deposited  around  the  small  town  of Farafenmi,  in  qefieincy  inGhanaawarnegrainmarke.
in the financial  system. He argus  that the  central Gambia.  Two  interventions-bed-
authorities should:  nets  treated  with  Permethrin  and  Aldermanexpandsonadynamicmodelof
* Link reformofthefinancia  sectorto  chemoprophylaids  with  Maloprim  market  integration,  first  introduced by
theprivatizationofhaTiksandenterprises.  (dapsone = pyrimethaunine)  - were con-  Ravallion  (1986) to  Ghana's  principal
* Quickly privatize a group of banks.  ducted in 'primary-health-care" villages,  maize markets, to investigate how infor-
* Encourage privatized banks to lend  with non-PHC  villages  serving as controls.  mationistransmitted  crosscommodities.
exclusively  to the emerging  private sector.  The study  showed that  general and  He investigates one property of an effi-
- Turn therestofthebanksintoinvest-  malaria-specific mortality in young chil-  cient market  the full use of available in-
mentbanksandmake  them participate in  dren was sharply reduced by introduing  formation.
tlhe restructuring  and  privatization  of  Permethrin-treated  bed-nets.  The effects  Studies  of spatial  price  integration  si-
state-owned enterprises.  of using treated bed-nets were clear, be-  multaneouslyinvestigate the flow  ofinfor-
This paper - a product of the Private  causemanychildrenhadbeensleepingin  mation and commodities,  but it is often
Sector Development and Finance Group,  bed-nets before the intervention began  difficult to distinguish between the two.
Technical Department, Europe and Cen-  without the same strong effects.  A low carrelation of prices between two
tral Asia and Middle  East and North Af-  The treated bed-net intervention had  markets may indicate either a poor flow
ricaRegions-ispartofthedepartmentes  the  additional  effect of reducing other  ofinformatianoreconoiincmeicien,for
regional  study  on financial  sector reform  causes  of death.  This  'frailty  protectioex  example  - but  could also indicate com-
in Eastern European countries. This pa-  effect  was substantial but is largely unex-  petitive trade andlinked markets thatare
perwaspresentedataconferenceon  Cre-  plained - more baic  research is needed.  seasonally  separated  because  of high
ating Capital Marketsin EasternEurope,  Also,  not all children have to be sleep-  transport costs.
organized by the Woodrow  Wilson  Center  inginbed-nets forthe benefits  ofthe  treat-  So  Alderman also investigates the flow
in  Sofia, Bulgaria,  in September 1991.  ment tobe felt  Small  rates of noncompli-  of information  within  a  single spatial
Copiesafthepaperareavailablefreefrom  anceneednotinvalidatetheeffectiveness  market  and  the  relationship  between
the  World Bank,  1818 1I Street  NW,  of the intervention,  prices in spatally  separate markets.
Washington, DC 20433. Please  contact  Thenetswerecdippedbyvillagewomen,  He studiesintercommoditypricetrans-
Luz Hovsepian, room H9-065, extension  supervised by the village health  worker  mittal  from two perspectives. First,  he
37297  (42 pages).  and the traditional birth attendant, with  asks whether the governmentcan concen-
the supportofthe women'sassociation. It  trate  on a  single commodity price, yet
appears  that  the  washing and  dipping  acievepnroepolicy$bjectivesinabroader
883. Maaa:  The Impact of Treated  processcanbeundertakensuxcessfillyby  arena.ThbisisimportantinGhanabecause
Bed-Nets on Childhood  Mortality  local people with a minimum of supervi-  no single commodity  dominates consum-
in the  Gambia  sion, at a cost  for t1he  solution ofa few US  ertfoodbudgets,althoughforadministra-
cents per net dipped.  tive andlgisticalreasons,directinterven-
Pedro L  Alonw,  Allan G. HilL  Patricia H.  The extrareductionin mortalityattrlb-  tion in all cmmodity  markets is not fea-
David,  Greg  Fegan,  Joanna  R.  M.  Armstrong  utable to the use ofMaloprimas aprophy-  sible. He finds that price movements for
Andreact  FracisCo, K  Chum, and Brian IL  lactic  was probably slight  and difficult to  the main  cereal consumed  in the country
Greenwood  detect in this study because of the strong  (maize) are  fully transmitted  to other
(April 992)  effectofsleepingunderatreatedbed-net.  grains and to other regions. This simpli-
This paper - a product of the Popula-  fiesanystsbilizationprograms.(However,
In rurl  Gambia, asin  many parts ofSub-  tion, Health, and Nutrition Departnent  it takes tbree months for the price shock
Saharan Africa, malaria remains a ma-  - emanated from the Banles support of  to be fully transmitted.  In the long run,
jor cause of death for children below the  JohnsHopkinsUniversityforachildsur-  this indicates market integration, but it
age of five - indee,  the principal cause  vival  workshop  focused  on  the  is puzzling that it takes so long to move
ofdeath when  uaccination  coueruge  rates  department's  Health  Sector Priorities  commodites between markets.)
are high and death rates from common  Review.  Copies  ofthe paper are  available  Second,  he investigates the working of
infectious diseases of childhood are re-  free from the  World Bank, 1818  H Street  cammodity  markets in developing  coun'
duced&  n recent  years, concern  hasgrown  NW, Washington, DC 20433. Please con-  tries. He notes imperfections  in the way
about the development of drzg-resisfant  tact Othlia  Nadora, room S11-219,  exten-  markets  process  information  the lagged
strains of malaria -prouoking  renewed  sion 31091 (30 pages).  price ofmnizeconveysinformationthatis
imterestinvectorcontroland  thereduction  notcontainedinithe pastprice of  sorghum
of man-vector transmission  rates.  or millet.
884  Intercommodity  Price  There are several possible  explanations
The effectiveness of insecticide-treated  Transmittal:  Analysis of Food  fortbismarketinefficiency.Forexample,
materials  hadl been  unclear, as earlier  Markets In Ghana  traders  may set pnces  for other coarse
studies had based their results on the ef-  grains in response to information about
fects on vectors rather  than  on human  Hrold Alderman  maize prices-requiing  supply changes
morbidity and mortality rates  fiom ma-  (April  1992)  (especially storage  buildup  and  draw-
laia. So  in 1988  the UKMedical  Research  down)  to bring markets into equilibrium.
Council  began a systematic trial of a com-  This dynamic model of price integration  Another possibility is that  some traders
binedinterventionforcontrollingmalania  indicates functional - if not perfect - may-not dealin all grains andmay there-Pollcy Research Working Paper Series  41
fore have different costs for acquiring in-  countries are the diversion ofinvestment  preferential trading agreements and the
formation  - especially  for  sorghum,  funds to EC countries and continued ex-  increasing  use  of  nontariff  barriers
which is both eaten and used for maling  tenal  barriers  - especially administra-  against low-tech,  labor-intensive develop-
beer. Brewers, mostofwhom operate on a  tive, nontariff barriers.  ing countryexports and againsthigh-tech
small scale, may trade and store only  sor-  The  EC expects  higher  growth and  U.S. and Japanese exports.
ghum, which may thus be a conceptually  lower prices as a result ofEC-92, asfirms  These barriers are likely to remain, as
separate (although physically  contiguous)  will be able to exploit comparative  advan-  there has been no official  commitment to
market. But evenfor specuative markets  tages and economies of scale more effec-  their removal- The question is, will the
in industrial countries, in which  informa-  tively-andascompetitionbetweenfirms  (average) barriers be raised to protect the
tion is generally available electronically  will increase (although the last two  effects  least efficient producers in the EC? And
and  trade  rarely  requires  the  physical  may nullify each other). The net effect on  to the level  of the highest  preferential
exchange  ofgoods,  perfectprice transmit-  developing countries of the  removal of  trading agreements? If national barriers
tal is often rejected.  internal trade barriers depends on devel-  areconvertedtoEC-wideprotection, there
In  sbort, from a  practical  viewpoint,  opingcountries'incomeandlpriceelastici-  isagood cbancethatextenal  barriers will
Alderma.'s dynamic model of price inte-  ties with the EC. Current estimates sug-  increase. If so, they may do so by only a
gration indicates fimetional -if  not per-  gest that the effect will be small.  small amount, since a single market will
fect - efficiency  in Ghana's coarse grain  Competition among European finms is  force Article 115 (which limits the move-
markets.  Lkely  to  increase if the removal  ofbureau-  ment ofrestricted goods  between  member
This paper - a product of the Agricul-  cratic and trade barriers reduces collabo-  countries) to be abandoned. An external
ture Operations Division, Western Africa  rative agreements between firms. Those  tarff  that  allows efficient producers to
Department,andtheAgriculturalPolicies  gains may not materialize if firms merge  profit from the protection of those less
Division,  Agriculture and Rural Develop-  or  cooperate to increase  their  market  efficient would  coflict too obviously  with
ment Department - is part of a larger  share andcompete better againstU.S.  or  the  stated  objective of greater internal
departmental  study  of food security in  Japanese firms. If new external barriers  competition.
Ghana. Copies of  the paper are available  emerge, or if EC-rude barriers  replace  Thispaper-  aproduct ofthe Interna-
free from the World Bank, 1818  H Street  national barriers, EC firms may collabo-  tional Trade Division,  International Eco-
NW,  Washington, DC 20433. Please con-  rate more with the large US. orJapanese  nomics Department-is  part ef a larger
tact Cicely  Spooner,  room NB-039,  exten-  firmsjust  as theyhave done in Europe to  effortin the department to analyze struc-
sion 32116, or by electronic mail  ( 36  circumvent trade  restrictions.  None of  tural changes in world trade and to  iden-
pages)-  these developments  will  improve develop-  tify their impact on developing  countries
ing countries' trade in manufactures or  exorts.  Copiesofthepaperareavilable
services,  free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street
885. The Impact of EC-92  Investment in  EC countries may in-  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  Please con-
on  Developing  Countries'  Trade:  crease to meet the extra demand, growth,  tactAudreyvltson-Walters,roomS7-053,
A Dissenting  View  or trade diversion resulting -frm EC-92  extension 33712  (41 pages).
That investment could lead to increased
A. J. Hughes  Hanlett  investmentsin  developingountries,but-
(April 1992)  given  limited  financial  resources,  tight  886.  FactOrs That AffeCt  Short-
monetarypolicies,andheavyindebtedness  Term  Commercial  Bank  Lending
Thetradecrmationandthetadediversion  indevelopingcountries-ismorelikelyto  to  Developing  Countries
effects of EC-92  on deueloping  countries  dlivert investnent  funds  fiom developing
may cancel each other out. But  important  countries,  thus  limiting  their  future  pro-  Sudarshan Cooptu
adverseeffects naycomefi-omdiversionof  duction  growth.  And U.S.  and  Japanese  andMaria  Soledad.  Martinez Pera
inuestment  from  developing  countries  to  firms, fearing  greater  EC barrien  and  lo-  CApril 992)
the EC.  cal-content  rules,  may decide to establish
bases in the BC.  Apreliminary  lok  atfactors that aflce the
Most benefits  of the EC-92 program,  and  Technical  standards  in EC-92 may  be  flow ofshort-term  commneria  bank  loans
the  greatest  impact  on developing  coun-  tougher  than national  standards  in mem-  to developing  countries.
tries,  will probably  not  come from  mar-  ber countries,  which  could hurt  develop-
ginal changes in trade  flowscdependenton  ing country exporters.  An increase in vol-  Developing  countries  rely  on short-term
relatively  small  changes  in  prices  and  untary  export  restraints,  a tightening  of  trade  credits for imports  of several  essen-
incomes. Nor will they  come from cuts in  local-content  rules  or  reciprocity  agree-  tial consumer  goods, including  medicines
average  costs,  fom  changes  in  market  ments,  and  subsidies  for  public  sector  and  basic food supplies.  The credits  also
structure,  from  the  removal  of internal  enterprises  oragriculture  could alsomake  ftailitate  export-related  transactions.
barriers  on trade  and  on the  free move-  life more difficult for them.  Themechanimns  commercial bankuse
ment  of factors,  or from  a 5 percent  in-  Is  'Fortress  Europe"  likely?  The  EC  to  provide  trade  credits  to  developing
crease  in EC output  Commission says no,butthe  Community's  countries  are  complex and  costly. Even a
Those  changes  may  be  important  to  record so far is not good. The CAP is the  temporarybreakintheflowofshort-term
European  policyakers,  but  they  are  of  most  blatant  example  of protectionism.  credit can sexiousyhurt  a countssbusi-
only remote  interest  to developing  coun-  Another  example  is the  local-content  re-  ness.  But  since short-term  trade  credits
tries.  The  main  threats  to  developing  quirement  Others  are  the  `pyramid"  of  can be structured  so that  they involve few42  Policy Reserch  Working Paper Series
risks to a bank snd at the same time are  887. Power  Sharing  and Pollution  *  One device is to grant the local gov-
very costly to the debtor, they are gener-  Control:  Coordinating  Policies  ernmentfinancial autonomy,inthesense
ally the last forms of credit to be cut and  Among  Levels  of Government  that  any taxes  or fines it collects from
the first to be reestablished in debt-dis-  enforcement are retained locally. There
tressed developing  countries.  WgliamJack  aresubstantiveimplicationsinthedcoice
To gauge the likelihood of continued  (April  1992)  of control instrument.  For  example, if lo-
short-term trde-related  financial  flows  to  cal goverrments maxmize  revenue and
developing countries, Cooptu and Peria  Most policy decisions about targets and  an emission tax is used, firms with high
examined  the  factors  that  affect  such  instruments of polution  control should  costsofabatementcouldbeforcedto  bear
short-term  commercial bank  loans. Little  probably  be made  at the  highest  letel of  mostof  the  cost of reducing  emissions.  It
literature  was available on the subject  government involved But  effctive  imple-  maybe more eficientforthelocal  govern-
Only recently have relevant data become  meneation - including inspecton,  en-  ment to enforce  astandard,  because then
available, and further analysis would be  fircement, and prosecution  -may  require  mostabatementis  carriedoutbylow-cost
facilitated by more useful disaggregation  inuoluing all levels of government. Coor-  abaters
of the data that are made available.  dinafion is then necessary,  with substan-  - Amore subtle incentive is to explic-
Gooptu  and Peria studied relevant data  tiue  implcations for choices  of policy  tools  itly affect the enforcement budget ofa lo-
over time for seven countries for which  and the assinent  ofresponsibilte  cal regulator. By  contrling  thesize ofthe
data  were available: Argentina,  Brazil,  budget through lump-sun transfers  and
Egypt, India, Kenya,  Mexico,  and Turkey.  Traditional approaches to pollution con-  indirectly through fine rebates, the cen-
They found that:  trol emphasize the'government'e  rolein  tral goermentcanmodifirtheinspection
* Countries with greater growth pros-  providingincentives toalterthebehavior  activities ofalocal regulatory agencyin a
pects (higher investmant-to-GNP ratios)  ofrelevanteconomicagents.Buttoexploait  way that improves welfare.
get more short-term credit.  cost advantages at different levels ofgov-  - Under  decentralized  control, cm-
* Short-termrcreditsareusuallym2eant  emient,  pollution control policies typi-  mand and control polices may be imple-
tofinancecountrieswith signilcanttrade  callyinvoveassigningavarietyofrespon-  mented  more  efficienLtly  than  market-
deficits.  sibilities to different public agencies.  based instruments. And uniform  national
* Higher levels of external indebted-  These  responsibilities  can  include  or regional standards may improve the
ness (as a ratio of total debt outstanding  choosingpolihargets,controlinginstru-  efficiency of itejnurisdictional  negotia-
to  GNP)  are generally coupled  with higher  meents,anddevelopingandimplementing  tions.
levels  ofshort-term external indebtedness  strategies  for monitoring  and  enforce-  This paper  - a product of the Public
tocommercialbanks(ahigh ratioofshort-  ment.  Economics  Division,  Policy Research De-
term debt to GNP).  Ahierarchicallydecentralizedmanage-  pertment-is  part ofCECPEs work pro-
*  Country-specific factors  affect  the  ment  structure -introduces problems of  gram on evaluating  economic  policy  in-
volume  ofshor-erm  lending available to  coordination because different agencies  struments for pollution control, and part
a country. If a  else is equal, some coon-  mayhave different  objectives.  These prob-  of the research project 'Pollution and the
tries (such as Kenya) find it harder to get  lems can  be alleviated-andthe  efficiency  Choice  of Economic  Policy  Instruments in
short-term  commercial bank  financing  gains from decentralized  control retained  Developing  Countries"  (RPO  676-48),
than  others  (such as  Mexico). Purther  -by  modifying  intergovemmental rela-  fimded by the Banks  Research Support
analysis is needed to determine  which  tions, particularly by using implicit and  BudgeL Copies ofthe paper are available
factors account for these differences,  but  explicit financial transfers and by divid-  free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street
possibilities  to  be  explored include  a  ingiinitial property rights equally among  NW, Washington, DC 20433.Please con-
country's track  record in implementing  local authorities to ensure that they will  tact Pegw Pender. room N1O-067,  exten-
World Bank/IMF structural  adjustment  all want to participate in the negotiating  sion 37699 (53 pages).
progr=aistheexistenceofdomestCilnan-  process  Jack  descnbes  in  this  paper.
cial  markets; and orderlyresolution cfthe  Among  Jack's conclusions:
country'sexternaldebtburdeninlinewith  *  Nosinglelevelofgovernmentshould  888. Transformation  of Agriculture
a thoughtfu  strategy formanaging exter-  be  responible  for  all  environmental  In Central Eastern  Eumpe
nal debt.  policy.  Policy  decisionsabouttargets  and  and  the  Fonner  USSR:  Major
This paper-aproduct  ofthe Financial  instrmnents shouldbe based on the most  Polky  Issues  and Perspectlves
Advisory Service Unit, Office  of the Vice  completeandaccuratedataavaileand
President,  Cofinancing and  Financial  should encompass all aspects ofthe prob-  Cmhba  Csiki
Adlvisory  Services - is part of a larger  lem. But effective  implementation -in-  (April  1992)
Bank effort to understand the attributes  cludinginspection,enforcement,andpros-
of alternative types of financial flows  to  ecution - may require involving  all lev-  Theformer USSR could  ecome  self-suffi-
developing  countries. Copies  ofthe paper  els of government.  cient inflod,  but in the medium term will
are available  free from the World Bank,  v Coordination  of government  policies  probably  remain  a  net  agricultural  im-
1818 H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC  -between  levels  ofgovernment  (vertical  porter - if it can persuade eportes  to
20433- Please contact Rose Vo, room S8-  coordination) or between administrative  extend credit  But Cetral  Eastern Euro-
042, extension 33722  (41 pages).  bodies  in the sametier(horizotal)-may  pean agricultural exports are likely to ex-
be improved by using intergovernmental  paond Cent-al Eastern Europe could be-
incentive schemes.  come  a tougher, more  aggressiueplayer  inPolicy Research  Wodnklg Paper  SerfIes  43
agriculture,  principally  in the marketsfor  come parity  among  agricultural  produc-  tence  of teachers  already  in  the  system:
more demanding  food product  - espe-  ers.  This  means  developing  a  new legal  providing  inservice  training  and  encour-
cialy  pork, poulty,  and  fiuits  and  ueg-  framework,  including,  among  other  aging  regular  classroom  supervision.
etables.  things,  a land law that  defines ownership  After examininga  nationwide  sample of
and  land  use rights  and  defines  the  pro-  small rural  primary  schools in Thailand,
Cstki  surveys agricultural  reform to date,  cesses  for distributing  ownership  titles,  they found  that  a teacher's  experience  in
identifies  key  policy issues,  and  outlines  handling  former  owners'  claims,  and  inservicetrairingcoursespredictsneither
potential  scenarios  for the transformation  transferring  land  and  other  assets  of co-  instructional  quality nor studentachieve-
of agriculture  in Bulgaria,  Czechoslov-a-  operatives  to private  ownership.  ment.  In  sharp  contrast,  intensity  of sU-
Ida,  the  former  GDR, Hungary,  Poland,  *  SupportenvirornentEllysustainable  pervision  within  a  school  significantly
Romania,  and  - to a lesser extent  - the  agricultural  production  technologies  and  predicts  both  instructional  quality  and
-former USSR.  better  environmental  protection.  student  achievement,  after canrollingfor
After  decades of socialism, these  coun-  In analyzingfuture  possibilitiesfor,  and  avariety  ofschool, teacher,  andclassroom
tiese  agricultural  sectors  are  character-  influences  on,  the  region's  agricultural  variables.
ized by large, inefficient  farms  with high  markets,  Csdkifocuseson  thesequestions:  The effect of supervision  is significant
productioncosts;heavierfoodconsurption  Whatwillthetrendinfoodproductionbe,  - roughly  the  same  as  the  effect  of
than  in market  economies of comparable  particularly  for grain and meat?  Will food  preservice education.  Intensive  fiel d work
prosperity,  and excess demand for food, at  consumption  increase,  and how  will that  in carefulyselected  rural  schools suggests
subsidized  food  prices;  macroeconomic  affect  domestic  markets?  How  wnll the  that  supervision  by effective principals  is
imbalances,  including  inflation,  budget  intenational  market  change? Howmuch  a critical  component  in a larger  strategy
deficits, and  foreign debt; and a monopoly  wnll  conditions  oftrade  policy improve for  tocreateandsustainan  'ethosofimprove-
in food processing and  distrbution,  agicultural  expots,  and  how will rela-  ment'in  school teaching  and  learning.
Central  Eastem  Europe isbeginningto  tions  among countries  change?  This  paper  - a  joint  product  of the
create  a newagricultural  structure  based  This  paper  - a  joint  product  of the  World Bank and Micbigan  State  Univer-
on private  ownership,  real  cooperatives,  AgiculturalPoliciesDivision,Agriculture  sity-ispartofalargereffortintheBank
anda  marketeconomy.  TheformerUSSR  andRuralDevelopmentDepartment,and  to understand  differences  in educational
is also striving  to overcome  serious  eco-  the  Transition  and  Macro-A4justment  effectiveness.  Support  for  this  analysis
naomic  difficulty with comprehensive  eco-  Division, Policy Research  Department  - was  provided  by  the  Barnkes Research
nomic and political  reform  but is in a far  is  part  of a  larger  eflort  in the  Bank  to  Support  Budget for the  research  project
earlier  stage  of agrarian  reform.  To de-  analyze  the transformation  of agriculture  On-the-Job  Inprovements  in  Teacher
velop a market-oriented,  competitive  ag-  in theformer  socialist countries.  Copies of  Competence:  Policy  Options  and  Their
ricultural  structure,  these countries  need  the  paper  are  available  free  from  the  Effects  on Teaching  and  Learning  (IPO
to:  World Bank, 1818 H StreetNW,  Washing-  67636C).  Support  for datacollection  was
- Create  marketable  landed  property  ton,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Cicely  provided  by  Prject  BRIDGES  under  a
(CsAki discusses  several  ways to do this).  Spooner,  room NB-039, extension  32116,  cooperative  agreement  between  Harvard
* Change  agricultures  structure  to  or by electronic  mail ( 32 pages).  University  and  S&T ED,  United  States
emphasize  medium-size  private  agricul-  Agency  for  International  Development
tural  ventures  and  various  cooperatives  (DPE  5824-AOO-5076-00). Copies of this
(whose  future  is a heavily  debated issue),  889. On-the-Job  inprovements  paper  are  available  free hfom the World
together  with state  or communal  faTms.  In Teacher  Competence:  Policy  Bank, 1818HStreetNW,Washingtan,DC
* Change governments  role, reassess-  Options and Their Effects  on  20433. Plese  contact  Cynthia  Cnstobal,
ing the agricultural  sector as part  of the  Teaching and Learning In Thailand  room SS-035,  extension  33640(45  pages).
jnacroeconomic fmework.  Thisinvolves
liberalizing  consumer  and  producer  food  Stephen W. Raudenbush, Suwanna
pnces,  eliminating  food  subsidies,  and  Eamsukkawat, Ikechukc  Ilbor, NMohamed  890. Populaton,  Health,
providing  an  extensin  service  and  net-  Kamali,  and Winol  Taoklam  and Nutriton:  Fiscal 1991
Work.  (April 1092)  Sector Review
* Create  a  government  enviro  nent
supportive  of private  ventures  and  the  Teachersuperuisionbyv  fectiveprincipals  Denise Vllncourt,  Janet Nasuim,
transformation  of the  cooperative  sector.  is critical to improued teachingand  learwn  and Stacye Brown
The government's  role should be to create  ing in developing  countrie.  Both  eaher  (Apnr 1992)
physical  facilities  for farmers'  markets  supervision andpresrvice  training arefar
and  a  wholesaling  network  for  private  more  impornant  than  inseruice  teacher  To strengthen  q7'orts  to alleuiate poverty
farming.  training.  and to develop management and institu-
- Create  a  real  agricultural  market  tional capacity,  the Bank should  improve
that  encourages  fair  competition.  This  Teachers  must  hone their  teaching  sklls  e skills mixfiftspopulation,  health,and
means  fully  eliminating  food  subsidies  on thejob  ifthe  quality  ofprimary  educa-  nutrition  staff  prouide  beter  standard
within  a  few years  and  eliminating  the  tionis  toimprovein  developingcountries.  andrguideincsfaranalyzingandadd=-
state  monopoly on foreign trade.  Thefiveauthors  ofthispaperuseammulti-  inginstiutionaand  managementissues,
- Develop  agricultural  policy  that  level modeling procedure  to examine  two  and  ensure  that  enough  tine  is spent  on
emphasizes  efficient  production  and  in-  policy options  for improving  the  compe-  ins  nal and  management  issues.44  Policy Research Working Paper Series
Growth in both number of projects and  ment experts in divisions  working  on the  complex,  nontransparent  legal and regu-
amount of lending has been a notable fea-  PHN sector.  latoryinstitutions and compare  theircosts
ture of the Bank's support to the popula-  * Revising Bank priorities and prac-  with those of Chile's institutions,  which
tion, health, and nutrition  (PHN) sector  tices to ensure that enough time is spent  are relatively simple.
since fiscal 1981, when the Bank first  on supervision and on upstream diagnos-  They examine four basic areas  where
began lending for health. The proportion  tic work,  and that managementrigorously  legal and  regulatory institutions  could
of total  Bank lending  to the  sector in-  reviews the  management  and  institu-  createcriticalobstaclestoefficiencyinthe
creased from 4.5 percent in fiscal 1990  to  tional development  content oflending and  garment  industries  of Sao  Paulo and
6.9  percent in fiscal 1991  (from  4.1  percent  sector work.  Santiago:
to 5.8  percent, iflendingto non-PHNcom-  * Grounding  PHHN  polices in a macro-  * The start-up of a new business (en-
ponents is excluded), surpassing targets  economic and  multisectoral framework  try).
set by the Bank's senior managementfor  oriented toward growth with poverty  re-  * The regulation of  business.
growth in the sector.  duction, together  with  asound strategy for  * Orders  by  customers  of garment
In September 1990,  President Conable  building institutions and the capacity to  firms.
expressed the  Banles  determination to  implementandmanagepoicy. Thismeans  * Sales with credit.
provide  greater  support  for  primary  country operations divisions  have a criti-  They find that Chilean business trans-
health care - and set  agoal  ofincreasing  cal  role  in  helping  key  natinad  actions benefit from legal simplicity and
lending  for primary  health  care  from  decisiormnakers  understand andcinternal-  more consistent enforcementtthaninBra-
about 3 percenttoabout  5 percent oftotal  ize objectives of poverty alleviation and  zil, but that these perceived advantages
Bank leeding in the next  three  to four  institution building.  are offset because of the differences be-
years. This goal was exceeded in fiscal  * Seeking more creative use of Bank  tween formal law and practice in Brazil.
1991:  lending to primary health care for  instrumentsthroughareviewandassess-  In two of  these areas, Brazil has evolved
that year amounted to US$1,220  million,  ment  of the best  use of lending instru-  some  effective  institutional substitutes to
or 5.4 percent of total Bank lending.  mentsforPHN sectorinterventionsp;ore  reduce  the costs  that  would otherwise
The momentum  in  actual  and  fore-  innovativeidentificadonandfinancingof  have been imposed by inefficent formal
casted growth in PHN lending is attrib-  local expertise; and greater effort to en-  institutions.
utable  to several factors, including the  courage the exchange of experience and  In the entry of new businesses, profes-
high priority assigned to  human resource  ideas among developing  countries.  sions have evolved  to transform the pro-
development  (as a key component of eco-  This paper - a product of the Popila-  cess of registering a new business firm a
nomic  reform  and developmentobjectives)  tion, Health, and Nutrition Department  potentially torturous obstacle path into a
and the Baik's strong commitment to the  - is part of alarger  effort in the depart-  fairly affordable one-stop  process.  In debt
alleviationofpoverty, which  requires pro-  ment to address management and insti-  colection, information systems limit the
viding basic social services to the poor.  tutional issues in the PHN sector. Copies  need to resort to the formal legal system.
The theme of this year's annual sector  of the paper are available free from the  Nonetheless, regulation -in  the form
review blends two special topics: poverty  World  Banklc,  1BlHStreetNW,Washing-  of complex and  resource-intensive tax
alleviation and the development  of man-  ton,  DC  20433. Please  contact  Otilia  rules, regulatory processes,  and conflict-
agementandinstitutionalcapacity.Based  Nadora, room S11-219,  extension 31091  resolution mechanisms -raises  the cost
on a  review of project experience, both  (65 pages).  of transactions for Braziian  businesses.
withinand outside of  thePHN sector, this  Costs are furtherraisedby  greateruncer-
report distills  lessons  that  should assist  tainty  and  frequent  renegotiation  of or-
task managers in the design and imple-  891. Pubilc  Institutions  and  Private  ders.So, overall,theenvironmentforbusi-
mentation ofinterventionsto develop  pov-  Transactions: The Legal  ness in Brazil is less favrable  than that
erty-sensitive management and institu-  and Regulatory Environment  in Chile.
tional capacity in the PHN sector.  for Business  Transactions  But the authors warn agaist  a preoc-
The Banks  ability to strengthen  insti-  In Brazil  and  Chile  cupationwithformallegal  andregulatory
tutions, especidally  those needed to allevi-  reform as a short-term means of promot-
ate poverty, are constrained by the num-  Andrew  Stone,  Bria  LY,  ing economic  development.  In the eyes of
berand the skills mix of PHN staff;  by the  and  Ricardo  Paredes  Brazilian entrepreneurs, macroeconomic
absence of standards  and guidelines for  (April  L992)  and political instability are far more im-
analyzing and  addressing  institutional  portant problems.
and management issues, and by too  little  Chileenjoys  a betterformcd  Iegl  and reg-  This  paper - a product of the Finance
time to spend on institutional  and man-  latory environment than BraziL But dif-  and Private SectorDevelopmentDivision,
agement issues. Therefore, the sector re-  ferences  are reduced by Brazil's effctive  Policy  Research Department-is  part of
view recommends:  informal substitutes. In fact, Brazlian  a larger effort in the department to pro-
* Improvingthesectorstaffnotonlyin  entrepreneurs rank macroeconomic  and  mote realistic assessmentof  obstacles to
numbers but in access to rgidelines and  politcal stability as a higherprioity than  private sector development  through  firm-
training,  making  more use of in-house  egal  and reguatory rjbrm  level surveys. Copies of the  paper are
management and  institutional  develop-  available free from the World Bank, 1818
ment  expertise;  using more consulting  Drawingonthenewinstitutionaleconom-  H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.
specialists; andcincreasingthe number of  ics, Stone, Levy,  andParedesexaminethe  Please contact Daniele Evans, Toom N9-
management and  institutional  develop-  impactonbusinessesofBrazil'srelatively  057, extension 37496  (30 pages).Policy Research  Mofrking  Paper  Series  45
892. Evaluating the Asset-Based  characteristics of the corporate tax com-  ment ofa legal framework that can  acts
Minimum  Tax on Corporations:  pletely  dominate  the  impact ofvarious  tax  adecentralized'invisiblehand'toreplace
An Option-Pricing  Approach  provisions on the marginal effective tax  previousadmninistrativecontrolsandsteer
rate (MERT)  under full certainty.  the private market in an efficient diree-
Antonio  Entoche and Sweder van Wijnbergen  v  The MAT, with  its  simple tax code  tion.
(April 1992)  and marginal impact  on the MERT, is an  Gray  and Stiblar describe the current
appealing  short cut to comprehensive  tax  legal  framework  in  Slovenia  in  several
Twhemnimumassettax,  withitssimpletarx  reform - and  the revenue  effects in Bra-  areas  - including  contract,  company,
codeandmarginalimpactonthemarginal  zil could be substantial. In countries like  bankruptcy, constitutional, real property,
effectiue tax rate,  is anappealing shortcut  Brazil-whererate-of-return  uncertainty  intellectual property, foreigninvestment,
to  comprehensiue  tax  reform  - and in  is more likely  to be increased  by macro-  andantimonopolylaw.Theseareasoflaw
Brazil  it could  substantially  improue  reu-  economic  uncertainty  than  by introduc-  define (1) property rights, (2) the means
enue  tion of a MAT-if  a MAT could reduce  to exchange them, and (3) the rules for
fiscal  imbalancesandthusmacroeconomic  competitive market behavior. They form
In many countries, well-meant ad hoc  uncertainty, it might also indirectly help  the bedrock of alegal system  foramarket
tax incentives proliferate over time, cre-  lower the MERT  more than it would  raise  economy.
ating  an opaque corporate tax structure  it directly.  The situation  that  Slovenia faces in
and  many unanticipated  tax loopholes.  Two common assumptions turned out  undertaking  legal reforma differs from
Tax authoritiesin  several countries have  not to he true. First,  because capital in-  that for other Central and Eastern Euro-
considered  and  sometimes introduced  tensity varies greatly across sectors, the  pean (CEE) coauntries  for three reasons.
mninimum  corporate taxes. These are de-  MATdoes  not  reduce sectoras  distortions.  flrst,  Yugoslavia took:  an  independent
signed to reduce losses in revenues and  The standard  deviation of the MERT is  course and began experimentingwith the
distortions in the allocation of resources  higher with MAT than without.  introduction of market forces soon after
thatresultfrom  theinteractionofvarious  Second, although that  variation gives  World War IL As a resut,  Slovenia -
credits, exemptions, and so on.  the MAT a higher marginal impact, it is  which was the  richest  of the Yugoslav
Liability under such a tax is sometimes  not true that high-risk firms are hardest  republics-leads  other GEE countries in
linked to profits but more often to assets,  hit by the MAT.  High-risk firms tend to  standard of living  experience with mar-
as  these  are  harder  to  manipulate.  be high-rate-of-return firms,  which re-  hets,  and  opennews to influences from
EstacheandvanWijnbergenrefertosuch  duces MATs impact. Concern that  the  abroad  (particularly fram Western Eu-
a tax as a minimum asset tax (MALT)..  MAT would discriminate  between the  rope).Second,unkoeCEEcountries,
The assessment  of a minimum tax is  most innovative but riskiest firms seems  the federal sucture  of Yugoslavia over
usually based on the computation of the  to be unwarranted  thepast4Oyearsh3s grantedconsiderable
changes the minimum tax will introduce  This paper - a product of the Country  law-nmaking  powers to the republics. The
in marginal effective  tax rates, using the  Operations  Division,  Country  Depart-  issue offederal-republiclegal  reaionsand
standard  King-Fullerton  methodoloag.  ment  , Latin America  and the Caribbean  'conflicts of law?  has thus alway  been
This methodologyhas  greatlimitations  as  Region - is part  of a larger  effort  in the  cental.  ThirdSloveniaistryingtoresolve
it does not deal with the revenue effects  region to assist the government of Brazil  the question of which Yugoslav laws to
ofthe loopholes  and cannot handle uncer-  in reformingits tax system. Copies  ofthe  adopt andwhichtoreplace with  whollynew
tinty.  Thisis aseriousshortcomingasthe  paper are available free from the World  Slovenelegiation  Legal"sucssiotehas
impact of the MAT depends on the sto-  Banlr,  1818HStreetNW,Washington,DC  become  a mjr  issue.
chasticcharacteristicsof thelinkbetween  20433 Please contact Antonio Estache,  Sloveniahasprogessedsteailytoward
assessed asset value and asset incomein  room  EIO-081, extension  81442  (28  creatingabasiclegalfaeworkinwhich
each period.  pages).  the private sector can grow and develop.
Estache and van Wijnbergen  suggest an  It benefits from the efforts that Yugoslav
alternative approach based on option pric-  economic  and legal reformers have made
ing,  an approach designed to incorporate  893. The Evolving  Legal  since mid-1988, and from its willingness
the impact of rate-of-return uncertainty  Framework for Private Sector  to adopt many of the Yugoslav soluions
on the burden a MAT will impose. This  Activity In Slovenia  upon independence  rather than trying to
approach allows the assessment  of the  start  again fro  scratch.
minimum!s  taxs  expected  tax burden.  It  CherylW. Gray  and  Frajo  D.  Stibla  Few changes appear to be needed in
also yields a measure  of the value of a  (April  1992)  some areas of law -including  company,
minimum  tax toagovernment  faced with  foreign investment,  and intellectual  prop-
great uncertaintyaboutrevenueprospects  In  mouing  toward  a  market  economy,  erty law. But  in others,  such as bank-
because  of the  prolifertion  of tax  incen-  Slovenia is working hard to create a  legal  ruptcy and  antimonopoly  law,  both  the
tives. They use their methodology  to as-  fiameworkthatcanfasterthegrowthofthe  legalfameworkandthelegalinstitutions
sess a recent  Branlian  MAT proposal  us-  private  sector,  to interpret  and implement  the  law  still
ing sectoral data on corporate income tax  lack an adequate structure and  sufficient
revenue and asset value. They conclude:  The government of Slovenia is moving  credibility to support  a  private market
* Uncertainty should play an explicit  rapidly to promote the growth of an effi-  economy.Asin otherpost-socialistecono-
role in evaluations  of MAT proposals  and  cient  market  economy.  One of the  most  mies,  real  property  rights  is an  area  of
corporate  taxes  generally.  The  option  important  tasks  it faces  is the  develop-  tremendous  uncertainty,  both because  of46  PolICy  ReseaCh  Working Paper Series
Slovenia's determination to reverse the  According  to Ingram, gapsin percapita  20433.  Please  contact  Jean  Gray
pastthroughreprivatizationandbecause  GDPhave inereased amonglow-,  middle-  Ponchamnroom  S3032,extension31022
ofthe  limits it pl  onforeign  ownership.  ,andhigh-income countries. The range of  (40 pages, including tables).
Finally, truelegalrefonn-notjuston  per capita GDP growth rates in develop-
paper - cannot move more quickdy  than  ing countries haa widened ns well.
political and economic  reform. IfSlovenia  Ingram  finds  that  evidence does not  095. How Can Debt Swaps
can advance on the political  and economic  indicate a convergence  ofproductivitylev-  Be Used  for Development?
fronts as well in  1992, it can create an  els aeross the sample ofcountries. Differ-
attractive  setting for new private invest-  encesinabsolutelevelsofproductivityare  MolrnaMulherJee
ment.  increasing, not decreasing - among the  (Apil 1992)
This paper - a product of the Transi-  developing  countries, andbetween devel-
tion  and  Macro-Adjustment  Division,  oping and industrial countries.  In addition to financl  bneflts,debt  con-
Policy  Research Department-is  part of  There is some convergence  in average  versio  projects iniated  by debtors pro-
a larger research effort on legal reform in  productivity growth ratesbetween  devel-  vide a valuabe  opportunity  for sfrength-
Central and Eastern  Europe. Copies are  oping and industrial countries, but mod-  cting  institutins
available free fron the World  Bank, 1818  est disaggregation by income level and
H Street  NW. Washington, DC 20433.  region reveals  a  divergence in  growth  The idea behind debt conversion is that
Please contact Maine  Berg, room Nil-  rates  among developing country groups  instead of continuing to m  payments
054, extension  36969(35 pages).  and between those groups and high-in-  on oubdsanding  loans in hard currencyin
come countries.  the face of debt servicing diffieuties, the
However, the  evidence shows strong  debtorsfind mme other wayto setde debts
894. Social  Indcatoms  convergence  across the smple  for sveral  that is saisfactoryto  themselves  andthe
and  Productivity  Convergence  social indicators that are good  measures  creditor. In particular,  debt for develop-
In Developing Countries  of human  welfar.  Four social  indicators  ment can be a useful way to stabilize  a
-life  expectancy, caloricintake,primary  growing debt stock, far  eample,  by con-
Gngpoy  Igam  enrollment zatios, and urbanization  - verting  amounts which are  alray  in
(pil  1992)  show evidence of convergence for every  arrears.
convergence  index used. Two social indi-  Mukhereediscussestherelativeimpor-
If the goal of economic development uB  to  caters - labor force participation rates  tance oEfdebt  conversion  as a development
promote  human welfare, the most  ejiient  and defense spending as a share of GNP  tool,  contrasts conversion of debt owed  to
focus ofdevelopment effrts  is  in ueo.  -shownoevidenceofconvergmeebyany  public and private creditors,  touches on
jrznme  deweoping cognh  Thethe  index used. The other 10 sosi! indicators  the issue of its impact on inflation, and
paoff  in unproved socia incatos  tha  showsomeevidenceofconvergence;social  eaminescriteiafbrdecidingwhidchtypes
measure human zwefare g  higheth  an  it  spending as a percentage of GNP is the  of debt are suitable for conversion. She
would be for similar efforts in miAc.in.-  next most convergent of the remaining  contends thatthe  principle ofdebtconver-
comn  cou;&ies.  indicators.  sion could be appledin  many situations,
Socia indicator levels  are dten  closely  provides  examples,  and  describes the
Most analysis of the convergence  of  - relatedtoGDPlevels, butotherfactorsare  mechanicsofdebteonversionfordevelop-
ducivitmy  addresses industril  countries,  also clearly at work, including the trans-  ment purpows as part of an overal  sec-
Ingram takesabroaderapproach  tomea  1111s1on  of knowledge, information, and  toal  strategy.
sures of performance.  newtechnologiesacrossnationalborders.  She concludes  by discussing twc.  ways
For one thing, he analyzes some mea-  Ingrams  main conclusion. a given ab-  tostrengtheninstitutions?-rcarAyingout
sures ofproductivity but focuses  far more  solute or  proportional increase  in  per  debt conversions.
on social  indicators that are not narowly  capita GDP in very low-income  develop-  Lre,  unanticipat4d  inflows  of  re-
economic,  including:  ing countries is generay  associated with  sources can create diMcult relationships
*  Indices of outcome, such as life ex-  greate  improvements in the social indi-  in  traditionally  underfinded  activities.
pectancy.  cators that measure human welfiare  than  Creditors ofen havelittle confidence  that
* Idlices of thle  availability of inputs,  is a  similar  increase in  middle-ncome  debtors will be able to fulfill project-re-
such as doctors per capita.  developing  countries.  lated obligations  because they have  inad-
* Indices that can be either inputs or  To  the extent that improving  welfare is  equate absorptive capacty, weak msttu-
outcomes,suchaspercapitacaloricintake  the otjective of development efforts, itis  tions, ivadequate sources of information
of food.  mostefficienttofocussucheffortsonlow-  inthedaisionaldngma6cinery,  andin-
* Measures of government  spending  income developing  countries.  adequatemanagerial  andadministrative
patterns.  This paper-a  productofthe Research  sklls.
Moreover,heexaminesalargeuniverse  Advisr  Staf,  Office of the Vice Presi-  Debt conversion  projects maybe a use-
ofcountries  21 high-income  orindustial  dent, DevelopmentEconomics-was  pr-  fUl,  noncontroversial vebicle for brnging
countries and up to 88 developing  con-  pared for the  Conference on Historical  in domeistc  mnnagerid  talent fiom local
tries  (depending on  the  availabity  of  PespectivesOn the International Conver-  coernmentorgaziraonsn  contrc
data). Some data cover the entire period,  gence of Productivity held in April 1992.  (for exanple, to a ministry) to be respon-
1960-B5;  some cover ardy  a few yewrs  in  Copies are availble  free fiom the World  slible  for implementation - to make the
that period.  Bank, 1818HSSreetNW,Washingtaa,DC  prcject -deiverable.3Policy Reserch Working Paper Series  47
One instrument  for allowing this  to  EeuelaNusua  wa  created in the 1976  participationw swell asreducing dropout
happen is a trust fund. The trustee has  as an official  improvement on the unitary  rate.
legal title over the fund and a fiduciary  school. By 1978, more than  500 schools  And their preliiaryfindings  suggest
responsmiblity  to the beneficiaries to  follow  were involved;  another 1,500 were added  that this was done at a unit cost only 5 to
the  terms  and  comply with  applicable  by 1982.  Furffier expansion, partaly  fi-  10 percent higher  thm  unit CoSts  in tra-
laws.National environmental trust  funds  nanced by the World  Bank, inceased  en-  ditional schoolsThe extracosts ofprovid-
have been establishedin several  countries  rollment to 17,948 schools by 19,  men-  iug special sudy  guides, a library, and
in connection  with debt-for-nature swaps.  ing 800,000  students.  teacers  with  extra  training  - three
Another is for sector policymakers to  EeuelfaNlueua isarural shool in which  times the amount of teacher trining  re-
approach  international  counterpart  one or two teachers offer all five years of  quiredfortrauditional classes-are  offset
nongovernment organizations direcdy to  primary education in  one or two multi-  by the  fact  that the schools  have only one
find outifthere  isinterestinfundingspe-  grade classrooms. Promotion is flexble,  or two teachers for fie  grades.
cific development activities  (especially  but  not automatic; the saudent is pro-  Is  Escuela Nuewa replicable? People
those which are not eligible for multilat-  moted to the next level once s/he accom-  worry about this  It took more than  15
eral financing) through debt conversions  plishes the minimum educational objec-  years for it to become a formal program,
to  support  a  well-defined  sectoral  tives, wbich could take more than  me  mndthesupportitgetsdependslawgelyon
program. Lhe  lesson from debt-for-nature  academic yea.  (This system alters  the  the personal preferences of local admin-
conversions -- toaybethatthe development  system of automatic promotion to which  istrators.  Some also fear that expansion
community  ant' banks mustworktoger  there were ojections.)  of this innovative program might lessen
closely, combining their  expertise  to  Special  instructionil  materials  are  offlic  ontrwloftiequaityofitsimple-
provide long-term resources for develop-  used,includingmanualsforteachersand  mentation,  including  the  quality  of
ment-  supervisorsandstudientguidesthatfadui-  teahertraining,  fdeliveryofmaterials,
This paper is a product of the Project  tato individual and group work. Curnicu-  ad  of school  follow-up.
FinancingGroup, Cofinancingand  Huan-  lum and materials encourage the practi-  This paper - a product of the Human
cial Advisory  Services Department. Cop-  cal application ofwhatislearnedtolifein  Resomuw  Division, Technical Depart-
iesofthepaperareavailablefree  fromthe  a rural conunity.  Teachers and super-  ment, LatI  Amenca and the Caribbea
WorldBank, 1818HStreetNW  Washing-  visors get special training in how to in-  -ispartofalarger  effortintoassesstbe
ton, DC 20433. Please  contact  Kar  volve the community and how to use the  quaityofpiaryeductionintheregion.
Yousus , room  H9-055,  extension 33102 (  new  educational  materias,  student  Copies  oFte paperare available free frm
24 pages).  guides,  and the studentlibrary. Ech  edu-  the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,
cational  district  has  a  d  t  ion  Wasington,  DC 20433. Please contact
schod.  Maria  aIca,  room S13-139, extension
896. Achievement Evaluation  The system suppots  peer inastuction,  37720 (21 pages).
of Colombla's  Escuela  Nueva:  with  older  students  coaching younger
Is Multigrade  the Answer?  ones. The schoos have study corners fo-
cused on  difrerent  subject  areas  and  a  897. Unemployment Insurance
Gerge Psacharopoulos,  Carlos Rojas,  smalllibrWythatalsofunctionsasa8om-  for Devebping Countries
and Eduardo  Velez  munity information center. Many activi-
(April  1992)  ties - such as  -n agricultural calendar  Daniel  S.  Enmensh
and a county monogaph  - are designed  (May  1992)
Other  things  being equa4  students  iz  to involve parents  in  support of their
Colombia's innovatiue  multigracde  rurml  children's leaning.  What struture  of tazes  and  benes  is
school program achieve higher achieve-  A self-momtoring mechanism allows  appropriate far an unemploment  insur-
mentscores  thantheircountrparsintro-  students  tomonitortheirownattendance  anceprogram?Canthesamepriniples  be
ditionrl schools  - at unit costs that ap-  records;  they can communcate concerns  applied  in  devekopng as  in developed
pear  to be only 5 to 10 percent  higher.  and  problems  though  a suggestion  box  countrs?
*  Student  propress  is  monitored  in  a
Tn  the mid-1980s,  half of ColombiaIs  ru-  progres  control book, geared to mastery  Unemployment  insurance,  contends
ral schools did not offer complete primary  of activities and  the flexible promotion  Hamermash,  provides compensation for
education and more than  half of rural  concept.  lost inome  by requring  individuals  or
children betwveen  the ages of 7 and 9 had  . A traditional school  folows a national  employers, or both, to pay taxes into a
never attended school.  Unitary schools-  curriculum, does not give slow learners  common  fundIt  ispartofagenera  safeLy
multigrade  classrooms taught  by  one  special attention, and does not stimulate  net cDnstructed by citizens of developed
teacher - were established in the early  students with special materiias.  oumntries.Itis  uniqueamongsocialinsur-
1960sin isolated  rura  areas  with few stu-  Pacharapouloas,Rjas,  andVelez evaiu-  ance prgrams  in that  it offers payment
dents, but when efforts were made to oc-  ated a  1987 sample of more than 3,000  foraneventiatisparlypreventableeand
pand the program nationally several prob-  third and fifth grades  fiom 168  Escela  thatisnotphysicallypainful.  Thus,itdif-
lems became apparent  - with teacher  Nueva and 60-traditional schools  (a con-  fersfromold-agpanddisabilityinsurance,
training,  with the automatic promotion  trol group).  They  found  that  Eauela  from compensation for work-related in-
stem, and with the relevance of  course  Nueua had significantlyimproved  student  jury and illness, and others This exposes
. 0ntent to rural life.  outcomes and  student  and  community  it to greater  crticism  from citizens op-48  Polky  Reseawh Worklng Paper Seres
posed to any sodal insurance,  critiCiSm  898. Refomning Finance  But taking concerns about moral haz-
that  planners who build unemployment  In Transitlonal Socialist  ard to an extreme - prohibiting debt fi-
insurance progrms  must take into ae-  Economies: Avoiding the  Path  nance-could  starve new firmsforeredit
count.  from Shell Money to Shell Games  and limit economic  growth. And without
Hanermeshbanalyzesthevariousgoals  healthy growth, the reform-oriented re-
that  have been adduced for unemploy-  Gemrad  Caprio,  Jr. and Ross  Levine  solve of TSEs resolve may wane.
ment insurance and decides which ones  (April  1992)  This paper-aproductofthePinancial
make  sense. -Sometimes  the  supposed  Sector Development Department  - is
goals run counter to what unemployment  In severl  transitional sociaist economies  part of a larger effort in the department
ins-urance  programs actually do, but one  thefinancial system is indangerafbecom-  to sudy  financial reform in transitional
goal  - providing  consumption insurance  ingppart  of a sheLl  game to hde  the losses  socialist economies. Copies of the paper
- is at least partly met by typical unem-  of the 'rear  economy.  Rapid, successful  are available free from the World Bank, -
ployment insurance programs in  devel-  economicreformrequirespuuttingtheshell  1818 H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC
oped countries,  game to an end.  20433.  Please  contact  Wlai
Hamermesh  lists  the  parameters  of  Pitayatonakrn,  room N9-003,  extension
typicl  unemployrnent  insurance  pro-  In the late  1980s, transitional socialist  37666(37 pages).
grams andtheirrangesinindustial  corn-  econoniies  (TSEs)  in Central and Eastern
tries. Evidence  about the economic  impact  Europe were only somewhatmore sophis-
of these parameters  provides planners  ticated than shell  money  systems: savings  899. The Flnancing of Small
with abasis  or choice  thatcan  gwde them  books orcurrency hadtobe  used for most  Firms In Gennany
in constrctingunemploymentinsurance  transactionsand there was noriskassess-
programs elsewhere.  ment,informationmonitaringandacqui-  Christiaan  EIim
Experience and evidence in developed  sition,orportfoliomanagement.TheTSEs  OlMay  1992
economiesmaycarryoverintodeveloping  have moved  toward a two-tiered banildng
economies, Hamermesh  concludes, but  system (at different speeds),  but they lag  In Germany, smaul banks  finance  smaU
this is unclear. Several caracteristics  of  in the development  ofcompetitive,market-  firns  Adive govenment  suppot  and a
developing economies, particularly  the  based financial systems. In several TSEs  sophistcated  refinancing netur  iOw-
possibfitythatadual  labormarketexdsts,  the financial system seems tobe part of a  tiely  overcomefinancialnmarkd  impercw-
are important. This suggests the need for  shell game to hide  the losses of  the  "r  teans.
careinintroducingunemploymentinsur-  economy.
ance  progrms  in  these  economies.  Caprio and Levine argue that  rapid,  In  Germany,  qmall firms are  financed
Hamermesh suggests several lines of re-  successful  economic  reform requires put-  chieflybysmall baks,  which are grouped
search to answer questions about the va-  tingthesheU game  to an end.Theyreview  into  two  systems:  the  savings  banks
lidity of the cnsumption-insurance  goal  several contentious issues  of financial  (Sparkassen) and the creditcooperatives.
indevelopingcountries, and aboutappro-  reform in the TSEs, especially  issues in-  The government actively supports the fi-
priate structures of taxes and benefits.  volving  macrofinance, corporate  finance,  nancing of investments in smaindustry
Hamermeshs discussions of dual labor  the internal  debt problem, and the need  - especially business start-ups.  Harm
markets and the size of the modern sec-  to build efficient banks.  explains how small firms are financed in
tor do not apply to the formerly planned  KeyproMblemsinthefinancialsectorare  Germany.
economies  of Eastern Europe, butbis  dis-  achieving some flexibility with interest  HarmcontendsthatsmaRllandmedium-
cussion of progrm  parameters and goals  rates, making the financal system com-  size  firms contribute  a lotto the German-i
maybe useful for policymakers  there who  petitive  and efficienthelpingin theretool-  economy.  Small firms are not subject to
must analyze expectations aboutany un-  ingof existing firms and the construction  the control institutions - such as super-.
employment insurance program that is  of new ones, building the banks' institu-  visory board seats, proxy voting, and eq-
proposed.  tional capabiity for commercial  lending  uity holdings - that shape the relation-
This paper - a product of the Educa-  (includingunprovingthebankinonitor-  ships  between  large  firms  and  large
tion and Employment Division, Popula-  ing capability and sills  in assessingnisk  banks.
tion and Human Resources Depart;ment  and  credit), and  cleaning up the heavy  Government  programs  - whether
-is  part of the department's progrm  of  arrears in debts between enterprises,  loans from government banks or credit
studiesonemploymentandlabormarket  Caprio and  Levine contend that  the  insurance from subsidizedcredit-guaran-
issues. Copies  are available free from the  banks should be cleaned up" when they  tee institutions  - are  all administered
WorldBank, 1818HStreetNW,Washing-  are privatized, to prevent the quick re-  through the banking system. The govem-
ton,  DC 20433. Please  contact  Selia  emergence  ofdebtproblems.They believe  ment fimds or insures selected projects,
Khan, room S6-228,  extension 33651(44  that either ofthe proposed  alternatives for  but the banks assume therole ofthemoni-
pages).  shaping  nancial systems in the TSEs - tor and credit analyst in return for com-
veryhighlyeapitalizedbankcingornarrow  pensation.
banling  - would minimize the need for  The operations ofgovernmentbanksdo
future support  Either alternative would  not have  a  subsidy component beyond
reduce leverage in the TSEs and provide  profits forgone. Their loans carry low in-
more financial stability.  terestratesbut  not to  the extent that theyPoaicy  Researcb Working Paper  Series  49
allow profitable arbitrage with financial  German banks are  often criticized, or  the factionalized  U.S. system
investments_  The subsidy  associated  with  praised, depending on a person's view-  Thispaper-aproductoftheFinancial
the credit-guarantee  institutions benefits  point, for  owningGermanindustryandfor  Sector Development Departnent  - is
almost exclusively  the entrepreneur who  playingan activepartincorporatecontrol.  part of a larger effort in the department
would  otherwise have been rationed out  Harm  n  gues that this misrepresents  to study the role and functions of finan-
of the market. Banks benefit only to the  German banking- First, the number of  cial institutions. Copies  of the paper are
extent  that  overcoming  such rationing  German firms a bank can own  or control,  available  free from the World  Bank, 1818
brings  them  new business. Therefore,  although significant, is limited.  H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.
subsidies are not exploited  beyond an in-  Some very large firms are  predomi-  Please  contact  Wilai  Pitayatonakarn,
tended level.  nantly privately owned,  or are not char-  roomN9-003,  extension,37666  (32pages).
Harm  points  out that  small banks,  tered as joint-stock  companies  that could
.which  are part of a decentralized  market  potentiallybe  listed on an exchange.  Most
structure, overcome  imperfections  in the  small  firms, and evensomelarge  firms,  do
financial market by buildinginstitutions  not even have a  supervisoy  board -
that  supersede the market mechanism.  which  is  the  most  important  forum
The savings bank and credit cooperative  through which bankers  can represent
systems  have each developed  an internal  their interests in a firm.
capital rarket,  not unlike those within  Second,althoughmostofthelargest100
large banks operating nationwide. Only  firmshaveabankcmemberontheirsuper-
central institutions participate in the do-  visoryboard,thisdoesnotimplyeffective
mesticmoney  market toplacethesystems  bank control.  Many comparnies  have two
excess  liquidity or to raise funds to cover  bankers  from different institutions  on
the system's  deficits.Also,  thefundingpro-  their board.
gramsofthegovernmentbankslcanbeseen  Third, the role of the banker in the su-
asarefinancingmechanismthatespecidaly  pervisory  board has to be viewed in the
helps small banks. The same is true for  lightoftherigorousstandardsofcorporate
rediscountable  trade bills.  governance imposed on German public
Harm  stresses  that  the  nonmarket  finns. The Codetermination  Law of 1976
means  for allocatingfunds  have developed  mandatesthat laborberepresented  on the
only to  counter market  imperfections.  supervisory  board of the largest firms as
Maketincentivesprovidetheframework  well as all joint-stock compames.
for  economic  decisions.  The system is bal-  This stresses the role  ofthe supervisory
anced  to the extent that the scope  for per-  board as a negotiatingforum  forall inter-
verse allocation of funds is minimized by  ested parties. It leaves  little room  for the
mandating  joint  decisions  of potentially  interpretation  that the bankers areeeXClu-
conflicting  parties.  sively in control.
Thispaper-aproductofthe  Financial  Fourth, bank ownership  of industry is
Sector Development Department - is  not pervasive,  but is in fact limited to a
part  of a larger  effort in the department  few special cases. Ownership ofsignificant
to study the role and functions of finan-  stakes has further decrased  during the
cial institutions. Copies  of the paper are  last decade.
availablefree fiom  the WorldBank, 1818  Fifth, proxy  voting is more important
H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  than stock  ownership  as a potentialmeans
Please  contact  Wilai  Pitayatonakarn,  ofcontrol.  Harm notes that it is generally
room  N9-003,  extension  37666  (35pages).  agreed in Germany  that banks provide  a
useful service to small shareholders. Al-
though more than half of the largest 100
900.  The Relationship between  firms are notaffected  by proxyvoting,  the
Gennan Banks and Large German  continued attractiveness of corporate  eq-
Firms  uitiesfor the general public  suggests that
the control issues associated with praxy
Christian  Harm  voting will become increasingly impor-
(May  1992)  tant.
Harm argues that the German system
Large German  banls provide aoU  kinds of  of corporate governance represents  an
financialserviceto  largeindustrial com-  efficient attempt  to  minimize socially
panies and participate in an effective  sys-  wasteful  behavior.  The negotated cmisen-
ten ofcorporafegovernanca  tBcntrary  sus achieved  in the boardroom provides
to  widely-Aedd iews,  tdy co not  own Ger-  betterincentives to managementtomaxd-
man industry.  mize firm value and social welfare thanVolume X
Numbers 901  - 1000Pollcy Research Working Paper Seodes  53
901. Opening  the Capiltal ..ccount:  from opemng the  capital account  domes-  domesticinterestrates.Thepublicsector's
A Survey of Issues and Results  tic real interest rates would decline, and  domestic debt was substantial, however,
there mightbe a  10 to 15 percentincrease  andthe  highinterestrates  drove the pub-
James A. Hanson  in investment,  which also might bringbet-  lic sectDrfsinterest  bill considerably above
(May 1992)  ter technology and management  with it.  its non-interest  surplus.  The public sector
Reasonable  fiscl  balance and  a sound  could therefore  cover its interest  bill only
Opening  the capital  account allows idi-  domestic  financial  system are precondi-  by taking on additional  debt. Because  the
uiduals  to diversify and protect Memselues  tions  to successfully  opening  the  capital  interest  bill  was so large,  domestic  debt
betteragaitnst  risks,  as weU as increasing  account.  Without  these  preconditions,  grew  rapidly.  Hyperinflation  resulted
tfhe  economy's access to foreign  saving  But  capitalflightmayoccurorthe  government  when the outstanding  debt became larger
it also limits the country's ability to make  may  have  to  bail  out  domestic  banks.  than  domestic financial markets  could be
monetary policy cnd  tax capitaL  Captalaucontberahizationantosoe  persuaded  to holdL
extent,  be phased  with  current  account  The Central  Bank played a focal role in
Increased  trade,  improved  communica-  hlberalization  by legalizing  and  limiting  tbeseproceses.Itissuew  fiterest-bearing
tions, growinginternationalization  ofpro-  difrerent  instruments  and institutions  to  debt  in  the  forms  of remunerated  bank
duction,  and  legalization  of foreign  cur-  varying degrees. Finally, tradeliberaliza-  reserves,  'inaccessible  deposits,3 and Cen-
rency  instrunents  have increased  access  tion  programs  and  exchange  rate  policy  tral  Bank  bills, to absorb money. The in-
to international  capital markets.  Develop-  need  to be  viewed  not  only in terms  of  terest  bill  on these  liabilities  generated
ingcountrygovernmentsarebeginningto  maintining  currentaccount  balance but  mounting  'quasi-fiscar  borrowing  re-
consider  complementing  increasingly  alsohowthey  affectthe-real  interestrate  quirements,  winch  the  Central  Bank  fi-
open goods markets  with  de jure  capital  and investment,  through  the  capital  ac-  nanced  tbrough  additional  debt  issues.
acount  liberalization.  To  assist  this  count.  Thisdebtwasheldmainlybycommercial
analysis,  Hanson  surveys  the  costs  and  This paper-  ajoint  proluct  of the Of-  banks  who financed  themselves  through
benefits  ofopemng  domestic  capital mar-  fice ofthe Director,  Country Department  high-yielding  short-term  deposits.
kets  and including  some practical  issues.  W,  Latin  America  and  the  Caibbean  Hyperinflationaxy  pressure  developed
Capital  account liberalization  provides  Region, and the Financial  Policy and Sys-  when depositors, perceivingthat  the Cen-
greater  access  to  foreign  financing  for  tems  Division,  Country  Ecnomics  De-  tralBaksdebtaccunulationwasbecom-
aggregate  investment.  Italsoallowsindi-  partment  - is part  of a larger  research  ing excessive,  withdrew  and  moved  rap-
viduals  to  diversify  and  protect  them-  effort  to understand  financial  reform.  It  idly into  foreign  exchange,  engendering
selves  against  risks  more easily. But  in-  was funded  by the  Bankls Reseach  Sup-  heavy  devaluation  pressure.
dividualsoftenseektoprotectthemselves  port  Budget  for  research  project  'The  Copies of this  paper  are  available  free
against  actual  and potential  govemment  Impact  of Financial  Reform" (RPO  676-  from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW,
policies.Thismayleadtoreduceddomes-  13).Thepaperfocusesontbedebateabout  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact
tic  saving  when  the  capital  amcount is  the sequencing  ofreform  -which  should  Alexandra  Blkhurst,  room  16-018,  ex-
opened, particularlyin  an unstable  policy  come first:  the liberalization  ofcapital  or  tension  37897 (53 pages). An earlier  ver-
environment,  currentaccounts?  Copies ofthepaperare  soarofthis  paper-aproduct  ofthe Coun-
Open capital  accounts  reduce  the abil-  available  free from the World Bank,  1818  try Operations  Division, CountryDepart-
ity totax  capital  and to conduct monetary  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  ment  IV, Latin  America  and  the  Cani-
policy (undera  fixed exchange rate). They  Please contactDiane  Bouvet, room 16-061,  bean  Region  - was  published  as  the
also increase  a countrys  exposure  to ex-  extension  36783 (43 pages).  Region's  Internal  Discussion  Paper  66,
ternal monetary shocks. But the loss oftax  ¶Public  Sector  'Debt  Distress'  in
and  monetary  independence  brings  an  Argentina'sRecentStablizaaton  Effrts."
offsettingbenefitthegovernmenesincen-  902.  PublIc Sector "Debt Distress'
tive to undertake  such policies is reduced,  In  Argentina,  1988-89
which lessens the risk of policy  instabil-  903. The Economic Effects
ity. An open capital account also may en-  Paul Beclerman  of Minimum Import Prices
hance the ability to conduct fiscal policy,  (May  92)  (With an Applicatlon to Uruguay)
depending on how international  investors
respond  to  variations  in  fiscal  deficits.  Efforts  to control Argentinas  inflation  in  Federico Changabaquf
Finally,  in evaluating  the  costs and ben-  1988 and 1989 failed,generating  episodes  and Patick  Messeri
efits oflegally opening the capital account,  of hyperintion,  largely because the sta-  (May 1992)
it is important  to consider just  how open  bilization  programs  drove the public  sec-
the capital  account  really  is and  to what  tor into debt  disns.  By imuosing  floor prices  on  imports,  the
extent  existing  regulations  merely  shift  pr  n  for  reference  and  minimum
the  burden  of implicit  taxes  onto  those  Underthe  August  L988  "Primaverae  Plan  export prices jeoparize  trade  libaliza-
with less access to foreign exchange.  and  the  July  1989 "Bunge y Born" Plan  tionefforts  bycrtAtgtheimpressionthat
Mostevidence  about theimpactofcapi-  stablmization  programs,  the  Argentine  tariff  cuts are greater  than they are  Ref-
tal  account  liberalization  comes from in-  authorities  sought  to  anchor  the  price  rencePricesaddto  the distrtio  cread
dustrial  countries.  Available  evidence  level  through  an  appreciated  real  ex-  bya  pure tariffystem  by distorting  rela-
suggests  that  developing  countxies  with  change  rate,  which  they  sustained  tiue domestic  prices  - by promotng  the
stable  policy environments  could benefit  through  polices  that  maintained  high  domestic  consunption  of  highs-quality54  Policy  Research  Working  Paper  Seres
goods and  the  domestic production of  Ballantyne,  room  N1O-039, extension  high investment rates, such as deforesta-
lower-quality  goods.  37947  (23 pages).  tion and sulfr  oxides,  tend to improve
with higher incomesL
By increasing the cost of imports, mini-  * The main exceptions to this pattemr
mumunitimportreferencepricesnotorly  904. Economic  Growth  are dissolved  oxygen  in rivers, municipal
generate theusual distortionsoneexpects  and Environmental Quality:  te,  and  carbon emissions-all  of
from tariff protection but add new ones  Time-Series and  Cross-Country  which have negative effects that  can be
that a pure tariff  ystem would not gen-  Evidence  exernalized.
erate.  *  Technologyseemstoworkin  favorof
Reference  prices  substantially reduce  Nemat Shafik and Sahei4it  Bandyopadhyay  improved  environmental  quality.  Except
the price gap betweenimports  with prices  (Jiune  1992)  for fecal coliform, all environmental  indi-
above and  below  the reference  price.  By  caLtorsimproveordonotworsenovertime,
making  'cheap"  imports  relatively  more  Iti spossibe  to 'grow  ot  or  some environ-  controlling  for the  effect of income.
expensive  than  'expensive"  imports,  ref-  mental problems,  but there is nothing az-  *  The  econometric  evidence  sugests
erence prices  affect quality  in three  ways  tomatic about doing.A  Action tends to be  thitrade,  debt, andothermacroeconomic
that  appear  not  to have  been  analyzed  taken  where  there are  generalzed  local  policyvariablesseemtohavelittlegener-
before:  costs and substantial  private  and  social  ahzedeffectonthe  enviromnent,  although
* Theycaninduceforeignfirmstoshift  benefits. Where the costs ofenuironmental  some  policies  can  be  linked  to  specific
toward  more  expensive  exports  to  the  degradation  are  borne  by othws  (by the  environmental  problems.
country with reference prices,  poor or by oter  countries),  there arE  few  *  The evidence suggests that it is pos-
* They can induce domestic  producers  inentives  to alter  damagin  behavior  sibletogrow  out of"some  envirnmental
in that country to shift production  toward  T1zde,  debt,  and  other  macroeconomic  problems, but there is nothing automatic
lower-quality, cheaper goods.  policy uarables seem to have litlegener-  aboutdoingso-polciesandivestinents
- Because  this  decreases  the  relative  alized effet  on the environment  toreduce  degradation  arenecessary.  The
price of the expensive varieties,  domestic  evidence  shows that  most  countries  find
consumers  may lean toward buying  more  Shafik  and  Bandyopadhyay  explore  the  such environmental  policies  and invest-
expensive  goods.  relationship  between  economic  growth  ments  worthwhile.
In other words, this  system ofadinis-  and  environmental  quality  by analyzing  *  Actiontendstobe  takenwherethere
tered  protection  distorts  domestic  con-  patterns  ofenvirormental  transfmatmon  are  generalized  local  casts  and  substan-
sumption  and production.  for countries  at  different  ineome  levels.  tialprivate  andsocialbenefits.  Wherethe
UIsing  the  case  of  Uruguay,  Theylook  at how eightindicators  of envi-  costs  of environmental  degradation  are
C^hanganaqf  and  Messerlin  estimate  ronmental  quaity  evolve in response  to  borne by others  (by the  poor or by other
whatprotection  the reference  price proce-  economic  growth  and  policies  across  a  countries),  there  are fewincentives  to al-
dures  provide for Uruguayan  industries  IargenumberofcoLmtriesandaaosstime.  terdamagingbehavior.
and  analyze  how tlis  protection  affects  Has past  economic growth  been asso-  This paper-a  product  ofthe  Office of
Uruguay's  economy.  ciated  with the  accumulation  of natural  theMVcePtesident,  DevelopmentEcnom-
Theyshow  thatthereferenceaudmini-  capital  or  the  drawing  down of natural  ics -was  produced  as a backgrond  pa-
mum export price procedures imposefloor  resource  stocks?  Is  the  accumulation  of  per  for World Development  Report  1992,
prices on imports  that  cover more than  a  physicalandhumancapitalacomplement  which focuses  on the  environment.  Cop-
third ofvalue addedin  Uruguayanmanu-  to or a substitute  for the accumulation  of  iesaf thispaperare  available freefiromthe
facturing. The minimum  exportprice  sys-  natural  capital?  How  do these  relation-  WorldBank,  1818 HStreetNW,  Washing-
tem boosts published  tariff  rates  for cov-  ships vary across different  environmentaI  tan, DC 20433.  Please contact  the World
ered goods by 7 percent  (probably  an un-  resources?  Andhowhave  macroeconomic  DevelopmentReport  office, room T7-101,
derestimate) and  the  reference  system  poicies affected the evolution  of environ-  extension 31393 (50 pages).
boasts them 18 percent.  mental quality? Among  their conelusionsr
These systemsjeopardize tradeliberal-  * Incomehasthemostconsistentlysig-
ization efforts by creatng  the inpression  nificanteffect on all indicators ofenviron-  905- Investing in  All the  People
that taiff  cuts are greater than  they re-  mental quality. But the relationship be-
ally ar  These  systems also create  ma-  twee  environmental  quality  and  eco-  LawrenceL  Summers
sive  distortions  (from 15  to 30 percent)  nonic  growth  is far from  simple.  As in-  (may 29w2)
between  the  relative  domestic  prices  of  comesrise,mostenvironmentalindicators
imported  goods above andbelowthe  floor  deteriorate  initially,  except for access to  Money spent  ancreaig the  educatin  of
prices.  safe water  and  urrban saitation  - prob-  girls  not only more socially produ&r,;e
This  paper  - a  product  of the  Trade  lems that  higher incomes  help resolve.  than  miitary  outlays.  It is also fir  more
Policy Division,  Country  Economics  De-  *  Many indicators  tend  to improve  as  productivetnotherscidsectoroutlays
partinent-is  part  ofalargereffortinthe  countries  approach middle-incomelevels.  -and  than the vwstly largerphyuirluapi-
department  to monitor  and  improve  the  There is sme  evidence thatcountnes  with  il outlays projected for the ne  decade.
effectiveness oftrade  policyreforms.  Cop-  highinvestmentratesandrapideconomic
ies of thepaperare  avlablefreefom  the  growth  put  greater  pressure  on natural  Recent research  has  convinced Summers
World  Bank, 1818 H StreetNW,Wasbing-  resources,  particularly  in terms  of pollu-  that  once all the benefits  are  recognized,
ton,  DC 20433. Please  contact  Dawn  tion.  But some  indicators thatworsen with  investment in the education of girls mayPolicy Research  Woaitng  Paper  Serfes  55
be :"he  highest return  investment avail-  nual  General  Meeting of the  Pakistan  only  paper, the legal framework comes  to
able in the developing  world - and it is  Society of Development Economists in  life only when legal and administrative
an especially high priority for Pakistan.  Islamabad,  Pakistan,  in January  1992.  institutions  can  enforce  the  laws and
Summers stresses five points to make his  Copies  of  the paper are available fiee from  readily resolve the disputes they inevita-
case for action:  the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  bly spur, andonlywhenthepublicaccepts
- Tens of millions of women (perhaps  Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  that the laws are binding  Moreover,  the
as many as 100million)  are missingworld-  Maria Fernandez,  room  S9-035,  extension  laws by necessity provide only a general
wide mainly because  of higher death rates  33766  (26 pages, including tables).  framework. Their content must be filled
for young girls than  boys. Higher death  bymore detailed regulationsandnpractice
ratesare  symptomaticofthemoregeneral  in individual coess, a process that takes
pattem offemade  deprivation in the devel-  906. Bulgaria's Evolving Legal  time. The challenge of legal development
oping world, especially in South Asia.  Framework for Prvate Sector  isasimmenseasthatofeconomicreform,
- Underinvestment in girls is an eco-  Development  and the two are inexorably intertwined.
nomic problem resulting from a vicious  This paper -a  product afthe Socialist
ycle caused by distorted incentives. Par-  Cheryl  W.  Gray and  Peter  lTnachlov  Economies Reform Unit,  Country Eco-
ents donet invest in their  daughters be-  (May  1992)  nomics  Department, and the Europe and
cause they expectthem to  grow  upto serve  CentralAsiaDivsion,  Legal Department
only their husbands; uneducated women  The administrative andjudcial  machin-  -is  part of a larger effort in the Rank to
have few alternatives, so the expectation  ery for implementing new laws is sower  study evolving  legal frameworks in East-
becomes self-fulfilling.  to develop than the new laws themselves.  ernEurope.  Copiesofthe paperare avil-
* Incrasingeducationalopporturities  The chalernge  of legal deuelopment is as  able free from the World Bank, 1818 H
for girls offers the best chance of break-  immenseasthatafeconmicreform-and  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.
ing this  vicious cycle. Considering both  the two are inexorably  intertwined  Please ecact  Maine  Berg, room Nil-
private benefits andreturns  to otherfam-  054, extensin  36969 (34 pages).
ilymembers, itis  perhaps the best yield-
ing return of adl  investments available in  Bulgariasin  themidstofahistorictrans-
developingcountnes.Amongothertinngs,  formation frm  a  planned tD  a market  907  Institutional  Reform
women spend more  of their income on  economy.  The Bulgarian government is  In Emnerging  Secuts  Markets
children than theirhusbands do, and edu-  working steadly  to create a legal frame-
catedwomenaremorelikelytoseekmedi-  work  in which the private sector can d-  RbertPa
cal care and  to improve  sanitation  prac_  velop. Manynewlaws-includinga  new  a&y 1992i
tices.  Educated  women  choose  to  have  constitution and  new laws  on companies,
fewer children and can provide more for  foreign investment, and competition - Developing a secrities  market is a long-
thxose  they dohave,  havebeenadoptedoverthepasttwoyears,  ter,  task  that  requires
= Giving an  extra  100 girls an addi-  and more ar  now being drafted and de-  tenswe  ttioawl  deeopme4  for
tional year  of education in 1990 would  aed  Bulgarias pre-warlegal famework  which there arefew shortcut&  And  many
have  oDst  approximately  $30,000. This  was quie  modem for its time, and most  of  es  regpair-ed  have both  posve
investment would  prevent roughly 60 in-  of these new laws draw on pre-war Bul-  a  negative mmiication  in oier  pars
fant deaths and three materna  deaths - gaan  tradition.  of the financial  system  and the economy.
andavert500births. Summersconcludes  Gray and lanacbkov descibe  the cur-
that the social  benefits alone of increased  rent legal framework in Bulgaria in the  In the longni,  sound, efficient  securities
femaleeducationaremorethansufficient  areas of ctional,real  property in-  markets  can  contribute  to  economic
to cover its costs.  tellectual property, company, foreign in-  growfi;  in the short  run,  they play an
-*  Programs to increase female educa-  vestment,  bankruptry,  contract,  and  important role in fnacl  liberalization
tion are less expensive than  other devel-  antimonopoly law. These areas  of law  and deepening. They do so  principally by
opment investments  and  could quicldy  define property rights  the means for ex-  providingameansforboth  capital raisers
increase  female enrollment rates. Piol-  changingpropertyights,  and the rules for  and investMrs  to diversify risk.
ties should be to reduce the cost ofschool-  competitive market behavior - the bed-  Pardy  provides a  guide to issues in-
ing for girls and to make special efforts to  rock  of a  legal  system for  a  ma-rket  volved in  institutional and regulatory re-
accommodate parents's practical needs.  economy-  form of secuities  markets - and a dis-
- Major initiatives to increase female  In Bulgaria as in the other countries of  cussion of the practical  implicaltions  of
educationcantrnsformsocietyovertime.  Central and Eastern Europe,  definingreal  different policy options and  sequencing
If more girls had gone to school  a genera-  property rights and creating the condi-  decisions.
tion ago, millions of infant deaths could  tions for free and fair competition  are the  Pardy argues that  establishing sound
have been averted each year, and tens  mostcontentious and confasedlegal  ares  securities markets requires institutional
millions  of  families  could  have  been  because they tred  so heavily on vested  developmentthatisasbstantial  task for
healthier andhappier.  interests. Other areas of law are less of a  ydevelopingcounties  Prerequistes
This paper, by the ViLce  President, De-  problem,  for the developmentof  secunitiesmarkets
velopment Economics,  and Chief Econo-  But  the  admiristrative  and  judicial  include:
mist, World Bakr, was prepared for the  machinery-forimplementing  thoselawsis  *  Amacroeconomicandfcal  environ-
Quad-i-Azam  Lecture at the Eighth An-  dowertodevelop Lawsbythemselvesare  ment conducive to the apply  of quaity56  Policy Research  Working  Paper Series
securities  -as  well as sufficient demand  tion  by  the  Tax  Incentives  Evaluation  Copiesofthepaperare  availablefreefrom
for them.  Project  of the Public Economics Division  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,
- Alegal,regulatory,andinstitutional  constituteinterestingnewworkfordevel-  Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contact
infrastructure  that  can support  efficient  aping  countries.  Carlina  Jones,  room N10-063,  extension
operation  of the  securities  market.  Rajagopal  and  Shah  argue  that  analy-  37699 (70 pages,  with tables)-
Pardy  discusses  the second of these in  ses of such  questions  can be considerably
detail,  providing  guidelines  for  basic  enriched  by explicitly incorporating  into
infiastructural requirements. Essentially  the analysis the industrial market struc-  909. Parallel Markets, the Foreign
such an infrastructure must provide  four  ture of the industry at hand and propos-  Exchange Auction, and Exchange
things:  ing an  empirical procedure to test  the  Rate Unification  In Zambia
*  Certainty  about property  rights  and  marketpowerhypothesis.  Such atesthas
contracts.  important  implications  for the effective-  Janine Aron and Ibrahim A. Elbadawi
*  Transparent  trading  and  other pro-  ness offiscal incentives forinvestment.  If  (ay  1992)
cedures and  public  disclosure  by compa-  the producers in an industry  have market
nies  of all  information  relevant  to  the  power, they maybe  able to shift taxes for-  Zambia's fature  with macro  o0Tmic re-
value of their  securities.  wardcompletelysothatanytaxincentives  farm-incudingexchange-ratereform-
*  Protectionagainstunfairpracticesby  would simply result  in windfall  gains  for  is the result of  acroeonomic  (especially
insiders  and  intermediaries.  the firms  in that  industry.  But in a com-  fat)  laxity. And  the exchnge-rate  pre-
- Protection  against  the financial  fail-  petitive  industry,  producers  are not able  mium  is  liWy  to rise as  terms  of trade
ureofintermediariesandmarketinstitu-  to shift  taxes forward  completely  so that  wrsen,  foreign aid dwcines, and expcta-
tions  such  as clearinghouses.  tax incentives  can stimulate  investment.  tions of deualuations  rise.
Pardy  also  provides  examples  of the  Rajagopal  and  Shah  test  the  market
policy conflicts and uncertainties  that are  power hypothesis  empirically  using data  Since  Zambia's  independence  in 1964, a
routine  in securities  market  reform  and  for selected  industries-  in Turkey,  chemi-  large,  thriving parallel  market  forforeign
development,  and  suggests approaches  to  cals and  petroleum  derivatives;  in Paid-  exchange has  coexisted  with a rich menu
managing  them.  stan,  textiles  as  well  as  chemicals  and  ofofficial exchange rate  policies aimed  at
This paper  - a  product  of the Einan-  pharmaceuticals.  In  addition,  they  also  achieving  a more  flexible exchange  rate
cial Policy and Systems  Division, Country  examine  the  impact  of  investment  tax  andprice  system as wellas  financial  and
Economics  Department  - is  part  of a  credits  (credits  against  tax  liability),  in-  trade  liberalization.  Despite  aggressive
larger  effort in the department  to explore  vestment  allowances  (deductions against  policies in these areas,  particularly  forthe
ways to promote the developmentofsound  taxable  income), and  research  and  devel-  exchangerate,  the blackmarketpremium
securities  markets.  Copies  of the  paper  opment  expensing  on production  and in-  (defined  as the  ratio  of the black market
are  available  free  from the  World Bank,  vestment  decisions  and government  rev-  rate  to the  oficial  rate)  remmns  high  -
1818  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  enues.  averaging  100 percent  for  1970-88  and
20433.  Please contactFSD,  room N9-005,  Theyintroduce  threeempiricalinnova-  more than  400 percent  i  recent  years.
extension  37664 (32 pages).  tions  in this  study.  First,  they specify an  AmonandElbadawiexaminetheorigins
expression  for the rental  price of capital,  ofthe parallel market,  the statistical  prop-
consistent  vith rationaliatherthan  static  erties  of the  paralel  premium,  and  the
908. Tax Incentives, Market  Power,  exectations. Second,insteadofassuwming  shocksandmacroeconomicpoicychanges
and  Corporate  Investment:  perfect competition, they implement an  thatinfluence its evolution.  Usingannual
A Rational Expectations Model  empirica  test  of market  power. Third,  data, they specify and estimate an edlec-
Applied to Pakistani  and  Turkish  they empirically derive an incremental  tic  error-correction model for  the  pre-
Industries  benefit-cost ratio for the incentives  evalu-  mium-
ated in the  study.  They find  that  the  large  parallel  mar-
DagmarRajagopal and Anwar Shah  Theyconclude  thatfi rnsin  those indu-s  Iket might  have  caused  problems  in mac-
(May  1992)  tries  had limnited  market  power and  were  roeconomic  management  '-d  economic
thus  able to shift taxes forward  only par-  reform.Alarge  exchange rate premium  as
A production  structure  model incorporat-  tially.  Thus,  tax  incentives  did have  an  an  indication  of foreign  exchange  short-
Lig  rational  expectations  and  market  impact  on production  and investment  de-  ages will have direct deleteriousimpacton
power is used to derive imporant  insights  cisions  in firms  in  those industries.  But  copper production  and  export. It can also
on the  effectiveness  of tax  incenies  on  theseimpactsvariedgreatlyacrossdiffer-  indirecy  hurt  copper exprts  thrugh  its
industrialproducion  and investment  de-  ent industries,  and  in three  of five cases,  negative  effect on domesticincentives  for
cisions in developing  countries.  tax incentives  resulted  in higherrevenue  the  officialy  sanctioned  copper economy.
losses  compared  with  their  stimulative  Abighpremiumwasalsofoundtoencour-
Onlyrecently  has empirca  research  been  impact  on  investment  in  physical  or  age  overimporing  (and  probably
used to evaluate  tax andindustrial  policy  knowledge  capital.  overinvcidng)ofofficiafytradedimports-
indevelopingcountriesusingaframework  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Public  Aron  and  Elbadawi  find  that  foreign
that  incorporates  the  cost of capital  and  Economics  Division,  Country  Economics  inflation  and  depreciation  of the  black
the production  structure.  Recent applica-  Department-is  part ofalarger  effortin  market  rate  (in a cost-push  manner)  di-
ticns  of dynamic  duality and  computable  the  department  to evaluate  fiscal incen-  rectly increase  domestic inflation.  Depre-
general  equilibrium  analyses  ofthis ques-  tives for domestic andforeign  investment  ciation  of the black market  rate  also sig-PoUcy Reseatch  Wocikng Paper Seres  57
iauis  indirectly  that econoniicrefonn  lacks  free rate -before  the foreign sector can  andprotectve  controls andespeciallyon
z=dibilityandthatmacroeconomiepolicy  begintorespondtorealdepredation.Then  the need  for capital adequacy and for
;sunsustainable.  Short-term changes in  therewill be less needforaid flows  to con-  strong baning  supervision.
tne premium reflect expected  changes in  tinue at their initial levels.  - There is  ample recognition of the
pulicy  and politics.  This paper - a product of the Macro-  importance of speedy and decisive  inter-
The major factor behind the failure of  economic  Adjustment and Growth Divi-  vention to prevent insolvent institutions
uniification  and economic  reform is the  sion, Country Economics  Department-  fiom magnifying  loses  and infecting the
Lundamental  endogeniety  of the parallel  is part ofalarger effortin the deparbnent  rest of the financial  ystem.
premium in macroeconomic and  trade  to study the macroeconomic  implications  * The role of deposit  insurance is still
policy  - as well as in exogenous  terms-  ofmultipleexchange marketrin develop-  unclear. It is instrumental in protecting
:!trade  and foreign aid shocks. Improv-  ing countries. Copies of the paper ar  smallsavers, butotherwiseitaroleinpre-
ing the terms of trade or increasing for-  available  free firm the World  Bank, 1818  venting bank rns,  promoting competi-
e?gnaidleadstoadeclineinthepremium.  H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  tion,  or  stimulating  better  regulatory
.rus  effect  dominates the indirect effects  Please contactAnnaMbranon,room  Ni11-  mechanismsisopentoseriousobjections.
ofreal wealthandreal appreciation,which  042, extension 39074  (115 pages).  a The regulatory issues of nonbank fi-
wwrktoincreasethepremium.Expansive  nandal  intermediaries  are  similar  to
fbcal and monetary policy  muse the pre-  those ofbanks. Forlife insurance compa-
iiram to rise.  910. Policy Issues In Financlal  nies, price and productcontrols-which
Ofall the factors  thatinfluence the pre-  Regulation  inhibit competition  -are  being replaced
mium and have  caused exchange rate  by solvency  controls.  In  addition, the use
unification  to fail, terms-of-trade  shocks  Dimitri Vittas  of insurance  (and  pension)  funds  fir  fi-
dominate. But the driving force behind  alMay  1992)  nanIngre  publicsectordebtsatbelow-
vetsstence of the premum was outright  mketyieldsisbeingreplacedbyinvest-
laxity  in  fiscal  and  monetary  yolicy - The 1980s were a decade ofextensiv  regu-  meat  rules  that  emphasize  safety  and
peecislly  in 1985 and  the follewing two  latoiy reornm.  Macroeconommicandaiocac-  profitaity.
vears of the exchange rate  auctions,  and  tiue controls that inhibit  competition, in-  *  Themostcontroversialtypeofeontrol
during the collapse  ofeconomic  reform in  noatin,  and  efiincy  were  out.'  Pru-  is  still  structurl  controls that  impose
1987.  dential  and  other contols  that promote  geographic or functional limits  on the ac-
Aron and  Elbadasw  conclude  that  ex-  stabilty  and fains  were isj'  The rela-  tities  of financial instit  ns. There is
±arnge rate reform without fiscal  reform  tue costs  and benefits of uniuesal banks  a worldwide trend in favor of universal
nmybefiutile.-Fiscalretrenchmentfor  the  and financial groups  remain a subiect of  banking and even in ftvor of cloe  links
Zrst  two years  of the crawling  peg  was  cantrversy.  between  banks  and  insmance,  but  less
influenced by  political considerations.  supportforcloielinksbetweenbsiksand
Zambiaisoneofthemosturbanizedcoun-  DimnitriVittasummarizes  thefindinof  industrial  companies.
tries in Africa about half the people live  afotbcomingbookonfinancialregulation  * Universalinsttutionsposeaserious
inurbanareas,andtheurbanmiiddleclass  that examines the policy ssues of finan-  challenge to regulators and supervisors
wields considerable influence. This ex-  cial regolation and reviews the experi-  Countries  with weak  supervisory  agencies
'-ins  the pervasive ensemble of price  ences of both developed  and developing  would  be well  advised to promote  simpler
- Aitrol  and  subsidy  schemes  that  have  countries.  He stresses  the  following ten  and more transparent  structures.
---vived  reform attempts.  But  the ratio  points:  * There  is  considerable controvery
;-Cgovernmentrevenue  toGDP has never  *  The 1980s were not a decade of do-  about the desirability  and benefitsof  uni-
-!n below  20 percent (one  of the highest  regulation, but aperiod ofextensiveregu-  versal bankig.  Manyanalysts emphasize
es in Africa)  despite sharp declines  in  latoryreform. There was decreased reli-  the difficulties  of regulation by function
m  ns of trade. More emphasis should be  ance on economic  regulations thatinhibit  and ofrelyingon rules ofconductfor  over-
en to the political economy  and distri-  competition,  innovation,  and efficiency-  coming  excessive  risk taldas  conflicts  of
ional consequences  (especially  theru-  butincreaswdemphasonpradentialand  interest, and the abuse ofprivllegedinfor-
.urban  nexus)  in the  early  stages  of  other  regulations  that  promote  stabiibty  mation. These analyst  favor structural
nomic reformn  and  fairness,  contrds  thatlimit  the scopeforfraudand
Zambia's economy,  heavnly  dependent  *  There is now widespread consensus  mismanagement. But other analysts ar-
zopper  exprts,  is pardculardy usmep-  on the need for market mechanisms for  gue that the threat of regulation, consid-
oe  to external shocks.  Itisimportant  to  monetary and credit control and for allo-  erations of reputation, and provisions  for
sralize major trade and financial mar-  cating scarce  financial resources.  legal redress against offending institu-
kpts in such a way as to compress the  * Whatthebest  speedandsequenceof  tionswouldbeeffectiveinpolicinguniver-
allelmarketandcpreventthepremium  financial reform are remains  an  open  sal institutions.
n  serving as  a major signal to the  question. The contrasting experiences  of  Vittas concludes by noting that most
__:nomy.  Japan  and  Chile  support  a  cautious,  Anglo-AmericanandScandinaviancoun-
Increased foreign aid could help aiti-  grdual  approachIndonesia'  experience  tries  currently  suffer from the  eonase-
e the destablizing effects of terms-of-  suggests  that several paths ofreform  may  quenes ofexcesve anduncritical expan-
de shocks. This is likely to be most  workl  sion of credit as well as firomwidespread
-pfulin  the early stages ofreform,  when  * There is  strong consenUS on the  _  --  tandasignificantamount
an foster credibility and stabilize the  importanceofprudential,  of franud.  He argues tiatffina  l prob-58  Policy  Reseasrh  Woaking Paper Sedes
lems were to persist, the case for impos-  be influenced by the invoicing  of exports.  initil  contraction (a period of one to two
ing portfolio  and growth limits for  pruden-  Exports fiom Canada and Japan  to the  years),alongpause (fir three  to  flueyears),
ial purposes  mightmerit detailed consid-  United States are invoiced primarily in  and sustained recovery.  The length  ofthe
eration.  U.S  dollars.  The  same  can  be  said  of  inuestmentpauseislongerforlow-income
Thispaper-aproductoftheFinancial  Japans  and Australia's total exports-  The  countries, and the cycle of  public inest-
Policy and  Systems  Division, Country  exports of the other countries are priced  menwt  is ofgreateramplitudethanthe  cycle
Economics  Department-is  the introduc-  mostly in their own currency. If exports  ofprivate inuestment Thepaperdiscusses
tory chapter of a forthcoming Economic  are invoicedinthe exporters'currency,as  the roles of macroeonomic  retraint,  co-
Development Institute book *n financial  is common in industrial  countries, ex-  ordinationfailums, value ofwaitiug, and
regulation.  It reviews and  summarizes  change rate  volatility does not matter.  lack ofsupportive infrustructwre  ingentr-
several papers  that  have  already  been  Exporters pass price changes due to ex-  ating these cycls  ofinwestment
issued as World Bank Policy Research  change rate fluctuations on to importers,
Working Papers. Copies  of this paper are  who in turn pass them on to consumers.  Solimano reviews recent  literature  on
available free from the World Bank,  1818  There are several reasons why consumers  capital formation and  economic reform
H  Street  NW, Washingtonb,  DC 20433.  may be indifferent to the exchange rate  and looks at  the cycle of private invest-
Please  contact  Wilai  Pitayatonakarn,  risk, especially for manufactured prod-  ment that occurs during adjustment.  He
room N9-003,  extension 37666  (38 pages).  ucts.  identifies three phases in the response of
But if exports are preced  in the import-  private  investment  to  adjustment  pro-
ers' currency or a third currency, volatil-  grams: initial  contaction,  a long pause,
911. Does Exchange Rate VolatilEty  ity matters -because  both the exporter  and sustained recovery.
Hinder  Export  Growth?  Additional  and the importer must take into account  The  empirical  evidence  for  Chile,
Evidence  how their profits vary when considering  Mexico,  and Thailand shows  that the ini-
the currency risk they face. For the ex-  tial contractionlastsfirom  one  totwoyears
--fng  Qian  ansPanos Vamngis  porter, the covariance  between costs and  and  the  pause  for  three  to five years.
(May  1992)  revenues is likely to be smaler  than for  Moreover, the length of the investment
the importer. That means that  wlule the  pause is longer for low-income  countries
Inconsistency  in the relationslip  between  importer  or final consumer has a  'natu-  such as Bolivia  and Ghana.  Andthe  cycle
errha nit rate vol  atiy  and exportgrowth  ral  hedge available,  the exporter does  not  of public investment is of greater ampli-
reflects  differences  anongcouznriesin  the  Finally, one can argue  that  the effect of  tide  thanl he cycle  of  private investment.
currency in which trde  is inoiced. Also,  exchange rate volatility on trade is over-  In characterizing the cycles  of invest-
exhangerrate uvlatiity may affect  theal-  stated,  fur  the  following reasons.  Ex-  ment, Solimano assesses the role of such
ocation  of trade more than its leueL  change rate  volatility does not measure  factors  as  demand  restrint,  currency
the added rskiness  of a firm's portfolio.  depreciation, the value of waiting, cred-
Qian and Varangis examine the impact of  Exchange rates  can provide a  natural  ibiityfailures,  andthe lackof supportive
exchangeratevolatilityontrade,usingan  hedge in anfim's  portfolio.  Exchan  rates  infirstructure.
ARCH-in-mean  model.  The advantages of  may be negatively correlated with each  This paper - a product of the Macro-
this statistical approach over earlier ap-  other or with the firm's other assets. And  economic  Adjustment and Growth Divi-
proaches are that  it provides more offl-  finally, the use of forward markets  can  sion, Country Economics  Department -
cientcoefflcientestimnates  anditprevents  provide a useful short-term hedge.  ispart  ofalarger effort in the department
the problem ofspunious  regressions. They  This paper - a product of the Interna-  to study therole ofcapitab  formationin the
applied the model to six countries, esti-  tional Trade Division,  International Eco-  transition  from adjustment  to growth.
mating both bilateral  and aggregate ex-  nomics Department - is part of a larger  Copies  ofthe paperareavallable  fiee from
ports.  effort in the department  to analyze the  the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,
They found exchange rate volatlity to  effects ofthe exchange rate  on trade. Cop-  Washington, DC 20433. Please contact
have a negative, statistically significant  ies ofthe paper are available freefrom the  Raquel Luz,  room N11-059, extension
impact in two cases: Canadian and Japa-  World  Bank, 1818  H StreetNW, Washing-  39059 (43 pages).
nese exports tothe UnitedStates. Interms  ton,  DC 20433. Please  contact  Dawn
ofaggregate exports, the relationship was  Gustafson,roomS7-44,  extension 33714
negativebutstatisticallyinsignificantfor  (42 pages).  913. The Women's Development
Japan and Australia; positive and statis-  Program In Rajasthan: A Case
ticallysignificantforSweden and, to some  Study In Group  Formation
extent,the UnitedKingdom;but  statisti-  912- Understanding the investmerit  for Women's Development
cally  insgnificant  for the Netherlands.  Cycle In Adjustment  Programs:
The mnagnitudeofthe  impactof exchange  EVidence from Reforming  Maitreyi Das
rate  volatility  varied  greatly  - from  a  Economies  (My 1992)
reduction  in  exports  of  7.4  percent
(Canada)toanincreaseof5percent(Swe-  Andr6s  Solimano  Through awareness-building and group
den), following  a 10 pereent increase in  (May  1992)  formation,  rural  womeninseveraldisctriCs
volatility.  in India have read  that deprivation is
These results led tothehypothesis  that  Private  investment often goes through  not unchangeable,  that alernatiues exist,
theimpactofexchangeratevolatiltymay  threephases  underadjustment  progms:  that  they are competent  enough  to choosePolJicy Research  Worklng  Paper  Serles  59
betweenalternatives,  andthat  theyare not  report  on Gender  and  Poverty  in  India.  al  personnel in the country, notjust  those
alone.  Copies  ofthispaperare available  free  from  employed by the ministry of health.
the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  * Some countries need support to de-
Das presents  the Women's  Development  Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  veloppoliciesthatwiblhelpthemmakethe
Program  (WDP)  - launched  in  six dis-  Stella  David,  room  S2-264,  extension  best  use ofregional  training  ihelities (in
trictsin  Rajasthan,  Indiain  1984, andnow  33752(94  pages).  publichealtendmanagemnent)innearby
extending  to  nine  - as  a  case  study  in  countries.  More support  should  be given
awareness-buildingand  group fornation  to regional centersthatoffernianagement
amongTrual women.  914. Health Personnel  training for health  workers and to initia-
A departure  from  the  traditional  pat-  Development In Sub-Saharan  tives forimprovingin-service andon-the-
tern  of viewing  women  as  the  objects  of  Africa  job training  in management  skills.
welfare, WDPhas  been a distinctsuccess.  *  Guidelines  are  urgently  needed  on
'Rural  women  have  realized  that  their  J.LParickVaughan  how  to  rationalize  spending  on health
depTivation is not unchangeable,  that  al-  (May  1992)  personnel.
ternatives  exist,  that  they  are competent  - There  is an  urgent  need  to update
enough  to  choose between  altematives,  Sub-SahaanAfiica  needs regionaltrain-  methods  for monitoring  health  workers
and that  they  are  not alone.  ingl4cilities  in publicheakhandmanage-  andforprovidingthe  basicn umeicalpro-
One  important  feature  of the  project  ment, in-depth  studies  on the cost inpEi-  jections  needed  for planning.
document  was that it was provisional  and  cations  of different  trining  and  stafiing  - In-depth  studies  are  needed  on  the
tentative,  essentially  a guide to structure  options,gaidelinesforspendingonheath  cost implications  of training  and  employ-
and  financial  patterns.  Other  programs  personnl,  and  new methods for mn2itor-  ing various  types and  numbers  ofbealth
focus on strengthening  delivery systems;  ing and projecting personnel  needs  workers,  to give  more  insight  into  the
WDP's sole rim  was to form groups  that  optionsinnationalheaIthpersonnelpoll-
would  consolidate  themselves  for  their  Despite  a significant  growth in  the total  cies.
own development  - these  groups,  once  number  of trained  health  workers,  the  This paper  - a product  of the Popula-
formed,  would  initiate  any  action  they  Afica  regionis  stfil poorly staffed.  Itwas  tion,  Health,  and  Nutrition  Dinvsion,
needed  and  decided  upon.  the  only World Health  Organization  re-  Population  and  Human  Resources  De-
The  second  important  element  of the  gion that showed a decline in the  doctor-  partment  - is part  of  a larger  study  of
project  document  was the  degree offree-  to-population  ratio  from  1980 to 1986  Afiicaahealthpolicybythe  Sector Opera-
dom visualized  for women's  groups  and  Emigration  aftrainedhealth  workers-  tions  and  Policy Vice Presdency.  Copies
nongovernment  orgamizations.  WDP  particularlyphysicians-excerbates  the  of the  pape  are available  free from  the
stressedtheneedtobuildawarenessand  problem.  Basic trining  for health  work-  WorldBank,  1818 HStreetNW,  Washing-
confidence among  women as  essential  to  ers  is  Teasonably  well  established,  but  ton,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Otilia
integrating  them  into  the  development  advanced  and  in-service  training  have  Nadora,  room SI1-219,  extension  31091
process.  been  widely neglected.  There  remainsi  a  (19 pages).
The institutional  perspective  ofaplace  serious  shortageofseniorstaffwithtrain-
or  center  where  women  can  be  ofered  ing in public health  and  management.
continuing education  and  training  gave  Sub-Saharan  Africa has  not  a  single  915.  Trade  Polcy  and Exchange
way to the conceptofan  njbormal network  school of public health,  and  it also lacks  Rate Issues  In the  Fonmer Soviet
of womerns groups. Education was defined  adequateregionalt  mriingeenters  in pub-  Union
as  the  acquisition  of knowledge,  which  lichealth  andmanagement.  Planning  for
may  not  necessarily  mean  literacy.  It  health  workers has been based largely on  W.MaxCorden
could even mean  the  acquisition  of skills  simple projections ofthe  number of work-  May 1992)
'for  generating  or controlling  resources.  ers required  - without  much regard  for
WDP has  demonstrated  that  illiterate  the  economic costs  or the  availability  of  One approach  to trade  policy  among  the
women can be effective group organizers.  financial  resources.  )brmer Soviet repubic  is to have no trade
.The question this  project opens up is this  Most countries  in Sub-Sahara  Africa  policy-to  have  omnpetelyfieetade  with
organize  women  for what?  Too much  focus  have  undertaken  structural  adjustment  convertibiyfitr  currmnacunt  tranat-
an training  in communication  and  group  programs  that,  together  with  world  eco-  tion  Trzdeppaicqyshouldbefrunsparent
interaction  could become an  end in itself.  nomic  conditions,  have  led  to declining  Any tariffandexport  taxsturenshould
Mahila  Samakhya,  a progam  to organize  financial  allocations  to  ministries  of  besimple.  Quantitaivecontrlsshouldbe
women for education,  used  the process of  health.  As spending  cutshave  beenmade  avoided. And  nobariers  to existing  trade
WDP but changed  its aims and emphads.  for such items as drugs, maintenance,  and  between  the  republis  should  be  intro-
What  emerges  from  the  WDP  experi-  transport,  the proportion  spent  on health  duced.
ence is theprocess  it unleashed:  the orga-  personnel hasrisen.  There are now strong
nization,  interaction,  and participation  of  pressures  on  ministries  to  reduce  the  Taking  the  long  view  (assuming  prices
women.  number  of health  workers  they  employ  have  been  liberalized,  Carden  reviews
This paper  - a product  of the Women  and  to encourage more privatehealth  ser-  possible trade  and exchange rate  polies
in Development  Division, Population  and  vices. Vaughan  concludes that  oftherepubliesoftheformerSovietUnion.
Human  Resources  Department  - was  *  Health  personnel  policies must  be-  He considers alternative  exdhange-rate
prepared  as  a background  paper  for the  come truly  national,  takdng into account  regimes,includingamonetaryunion.For60  Policy Research  Working  Paper Series
Russia,  a fixed but  adjustable regime  is  916.  Measuring  the RiSk  of Default  917.  Creditor  Country Regulations
most realistic.  Frequent adustment  may  In Six Highly  Indebted  Countries  and Commercial  Bank  Lending
be desirable,  to prevent  the  use  of trade  to Developing  Countries
restrictions  to  achieve  balance  of  pay-  Mrc Chemney  and Jacques Morisset
ments obectives.  (June 1992)  Asli  Demirgtl-Knnt
Trade  intervention  policies,  if needed,  (June  1992)
should  not  weaken  the  fiscal  situation.  The  risk  that  the  debtor  cowatry  wilU de-
There  may be a case for export taxes  or  fault  on its external debt may  be siqnifl-  The Bank  far International  Seklement's
fora  uniform revenue  tariff  for example,  candy  decreased by a debt-reduction  op-  capitaladequacy  regulatiorns  maybesome-
but  subsidies  and  quantitative  restric-  eraion,  by  a  reduction  in  international  what  ess  effecue  than  they  appear  in
tions should be avoided.  Ifsome domestic  interest  rates,  and  by  changes  in  the  accomplishing  their maingoal ofcontrl-
price  controls  remain,  export  taxes  are  country's  willingness  to pay.  ling  the  oueraU  riskines  of  the  intemna-
needed.  donal  banking  system.  But  they  may  be
Corden  examines  the  need  for  transi-  The  pnce  of debt  on the  seeondary  mar-  guite  effectiue  (probably  u  e  n
tional  tariffs,  including  the  argument  for  ket  reflects  the risk  that  the  debtor  coun-  in dereasingecommercial  bank  leding  to
a temporay  uniform  tariff  that  is higher  try might  default  on its  external  debt.  deveoping  countries.  -
than  the long-ranrevenue  tariffThe  ten-  Using  the  option-pricing  theory,
porazy  uniform  tariff  would  be  designed  Chesney  andMorissetidentifythefactos  Demirgil$Knnt  discasses  the  possible
to prevent  temporary  overshooting  ofthe  that  influenced  the  risk  of deFault  in  six  impact  of creditor  country  regulatory  de-
exdhangerate-buttheargumentissub-  highly  indebted  countries  fiom  1986  to  velopments  on the  asset  choice  and  port-
jecttoimportantquaifications.Ifthereis  1990.  foio  islkiness  of commeria  banks.  She
any  protection  of infant  industries,  there  In  particular,  they  provide  a measure  focuses  partcularly  on  the  effect  of the
mustbea"hardtariff'path-thegradual  of the  debtorcountriss'wllingnesstopay.  Bank  for  lnternational  Settlementes
decline  of the  tariff  rate  should  be firmly  They  identify  the  parameters  of the  sto-  (BIS's)risk-relatedcapitaladequacyregu-
provided  for in  advance.  ebastic  process  followed  by this  variable,  lationsandcountryriskprovisiomnngprac-
The case  for  a free  trade  area  is strong  so this  approach  can be usedto  predict  tie  tices.
because  therepublics  ofthe  former  Soviet  future  price  of debt.  She  oncludesthatBlSregulatonsuay
Union  we  so highly  specialized,  butthere  Their  model  also  emphasizes  that  a  be less  effective  than  they  appear  on the
will be  problems  if price  controls  remain  debt-reduction  operation  may  lead  to  a  surfiae  in accomplig  their  main  goal
and  differ  among  the  republics.  There  significantincreasein  the price  ofdebton  - cntrolling  overal  rislkness  of the  in-
could  be a free  trade  area  even  if there  is  the  secondarymarket.  This effectappears  tebnaional  bnkg  system  - but  quite
no monetary  union.  A customs  union,  in-  tobe  linked  tothe  initial  stock ofetemal  effective  (probably  unitentionally)  in
volving  a common  extemal  tariff  would  debt,  assuggestedbytheIrdebtoverhang  decreasing  commercial  bank  lending  to
prevent  border  contrls  and  trade  del lee-  hypothesis.  developing  countries.
tion  but  would  make  a  common  tariff  Finally,  Chesney  and  Morisset  show  She  adds  that  mandated  provisioning
policy(andhenceajointtanffcomon)  empimicallythatacountrysuwllingnessto  rulesalsodeterincreasedbanklendingto
necesary.  payissignificantlyinfluencedby  changes  developing  countries.
One  approach  to  trade  policy,  Corden  inindicatorsafthecountry'sabiliytopay  Risk-related  capita  adequacy  require-
concludes,  is  in  effect  to  have  no  trade  (for  exanple,  by an  increase  in reserves  ments  pose  two  muan problems  for  devel-
policy  - to  have  completely  free  trade  or  in  GODP growth),  and  by  exogenous  oping  county  lending.  Firt,  by focusing
with  convertibility  for  current  account  eventssuchastheincreaseinommerial  on idvidu  asset  risk  and  assignig  a
transactions.  Some  taiffs  anld  export  banks'  loan  reserves  in  mid-1987  or  the  highriskweight  to assets  withhigh  return
taxes  may  bejustified,  at  least  as second-  Brady  Plan  announcement  in  1989.  vanance,  the  regulation  skews  banks
best  policies.  If  so,  however,  Corden  Thispaper  -aproductof  theDebtand  asset  chices  away  from  assets  withigih'
stress  that  four  principles  be observed  International  Finance  Division,  Interna-  risk  weights.  To decrease  the  insolvency
*  Barriers  to  existing  trade  between  tional  Economics  Department  -is  part  risk  of banks,  what  should  be  controlled
the  republics  should  not  be set  up.  ofalargereffortin  the  deparbnenttoin-  is the  portfliorxisk,  not  the  choice  ofindi-  -
*  All  quantitative  control  measures  vestigate  the  benefits  and  costs  to debtor  vidual  asset.L  Taking  into  account  asset-
should  be  avoided,  countriesandcreditorsofvoluntary,mar-  return  correlations,  it  is possible  to con-
*  Tariff  and  export  tax  strctures  ket-based  debt  and debt  servie  reduction  struct  low-nsk  portfolios  that  include
s'hould  be very  simple.  arrangements.  Copies  of  the  paper  are  loans  to developingcountries  due to diver-
*  Trade  policy  should  be  transparent.  availb;le  free from  the World  Bank,  1818  sification  benefits.
This  paper  - a  produt  of  the  Trade  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  Second,  the assignedrisk  weights  donot
Palicy  Division,  Country  Economics  De-  Please  contact  Rose Vo, room  S&4042, ex-  measureassetriakproperly.  By
partment-waspreparedundertheaus-  tension  33722  (21 pages).  very  broad  risk  weights,  the  regulation
pices  of  the  UNDPlWorld  Bank  Trade  lumps  togetberassets  with  very  dfferent
Expansion  Program.  Copies  of the  paper  risk  Itisimportanttorealiethat  devel-
are  available  fiee  from  the  World  Bank,  aping  countries  are  not  a  homogeneous
1818  H  Street  NW,  Washaigton,  DC  group.  Not  dictinguis  countres  in
20433.  Please  contact  PRDTP,room  N1-  assigningiik  weights  unjusdty  punishes
023,  extension  38004(53  pages).  low-risk  countries,  possibly  retardingPolicy Research Working Paper Seles  61
improved access to financial  markets.  Madagascar's weak administrative  sys-  919. Fiscal  and Quasi-Flscal
Also,  by assigning a lower risk weight to  tem and complex  tEx  structure (with  many  Deficis,  Nominal and Real:
developing country bank loans of short  exemptions) have led to tax evasion and  Measurement and Poicy  Issues
maturity, the regulation encourages  credi-  smuggling. De Melo, Roland-Holst, and
tor banks to lend short term. This may  Haddadcompare Madagascar'sfiscalsye-  Roberto  de Rezende  Rocks
increase risks, especiallyifcountrieshfnd  tem with that of other low-income  coun-  and Fernando  Salidanha
long-term projects by rolling over short-  tries,  noting  its  greater  reliance  on  (June 1992)
term loans.  distortionary taxes.
One stated objective  of BIS guidelines  Using a 10-sector model and general-  When foreign  xhange  ls1  systemati-
is to harmonize bank regulations across  equilibrium calculations, they estimate  cally accumdula,  the interest rates on
countries.  This  is largely  true  of capital  revenue  losses from exemptions,  tax eva-  domestic  credits  should  be adjusted  and
and  capital  adequacy  definitions.  But  for  sion, and  smuggling  for three  important  the central bank's cash proifts shoul  -stop
developing  countries,  loan loss reserves-  tax instruments:  import  duties,  value-  being transfered to the governm.-&.  These
especiallymandatedprovisions-arealso  addedtaxes,andexcisetaxes.Allowingfor  losses may reflec  the central bank's in-
important,  as  they  discourage  lending.  the  agricultural  and  informal  sectors  to  picit  financing  of  imbalane  in  other
'These provisioning practices still  vary  remain exempt from taxEation,  they esti-  areas of the ecanomy.  Eiminatg  lass
widely across countries and are  slow to  mate thatapplyingpublished  taxrates to  at their  soar  often require a  #scal  ad-
adjust  to improvements  in  developing  the nonexempt sectors would raise tax  justment,  the need for which may not be
country performance.  revenue  (from these  three  instruments  apparent.
At a time when commercial banks re-  alone)  fiom 6A percent to 15.1 percent of
main reluctant to  lend to developing  coun-  GDP at a relatively low welfare cost (0.4  In many developingeountries,  the central
tries,  BIS capital adequacy regulations,  percent of GDP), because such a  move  bankassumesanactiveroleinmobilizing
coupled with  country risk  provisioning  would reduce dispersion across instru-  domestic and foreign exchange and allo-
practices,appear  toreinforce  this tentaency.  ments and within the import tariffstruc-  catingittothepublic  andprivate sectors.
An international risk ratingcommittee  ture.  In these countries, central bank opera-
couldcorrecttlebiasesagainstlendingto  Next they  calculate the welfare gain  tions  may  create  imbalances between
developing  courtries by determiningsuf-  that would result from less distortionary  costs andrevenues,  usualy  called quasi-
ficiently  detailed countryrisk weights, as  taxstuctures.  Simulationresultssuggest  fiscal deficits. Sometimes these can be as
well as a  unified guideline for country  that the excess burden of taxes would  be  large  as, or large  than,  deficits of the
provisions.  This committee could also re-  greatly  reduced  if Madagascar  moved  nonfinancial public  sector.aile  to  con-
flectimprovements in country creditwor-  closer toa tax system with uniform rates  sider these operatiom maygiverise to the
thiness in their  risk weights and  could  across sectors and instruments.  Rela-  puzzling simultaneous occurence  of low
suggest provisioning levels in  a  timely  tively low uniform taxes would raise the  fiscal deficits and high  inlation.
manner  so developing countries do not  same revenue as the structure prevailing  There have been few attempts  to for-
suffer unnecessarily,  in 1988, and would  reduce incentives for  mally integrte  the accounts of the cen-
Thispaper-aproduct  ofthe Debtand  tax evasion and smuggling.  tral banlsnd  he nonfinancial pubhc sec-
International Finance Division,  Interna-  Assuming that  the  uniform tax  (for  tor. Rochaand Saldanhaexamine the in-
tional Economics  Department - is part  import and export duties,VAT,  andexcise  teractions  between (noninal  and real)
of a  larger effort in the  department  to  taxes)wouldbeimposedonlyinsectorsin  government and central bank accounts,
analyze commercial  bank lending to de-  which  taxcollection  is nowpositive,  simu-  analyze the problem of  systematic  foreign
veloping  countries. Copies  ofthe paperare  lations suggest that a uxnform  tax rate of  exchag  losses in the central bank, and
available free from the World Bank, 1818  6 percent across instruments  would be  identify  policy issues  assodBted  with
H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  enough to raise  the saune revenues col-  quasi-fiscal deficits.
Please contact Rose Vo, room 88-042, ex-  lected under the current structure. More-  Despite their limits, real measures of
tension 33722  (37 pages).  over, lowerbound  estimates indicate that  the deficit  areless distorted than nominal
the excess burden of taxation would be  measure;especilyforthecentralbankes
reduced by moving toward uniformity of  quasi-fiscal deficit. Central banks rarely
918. Tax Evasion and Tax Reform  about 5 percent of the tax base.  spell out losses in  their  income state-
in a Low-Income Economy:  This paper - a product of the Trade  ments, which often show sizable nominal
Geeneral  Equilibrium  Estimates  Policy Division, Country Economics  De-  surpluses - even where there  is a real
for Madagascar  partment - is the product of a follow-up  deficitin operations ofthe private domes-
activity from a technical assistance mis-  tic and foreign sectors.
Jaime de Melo,  David  Roland-Holst,  sion to Madagascar in  February  1989,  The accumulation of foreign echange
and Mone  Haddad  carried  out under the auspices of thejoint  losses imposes a burden on the consoli-
(June 1992)  UNDPJWorldBankTrade  ExpansionPro-  datedpublictseosfinncesLThis  burden
gram.  Copies of tlis  paper  are available  - especially  the  central  bans  fbrign
If Madagascar moved toward a simpler,  fiee fiom the World Bank, 1818  H Street  exchange  losses -is  transferred  in part
uniforn  tax structure, it could raise the  NW, Washington, DC 20433. Please con-  to fiture  periods, so policymakers often
same revenues it now raises -wzth  less  tact  Dawn Balantyne,  room NIO-023,  overlockitsconsequences.Itisnotuncm-
incentive for the tax evasion and snug-  extension 38004 (34 pages).  monfortheseloasestobeallowedtoaceu-
gling now prevuaent  mulate  in large amounts,  while domestic62  Policy Research  Worting  Paper  Sefes
interest  rates are kept low and the cen-  Among economists, it is generally taken  struments for controlling polution in de-
tral bank keeps transferring its declining  as given that  environmental regulation  veloping countries. This  research  was
cash profits  to the  nonfinancial public  based on the use of economic  incentives  funded by  the World Bank's  Research
sector. The mounting burden ofnetinter-  and the competitive  market will be more  Support Budget under  research project
estexpenditures may thencontribute sig-  efficient (attain the same environmental  "Pollution  and the Choice  of  Policy  Instru-
nificentlyto monetaryexpansion-asitu-  goal at lower social  cost) than traditional  ments (RPO  678-48).'Copies ofthe paper
ation that worsens when the central bank  command-and-control  approaches repre-  are available free from the World Bank,
must repay its net foreign liabilities.  sented by environmental regulations in  1818 11 Street  NW, Washington,  DC
Rocha and Saldanha argue thatforeign  the United States and to a lesser extent  20433.  Please contactCarlinaJones,room
exchange losses must  be considered in  the  European  Community. The  sulfur  N10-063,  extension 37754(46 pages).
evaluatingfiscal policy,even  wherelosses  trading provision of the recent  amend-
seem to be largely unrealized  - as over  ments to the U.S. Clean Air Act suggests
time all losses are "realized"  through in-  that some  attentionisbeingpaidto  econo-  921. Road Infrastructure
terestlcows.  When foreignexchangelosses  mists' claims, but it would be unrealistic  and Economic Development:
systematically accumulate, the interest  toassume that the command-and-ontrol  Some Diagnostic indicators
rates on domestic credits need to be ad-  structureofU.S.environmentalpolicywill
justed and the central hankls cash profits  be displaced  by economic  incentives any  Ccar Queiroz  and Surbid  Gautam
should stop being transferred to the gov-  time soon.  (June 1992)
emmnent.  Otherwise, a large quasi-fiscal  While  incentive-  and  market-based
deficitcan  leadto monetary expansion  and  regulation  may have penetrated verylittle  The average stwk  of paved  roads  per mit-
spiraling inflation, as happened in Yugo-  in the United States, their potential use  lion nhabants in  highumome economes
slavia in  the  1980s- In certain  circum-  for environmental improvement in  the  is 59 times that in low-inome economis
stances, subsidies implicit in public sec-  rapidlydevelopingoountriesofthePacific  And  those roads  an  in  better condition
tor credits should also be part of deficit  Rim and  the  transitional  economies of  than the ones in low-income  economies
calculations.  Eastem Europe and the Commaonwealth
Real quasi-fiscal deficitsusually reflect  may be great  These countries have no  Queiroz and Gautamn  investigate the as-
losses in other sectors of  the economy  and  history of comnand-and-control regula-  socation  between per capita income and
the need for a resource transfer. So cor-  tion of the environment and the relative  zhe magnitude and quality of road infra-
recting these deficits may require more  efficiency  ofregulation maybe importarnt  structure.  They adopt an empirical ap-
than simply eliminating credit subsidies  to their capital-onstrained  economies.  preach, directlycomparingor correlating
by increasing real interest rates  to posi-  The relative efficiency  ofincentive- and  acountrys  income  with selectedvariables
tive levels. Eliminating  losses at  their  market-based regulation depends on the  associated with existing road networks.
source often requires afiscal adjustment,  specific  nature of the activity to be rega-  Cross-section  analysis of data  %in  98
the need for which may not be apparent.  lated. In some cases it may be greatly  oDuntries,  andtime-series analysisofUS.
Thispaper-aproductoftheTradeand  superior to command-and-control  regula-  data since 1950, show consistent and sig-
Fir5nce  Division, Europe, Midde  East,  tion; in others, only marginndly  so. More-  nificant assocations  between econazoic
and North Africa Technical Department  over, tobe effective,  incentive-basedrega-  development (per capita GNP) and road
-is  part of a larger effort in the Bank to  lationmayrequire greater effort formoni-  infirstructure  (per capitalength ofpaved
investigate the issues ofinflationandsta-  toring and enforcement  - effort that off-  road network).
bilization in EMENAcountries. Copies  of  sets gains in efficiency.  So the choice  of  The datashow that the per capitastock
the  paper  are  available  free from the  regulatory approach is not always clear  of read  infrastructure  in  gh-incoome
WorldBank, 1818  HStreetNW, Washing-  cut, and some analytical means of distin-  economiesis dramaticallygreaterthanin
ton,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Luz  guishing between options is requiredL  middle- and low-income  economies.  For
Hovsepian,roomH9-065,exstension37297  Kopp reviews and recommends a mod-  instance,  the average density of pavecr
(59 pages).  eling platform for analyzing regulations  roads (lmmllion  inhabitants) vaaiesfrom
designed  to  control  pointsource  emissions.  170 in low-income  economies  to 1,660  in
The platform is intended to provide  quan-  middle-income  and 10,110  in high-inconme
920. Economic  Incentives  titative information on the efficiency of  economies.  That is, the average density of
and Point Source Emissions:  several alternativeincentive-based, mar-  paved roads in high-income  economies  is
Choice  of Modeling Platform  ket-oxiented, and  command-and-control  59 times that in the low-income  group.
regulatory  policies  might  adopt  rapidly  Road conditions also seem tobe  assoi-
RaymondJ  Kopp  developingand  transitional  economies. In  ated  with  economic  development  The
(June 1992)  addition  to  discussing  the  model, Kopp  average  density  of paved  roads  in  good
pays  considerable  attention  to  such  a  condition  varies  from  40  kmhmIllion in-
A modelingpLtfornmforquantifyinginjbr-  models  informational  requiirements  and  habitants  in low-income economies to 470
mation  about  altenaiue  regulatons  fior  totechniquesfor  dealingwith  inadequate  in  middle-income  and  8,550  in high-in-
conzroWigpointsoureernission-thatis,  data.  come economies.
for  choosing  among  inentive-baseL  mar-  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Public  The  empirical  information  presented
ket.oriented.  and  commanc-and-wcontrl  Economics  Division, Country  Economics  can be used as indicators  fareas  ofwes;k-
reguatoiypoliiesthat  might adopt rapidly  Department-  -is  part ofra  larger effort in  ness  or stregth  in  a country's stock of
deueloping and transitional  economies.  the  departmnent to assess  alternative  in-  road infrastructure.PolIcy  Research  Worting Paper  Series  63
This  paper - a joint  product  of the  In-  vision  that  would  extend  to  Central  *  How should  surveys  be focused  and
frastructure  Operations  Division,  West-  America any  preferences  the US.  grants  designed?
ern AfricaDepartnent,  and the Transport  to others  (beyond those already  provided  *  Whattypesofquestionsworkbestin
Division,infrastructureandUrban  Devel-  by the Caribbean  Basin  Initiative).  Such  surveys?
opment  Department  -is  part ofa  larger  a  provision,  effective  between  now and,  *  How can surveys be oriented  toward
effort  to define the  macroeconomic  link-  say, 1995, would provide a mechanism  for  their  target  population?
ages and impactofinfrastructure.  Copies  the transition  from unilateralism  to some  *  Howshouldcsurveysbeimplemented?
of the  paper  are  available  free friom the  type of reciprocity  in U.S. commercial re-  *  How  should  responses  be  analyzed
World Bank, 1818 HStreetNW,Washing-  lations  with these  eountries.  During  this  End  used?
ton, DC 20433.  Please  contact  TWIJTD,  period,  tf.e countries  of Central  America  In  this  common  sense  guide,  Stone
room S10-027,  extension  31005 (35 pages).  would continue  to undertake  the  neces-  emphasizes  how a carefully designed and
sary  economic and  institutional  reforms  implemented  survey  helps  you  get  the
to enable them to meetinternational  com-  most  from  a  brief session  with an  entre-
922.  Central  America  petition  more effectively.  preneur  or semor  manager.  Stone  gives
at a Crossroads  WYhile  Central  America  should do all it  examplesofquestions  thathavebeenuse-
can to get greater,  preferential,  and more  iul  in eliciting  analytically  tradable  re-
SylviaSaborio  andConstantineMichalopoulos  secure  access  for its products - particu-  sponses  relevant  for policy formulation.
(June 1992)  larly in the  main,  most  dynaic  malrket  Hegivesspecial  emphasistorankedques-
for its nontraditional exports - it must  tions, which have proven valuable in fo-
Steps  the CentralAnenrcan  governments  recognize that current  obstacles to export  cusing  attention  on  the  constraints  on
must  take fir  fuller  integrtion  into the  growth  are  related  not  only to external  operationo  and  growth  that  firms  find
international  economy.  market  opportunities,  butalsotointernal  most binding.
problems  that  inhibit  export  supply.  He alsoidentifies  pitfalls that  diminish
In  the  last  few  years,  the  countries  of  This  paper  was prepared  for the Meet-  thevalueofsurveysandbiastheirresults.
Central  America have  taken  steps  to sta-  ing  of  the  Inter-American  Dialogue's  And he  discusses  such  practical  necessi-
bilize their  economies and  to introduce  Project on Latin America's Integration  tiesas trainingandsupervisingloal  sur-
domestic  and trade reform aimed at im-  into the WorldEconomy,heldinWashing-  veyors, identifying firms,  and entering
proving resource allocation and making  ton, DC on December 18-20, 1991.  It is to  data into an appropriate software padk-
domestic  markets more competitive. As  beformallypublishedbytheInter-Ameri-  age-
the Central American  governments move  can Dialogue  in a volume edited by Wnm-  Finaly,  Stone cautions against two ex-
toward integrating  their economies  into  ston Eritsch, later in 1992.  Copies  of this  tremes: omitting assessments af the pi-
the world market, Saborio and Michalo-  paper are available free from the World  vate sector (thus ignoring the views and
poulos suggest that theyr  Bank, 1818  HStreetNW, Washington,DC  experiences of firms) or using survey re-
- Continue  to participate  fully in the  20433.  Please  contact Maureen  Colinet,  sults  out of context,  and  foiling to weigh
multilateral round of trade negotiations,  room H3-063,  extension 37044(31  pages).  them against othersourcesofinformation.
because as small, open economies they  Omission is the more serious ofthe  two
have a great  stake in the health  of the  problems.
international tradirg  system.  923. Ustening  to Firms:  The firm-level survey is based on the
*  Revitaize  the  Central  American  How to Use Firm-Level Surveys  premise that firms have unique insights
Common Market, not as a sheltered re-  to Assess Constraints on Private  into the  problems of private enterprise
gional  market  for inefficient  domestic  Sector  Development  beeause of their daily  encounters with
finnsbutasanexpandedbaseforregional  their country's policies and institutional
competitiveness  and  for  coordinating  Andrew  EL  W.  Stone  environment. Surprises found in recent
jolicy with the rest ofthe  world.  (June 1992)  worksuggesttheimportanceofthesesur-
- Seek  preferential  trade  arrnge-  veysinfocusingastrategyforprivatesec-
ments with the United States and possi-  Firm-leuel  surueys  reueal  injbrmationcen~  tor developmenton the most constrairning
bly other  countries  in  the context  of the  t-D  to  formufating  poliy  advice  and  features  of that  environment.
Enterprise  for  the  Americas  Initiative  projects  topromotepriuatesectordeuelop-  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Public
(EAI), if it  serves  the  larger  purpose  of  met,  oftenchallengingconuentional  wis-  Sector  Management  and  Private  Sector
liberalizing  trade  - but  be leery  of par-  don  This  common  sense guide  suggests  Development  Division, Country Econom-
tial, isolated  agreements  that  may divert  how to do surueys welL  ics Department  - was  prepared  for the
more trade than they create.  Department's training seminar on 'Pools
Mexico's  entryinto the North American  Firm-level surveys elicit information im-  forPrivate Sector  Assessmen. Portions of
Free Trade Area (NAFT  could seriously  pmrtanttoformulatingsoundpolicyadviee  the paper have appearedin other CECPS
harm Central American interests by di-  anddesigningprojectstopromoteprivate  work. Copies of this paper are availale
verting trade  and investment  from the  sector development  Drawing on recent  free from the World Bank, 1818  H Street
region.  To temporanly protect the Cen-  WorldBankexperienceineightcountries,  NW,  Washington, DC 20433. Please con-
traa American countries from the unin-  Stoneadvises why and howtoimplement  tact Daniele Evans, room N9-057,  exten-
tended  fallout  of Mexico's entry  into  targeted  field surveys. He answers  six  sion 37496  (19 pages plus 9 pages of an
NAFTA, Saborio and Michalopoulos  rec-  questions:  annex).
ommend the adoption of an interim pro-  Why use targeted field surveys?64  Policy Reasearch  Working Paper Serfes
924. How Reduced  Demand  operas  promoted  small  families  and  925. A General-Equllibrlum-Based
for Children and Access to Family  women withfewercbildren -Colombian  Social Policy Model for COte
Planning Accelerated the Fertility  women's ideal number  of children  de-  d'lvolre
Decline In Colombia  reased rapidly.
Market costs, which were high in the  Ngee-Choon  Chia,  SadekWahba,
Rafael  Rofman  early  1960s,  decreased  rapidly  when  and  John  Whalley
(June  1992)  Profamilia  was  created.  Colombian  (June 1992)
women already wanted to limit the num-
What happened in Colombia shows how a  her  of children they had, so psychic  costs  A usefud  social policy fiamework that can
well-munagedfamnilyplanningprogram  is  for family planning were low. The only  generate rich inputs to the Ivorien polcy
more likely to  succeed  when rhe  women in  thing needed to produce arapid decline  in  process.
a county already want fewer chidren  - fertility wasinexpensive, easily available
so that women are motivated to control  contraceptive devices.  Proifilia  and the  This paper reports on a general-equihlb-
fertility. In such a  county,  introducing  govemmenttaokresponsibilityforsupply-  rium-based  socal policy model  for C8te
familyplanningservices simplyfaciitates  ing the family planing  services and did  dlvoire -its  structure, the data used in
and speeds up a  fertility declin  that would  it efficiently.  its implementation, andits  application to
rend to occur  anyway, albeit more  slowly.  Social  processes are rarely created by  the  analysis  of  tax  incidence  and
policy, Rofman concludes. Profamilia's  antipoverty programs.
By the early 1960s, Colombia was one of  activities facilitated  Colombia's  Iartility  Theauthors emphasize thatspecilfea-
thefastestgrowingcountriesintheworld,  transition, but did not create the social,  tres  of  the Ivorian economy  and tax sys-
With a total fertility rate of seven chlldren  economic,  and cultural forces behind the  tem are central to any assessment of the
per woman andrapidly  declining mortal-  fertility  decline.  Governments  or  distnbution  consequences  of tax policies
ity, its population  was growing  3.2  percent  nongovernmentorganizationscanencour-  and other social policies  in C6te divoire.
a year, arate that would  double the popu-  age or slow down social processes, but if  Because  tebasesofindividualtaxestend
lation every 22 years.  the social climate is unsupportive, indi-  to be narrow - the incidence effects by
But that population growth rate slowed  vidual behavior will not change.  socioeconomic group  are  pronounced,
down dramatically in the years 1973-85:  The rates  of urbanization  and educa-  while those by income range are milder.
to 1.7 percent, or a doubling time of 41  tional improvement  have been  immilar  in  Urban employees are largely  affected by
years. This slowdown, caused by a dra-  most other Latin American countries s9  income taxes (through withhdlding).  Es-
matic decline  in fertility, was one of the  Rofinan concludes  thatthere  is noreason  portfood croppers are affectedbythe sta-
most rapid  fertlity  transitions  in  the  to expect  other Latin American countries  bilization fund and exporttaxes. In addi-
world. The causes and  mechanisms for  to resist fiamily  planning more than  Co-  tion, large  interhousehold  transg&rs  in
tlis  phenomenon deserve to be carefiuly  lombia. Indeed, the  Catholic church, a  C5te d'lvoire give incidence profiles  that
studiediftheexperienceistDbereplicated  bastion of resistance to famiyplanning,  differ fram conventional analysis.  The
in other countries.  is generally stronger  in Colombia than  reason: the taxes seeminglyborne by one
To analyze the fertility  change in Co-  elsewhere. What places Colombia apart  household group have  second-round ef-
lombia, Rofman uses a framework devel-  from the other Latin Ameican countries  fects on other household groups through
oped by Richard Easterlin  - which con-  is Profamilia and the attitude  of the Co-  changed interhousehold trnsfers.
siders how socioeconomic  changes affect  lombian government, which  - while not  For the targeted antipoverty programs,
the supply of  and demandforchildren and  encouraging the use of contraceptives - the authors show  thatwhengeneral  equi-
the costs of regulation.  did not obstruct the efforts of private or-  librium effects are taken into account, it
Rofinan concludes  thatfamily planning  ganizations to do so.  is impossible under abudget-neutal  tar-
succeeded in  Colombia chiefly because  This paper - a product of the Popula-  geting program to completely eliminate
there was already relatively low demand  tion,  Health,  and  Nutrition  Division,  poverty (as  traditional  analysis  would
for children when family planning was  Population  and  Human  Resources De-  suggest). At the same time, small trans-
introduced-the  average desired family  pertment-  was research finded by the  fers generally have a greater reltve  ef-
size was already 11  percentbelowthefer-  World Banls  Research Support Budget  fectthan largertargetingprograms.  This-
tility  rate  in  the early  1970s. Surveys  under research project 'Impediments to  has several policyimplicationsforthecta-t
sihowed  that urban women wanted fmewer  Contraceptive Use in Different Environ-  of the progams  and the choice  of groups
children  than  rural  women, and  more  mentts(RPO 675-72).  Copies  ofthe paper  that shouldbenefit.Asinthetaxincidence
educated women wanted fewer children  are available free from the World Bank,  analysis, the authors show that such do-
than less educated women.  1818 H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC  mestic features as interhousehold trans-
So the psychic  costs of fertility decine  20433.Please  contactOtiliaNadora,room  fers play an important role in determin-
were alread  low  - perhaps because the  S11-219,  extension 31091(69 pages).  ingthefinaloutcomeofthetarg-  ngpro-
Catholic  church did not have as much in-  gram.
fluence on personal behavior as expected.  The model should be seen as an instru-
And  cultural  patterns  did  not  oppose  ment that helps in developing capacties
changing and modernizing behavior, but  for macreaalysis  and  in generilly  en-
actualyencouraged them.Whetheror not  hancingtheeconomic debate. Itshouldbe
the media promoted changes in social at-  transparent  enough  to  enable  policy-
titudes  - Merrick proposes that  soap  makers to use it efficiently  - and at thePolicy  Resesach  Working  Paper Series  65
same time answer sone key questions of  single-purpose  operator such as a mining  One generalization holds true in all cir-
relevance to the Ivorian economy.  evacuation  rallway)-although  a desire  for  cumsaoneer a monolithic  railway does  not
This paper - a product of  ithe Poverty  bettermeasurementofperformancemight  functionwellinamarketeconomyinom-
and Social  Policy Division-AfricaTech-  still  leadto aline-of-businessorganization.  petition with privately owned, properly
nical Department  - is part  of a larger  The lines-of-business  option improves  (lightly) regulated  competitors - espe-
effortin the region  to developpoverty-con-  accountability  and  responsiveness  to  cialy trucdking.  All attempts to commer-
sciousmacroeconomicframeworksin  Sub-  marketsbutoperatingconflictsandtrans-  cialize,  corporatize, orincrease the role of
Saharan Afica.  Copies of the paper are  action costs increase as the monolith be-  the private  sector in railway  activities
available free from  the World  Bank, 1818  comes divided. Economies  in transition,  have started with one or another form of
H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  small railways with a restricted number  reshaping the railway entity.  Solutions
Please contactKarol Brown,  room J4-285,  of customers, or larger railways seeking  will  vary, but the universal objective  asan
extension 35073 (8R  pages).  to departincrementallyfiom amonolithic  economybecomesmore market-driven is
fiamewbrk will probably  find the line-of-  to make the railway more market-aensi-
business approach the best first step.  tive.
926.  Optlons  for Reshaping  Thecompetitie  access  optionintroduces  Thispaper-aproductoftheTranport
the Railway  intramodal conpetition in selected mar-  Division,  IfistructureandUrbanDlevel-
kets, while maintaining unitary control  opment Department-ispartofalarger
Neil  E. MNyer  and Louis  S. Thompson  over most railway operations. Unless the  effort in the Department  to analyze and
(June  1992)  distribution of"franchises'is self-balanc-  improve the  effectiveness of trnsport
ing - providing clear benefits to all par-  enterprises. Copies  ofthe paper are avail-
Changing  bwtsport  demands  and grow-  ticipants - the owning railways  are un-  able free frma the World Bank, 1818 H
ingcompetizionfrom  trucks, autos, andair  likely to permit a serious level ofcompeti-  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.
transport  are  jorcing  the  monolithic  ril-  tion  in  markets  they  have  traditionally  Please  contact  Barbara  Gregory,  room
way  to change.  Options for change  must  controlled.Aneedforintrumdairmlcom-  S1O-049, extension  33744 (59 pages).
be adapted to different  national  and other  petition  - either  in large countries  vwth
circumstanca,  with  a  suitable  tradeoff  well-developedrail  systems  mrinadjacent
betweena  efjciencyofproductionandeffec-  countries  withintegratedeconomies,  asin  927.  General  Equtilbrium  Effects
riveness in meeting  marke  needs.  the  European  Community  - could  pro-  of Investment Incentives In Mexico
mote  greater  use  of competitive  access
In many  countries,  the mismatch between  solutions.  Andrew  Peltenstein  and  Anwar  Shah
whattheraiways  offerand  what  custom-  The 'wholesaler  option should asmm-  (June 19=
ers wanthas  caused significant  economic  pUsh an  excellent marketing  job, but  the
inefficiency  and  severe  financial  strains  actual  operation  would remain  in mono-  InMexic,  reduingcoporateta.ustimu-
for  the  railwavs  and  their  government  lithichands.  When the quality ofeustomer  lates investmentmore  thanincreasingthe
owners.  The.concept  of the  ralway  as  a  service  is  paramount  (as  in  container  in&estmt  tax  credit or the employment
monolithic  entity  is  so strong  in  many  landbridgeservicesorincertainunittran  tax  redit  does.
countries  as  to be a roadblock against  re-  applications)  or when  the  rail  service  is
shaping  the  railway.  Yet such reshaping  driven  by external  requirements  (as in  Mexicohasexperimentedwithseveraltax
hs  already  taken  place  successfilly  in  container  dry ports), it may be best  if the  instruments  designed to promote  private
such  countries  as  Canada,  Japan,  New  railway  is a 'wholesaler  selling to a "re-  capitalformation.  Amongsuchinitiatives
Zealand, Spain, Sweden, the United King-  tailer'  who relates  directly (and more ef-  were  general  and  industry-specific  tax
dom, and  the Urit2d  States -and  shows  fectively)  with the customer.  credits,  employment  tax credits,  and cr-
promise  elsewhere.  The  'toll  rail  enterprise'  might  come  porate  tax reductions.
' Where incremental  approaches  ae  fea-  closest  to reflectinga  theoretical  model  f  Feltenstein  and Shah examine the rela-
sible,  a  useful  first  step  in  bringing  the  marketingeffectiveness,yetitwouldgen-  tive efficacy of such instruments  using a
market  to the  railway  is a  transition  to  erate  potential  operating  conflicts  and  dynamic computable general  equilibrium
some  form  of lines-of  business  strategy,  higher  transactioncosts-andwouldalso  model. They carry out model simumons
which, like British  Rail, could be intensi-  call for the greatest  administrative  capa-  using three equal-yield  investmentincen-
fied  in  stages.  Where  incremental  ap-  bi:ity  in the  owning government.  Where  tive scenarios:increasesininvestnenttax
proaches  have not worked,  cannot  work,  arailserviceiseasilyseparablefromother  credits,increasesinemploymenttaxcred-
or have reached  the  limits  of their  effec-  services,  or  where  the  service  does  not  its,  and  an  equivalent  reduction  in  the
tiveness,acountry  should  consider  the f t ill  conflictheavilywithotherservicesa"tol  corporate  tax  rate.
range  of  options  Moyer  and  ThompGon  ral  enterprise"solution  maybe  desirable  Of the  three,  they  find  that  reducing
explore in this  paper.  - as  with  Amtrak,  VIA (the  Canadian  corporatetaxesismosteffectiveatsimu-
The  monolithic  ra  rates  high  on  Amtrak),  and  the Japanese  Rail Freight  lating  investment  in Mexico.
apparent  technical  efficency(conilicts  are  Corporation.  Situations  in which  this  ap-  Various  explanations  are  plausible  for
' acided by executive  fiat and  transaction  proach  might  work best:  granting  track-  why reducing  tax rates  is superior  to pro-
est  are  minimized)  but  low on market-  age rights  to Zimbabwe to serve the  port  viding investment  tax credits  in Mexico.
jg effectiveness.  A  monolithic  railway  of Beira  in Mozambique  and  to Russian  Mexicohad  ligh  inflation  and hig  nomi-
ightbe  an appropriate  choice for afilly  Railways  to  serve the  port  of Tallinn  in  nalinterestrates'withrealinterestrates
'lanned, command  economy(orfor  a true  Estonia.  negativefrcertainyer-sofxms  faced66  Pollcy Research  Working  Paper Series
severe financing constraints. In such a  coastal Andhra Pradesh, India.  assigned respectively  to the federl  and
macroeconomicclimate,firmsseereduced  Kishor  develops  a theoretical  model  that  state gouements  - can improue  fvms'
taxrates as improvingtheir cash  flow  and  incorporates these externalities and ex-  compliance and  enuironmental agency
a signal of an improved public  policy  cli-  amines the conditionsneededforeconomi-  performance  without damagng state  rev-
mate.  cally optimal  use of pesticides  - as well  enue, and perhaps even improue it
Inaperiod ofeconomic  uncertainty End  as of other agricultural inputs in cotton
decline, nonrefundable, unindexed tax  cultivation.  Estache and Zheng make a case for fed-
credits on new investments  are less valu-  Using field data, Kishor tries to quan-  eral monitoring of state environmental
able than an immediate reduction  in tax  titrthelossesin cotton  and othercrops  due  agencies' (SEPAs) performance - be-
liability from both old and new capital.  to the  development of resistant  pests.  causeofthetradeoffforthestatesbetween
Finally, in an open economy,  reducing  Under one  scenario,  the costs  ofexternali-  the need to raise revenue from taxes on
the tax rate increases the demand for all  ties could raise the economic  cost of cot-  local output and the need to limit pollu-
capital rather than new capital alone - ton cultivation 50 to 60 percent.  tion.
so the relative value of domestic capital  After empirically evaluating the tan-  They also show that fines and taxes
rises.Accordingly,  thepublicincreasesits  tion of inputs (fertilizer and pesticides)  assigned respectively to the federal and
holdings of domestic debt, causing the  and theimplementationofintegratedpest  state  governments can improve finn?s
price of domestic  bonds to rise and real  management (IPM)  practices to address  oompliance  and SEPA!s  performance  -
interest rates to fall, stimulating invest-  the pest problem,  Kishor concludes  that  andhenceenvironmental quality-with-
ment.  IPM (which emphasizes reduced use of  outdamagingstaterevenue,andperhaps
This paper - a product of the Public  pesticides) offers the most feasible and  even improvingit.
Economics  Division,  Country Economics  environmentally benign way to achieve  They  rely for their analysis on numen-
Department-isoneofaseriesofdiscus-  Pareto optimalit,  especially  in the long  calpolicysimulationsbasedonananslyli-
sion papers  prepared for the  research  term.  cal framework designed as a multilevel
project  'An Evaluation of Tax Incentives  Headdressessomeproblemsinmaking  Stackelberggame.Thisfameworkrepro-
for  Industrial andTecthnological  Develop-  IPM operational, such as providing  effi-  duces the hierarchical structure of pollu-
ment7(RPO  675-10),fundedby  theBtns  cient scouting services. He cordectures  tion control  policies in Brzil,  where the
Research Support Budget. Copies  of this  thatheavy  goverrnentintervention  will  federal environmental protection  agency
paper are available free from the World  be needed if IPM practices are to be suc-  relies on SEPAs to ensure that federaly
Bank,  1818HStreetNW,Washington,  DC  cessfully  adopted by farmers.  defined  minimum  ambient standards are
20433.  Pleas  contact  CarlinaJones,  room  Even without  IPM,longstaple cottonis  met locally.
N1O-063, extension 37699  (44 pages).  Iikelytoremainan efficient  Indian exporL  The numericalsimudatonsarebasedon
But implementing IPM would substan-  a case study of the food and the printing
tially reduce not only  the exterrnl costs  and publishing industries.
928. Pesticide Extemalities,  but also the private costs of cotton culti-  This paper  - a product of the Infra-
Comparative  Advantage,  and  vation.  structure Division,  Country Department
Commodity  Trade:  Cotton  In  This paper is a product of the Trade  I, Latin America  and the Caribean  -is
Andhra  Pradesh, India  Policy Division,  Country Economics  De-  part of a larger effort in the region to de-
partment.  It was  fimded by the World  sign specific  reforms that can assist gov-
Nalin  ML  Kishor  Bans  Research Support Budget under  eniments  in  decentrlized  economies,
(July  1992)  research project The Impact  of Pesticide  such as Brazil or Venezuela, in dealing
Emmunity  on the Production  and Trade of  with unusual sources ofpolicy  failures in
Implementing integrated pest  manage-  Agricultural Commodities:  Cotton Culti-  theareaofpollutioncontrol-Copiesofthe
ment in coastal  Andhra Pradesh, India,  vation  in Coastal  AndhraPadeshl  (RPO  paper are available free from the World.
would reduce not only thie  external costs  676-92).  Copies  ofthe paper are available  Bank, 1818HStreetNW,  Washington,  DC
but also theprivate costs  ofcomn cultiva-  free from the World Bank, 1818  H Street  20433. Please contact Antonio Estache,
tion.  NW,  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please con-  room  LO-081, extension  81442 (46
tact  Dawn Ballantyne, room N1O-023,  pages)l
Becusethecottonbollwormismigratory,  extension 38004  (112 pages).
a farmer who  controls the pest in his own
field creates  a  positive externality  for  930. Participatory  Development:
other farmers. But because  pesticide use  929. Managing  Pollution  Control  Myths and  Dilemmas
leads to the development  of pesticide-re-  In Brazil: The Potential  Use
sistant strains,he also creates a negative  of Taxes  and  Fines  by Federal  Robet Piciotto
externality. These externalities affect a  and  State  Governments  (July  1992)
wide range of food  crops (notably, coarse
grains, pulses, vegetables,  and spices)  as  Antonio  Estache  andc  Kangbin  Teng  Participatory  development has potntial
well  as cotton. Because  of theirextensive  (July  1992)  as a ufying  frmework  fir tie  develop-
(and poorly understood) migratory pat-  ment inquiry. But more  eamples  of suc-
tems, pesticide-Tesistant  bollworms are  Federal wanitoringofdecenrlzed (state)  cess  are needed  to bef  up the theory,  and
attackingfoodcropssituatedhLndreds of  envirnmental  management-through  a  moretheoryisneededtoiluminateanelu-
kilometers from  the  cotton tracts  in  system of  poutaion-basedfines and fae  siue development  reality.-oiicy Research  Woaking Paper Series  67
recent  evolution  of  development  Second,  institutional  development  is  policymakershold  back firom strong com-
a' n highlightedpopularinvolve-  enhanced  by policy reform  and  should be  mitments  in their  exchange  rate  policy.
in  decisionmaking.  Yet  policy  pursued  in  its  own  right  as  part  of  a  The  stronger  the  commit;ment  to an  ex-
:Ak.'nI'anMlstop-and-goimplementation  country's  development  strategy.  Achiev-  change  rate  rule,  the more  costly it is to
-_  been associated  with 'excessiveore-  ing  an  adequate  legal  framework,  civil  deviate  fiom  it.  They  develop  a  Barro-
.- vunessto  interest  groups.  service  reform,  and  public  information  Gordon  type  of  model  in  which  the
The paper  argues  that  the success with  dissemination  should have  priority  - as  policymaker  has  to decide  the  degree  of
Lkipatury  development  projects  re-  these eleiaents  help reduce societal trans-  commitment  under  uncertainty.
spottly  action  costs and  risks.  They show that  even for policymakers
*  Communication  between  develop-  Third, the institutional  aspects ofdevel-  with a strong  preference  for maintaining
-- it policy professionals  and  grassroots  opment  projects and  programs  should be  the fixed exchange rate,  there arecircum-
:titioners  leaves much  to be desired.  given appropriate  weight- In this context,  stances  under  which  they  will choose to
* The  discourse  of  development  eco-  priority  should be given to the full1  use of  devalue.  They  may  choose to  do so, for
lics  remains  dominated  by  marketmechanismstoconcentratescarce  example,  when  the  economy is hit by an
roeconomists,  whileinstitutional  eco-  participation  sldlls  and  resources  where  adverse  shock  and  the  costs of adhering
icsremains  at  themargin  of develop-  they have  the  greatest  impact  - on the  to thefixedexchangeratearegreaterthan
Lt research.  creationandmaintenanceofpublicgoods.  those  assocated  with devaluing.
* Theveryconceptofparticipationhas  Fourth,  special  emphasis  should  be  Theirmodelmakesitpossibletounder-
- been subject to rigorous  scrutiny,  and  placed on the efficient production and dis-  stand  why mauyhigh  inflation  economies
-- ore systematic  approach  to participa-  semination  of knowledge,  as  well as  on  have  not  adopted  full  dollarization  as  a
appears  desirable,  telecommunications  and  transportation  wayto stabilize  prices. In emphasizingthe
The focus onparticipatoy  development  infrastructure,  since  these  investments  cost ofreneging,  they differ  from analysts
-_fies  an  opening  of development  eco-  alsofacilitateefficientsocial  andeconomic  who  sinle  out  the  desire  to  rely  on
Lics  to  disciplines  other  than  interaction.  seigniorage  as  the main  motive for stop-
roeconomics.  In  particular,  Copies  of the  paper  are  available  free  ping short  af fall  dollarization.
:oeconomicsandbusinessadministra-  from the World Bank  1818 HStreet  NW,  They  argue  that  strong  commitments
m  must  jon  forces under  the  umbrella  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  will be  made  only once  there  is a  good
institutional  economics,  political  Anne Muhtasib,  room F13-035, extension  chance  the  policymaker  w  not renege,
- Lomyshouldberediscoveredbydevel-  84573 (22 pages).  and by then  they  might  not be necessary
lent  economists,  and  development  - a  point they  illustrte  with  examples
.ticeshouldbe  shaped by all the social  from Latin  American  countries.
Pnce disciplines.  931. How Much to Commit  to an  This paper-a  product of the Macro-
Toacceleratethisprocess,Plcciottoputs  Exchange  Rate  Rule: Balancing  economic  Adjustment and Growth Divi-
tard a transaction-based definition of  Credibility  and Flexibility  sion, Country Economics  Department -
'icipation  and  proposes a  cost-benefit  ispartofalarger  effortin  the department
roach  to  the  design  of participation  Alex Culderman, Miguel A Kignel,  to understandmacreconomic  adjustment
-esses.  He links  participation  to insti-  andNissan Liviatan  andfinancial  policies. Itwaspreparedfor
Dnal development  and  suggests  that  (July 1992)  a  special  issue  of  Revista  de  Anilisis
spread  of constructive  change  from  Econ6micoonDoliarization.  Copies ofthis
t to project  to programs  will not take  The  cost  of  reneging  is  a  key  reason  paper  are  available  free from  the  World
e ewithout  the desigi ofrealistic whole-  pdicymakers hold back from strong com-  Bank, 1818  H StreetNW, Washington,  DC
ig  programnscombinedwith  policyand  mitrmnts intheirehangeratepolicy.  The  20433. Please contact Raquel Luz, rom
, itutional  reform  at  the  macro  level.  stronger the commitment  to an e=xhange  NIL-059,  extension  39059  (32 pages).
y  then  will  individual  development  rate rde,  the  more costly  it is to deviate
ationsfindtheirultimatejustification  from  it
sectorandcountry.Strategic  alliances  932. Interest Rates, Offlcial
- ing development agencies - global  Policymnakers  can  support  a  fixed ex-  Lending,  and the Debt  Crisis:
' lcal,  governmental and nongovern-  change rate  with various  degrees of eom-  A ReasSeSSMent
-tal  - have  to be strengthened  to fa-  mitment.Aregimeinwhichcountries  can
-ate dissemination and to achieve re-  devalue unilaterally represents a weaker  Asl DemirgaoKunt  ad  Enrica  Detragiache
s on a larger  scale.  Visible results  in  commitment  than  one in which devalua-  (July 1992)
roved livng  standards,  expanded  eco-  tion must  be agreed upon with other par-
ic  opportunity  for  the  world's  poor,  ties  (as  in the  European  monetary  sys-  Studies  of economic performance  among
a protected  environment  wviU  be the  tem). Full  dollarization,  understood  here  the highly  indebted  countries  during  the
- test of gdlbal participation.  as full replacement  of the domestic  cur-  c'ebt crisis should  contri  for a-oss-coun-
Four main recommendations  for devel-  rency  by the  US.  dollar,  is an  extreme  ity  diffieren-s  in  the  burden  of interoet
entpolicyflowfirom  Picciotto'sreview  comritment  to a fixed exchanged rate  - payments  Some  countries  had  beter  ac
urticipatory  development  isindeedasspecial  aseofafixedexchange  ens  to highly  subsz  interest  rates.
FiTst, participation  shouldbe  viewed as  rate.
.tal  complement  to  macroeconomic  Cukiermnn,  Kiguel, and  iaviatan argue  Demirgfig-Kunt  and  Detrgiache  dcca-
stmen  . that  the  cost of reneging  is a key  reason  ment  and  try to explain  the sizable cross-68  Policy Research  Woraing  Paper  Series
country differences in interest  rates  on  Demirga-Kuntposesthequestioicare  934. PublIc Hospital Costs and
external debt paid by a group of highly  debt and equity finance complements or  Quality  In the Dominican Republc
indebted developing  countriesin 1973-89.  substitutes? The answer also has a bear-
They find that  Indonesia and Turkey,  ing on the banking systems in developing  Maureen  A.  Lewis,  Margaret  B. Sulvetta,  and
which are often praised for not reschedul-  countries, as the bulk of debt financing is  Gerard  BE  LaForgia
ing in the 1980s, paid interest rates sub-  provided through financial intermediar-  (July  1992)
stantiallybelow  LIBOR-andavoidedthe  ies.
interest rate shock of the early 1980s.  Whether financing in developing  coun-  Domianapublc  hospitalsprouide  heuth
Differencesin  the default-risk  premium  tries should be provided through capital  care inefficiendy,  withenormous shortwg
explain some of he variation among coun-  markets orfinancialintermediariesisthe  ofgoods and functioning equipmnt,  wih
tries, but  different degrees of access to  subjectofresearch addressing theoptimal  excessive personrr4  especially  physicians.
officia loans carrying highly subsidized  structure of financial contracts.  and withfew incentivesfor, orconbros  on.
interest rates played the major role.  If debt and equity finance are substi-  quality  performance. The  organiation
In the sample they studied, they found  tutes, the cost  ofequity would  decline  with  and  deluvery  of heath  care require basic
no evidence that debt at  loating interest  the  emergenee of an  active securities  rqeorm, with  more acountablity  and
rates  was more expensive than  debt at  market, and banks would  fice additional  quality contro and beftnr  physician pay-"
fixed rates.  competitionfor  theircorporate customers.  ment practices
For the period 1981-89,  itis  possible to  But debt and equity finance can also be
controlfordifferencesin thecurrencycom-  complements  since  an  equity  market  Measuring  costs in pablic hospitals in
position  ofdebt, andtheresults  are essen-  would allow the owner of a closely-held  developing  countries is hamperedby  the
tialy  unchanged.  companytoradMydiversifyriskbytrans-  lack of an appropriate cOsting  system, or
These results  sugpest that  studies of  ferring some of the equity to other mcdi-  ofanysystemaliccostaccounting Invoices
econmic performance among the highly  viduals. Then the firm would be able to  for goods and services, prices for inputs,
indebted counties  during the debt crsis  alsoincrease its borrowing.  Also  from the  and patientrecords are generalyabsent.
should control for cross-country differ-  lendingside, an active stockmarketwouild  As aresult,-costmeasureehave  histori-
ences in the burden ofinterestpayments.  inrease  the debt offirms, allowing  them  callybeen based on budget figures  the
This paper-aproduct  oftheDebt and  to borrow more by improving the quality  only  available financial data. But budget
International Finance Divion,  Interna-  of information available to the banks  llocations bear little relationship to the
tional Economics  Department - is part  Demirgog-Kunt tests  which of these  resources  actually  requred  to  provide
of a larger  effort in  the  department  to  scenarios is more lkely  by analyzing the  services to hospital patients.
understand  the  economic relationships  capital  structures  of corporations for a  The  patient-based  methodolog  de-
between developing countries and exter-  sample ofcountries with stockmanrketsat  scribeda  by Lewis, Sulvetta, and LaForgia
nal  reditors in regad  to credit rationing  differentstagesofdevelopment. Although  circumvents this problem by measuring
and debt negotiations. Copies of the pa-  the datausedinthisstudyarelimitedand  actual hospital resources allocated to pa-
p2r are  available free from the  World  theresultsarepreliminay,apositiveand  tients. Their  study was conducted in a
Bank, l8l8HStreetNW,Waslington,  DC  verysignificantcorrelationexistsbetween  single Dominican hospital during a one-
20433. Please contact Rose Vo,  room S8-  firm leverage and the extent ofstock mar-  weekperiodinApril 1989.Theirapproach
042, extension 33722  (33 pages).  ket development  documents  and gives prices forgoods,  ser-
This result supports the view that eq-  vices,  andpersonnel time providedby the
uityand debt finance are complementary.  hospital  to  emergency  patients,  inpa-
933  DevelopIng Country Capital  Thus, equity markets and fiancial  mar-  tients, and outpatients.
Structures and Emerging Stock  kets are  also  complementary - so the  They used  the  following to  measure
Markets  existence of active stock markets  should  quality  and  effidencr:
increase the volume of  business for  finan-  *  The qualiications  and relative costs
Asi Demiro-Kunt  cial intermediaries.  of  medical  manpower deliveringservices
(Jubrl992)  FurtherTesearchisneededtodetermine  * The extent and nature of shortages.
if these results hold for individual coun-  - Comparisonsofphysicianordersan&
Are debt and equity  finance  complmens  tries over  time. Such research would  use  actual services provided.
or  substiues?  Probaby  complements,  firm-level data,  additional  explanatory  * (For selected diagnoses)  the specifics
which means that the existence of active  variables, and different definitions of le-  of clinicl  practices in the hospital, comn-
stock markets should incse  the volume  verage.  pared with accepted clinicalnormssforthe
of business forfinan  intemediaries  Thispaper-aproduct  oftheFinancial  Dominican Republic.
Policy and  Systems  Division, Country  Theyfoundthataverageandtotalcoats
Demirgtl-untinvestigates  the relation-  Economics Department  - is part  of a  of services understnte  the true  costs -
ship between stock market development  larger effort in the department to under-  because of shortages, inappropriate and
andthefinancingpatternsofcorporations  stand the impact of emerging stock mar-  underusedpersonnel,andnonfimctioring
in developing  countries.  -Wth  an increas-  ketsin developing  countries. Copies  ofthe  equipment. Quality ofcare messnasug-
ing number of stock markets  emerging,  paper are available free from the World  gest  low  quality  and  poor  efficiency.
the increased market activity could have  Baik, 1818  HStreetNW,Wasbington,DC  Norms of medical practie  were not fol-
an important impact on the capital struc-  20433  Please contact Rose Vo,  room S8-  lowedin more than 80 percentofthe cses
ture of developing  country corporaions.  042, extension 37664  (40 pages).  exanunedL  Rates of completion  for dag-23ffcy  Research  Working Paper Series  69
:1' -tests  were below 50 percent  for  Stocldngandhedgingdecisions,which are  936. Taxation,  Informalon
-.zatient services and between 60 and  interdependent,  are  solved  simulta-  Asymmetries, and  a Firm's
w percent for inpatient  and emergency  neously.As aresult  ofthese refinements,  Financing Choices
4ices.  The study registered significant  the optimal decisionrulesare significantly
thly"saving?  of$641 for  noncomple-  different.  Andrew  Iyon
of tests and $824 for nonavalability  Several  useful  results  emerge  from  (July 3992)
2:3rugs&  Choes  analysis:
Policy  recommendations  of  Lewis,  * When both  output  and  price  risks  How the  effects of  *tation and  informa-
_ .tta,  andLaForgiacenteron  the need  exist, stocks  and futur  can be combined  tion asymmetie  infZuence  the firm's fi-
-otrL the organization and delivery of  to reduce the  overall exposure to risks  nancial  decs,and  how pubic poli
Ith care as well as physician payment  (measuredbytheprecaionaxypremium  may affizt all three.
-tices-and  to givingmore authority  or units of output the producer is willing
'aspital  administrators.  To make Do-  to pay for eliminating risks).  Lyon mweys the effects of taxtion  and
can hospitals more efficient, there  Inanunbisedfutursmarket(fututes  asymmetricinformationonthefinancng
.t be greater  authority  and account-  price equals expected spot price at  the  ofinvestment. In the absence ofthese two
"'ity for hospital  directors and better  maturty  ofthe  ftres  contract),commod-  fctors,  traditional economic  models pre-
*itives for  improving  medical  and  ity producers should shot t-hedge (sell fu-  dict that  funds  for investment  flow to
ingementperforrance.Qualityassur-  tures  contracts) less than  the expected  projectswiththehighestexpectedetumn.
e needs great improvement if the Do-  available  supplies, -if output  and  price  The form ofthe investment (for  example,
can system is to ensure a basic stan-  risk  are negatively correlated. And they  whether by eqmty, bank loan, or snother
d of care.  should  short-bedg.  more than  the  ex-  form of debtfinance) is irelevant.
This paper is a product of the Popula-  pecedavalablesupplies.ifthoserisks  are  In the presence of either  taation  or
L  and  Human  Resources Operatons  positively correlated. When the futures  infornmaion asymmetries, however, nei-
ision, Country Department  L Latin  pzicedeviatesfiom the expectedspot rice  therofthesepredictionsneosarlyholds.
ericanandthe  Caribbean.Suppotfor  (futures price bias), speculative tading  Financing  may  not  go  toward  those
project  was  provided by  USAID,  dominates producers'x  fixtures position  projectswiththehighestexpectedreturn
*ragh  the REACH Prject,  and by The  The demandforfuturesishighlysensitive  and  the form in which the financing is
kan  Institute.  Copies of the paper are  tothefuturespricebias,  whilethe demand  conveyed  canaffectthe profitahilityofthe
ilable freer  fro  the World Bank, 1818  for stDCks  is not.  project to both the provider offunds and
itreet  NW, Washington, DC 20433  - Itis well-known  that commodityex-  the reipient
ise contact Patricia Trapani, room 17-  prting  developing countries face great  Whatarethepoleyimplicaionsofthe
-extension 31947  (21 pages).  pnre  risk and - particularly  with agi-  effects ofthesefactorson  tbefinancingof
cultural commodities-uncertainoutput  investment?
as well. The optimal stocking and hedg-  *  Depending on teclogical  chore-
i  The Precautionary  Demand  ing rules Choe derives could have practi-  teristics, infromationat asymmetries can
Commodity Stocks  cal applications for these countries.  resut  in  either  overinvestment  or
Earlier  analyses that  onsiderd  only  underinvestmtinaneconomy.  Clearly,
inJoxg  Choc  the hedgn  problem typically suggest  depending on  which  outcome occur,
y 1992)  relatively low optimal hedge ratios (the  policy recoy  mendations  to correct the
proportion ofexpected available  supplies  inefficiency  cliffer.  While  persistent
ucers'  stockholdng and hedging de-  that is short-hedged); this ratio was also  overnvestmant  is unlikely to chaacter-
2ns  are  a  precauonary  behavior  insensitive to  expected  available supples  ize most developigeconomies,  there are
inst output and price risk  Commod-  and to the degree of risk aversioa.  certsinlymany occasins  when funds are
- porting  developing  countris  that  The optimal desion  rules Choe derives  applied to projects  with low expected re-
these risks shouId typically hold smal  suggest  that  the  opuxal  hedge  ratio is  turns.
_hs  and hedge a large  part of their  er-  Lielytobe  much higher than  ratios given  *  Incesses  in the level of walth  and
izd supplies.  mi  earlier studies. It depends on initial  collateral in an eecomy  can greatly re-
endowments, output and price expecta-  due  the costs  ofasymmetric informanion.
,e  shows producers' stockholding and  tions, and the degree  ofabsolute riskaver-  Increases in  collateral reduce the risk
'ging decisions as a precautionary be-  sion.  ficedbylendes  Enpreneswithpoor
ioragainstoutput  and price risksThe  This paper-a  product of the Interna-  projects are less lilely to mdwtak  them
litional view is tlat  producer stocks  tional Trade Dihiision,  International Boo-  when they must risk more of their own
heldfortheirconuenieacyieEd. Choe's  noies  Department - is part of a larger  wealth. GovermentpoLcies tbatincr
roach explains recent just-in-time in-  effot  in the department to explain com-  the ability of individuals to cdoa  nalize
tory management and allows unified  modity price behavior and model the glo-  wedlth-forexample,byprmotingprop-
Ltmentoftheprecautionaryandspeca-  bal  markets  for primary  commodities.  erty rights and the estabshment  tfale-
ve demands for stocks and the use of  Copiesofthe paperare avallablefreefiom  gal system  thit  allows  the low-costtrans-
ires contracts.  - the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  ferofoolateral-canincmasetheability
Thoealsoassumesamoresensiblepref-  Washington,  DC 20433. Please contact  ofpotenalLyvsucessfprojectstoreceive
ice function sothat demand functions  Sarah lipscomb, room 87-062, extenin  financing. Policiesthatilitate  the abil-
stocks  and  futures  are  nonlinear.  33718(38 pages).  ity of individuals to aemilate  savings70  Policy Reseamrch  Woking  Paper Series
play arelatedrole.  Inadditionto  increas-  937. How Soft Is the Budget  the economydecentralizes  (with decision-
ing the collateral of an entrepreneur, the  Constraint for Yugoslav Firms?  making shifting tolocal governments  and
ability to earn  high rates  of return  in-  enterprises), powerful coalitions emerge
creases the opportunity cost of undertak-  Evan  Kraft and  Milan  Vodapivec  that representspecialinterests,  andmany
ing projects with low expected returns.  (July 1992)  new channels ofredistribution may open.
- Creating  decentralized  securities  Wheremultipartydemocracyis  sdll devel-
markets is likely to be less advantageous  Despite the virtual absence of direct go-  oping and property rights are inl  designed,
whereinformation  asymmetriesaregreat  einment subsidies tofirms, and the exist-  decentraization  may thus increase, not
Individual providers of funds have an in-  ence of  open  unernployment,  Yugosku  decrease, redistribution.
centive  to  free-ride  on the information and  firms were subjected to nzassiuepervasive  The authors question the appropriate-
monitoring of entrepreneurs provided by  redistribution through a soft budget con-  ness ofiany  analyses of,  and conclusions
others. Only firms with establishedrepu-  staint.  Yugoslaias  channels ofrmedistri-  drawn from, the 'Yugoslav experiment.e'
tations may be able to obtain funds in  bution differedsigevzantlyfiromthosein  Most studies  of the Yugoslav economy
these markets.  othersocialisteconomies,  but theredistri-  takeforgrantedthatanyresidual  surplus
* Similarly, whlRe  competition among  bution  shared a common  driving force-  of a firm accrues to those who curently
lenders is generally promoted, such com-  the pursuit  of job and wage security.  work for the firma But evidence that in-
petition can also reduce the incentive for  come is massively redistributed  among
individual lenders  to lend  to entrepre-  Do Yugoslavia's channels and pattern of  firms casts doubt  on the validity of such
neurs where information andmonitoinng  'soft  budget" redistribution  differ from  an assumption and thus on the results of
costs ame  large.  Competitors would at-  those documented  for other Eastern Eu-  studes  based on it
tempt to "steal  these borrowers away  ropeaneconomies?Afterall,Yugoslavia's  Thispaper-aproduct  ofthe Socialist
after they were certifed as creditworthy.  self-management  system has  been  re-  Economies Reform Urnit,  Country Eco-
Purther,  limited  competition allows a  garded as athird  way,a  system funda-  nomics Department - is part ofalcrger
lendertousethesanctionofdenyingcredit  mentally different from those of other so-  effortinthe departmentto investigate  the
as an instrument  to influence borrwers  diaist  economies.  The workers' roles as  behavior of firms in socialist econamies-
toactresponsblyinordertoobtainfilbire  decisionmakers and as claimants offirms'  Copiesofthepaperare available free from
financing.,  residual income are ineonsistentwiththe  the  World Bank  1818 H  Street  NW,
*  Astheresultofinformationasymme-  concept of state  paternalism implied in  Washington, DC 20433.  Please contact
tdres, certain types of projects are more  soft budget redistribution.  Sabah Moussa, room NIl-017, extension
likely to cbtain financing at a lower cost  Kraft  and  Vodopivec  show  that  39019(31 pages).
using equity finance rather  than debt, If  Yugoslav  firms have also been subjected
the tax costs of equity are  higher than  to  massive,  pervasive  redistribution
those ofdebt, however,  these projects  may  through asoftbudgetconstraint;in  1986,  938. Health,  Govermene
be relatively underfinanced. Tax policy  gross  subsidies  in  manufactinng  and  the  Poor:  The Case
might wish to consider whether the tax  amountedto50perent,andnetsubsidies  for the  Private  Sector
treatment  of equity and  debt should be  to 15.6 percent ofGDP. In anewapproach
equalized cr whether tax costs of these  to quantifying such redistribution, Kraft  Nancy BEdsal  andEstele Jame
projects can be reduced in other ways.  and Vodopivec  focus particularly on the  (July  1992)
- Governmentmrayfeel  an oblgationto  redistribution flows produced  by holding
intervene directlyin creditallocation, but  financial assetsandliabilitiesin  anirdla-  Seleciueaser fees andprivatizationamuld
should do so only where it has a greater  tionary environment in which financial  be usd  to reducegovernment  spendingon
rbility to identify creditworthy recpients  claims  are generally not indexed. Analyz-  heaIthcarefJ'rtherichandmiddlecZasses,
than  other lenders  do. In the absence of  ingfirm-level data  forYugoslavias entire  peinining  redirection  of  government
any cmparative  advantage, government  manuficturing  sector for 1986 show that  spendig  to programs  that would ben-fit
attention to the basic  infirastructure that  such flows - in contrast with those of  thepoor, thus producing the highest maor-
reducesthecostsofobtaininginformation  other  Eastem  European economies-  talitygains-
and enforcing  contracts is hlkely  to better  have been a hr  more important source  of
assist the efficient allocation of credit.  redistributiort than formal taxes and sub-  BirndsalandJamespresentacaseforim-
This paper  - a product of the Public  sidies.  Although  Yugoslavi's  channels  of  itedand  selective)  usercharges and some
Economics  Division, Country Economics  redistribution  differ significantly from  privatiation  of health care in developing
Department-is  one ofaseries ofpapers  those in  other  socialist economies, the  countries.
commissionedforthe  resechprqject,  'An  redistbution  shares a common  driving  They demonstrate  that  - consistent
Evaluation of Tax Incentives for Indus-  force-  the pursuit ofjob and wage secu-  with publc choice  theory - government
trial  and  Technological Development,"  rity. Producers of energy,  food,  andheavy  actions in the health  sector are neither
(RPO 675-10),  funded by the BanXs Re-  manufictures,  as well as less developed  equitablenorefficientin developingcoun-
search  Support  Budget  Copies of this  regions,haveespecidallybenefitedfromthe  tries.  In general, they increase the real
paper are available free from the World  redistribution.  income of influential middle and  upper
Bank, 1818HStreetNW,Waslhington,DC  This analysis for Yugoslavia suggests  income groups-  despite thefactthatthe
20433.  Pleas  contac CarlinaJones, room  animportantlessonforthepTocessoftran-  greatest mortalityguins would  come  fiom
N10-063,  extension a7699 (46 pages).  sitioninEasternEuropeaneconomies.  As  directing health  spending to the poor.- tcy Research  Woiting  Paper SerIes  71
Then they discuss why-if  thisimplicit  adjustment and broad economic  policies.  'resource gap" lies at the heart of donor-
'el of government behavior is correct  It is important, they say, to folly inte-  sponsored  initiatives to involve  the private
government health interventions will  grate  existing  and  expected economic  sector in family planuing, but there are
melesseffectivethan theyhavebeen.  policyinto project  preparation andproject  otherequallygoodargumentafordoingso.
They point out that high mortality in  appraisal documents  in the social  sector-  Governments and  donors are often un-
-- loping countries is related  more to  The paucity of robust quantitative in-  aware ofhow much the private sector (e-
rty than it used to be, while pressure  formation on the costs and benefits of  so-  pecially the  commercial sector) already
3vernments to  finance health carefor  cial projects may have perpetuated the  participates-andcouldparticipate-in
middle class and the rich is increas-  false notion that  social projects, unliLke  family planning.
,'3ecause  the population is aging and  other types of projects, may be insulated  Foreit discusses whythe private sector
costs of handling adult  chronic dis-  firom  the effects  ofgenerl  economic  policy.  should be invnlved  in planning, how the
s are rising.  Kaufinann and Wang present an ana-  private sector shoulehbe  defined,  whatthe
The inequityandinefficiency ofgovern-  lytical framework to stuggest  the mecha-  experience has been so far with private
theslth  programs reflect the current  nisms through which sach policies affect  sector involvement, and what might be
' ical  equalibrium  which,  unfortu-  each stage ofa project  cycle.  They  use sta-  expected in the future.
ily,  cannot be easily changed- Oppor-  tistical analysis and case studies from a  To support family planning in the pri-
ties for change, including marginal  broad range of sector reports and project  vate sector, she recommends that donors
iges in  the  distribution  of political  documents.  (1) expandthe totalIfamilyplannigmar-
ir, must be recognized and exploited  Bivariate statistical analysis ofthe in-  ket  to help  satislj  existing and  fiture
'never  they  arise.  Information that  cidence of ansatisfatory  projects shows  unmet  needs  for contraception and  (2)
mases  public awareness ofcurrent in-  that social projects are two  to three times  shift  current  users  from subsidized to
-ties, fiscal stress, and tactical use of  aslikelytoberatedunsatisfactorywhere  more  nearly  self-supporting outlets  -
lyavalIableresourcesmayalso  create  there is restrictive trade, overvalued  cur-  withoutcompromisingcoverage,  equity,  or
irtunities to alter the equilibrium.  rency, a fiscal deficit, and relative price  quality ofcare.
This paper - a product ofthe Country  distortions-The evidence  is even  stronger  The kinds  of private sector acli'.;ties
-Lomics  Depaisment  - is part  of a  when data onlyfor education projects  are  that danors should support dependin j --t
r effort in the department to assess  examined,  on which contraceptive methods are tobe
:mplicationsofgreaterinvolvementof  Thispaper-aproduct  of the Country  emphasized- Nonelinical systems, for ex-
*:rivate  sector in the delivery of social  Operations Division  Il  CountryDepart-  ample, are the most efficient way to dis-
ices. It will be included in the forth-  mentIIL Europe and CentralAsiaregion  tribute supplymethods Cforexample,  oral
lng  Policy  and Planning lImplications  - was initiated duwing  preparations for  contraceptives and condoms), as long as
re Epidemiological  Transition  (pro-  the  World Deuelopment  Report 1991 on  medical backup is available for women
'ings of a November 1991 workshop),  development. Copies of this  paper are  who suffer side  effects or who wish to
"d by  James  Gribble and  Samuel  available free from the WorldBank, 1818  switchto another method. These systems
-ton.Copiesofthispaperareavailable  H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  ofdistributionfreeupscarceresourcesin
from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  Please contact Frances Rosenthal, room  clinical faeilities and the tine  of limited
W,  Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  H2-041, extension 37257  (40 pages).  medical personnel for theresupplyofcon-
PRDDR, room Nil-51,  extension  traceptives. Elowever,ifsterilizationis to
iO  (31 pages).  be emphasized, a close link with existing
940. Private  Sector  Approaches  hospital infrastructure  is necessary.
to Effective  Family  Planning  Nondlinical  distzibutionfavorscommer-
.How Macroeconomic  Policies  ci  systems in urban and periurban set-
*ct Project  Performance  Kren  G.  Fareit  tings and community-based distribution
e Social  Sectors  (August  1992)  systems (either public or private) where
commercial networks break down. Price
el KRufkaaan  and  Yan Wang  Supponingthepanicpationoftheprivte  subsidies might be consdered m  areas
'1992)  sector in family planning  is beneficia  be-  servedhycommmercial systems,  butwhere
cause it  can (V expnd  the  total fzmiiy  consumers cannot  afford prevailing com-
cnty's  economicpoicue  ezgnficantly  planning  market  to  help  sati  eaisting  mercial  pries.
t  the  perfornance  of  investnent  and filtare  unmet  needs for wnfraceptiom  Foreit  discuses  awide  range ofexperi-
:=is in  the  social  sectors,  especially  and (2) shift curent  users fromsubsidied  encesinprovidingboth"supplyfmethods
ation.  to more nearly self-supporting  outlets  - andclinicalmetho,  such as steilization
wiwhoatompromisingcouerqge,  equit& or  (including tbal  ligation).  Roving  sterl-
!inannendWangfindthatacountrys  qzulity of ca  ization  camps have  proved effective in
ouc  policies significantly affect the  Nepal and Thailand, for example, where
nmanceofinvestnent  projectsin the  Even if per-user costs are controlled or  demand for the procedure was higlr they
I sectors, especially  education. Their  reduced, the  rising demand  for famly  may have backfired in other areas,  such
"ngs underscore the need to link strat-  planning se-vices will faroutstrip govern-  as  India. Mobll  e clinic vans have been
in the social sectors - even at  the  mens  and donors' financial resources in  tried in such countries as Colombia and
et level - to a countrys  structural  most parts of the developing world. This  Guatemala, but  their effectiveness and72  Policy  Reserch Worfing  Paper Serles
cost-efficiency  have  not been  carefilly  ent levels of prevalence and sexual activ-  Los Angeles, and Mexico  City), the eMfi-
analyzed.  ity, changes in sexual behavior produce  cdentinstrumentsaelectedbythis(adrnit-
Among  thetopicsForeitcoverwwhento  similar effects.  tedlylimited)exercise are similarnindirect
subsidize goods  and services, when to in-  This paper - a product of the Popula-  incentive-based  policies. Only Cubatao
troduce  new subsidized nongovernmental  tion Policy andAdvisory Service,  Popula-  differs  in that direct non-incentive  regu-
organization outlets, which regulations  tion and Human Resources Department  lations are the efficient policy  choice.
may inhibitthe expansion  ofprivate fain-  -is  part of a continuing effortin the de-  But  choosing indirect  policy instnu-
ily planningefforts,howtofoster demand  psrtment  to produce up-to-date popua-  ments is not without its problems. This
for private sector family planning goods  tion estimates  and long-rum population  categoryisthebroadestone.Forinstance,
and services, and how to promote the pri-  projections.  Copies  ofthe paper are avmail-  while there is only a single direct incen-
vate supply of such goods and services.  able free from the World Bank, 1818 H  tive-based price  instument  (emissions
This paper - a product of the Popula-  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  taxes), several indiet  incentive-based
tion Policy  and Advisory  Service,  Popula-  Please contact Ot;lia Nadora, room 811-  price policies exist including taxes on in-
tion and Human Resources Department  219, extension 31091  (57 pages).  puts and on complementary and substi-
-is  part ofa larger effortin  the depart-  tute products.  IndirectpoEcies  also  cannot
ment to review effective  family planning  simultaneously target  ihe incentives to
program approahes.  Copies  of the paper  942. Efficient  Environmental  reduce  waste generation,  increase produc-
are available  free from the World  Bank,  Regulatlon: Case Studies  of Urban  tionefficiency,andreduceoutputtoreduce
1818 H Street NW, Washington,  DC  Alr Pollution (Los Angeles, Mexdco  polutionAcombinationofirndirectpolces
20433. PleasecontactOtiliaNadoa,rroom  City, Cubatao,  and  Ankara)  will then be requred  to con:rd pollution.
S11-219,  extension 31091(49 pages).  But if the regulatory costs of controlling
Arik  Levinson  and Sudhir  Shetty  additional varibles  are high  they may
(August  1992)  outweighthe costofmonitoringandenforc-
941. Projecting  the  Demographic  ingasingle  direc policy.  fnaUy, indirect
Impact  of AIDS  Oncedecision  are made-to  conomtrte,  regulations maybe  accompanied  by per
Industry,  to rely  on private  ueiles  fir  verse incentives, such as new source  bia:
Rodol A.  Bulatao  andaEduard  Boa  transportation to subsidize  a particuar  or reduced margnal  costs of polluting
(August 1992)  energy source, or to use a certmin environ-  Efforts to offset  these perverse  incenbver
mental  policy  - they  acquire  a  certai  by  regulatig  addio  nal  variables  may  b
A simple  model that simulates  the spread  permnewn  For this reason, it is impor-  subjecttDsecond-bestproblems:  tworegc
ofAIDS  is used  to generae  estimates  of  Mtnt to design policy  with  an eye toward  laions  ith opposite Tests  can be cost
deaths from AIDS.  longer-runconceens.  In addressing  urban  lier than  no reguaion  at alL
air pollution  cst.effecCiuely,  it is als  im-  The main  lesson  Levmnson  and  Shett,
A simplemodel  that simulates the spread  portant not to wait until the problem as-  draw from the cases examined: Once dc
of AIDS is used  to generate  estimates  of  surame crisis  proportons.  By  dosing  op-  cisions  are  made  - whether  to concer
deathsfinmA]DS,whichareincorporated  tions, delays in implementing corrective  rate industry, to rely  on private vehicie-
into population projections covering 20  measures  will raise  the  eventual cost of  for transportation,  tsubsidize  aparticu
years. Preliminary results for one coun-  environmentlprotction.  larenergysource,  ortouseacertain  envr
tryare shown-notfinn  estimates,as the  ronental  policy-  hey acquireacertai  -
model  has several arbitrarly  set param-  Levinson and Shettyreviewthe  economic  permanence.  Capital  is  invested  an
eters.  principles that should guide the efficient  workers are trained under the prevailim
The results suggest that the number of  choice  oftargetedpolicies  for environmen-  laws, and these are costly to change. Lc
infections and deaths could be extremely  tal  protection. They recommend policy  Angeles cannot reverse its emphasis o
large, even if transmission of the human  instruments along three dimensions: (1)  theautomobile;Brazilcanoteasilymo-
immunodeficiencyvirus(HIV)is  substan-  whether they use economicincentaves,  (2)  its industrial center away from Cubat
tialy  reduced. In five years, deaths in a  whether they target environmental dam-  MexicocBnnotquicklyreduce  the cancer
single country wil be in the tens ofthou-  age directly, and(3) whether they specify  tration  in its capital city; and Turke?
sands, and after 20 yeas  could bein hun-  pices,  quantities,  or technologies. This  development would suffer if energy sub
dreds of thousands and stil  rising. Nev-  dtinction  is helpful in  guiding policcy  sidies were removed abruptly.
ertheless, the impact on population size  choices  because many discussions in the  Fortlhisreason,itisimportintto  desig
appears small. Bulatao and Bos discuss  economics literature  on environmental  policy  with an eye toward longer-run con:
why these results should not be entirely  policies  mistakenly claim advantages for  cern.  It makes sense,  for exmple, for cit
trusted,  and  what work remains  to be  incentive-based  instruments by showing,  ies suh  as Ankra  to begin to enact poli
done.  forinstance, that directpolicies  ofthis sort  cies to prevent mobile  source  air poluuto
Where 1IV  is relatively  widespread,  are less costly thanindirectnon-incentive  from worsening over the next decades.
changes in sexual behavior, particularly  measures.  Levinson and Shetty also point outth
increases ir condom use, are essential to  After analyzing efficient responses to  dangers of ignoring intermediate  muhstz
reduce the scale of the epidemic. Earlier  the air pollution problem, Levinson and  tution  of pollutants.  In places such a
changes are  more  effective than  later  Shetly come up with smewhat  surpris.  Cubatan,  where  air  quality  has  bee
changes.Butacrosscountrieswithdiffer-  ingresults. Forthree ofthe cities  (Ankara,  cleaned up, the improvement may hayPolicy Research Woiking Paper SerIes  73
come  attheexpense ofwaterqualityorthe  porating  repayment  flows and  capital  tional Economics Department - is part
accumulation of hazardous wastes.  losses - and derive a financially sound  of a larger  effort in the department  to
This paper - a prodret oftne Office  of  definition of  burden-sharing. This defini-  understand  the  economic relationships
the Vice  President, DevelopmentEconoxn-  tion is then applied to a group of severely  between developing countries and exter-
ics - was prepared as a background pa-  indebted  countries for which secondary  nal creditors regarding credit  rationing
per  for the  World Development Report  market prices are available. The finding:  and debt negotiations. Copies of the pa-
1992 on the environment  Copies  of this  private creditors made a loss of about 30  per  are  available  free from the  World
paper are available free from the World  percent during the debt crisis, and offlcial  Bank, 1818HStreetNW,Washington,DC
Bank, 1818HStreetNW,Washington, DC  creditorsavoidedabsorbingacomparable  20433. Please contact Rose Vo, room S8-
20433. Please contact the World Devel-  burden  only if, on average, the implied  042, extension 33722  (31 pages).
opment Report Office,  room  T7-101,  exten-  prices of their debt stocks were signifi-
'eion 31393  (56 pages).  cantly higher than market prices.
To assess  burden-sharing, the  unob-  944. How Public  Sector  Pay and
servable implied prices of official debt  Employment  Affect Labor  Markets:
943. Burden-sharing  Among  need to be estimated. The authors frst  Research Issues
bOficial  and Private CredhGrs  analyze how, in a seniority-based corpo-
rate  debt  model,  information  on  these  Gail Stevenson
Ash Demirgt4-Kunt and Eduardo Fernandez-  implied  prices can be recovered  by look-  (Augs  1992)
Arias  ing at the differential impact of various
(August 1992)  stocks of debt  an the market  price. They  Policy refli  has fjcused  on the refibm of
analyze the validityand  drawbacks of this  lkrgg,  inefeieat  public sectors because of
Official  creditors  - especially  modelforthesovereign  debtcaseandcon-  their  cumulative  nagave  effcts  one  o-
mukilaterals-haveabsorbedmoreofthe  clude  that  seniority  sharing  rules  are  nomic  growth  and coznpetitive,z  .g. The
burden  oftie  debt cisis  thanprivate  credi-  probablynotappropriate.  They then show  slow progress in resruturing  the public
torm  havw  Official creditors are not new-  that  implied  prices  are  still  identified  sector  in  many  counries  highgighs  I  he
sarily weakerorles  senior, butforthe  sake  under  more general  sharing  rules,  which  need  to address  - more farcefuly  ard
of  nonfinancial  objeiuves,  they  may  be  allows  us  to relax  that  assumption  and  more subtly  - how public  sector policis
unwzillig  (rather than unable) to exercise  still be ale  to denve relevantinferences.  affiect the labor market
their substantica  enfhrcement poaer.  A  suitable  multicreditor  debt  valuation
model, dependent on the stock of private  Structray,  the public sectorhas amore
Demigil-Kuntand  ernfindez-Arias ari-  debt and  the debt shares  of various  credi-  imptaant  economic role to play in devel-
lyze how the  burden  of the debt crisis has  tors, is then  derived and  estimated.  oping  countries  than  in industrial  coun-
been sharedbyvariousclassesorcreditors.  The empirical  estimations  show weak  tries,  particularly  in how it affects labor
Given the rising share official  debtin  the  effects  of the  official debt  stocks  on the  markets.
total debt  of developing countries,  official  market  price and suggest that  the implied  Evidence  from  many  developing  coun-
creditors have a growing need to develop a  prices  of official creditors  are lower than  tries  shows tiatpublic  sector pay, employ-
burden-sharing  indicator.  the market  price, especially  for multilat-  ment,  and  performance  are  huting  the
This paper  represents  theveryfiLrststep  eral  creditors.  This finding  implies  that  laDor markets'  ability to allocate  workers
in this  direction. So, its analysis  narrowly  official creditors have,  relative  to private  among sectors and skill requirements.  In
focuses only on financial  profits. Noinfer-  creditors,  absorbedalargerburden,  espe-  many  countries,  the  civil service  and the
ence should be made regarding  the over-  ciallymultilaterals.Butitdoes  notimply  public  sector  wage  bill  have  grown  to
all performance ofofficial creditors,  whose  that  official creditors  are  weaker  or less  unsusainnblyhighlevels.Thepublicsec-
evaluation  requires  the  assessment  of  seniar  affiCial  creditors may be unwiling,  tor is so big thatinterventionsin  the see-
theirnonfinancial  objectives. Sinmlarly, no  rather  than  unable,  to exercise their  sub-  tor-with  orwithoutspillovereffectsinto
inference  should be  drawn regarding  the  stantial  enforcement  power for the  sake  the nonpublic  sector -make  it more dif-
solvency of multilaterals,  which is essen-  of nonfinancial  objectives. Two qualifica-  ficult  for wages  and  employment  to re-
aslly  determinedcbyexternal  guarantees.  tions  to  the  findings  on  implied  prices:  spond to shifts in demand  and  supply.
Extensive  further  research  is required  to  First,  the  "single collaterar  assumption  Nonwagebenefits  areseldomrelatedto
shed  light  on these areas  and  to eventu-  ofcorporate  debtmay  notbe  applicable to  productivity,  so they  can be particularly
ally derivethe  relevantpolicy  conclusions.  sovereign  debt. The evidence may also be  distorting.  At the same time, along-tern
The authors  briefly review the relative  consistent  with undiscounted  official im-  drop  in real  civil service  wages  and  the
performance  of external  creditors  during  plied prices ifoflicial  creditors  have inde-  compression  of wage ranges  have  caused
the  debt  crisis  in terms  of exposure,  net  pendent  enforcement  mechanisms  not  critical shortagesofmanagerial  and tech-
transfers,  and  arrears.  They argue,  how-  available  to private creditors.  Second, the  nical workers  in the civil service. The re-
ever, that  a meaningful  measure  of bur-  class of admissible  sharing  rules  used for  sulting  skill  imbalances  in the  rest  of tb-
den-sharing  needs to go beyond those ob-  identification  generalizes  the  senioitY  domestic  economy reduce  international
servations  and  consider thecapital  losses  rules  but  may  still  exclude  the  relevant  competitiveness  in some oountries.
that  creditors  have made on outstanding  sharing  rule.  Poicyreform  has focused on the reform
debt stocks. So, they develop a financially  This paper-a  product of the Debt ard  of large, inefficient  publie sectors because
sound measure  of rate  ofreturn  - incor-  International  Finance  Division, Interna-  of  their  cumulative  negative  effects  on74  Policy  Research Working  Paper  Seriles
economic growth  and  competitiveness.  more responsive to the client public. By  fort in the department  to help countries
Policies to  adjust  relative  prices from  introducing complex financial reporting  develop sound practice for civil service
nontradables toward  tradables have led to  systems, managers  have  increased au-  refeom. Copies  of the paper are available
some movement of employment  out of the  tonomy, some functions are spun off into  free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street
public  sector, but significant rigidities re-  semi-autonomous agencies operating on  NW, Washington, DC 20433. Please con-
main  an increasingly commercial  basis.  tact Da-niele  Evans, room N9-057,  exten-
Workers are attracted to the public  sec-  By contrast, other industrialized coun-  sion 38526 (53 pages).
tor because of complex economic  and so-  tries, such as Singapore, have retained
cial  incentives that are difficult to change  more traditional, largely centralized civil
- and the  relationship  between public  service strutures,  pursuing only incre-  946. Retraining  Displaced  Workers:
sector interventions and  the underlying  mental improvements  in specificaspects  of  What Can Developing  Countries
political and economic  forces  is an impor-  CSM.  Leam from OECD Nations?
tant areafor research. The slow progress  Nunberg  speculates aboutwhatis likely
in restructuring the public sectorin many  toworkbestindevelopingeountryadmin-  Duane  E. Leigh
countries highlights the need to address  istrations:  (August  1992)
moreforcefullyandmore subtlyhowpub-  * Centralizedcivilservicemanagement
lic sector policies affect the labor market.  models provide  the best starting point for  Job retaining  programs shoudd  be bade-
This paper - a product of the Educa-  most developingcountries  because decen-  pendent of the formal educational  system,
tion and Employment Division, Popula-  talized agency  systems  require technologi-  should be linked to  employer  (so trainze
tion and Human Resources Department  cal andhunian  resources  beyond their ca-  get marketable skis),  ahould be short-
- is  part  of a series  of state-of-the-art  pabilities. Some  better-endowedcountries  term andjob-oriented, and should be in-
studies  of employment  and  labor market  could use certain  agency-type features  se-  stitdionalized,  not temporary.
issues andreform programs. Copiesofthe  lectively. Such administrations could es-
paper are available free from the World  tablish strategic plans to move toward a  The governments of  mostindustrialcoun-
Bank, 1818HStreetNW,Washington, DC  fuller agency  system as their institutional  tries provide financial support for adult
20433.  Please contact Cynthia Cristobal,  capabilities increase,  training  programs intended  to  retrain
room  S6-035,  extension 33640(33 pages).  * Developingcountliesfacetrade-offsin  displaced workers. Leigh draws lessons
choosmng  whilch  CSM functions should be  fiomtheexperienceofsixindustialcoun-
strengthened first  Two  fumctions  - per-  tries (Australia, Bntain, Canada, Japan,
945. Nanag  Ing the Civii Service:  sonnel establishment control  and staff re-  Sweden,  andthe United States) onhowto
What  LDCs Can Leam  from  cmitmnent  -are  essential for civil  service  design and  implement such retraining
Developed Country Reforms  perfonmance  and should get top priority,  programs in low-income  developing na-
- SeniorExecutiveServiveshaveproved  tions and middle-income  countries.
Barbara  Nunberg  difficult to design and inplement  in ad-  By retraining, he means both improv-
(August  1992)  vanced countries, but many flaws can be  ingjob skills andremediating deficiencies
corrected  in adapting them to developing  in basic education. These are the lessons
Centraized  civil  service  management  countries,  where  there  is often an  urgent  he  emphasizes:
models  provide the best staring  point for  need to groom  higher-level  sta£  * Training programs should be indo-
most deueloping  couzneies  because decen-  * Assuming minzimal,  essential levels  pendent of the educational system, with
trulized agency systems requirc teun-  of  personnelestablishmentandbudgetary  its rigid ties to degree requirements and
logicalandhurnan resources  beyond  their  control, unified  pay  and  classification  academic schedules-
capabilities. Some better-endowed coun-  could be relaxed in developing  countries,  *  Linkstoemployersmustbedeveloped
triescould  usecertain agenctypefeatures  following  the lead of increasing  numbers  andmaintainedsothattraineeshavemar-  -
selectively, moving  toward  an agency sys-  ofadvanced  countries thathave done this.  ketale  skills on completing  the progrm-
tem as their institutional capabilities in-  *  Given  the  urgency of other  CSM  *  Training  programs  should  be  de-
crease.  tasks,lowerpriorityshouldbeassignedto  signedtomainimizetraineet forgoneearn--
reform  involvingperformancepay,theben-  irgs; basic education should be relevant
Nunberg examines current  civil service  efis of which  have yettobe  deminstrated  to the jobs the trainees might seek.
management(CSM)  practicesin advanced  in the public  sectorsof  developedcountries.  *  Exrternl providersofeducationumust
countries to provide  gui dance  for develop-  The management requirements and costs  be made accountable-but  with care; the
ing country governments that  fice  the  ofinstalling performance  pay systems  can  system of accountability should also en-
dilemma of how to  recruit, retain,  and  be considerable and employee  resistance  sure that  the needs of displaced workers
motivate appropriately  skilled  staff  at  may subvertsuch  efforts.  But performance-  most likely to sufferlong-terr  unemploy-
affordable costs, given a limited human  related promotion systems,  even if imper-  ment are met.
resource base.  feetly implemented, can help move devel-  - Not all  displaced workers require
Advanced country administrations ai  oping  untry civil service values toward  relatively expensiveretrnimng; some  may
following  two distinct paths to improv*i  sotw&rds of competence  and merit.  need only inexpensive job-search assis-
CSM-  Some  countries, such as the Uaite4  tis  paper - a product of the Public  tance services.
Kingdom,  are  engaged  in  sweeping  Sector Management and Private Sector  *  Apermanentinstitutionalizedtrain-
'nanagerialist"  reforms to dnutraUze  Development Division,  Country Econom-  ing system is preterable to short-tern  in-
civil service functions and mak,  them  ics Departnent  - is part of a larger ef-  tervention.Poilcy Research Working Paper SerIes  75
This paper - a product of the Educa-  ber of jobs placed) and qualitatively (how  - extending to ten years
tion and Employment Division, Popula-  good they are),  depends on the  private  Mukheijee  identifies  and  compares
tion and Human Resources Department  sector's willingness to increase hiring.  cross-country information about some of
- is part of a larger effort in the depart-  This paper - a product of the Educa-  the factors that influence differing  mar-
menttoimprovelabor  policiesformanag-  tion and Employment Division, Popula-  ketperceptionsofBulgaria,Czechoelova-
ingthe social  costofeconomic  adjustnent.  tion and Human Resources Department  Ida,  Hungary,  Poland,  and  Romania.
Copies  ofthe paperare availablefiree  from  - is part of a series  of state-of-the-aft  Among  fators  discussed:
the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  studies of employment and labor market  * Me importance of the former Soviet
Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  issuesandrefonnprogramsinthe  depart-  umbrella.
CynthiaCristobal,roomS6-035,extension  ment. Copies  of this paper are available  * Indicators of relative indebtedness.
33640  (52 pages).  free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  * The flow of funds to the region, by
NW, Washington, DC 20433. Please con-  source,  from 1989 on.
tact Cynthia Cristobal, room S6-035,  ex-  * Thematurityofcommercialdebtand
947. Strategies  for Creating  tension 33640  (31 pages).  especially the  magnitude of short-trm
Transitional Jobs during  Structural  debt.
Adjustment  * The identity of 'other private cmrdi-
948.  Factors  Affecting Private  tore  and fictors that affect the £Dmount
Stephen  L. Mangum Garth  L Mangm. and  Financial  Flows  to Eastern  Europe,  ofpproject:financea  ndfaregndirectinvest-
Janine Bowen  1989-91  ment available.
(August  1992)  * Thesetapofemergingfinandialinsti-
MJbhum  Mikherjee  tutions.
Work  relief  is critical  to  any  structural  (July 1992)  *  Long-termncommercialflows-espe-
adjustment program, so lomg  as  he  skils  ciaily  bond finance (access to-the Euro-
needed  to provide pubiec  works match the  Data  and factos  that influence market  bond market for medium- and long-term
skils  held by the (mainly) manual work-  perceptions  ofthe reative creditworthinew  funds).
ers  needed Women and displaced white-  ofthe different countries  partcipating  in  Thereginis  notwell  known  olenders
collar workers may be better serwed by  Eastern  Europe's economuc  transfrma-  tbatmightbeabletomeetitsmanyemerg-
public service employment or subsidizd  ion.  ing needs for financing. And the few sta-
private employment.  tistics available may be doubtfhil  or mis-
Despite acommon  eritag  ofinstitutions  leading  in  the  context  of  a  market
Nlangum, Mangum, and  Bowen review  and arrangements for econonic planning  economy.  Mukheijee bases her tbserva-
world experience with creating  transi-  and trade  clearing, and their almost si-  tions largely  oninterviews withlpeoplein
tional jobs through  public work relief,  multaneous adoption ofreform, the coun-  commercialu  bants andinvestors active  in
'alic service employment, and  subsi-  tries  participating  in Eastern  Europe's  Central  and  Easten  Europe. All data
ecl  private employment,  economic  transformation differ greatlyin  have been provided by those sources and
They argue that work relief is a critical  ecDnomicperfonnanceandmarketexpec-  bycountry reports issued by the Istitute
aponent of any  structural  a4justnent  tations  of performance.  of International  Finance.  The latter  is a
Agam,solongastheworkreliefprojects  Mukhexjee  examines those differences  major source of figures used by private
re consistent with the capabilities ofthe  as the region's economic  transformation  lenders  when they  assess  a  borrower's
targeted workforce.  The effectiveness of  nears its third anniversary, focusing on  prospects.
pubiac works depends on timeliness, fi-  the underlying factors that drive private  This paper is a product of the former
nancing,  providinggoodmanagers, choos-  capital  flows - from both  commercial  Financi  Advisory Services group in the
iqg high-pnority projects, and mahtcing  lenders and foreign  investors.  Cofinancing and Financial Advisory  Ser-
the skill needs of  the project  with the skills  Improved creditworthiness  - or the  vices  Department. Copies  ofthe paperare
of  -the targeted workers.  abhlity  to  atact  voluntarypprivate-sectr  ava-lable free from the WorldBank, 1818
Publie works and work relief tend  to  finance for successvely longer periods,  H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.
n*nvide  transitional  jobs mairly  for male  with  fewer  guarantees  required  - is  a  Please  contact KamR Yousus, room H9-
nual  workers. Women and displaced  major signal that  the economic  reforms  055, extension 33102 (26 pages).
white-collar workers may be better served  are  beginning  to take hold.
by public  service  employment  or  subsi-  Mukherjee  examines  the  different
dized private emplovment,  stages on the road to creditworthiness at  949. The  Impact of Fonnal  Finance
Public service employment  isrelatively  which  she  finds  the  Eastern  European  on the Rural Economy  of India
zzytoadministerandquicktoimplement  .ountries.  Hungary  and  Czechoslovalda
=  -1 disband,  but  it  is  difficult  to  focus  (CSFR)  are  the  only  countries  that  can  Han  BinswangerandShahidurKhandker
-- ographically,  rarely  leaves  anything  issue  medium-  to  long-term  sovereign  (August  1992)
juvnmanent behind,  and expandsthe  pub-  bonds held by private  investors  (the ulti-
lie payrol  - at least  temporarily.  mate  test  of creditworthiness, by  some  India'8  8spply-led  approach  to agricul-
Subsidized private employment is eas-  standards). In Hungary, maturities on the  tural credit paid off in nonfarm growth
targeted and is compatible  with efforts  mostrecently issuedeutscnemarkboands  employment,  and rurl  wage.  The  impact
jrivatization.  Its chiefweaknessisthat  nowextendaslongassevenyears;private  of  expanded credit on agriulural  output
success,  both quantitatively  (in num-  placements ofyen are even more  favorable  hasbeenmodt,  andthe  bens  ofagri-76  PolIcy Research  Working Paper  Serdie
cultural ncomeexceedthecosts  ofthepro-  But overall, rural credit and expansion  950. Service: The New Focus
gram only if optimistic assumptions ar  of the rural  financial system have had a  In International  Manufacturing
made  about repayment rates  on  farm  positive effect on rural  wages. Creating  and Trade
credit.  nonfann  jobs has apparently  added more
to total employment  than the substitution  Hans  Jargen  Peter.
India has systematically pursued a sup-  of capital for labor has  subtracted it in  (August  1992)
ply-led  approach  to increasing  agricul-  agriculture.  Sc, wageshave  risen  even for
tural  credit.  Its  objectives  have  been  to  agricultural  workers, albeit  modestly.  Logistics  managenent  (to improve  asset
replace moneylenders, to relieve farmers  The supply-led  approach to agricultural  productivity  and respond more quickly to
of indebtedness,  and  to achieve higher  credit  that  has been pursued for  three  uolatile  changes in customerpreferences)
levels of agricultural credit, investment,  decadeshasclearlybenefitedcurrentbor-  enables many organizations to conduct
and  output.  rowers  and fann  households  formerly in-  their business withminimadinventories-  a
India!s  success  in replacingmoneylend-  debted  to  moneylenders.  It  has  also  by outsourcing  inermediateproduction to
ers has been outstanding. Between 1951  spurred fertilizer use and investment in  enterprises in countries wherefactor  costs
and  1971 their share of rural  credit ap-  agriculture. It has been  less successful in  ar  lower.  Developing  contries  can  capi-
pears  to have  dropped from more than 80  generting  viable institutions  - and  has  talize on these trends  only iftheysubstan-
percent  to  36  percent  (It  may  have  failed to generate agricultural  employ-  tialy improve their infrastruwure, liber-
dropped  to as low as  16 percent  by 1981,  ment.  alize  their regulations,  and  master  mod-
but  that estimate  is disputed.)  The policy's costs to Indi's  government  ern  logistics management  techniques.
Still, institutional  credit  is  far from  have been high as porffolio  losses associ-
reaching all farmers. Orly about a quar-  ated with poorrepaymentutimatelyhave  &ijor breakthroughs in communications
teraofultivatorsborrow, andnomorethan  to be borne  by the  government  or one of  technologies in the  98s  made it possAibe
2 percent take out long-term loans. Most  its institutions under optimistic assump-  to monitor all phases ofmoving  a product
small firmers have little access to credit,  tions. The benefits of the agricultural in-  from raw material sourcing through pro-
and long-term credit goes mostly to large  come  are at bestno more than 13  percent  cessing through delivery to the customer.
farmers.  higher than the cost  to the government of  Closemonitoringrevealedmajorinefficden-
Overall, farm  debt  has  probably  not  the  extra  agricultural  credit  If assump-  cies in the traditional  set-up  of materials
increased sharplyinrealterms,  asformal  tions about the cost  ofsupplyingthe credit  acquisition,production,anddistaibution-
credithasprimarilysubstitutedforcredit  and  about repayment  rates  are less  opti-  especiallylargevinentoryholdings.Att  he
from  other  sources.  Moreover,  with  the  mistic, the social costs -and  the costs to  same time,  patterns  of customer demand
rapid  growth  of commercial  banks  in the  the goverMnment  of providingthe  credit-  begantoshiftmorexapdlypartlybecause
1970s, the  system  mobilized more depos-  wouldhave  exceeded the benefits  in agri-  of better  communication  networks.
its than  it lent  in rural  areas  in 1981. Of  cultural  income.  The need  to reduce  costs  and  become
course,  enhanced  deposit  services  are  a  The expansion  of commercial  banks  to  responsive to volatile  hnges  in  customer
useful  service forthe rurel  population,  but  rural  areas  paid  off in  nonfarm  growth,  preferencesforcedbusinessestosubstan-
onemust  ask whathas  been the impact  of  employment,  and rural  wages.The  ques-  tially  restructure  their  corporate  prac-
heavy  rural  credit  and  better  financial  tion  is:  Could  these  benefits  have  been  tizes.  With  domestic  factor  costs rising,
services  on agricultural  investment,  pro-  achieved  without  imposing  agricultural  manufacturers  outsourced  intermediate
duction,  and  rural  inCDmes,  credit  targets  on the  commercial  banks  production  to foreign enterprises  in coun-
BinswangerandKhandker's  economet-  and  credit  cooperatives?  Or did the  com-  tries  with  lower  wages  and  merchants
ric results  suggest  that  the  rapid  expan-  mercial  banks  expand  only because  they  sought  cheaper  supply  sources  - devel-
sion  of comnmercial  banks  in rural  areas  were  forced to lend  to agriculture?  The  opraents  tIhatheldpromisefordeveloping
has  had  a substantially  positive effect on  authors  could not answerthese  questions  countries-
rural  nonfarm  employment  and  output.  with the  data  at hand.  Many  developing  countries  have  been
The availability  of better  banking  facili-  This paper  - a product of the  Agrical-  unable  to  take  advantage  of strutural
ties  appears  to have overcome one of the  tural  Policies  Division,  Agriculture  and  changes  in  world  manufacturing  and
obstaclestolocatingnonfarmactivitiesin  RuralDevelopmentDepartment-ispart  trade  because  they  have  been  unable  to
rural  areas.  of  a  lager  effort  in  the  department  to  deliverthequnlityofproduction,fastturn-
Expanded  rural  finance has  had  less of  analyze  rural  credit policy. The research  around,  and  reiability  of delivery manu-
an  effect on  output  and  employment  in  wasflxndedby  the Research Support Bud-  facturingbusinessesneedtokeepupwith
agrieulture  thanin  the nonfiwm sector. The  get  under  research  project  'Agrcutural  changing  market  demand.
effect on crop output  has  not been  great,  Investment,  Financial  Intermediaton,  Anew  management  approach  - logis-
despite  the  Ifct that  credit to agriculture  and  Socioeconomic Mohlity'  (RPO  673-  tics management-is  needed to cut busi-
has  greatly  increased  the  use of fertilizer  35). Copies ofthe paper  are available  free  ness oosts and to be responsive  to rapidly
and  private  investment  in machines  and  from the WorldBank  1818 HStreetNW,  changingmarkets.Logisticsmanagament
livestock  There  has  been more impact  on  Wasbington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  orchestrates  materials  acqsition,  pro-
inputs  than  on output,  so the  additional  HansBinswanger,room4-049,  extension  ducticn,  and  marketing  to reduce  inven-
capital investment  has  been more impor-  31871(53  pages).  tories  (the heaviest  burden  on corporate
tnt  in substituting  for agricultunal  labor  performance)  to amiimmum.  Effetive  lo-
than in increasing crop outpuL  gistics management enables many orga-Policy Research  Working  Paper  Series  77
nizations to conduct their business with  and Tarr consider several  more trade lib-  a means of encouraging exports in a sec-
less than a week's  worth of supplies.  eralization options available  to the Turk-  tor that may otherwise rely only on the
Such a radical change requires major  ish government. They conclude  that uni-  highly protected domestic market.  The
corporte  restructuring and the develop-  formity of tariffs and  export subsidies  authors show that in Turkey high  export
ment of strategic alliances with service  would  substantially  improve Turkey's  subsidies in sectors with high  tariffs are
providers. Outsourcing of production is  welfare.  particularlycounwrproductive-because
projected to continue growing, and the  Although  the'Ramsef  optimal  import  at the multisector level the distortion in-
search for less costly supply sources will  taxation would call for non-uniform  im-  troducedby he export  subsidy  (by  encour-
continue.  port taxes inversely proportional to the  aging too many resources into the  pro-
Developing  countries can capitalize on  elasticity of import demand in each sec-  tected sector)  dominates the reduction  in
those trends - but only  if they substan-  tor, the observed  dispersion of the tarff  the overall  anti-export bias.
tially improve  their infrastructure, hiber-  structure in Turkey is inconsistent with  Thrkey's proposed  policy  of harmoniz-
alize  theirregulations, and begin to  apply  optimal departures fronm  unifoTm  protec-  ingits tariff tothe EuropeanCommunity's
modermlogisticsmanagementtechniques.  tion.  In  fact,  in  Turkey  uniformity  common  external tariff would  yield only
f they don't, their outlook  is not promis-  achieves an extremely  high proportion of  small welfare changes, which would be
ing-  the benefits of full trade  liberalization  smolilossesastheEuropeanCommunity
Thispaper-aproductoftheTransport  because,  in the absence  of ageneral anti-  interprets harmonization.Why?  Because
Division,InfisfructureandUrbanDevel-  export bias, the principal distortion re-  harmonizngtoECtariffswllrequirelow-
opment Department -is  partofalarger  main-ingin thetraderegime derivesfrom  ening Turkish tariffs from already low
effort in the Department to establish an  dispersion  ofthe tariff andc(especialy  the)  leves, in the presence  ofexport subsidies
effective  framework for helping develop-  export subsidy structure.  amost  as large as the existing average
ing oDuntries  adjust to changing  logistics  Like Turkey, an increasing number of  effective  tariff rate. But harmonizing to
management pactices  in international  developing  countries - includinj Chile,  the EC tariffstucture  can be beneficial  if
markets. Copies  ofthe paperare available  Indonesia,  Mexico,  and Poland-have  in  at the same time export subsidies are re-
free from the World  Bank, 1818  H Street  recent years undertaken extensive  trade  moved  or reduced.
NW,  Washington, DC 20433. Please con-  liberalization. It is no longer clear that  This paper - a product of the Trade
tact  TWUTD,  room S10-027, extension  these economies  retain an anti-exportbias  Policy Division,  Country Economics  De-
31005  (28 pages).  in their trade regime. Perhaps the most  partment-ispartoftheRBansresearch
important policy  conclusion  the authors  on aThe Inpact  of EC 1992 and Trade
reach is that one must be wary of advo-  Integration in  Selected Mediterranean
951. Piecemeal  Trade Reforn  catingpiecemeal  reform  oftriffs  or export  Countries (RPO 675-64),' funded by the
In  Partially Liberalied  Economies:  subsidies alone. In  Turkey, piecemeal  Research Support Budget. Copies  of the
An Evaluation for Turkey  across-the-board  tarff  reductions do not  paper are available free from the World
always improve  welfare; they  must  gen-  Bank, 1818HStreetNW,Was1ington,DC
Glenn W. Harrison, Thomas F. Rutherord,  erily  be coordinated  with reductions  in  20433.  Please contact Dawn Ballantyne,
and David G. Tar  export subsidies to ensure improved wel-  room N10-023, extension 38004 (34 pages
(August  1992)  fare.The  authors counterfacbuallyassume  text plus 34 pages appendices).
that  Turkey's tariffs are at the 1985 level
Given Tures  alreadyertensivetade  Jib-  (sbouttwice  the 1989 level ofthe authors
eruizadon,  a move  to uniform  externl  benchmark  model) -which  reintroduces  952.  UnIt  Costs,  Cost-
incentives  would brng mostofthe benefis  an anti-exportbias. In this case,  piecemeal  Effectiveness,  and  Flnancing
of ful  trade liberatlizo  Moreouve  it is  tariff reduction to the 1989 level is ben-  of Nutrilon  Interventions
t  enough  to have  piecemeal  reform  of  eficial.
-r7riffi or etport  subsidies  alone. Harmo-  In Turkey,  even small export subsidies  Susan Horton
n  ing Tu-key's  already low tariffs  to the  are not alwaysbeneficial,  despite the rule  (Ragugt  1992)
European  Commuity's  tariff  struture  of thumb  that small export subsidies  are
.;1l improve  urka's  welfare only if 2ur-  a welfare-enhancing  offset to the anti-ex-  Relative  unit CoAt  and  cost-effectiveness
ry  at  the same  time  removes  or reduces  port  bias  ofimport  tariffs.  Why? Because  for  different  nutrtion  interentions  are
'-  export subsidies.  exportsubsidiesin  Turkeyarehighlydis-  reported  here  The main  impact  of nutri-
persed,  and  piecemeal reductions  in the  tion interventionassessedisnwttheredue-
-Iurkey  undertook  a major  liberalization  export subsidies  reduce that  dispersion.  tion of mortalty  but the  inprovement  in
:f trade  policy in the  1980s. Import  quo-  When  the  authors  counterfactually  im-  quality of life for swrvivon
tas have virtually disappeared, the Turk-  pose uniformity  of tariffs and export sub-
;sc  lira was made convertible,  and tariffs  sidies,  they  resurrect  the  rule  of thumb  Horton summanzes  whatis  known about
=-e generally  lower.  Those changes  and  that small export subsidies are beneacial  unit costs, the  cost structure,  cost-effec-
Lwieexport  subsidies  thatremain  have,on  as  a  piecemeal  policy for offsetting  the  tiveness, andfinncing  of eightnutrition
Lie whole, removed  the  anti-export  bias  anti-eportbias.  interventions:  maternal  and child health
rm  Turkey's external  incentive  regime.  Policymakers  in  developing countries  (MCH) feeding,  school feeding,  nutrition
Using  a 40-sector  computable  general  haveoccasionallyappliedexportsubsidies  education, the promotion ofbreasfeding,
-;uilibrium model, Harrison,  Rutherford,  in individual  sectors with high tariffs  as  targeted  food  subsidies,  micronutrient78  Polcy  Research Working Paper Serdes
supplementation,  micronutrientfortifica-  953. The 'Pedigree"  of IEC  systamshavebeen umnfiedinrecentyears,
tion,andgrowthmonitoring.Amongitems  Conversion  Factors for Per Capita  fewer and fewer official exchange rats
that she reports:  GNP Computatonss for  the World  have divrged  significantly from the rate
Mass medianutritioneducationcam-  Bank's Operational Guldellnes  at which traactions  take place.
paignsandthepromotionofbreastfeeding  and Atlas  Hee's analysis underscores the direct
cost about  $-$5 per beneficiary face-to-  implications  for  Bank  operations  and
face  nutrition programs costmore ($23  per  Michael  Hee  analysis of a systematic and docmented
beneficiary  in the Dominican Republic).  (Augus 1992)  approach to the choice  of conversion fac-
- Foodcdistributionprogramsofdiffer-  tars  that  underpin the Banls  Atlas per
ent types have fairly  similar -sts.  For  Overview of  sources, methods,  adjust-  capitaincome estimates -which  can af-
distributingabout 1,000  caloriesadayper  ments, and manipulations of altrnativ  feet eligibility for borrowing  and country
beneficiary per year: $75 for untargeted  conuersion  factors  forathe  Bank's Atlas per  ranking by income group.  £
foodrations, $64  for targetedfood rations,  capita income cakulations.  The use of alternative  conversion fc-
$74for MCI and school  feedingpragmras,  tosis  thus ofsome practical importance,
ancd  $34forhighly  targetedfceeding  pro-  PercapitaEGNP-calculatedaccordingto  both to the Bank and to other interna-
grams. Micronutrient interventions cost  the BanlesAtlas method-is  the Banes  tional organizations considering the use
from $0.04  to $4 per person-year of pro-  main criterion for classifying  countries to  of  Bank  classifications  in  allocating
tection; supplementation is more expen-  determine theireligibilityforvariousben-  concession  assistance.
sive than fortification.  eficial borrowing terms. Itis also abroad  This paper-aproduct  ofthe Socioeo-
- Medium-sized  feeding  programs  criterion for distinguishing countries by  nonic  DataLDivision,  International Fo-
(100,000  to 500,000  beneficiaries) are the  income group (low,  middle, lower-middle,  nomics  Department -is  part of a larger
least expensive.  There is Uttle difference  upper-middle, and high).  effort in the departient  to systematize
in cost between programs  operated  by  In principle, the Bank adopts the offi-  theuseofofficianlandotherexchangerates
nongovernment organizations and those  cial annual averageexchangerate (line f  for calculating per capita  income.  Copies
operated by governments.  The more ex-  in the Fund"slnterationalinancialSta-  of the paper are available free from  the
pensiveprogramsarenotnecessarilyless  title)  as the  preferred source for ex-  WorldBank, 1818HStreetNW,Washing-
cost-effective, but  may  include  more  change rates  for calculating per capita  ton,  DC  20433. Please  contact  qstela
complementary inputs.  GNP. But where this rate is dearly inap-  Zamora,  room  S7-13B,  exension 33706  (47
- Thecostper death  averted was about  propriate - when the calendar year rate  pages, including appendix tables).
$1,500 for  both a targeted supplementary  does not coincide with the fiscal year na-
feeding program in Tamil Nadu and a vi-  tional accounts data, for example, when
tamin A capsule distribution scheme in  countziesd  mnintain dual or multiple ex-  954- How OECD Policies Affected
Bangladesh-  change practices, or when distortions in  Latin America In the 1980s
- The cost  perchildremovedfrom mod-  the trade and payments system make the
erate  and  severe  malnutrition  ranged  official rate  an unreliable link between  Chris Allen,  David  Cunie, T. G. Srinivasan,
from $33 (Tamil Nadu) to $331 (tareted  relative  prices  of traxed  goods - the  and David  Vines
food  subsidy,  Philippines) to $493  (face-to-  Banks  International Ecoomics Depart-  (Angst 1992)
face nutrtion  program,  Dominican Be-  ment (IEC) uses an alternative exchange
public).  rate  (conversion  fictor).  Latin  Ameic's  adjustment  problem  in
* Nutrition expenditures seem to ac-  Hee brieflyexplainshowthesealterna-  the late l980s cannot beattributedtofiil-
oountforabout 10  percentofhealthspend-  tive exchange rates  are  calculated, the  ures ofG-3 (U.S., Germaun,  andJapanese)
ing, both for donors and  for individual  rationale behind them, and the footnoting  fiscal  coordination  because G-3  fiscal in-
countries  (Chile is an outlier with 35 per-  features  of the  Bankes Economic and  So-  balances  imposed  lttle  cost  on  Latinm
cent).  cial Database  that  make these  calcula-  America Butconceted  G-3  mone:try  con-
Impact data on these topics are scarce,  tions more transparent  to users  of the  trctioninresponsetothesecondoilshock
andtheseestimatesshouldbeinterpreted  data  imposed heauy costs on Latin America;
cautiously.  He finds that the single most often used  without  ie, Latin American GDP would r
This paper - a product  of the Popula-  source is the official annual average ex-  have been 5 per:ent higher in the 1980s.
tion,  Health,  and  Nutrition  Division,  change rate -for  about 85 percent of the
Population  and  Human  Resources De-  cases in 1990.  Fiscal year conversion  fac-  Allen, Curie,  Srinivasan, andc  Vmes as-
partnent-ispartofalargereffortinthe  tors are used in about 10 percentefcases.  sess the effects of OECD monetary and
department to quantifr  the costs of ma]-  Technically,  fiscal year coversion  fac-  fiscal policies  on LatinAmericaby  n
nutrition and its alleviation. Copies  ofthe  tars are offical quarterly exchange rates  of simuladon  ,tudies  usng  the  LBSI
paper are available free from the World  recast tothe  fiscal  year timefiame.-Thus,  NIESR Global Econometric Model and a
Bank, 1818HStreetNW, Waslington, DC  official  exchange  rates shown  in the Inter-  new empirical model of Latin America.
20433-  PleasecontactOtiliaNador,ronom  national Financia  Statistics account for  The LTan Americn  mode  pays speciEd
S1l-219, extension 31091(66 pages).  95 percent of the countries for which IEC  attentiontothe  supp!y-side  detminatin
preparescomnparable  percapitaestimates.  ofnatural rate ofoutput and to the effects
As trade  and exchange systems become  of asset accumulation- The Latin Amen-
more liberal, and  as multiple exchange  canmodelanditspropertiesarepresentedPolicy Research  Wodng  Paper  Series  79
by  both  empirical  simulations  and  by  of five years, but continues to remain de-  pendonfiscalpoliciesintheOECDcoun-
means of a simple analytical representa-  pressed 0.3  percent bythe end of 10  years.  tries. Ithasbeenarguedforexample,  that
tion. This model of Latin America  is used  The simulated effects of G-3 monetary  expansionary policies  in the OECD  coun-
in conjunction  with the Global  Economet-  and fiscal policies, with the shocks con-  tries  lead  to  increases  in  commodity
nc  Model to study the macroeconomic  structedctoreflecttheiractualsizesinthe  prices. Alogoskoufis  and Varangis show
interactions between Latin America and  early 1980s,  suggest thatLatinAmericaes  that  it  is  not  sufficient  to  establish
the rest of the world,  adjustment problems in that period can-  whether  policies are  expansionary  or
The assumption in policy  simulations is  not be attributed to G-3  fiscal imbalances  eontractionary-  onemustdefinethepolicy
that G-3  exchange  rates are forward-look-  that arose because offallures ofG  -3 fiscal  mix to know what impact it has.
ing while Latin America  pegs its currency  policy coordination. But  concerted 0-3  Previous  studies have used  partial equi-
to the U.S. dollar- It is postulated  that  monetary contraction in response to the  librium models to examine the link be-
Latin American fiscal  policy  adjustments  second oil shock imposed heavy costs on  tween macroeconomic policies and com-
targetabaselinecurrentaccountbalance,  Latin America; without it, Latin Ameri-  modity prices. In those studies asin  this
in the face of external shocks.  The simu-  can  GDP  would have  been  5 percent  one, the main channel oftransmission  of
lation results reflect a number of impor-  higher in the 1980s.  monetary and fiscal shocksis the interest
tant  international  links,  which can be  This paper-  a product of the Interna-  rate.
quantified as multiplier properties of the  tional Economic  Analysis and Prospects  Alogoskoufis  and Varangis use a gen-
linked system of models.  Division, International  Economics De-  era] eqmulibrium  model of the  simulta-
A permanent  5 percent contraction in  partment-is  partofalargereffortin  the  neous determination of the relative price
the US. money supply induces acontrac-  department  to trace international  link-  of commodities  and the real world inter-
tion of about  the  same order in  Latin  ages from policies  in the industrial coun-  est rate.  The moders logic  suggests that
American GDP and capital stock. This is  tries to growth performance in the devel-  OECD  fiscal expansion increases the real
caused by higher U.S. interest rates and  oping countries. Copies of the paper are  interstrate  andreduces the relative price
diminished Latin American competitive-  available free from the World Bank, 1818  ofcommoditiesto  Dequbtewarldlibor,
ness in tird  markets, reinforcing  the fall  H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  product, and asset markets.
in US.  demand-  Please contactJacquelyn Queen,  room S8-  Econometric estimates  based  on  re-
Similarly, a  combined monetary con-  035, extension 33740  (25 pages).  ducedform equations, usingannual  data
traction in G-3 countries on a permanent  since  the 1950s,  cannot reject the hypoth-
footing - a contraction like the one in  esis that higher fiscal deficits are associ-
1978-80  (U.S., 5.2 percent, German, 119  955. OECD Fiscal  Policies  ated  with a lower relative  price of com-
percent, andJapanese,  1.7 percent) hurts  and  the  Relative  Prices  modities.  The  estimates  suggest  that
Latin America. Latin American GDP re-  of Primary  Commodities  when the fiscal deficit ofthe G-5  rises one
mains depressed by 4 pereent and capital  percentage  point of  GDP,  the relative price
stock by 5 percent even  after 10  years. The  George  Alogaskoufis  and Panos  Vatrangis  of commodities drops about 2 percent.
effects of negative income and  interest  (August  l1992)  WhentheU.Sdeficitrisesbyonepercent-
rates  emanating from G-3 countries are  age point of GNP, the  relative  price of
mutually reinforcing.  Here  is evidence  that macroeconomicpoai-  primary commodities drops about 3 per-
U.S. fiscal  expansion equal to 1  percent  caes  in the  OECD  counwies have been re-  cent.
of baseline GDP,  sustained overfive  years,  sponsible  for at least part of the litle-un-  This evidence provides good  ason to
transmits  negatively to Latin America,  derstood decline in primary commodity  believe  that macroeconomic  policies have
where GDP falls 0.6 percent in the short  prices over the past decade Higher fiscal  been responsible for at  least part of the
run and remains depressed by 0.3  percent  deficits seem to be associated with lower  little-understood decine in primary com-
even after 10 years. The negative effects  commodity prices  modity prices over the past decade.
of higher interest rates  and diminished  This paper-a  product of the Interna-
competitiveness  dominate  the  positive  Nonfuel primay  commodity prices fell  tionalTrade  Division, International Ece-
effects (which  areshort-lived) ofexpanded  more than  30 percent in real terms  be-  nomics Department -is  part of a larrer
LI-S.  demand for Latin American exports.  tween 1984and 1990,  even though global  effort in the department  to analyze the
Similarly, G-3 fiscal spending shocks,  economic  growth was reasonably strong.  effects oflmacroeconomic  policies  oXn  com-
which are  gradually built  up  over five  The collapse of international  commodity  moditymarkets.Thestudywasfundedby
years, then reversed the next two years,  agreements, rapidincreases in supply for  the Bank's Research Support Budget un-
Lave  a  mild  negative  effect on  Latin  some crops, and agricultural  policies in  der research project -Commodity Prices
American GDP. The G-3 fiscal shocks  industrial countrieshavebeenresponsible  and the Macroeconomic  Policy Mix in In-
administered  were  set  to  their  actual  for  some of the  price  decline. But  all  dustrial Countries" aPO  676-76).  Copies
magnitudes relative to baseline GDP, as  nonfuel primaries  - agricultural  and  of the paper are available free from the
-bservedin 1980-85(U.S expansionof3.5  nonagricultural  - experienced a  sharp  World  Rank,  18181HStreetNW,Washing-
uercent but contmction in German and  declineinreal prices.Thatcallsforamore  ton,  DC 20433.  Please contact  Dawn
Tapanese  spending of4.4 percent and 3.5  general explanation.  Gustafson, room S7-047,  extension 33714
uercent, respectively). Latin  American  Alogoskoufis  and Varangis investigate  (31 pages).
:DP  is lower than baseline GDP by 0.5  how the relative price af(nonenergy) pri-
wiercent  when the shocks peak at the end  mary commodities  and manufactures de-80  Polky  Research Working Paper  Series
956. Regression Estimates  957. Carbon Taxes,  flexible instrument  for  avoiding large
of Per Capita GDP  Based  the Greenhouse Effect,  unexpected costs.
on Purchasing Power Paritles  and Developing Countries  Thispaper-aproductof  the Office  of
the Vice  President, DevelopmentEconom-
Sultan Ahmad  Anwar  Shah and Bjorn  Laren  ics - is one in a series of background
(August  1992)  (August  1992)  papers prepared for the World Deueop-
ment Report  Z992. The Report, on devel-
How the Bank uses regressions tofillgaps  A unitersal  case cannot  be made for na-  opment  and  the  environment,  discusses
in purchasing powerparity  based  on esti-  tional  carbon  tnxes. Nevertheless,  such  the  possible  effects of the  expected dra-
mates of per capita income  tarn  makeemi  entsense for many devd-  matic  growth  in the world's population,
opingcounries-onthegroundsofequity,  industrial output, use of energy, and de-
The estimates of gross national product  efficiency,  ease  of tr  administration,  and  mand  for food. Copies of this and other  -
(GNP) percapitain U.S.  dollars  published  can  improued locl  environment, even ig-  World Deueiopment  Report background
in the Worrd  BankAtts  are used through-  non ngthe potentEil be  nefts  from contraol-  papers  are available  free from the World
out the world for comparing relative  lev-  LEngglobal  carbon  mission  Bansk,  1818HStreetNW,WashingtonDC,
els of income across countries. The Atlas  20433. Please contactthe WorldDeueop-
method of calculating per capita GNP is  Shah and Lasen  evaluate the case for  mentReportoffice,roomT7-101,extension
designed to smooth the effects  offluctua-  carbon taxes in terms of nadonal inter-  31393  (68 pages).
tions in prices and exchange  rates. W-ith  ests..Theyreach  the followingconclusions:
this  method,  local  currenry  values  are  Aglobalcarbontaxinvolvesissuesof
converted to U.S. dollars by a form of av-  international  resource  transfers  and  958. EC Bananarama  1992:
erage exchange  rates.  would  be difficult to administer and en-  The  Sequel  - The EC
Since exchange rates  do not measure  forceItist husunlikelytobeimplemented  Commission  Proposal
relative purchasing powers  of currencies  in the near future.
in domestic  rnarkets, theAtlhs estimates  *  Nationl  carbon taxes ca  raise sig-  Bret  BoDrrl and  MawCheng  yang
can often show changes in  the relative  nificantTevenues  cost-effectivelyin  devel-  (August  L992)
rankng  oftwo countriesfrom one year to  opingcountriesandare  nothicelytobe as
the next  even if there  are  no changes  in  regressive  in  their impact  as commonly  The Comm  n  U-on's  proposalf  r uarif  c ation
real growth rates butifthere  are changes  perceived- Such taxes can also enhance  of the banana market would  inpose big
inexehangerates that are notinline with  economicefficiencyifintroducedasarev-  cost  on EC consumers  and banana pro-
relative price changes.  enue-neutral partil  replacementlor cor-  dlucers  in  a number of develpuing  coun-
ImpToved  estinates  can be obtained if  porate income taxes or in  cases  where  tries.  Altenative  options  exist that would
purchasing power parities (PPP) rather  subsidies  are prevalent The welare  costs  alow the Communityand suppiers in aU
than exchne  rates are used as conver-  of carbon taxes generally vary direcly  deveoping counties  to benefitfrm ui-
sion factors. But PPP-based estimates of  with the existinglevel of energy taxes, so  cation. Vested interests in marketing  ae
per capita  income  - usually  associated  a carbon  tax should be an instrument of  blockin  deratinofsenuiblepolci,.
with Irving Kravis of the University of  choice for countries such as India and
Pennsylvarmaandwiththe LNTs  Intemna-  Indonesia, which have few or no energy  SomeECcountriesgivepreferredmarket
tional Comparison  Program - have yet  tax.  access and high prices to bananas fromn
tocoverall countries andall yearsneeded  * Acarbontaxcwnsignificantlyreduce  selected developing  countries or EC re-
in the Atlas.  local pollution and carbon dioxide emis-  gional  suppliers This preferential status
Attempts have been made to fill the  sions. Cost-benefit  analysis shows coun-  isregarded as aform of  aid to these coun-
gapsbyshort-cutestinmates  usingregres-  tries with fewor no energytaxes substan-  tries, most of  wiuch are developing  small-
sion techniques orby using a reduced set  tially gaining from carbon taxes in terms  island economies. EC marketers of ba-
ofinfonnation. In an attemptto  fill these  of an improved  local environment.  nanas from these preferredesuppliers  also
gaps, theWorldBankhas usedregression  *  A carbon tax of $10 a ton produces  benefit because of the high retail prc
estimates ofits own and published them  very small output losses for Pakistani  Nonpreferred suppliers - mainly devel-
in the World  Developnent Indicators.  industriesanalyzedinthispaper,andthe  oping countries of Latin America  - are
Ahmad desenrbes  how the Bank maLkes  output losses are fully offset by health  hurt by the policies  because access is de-
these estimates.  benefits from reduced emissions of loca  nied or resticted  and the lower demand
Thispaper-aproductof  theSocioeco-  pollutants  - even ignoring the  global  depresses the world price for banans.
nomic Data Division,  International Eoo-  implications of a reduced greenhouse ef-  The Communitys  commitmenttoestab-
nomics  Department -is  part of alarger  feet  lishasngleunifiedEChananama-keton
effortintheDepartmenttoimproveinter-  *  Tradable permits are preferable to  December31, 1992 provides  a timely op-
national coniprabhilityofnatonal account  carbon taxes where the critical threshold  portunitytoreform existstortionaTly
aggegatesandpricestructures.Copiesof  of the stock of carbon emission beyond  trade  pdicies.  The recently announced
the  paper  are  available free from the  whi  temperatures would  rise exponen-  proposal of the Commission of European
World  Bank, 1818  HStreetNW,Wasbing-  tially is known. Given our current igno-  Communities to regulate barana  tmade
ton, DC 20433. Please contact  Elfrida  rance  on the  costs of reducing carbon  within aunifiedmarketrelies  on quotas
O'Reilly-Campbell,  room S7-125, exten-  emissions  and the threshold effect, a car-  to control imports. The proposa  is ex-
sion 33707  (22 pages).  bon tax appears to be a better and more  tremely complicated.  It is designed to se-Policy  Research  Working  Paper  Seroes  81
verely restrict competition and to main-  keters.  But this is contrary to the objec-  nections  (that  is, households that  buy
tain the advantages of selected groups.  tives  of unification,  which  are to seek gains  water from vendors) to be $40.
Borrell and Yang update their earlier  from increased competition  and trade.  In short, the total cost borne by the ur-
analysis of world banana trade to reflect  This paper - a product of the Interna-  ban poor over four years is equivalent to
the market  in  1993. They evaluate the  tional Trade Division,  International Eco-  thecostofprovidingthemwithpermanent
implications  ofthe Commission's  proposal  nomics Department - is part of a larger  water and sewerage facilities. Providing
alongside existing and  alternative  poli-  effortinthedepartmenttounderstandthe  those fcilities  would relieve the urban
cies. They find that current policies cost  implications for developing countries of  poor of devoting (directly and indirectly)
EC consumers about $1.6 billion  annually  changes in the industrial countries trade  an average 23 percent of their income to
to transfer a net benefit of $0.3 billion a  policies.  Copies  ofthe paper are available  meeting their water needs.
year topreferred suppliers. So,itcostsEC  free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  This paper-  a product of the Office  of
consumers about $5.30 to transfer $1.00  NW, Washington, DC 20433. Please con-  the Vice  President, DevelopmentEconom-
bf aid to select developing countries or  tactAudreyKitson-Walters,room S7-053,  ics - is  one in a  series of background
regions. Additionally, every dollar of aid  extension 33712 (22 pages).  papers prepared for the World Develop-
reaching preferred suppliers costs other  ment Report 1992. The Report, on devel-
developing country suppliers  $0.32. EC  opment and the environment, discusses
marketers  are the  main beneficiaries.  Of  959.  Waterorne  Diseases  In Peru  the  possible  effects  of the  expected  dra-
the $5.30  cost  toEC consumers,  over  $3.00  matic growth in the world's population,
is collected  as excessive marketing mar-  Sheila  Webb  and  Associates  industrial output, use of energy, and de-
ginsbyprotectedimportersandwholesal-  CAugust  1992)  mand for food. Copies of this and other
ers. About  $1.00 is lost in outright waste.  Warld Development Report background
Several  plausible  versions  of  the  T7hecostofconstuctingeasy-access  water  papers  are available  fiee from the World
Commission's  proposal  are  modelled.  At  fizdlitie  (a  standpipe  kss  than  1,000  Bank,  1818 H Street,  NW, Washington,
best  they are  found to be  slightly less  meterssfromneachhouse)andlatneszan  DC 20433. Plase  contact the World De-
costly than  existing policies  and  at worst,  estimated  $30 per capita  In Lina's  pei-  velopment  Report  office,  room  T7-101,
considerably  more  costly.  A 3.5 percent  urban areas the cost ofnot provi dig  them  extension  31393  (17 pages).
reduction  in  the  quota  allocation  is esti-  is about  $40 per  capita  Providing  thwse
mated  to lead  to a  30 percent  increase  in  fiucilitim would  reieue  the urban poor of
the  cost of the  proposal.  devoting  (dirct  ly and indirectly) aaavnewr-  960. Agricultural  Pricing
Borrell  and Yang  conclude  that  the  age 23 perent  oftheir  income to meeting  and  Environmental  Degradation
Commission's  proposa  for a  unified  EC  their water needL
banana  policy appears to be little more  Edward  B.  Barbier  and  Joanne  C)  Burgess
than  a  way  of  replacing  existing  The cholera  epidemic in Peru  brought  to  (Augus 1992)
distortionary national  policies with an  lightthemiserable stateoflocal waterand
almost equally disXortionary  single policy  sanitation conditios  Webb  discusses the  Changes  inpricingpolicies are  net enough
and market  The only difference: the costs  relationshipbetweenwaterborne  diseases  to encourage  poor farnmers  to  reduce re-
would be borne  by  consumers  in all  EC  and  water  and  sewerage  conditions  in  source dradatia  Other approaches are
counties  rather  than consumers in only  Peruvian  peri-utban  areas,  or puebls  also neede4 such as providing bettr  re-
some countries. Worse still, costs could  jovenes.  search and extsion  aduice, imxproinng
increase.  Markets  that  now gain the ben-  These diseasesare  assocatedwithpoor  propert  rghts  and management,  andes-
efits ofmostlyopen  and competitive  mar-  livingconditions.  In 1989, only 52 percent  tablishing  mare  secure  tnure  or acaess
keting such asGernany  wold  iac  close d  of the population had access to piped wa-  rights. Just  because we do  not always
and uncompetitive conditions.  ter,  and  only 39 percent  to  sewerage.  understand the economic  and socid fac-
* For developing  countries exporting ba-  About 52 percent  of schools lack light,  tore  emininrg incentive  effect  does  not
nanas,  the  proposal  offers little. At best  water,  and  sewerage.  In JIma,  2 million  mean they do not  xist.
conditionsmaybe noworse than tleyare  people dailyeatmeals fromstreetvendars
cow. At worst the policy  could hurt Latin  who lack access to fresh water or toilet  Thelinkbetweenagriclturwalpricingand
American suppliers even more than cur-  facilities-SO  perrentofa sample of  their  land  degradation  is  often  difficult to
rent policies and introduce considerable  food was fecally contaminated  analyze empirically. Our understanding
confusion about the level of support  to  Webb estimates the per capita costs of  of how agricultural  supply responds to
preferred  suppliers  Under  the  providing  in-house  water  and  sewerage  changng  prices  in  developing  countries
Commission's  proposed quota system aid  facilities in urban areas to be $150 in ur-  is  incomplete. Even more incomplete is
will notbe well targeted. Amore efficient  ban areas  and $180 in rural  areas. The  ouranalysisofsubsequentimpactsonthe
wayofachievingtheECsaid  commitment  cost of constructig  easy-access water fa-  resource  bas  sustaing  agricultural
is through a small tariff of about 17 per-  cilities(astandpipelesathan  1,000meters  production. Yet available evidence sug-
cent, used to fund a system of well-tar-  from each house) and latrines  in urban  gests that  some important effects do ex-
geted deficiency  payments or direct aid.  and rural  areas is an estimated $30 per  ist, and much further analysis ofthem is
The  only  reason  for  choosing  the  capita-  warranted.
Comnmission's  proposal over simpler, tar-  In contrast, she estimates the annual  The socal, economic,  and environmen-
iff-based  options seems to be to maintain  per capita cost  borne by urban households  tal relationships tihat determine the often
the vested interests ofprotected EC mar-  without in-house continuous water con-  countervaiing  effects ofprice changes on82  Policy Research  Working Paper Series
land use and management are extremely  mand for food. Copies of this and other  e The global character of many pollut-
complex.  Not enough is know about:  World Deuelopment Report background  ants  is becoming more serious. Today,
* Farnningsystemsindevelopingcoun-  papers are available fiee from the World  even leaving aside the issues of global
tries.  Bank, 1818 H Street, NW, Washington,  warming and  ozone depletion, there  is
- Open-access  use and common  prop-  DC 20433. Please contact the World De-  evidence of serious regional environmen-
erty resource rights.  velop  ment  Report office, room T7-101,  tal  effects of acid rain and  of marine or
* Land tenure regimes and security.  extension 31393 (17 pages).  riverine pollution.
- Accesstotechnologyandotherfarm-  - 'nternational  trade'  in  polluting
ing systems information.  activities adds a relatively new element.
* The distribution  of wealth and  in-  961. Economic  Development  Developing  countries may suffer notonly
come.  and  the  Environment:  Conflict  from theirown pollution  butalsoofiomn  im-
*  Coping strategies  for variable  cli-  or Complementarity?  portepolution  asenterprisesshifttheir-
matic,  economic, and social  conditions.  more  pollung  activities  from  countries
All these  factors  influence  how rural  Wilfred Bcckerman  with  strict  controls  to countries  in which
households  respond  to price  changes  in  (August 1992)  environmental  considerations  do nothave
terms  of managing  land  and  natural  re-  a high  priority.
sources,  and  often they  may override  the  On the  whole,  there  is a strorg  positive  *  Today,thefastgrowthofautomobile
incentiveeffectsofpricechanges  Changes  relationship  between  income  leuel  and  traffic  means  that  emissions  of carbon
in pricing  policies will then  be less effec-  enuironmental  quality,  and  developing  monoxide  or nitrous  orides  have  become
tive in "correctinge resource  degradation  countre  may be exrcteld  to improve  en-  a  serious  problem;  in  the  past,  the  chief
than  other  approaches  to dealing  with its  uironmentalqualityastriniscome  rise  form of urban  pollution  was dense sulfur
underlying  causes.  Such  approaches  in-  But  new  factors  may  change  the  usual  dioxide, or smoke.
clude providingbetteryesearchandcexten-  pattern:  new polutants,  cross-border en-  This paper-a  product  of the  Office of
sionadvice,improvingpropertyrights  and  uironmentd  effects,  'taCV  in polluting  theVicePresident,  DevelopmentEconom-
management,  and  establishing  more se-  actiuities,  and  the growth  of automobile  ics  - is  one  in  a  series  of background
cure tenure  or access rights.  trafflc Conseqty,  developingcounies  papers  prepared  for the  World Deuelop-
Atthe  sametime,itis  wrongto  assume  are unliely  toreplcatepreciselythe  eni-  ment  Report  1992  TheP  Report,  on devel-
that  poor  farmers  - even  those  in  re-  ronmntalhiustores  ofdeueloped countris  opment  and  the  environment,  discusses
source-poor  regions  far from  major  mar-  the  possible  effects  of the  expected  dra-
kets  - are  totally  isolated  from agricul-  Although,  in  the  course  of development  matic  growth  in  the  world's  population,
turd  markets.  Virtually  all  subsistence  some features  of the  environment  in  de-  industri  output,  use of energy, and  de-
households  require  some regular  market  veloping  countries  may get  worse, in  the  nand  for fooL  Copies of this  and  other
income for cash purchases  of agricultural  longer  run  they  will be  able  to reverse  World  Development  Report  background
inputs  and basic necessities;  many  small  trends  in more common forms of air pol-  papers  are available  free from the World
farmers  provide important  cash  and  ex-  lutionandtoattainlevelsofwatersupply  Bamil, 1818 H  Street,  NW, Washington,
port  crops.  So changes  in  market  prices  andsanitation  essential  toan  acceptable,  DC 20433.  Ptlease contact  the  World De-
often  significantly affect the livelihoods of  healthy  standard  ofliving.  On the  whole,  velopnmet  Report  office,  room  T7-101,
rural  groups.  saysBeckerman.thereisastrongpositive  extension  31393(42  pages).
Clearly, the economic incentives emerg-  relationship  between  income  level  and
ing from these impacts  will affect farmer'  environmental  quality.
decisions  to invest  in land  management  In  the  developed  countries,  effective  962.  Do Markets Underprice
and improvements  Justbecause  we do not  measures  to combat  urban  air  pollution  Natural-Resource  Commodities?
always  understand  the  econoniic and  so-  wereintroducedonlywhenithad-reached
cial  fIctors  determining  these  incentive  almost  intolerable  levels in many  cities.  MargaretE.  Slad
effects  does not  mean  they  do not exist  This does not mean  that  as countries  de-  (August 1992)
Nor  should  the  complexity  of the  links  velop they will replicate  precisely  theen-
between  price changes  andcresource man-  vironmental  histories  of developed coun-  Not systemaically,  ecept  fiorthe environ-  -
agement  - which  sometimes  appear  tnes.  The path  ofenvironmental  pollution  mental  eternaliies  associated  with  the
countenintuitive-deterfurther  analysis  in  the  developing  world  today  will prob-  production  and  use  of  natural-resouc
of the  role of agricultural  pricing  in land  ably differfrorn  that  of the pastin  atleast  commodities  - especialy  mineral  conz-
degradation-  four respects:  modities,  which cause the mostpouXt  ion-
This  paper-  a product of the Office of  - Changes  in  technoloy,  relative
theVicePresident,DevelopmentEconom-  prices,  patterns  of output,  and  policies  Slade  examines  the  efficiency and  equity
ics-  is  one  in  a  series  of  background  mean that although  traditional  pollutnts  of a market  allocation  of exhaustible  re-
papers  prepared  for the  Waorld  Develop-  have been broughtundercontrol  in many  sourzces  and assesses  thebehaviorofscar-
ment  Report  1992. The Report,  on devel-  (mainly developed) countries,  the world is  city measures,  such  as relative  price and
opment  and  the  environment,  discusses  faced with newer  pollutants,  or with 'old!  rental  rates.  She  finds  litde  evidence  of
the  possmile effects  of the  expected  dra-  pollutants  that,  on account  of their  scale  scarcity  or impending  shortage.  Indeed,
matic  growth  in  the  world's  population,  or accumulation,  have  acquired  new sig-  the  evidence  points  to falling  prices  and
industrial  output,  use  of energy,  and  de-  nificance.  rents  for many  commodities.Polky Research  Working  Paper  Seres  83
Domarkets send the wrongsignals?Are  963- Growth  and  Welfare  Losses  higher when constraints are imposed on
resource  commodities  systematically  from  Carbon  Emissions  mmaIl  emissions rates  rather  than  on
underp-ced?Herconclusionsarenotcom-  Restrictions:  A General  tot  additions  to the  accumulation of
pletely optimistic.  Equlilbrium  Analysis  for Egypt  greenhouse gases.
Slade's analysis reveals many market  Conventionalbackstop technologiesfor
failures, any of which would result in in-  Ch.inkletlltzR,  S - EFCku, Sup4raLhiri,  maintaining output and consumption -
appropriate resouce  commodity pricing,  and  AlexnderMeerau  cogeneration, nuclear  power, and  gas-
But, with one exception,  she finds no sys-  (August  1992)  poweredtransport-aremore  signficant
tematic tendency to underprice. The ex-  than  unconventional "renewable" tech-
ceptionconcernstheenvironmental  exter-  To achieue  a specified  reduction  in  the  nologies,  which  cannot  compete for cost.
nalities  associated with the production  accumulation ofgrehousesgases  in the  This paper-a  product of the Office  of
and useofnatural-resource  commodities.  atnwsphere,  it is far betterto a  dlow for  flex-  the Vice  President, DevelopmentEconom-
'Sinularexternalitiesleadtounderpricing  ib  iltyin  thetimingofadju stme  nt  polci  ics - is one in  a series  of background
and overuse of all commodities.  Mineral  than to unpose  apartculardeadlne.  Thi  papers prepared for the World Deuelop-
commodities, however, are responsiblefor  lesson  applies to all  countries  rigidly im-  ment Report  199.  The Report, on devel-
-a  large  faction  of  the  pollution  that  is  posed limts  an emission  controls  entail  opment  and  the  environment,  discusses
currentlygenerated,sotheirunderpricing  unneary  economic costs  the  possible  effects of the  expected  dra-
is particularly  significant.  matic  growth  in  the  world's  population,
The market  filures  associated with  Blitzer, Eckaus, Labri,  and Meeraus as-  industria  output, use of energy, and de-
common-property  and environmental re-  ses  the economic  effects  on Egypt, under  mmnd  for food. Copies of this and other
sources can cause market  prices to be  various conditions, of restricting carbon  World Development Report backgrond
lower tham shadow prices or marginal  dioxide emisions.  They use their model  papers are available free from theWorld
values.  Theycannot,however,causerela-  to asss  the sensitivity ofthese effects to  Baik,  1818  1  Street, NW, Washington,
tive resource  pries  to fall, Slade argues.  alternative  specifications  changes  in the  DC 20433  Please  contact  the  World De-
Falling prices would  be associated with a  level or timing ofrestrictions, changes in  velopment Repot  office, room T7-101,
relaxation  of environmental  standards  the rate of  discountoffuture welfare, and  extension 31393(40  pages).
andamoveawayfiromnfll-soial-costpric-  the  presence or absence of alternative
img The tendency, however, is  toward  technologies  for generating power
increased  awareness  of environmental  They  alsoanalyzeaconstraintonaccu-  964. ToxIc Releases
damage andincreased willingness to pay  mrulated emissons  of  carbon  dioxide.  by Manufacturing: World
for its assodated costs.  Their model has  a time horizon of 100  Patterns  and Trade Policies
Nevertheless, the prices ofmany nato-  years, with detailed accountingfor every
ral-resource commodities have fallen in  fve  years, so they can be specific about  RobertE.B. Lucas
real  terms.  Factors  causing  prices  to de-  differences  between  short-  and  long-run  CAugast  l992)
crease are  not associated with market  effects and their implications.
failure, and therefore do not support m-  However, the  results  reported  here  Waulidfrieederesult  ngraterand  more
terference with the market  mechanism.  cover only a GD-year  period - and  are  rapid environmental degradation for de-
lndeed,saysSlade,innovationsthatlower  intended only to compare the results  of  velopmgcounfies?Lessprotectionoftheir
mining and processing costs, discoveries  generic, 'what if?'questions,  not as fore-  domestic industial  chemical industries
that  increase resource  stoIs,  and  the  casts. In that  60-year period, the model  wuld  redce  the pollution-intensity of
provision  oflower-cost  substitutes are all  economysubstantiafly depletesitsbydro-  their nuanz4cturing sector-but  merely
features ofefficiently operating markets.  carbon  reserves,  which  are  the  only  relocating firms that emit globaly  dam-
This paper-  a product  of the  Office of  nonproduced  resource.  aging toxins  crearly misses the poizt
-the Vice  President, DevelopmentEconom-  The authorsfindthatwelfare  losses due
ics - is one in a  series  of backgrund  totheimpositionofannual  restrictionson  Little evidence exists on the distribution
papers prepared for the World Develp-  the rate of carbon dioxide emissions are  across  countries oftoxicreleasesbymanu-
.ment Report 1992. The Report, on devel-  substantial-rangingfomi  4.5 percentfor  fhcturing oronhow thosepatterns change
opment and the enviromlent,  discusses  a 20 percent reduction in annual carbon  through time.
the possible effects of the expected dra-  dioxide  emissions to 22 percent for a 40  A  number  of  studies  have  asked
matic  growth  in  the  world's  population,  percent  reduction.  The effects of the  an-  whetherenvronmental  controlsimposed
industial  output,  use  of energy, and  de-  nual emissions  restrictions  are relatively  intheindustrializedeconomiesare  divert-
mand for food. Copies  of this  and  other  nonlinear.  ing  investments  in  pollution-intensive
World Deuelopment Report background  The timingaftherestrictions  is signifi-  activities offshore. These studies reach a
papers are available free from the World  cant  PostponUng  them provides a longer  broad negative conclusion:  direct invest-
Bank  1818 H Street, NW, Washington,  period for adjustment and makes it pos-  ment does notappear to be stimulated by
DC 20433. Plesse contact the World De-  sible to continue delivering consumption  such reguladon, in part because the cost
velopment Report  office, room T7-101,  goods  in a relatively  ustedman-  of emission controls is generally a tiny
extension 31393(26 pages).  ner.  ficton  of-operating costs.
The form of the emi-sions ;"3ztrictions  Butdirectinvestmentreflectsonlypart
isalsoimpartant.Welfarelossesaremuch  of what may be happening to world pro-84  Policy  Research Working  Paper Series-
duction patterns.  Technology transfers  mand for food. Copies of this and other  It is also important  to develop better
may occur with no simultaneous direct  World Development Report background  appraisal methodologiesandtohold those
investment,  and production may reaihly  papers are available free from the World  preparing initial  project appraisals  ac-
shiftltowarda differentglobal  distribution  Bank, 1818  HStreetNW, Washington,  DC  countable for their  appraisals.  If post-
without either direct investment or tech-  20433. Please contact the WorldDeuelop-  project evaluations do  not capture  the
nology  transfer.  mentRepart office,  room  T7-101,  extension  most  significant  environmental  costs,
Lucas presents  the  evidence on  the  31393 (25 pages).  analysts conducting appraisals  early in
world distribution of manufactunng pro-  the project's life are unlikely to worry
duction according to pollution density - aboutbeing caught outby their unfounded
using data from the World Bank Indus-  965. Coping with the  Disappointing  optimism  or their disregard for environ-
tral  Pollution Projections  Team. He then  Rates  of Retum  on  Development  mental consequences.
examnines  thevalidity ofthe elaim thatfiee  Projects  That  Affect  The good news is that  in policy  reform
trade  would result  in greater and  more  the  Environment  and structural adjustmentthe  movement
rapid environmental degradation for de-  is toward eliminating blatant  risk-seek-
veloping  countries. He finds that  William  Ascher  ing and mkidng government institutions
* The onus  is on the  higher-income  (August  1392)  accountable for the results  of their own '
countries tocontain theemissions oftheir  actions.  Although  the  conditionalities
increasingly  pollution-oriented  mix  of  The findamental  politcal  economy of  imposedbyintarionalfundinginstitu-
manufihturing  industries-  early conmitment  tograndiose  projects of  tions can be helpful,  the primary respon-
- The global trendhas  been toward an  unertainenuiron7nztalconsequencehas  sibilityfordesigningandselectangappro-
increasinglyeemission-intensive  pattern of  notbeenouertw act Projects  witheviron-  priate projects that  have an environmen-
production, in relation  to both manufac-  mental impacts often  tave unacceptably  tal impact sfilllies with the goverrments
turing  and  to GDP. This trend  has  been  low rates of ret um;  governments  and  in-  of the developing  world.
remarkably constant over three decades  ternational agencies  frequently fail to re-  This paper - a product  ofthe Office  of
and shows no signs of slowing.  ject projecfs of this type  More realiseic  the VicePresident,DevelopmentEconDm-
* The upward trend in emission-inten-  evaluations wil  help. It is important to  ics - is one in a  series of background
sityofmanuf acuringproductonhasbeen  hold tlose  responsible  for appraising a  papers prepared for the World Develop-
fasteramonglower-income  nationsdIfpol-  project  accountable  for their appraisals,  ment Repon 1991  The Repaot,  on devel-
lution restraints  on given industries are  opment and the environment, discusses
p  ng  more  rapidly  among  the  Lending institutione  initial  appraisals  the possible effects of the expected  -dra-
wealtiierwountries,  thisdispartywouldbe  oftenignore the true costs  ofenvironmen-  matic growth in the worlds  population,
even  sharper than the Bank  data suggest  tal  impacts,  and  many  development  industrial output, use of energy, and de-
* Developing countries that  produce  projectsarelauncheddespitereturnsthat  mand for food Copies of this and other
coal, crude oil, or natural  gas also have  are often below  the cost of cpital  and all  World Development Report background
more pollution-intensive manufactuing  too often actually negative.  papers are available free from the World
sectors, based on the availability of those  Most environmental impacts are nega-  Bank  1818 H Street, NW, Washington,
raw materials.  It may be doubted that  tive,soapprovingaprojectwithalowtrue  DC 20433. Please contact the World  De-
fostering such industries always reflects  rateofreturnisnotonlyafinancial  waste  velopment Report office, room T7-101,
a comparative advantage. Petrochemical  buta  gramtitous  stress on the esystem.  extension 31393 (23 pages).
industries  in  the coal-oil-gas-producing  Ecosystems  typically  have alow tolerance
countriesareoften substantialy protected  for such impacts, solow-yielding  projects
or subsidized.  entail  serious  ecosystem  opportunity  966. Trade  and  the  Environment:
v Among all developing  countries, im-  costs.  A Survey of the  Literature
portprotectionstimulatesalargerchemi-  Ascher explores why projects with en-
cals industry and thus more emission-in-  vironmental impacts so often  have lower-  Judith DL  Dean
tensive manufacturing. One might guess  than-anticipated rates ofretunm,  and what  (August1992)
that  less  protection of local industrial  can be done to remedy the situation.
chemical industries  would decrease the  Many observers are optimistic because  At  best, trade barriers are a second-best
pollution-intensityofthe developing  coun-  there is more environmnental  awareness  mansqofreducingoenvirnnmentaldamage
triee  industry.  But  merely  relocating  than  there was in  the 1970s and early  Any case for more  gradual  lberlization
firms that emit globally damaging toxins  1980s and  environmental  screening is  oftrde  should be basedonestimmtes fathe
clearly misses the point,  more a part  of project evaluation. But,  costs of maintining  barriers versus the
This paper - a product  of the Office  of  says Ascher, attention to environmental  benefits  ofrdeayedenuiromncdal damage
the Vice  President, DevelopmentEconom-  risk has not yet provoked  the structural
ics - is one in a  series of backgound  changes in government institutions that  The recent  revitalization  of concern for
papers prepared  for the World Develop-  wouldallow  forthe development  of incen-  environmental  quality  has  generated
ment Report 1992. The Report, on devel-  tives that give proper weight to environ-  many questions about the interaction be-
opment and the environment, discusses  mental risks. The fundamental  political  tween trade and the environment. Most
the possible effects of the expected dra-  economy  of early commitment to grandi-  of these questions have to do with the
matic growth in the world's population,  ose projects of uncertain  environmental  impact  of environmental regdlation on
industial  output, use of energy, and de-  consequences  has not been overturned,  trade patterns and gains from trade. If aPolicy Research  Worklng Paper SerJes  85
tradeoff  is perceived, it is often argued  standards, to prevent the use ofsuch stan-  Trende, and  by the World Bank under
that some  intervention becomes  appropri-  dards as nontariffbarriers.  grant no BB676-65M.  Copies  ofthe paper
ate: either a specific trade  policy or the  This paper - a product of the Office  of  are available free from the World Bank,
establishmentofan international environ-  theVicePresident,DevelopmentEconom-  1818  H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC
mental standard.  its  - is one in a  series of background  20433. Please contact Margaret Stroude,
Present GATT  policy  then becomes  an  papers prepared for the World Develop-  room I8-159, extension 38831 (34 pages
issue of debate. Should GAITT  revise its  ment Report 2992. The Report, on devel-  plus 19 pages of appendix).
rules to accommodate the specific trade  opment and the environment, discusses
measures suggested? How can GATr en-  the possible effects of the expected dra-
sure that the environmental objective  is  matic growth in the world's population,  96  BlOmass
not a disguise for a trade barrier? Should  industrial output, use of energy, and de-
GATT  establish some international envi-  mand for food. Copies of this  and other  David  0. HEl
rornental  standard  with procedures to  World Deelopment  Report background  (August  1992)
ensure compliance?  papers are available free from the World
The importance given to trade liberal-  Bank, 1818 H Street, NW, Washington,  Loci uvo  vementandcontrluisaprereq-
*  ization and exchange rate  policy  reformas  DC 20433. Please contact the World De-  uisiteforthesuccess  ofbiomass programs,
pert of adjustment for development has  velopment  Report  office, room T7-101,  and  there is noshort-cutto  their long-term
raised another set of questions: Is there a  extension 31393 (27 pages).  planing  and development.
direct link between the removal of trade
barriers andenvironmental degradation?  In  the  last  century,  biomass fuels  -
Ifso, how should liberalization strategies  967.  Transition  Problems  mostly  wood - provided most  of  the
incorporate this cost?  Should trade policy  In Economic  Refomi:  world's energy. Today biomass in all its
beusedtomeetenvironmentalobjectives?  Agriculture  In the  Mexico-U.S.  forms (wood, dung, and agricultural  and
Deansurveys the literatureonthemain  Free  Trade  Agreement  forestresidues) suppliesaboutl4  percent
questions being debated in both of these  of our energy - most of it in developing
areas. Among  her conclusions:  Santiago  levy and Sweder  van  Wijabergen  countries,wherebiomassisthemostcom-
- More stringent  regulations  in  one  (August  1992)  mon  energy  source  Biamass  provides
country are thought to result in reduced  more than aquarterof  China's  energy,  for
ccompetitiveness  and  perhaps industrial  How fast should Mexican agricuture be  example.
flight and  the development of pollution  incorporatedintotheNorthAmnicnFree  Rural areas in most developing coun-
havens. The many empirical studies that  Trade Agreement? What policies should  tries depend heavily an biomass for en-
have tried to test these hypotheses have  characterize  the transition?  erg  A dearth ofbiomass energy usually
shown no evidence to support them.  indicates other developmental and envi-
*  Countervailingdutiesoraninterna-  Levy and  van Wijnbergen use Mexican  ronmental problems-  The difficultyin try-
tional environmental  standard  have no  agriculture as a case study to analyze the  ing to ameliorate such problems is that
place here. Both concepts  ignore the real-  transition  problems that  arise  in most  bioenergy may not be a prionrty for local
location of resources that  must  occur if  major economicreforms.Theyfocus  onthe  communities, wbich have more pressing
externalities are to be efficiently  incorpo-  implications for pdicy design of the ab-  problems orare unable to take thelonger-
rated into costs.  They also ignore the fact  sence of efficient capital markets; on the  term view towardrehabilitatingtheirbio-
that  standards  shoud  be basd  On local  welfare costs ofreforming only  gradually;  mas  resources.
calculations of margirnl  costs and ben-  on incentive problems created by trade  But outside energy experts tend to fo-
efits. Only  if an exporters  standards are  adjustment policies;  and on theredistrbu-  cus on one aspect of biomass use to the
below what is locally optimal would a  tive aspects of policy  reform in the pres-  exclusionofall others, andthereforemany
'countervailing duty bejustified.  ence ofrealistic limits on available inter-  biomass energy  projects and  programs
* Subsidies are likely to be trade bar-  vention instruments.  ail. HBll presents  case studies showing
riers in disguise  and shouldgenerally not  They  emphasize  that  adjustment  that  local involvement and  control is a
-beaccommodated.Theyarenotusuallyan  should focus on increasing the value of  prerequisite  for the success of such pro-
efficient means of achieving an environ-  assets owned by the groups affected, and  grams.
mental objective  and mayhinder  the effi-  not ondirectincometransfersorprograms  There is an enormous untapped poten-
cient allocation of resources away fiom  targetedtooutputorotherdcaracteristics  tial for biomass, and bioenergy systems
pollution-intensive industries.  controlled by the beneficiaries. That is,  may be less irreversibly damaging to the
* Imposing a  tariff  when  pollution  they contend that  adjustment should be  environment than conventional fossil if-
spills over national boundaries can be no  targeted to improving what people have,  els. Bioenergy  systems produce many but
more than a second-best policy.  If the tar-  as opposed  to what people do.  mostly local and relatively small impacts
iffis based on damage to the victim coun-  This paper - a product of the Country  on the environment and their impact is
try alone, it wil not reduce trade in the  Operations Division 1, Country Depart-  more controllable.
polluting productenough; if it maximizes  mentII  Latin Ameica8and  the Canbbean  There isno short-cut,however, to long-
the welfare of the victim, it may reduce  - was partially financed by the OECD  term  planning and  development of bio-
trade in the product too much.  Development Center as part of their re-  massenergysystemsAndtheberriersare
* Thereseemstobeamcseforestablish-  search  project on  Developing Country  mar  economic,  somia,  and technologicaL
ing some international  code of product  Agriculture and International Economic  Modernizing biomass  technologies, fcr86  Policy Research Wornktng  Paper  Serle@
example-sobiomasscanbeusedforliq-  moreexpansioniymacroeconomicpolicy,  H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.
uid fuel, electricity, and gas (in addition  the value added in manufacturing grew  Plesse contact Rose  Matenda, room Jil-
to its traditonal  use ab  a heat source)  - from 4.5  percentayearin  the 1970s to 7.9  217, extension 35055  (41 pages).
involves  land use issues that make imple-  percent a year in the 1980s. Meanwhile,
mentation of biomass projects  more difli-  gradual depreciation  ofthe currency  since
cult than pTojects  involvingmore  central-  1985  has encouraged  exports and brought  970. PolItIcal  Models
ized energy resources  prices in India closer to world  levels.  of Macroeconomic  Policy
But both traditional and modernized  The faster growth  ofoutputandproduc-  and  Fiscal  Reform
biomass energy systems need developing  tivity in the 1980s is a welcome  change
to produce  preferred forms such as heat,  from India's earlier stagnation. But dete-  Alberta  Alesina
electricity, and liquids. Biomass energy  riorating macroeconomic  balances have  (August  1992)
should be modernized more rapidly, and  brought India to a balance of payments
at the same time traditional biomass fu-  crisis.  Two forcee affect the success of 8tabiliz-
els should be produced and used as effi-  Changes in  tariffs and other instru-  ton  in both democratic  and dictatorial
cientlyaspossible-bothinasustainable  ments have more than compensated for  systems: (1)  the  olicynahers'incentive  to
manner.  relaxation of the import regime. Foreign  retainpowerand(2)socity'spolarization
This paper - a product of the Office  of  trade has contacted  relative to domestic  and the degree  of social conftict
the Vice  President,  DevelopmentEconom-  output, despite some relaxation of quan-
ics - is one in a  seTies  of background  tity restrictions and attempts to  increase  Alesinaexplainshowrecentdevelopments
papers prepared for the World Develop-  exports.  The main reason for this decline  in political economics  improve  ourunder-
meat Report 1992.  The Report, on devel-  has been the increase in import prices  standingofmacroeconomicpobqcy-espe-
opment and the environment, discusses  relative to domestic  output because  ofin-  cidllythetiming, design,andlikelihoodof
the possible effects of the expected dra-  creasing tariffs, large real devaluations  stabilization's success  through monetary
matic growth in the world's population,  (especially  after  1986), and rapidly ex-  and fiscal reform.
industrial output, use of energy, and de-  panding domestic demand, which have  Alesna reviews the literature on politi-
mand for fooid Copies  of this and other  made  thedomesticmarketmore attractive  cal  businesscyclesandemphasizesseveral
World Deuelopment  Report background  than exports.  issues involving  the relationship between
papers are avafilable  free frm  the World  Policy  reform has led to faster growth  the tming  of elections  and the timing of
Bank, 1818 H Street, NW, Washington,  efmanufcturingoutputandproductivity,  macroeconomic  policies  and outcomes.
DC 20433. Please contact the World  De-  but the main force behind faster growth  He also addresses how models can be
velopment Report  office, room T7-101,  hasbeenincreasedpublicspendingfueled  useful in  studying nondemocratic sys-
extension 31393  (31 pages).  bygrowingfiscal deficits.Anotherimpor-  tems.  Twoforces  are crucial  factorsin  both
tent variable has been a more accommo-  democratic and  dictatori  systems, al-
dating import policy sustained by large  though  they  may manifest themselves
969.  Imports, Exports,  external  borrowings. This  pattem  of  differently:(1)thepolicymakers'incentive
and  Industrial Perfornance  growth is not sustainable because of sig-  to retain power  and (2)  societys polariza-
In India, 1970-88  nificant  internal and external debt stocks  tion and the degree of social  conflict.
that have accumuElated  over  the last de-  Alesina then  analyzes why econmmic
IL Ataman  Aksoy  and  Helena  Tang  cade. Macoeconomic and  trade  policy  stabilization is delayed, even when it is
(AugustL  1992)  must change significantly to shift  the  obviousthatsoonerorlaterastablilization
economy  to a more export-oriented  path  program wil hauve  to be adopted. Some
Macroeanomic and  trade policies must  -both  to overcome  the foreign  exchange  points made in the paper follow:
change  significantly  to  shift  Indir's  shortages and  to rely more on external  Certain  institutional  characteristics
economy  too more  export-orientedpath-  demand for industial  output.  make quick and successful stabilization'
both to overcome  fjreign exchange  short-  Aksoy  and Tang argue that the manu-  more orlesslikely.Themore unequal the
ages and to reiy more  on extenl  demand  facturing sector is highly responsive to  distribution  of stabhlization's  costs, the
fir industrial output High elbsticities  in  relative price changes. Pessimism about  more likely that stabilization will be de-.
the manufacturingseetorindwatetha the  elasticity  has  pervaded  Indian  layed. An increae  in the cost of  postpon-
economy  would also respond favorably to  policymakingbuttheyshowghih elastici-  ingstabilizationreducesthe  delay.  Politi-
changes in incentiuet  ties, indicating that the economy  would  cal institutions  that  make it easier for
respond favorably to changes in incen-  smal  interestgroupsto'veto"legislation
in the 1960s and 1970s, India's policy  of  tives.  make delay more likely.
encouragingself-sufficiencybyrestricting  This paper  - a joint product of the  If political and economic  resources  are
importswascomplementedbyregulation  Southern Africa Department, Country  unequally distributed, and it is obvious
of  all facets  ofthe  idustral  envionmenL  OperationsDivisionandSouthAsia  Coun-  whichgroupisstrongerandhasresources
Still, India developed  alarge,  diversified  tzyDepartmentl(India),CountryOpera-  to wait longer, a "war of attritione ends
manufacturing sector. In  1977-78, the  tions, IndustryandFinance Division-is  immediately, as there is no uncertainty
policy  environment began to change - part of alarger  study of India!s  trade re-  aboutwho will  winit  Delayismorelikely
with a relaxing of import controls and  gime undertaken by the South Asia Re-  wheninfrmation  aboutwhowllbearthe
restictions thathas continueduntil now.  gional Office. Copies of this paper are  cost of delays is uncertain or unevenly
With reform of industrial policies and a  available  free firom  the World  Bank, 1818  distributed.Policy  Research  Working  Paper  Series  87
Delay is also more likely when there is  To  shed  light  on  this  controversy,  at  every level, in  every country, argue
agreementabouttheneedforfiscal change  Vodopivec  explores  both theoreticallyand  Bates and Moore. That impact may be
butapolitical stalemate about distribution  empirically how productivity is affected  more serious in developingthan in devel-
- abouthow the burden ofhigher taxes or  when workers determine relative pay dif-  oped countries as developing countries
spending cuts should be allocated.  ferences democratically (by  referendum).  depend more on natural  resources and
Stabilization  usually occurs  when there  The median voter  model  suggests that this  lack the economic  strength to withstand
is political consolidation. The burden of  kind of decisionmaldng  process produces  environmental consequences.
stabilization is sometimes unequal, with  an egalitarian wage structure. Using al-  At the sane time, areliable energy sup-
the  politically weaker group (often the  ternative assumptions about worker in-  ply is vital to economic  growth and devel-
lower classes) bearing  a  larger  burden  centives, Vodopivec  fornalizes  and  em-  opment. Energy consumption and  eco-
(often regressive measures).  pirically tests two  competing views  about  niomic growth  have  been  somewhat
If itis in the interest ofthe current gov-  howan egalitarian wage structure affects  delinked at high income levels, but in-
ernment to do nothing for fear of failure  productivity in  a  sample  of Yugoslav  creasedenergyconsumption(especiallyof
because ofgovernmentincompetence,  the  firms.  He  finds  that  democratic  electricity)isinevitable withhigherGDP.
public may have no incentive to vote for  decisionmaking about pay - if divorced  Greaterenergyefficiencyin  developing
theopposition because  the opposition  may  from substantive participation  of workers  countries and Eastern  Europe is a high-
also do nothing; the crucial factor here is  in other areas - decreases productivity.  priority way to mitigate the hann  to the
how aware the government is of its own  One  implication of  this  finding  for  environmentofgrowingenergyconsump-
incompetenceandthusitsreasonsfornot  policymakers,  particularly  in  Easten  tion, say Bates and Moore. They outline
attempting reform.  Europe and the former Soviet republics,  four advantages  of greater  energy esi-
Successful stabilization usually comes  is that programs designed to allow work-  ciency
after several failed attempts, and the suc-  ers to participate in pay decisions  mustbe  *  It requires measures that are in the
cessful program is often very much like  consistent with the workers' general in-  economic self-interest  of those regions.
one that faile&  volvement in decisionmaling. If partici-  Political obstacles make these measures
Research for this paper - a product of  pation is limited to decisions about pay,  difficult, but there  are well-established
the  Transition  and  Macro-Adjustment  or  if  external  control  is  imposed  on  techniquesforaddressing  concerns  about
Division,  CountryEconomicsDepartment  intrafirm  wage differentials (which has  low-income  consumers (such as direct in-
- was funded by the World Bank's Re-  effects on wage distribution  similar  to  came support or 'lifeline" rates).
search Support Budget for the research  those of worker participation), the result-  *  It will help conserve the world sup-
project  Political  Economy of Structur]  ingcompressedwage structureislikelyto  ply of nonrenewable (especially  fossil)  fu-
Adjustment in New Democracies" (RPO  produce negative effects on productivity.  els.
676-37).  Copiesofthispaperareavailable  This paper - a product of the Transi-  *  It  will encourage appropriate  fuel
free from the World  Bank, 1818 H Street  tion  and  Macro-Adjustment Division,  switching.
NW, Washington, DC 20433. Please con-  CountryEconomicsDepartment-ispart  - Itaddresseseverylevelofconcemn,up
tact Raquel Luz, rowm  N11-059,  extension  of a larger effort in the department to in-  to the global effects of global  warming.
39059  (36 pages).  vestigate the labormarketintransitional  Any strategy  to make energy use and
economies.  Copies  of the paper are avail-  production  more efficient must rely more
able free from the World Bank, 1818 H  extensively than before on markets that
971. The Eflects  of Democratic  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  are allowed to function with less govern-
Determination  of Wages:  Please contact Sabah Moussa, room Nil-  ment  interference  The crucial  compo-
Theory and  Evidence from  017,  extension 39019  (26  pages).  nents of such a strategy  (also crucial to
Self-Managed  Firms  economic  development  generally) are:
0 More domestic and external compe-
- Milan  Vodopivec  972. Commercial  Energy  Efficiency  tition.
(August  1992)  and  the  Environment  *  The gradual  elimination of energy
pricing distortions.
Should  workers  participate  in  Robin W.  Bates and Edwin A.  Moore  - Thereductionofmacroeconomic and
decisionmaking  about pay? Democratic  (September  1992)  sectoral distortions (for example, in for-
decisionmaking about pay - if diworced  eign exchange and  credit markets).
fi-om substantiveparticipation ofuworkers  Greater energy efficiency in developing  - The reform  of energy  supply  enter-
in other areas - decreases  productivity  countries and Eastern Europe is a high-  prises-reducingstate  interference,  pro-
priori  way to mitigate the harm to the  viding more financial autonomy  and a
Someassertthatwhen  efficiencyrequires  enuironment  ofgrowing energy  consump-  greater role  for the private sector.
cooperation,  effectiveress  is increased  by  tion. Anystbtegytomakeenergyuseand  * Consumer  incentives  to select  more
an  egalitanan pay structure resulting  producton more  quefi must rely more  effiient lights,  space  heating,  and so on.
from workerS  participation  in decision-  extensivelythan before  on  markets that  are  Bates and Moore  are not convinced  of
making  about  pay. But it can aso be ar-  allowed to  function  with less  government  the need for nonmarket approaches  be-
gued that  equalizing  pay reduces the  interference  yondthosegearedtocorrectexternalities,
morale  ofhighly  productive  workers,  and  provide essential information, support
thus more  than offsets  the positive  effects  The  production  and use of energy  create  basicresearch  andcdevelopment,  and  pos-
of cooperation.  serious,  extensive  environmental  affects  sibly  promote  pilot  projects.88  Policy Research Worting  Paper Sodas
They also conclude that  a government  toward  normnalizing  the  Eastern  Euro-  Ilogon,  room S7-033,  extension 33732  (51
is far more likely to take action to reduce  pean countries' trade patterns  pages).
an  enviromnental externality  if it  cap-  First,proportionallylessoftheEastern
tures  benefits  within  its  own national  European economies' trade will be with
boundaries  that  exceed the  cost of the  each  other, especially with the  former  974. How  Minilateral Trading
action. Reducing the large difference be-  Soviet Union. Second, Western Europe  Arrangements  May Affect
tween energy prices and economic  costsin  will be their  major trading partner  but  the  Post-Uruguay Round World
developing  countries and Eastern Europe  their trade with (especially  imports from)
is a  more immediate issue  than carbon  Japan  and North America may increase  C. A.  Primo  Braga  and  AlexanderYents
taxes.  dramatically  (from a  small base). Their  (September  1992)
The developed  countries, sayBatesand  exports to and imports from developing
Moore,  have an indispensable role to play  countries may also change dramatically.  Fears  about how thefurtherspread of free
in improving energy efficiency  in the de-  The volume  of Eastern European trade  trade areas will  affect world trade uolumes
veloping  countries and Eastern  Europe.  is in line with the low income of these  may be exaggerated  - while the dangers
They can encourage the flow of efficient  economies.  In the long  run manufactures  of these  blocs becoming  hoste  to  each  ot  her
technology, they  can  increase  conven-  trade  will increase four- to sixfold, once  may have been underetimateS.  "Man.
tional aid, and they must accept a greater  Eastern European income  levels catch up  aged' trade is a far mare likely outcome.
share of the burden of protecting the glo-  with industrial  country levels. Until in-
bal commons.  comes in Eastern  European and former  One issue dominating recent discussions
This paper -a  product of the Office  of  Soviet economies increase significantly,  on free trade areas and other minilateral
the Vice  President, DevelopmentEconom-  labor-intensive goods are likely to domi-  associations (preferential trade anmge-
ics - is one in a  series  of background  nate  their exports to market economies,  ments)iswhethersucharrangementswill
papers prepared for the World Develop-  and sophisticated goods their imports.  detract  from further  multilateral  trade
ment Report 1992. The Report,  on devel-  Erzan,  Holmes, and  Safadi  contend  liberalization  on a  most-favored-nation
opment and  the environment, discusses  that, since the end of the Cold War, the  basis. But for much of this debate empiri-
the possible effects of the expected dra-  Westhas successfullyimproved  the East-  cal information has been laeIing on:
matic growth in the world's population,  ern European countries' access to West-  *  The global  importance of  minilateral
industria  output, use of energy, and de-  ern trade, and that the Eastern European  arrnngements that have been, or are be-
mand for food. Copies of this  and other  countriesshouldnowenjoyequalorfavor-  ing, concluded.
World Development Report background  able treatment. Czechoslovalia,Hungs:ry,  *  Therelativesizeofothermajorbilat-
papers are available free from the World  andPoland, in particular,maybecomethe  eraltradeflowsnotaffectedbyminilateraI
Bank, 1818  HStreetNW, Washington,  DC  ¶most favored outsiders'in  the European  arrangements,  and their  suitability  for
20433. Please contact the WorldDeueiop-  Economic  Space, the largest single mar-  such arrangements.
ment Reportoffice,  room T7-101,  extension  ketin  the world.  *  The global importance of Europe in
31393  (59 pages).  One short-term  effect of the  Eastern  this process.
European  countries'  improved outlook  *  The possibflity that  other sorts  of
maybe that developingcountries  that-rely  arrangements-such  as  managd  trade
973. How Changes In the  onmanufacturesforexportrevenuesmay  initiatives  (arrangements  specifjting
Former  CMEA Area  May  Affect  have  tougher  times  in  major Western  quantitative trade targets) - are a more
Intemational  Trade In  markets.But the emancipation  ofEastem  likely threatasfaras  tradeflows notpres-
Manufactures  EuropeanandformerSovieteconomies-  ently covered  by free tade  area arrange-
and  the pent-up demand for consumer  ments are concerned.
Rerik  Erzan. Christopher  Holmes,  goods  likely from deprived populations-  Braga and Yeats argue that this lack of
and  Raed  Safadi  should provide important  opportunities  relevant data has led to several miscon-
(September  1992)  for the dynamic developing  countries.  ceptions  about  the  movement  toward
TheformerSovietUnion wasnotalarge  minilateralism. In particular, theirstatis-
Western  Europe will be the major trading  market for developing  countries-except  tics suggest that fears abouit  how the fur-
partner  of  the  Eastern European  and  for India and Yugoslavia and to a lesser  ther spread of  free trade areas vnwll  affect
former Soviet economies,  but their trade  extentAlgeria andEgypt. Countries such  world  trade volumes may be exaggerated
uwith  Japan, NorthAmerica, and develop-  as India thatdid  supply theformer Soviet  -while  the dangersoftheseblocsbecom-
ing countries will also expandL  Eastern  Union with manufactures may soon  have  ing hostile to each other may have been
Europe's  greater access  to Western  mcrkets  to seek  alternative markets.  underestimated.
may conflict with  the export interests of  This paper - a product of the Interna-  Using data  recently compiled by the
other developing countries.  tional Trade Division,  International Eco-  United Nations, Braga and Yeats show
nomics Department - is part of a larger  that the global importance of minilateral
Erzan, Holmes, and Safadi give a  long-  effort in the department to analyzs the  arrangements is now far greater than is
term perspective on how changes in the  impact of EC92 and changes in Eastern  often recognized. Almost half of world
former CMEA area  will affect interna-  Europe on global trade patterns.  Copies  trade is affected by these arrangements.
tional trade in manufactures. They show  of this paper are available free from the  But mqjor trade  flows not covered by
thatexpandingEastern  European exports  World  Bankc,  1818  H StreetNW,Washing-  minilaterail  arrangements are dominated
to the West shiould be viewed as a step  ton,  DC 20433. Please  contact  Grace  by important  country-specific  problems.Policy Research Woaiing Paper Serles  89
In particular, problems relating to high-  Patient flow  analysis (PPA. A self-ad-  This paper - a product of the Popula-
technology trade  between Asian  newly  ministered  time-and-motion  diagnosis  tion Policy andAdvisory Servie,  Popula-
industrialized  countries (NICs), Japan,  that allows  computerized documentation  tion and Human Resources Department
and the United States, as well asbetwoon  ofpatientflow and personnel  useinbealth  -is  a backgroundpaperproducedfor the
Asian NICs, Japan, and Western Europe,  service  clinics.  Using  relatively  "best practice  paper on effective  family
are sufficiently important  to hinder the  unobtrusive data collection,  PFA seeks to  planning programs. Copies  of this paper
formation of additional free trade  areas.  get a representative  snapshot of a pro-  are available free from the World Bank,
This suggests thatfearsaboutthe  spread  gram and its dysfunctions, replicating a  1818 H  Street  NW, Waslhington, DC
of such arrangements may have been ex-  'typical  clinic session. Data are later di-  20433.PleasecontactOtiliaNadwaroom
aggerated.  pgnosedandremediesproposedforbottle-  S11-219, extension 31091  (32 pages).
Braga  and  Yeats's  tabulations  and  necks and inefficiencies.
analysis  of the  'discrininatory  trade  7"Wning  anduisitCT&V).  Amanagerial
barriers applied to these flows indicate  approach for dealing with geographiecly  976. Strategic  Management
that "managed trade is a far more likely  scattered outreach  programs. The four  of Family Planning Programs
outcome.  main principles ofT&V:  focus  on afewkey
,  This paper - a product of the Interna-  tasks,  frequent  in-service training  and  Cyntia P. Green
tional Trade Division, International Eco-  supervision,regularity andpredictability,  (September  1992)
nomics  Department - is part of a larger  and face-to-face  communication.  fhe T&V
effort in the department to evaluate  the  model  focuses  on what workers should be  Program management-mpeciaUylogis-
influence  ofchangesin external conditions  doing with their time in the field to meet  tics management - remains the Achilles
on developingcountrie  trade andgrowth  client needs. A goal of T&V:  to enable all  hee offamily  planning  programsL
prospects. Copies  of the paper are avail-  clients to name their worker and the day
able free froim  the World Bank,  1818 H  ofthe week s/he visits, andidentify afew  Programmanagementhasrecoivedinmf-
Street  NW, Washington,  DC  20433.  themes from their most recent encounter.  ficient attention  among fanmly  planning
Please contact Jean Jacobson, room S7-  Actiuity planning.  The antithesis  of  leaders, possibly becuse  of the medicall
035, extension 33710 (31 pages).  T&V,activityplanning callsfor abandon-  demograpbicbackgroundofmanyleadrs,
ingrigid time-place-movement  schedules  a focus on other program priorties  (such
and Bpecific  messages and replacing them  as sheer survival), the pressure to expand
975. Techniques for Improving  with a fluid work scheduled adapted t6 - programsTs  dlyandlimiteddonorinter-
Client Relations  In Family  loCRl  conditions. Workers must  be well-  est in the subjecL
Planning  Programs  trained in collecting data, listening and  As programs grow in complexity, the
building  rapport,  and  communicating  problems resulting from weak manag-
George  B. Simmons,  Sara  Koerber,  with conviction.  The qualityof the worker-  ment eystems become more obvious,  and
andfRuthSimmons  client  relationship  is  all-important.  A  organizationsare  compelled  tointroduce
(September  1999)  weakness is that if the workers have no  rational  systems.  The more  successfil
objective  they lose control of  the exchange  family planning programshave paid close
Fonurtechniquesforimnprouingclientrela-  with clients.  attention  to key aspects  of manaement
tions that  should  be part  of  systemic  rainirrg and  worker empowerment  and have striven to continually improve
ckange-  not applied ike bandaids - to  Training  by itself is not enough for sys-  their systems.
make foailyplannZngsemices more  efi c-  temic change - training for what? But  According  to the principles of stategic
tive.  training can serve as an entry point into  management,  there  is no  sngle  "best"
organizational  development when it  is  solution to the various problems organi-
Demandforchildrenanddemandforcon-  rooted in methodologies  that help to de-  zationsface Eachorganizationmustwork
traceptives are  not independent  of the  velop the participanes  technical and in-  outaresponse  appropriate toagiven situ-
system of supply. And client transactions  terpersonal skills and ability to innovate.  ation. But managers should know more
are the major means for lowering costs.  But  training must  be accompanied by  aboutposoibleoptionsandtheiroffective-
Eamily planning  worers,  providers of  changes in the system ofsupply that sup-  ness in othersettings  In family planing,
services and mass media campaigns, are  ports andfacilitatesinnovation and qual-  a  dearth of reach  on options - com-
the haAuingers  of new ideas and new de-  ity of care.  pounded by the fact that many programs
livery systems that could modify the de-  Techniques to improve client relations  do  not collectbasic  information aboutpro-
mand forfertility regulation and patterns  can address either the client-provider in-  gram inputs and outputs -makes  it dif-
of contraceptive use.  terfice directly or the system of underly-  ficulttoanalyzewbichprogramsworkand
Simmons, Koerber, and  Simmons de-  ing determinants. It is important to ask  why.
scribe four broadL  techniques for improv-  basic  questions:  Is the idea tof"  a single  Logistics management is the Achilles
ijg  client  relations,  emphasizing their  worKer-client  dysfunction or is it to pro-  heel of family planning programs. Many
potential as entry  pcints into program  vide a continuous program for modifica-  programs experience  depleted supplies of
development (systemic change). These  tion and growth? Who will be affectealby  contraceptive  in  demand and oversup-
techniquesarepresentedasasamplingof  the chne?  Who or what will be respon-  plies of oths.  Lack of  ctceptivesnot
zpenience  that can be brought to bear on  sible for initiating  and  overseeing the  only leads to pregnancies but erodes cli-
!ysfunctional  client relations. Among  ex-  course ofaction? What are the short- and  ent trust in the servie  provider and un-
-ples  described.  long-run goals of intervention?  dermines staff morale. Measures to im-90  Polcy  Research  Working  Paper  Serie
prove logistics management are readily  reevaluate their old  policies  and formulate  each system, such as conditions  for eligi-
accessible. What is lacking is a commit-  new ones.  bilityandeoverage,methodsoffinancing,
ment from high-level managers to intro-  The structural differences  among avail-  formlntis for benefits and contributions,
duce the needed dhanges.  able models  forproviding old-age  security  and provisions  for indexing and early re-
Staff development  also merits more at-  involve:  tirement.  The study  will also propose
tentfon from managers,  as high-caliber  *  The link between benefits and costs  reformsforexistingpubliEcplans  thatbave
staffcan make abig difference  in program  to each individual, which is closely  tied to  become  financially nonviable.
perf'ormancn Wanagers.donotalwayshave  the plan's objectives  (for  example, savings  This paper - a product of the Public
flexibility  about staffrecrutanent, promo-  and insurance versus redistribution).  Sector Mnaement  and Private Sector
tion, andretention,  but they should strive  - Whether  the schemeisfundedclargely  Development  Division,  Country Econom-
for as much leverage as possble. Little  in advance or whether it is financed on a  ics Departmnent-is  part of a larger ef-
research has been done on the impact of  pay-as-you-go  basis.  fort in the department to investigate the
training, so managers should assess the  *  How much the  scheme relies  on  complexissuesrelatedto  oldagesecuritr'
relative effectiveness  and costs  of  different  private or public management  arrangements. The research was fimded
approaches.The keyfactor seems tobe the  The choice between these models has  by the Baits  Research Support Budget
relevance of the training content to the  broad implications for the  operation of  under research project EIncome  Security.
individual's job responsibllities.  labor and capital markets, the fiscal sys-  for Old  Age" (RPO  677-45).  Copies  of this
This paper -a  product of the Popula-  tem, and thus the level, growth, and dis-  paper are available free from the World
tion Policy and Advisory  Service,  Popula-  tribution of GNP.  Bank, 1818E StreetNW, Washington,  DC
tion and Human Resources Department  Jamnes  examines her working hypoth-  20433.  Please contact  Daniele Evans,
- isa  background paper prepared for a  esis, thatasystembuilton  several pillars  roomN9-057,extension37496(56pages).
review of effective family planning pro-  ispreferableto anysinglemethodforpro-
grams. Copies  of the paper are available  viding old-age secuity  -a  mixed strat-
free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  egy is the best way to accomplish many  978. How Restricting Caron
NW, Washington, DC 20433. Please con-  goals  with  minimum  costs,  including  Dioxide and Mlethane  Emissions
tat  Otilia Nadora, room S11-219,  exten-  evasionary,  distortionary,  and  uncer-  Would  Affect the  incilan  Economy
sion 31091  (46 pages).  tainty costs. Of four pillars,
* One mandates savings  andannuities,  Cbarkslhitzier,RS.EckausSupriyaLsnIi,
so that  people are required to set aside  andAlexader Meras
977. Income  Security  for Old Age:  resources durng  their working years to  (September  92)
Conceptual  Background  take care of their needs when they are
and Major Issues  older.  This pillar also ensures  against  The economic  effects onIndia  of restic-
such individual risks as uncertain  longev-  ingearbon  dioxideandmethaneemissions
-ste  eJamus  ity.  would  be  profound.  Would  compliance
(September 1992)  *  One  redistributes  income  to  old  with  internatonal  agreemnts  fir  eris-
people  who did  not earn enoughwhen they  sion restrictions  be more  iky  if they re-
A system farold-age  security should prob-  were young to build an adequate  cushion  quwed  annual,  rher  than  cunzaztiue,
ably combine  dffejent  approches:  man-  of savings.  This  nillar  may  also  ensure  reductions?
datedsavingsandannuities;aredistibu-  more broadly agatst  such group risks as
don of income to old people who did not  unexpectedly high inflation or unexpect-  India and  China between them contain
earnenoughwhen theywereyoungto buid  edly low  rates of reurn  in the economy.  about 40 percent  of the earth's  people.
an adequate  cushion of savngs;flscal  in-  *  One  provides  fiscal  incentives  for  They  are at  an  early  stage  of economic
centiues fior nonmandatory savings and  nonmandatory  savings  and  annuities,  development,andtheirincreasinglymas-
annuiies (inludingtaxincenifsjrjob-  such as tax incentives forjob-based pen-  sive  energy requirements  will depend
based  pension  plans);  and  an  informal  sion plans.  heavily on coa,  a potent source of carbon
system  of purely  vountary  psonal  fu-  v  Oneconsistsofpurelyvoluntaryper-  dioxide,apowerfiuandlong4astinggreen-
ings and flhmily arrangerents.  sonal savings and family arrangements,  house gas.
a conrtinuation  of the informal system of  India also has important  sources and
A large  and  growing proportion of the  old-age security that remains important  uses of bydroelectric and nuclear power,
world's population is old, the elderly am  in most countries even after formal sys-  petroleum, and natural  gas. Agricultmue
often poor; and many countries face huge  tems are in place.  stll  produces  about30 percentofits gross
fiscal burdens because of promises they  The mix of these pillars will vary from  domestic  product, and about 72  percent of
have  aade to give their older citizens in-  country to country, depending on thei;  tbepopulationlivesinruralareas-vith
come security.  objectivesandecononucconditions.James  their lawge  aimmal populations and sub-
Thesegovernment old-age  secuity pol-  evaluates the impact of  different  mixes on  stantial forestacreage. Indiahasvastcit-
cies havebeen  debatedin  developed coun-  the distribution  of costs and  benefits  and  ies and  an industrial  sector  that  is large
tries for years; more recently they have  discusses the difficulties of making the  in absolute terms, although itrepinsents
also become a matter  of cencern in devel-  transition  from one system  to another.  only 30 percent  of the  economy.
oping countries. James identifies the is-  She outlines a forthcoming study that  The model developed to analyze the
sues  countries should consider as  they  will  analyze important design features of  economic  effects of constraints on green-Policy Research Worilng  Paper Series  91
house gas emissions is a multisectoral,  979. Economic  Growth  it directly - to 'delinlk it from economic
intertemporal linear programmingmodel,  and  the Environment  activities, so to speak - by introducing
dniven by the  optimization  of the  welfare  environmentally  superior  technologies
of a representative  consumer.  A compre-  Dennis Anderson  and  practices.
hensive model was builtnot  to projectthe  (September 1992)  e  Reducing  population  growth  would
future  at  a  single  stroke  but  to begin  to  help  relieve  environmental  pressures  in
answer  questions  of a 'What  ife" form.  Addressing  envuironmental problems  effi-  urban  and  rural  areas, but  these  effects
The results  strongly  suggest  that  the  clently  should  be  uiewed  as a  means  of  would  be  small  in  relation  to two  other
economic  effects  on  India  of  such  con-  raising  economicgrowuth and  living stan-  measures:reducingwasteandinefficiency
straints  would be profound.  dards in developing countries, not ofredue-  andintroducingenvironmentallysuperior
The implications of different forms of  ing them -contrary  to the standard his-  teecnologies and practices.
emissionsrestrictions-annual,  cumula-  torical and  contemporary  ve  in inds-  * For  the  most  part,  environmental
tive,andradiativeforcing-deservemore  trial countries.  policiessucceedbecauseofcertainbehav-
attention.  Cumulative  restrictions  - or  ioral responses  theymaay cause -in  par-
better  still,  restrictions  on radiative  forc-  Anderson  argues  that  efficient  solutions  ticular,  a range  of substitutions  and  tech-
.ing-  are  closely related  to public policy  to environental  problems  are  a  means  nological  and  manageril  changes  that
on greenhouse  effects.  Such  restrictions  ofimprovingacountyseconomic  growth  give rise  to environmentally  in-ce  lve
also provide significantadditional  degrees  prospects  and  that  policies  to improve  practices.
of freedom for the  economic adjustments  economic growth  prospects  will help  en-  d  The  evidence  that  pollution  has  a
required.  They do this,  in part,  by allow-  viroenmental  problems  be  addressed.  disproportionately  higher impact  on low-
ingthepostponementofemissionsrestric-  Among other  points  he makes:  income  groups  is overwhelming.
tions,  which is not  permitted  by annual  *  T'he  costs  of  avoiding  pollution  or  This paper-aproduct  of the  Office of
constraints.  Of  course, the question  arises  environmental  damage areoftenless  than  the Vice President,  Development Econom-
whetheracountry,havingbenefited  from  the  costs  of incurring  iL The costs of in-  ics  - is  one  in  a  series  of background
postponing  a required  reduction  in emis-  currng  such  damage  take  many  forms,  papes  prepared  for the  World Develop-
sions,  -would then  be  willing  to face the  including  the impact  ofair  and water  pol-  ment  Report  1992  The Report,  on devel-
consequences  in economic losses.  lution  on health  and  amenities,  the  loss  opment  and  the  environment,  discusses
Might  there be a genuine  preference-  of time and  output  caused by urban  con-  the  possible  effects of the  expected  dra-
albeit  an irrational  one - for taking  the  gestion, thehealthimplications  ofhazard-  matic  growth  in the  world's  population,
losses annually?  Would  compliance  with  nouswastesandpoorwastetreatnentand  industrial  output,  use  of energy,  and  de-
internationad  agreements  for  emission  disposal practices,  and the decline in pro-  mand  for food. Copies of tlis  and  other
restrictionsbemorelikelyiftheyrequired  ductivity  of soils and forests  that  rasults  World  Development  Report  background
annual,  rather  than  cumulative,  reduc-  firom unsustainable  agricultural  and  fir-  papers  are  available  free from the World
tions? Moritoringrequirements  wouldbe  estry  practices.  Bank1818  HStreetNW,WasingtonDC
the same in either  case; if  effective moni-  'With  exceptions,  environmental  20433. Please  contact the  WarldDevel-
toring  were  carried  out,  it  would  detect  problems  cannot be addressed  by market  mentRepoitoffice,roomT7-101,extenion
departu,es  from  cumulative  or radiative  forces alone.  En some instances,  the costs  31393 (80 pages).
forcing constraintsjust  as easily as depar-  of environmental  damage  may  be borne
tures  from annual  constraints.  wholly  or  partly  by  agents  other  than
This paper-a  product  of the  Office of  those  responsible  for the  dmage.  Some  980.  The Environment:  A Now
the Vice President,  DevelopmentPEconom-  sort of tax. law, regulation,  or framework  Challenge  to  GAIT?
ics - is  one  in  a  series  of  background  for negotiation  will be required  to bring
papers  prepared  for the  World Deuelop-  about a convergence of private and  social  Piritta  Sorn
ment Report 1992. The Report, on devel-  interests  in reducing damage in an eco-  (September  1992)
opment  and  the  enviromment,  discusses  nomically  desirable  way.
the  possible  effects of the  expected  dra-  *  When  policies  are  not in place, eco-  Clarifiction  of  the  GATT  ruies  would
mnatic growth  in  the  world's  population,  nomic growth  mayintensify  environmen-  undoubtedy  help counter increasingpres-
industrial  output,  use  of energy, and  de-  tal damage  andeventuallyberetardedby  sures  to use trade  instruments  as  a firm
mand for food.  Copies of this  and  other  it  By contrast, when the right policies are  ofenvironmentapolicy-andwouldhelp
World  Development  Report  background  in place, not only may such dame  (and  redirc  attention  toward  the true  uses
papers  are  available  free fiom the World  its  impact  on growth)  be reduced  to low  of en uironmental  damage
Bank,  1818 HStreetNWWasbingtonDC  levels,  but  economic  growth  may  help  to
20433. Please contact  the WorldDevelop-  aehieve environmental  improvements  - Wil  envirnmental  issues  challenge  the
mentReport  office,  room T7-191, extension  tbrough,  for example, raising  the finance  General  Agreement  on Tariffs and  Trade
31393 (40 pages).  for water  and  sanitation  faeclities  or for  (GATT)? Callsforanewrounl  ofmultilat-
the  maintenance  of forest  and  wildlife  eraltradenegotiationsonthe  envirnment
reserves,  have multiplied.  Environmentaists  have
* The most  effective way to reduce en-  kept  up presue  to modify the  GATT. In-
vironmental  damage  froma economic ac-  dusaties  with higher  envronmental  cost
tivities  and  their  expansion  is to address  may  seek protection from imports.92  Policy  Research  Wolking  Paper  Series
But the GATT.  as a trade forum, is not  the possible effects of the expcd  dra-  scale firms can have both stablzing  and
the right place to discum environmental  matic growth in the world's population,  destzing  macroeconomic  effects, for
solutions, contends Sara.  Focusing an  industrial  output, use of energy, and do-  example. If it means getting rid of loss-
trade will  only disthrct attentionfrom the  mand for food. Copies of this and other  making public enterprises, it could save
true causes of environmental problems.  World Deuelopment Report background  scarce government resources. But if the
Legitimate  envronmental policies  conflict  papers are available fiee from the World  resultingoutputandunemploymentecasts
little with GATT  wlesbecause  the source  Bank, 1818  H StreetNW,WashingtonDC  are socially unsustainable, pressure may
of most environmental problems is not  20433.  Please contact the WorldDeuelop-  mount for the government to cnme to the
tade  but prices that  do not reflect envi-  mentReportofflice,roomT7-101,extension  enterprises' rescue.
ronmental cost, subsidies toenvironmen-  31393  (42 pages).  *  The sbift from an economy  with con-
tally damaging  activities,orunclear  prop-  trolled prices to one in which most prices
erty rights.  wemarket-eterminedgeneralyinvolves
Furftermore,  the  GATT imposes few  981. After Socialism  and Dirigisme  abighikein  pricelevels. ChileandMeico
eonstraints  on  the  setting  of domestic  - WhiCh Way?  illustrate the stubbornness  oftheinflation
standards and envronmental  policies, so  that may follow.
there is no environmental need to modify  Andres  Solimano  *  China, Korea, and  Chile represent
theGATT Onthecontrary,bylimitingthe  (September1992)  countriesthatcariedouteonmicreform
use of trade measures,  which make fo  under  authoritaria  governents  that
poor environmental policies,  GATT  rules  No universaly  valid blueprint exists for  postponed political reform to gain politi-
support  good  environmental practice. By  how to reform an economy, but certoin  cal legitimacy from the fruits of consoli-
restricting  unilateral  recourse to trade  patterns haveoemergecL  Thispaperreuie  dastedecononmcrmformIn  countrieswhere
sanctions,  GATTrulesrespect  svereignty  aernattive stratega/forreformandtheir  economicandpolitcalreformarepursued
endhelpcontainpower-basedabuse ofthe  peformance  in mixed and post-socialist  simultaneously(asinEasternEurcpeand
trading system  ecnomies.  Russia), fragie  democrnies with a fag-
In anumberofareas,however,therules  mented party system and weak social  in-
aresrbjecttowide-ranginginterpretation  Soimano  identifies  fimdamental  eco-  stitntionsandgovementsdonotprovide
and wouldbenefitfiom clarification. This  nomic changes in the last  20 years that  the most favrable  poltical envmmonment
applies especially  to GATT's  relationship  have influenced the emergence of a new  for implementingand  consolidating com-
with international agreements and also,  paradigm on economic  reform. The new  p  pesandpai  economicreforms.Under
in some cases, to the unilatera  use of  arthodoyoneconomicreformemphaeszs  these conditions,  governments are bound
trade  sanctions.  Industries  and  policy-  smaller govermnent trade liberalizaton,  to face the dilemma of eiter  postponing
makers also call for clearer rules for the  business deregulation and privatization,  econnmicreform  to avertapolitical  crisis
application  ofenvironmental policies  with  macreconomic austerity, and the role of  or to backslide in democmatization  to ap-
trade  effects. Any  attempt  at  umila-  free markets for resource allocation and  ply painful economic  policies -both  un-
teralism should be avoided  growth.  savory choices.
Acloserlookreveals sine  anomalies in  After descrbng  diverse  country expe-  Thispaper-aprodectoftheTransition
the GATT with regard to environmental  riences  in  economic reform,  Solimano  and Macro-Adjustment  Division,  Countly
policy-,  these maymeritfurther  discussion.  summmizeshisfindingsonkeyraspectsof  Economics  Departmet  - was presented
GATT rules on border adjustment  may  the design of economic  reform programs.  at the conference,  Economic  Retbrmzi  R
encourage the  use  of indirect  policies,  Among many findings:  cent Experiences  in Market and Socialist
since these can be extended to competing  *  Shock treatment  (as opposed to the  Economies, held  July  V-A 1992, in  El
imports. Indiret  policies can lead to en-  gradual approach) reqiUres  a strong gov-  Escorial, Spain. Copies of this paper are
vironmeital costs being passed on to im-  emient  vith broad socid support, as the  avilable  free fom  te  World  Bank, 1818
porters, or to double taxtion  of environ-  costs of the policies are paid upfmnt and  H  StUeet NW, Wasbington, DC 20433
mental costs. Legitimate policies may be  the benefitsmay take time  toaccrue. If the  Please contact Sabah Moasa,  room Nil-
left outforlack of specific  reference to the  program involves protracted social  bard-  017, extension 39019  (50 pages).
environment inArtice  XX LGAT  subsidy  ship, political support will  begin to evapo-
rules may constrain burden-sharing  op-  rate and pressure will  buildforareversal
tions for environmental policies.  of reform.  982. Mlcroenoomics
Clarification of the GAIT rules would  *  Importnt  choices must  be  made  of Translomiaion  In Poland:
undoubtedlyhelpcounterincreasingpres-  about  the  sequence of macroeconomic  A Survey  of State Enterprlse
sures to use trade instuments  as a form  adjustment and consolidation  and struc-  RespoNSs
ofenvironmental policy-andwoudhelp  tural  reform. Implementing  tax reform
redirect attention toward the true causes  and converting quotas to tanffs improve  Brian  Pinto,  MarekBelkca,
of environmental damage.  the fiscal budget, so they contribute to  and  St-fanKrajewld
This paper-  a product of the Office  of  macroeconmic stabilization. Butprema-  (Septembr 1992)
the Vice  Preident,  DevelopmentEconom-  tre  financial liberalization,  before the
ics - is one in  a  series of background  budgetisbalancedandreal  interestrates  Managers ar  typicalytheinspiuoand
papers prepared fir the World Deuelop-  are at a reasonable level, may lead to fi-  movuing  force  behind  change  Workers'
mt  Report 1992. The Report, on devei-  nancial  crisis, as happened in  Chule in  Cormcilspiayat bestafaclitatingro  To
opment and the environment, discuses  1982-83. Mssive  privatization of large-  get firms to make neressry  changas,  it isPolicy Research  Working  Paper Series  93
essential  to change the incentive  structure  and  product  redesign.  vested intreat  Oe  ars  sof  la-in-
at the firm  leveL  *  Nominal  and  real  wages  both  dis-  eluding  intelectual  property,  company,
played  remarkable  flexibility.  Employ-  Joreigniawestmentandconhutlaw-ar
Stateenterprisebehaviorandreformnhave  ment reduction  has  lagged output reduc-  ess  problematia
emerged  as  key  issues  in  the  emerging  tion partly  because  partial  indexation  of
market  economies of Eastern  Europe  be-  wages to inflation has keptreal  wageslow  Hungaryisin  the midst  ofa fundamental
cause  ofthe  size ofthe  state  manufactur-  and  partly  because  of the  natural  reluc-  tnrmtiontowardamrketeconomy.
ing  sector  as  measured  by  its  share  in  tance  of worker-ontrolled  SOEs  to shed  Although  it was formerly  in the forefiont
GDP, exports,  and  tax revenues.  The dif-  labor.So,thereiscdearpossibilityrofmuch  of efforts  to reform  socalism,  after  1989
ficulties  experienced  by  Polish  state-  higher  transitional  unemployment  once  the  goals  f reform  changed  from market
owned  enterprises  (SOEs)  in  adjusting  privatization  and  commercialization  get  socialismtocapitalism,astheoldCommu-
and  responding  to the  new economic en-  underway  on a large scale.  nistreginelostpowerandtheideaofwide-
vironment  have  led  to fiscal imbalance,  *  The  hard-currency  export  boom  in  spread  private  ownership  gained  acep-
deteriorating  portfolios  of  commercial  1990 was motivated  more by slack domes-  tane.  The leal  firamewrk  -the  rnrles
banks,andburgeoninginterfirmpayment  tic demand than  higher  export profitabil-  afthegame'-isnowbeinggearedtoward
'arrears.  ity.  encouraging,  protectin  and  Tewarding
Pinto,  Belka,  and  Kajewsld  examine  The main  qualitative  change  is a defi-  entrepreneurs  in the private  secbor.
the economic and  behavioral  reactions  of  nite attitudinal  shift in favorofprofits  and  Gray,  Hanson,  and Heller  describe the
a  significant  sample  of Poland's  largest  marketingin  contrasttotheoldexclusive  evolving legal  fiamework  in Hungay  in
SOEsto  the macroeconomicreformsintro-  emphasis  on production targets.  But there  severa  areas,  including  constitutional,
duced  as part  of the  'big  bang  in Janu-  is aserious  principal4-gent  problem, with  real  property,  intellectual  property,  orn-
my 1990. They track  the evolution ofout-  managers  serving  at  the  pleasure  of the  pany,  forign  investment  bankruptcy,
put,  costs, and profits, and  examine  wage  workers'  council  and  no obvious  owner  contract,  and  anti-monopoly  law.  These
setting  behavior,  enterprise  debt  dynam-  stressing  long-term  viability  consider-  areas  of law  serve  to  define  property
ics, and  enforcement  of the  "micro" hard  ations  in decisionmaling.  rights,themeansofemchangingthemand
budgetconstraintbybanks.Theyconduct  The paper  concludes by discussing  the  therulesforcompetitivemarketbebavior.
a firn-level  analysis  of the  export  boom  microeconomics oftransformation  needed  In essence,  theyform  the bedrock  of ale-
and its causes and document  the evolving  tocomplementthelargelynacroecnaomic  gal system  for a market  economy.
tax burden  on enterprises.  Their findings  big bang.  The importance  of addressing  InHungayas  inthe  otlercountries  of
are basedon  asurvey  of 75large  SOBsin  firm-level  managerial  incentives  and  Cental  andEastenEurope,  definingeal
manuactuingduringJune  1989 -March  empowering  managers  is emphasized  in  property  rights  and  creating  the  condi-
1991-six  months  priortoand  15months  the  transition  to eventual  privatization.  tions  for  free  and  fair  competition  are
following the big bang.  This  paper  is a  product  of the  Europe  perhaps  the  most  contentious  and  con-
Some of the main  quantitative  conclu-  and  Central  Asia Region. An earlier  ver-  fusedareasinthe  currentlegallandscaps
sions were:  sion of this report  war  distrbuted  under  - largely  becaus  they  tread  so heavily
w  The  high  nominal  interest  rate  on  the title,  'Mlcroeconomic  Response  to the  on existingvested  interesbL
working  capital (from 50 to 72 percent for  Economic Transformation  Program:  Evi-  O  a  soflaw-ind  -
themonth  ofJanury  L990 alone)inhibited  dence  from  the  Irgest  Polish  SOBs"  property,  company,  foreign  investment,
borrowing  and  motivated  firms  to pay  off  [State-Owned  Enterprises].  Copies ofthe  and  antractlaw-ame  less pntlematir.
zloty loans, leading  to a squeeze on work-  more recent  paper  (supported  by the  Re-  This paper  - a product  of the  Transi-
ing capital.  The huge decline inreal  wages  search  Support  Budget  under  research  tion  and  Macro-Adjustment  Divison,
led toa  demandshock,  witnessed byrising  project  RPO  676-58) are  available  free  CountryEconomicsDepartment-ispart
finished  goods inventories.  Consequently,  from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  NW,  of a larger  research  effort  in the  depart-
the  initial,  unexpectedly  large,  decline in  Washington  DC 20433.  Please  contact  ment  on the  economic implications  oFle-
outputcouldbeexplainedbyacombination  Sina Husain,  room  H11-113,  extension  galreformin  Central  andEastemEurupe-
of nominal  interest  rate  shock  and  stan-  37139 (42 pages).  Copiesofthepaperareavvilablefireefrmm
4arc  demand  considerations.  the  Warld  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,
- High profitsin1990weretemporary,  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  conat
stemnningfrominflationarygainson  once-  983.  Legal  Refonn  for  Hungary's  RebeccaManroomNnf054,extension
off inventory  sales,  devaluation  gains  on  Private  Sector  39065 (45 pages).
enterprise  dollar  accounts,  and  implicit
input  subsidies  from  CMEA trade.  Cheryl W. Grar, Rebeca J. Hanson,
* Banks  were lax  in enforcing  credit-  nutdJhel  Heller  984.  BarIers  to  Porifolo
worthiness,  leading  to an  adverse  selec-  (Octjber  1992)  Investments  In Emnerging
tion  problem  marked  by  loans  going  Stock  NMfkets
numnly to 'bad" Lrms.  Defining  reetproperty  rzghts and creating
* State-owned  enterprises  tend  to be  thecondiionsforfreeandfaircompflition  AsH  DemfrgflpKunt and HayHluizi
myopic, with considerable  short-run  pres-  and  efficient exit of  firms  are perhaps  the  (October 1992)
sure  on wages  that works  to the detriment  most  cantentious  and  confused  areas  in
ofrestructuringinvestments  essential  for  Rungarys  current  lega!l  andspe  - The capdaligau  wthholdun  tax lmed
reducing  energy  and  material  intensity  lagely  bemause they tread  so heaviy  on  an  foreign  portolo  investors  incwase94  Policy  Research  Wotking  Paper Series
required  pre-tax  rates  f return  in deael-  to prevent  them  from being  higher  than  ments,  when  regional  integration  was
aping countries, increasingdomesticfirums  anticipated.  viewed as an  ectension  of import-substi-
cost  ofcapital  and  discouraging  physical  Thispaper-aproductaftheFinancial  tution  industrialization  at  the  regional
inuestment  Dividend  withholding  taxes  Policy  and  Systems  Division,  Country  level.
do not have this  effect since foreign inves-  Economics  Department  - is  peart of  a  In a  discussion  of the  welfare  econom-
tors can obtain  offsetting  tax credits.  larger  effort in the department  to under-  ics ofpreferential  tading  arrangements,
stand  the  impact  of emerging  stock  mar-  they  show  that  apreferential  approach  to
DemiTgati-KuntandHuizinga  examine  to  kets  in developing  countries.  Copies  ofthe  tradehlbaizaton  may  not  increase  wel-
what  extent  features  oftheinternational  paper  are  available  free  from  the  World  fire.  Forasmallcounty,unilateraltrade
tax  system  and  indicators  of transaction  Bank  ll8HStreetNW,Washington,DC  liberalization  will be superior  to a prefer-
costs affect  the  requiredrates  ofreturn  on  20433.  Please  contact  Rose  Vo, room  S8-  ential  approach  unless  the  world  divides
emerging  stock  markets.  042,  extension  37664  (27 pages).  into  trading  blocs  with  mutually  highl
They  show  tiat  the  capital  gains  with-  barriers  - in which  case,  a preferential
holding  tax  levied  on foreign  portfolio  in-  approach  ensures  market  access.
vestorincreasesrequiredpre-taxrates  of  985. Regional Integration,  In a discussion  of the  welfare  econom-
return.  As  countries  generally  do not  in-  Old  and  New  ics  of  tradg  blocs,  they  note  that  the
dex  their  capital  gains  taxes,  it  follows  move  to a few  trading  blocs  may  make  a
that  inflation  increases  the  capital  gains  Jaime de Melo, Claudia Montenegro,  cooperative  solution  more  likely-at  the
tax  base,  as  well  as  the  required  rate  of  and ArvindPanagauiya  same  time  increasing  the  rewardscofinon-
retrn  on equity.  (October 1992)  cooperative  behavior  if bargaining  falls
Dividend  withholding  taxes  instead  With  an  empirical  evluation,  de Melo,
appear  not  to increase  the  required  pre-  Regial  integration  arrngements  are  Mantenegrq,andPanagariyashow  that-
tax  equity  returns  significantly.  The  dif-  more  likely  to be a stepping  stone  toward  after  controlling  for differences  in invest-
fering  results  for  capital  gains  and  divi-  afreerworldtrdingsystemifGATrules  ment-countriesthatintegratedgrewno
dend  taxes  reflect  the  fact  that  foreign  are  strngthened  - and  if  developurg  fister  than  theircomparatorgroup.  But
investors  generally  can  receive  domestic  countries  eter  into  arrangements  wih  human  capital  contributes  significantly  to
tax  credits  only  for  foreign  withholding  developed  rather  tha  other  dewloping  growth,  suggestmgbnefitsefs  mregional
taxes  paid  on  dividends.  countries.  integration  arrangements  that  emphasize
The  return  on equity  is part  of the  issu-  coopertion.
ing  firm's  cost  ofcapital  So, capital  gains  After  lying  donnant  for  two  decades,  re-  And  there  is  evidence  of catch-up,  sug-
withholding  taxes  imposed  on  nonresi-  gional  integration  is  on the  rise-  Recent  gesting  benefits  for  the  least-developed
dents  increase  the  cost  of capital  for  do-  initiatives  suggest  ihattthe  world  tading  members  of  the  new  wave  of  arrange-
mestic  firms  and  discourage  physical  in-  system  maybe  movingtowardtbreetrad-  mentsthatempbasizeNorth-Southmem-
vestment.  Private  investnent  levels  have  ing  blocs  dustered  around  Japan,  the  bership.
tendedtobelowindevelopingeountriesin  European  Community,  and  the  United  In  short,  regional  integration  arrange-
the  1980s.  The  cost  of  equity  finance  in  States.  ments  are  more  likely  to  be  a  stepping
developingcountries  has  gained  in inpor-  Some  view  this  development  as  a move  stone  towardafroerwordtraz&ngsystem
tancein  thelast  decade,  as these  countries'  toward  a  less  fragmented  world  trading  ff GATT  niles  are  strengthened,  and  if
access  to international  lendingcapital  has  system;  others,  as  a  threat  to  developing  countries  enter  into  arrange-
been  lmited  dcuing  most  of the  decade.  multilateralism.  For  atypical  developing  ments  with  developed  rather  than  other
What  do  these  findings  imply  for  the  country,  theissueiswhethertoenterinto  developing  countries
design  of tax  policy  in  relation  to foreign  a regional  integration  arrangement  or to  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Tiade
portfolio  investment  in  developing  coun-  choose  unilateral  trade  liberalization.  Policy  Division,  Country  Economics  De-
tries?  The  existence  offoreign  tax  credits  Two questions  must  be asked:  Is apref-  partment-ispartofalargereffortinthe'
for  dividend  taxes  paid  suggests  that  a  erential  approach  likely  to enhance  eco-  department  to understand  new  regional-
country  should  tax  capital  gains  more  nomic  efficiency?  And  are  substantial  ism  in  trade  policy-  The  research  was
lightly  than  repatriated  dividends-as  do  benefits  attainable  more  easly  through  funded  by  the  Banks  Research  Supporb
Greece,  Pakistan,  Portugal,  and  Venezu-  regionalism  or  through  unilateral  trade  Budget  under  research  project  'New  Di-
ela  Each  ofthese  countries  has  positive-  liberalization?  mensions  in  Regional  Integration'  CRPO
dividend  withboldingtaxesbutno  capital  De Melo,  Montenegro,  and  Panagriya  637-12).  Copies  ofthis  paper  are  available
gains  taxes  imposed  on  nonresidents.  address  these  issues  first  by  reviewing  free  from  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street
Colombia  and  India  do the exact  opposite:  past  and  recent  regional  integration  ar-  NW, Washington,  DC  2043S3 Please  con-
they  tax  capital  gains  far  more  heavily  rangements.  They  note  that  recent  ar-  tact  Dawn  BaIlantyne,  room  N10-023,
than  dividends.  Despite  what  appears  rangements  are  occurring  in  a more  lib-  extension  37947  (47  paes).
optimal,  the trend  in developingcountries  eral  trading  environment  than  those  in
is  toward  lower  dividend  withholding  the  past,  and  that  developing  countries
taxes,  with  little  change  in  the  average  are  now  seeking  integration  with  devel-
level  of capital  gains  taxation.  oped  country  partner3  (for  example,
It also  appears  desirable  for developing  Mexico  with  the  United  States).  So  the
countriestoindex  theircapitalgainstaxes  context  is  different  from  past  arrange-Policy Research Working Paper SerIes  95
986.  The Administration  plify taxes to minimize ambiguity, ease  represent  about  60  percent  of  Latin
of Road User Taxes  administration,  reduce  administrative  America's population.
In Developing Countries  cost, and lower the compliance  cost, and  Brazil, Colombia,  andMexicoarefacing
(4)  to improve  tax enforcementbyimprov-  an important decl.neinmortalityandfer-
Roy  Bahl  ing tax collection, record-keeping,  liabil-  tality rates. New health  problems have
(October  1992)  ityassessment, andidentification  ofthose  arisen related to rapia urbanization and
liable to pay the  tax  industrialization-forexample,  injuries,
The  causes  oftaxavoidance,  oftaxeuasion,  * Transport fuel pricing needs to be  accidentalintoodcation  andpoisoming,  and
and of the failure to reach full  revenue  bettercoordinated, andrate structures - the occupational and  noncommuimcable
potential fiom road user taxes lie within  especially for sales tax, excise tax, and  conditions  (such  as hypertension and dia-
taxstrcturesandadministrations-an  importduty-couldbeloweredandmade  betes) affecting an aging population. At
those are the areas that need  reform.  more uniformn.  In some  countries there is  the same  time, these  countries are notfree
scope  for raising fuel tax and the annual  of old health problems - of many infec-
After studying the problems of adminis-  licensetax, providedlitisaccompaniedby  tious and parasitic diseases -although
tering  road  user  taxes in  19 developing  better  enforcement  Evidencefound  in the  their  mortality  rates  are declining.
countries,  Bahl  reports  the  following,  case studies  for this  paper have  not sup-  That  is,  old and  new health  problems
among other things:  ported an incentives  argument  that  tax-  coexist while wide social disparities  per-
- There  is no single,  correct structure  payers will be more inclined to payif they  sist  in these  developing  Latin  American
for road  user  taxation  since the  various  seeadirectbenefitbetweentaxandspend-  countries.  The epidemiological  diversity
charges may play differentroles  in differ-  ing.  and thespeedofchangein  diseaseprofiles
ent national  revenue  systems-  This paper-aproductoftheTransport  maakes the health  transition  in many  de-
* All effective tax  administration  re-  Division,InfiastuctureandUrbanDevel-  velopingcountriesmorecomplextannthe
quires  a solid, uncomplicated  tax  struc-  opment Department-is  part ofa larger  situation  developed countries  ficed.
ture.  departmental  project on pricing, cost re-  Mostofthese  countries also have inad-
- The substantial  revenue  potential  of  covery, and  efficient resource  use in the  equate health  infiastructure  and are un-
road user taxation  rests  on a growing tax  road sub-sector.  The reportis  based on a  likely to be able to afford to develop them
base.  Despite  this,  road  user  taxation  seriesofcasestudiescarriedoutinArgen-  inthenextdecadeorso.Andmostgovern-
remains  an  underused  source  of public  tina, Bolivia, Ghana, India, andYugosla-  ments  are  being  pressed  to  adopt  the
finance in developing countries.  via-drawing  also on studies carriedout  therapeutic  medical  model  to deal  with
* Tax evasion  and  avoidance  narrow  in Indonesia,  Nepal,  and Tanzania.  Cop-  noncommunicable  conditions.
the tax  base, cost governments  revenue,  iesofthis  paper are avwlable free fiom the  Bolbadla  and  Possas  arrive  at  seven
and compromise the  efficiencyandredis-  WorldBank,  1818 H StreetNWK  Washing-  main  condlusions about  the implications
tribution  objectives ofa tax system.  Eva-  ton, DC, 20433. Please contact  TWUTD,  oftheepidemiologicaltransitionforhealth
sion  may  occur  by  nonfiling,  roomSlf-027, extension31005(46  pages).  policyindevelopingLatinAmericancoun-
underreporting,  or smuggling.  It gener-  tries
"y increases  with the tax rates  (particu-  *  The  transition  offers  an  empirical
'y  the  marginal  tax rates)  and  de-  987.  How the Epidemiological  framework for strategic planning for the
--ses  with a greater  probability  of de-  Trarlsition  Affects  Health  Policy  health  system,  allowing  policyrnakers to
-tion  and with a more severe penalty.  Issues  il Three  Latin  American  anticipate future  trends  and  causes of
^  a-idance  is the  result  of loopholes in a  - Countries  mortality  and  anticipate  disease  sce-
s  ystem  that  enable  a-taxpayer  to re-  nanios.
l_e  liability  by adjusting  the  consump-  Jose Luis  Bobadilla  and Cristina de  Possas  *  Sincemore  diseaseise  ctedamong
- or composition  of received income, or  (October  1992)  the  adult  and  elderly  populatians,  the
naking differentinvestnentorproduc-  health  system'smission  shouldberevised
-i choices.  HowoandevelopingLcainAericancoun-  withmoreemphasisondiseaseprevention
v  The problems  of evasion  and avoid-  tries desWnrealisticsmtegsforprevent-  andcontrolmandlessonsatiswingdemand.
emustbeapproachedsimultaneously.  ing  and  controllg  norncmmunicable  - Existinginequitiesinthegeographi-
tax administration  narrows  the  pos-  conditons  and injuris  before they reach  cal distrlbutionofhealthresourcesandin
-'lity  for successful evasion,  the result  thepeakratesobserveddeelopedcoun-  the quality  of care between  health  insti-
y be an increase in avoidance.  ties  - and  at  the same  time maintain  tutions  should  be  corrected  to  avoid
'  The  four  main  types  of  road  user  cffcrts to reduce the "unfunished agenda'  greater  epiderniological polarization.
rges are  (1) fuel btx,  (2) sales  tax, ex-  in heth  services?  *  The health  care model should be re-
- tax, and  import  duty,  (3) annual  li-  formedto  strengthenthe  technical capac-
se and  vehicle  registration  charges,  Bobadilla  and  Possas  focus on healthy  itytoprovidepreventiveandcurativeser-
l (4) tolls.  policy  issues associated with health re-  vices at the firstlevel ofcare(ealth  cen-
* Actionshould  betakenunderallfour  form  needed  to  meet  the  health  needs  ters)to  control the dualburden  ofdisease.
'n  reform options (1) to keep rate  lev-  arising from the  demographic and epide-  *  Efficiencyandqualityofcareneed  to
as low as possible,  (2) to broaden  the  miological  transitions.  They  illustrate  besubstantiallyimproveltom  dt
base, limit exeemptions,  and move to-  these policy  issues by analyzing: Brazil,  the greater demand for clinical services,
-_da  single uniform tax rate,  (3) to sim-  Colombia, and Mexico, whosepopulations  especially those provided at hosptals.96  Policy Reserch  Working  Paper  Series
* Criteria for setting priorities in the  Within a time period, the use of effi-  98$. The Indlan  Trade Regime
health sectormustbe defined,  sorsourecs  ciency  gains andlosses as aguide topolicy
can be allocated among competinghealth  or project evaluation  assumes that  the  JL Ataman  Aksoy
needs and socioeconomic  groups.  prevailing distribution of income is so-  (October  1992)
* These  countries  need  to  strength  cially acceptable, since it is that distribu-
their ability to analyze the health status  tion which  "weight? the measures of  will-  Rebrmingexportpoliciesalzone-whoud
of populations, to  evaluate  the  health  ingness to pay.  rforming India's import and  tax  systems
system's performance,  and to design cost-  Between time periods, the use of an-  - wiU produce only marginal improve-
effective  interventions  to  deal  with  other efficiency concept - the discount  ments. The zwhole  systm  needs rational-
noncommunicable  diseases,  rate -biases  the outcomes  of evaluation  izi4g.
Thiis  paper - a product of the Popula-  iniLvorofthepresent,andagainstfiture,
tion,  Health,  and  Nutrition  Division,  generations where future costs and ben-  Despite attempts to liberalize India's in-
Population and  Human  Resources De-  efits are both distant and significant.  port trade regime, thestructure  ofimport
partment  - was presented at the Work-  But economic  valuation is useful insev-  licensing is stil  restrictive and complex
shop  on  Plicy  and Planning Implications  eril  contexs,  says  Pearce. Project and  and for most products, the licensing sys-
of the Epidemiological  Transition in De-  program appraisal cannotbe comprehen-  tems probably offers no more proteton
velopingCountries,  organizedbylthe  Com-  sive or adequate vnthout it. National en-  than tarifii do. For most products, trade
mitteeonPopulationoftheNationalAcad-  vnronmental  policy  priorities wll be bet-  restrictions  are  probably redundant  as
emy ofScience,  November20-22, 1991,in  terinformedifeconomicvalues areknown  protection.
Washington, DC. Copies  of this paperare  with some degree of certainty. The entre  Reforming export policies alone -
availablefree from theWorldBank,  1818  objective of sustinable  development al-  without reforming Idia's  importand tax
H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  mostcertainlycannotbeinterpretedwith-  systems - will produce only 
Please contact Otilia Nadora, room S11-  out some  idea ofthe value of environmen-  improvementsL  Problems in the  export
219, extension 31091  (20 pages).  tal services and assets.  administation  can be resolved only by
Emprieal  work on valuation remains  making changes in four areas:
limited, even in the developed  worl& Itis  *  Theimportlicensingaymmustbe
988. EconomIc  Valuation  fairly new in  the developing world, al-  rationalized to eliminate import restic-
and the  Natural  World  though many  project evaluations have  tions on inputs and componets.  The in-
used some form of indirect valuation. Its  portregime infictsheavyaive
DavidPerce  impartance for the development process  costs on the Indian economy.  Imnparts  of
(October  1992)  isthatrevealed  economicvalues  for envi-  raw materials and other inputs essential
ronmental conservation  and environmen-  forproduction are delayed,  leavingdown-
conomic  ualuation can help improve de-  tallyimprovingprojectsandpolicesbave  stream producersidlewhendomesticsap-
ciuions about protecting  the environment  often been found  to be large.  plies  are interrupted  (wbich happens  of-
By imputing values to unpriced goods, it  Valuation demonstrates that there is an  ten). The export regime is still not ratio-
can makepublicchoies m  aocost-efiiciet economic  case for protecting the environ-  na2lized  for  smaller  producerar inirect
and thus allow lmitedpublic  inwmeto be  ment,  and  can help  improve decision-  exporters, and firms that relyon domes-
optimally spent-  maiking.  In so doing,  it could make public  tic suppliers.
choices  more cost-efficient,  thus allowing  *  Taf  sand exise  taxes mustbe  on-
Economic  valuation  is  controvers  limited public income to  be  optmlly  solidated around two to three slabs and
laigely  because  its  purpose  has  not been  spent-  the  quantitative  restrictions  in intenne-
dtearly conveyed  to non-economists,  says  This paper-a  product  frthe  Office of  d&te  and  capital  goods  must  be  elii-
David  Pearce. The purpose of vauation of  the Vice  President, DevelopmentEconom-  natel  so firms can be compensated acc-
the natural world is to elicit measures of  ics - is one in a  series of background  rately for their tax burdens. The system'
humanpretrencestor,  or against,envio-  papers prepared for the World Develop-  that exists is far too complex.
mental change Asaprocedure,itthusfaces  ment Report 1992R  The Report, on devel-  * Theabsoluteleveloftafoninputs
two  innediate  limitations, he argues.  opment and the environment, discusses  must be reduced to administer the duty-.
First, economic  values are not the same  the possible effects of the expected da-  free import sehemes efficiently. Highltar-
as "Intrinsice values-values  9tnthings  matic growth  in  the  world's  population,  iffsencourageleakEg  ofduty-freeimports
rather  than values  of' things. Economic  industrial output, use of energy, and de-  into the domestic market  and abuse of
valuation makes no claim to measure in-:  mand for food. Copies of this and other  high drawback rates (incentives).
trinsic values, although through the con-  World Development Report background  *  Tariffs and  taxes on capital  goods
ceptof"exdstence"valueitmmaybecapable  papers are available free from the World  must  be reduced to reduce the costs of
ofcaptuninghuman perceptions ofintrin-  Bank  1818 H Street, NW, Washington,  investment  Tariffs in India-especially
sic value.  DC 20433. Please contact the World De  -onkeyintermediateproducts(metalsand
Second,  measuring preferences focuses  uelopmzent  Repot  office, room T7-101,  chemicls)  and capital goods  -are  high
on efiFiency gains and losses from envi-  extension 31393 (63 pages).  and getting higher fiast The high cost of
ronmental change. It says little about the  basic inputs increases the cost of produc-
distribution ofcosts and benefits within a  tion, leads to uneconomic  importubsti-
time period or between time periods.  tution  which  auses  pressure  for morePolicy  Research  Working  Paper Series  97
protection,  and  requires  an  elaborate,  positive profit margin would triple, from  When the industrial  world was develop-
cumbersome system to  compensate ex-  20 percent to 63 percent.  ing, it was tie  tobenefitfiom ceap  nato-
porters. Bigh tariffs and excise taxes on  Among  import-substituting  projects  ral-resource commodities.  Ts  it fair to ex-
capital goods  damage Indian competitive-  that  are not candidates for export under  pect countries that  are triing  to imitate
ness, adding 10 to 15 percent to the cost  the present trade regime, under the pro-  this pattern to pay more?
of production and severely handicapping  posed new regime half would be candi-  Unfortunately  there  are  not reliable
exporters.  datesforexpertiftheywouldprocuretheir  estimates of the effects of environmental
The excessive tarifl3 do not fulfill their  inputs at international  prices,  protection costs on production, consump-
primary purpose of providing protection  Lowertariffswould  fulfll theirprimary  taon, revenues,  and  foreign  exchnge.
and incentives; they are aimed maily  at  purpose more effectively: providing pro-  Slade explores these issues for the energy
generating  revenues.  Public  revenues  tectionandincentivesignals.Thefunction  and nonfuel-mineral markets, sectors re-
should be generated  tbrough more effi-  of generating  public revenues,  another  sponsile  for much of current industridal
dent  instruments,  especially taxes.  critical issue in India, should be fulfilled  pollution.
This paper  - a product of the  South  not through tariffs but through more effi-  Using a model, she examines the con-
iu Country Department mI-is  based  cient and protection-neutral instruments  sequences of the developing  world adopt-
- larger study of Indias  trade regime  - in particular,  direct taxation (income  ing the environmental  standards  of the
undertakenbytheDepartment.  Copiesof  tax) and nontariffindirect taxation (neu-  industialized  world. She assumes:  all
Lixe paper  are  avilable  free from  the  tral excise taxes, MODVAT,  and prefer-  producers incur  lean-up costs; most ad-
World  Bank, 1818  HStreetNW, Washing-  ablythevalue-addedtaxon  cosumption).  justuent  is  made  through  changes in
Wn,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Rose  This paper  - a joint  product of the  pricesandquantities,notthoughaltered
Mnstenda, room J1I-  721'  atension  35055  Southern Africa Department  and of the  trade  patterns;  and  the  industidized
22 pages).  IndustryandEnergyOperationsDivision,  warldinceasesits  environmental expen-
Middle East  and North Africa Country  ditures by the same fraction as the devel-
Department I-is  part of a larger study  oping world.
~3. Protection  and  Industrial  oflndia?straderegimeundertakenbythe  Slade  fnds  hatlm  creased revenue re-
Siructure  In India  SouthAsiaCountryDepartmentll  Cop-  soumres  will more than  cmpensate  the
ies ofthe paperare availablefre  from the  avrage  developing country for the costs
M AtamanAksoyandFrancaisMLEttori  WorldBank,1818HStreetNW,Wasing-  of pollution control, so no assstance  or
ober 1992)  ton,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Rose  intervention  would be requirel.  This  as-
Matenda,  room Jll-217,  extension  35055  sumes, however,  that  capital markets  are
-- Ainrg  India's  industrial  incentive  (51 pages).  perfect,  whichisfarflomtbecaseinmany
me  tranparent  require  making  tar-  developingcountries.Thesenimperfections
uniformly  oDW  and  eliminating  al  constitutietbegreatestobstacletosucceas-
-Dtataverestrictions  omtpors  Tar-  991.  Environmental  Costs  ful  environmental  regulation.
,must  beusedonlytoprovideprction  of Natural  Resource  Commodities:  Loans orsubcidiesfromNorthtoSouth
incentie  signals, not  to raiLe reu-  Magnitude and  Incidence  should be considered, says Slade. Devel-
es  oping country  producers  should  be given
Margaret E. Slade  aces  to credit  in  dolars,  prices  of im-
!ctve  protection  rates in  India are  so  (October1992)  ported  pollution-abatement  equipment
_h and  vary  so greatly  that  anything  could be reduced,  or aid  could be tied  to
rt oflow  uniform  tariffs  and  the  com-  What  would  happen  to resowurce  prouc-  the installationandimaintenance  ofenvi-
'  ;e elimination  of quantitative  restric-  dion, consumption,  and reuenue  if the de-  ronmental  capital.
_iswouldnotmake  theindustrialincen-  ueloping countries  adopted  the  enuin-  Slade  finds that  environmental  protee-
scheme transparent, as it needs to  be.  mental  stndards  set  by  the  industrial  ton  costs are small. Compliance  costs of
Aksoy  and  Ettori  produce  evidence  to  countries,  while  at the same  time the in-  roughly  three  percent  of prodluct prices
w that  there  is ample  scope forreduc-  dustrial  countres  incead  their spend-  lead to changes  in exportrevenues  ofless
- tariffs  and quantitative  restrictions  iag  on  environmental  protection  by  the  thanonepercent.Theprincipalreasonfbr
I that  most  industries  could  coexist  samefracion  as thedevetaoping countries?  this  result  is that  mineral  commodity de-
:-h much less  protection  than  they  now  The carrying  capacity  af our  natural  en-  mand  and  supplyareinelasticin  thelong
e.  vironmentisanimportantunpricedinput  run.
Byeliminatingall  surcharges  oninputs  to production.Aconsensusis  growingthat  As for the  incidence  of environmental
iffsonimportedmputs,  pnce diffren-  users  should  pay  for the  environmental  costs, an environmental  'taX  is On aver-
-s  onlocal  inputs,  nondeductible  excise  damage  that  they  cause.  Although  most  age progressive, becauselow-income  coun-
--  -es)  -even  without  correcting  for the  people can accept this  policy in principle,  triesaretypicallynetexpartersofmineral
cts of high  investment  costs  - most  many  are concerned  with the  magnitude  commodities,  whereas high-income  coun-
-jects  (including  import-substitution  and  incidence  of its  associated  costs  and  tries  are net  importers.
Jects)  would earn  from  current  inter-  the  disruptions  that  would  be  created  This paper-  a product  ofthe  Office of
lonal prices a positive profitmargin  on  during  a tmnsition  period.  Of particular  the Vice President,  DevelopmentEconom-
r marginal  as  well as  full production  concern is the burden  that migihtbe plced  ics  - is  one  in  a  series  of background
-s. The  proportion  of projects  with  a  on the economies of developing  countries.  papers  prepared  for the  World Develop-98  Policy Research Wolking Paper Series
ment  Report '1992 The Report, on devel-  countries  and  their  trade  relations  with  determinants  in Africa  Ajayi  addresses
opment  and  the  environment,  discusses  world partners,  the author argues that  too  this problem and, using several concepts,
the  possible  effects of the  expected  drEL-  much was expected from regional integra-  provides Tbandse or a  'rang  for capital
matic  growth  in  the world's  population,  tion -especially  the integration  ofgoods  flightinNigeria.Asignificantproportion
industrial  output,  use of energy, and  de-  markets.  of capital  flight  can  be  estimated  from
mand  for food. Copies of this  and  other  Benefits  that  theoretically  could have  recorded data in the balance of payments
World  Development  Report  background  been  derived  from  regional  integration  and debt statistics  -butthese  estimates
papers  are  available  free from the World  went unattainedfor  complex reasons, fore-  are only as good as the  data  are reliable.
Bank, 1818HStreetNW,Washington,DC  most  among wich  is the disparity  in the  Significant  amounts  of capital  flight,
20433. Please contact the WorldDeuelop-  partnerse economic development and  the  relative  to  external  debt,  took place be-
meatReportoffice,roomT7-1O1,extension  ensuinguneven  distribution  ofgainsfrom  tween  1970 and  1989. Trade-faking  was
31393 (26 pages).  regional integration.  This disparity  pre-  an  important  vehicle:  exports  were
vented anymeaningful  step toward  inte-  underinvoicedtothetuneofaboutUS$8.1
grating  Sub-Saharan  African marets.  billion  and  imports  were  overinvoiced
992. Regional  Integration  Poroutanarguesthatdespitearenewed  aboutUS$6.0 billion.
In Sub-Saharan  Africa:  interest  in regionalism  in  the  world,  it  Econometricanalysis  showsthe  culprit
Experience  and Prospects  remains unlikely thatregional  integration  tobe domestic mamoeconomic policy-in
as  pursued  in Sub-Saharan  Africa so far  the form of inflation,  exchange rate  mis-
Faezeh Fomutan  will succeed any more in the  future.  Re-  alignment,  fiscal deficit, and  the  lack of
(October  1892)  gional integration  in Sub-Saharan  Africa  opportunities  for profitable  domestic in-
can bear  gradual  fruit  only if costly pro-  vestments  -combined  with the relative
The  emphasis  of regional  integration  in  tectionist  and  distortionary  policies  are  attractiveness  of foreign investments
Sub-SaAaranAfrica  should shiftfron  the  abandoned  for  more  market-oriented,  Eliminatingdistortionsintheeconomy
integration of goods markets to the re-  transparent, balanced economic  policies.  could minimize substantially externally
gionalcoardlinationofmacroer.omicand  The disparity  among SubSaharan  Af-  held foreign claims and minimize  capital
micr  omicpoliies,  the harmonization  rican countries that  has hindered  the hb-i  flight  Amengthiingsthatneed  tobe done:
of administrtiue  rulwe and  reguations,  eralzationofgoodsrmarketsisunlikelybDo  Ensure  that  the nation's  currency is
and  the joint  provision  of public  goods.  disappear  in the  short  run, Foroutan ar-  not overvalued.
Suchsteps are  likely  to makeSub-Saharan  gues, so the emphasis in  Sub-Saharan  * Establishanintegrated,  unifiedtar-
Africanmarketsmoatracthivetodomes-  Africashouldshiftfromtheintegrationof  if  structure  to reduce  the rewards  for
tic and foreign investors and to improve  goodsmarketsto the coordination  ofma-  trade-faing.
economicgrowth.  roeconomic  and  microeconomic policies,  * Establish  fiscal discipline,  to main-
theharm!. -zzationofadxrinmstrativenules  tain  macroeconomic stability  and reduce
After independence,  every Sub-Saharan  andregulations,  andthejointprovision  of  inflation.
African country, without exception,joined  public goods. Such steps are likely to make  *  Ensure  a positive  real rate  ofinter-
one ormoreTegional integration  schemes.  Sub-Saharan  African markets  more  at-  est-bigh  enough to attrac:tfundsbut  not
Regional integration  would have enabled  tractive  to domestic andforeign  investors  so high as tostifleinvestmentinitiatives.
the  subcontinent  to  attain  economic  and  to bring about  economic growth.  Adoptarealisticexchangeratedeter-
growth  and  prosperity  by allowing indi-  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Trade  mined by market  forces.
vi  dual countries  to overcome the barriers  Policy Division, Country  Economics  De-  *  Foster  attitudinal  changes  that  con-
ofdesperately  small size and poorhuman  partnent-is  part of alargereffort  in the  tribute  positively  to honest  government.
and  physical  capital  endowment  - thus  department  to understand  new regionad-  This paper  - a product of the  Office  of
breaking  away from the  colonial pattem  ismnin  trade policy-Copiesofthepaperare  theDirector,WesternAfricaDepartment.
of trade,  often characterized  by a heavy  available free from theWorldBank,  1818  -is  part ofa  larger  effort in the  depart-
reliance  on an  undiversified  and  vulner-  H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.  ment  to  examine  the  issues  of  debt,
able structure  of exports.  Please  contact  Dawn  Ballantyne,  room  macrostability,  and  resource  flows in the
Despitemanyattempts,andtheinvest-  N10-023, extension  37947 (42 pages).  region. Copies of the  paper  are  available
ment  of many  scarce resources,  to create  free from the World Bank,  1818 H Street
multinational  institutions,  Sub-Saharan  NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-
African  markets  remain  surprisingly  iso-  993.  An  Economic  Analysis  tact  Nga  Lopez,  room  J6-288,  extension
lated  from  each  other.  Production  and  of  Capftal  Flight  from  Nigeria  34555  (78 pages).
exports  in  most  of these  countries  show
few  basic  structural  changes.  Their  S. Ibi Ajayi
growth  record  - especially  in the  past  (October 1992)
decade  - has  been  abysmal.
Foroutan's  objective is to analyze  the  Eliminating  distortions  in  Nigeria's
reasons  for the huge gap between  expec-  economy could  minimize  externaUy held
tations  and  reality  and  to evaluate  re-  foreign claims  and capital flt
gional integration's  prospects in Sub-Sa-
haran  Africa. Considering  the  economic  UnlikeLatinAmerica,therehavebeenno
characteristics  of Sub-Saharan  Afiican  detailed  estimates  of capital flight  or its1.- Research  Working Paper SerIes  99
-.  Textiles and Apparel  ments is open to question. The competi-  arrangements.  Copies of the  paper are
NAFTA:  A Case of  tiveness of Mexicols  apparel industry in  available free from the WorldBank, 1818
tstralned  Uberalzatlon  non-NAFTAmarketswilldependtosome  H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.
extent on the international  competitive-  Please contact Rose Vo, room 88-042,  ex-
TreYBannisterandPatrick  Low  ness of the US.  textile industry.  tension 37664  (48 pages).
)ber 1992)  This paper-a  product of the Interna-
tional Trade Division,  International Eeco-
-paper  examine  the change. Me=ico's  nomics Department - is part of a larger  996.  Strateg I  Management
-le  and clothing industry is  ikely  to  effort-in the department  to analyze the  of Population  Programs
under NA ETA  effects of trends toward growing region-
alism in international trade. Copies  ofthe  Mlichael  HE  Berahart
nister  and  Low examine  the  changes  paper  are  available  free from  the  World  (October  1992)
U  Mexico's textile  and  clothing  indus-  Bark,  1818H StreetNW,Washington,  DC
slikelytoface underthe  NorthAmeri-  20433  Please contact Aban Daruwala,  Although  descriptons  of strategic  plan-
Free  Trade  Agreement  (NAFTA).  room S7-042,  extension 33713  (43  pages).  ning and management muay  be reduced to
y compare pre-NAflTA  and probable  a  zandful  ofprescriptions,  the practie  is
-,NAFTA  scenarios  for Mexican ex-  often messy and frus  ng - especialy
s.TheUSdclotlingandtextilemdus-  995. Recent  Experience  with  to  mnagers  accustomed to more precise
tis likely to remain  among the most  Commerclal Bank Debt Reduction  disciplinessuchas medicineorcualtuaon.
ected of U.S. industries,  so this  is es-  Butthegoinsarewiddyacreed  making
ially a comparson oftwo protection-  Stjjn Csessens, lihac  Diwan,  it incumbentoncnscienfiouss  mangers  to
-ituations,  not  of protection  and  free  andEduardoFermndez-Ari.s  embark on this often  diflicultandfractioAs
e  - (October  1992)  proces&
Bannister  and  Low trace  how current
-a and tariff restrictions  on U.S. im-  An anaysis  of thefive recent debt-reduc-  Formal strategic planning and manage-
sfirnm  Mexico  will  bereplacedbyrules  tion  agreements  shows that the menu ap-  ment  appear  to contribute  to organiza-
igin designed to protect US.  indus-  proachachieddebtreductionatsubstan-  tionaleffeediveness.Bernhartsurveysthe
Mexican  textile and clothing exports  daily  lower  costs  tian  a comparable  mar-  literature  on  strategic management  in
enjoy greater access to the US. raar-  ket-basedoperatica. But indrect  benfit,  pnvatelfor-profit  orgniozaions  and ap-
if mast  inputs  originate  in  North  or  effciency  gains associated with  debt  plies lessons from thatlterature  to popu-
inCa.  reduction,are  necesary  to maketheopera-  lation programs.
Under  the  triple  transformration re-  ion  enfit  the debtor.  Few would argue that populhbon pro-
ement, for example, a  cotton shirt-  grams  would not benefit from strategic
Id have to be made in the NAFTAre-  Claessens, Diwan, and Fernandez-Arias  planning and management, but it woulld
from yarn and fabric of NAETA  ori-  review  the  case for market-based  debt  beinadvisbletoinitiate  theprocesswhen
Mexican compiance  with this  rule  reduction and concerted debt reduction.  theorganizationisfaced withashort-term
Id not prove onerous. Proximity and  They explain the  new menu-based ap-  crisis; during  or immediately  before a
,-standing  production-sharing  ar-  proachto debtreduction and discuss why  changeinleadership;orwhenimplemen-
gements have made  Mexico heavily  it may be preferred to market-based and  tationisunhlkely.  Publicsectorprograms
mndent  on  US.  inputs.  Roughly 53  concerted  debt  reduction.  seem tobave the latitude to manage stra-
ent of Mexican textile  and  apparel  Inareview ofthefiverecentdebt-reduc-  tegically.
irts to the United  States  fall under  tionagreements,theyfindthatthemenu  Models available for adoption include
luction-sharing  programs,  with  an  approach indeed achieved debt reduction  lif-cyclemodels,strategicissuesmanage-
age 69 percent  ofvalue  added of US.  at  substantially  lower costs  than  a com-  ment, stakeholder analysis, and portfolio
'_in. Only 15 percentof  input require-  parable market-based operation. By one  analysis.  The model selected may be a
ts for the other  47 percent  of trade  is  measure,  the  five  countries  may  have  function  of (1) who will use it (life-cyclel
)rted into Mexico - only 8 percent  saved more than  $8 billion.  evolutionarymodelsmaybewell-suitedto
i non-NAFTA  countries.  Even a  menu-based approach to  debt  theplanningneedsofcdonars);(2)thepres-
what  about  future  trade?  Bannister  reduction,however, is unlikely to directly  ence of challenges to the survival of the
Low estimate  that  these  Mexican  benefit the debtor financially. They find  programortokeycomponentsofit(stake-
ts to the United States will increase  that  the debtors suffered financial losses  holderanalysis  would  findreadyapplica-
modestly-partlyecause  ofthelow  equal to a few percent of their GDPs. In-  tion in those circumstances); and (3) the
of protection  lready  assocated with  direct benefits, or efficiency  gains associ-  relative success and stability of the pro-
luction-sharing  arrangements.  Rules  ated  with debt reduction,  are necessary  to  gram  (portfolio  analysis  may  help  a pro-
igin will notrestricttrade  expansion.  make  the operation  benefit  the  debtor.  gram  balance  its  activities  in  a  stable
ne additional costs  to the Mexican  coan-  This paper-a  product ofthe Debtand  environment  whereas  strategic  issues
arofadoptingrulesoforigin under the  International  Finance Division, fiterna-  management is useful in responding to a
TA are small.  tional Economics Department - is part  dynamic environment).
)w  much investment  from outside  of a larger  effort in the  department  to  It  is important  to marshall top-level
hAmed.a  will  be attracted to Mexico  understandthecostsandbenefitstocoun-  support,  designate  who will do the  leg
'r stringent  input-sourcing require-  tries  of debt and  debt service reduction  work, analyze the organization's history100  Policy Research Warking Paper Series
and  current  situation,  assess  internal  panel ofIndonesian manufacturing estab-  udoped  and deudoping marke  eonomi
strengths  and  weaknesses  and  xternal  lishments for 1981-88. Their sample was  Not, howetver, in the transitional  sociaist
tats  and Gpportiurities,  and summarize  not representative,  but  their  evidence  untries,  wherestrucalchaeis  likely
critical issues facing the program.  Then  shows that economic  reform had a favor-  to bring far greater changes inralIfreight
a strategy may be developed,  able effect on the performance of smaller  aivity  than in road transport
Amongthe avalable approaches are (1)  firms.
scenario developments (useful for a pro-  Liberalization  helped reallocate domes-  Decisions about investments in the long-
gram that  senses a  need to change its  tic credit toward smaller firms to a level  lived assets  of transport  infrastructure
approach to clients); (2) critical issues  roughly proportionate to their contribu-  require some assumptionsaboutprospec-
analysis  (useful for refining  successful  tion to  value-added.  Moreover, otherfirms  tive long-term dermand  fom  services us-
programs); and (3) a goal approach (use-  were successful in replacing  expensive  ing that  infrastruture.  To improve the
fiul  for programs with diffuse, ill-defined  domestic  credit  with  cheaper  foreign  basis  for  such predictions, Bennathan,'
objectives).  There are no short-cuts, it is  credit. releasing some domestic credit to  Fraser,andThompsonestimtedthelong-
argued.Astrategicplantypicallycontains  establishments that lacked accss  to it.  run  determinants  of domestic freight
(1)a mission statement that describes  the  Nominal and real interest rates rose to  transport,  using single-equation regres-.
socialneedtobeaddressed, watis  unique  very high levels, but Teal returns to capi-  sions on a cross-section of data from "de-
about the organization, what its values  tal assets remain high andhave increased  veloped (high-income),wdeveloping(low-
are, and who the principal stakeholders  substantially for small and medium-size  income), and former socialist economies.
are; (2) a statement of the population to  exporting establishments.Forall  groups.  Theyalso sought answers to two  related
be served and goals for service delivery  higherrates offinancialleverage gave  rise  questions.  First,  snce  statistics  on na-
and quality standards; (3) a service deliv-  to extremely high returns  on owned eq-  tional ton-kilometers of freight transport
ery strategy; (4)  afinancial strategy;()a  uity.Medium-size-firms-both  conglom-  are much scarcer for developing  than for
marketing strate;  and (6)  support strat-  erate and nonconglomerate  - have had  developedcountries,whatisthescopefor
egies-  the highest rates of return  to capital, fi-  generaling  from data  on high-income
Mast organizations will find that there  nancial leverage, and returns  to equity.  countries?  Second, within what limits
is  no  ideal  structure  - all  require  Finanial  reform  has  had a sigficant  mayone  applyresultsobtainedfio  data
tradeoffs-and  that attention shouldfo-  impactonfirmerealandfinancial  chaices  on market  economies to the prospective
cns on elminating patently dysimctional  Shifting from administrative  allocations  evolution of freight tansport  demand in
aspects of the structure,  of credit to market-based allocations has  the socialist transitional economies?
This paper - a product of the Popula-  increasedborrowngcosts,particularlyfor  Theyreprtt  he followingfindings,sub-
dion  Policy  and Advismy Service, Popula-  smaller firns,  but it  has  also widened  ject to caveats related to the simple meth-
dion  and Human Resources Department  access to finance- The net effect appears  odology  used:
-waspreparedasbackgroundfor  a'best  to have been a decrease in the degree of  * For the  smple  of developed coun-
practice" paper on effective  family plan-  market segmentation andarelaxation  of  tries, and  the merged samples of devel-
ning  progrms.  Copies of this  paper  are  financial  constraints  to the  benefit  of in-  aped plus  developingcountries,  total ton-
avaiuable  free from the World Bank, 1818  vestment activity.  kilometers offreighttransport(exduding
H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  Thispaper-aproductoftheFinancial  tranit)  are adequately explained by two
Please cotact  Otilia Nadora, room Sil-  Policy and  Systems  Division, Country  variables: acountry's areamand  total GDP.
219, extension 31091(26 pages).  Economics  Department - was prepared  Ton-kilometers by  road are  chiefly ex-
for the World Bank research project, In-  plainedbyGDP;ton-kilometersbyral  ae
vestment Decisions, Capital Market Im-  explained by country area
997.  How Financial  LIberaliation  perfections, and the Effects of Financial  - Roadfreightin  developed  and devel-
In Indonesia  Affected Firms'  Liberalizatie. .nleEcuadorianandIndo-  opingearketecononiesshowsvery  simir
Capital Structure  and  Investment  nesian Cases(RP0676-72).Copiesofthis  Jarresponse (in additional ton-kilometes)
Decislons  paper are available free from the World  to variations in GDP.  But the elasticity
Bank, 18181H  StreetNW,Washington,DC  of demand for road ton  -lometers  with
John  R. Harris,  Fabie Schiantrelli,  20433.  Please  contact  Wilai  Pitaya-  regard to GDP shoulld  be about or above
and  Miranda  G.  Singar  tonakarn, room N9-003,  extension 37666  1.25 for developing countries, compared
(October  1992)  t42 pages).  with close to unity for the high-income
countries.
Financial refrm  has had a sinificant  *  Demand  sfor  rail  freight  transport
impactonfirm'relandfinancicdcwices  998. What Determinnes  Demand  appeas  to be determined in closely  simi-
- heping  to realocte  credit  touard  for Freight  Transport?  larwaysinbothgroupsofcountries.  Elas-
smaler  firms and relaing  the financial  tiity  with GDP appears to be close to
constrints  they face.  Esrm  Bennathan,  Julie Fraser,  unity.
and Louis  S.  Thompson  *  Judging  from the nErrow basis of
How did financial  hlberalization affect  (October  1992)  evidence on socialist economies (China
Indonesian firms? Harris, Schiantarelli,  and the fomer  USSR were excluded for
and Siregar analyzed real and financial  Long-run demandfor freight transport  is  teihnicalaresons),transportdemandwat
indicators for the establishments in their  determined in closely  similar ways in de-  determined very differently in their sys-M;cy  Research  Working  Paper Sodas  101
--  than in the market economnies.  The  tries. The recent episodes of hyperinfla-  1000. World  Bank  Adjustent
--.rsuarealmostentirelyexplainedby  tion in these countries were not isolated  Lending  and  Economic
differencesin theroleof, and demand  -instead , they were the culmination of  Performiance  In Sub-Sahamn
-rail transportinthedifferenteconomic  an unstable  process  in  which inflation  Africa In the  19809:  A Comparison
,  _--  s.  crept up gradually for many yens  before  with Other Low-income Countries
The road sector offreight transport, on  accelerating explosively.  These episodes
'  otherhand,conformscloselytonorms  were important  bcause  they helped to  IbrahimA.Elbadawi,DhanouhwarGhura,and
-the  market  economies; the marginal  dispel the myth thatitis  possible to main-  GilbertUwujaren
-_,onse  (additional  ton-kilometer  for  tain a stable high rate of inflation on a  (October  1992)
''ftional  GDP) and  elasticity with re-  long-termbasiswithouthannfuleffectson
-t  to GDP, appear -on  the  avalable  growth.  Adjustment  program  cannot  a  ineed  i
-enoe -to  be close  to what is foundfor  The causes of the new hyperinflations  Sub-Saharan  African  counties  unles
-floped  market economies.  were not as clear as in the classical epi-  government  play  a greater, albeit rece-
In  short,  strucural  change  in  the  sodes,astheyoriginatedfromacombina-  fined,  role in adjustment  where  there is
alisteconomiesislikelytobringabout  tion of fiscal and nonfiscal factors. The  more publi  investBent in infrastructure,
greater changes in rail freight activ-  chronic fiscal imbalances eventually be-  human capitl,  and agricultural  technol-
-_  :hanin  road  transport.  came  an  insurmountable  obstacle,  and  qgy  in ordertogenerate  a supply response;
Thispaper-aproductaftheTransport  inflation moved  away from  the fiagple  high  policy  reform is made credible to the pri-
sion, Infrasimctur  and Urban Devel-  inflation equilibrium into byperinflation.  vate sector; program implementation im-
entDepartment-ispartofa  larger  The interesting  feature of the new epi-  proves; and there is better 'gownance'
¶rt  in the department to develop  quan-  sodes (especially  in  Argentina and Brazil)  and more political  stability.
ive aids for the evaluation of perfor-  is that they were not triggered by a large
ice  ofinfiastructure-related  services,  increase  in  the budget  deficit; instead,  Elbadawi, Ghura, and Uwujareninvesti-
lesignofpolicy,andtheestablishment  because the  initial  equilibrium  was so  gated the factors thatinflues  .;the par-
iorities. Copiesofthepaperareavail-  fragile, inflation was in the end destabi-  ticipation of Sub-Saharan Aitrcn  coun-
free from the World Bank,  1818 H  lized by financial shocks.  tries  and  aU low-income countries  in
.et  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  One  important  lesson  of  the  new  World Bank adjustment  lending. They
-se contact TWUTD, room S10-027,  hyperindlations is that the process of re-  estimated  how the  Banks  adjustment
mnsion  31005 (29 pages).  storinhgprice  stability hasbeenlongerand  programsaffectedeconomieperformance
more oostly  than in the classical  cases. The  in both region
main reason for this has been thatit  was  Theyfoundthat  the marginal contribu-
- Stopping Three  Big Inflations  not clearin the minds of the public where  tion of Bank-supported adjustment  pro-
jentina, Brzl,  and  Peor)  inflation would  settle oneehyperinflation  grams  to export performance has  been
was stopped.  In the classichyperinflations  positive and significant in Sub-Sahan
xel  A. Kiguel  and Nisan Liviatan  ofEurope in the 1920s, expectations were  Aflica, given the  potentially important
,ber 1992)  thatinflation  wouldreturn to the lowlev-  lihksbetweenexportgrowthandeconomic
els that  had prevailed befora In the new  growth
odes of hyperinflation  in Argentina,  episodes, thereisno  compellingreason  for  Buta4justmentpr3gramashavenotsig-
fl, and Peru inthe  1980s were  impor-  agents to expect that the economy  would  ificantly  affected  economic growth in
-because  tlewyhelpedto dispel the myth  go  back  to  low  inflation.  Experience  Sub-Saharan  Africa and  have  had a del-
-it  ispossibleto maintaina  stable high  showed  that  inflationary  expectations  eterious effect on investment there. This
of inflationona long-term  basis with-  initially settled near  the level where in-  strengthens  the argument  of those who
- zalrm  q  effects on growth  flation was prior to hyperinflation. As a  call for more explicit consideration of the
result, the disinflation process must con-  initial conditions of the Sub-Sahmran  Af-
h existingliteraturefailstorecognize  tinue once hyperinflation is stopped.  rican economies  in the desi,  emphasis,
; high inflation (annual rates in three  This paper - a product of the Transi-  and  schedule of their  adjustment  pro-
ts) is a  distinctly different phenom-  tion  and  Macro-Adjustment Division,  grams.
ifrom moderate inflation and hyper-  CountryEconomicsDepartiment-ispart  For one thing, a  redefined but more
Ltion.  The failure to understand  the  of a larger  effort in  the department  to  important role for governments is in or-
ific features ofthe inflation process  in  examine stabilization  policies. The re-  derforreformingAfiicaneconomies.Fi-
chronic high inflation economies  has  sarch  wasfundedbythe BanlesBesearch  cal and monetay  retrenchment  are still
iy  times led toa wrong diagnosis  ofthe  Support Budget  under research  project - indispensable, but it is critical that there
'arlying reass  for changes in infla-  'Stopping High Inflation' (RPO 674-24).  be more public investment in infrastruc-
in those economies, and the policies  Copiesofthepaperareavailablefreefiom  ture,  human  capital,  and  agricultural
led to stabilize prices in those coun-  the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  technology - to generate  a  supply re-
L This lack of understanding extends  Wasbington,  DC 20433. Please contact  sponse.
te  interpretations  ofthe recent hyper-  Raquel  Luz,  room N11-059, extension  Moreover,effortsnmustbernadetDmk.
-tion in some economies.  39059 (52 pages).  policyreformsmore credible to  the private
Argentina,  Brazil,  and  Peru  in  the  sectarandtoimproveprogramimplemen-
)s were certainlyhigh-inflation coun-  tation.102  PolIcy Research Working Paper Serfies
Also,  'goveomance sand  political stabil-
ity - politically  sensitive issues - criti-
cally affect  the adoption, implementation,
sustainability,  and credibility of adjust-
ment programs.
This paper - a product of the Transi-
tion  and  Macro-Adjustment Division,
Country Economnics  Department, and the
Economics  and Finance Division, Africa
Technical Department-is  part ofajoint
research effortby CECTMand AFTEP  on
The Effectiveness  ofAdjustment  lending
in  Sub-Saharan  Africa'  Copies of the
paper are available free from the World
Bank, 1818  H StreetNW, Washington,  DC
20433. Please  contact  Anna  Maranon,
room  N11-025,  extension  39074  (96
pages).Volume Xl
Numbers 1001  - 1100Policy Research Working  Paper Series  105
1001. World Bank Adjustment  in  Sub-Saharan Africa? Copies of the  the possible effects of the expected dra-
Lending  and  Economic  paper are available free from the World  matic growth in the world's population,
Pertormance  In Sub-Saharan  Bank, 1818  HStreet NW,  Washington,  DC  industrial output, use of energy, and de-
Africa in the 1980s:  A Comparison  20433.  Please contact Anna Maranon,  mand for food.  Copies of this and other
of Early Adjusters, Late Adjusters,  room  NI1-025,  extension  39074 (60  World Deuelopme..t  Report background
and Nonadjusters  pages).  papers are nvalable  free from the World
Bank,  1818  H StreetNW,  Washington,  DC
Ibrahim  A.  Elbadawi  20433. Please contact  the WorldDevelop-
(October  1992)  1002. World Fossil  Fuel Subsidies  mentRepotOflice,momT7-101,  extension
and Global Carbon Emissions  31393  (31  pages).
Strusutl  adjustment programs in Sub-
Saharan African haue not significantly  Bjon Larsen  and  Anwar  Shah
improuedgrowthinthe se:ond halfofthe  (October1992)  1003. Rent-Sharing in the Multi-
190s,  and they have hurt investment.  Fibre Arrangement: Evidence from
They haue  significantly  improued  export  Removing  world ene  subsidies  - esti-  U.S.-Hong  Kong  Trade  In Apparel
performancebut  theperceivedincreases  in  mated at US$230 billion  - could reduce
export  competitiuenessand  intheefifciency  global carbon  emissions by 9 percet  KRa  Krishna  and  Lingflui  Tan
ofinuestment(supposedto begenerated  by  (October1992)
reform  programs)  have not been  sufficient  Larsen and Shah present evidence  on the
tocountebalacthedecineininvestaent  level of  fossil fiel subsidies andtheirim-  Why would importing countries appar-
and to restore  economic  growth.  plications for carbon dioxide emissions.  ently wiliUngly  choose  farma ofpretecrin
They conclude  that substantial fossil  fuel  that aregenerullythought  to  reaultin  large
Using a  methodology that  allows for  subsidies prevail in a handful of large,  transfers to ioreigners?  Perhaps because
endogenizing decisions to participate in  carbon-emittingcountries.Removingsuch  theirshare of rents-and  the consequent
World Bank  adjustment  lending  pro-  subsidies could substantially reduce na-  harm to developing countin  from  the
grans,  and for testing the validity of as-  tionalcarbonemissionsinsomecountries.  MFA-may  begreater than has been  as-
sumptions about program participation,  Globalcarbonenissionscouldbereduced  sumed.
Elbadawi  studies  the  effectiveness of  by9percent  assumingnodhangeinworld
these programs in Sub-Saharan Africa.  fossil fuel prices, and by 5 percent when  The Multi-EFre Arrangement (MPA)  re-
He shows that adustmentprograms  in  accountingforestimatedchangesinworld  stricts the access of developing  country
Sub-Saharan Africa had no statistically  prices.  exporters to developed country markets.
significant effect  on growth in the second  Larsen andShah estimate world  energy  It is usually assumed that the exporting
balfof the 1980s,  compared  with the first  subsidies to be more  than US$230  billion.  countries receive  allofthe economicrents
half but they have had a significant and  The welfare costs of these subsidies are  that resultfrom these importrestrictions
deleterious effect  on investment,  more than US$20  billion,  notincluding  the  - making it unclear whefher the devel-
Adjustment lending has significantly  cost  ofgreenhouse gas and local pollution  oping  countries gain or lose as a result of
improved export performance  in Sub-Sa-  from fossil fuel consumption. Net fossil  the MFA.
haran  Africa, at  least  compared with  fuel  importers  in  Japan,  the  United  Recenttheoreticalwork ontradepolicy
nonadiusting African countries.  States, andWestern Europeareestimated  under imperfect competition  casts doubt
The perceived increases in export com-  to  experience welfare  gains  of about  on  whetherexportingcountriesreceive  all
petitivenessandin theefflciencyofinvest-  US$14  billion,  whlle  welfare  effects  would  of the quota rents arising fiom  "voluntary
ment(supposed to  be generated  by reform  be negative in exporting  countries in the  exportrestraints"suchasthoseappliedby
programs)  has not been sufflcientto  coun-  event of  a dampering effect  on world  fos-  the MBA. Drawing  on this theoretical lit-
terbalance the ensuing decline  in invest-  sil fuel  pricesassociatedwith the removal  erature, Erzan, Krishna, and Tan (1991)
ment  and  hence  to  restore  economic  of subsidies.  tested and rejected the hypothesis that
growth in Sub-Saharan Africa.  Eliminating  these  subsidies  would  MPA  quota rents on exports from Hong
- These findings must be qualified: the  translate into an average 21 percent re-  Kong  to the United States accrued  in full
methodology  for classifying  countries as  duction in carbon emissions  in the subsi-  to the Hong Kong exporters. The results
adjusting or nonadjusting does  not allow  dizing countries, or 20 percent of OECD  in tlhispaperbuildon  thathypothesis-test-
for differentdegreesofimplementation-  emissions. To achieve  an equivalent re-  inganalysisandassessitsimplicationsfor
so, strictly speaking, the findings reflect  duetion  in tons of emissions  in the OECD  the returns to Hong KDng  producers.
an assessment  of the effectiveness of a  countries would require imposing a car-  Their results suggest tIhatrent  sharing
proxy  (adjustmentlending)  for the adjust-  bon  tax of$60-$70  per ton of  carbon,  even  is an extremely important feature of the
ment programs.  whenaccountingforestimatedchangesin  market for apparel exports from Hong
This paper - a product of the Transi-  world  fossil fuel prices.  Kong. U.S. importers weze  estimated to
tion  and  Macro-Adjustment Division,  This paper-a  product  of the Office  of  receive rents that were about 62 percent
Country Economics  Department, and the  theVicePresident,DevelopmentEconom-  of the landed price of the imports.
Economics  and Finance Division,  Africa  ics - is one in a  series of background  Krishna and Tan conclude  that the to-
Technical  Department-is  part ofajoint  papers prepared for the World  Develop-  tal potential rents arising from th.e  MFA
research effortby CECTM  andAFfEF on  ment Report 1992. The Report, on devel-  were split unevenly between the United
¶eEffectivenessofAdjustrnentLending  opment and the environment, discusses  States and Hong Kong - with the US.106  Policy Research Working Paper Seris
share ranging from 47 percent for skirts  In Rwanda, rural communty develop-  in 2lrecentlyapprovedBankprojecbtand
to 94 percent for playsuits.  mentvolunteersaddedfamilyplanningto  describes a simplified method that  was
[f the results of this study are corrobo-  their educational activities,  tested in practice and found to improve
rated for other developing countries, the  In the  Sudan, ruiral catchment areas  substantially  the  quality  of  economic
implications of the MFA for developing  and  work assignments of rural  primary  analysis in the sector.
countries are considerably  worse than has  health  care personnel were changed to  This new method relies on standardized
typically  been assumed.  introduce fanilyplanningand  strengthen  and rigorous use of information that  is
This paper - a product of the Interna-  other child survival services.  routinelyavalableduringthepreparation
tional Trade Division,  International  Eco-  Positive  results  were  evident  fromn  of water  supply projects.
nomics  Department - is part of a larger  quantitative  measures of service delivery  This paper -a  productofthe  Infrastruc-
effortin the department to analyze the ef-  and, in Rwanda and the Sudan, from an  trre,  Energy, and Environment Division,
fects of the Multi-Fibre Arrangement on  increase  in contraceptive prevalence in  Europe and Central AsiaCountry Depart-
developing countries.  The  study  was  the project areas. Other criteria for suc-  ment HI -is  part of  a  larger  effort in the
fbnded by the Bankes Research Support  cess  included  improved  management  Bank to improve  operational practice and
Budget under  research project ¶Acense  skills, motivation for replicating success-  raise the qualityofprojectsin thewaterand
Prices and Rent Sharing in the Multi-Fl-  ful programmatic elements, and potential  saitation  sector. Copies  of the paper are
bre Arrangemnten  (RPO  676-69).  Copies  of  for continuity.  available free frm  the World Bank, 1818
thispaperareavailablefreefromtheWorld  Questions remain as to why attitudes  H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.
Bank, 1818HStreetNW,Washington, DC  changed, when contraceptive useforfain-  Plese contactMiDhokai,romS12-005,
20433.  Please  contact  Maria  Teresa  ilylimitation will be praceticedwidely,  and  extension 33970  (37 pages).
Sanchez,roomS7-025,extension  33731(32  how applicable the experiences reported
pawes).  here are to otherlocations- These projects
donotprovidetheanswers.Theydo,none-  1006. Preparlng Muitlyear  Railway
theless,supportanoptinisticviewforthe  Investment Plans: A Market-
1004. Family Planning  Programs  future offamily planing  in Sub-Saharan  Oriented Approach
in Sub-Saharan Africa: Case  Africa-
Studies  from  Ghana,  Rwanda,  This paper - a pmduct of the Popula-  JorEe  IL Rebelo
and the  Sudan  tion Policy  andAdvisory Service,  Popula-  (October  992)
tion and Human Resources Department
Regina  MeNamara,  Therese  hifcinn, Donald  - was prepared for a review of effective  Practical  guidelinesfordevelopinga mar-
Lauro.  and John Ross  family planning programs. Copies  of this  ket-trientedmatiyeardrawmayinuestent
(October  1992)  paper are available free from the World  pan
Bank, 1818  H StreetNW,WashingtonD)C
Perhaps family planning has a better  fu-  20433.PleasecontactOtiliaNadora, room  'Withthe emergence  ofapowerfultrucng
ture in Sub-Saharan Africa than experts  S11-219, extension 31091 (23 pages).  industryandthe deregulationofStransport,
haue assumed.  Case studies fiom  three  mostoftbhence-powerfuldevelopingcoun-
ountries suggest reason  for increased  op-  try railways are facing a struggle for  sr-
timisra  1005.  An Approach to the  vivl-Traditonadtrafflcissbtngtotzuk-
Economic  Analysis  of Water  ingandpeinesgovernmentsaemcreas-
In the 1980s, sig.  that Sub-SaharanAf-  Supply  Projects  iny  reluctant to write blank checks to
ricans would welcome  family planning in  cover deficits, and the falling morale of
numbers sufficienttomake adifferencein  Lack  Love!  railroaders is harming productivity and
fertility rates were scattered and weak.  (October  1992)  reliability.
Pessimists cited formidable cultural and  Railwayianamgementsknow  theymust
socioeconomic barriers;  optimists  pro-  A sipliied  method aimed at improving  introduceinstitutional andorganonal
vided resources  for pilot projects, coupled  the quality  of economic analysis  on water  changes that make railways market-on-
with research to document results and to  supply projects.  enteL Governments must support legis-
guide expansion and replication.  lation that creates an enabling environ-
Among  projects  with  measurable  Developmenteconomistsareincreasingly  ment  that  supports  the  rilway's  au-
achievements  in  acceptance  of family  concerned about the correct approach to  tonomy and allows  it to compete.
planning in settings that  were less than  economic  analysis of projects. By looking  Young plrnners  and not-so-young  rail-
promdsing were  the  Ghana  Registered  for a compromise  between theory (which  roaders strugglin.; with inultiyear invest-
Midwives  Project, the Ruhengeri Project  identifiesideals)andpractice(which deals  ment plans tend  to concentrate only on
in Rwanda, and the Sudan Community-  within the bounds of time and resource  investingin infrastructure andacquiring
Based Family Health  Project. All were  constraints), Lovei foeuses on potential  equipment ("bricks and mortar').  They
associated with the Operations Research  guidelines for econamic  appraisals of wa-  tend to ignore or underestimate essential
Program ofColumbia University's Center  ter supply projects  institutional  reform, withut  which the
for Population and Family Health.  He summarizes theory and the current  revival  of the  railways cannot  be sus-
In Ght.na, midwivesinprivatepractice  World Bank guidelines on the economic  tained.
were trained and given other supnort to  analysisofwatersupplyprojects;reviews  Rebeloespracticalanddetailedpaperwwll
initiate fanily planning services.  the method of economic  analysis applied  help railway planners prepare profit-oi-Policy Research  Working Paper  Series
ented multiyear investment plans. He de-  Bulatao and Stephens  report estimates  waspreparedasbackgrondfortheHeath
scribes  the steps ofa plan and, within each  and  projections of deaths by  cause for  Sector Priorities Review. Copies of this
step, lists  basic issues  and  questions  rel-  major  world regions,  based  on data  from  paper  are  available  free from  the  World
evant to that step. He highlights the inm-  country reports to the World Health Or-  Bank, 1818  H StreetNW,Washington, DC
portance of marketing  and sales in the  ganization and regression models. They  20433. PleasecontactOtiliaNadoa,rroom
modem railway, and shows  how bo  screen  report  mortality rates  for  seven major  S11-219,  extension 31091  (83 pages).
proposed projects and package them into  causes: infectious and parasitic diseases,
meaninghl  corridors, where the level of  neoplasms, circulatory system diseases,
service  can benefit substantially from the  complications  of  pregnancy,  certain  1008. Do the  Poor  Insure?
proposed  investment.  perinatalconditions,irnuryandpoisoning,  A SynthIesIs  of the  Literature
Long-term objectivesfor modernizinga  and  othe-; causes. Some more specific  on Risk and Conswnption
railway, according to Rebelo, would in-  causes are reported  on. They give esti-  In Developing Countries
clude achieving complete autonomy from  mates for six age groups by sex for four
the government, supporting ongoing eco-  years(1970, 1985,2000,  and 2015)  and six  Harold  Alderman  and Chriati  Paison
omic  rehabilitation prograns,maxniz-  country groups: industrial market econo-  (October  192)
ingprofits, signingcontractplansforgov-  mies, industrial  nonmarket  economies,
emnment-imposed  services, and develop-  Latin America and the Caribbean, Sub-  Formal  tests  of  perfeet  consumption-
ing railway real estate.  Saharan  Africa, the  Middle East  and  smoothing do not provide convincg  evi-
Medium-term objectives wouldinclude  North Africa,  and Asia and the Pacific.  dence that such paterns  are  prevalent in
increasing the railways  commercial ori-  Among  their findings:  iUlazge  economies Newrthelsa,  most in-
entation,  continuing  the rehabilitation  of  - Thepopulation  over 45 in developing  dividualsappearto  haveappreciableabi-
plant and equipment, searching for and  countriesisprojectedtomore  than double  ity to mitigate inome  fluctuation&
developing new markets,  lobbying for  between 1985 and 2015, rising from 17 to
approval of  an enabling plan, and achiev-  24 percent of the  population. Causes of  How well do rural households in develop-
ing an acceptable tonnagefstaffratio.  death, which are closely  rdated  to age at  ing countries mitigate the income risk of
Short-term  objectives  wouldinclude  sup-  death, must change accordingly.  the rural  sector? There are several sen-
portingan ongoingeconomicrehabihtation  *  Infantmortarityincdevelopingcoun-  siblereasonswhyhouseholdscannotfully
program; maximizing profits; removing  tries is projected to fall from 78 per thou-  insure consumption against income fluc-
bottlenecks when an investment  is not  sand in 1985 to 43 per thousand in 2015  tuations.  The well-known problems of
necessary  to do so;  starting the rehabilita-  and life expectancy atbirthin  developing  moral hazard, information asymmetries,
tion of plant and equipment; preparing a  countries is projected torise by fiveyears.  and deficient ability to enforce contracts
plan for developing  an enabling environ-  - The leading causes of death for the  may resultin  no or incompleteinsurance
ment; strengtheningmarketing and sales,  world as a whole for both 1970 and 1985  markets-andc  ertainly thereis adearth
accounting,  andrailway costing,andstart-  wereinfectiousandparasitic  diseasesand  of form3a  insurance markets in develop-
ingamanpowerdevelopmentandretrain-  circulatory system diseases - vnth  the  ing counties.
ing program.  first more impotant  in developing coun-  Yet the literature  indicates that these
This  paper-aproductofthe  Infiastruc-  tries, and the second more important in  households do mitigata risk.  Alderman
ture Division,  Latin America  and the Car-  developed countries.  Certain  pexinatal  and Paxson survey the literature  n strat-
h;bear,CountryDepartnent1-ispartof  conditions were also more important for  egies for insuring  consumption against
=!-irgereffortintheregiontoprovideprac-  developing countries, but accounted for  fluctuatingincomeandexamineevidence
&al guidelines which promote the corn-  only a fourth or a fifth as many deaths in  on how effective  these strategies are.
...-rcial orientation of government-owned  1985.  Neoplasms  were more  importantin  Strategiesfor risk managementinclude
.4Iway enterprises to mnake  them finan-  developed than in developing  countries.  crop and field diversification; a portfolio
A-lyself-sufficient.Copiesofthepaperare  * Deaths from infectious diseases are  ofoccupationgandthestrategicmigration
=  -ailable free from the World Banlk,  1818  expected to decline as  a  percentage  of  of fimfly members. Strategies for coping
14 Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  deaths; proportionate  deaths from dis-  with risk include those that  smooth con-
asecontactAllisonTurner,room 7-151,  eases of the circulatory system are ex-  sumption over time  (through sauing be-
---ension 30933  (74 pages).  pected to rise.  havior, including borrowing and lending
The greatest number of deaths will  in formal andcinformal  markets, accumu-
continue to be in Asia, where almost half  lating  and  selling  assets,  and  storing
i 07.  Global  Estimates  and  of all deaths in the world take place This  goods for future consumption) and those
Diections of Mortality  by Cause,  proportion is not projected to change.  that  smooth consumption across house-
i970-2015  - Better  data on causes of death  are  holds (through risk sharng).
essential.  The  WorldHealth  Organization  Alderman  and  Paxson focus on, and
lbib A.  Bulatao and Patience W. Stephens  is working with countries to strengthen  discus  the relative effectiveness, of dif-
tLober  1992)  their cause-of-death  information systems  ferent risk-sharingarrangements.
as an essentialsupportforhealthmonitor-  Risk  sharing  arngements  may  be
-bat estimates and projections  ofdeath,  ing.  tbrough formal institutions  (such as in-
-_ 1a1seLfar1970,1985  2000,and2015-  Ths  paper - a product of the Popula-  suranceandfutresmarkets,andforward
dts, methds,  tables,  and expert  assess-  tion Policy and Advisory  Service,  Popula-  conhcts  for  harvests)  and  informal
-zfs fir selected  diseases  and conditions.  tion and HumanResources  Depatment-  mechanisms (including state-contingent108  Policy Research Working Paper  Series
transfers  and  remittances  between  various types of labor tasks were used to  ian banling. They  assess the performance
friends and neighbors) Anumberofinsti-  proxy differences  in energy expenditure.  of Hungarian banks and note the tremen-
tutions may offer 'disguised7 insurance.  Parity has alsobeen hypothesized  to be  dous progress that has been made in ex-
For example, share tenancy, credit con-  an important detenninant of female nu-  pandingthenumberofcompetingbanks,
tracts with  state-contingent repayments,  tritional health in high  fertilitycountries  strengthening  the legal and regulatory
and long-term labor contracts may each  - withrapidreproductivecyclingcontrib-  framework, increasing the banks' mna-
contain  an  insurance  component, al-  uting to  acumulative nutritional decline.  gerial autonomy,  and promoting  develop-
though none are explicitly  insurance con-  But  the 4matermal  depletion syndrome"  meat of the prvate  sector.
traets.AldermnanandPaxson  ctxninethe  remains controversial. Much of the evi-  But Vittas and Neal also note that  ef-
literature  on these strategies.  dence  to date has been impressionistic  - feetive competition  is constrained by the
The few pieces of evidence available  or the results of studies based on small,  continuingsegmentationofthemarket In
suggest that the effect of risk on produc-  nonrandom cohorts.  addition to the segmentation ofcorporate
tion and investment decisions  depends on  Higgins  and Alderman usedc two-step  andhouseholdbanlinginheritedfromthe
how  well  households  can cope  with  income  instrumental variables technique to get  old regime, anew  segmentation appears
risk.  Poorer households, in particular,  consistent  estimates  of the  structural  tohave emerged,betweenlargeandsmall
appear to forgo  potential earnings to re-  parameters  Energy expenditure, as em-  banks, or between old and new banks
duce risk. As such, there isa convergence  bodiedin  individual time  locationsover  The entry of new banks - espeialy
of efficiency  and equity issues.  the previous  seven day;, was found to be  joint- venture banks -hasaclearimpact
This paper - a product ofthe Agricul-  an  important  determinant  of women's  onmarketshares,butcompetitionappears
tural Policies Division, Agriculture and  nutritional status. Time devoted  to agri-  tobemoreeffectiveinincreasingtherange
Rural Development  Department - was  cultural tasks, in particular, had astrong  ofservices  than in loweringbank  spreads.
funded by the Banlks Research Support  negative effect  The impact of foreign banks would be
Budget under research project -Drought  The results also appear to confirm  the  greater  if  they  were allowed to  open
Insurance" (RPO 677-51). Copies of the  existence of a  maternal  depletion syn-  branches  oratleasttoestabishflryowned
paper are available free from the World  drome.  Perhapsmoreimportant, evidence  subsdiaries.
Bank,  1818  H StreetNW.  Washington,  DC  was found  ofa substantial downward  bias  During the period under review, there
20433.PleasecontactCicelySpooner,room  of  the calorie-elastidty  estimate when the  was a collapse of long-term lending, re-
N8-039,  extension  32116  (44 pages).  energyexpenditurepraeswereexcluded.  flecing  both conservative lending prac-
This paper - a product of the Agricul-  tices and a subdued demand for invest-
tral  Policies  Division,  Agricultural and  ment finance. But the use of short-term
l09O Labor and Women's  RuralDevelopmentDepartrnent-ispart  credits has picked up considerably  since
Nutrition:  A Study  of Energy  of a larger  effiort  in the  department to  1988,inlinewiththeongoingrestractur-
Expendfture,  Fertility, and  monitorthe impactofagricltural  policies  ing of the Hungarian economy  and the
Nutritional Status in Ghana  on rnul  poverty. Copies  of the paper ar  growth of services.
available  free hfom  the World Bank, 1818  Reported nominal spreads and profit
Pul  A.  Higgins  and  Harold  Alderman  H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433  ratios appear to be high by international
(October  1392)  Please contact Cicely  Spooner,  room N8-  standards. For small banks, these reflect
039, extension 32116  (41 pages).  thehighlevelofinflationandthelowlevel
Women's  ntritonal  status  is  reduced  of leverage.  But  for the  large banks,  the
greatly by cetain  kinds of  energyexpend-  high  nominal spreadsmaybemomreappar-
ing work (especially  -icultl  tasks)  1010. Competiton  and  Efficiency  ent than real because of the existence of
and by  rmaternaidepletionsyndroinwfin  In Hungarian Banking  nonperformingloans-
women with high fertility.  Thereis considerable  uncertaintyabout
Dimitui  Vittas  and Craig  Neal  the size  of  nonperformingloans,  following
Economicapproachestohealthandnutri-  (October  1992)  the collapse of CMEA  trade and its ad-
tion have focused largely on measures of  verse impact on corporate profitability.
chlild  nutrition andrelated variables  (such  Consd  ble  progress  has been made in  Tackling the problem of nonperforming
as birthweight) as indicators ofhousehold  reformringthe  Hunga  banking system  loansisimportantbothforenhancingthe
production ofnutritiond  outcomes.  But  andstrengthening  its lgal andrgudaty  efficiency3ofbanksandforloweringncmi-
when dealing with  adultnutrition,  econo-  framework-  But Hungarian banking suf-  nal spreads, the high level of which ap-
mists have to address an issue that has  frsr from market segmentation  and high  pearstohinderthefinancingofnewfinns.
generated  tremendous  controversy  in the  nominalspreads,  caused by highinflaton,  This pap-aprodcuctftheFinancial
clinical nutrition literature.  low leverage,  and nonperfor7ning  loans.  Policy and  Systems Division, Country
That  issue  is  heterogeneity  in  an  Economics Department  - is  part of a
individual's  energy  expenditures.  Pre-  Banring reform started much earlier in  larger effort in the department to study
schoolem-e  energy  expenditure  also differs,  Hungary than in othersocialist countries  financial policy  issues in transitional so-
but the differences  are small enough tobe  and Hungary now has by far the most  cialisteconomies. Copiesofthe paperare
ignored. Not so for adults, whose waking  advanced system among transitional so-  available  free fiom the World  Banlk,  1818
hoursaredevntedmostlytolaboractivities  cialist economies.  H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.
the energy  costs  ofwhich  varyenormously.  Vittas and Neal discuss recent frends  Please  contat  WVlai Pitayatnakarn,
Variables measuring time allocaton  to  in competition  and efficiency  in Hungar-  room N9-003,  extension 37664  (29 pages).Policy  Research  Working  Paper  Series  109
1011. How Tax Incentives Affect  *  Theeffectsonfirms'organization(do  They show that stock prices  for differ-
Decisions to Invest In Developing  the incentives encourage mergers, take-  ent groups of banks reacted quite differ-
Countries  overs, or bankruptcy?).  ently to focal events. Among all banks,
This paper  - a product of the Public  U.S.  multinationals showed  the strongest
Robin  Boadway  and Anwar  ShaLh  Economics  Division, Country Economics  positive reaction to the Brady announce-
(November  1992)  Department-is  partofa  larger  effortin  ment  and  the  Mexican  agreement  US.
the departmnent  to evaluate public  policies  non-multinationals donotappeartohave
The  design  of  investment  incentiues  in  for private  sector development in develop-  been significantly  affected bythese  inter-
deeMloping  economies  should  reflect con-  ingcountries.Thestudywasfimcdedbythe  national-debt-related events.
sideraton of their effcts on the marginal  Bank's Research Support Budget under  The reaction experienced by all Japa-
effectve tax rate, on firms likely to suffer  research project sAn  Evaluataon of Tax  nese banks was much weaker than  that
Josses. on cash flows, on foreign-owned  Incentives for Industrial and Technologi-  of U.S. multnationals  and was negative
firms,  and on the way capital is allocated  cal Development"  (RPO  675-10).  Copies  of  for the Brady announcement and the ini-
among asset&  the paper areavailable free  from the World  tiaI Mexicoannouncement.  These author
Bank, 1818HStreetNW, Washington,  DC  contend that the lack of a strong reaction
Boadwayand Shahconten.dthatineveala-  20433.  Please contact CarlinaJones, room  was because of the Japanese banks rela-
atinganddesigninginvestmentincentives  NIO-063,  extension 37754  (117 pages).  tivelylowexposure to developingcountry
in developing  economies,  analysts should  risk. They see the negative market meac-
consider their effect on:  tion asareflectionofthe  expectation that
Themarginazeffectiuetaxrate (METR).  1012. The Brady Plan, the 1989  a U.S.-initiated debt reduction strategy
Evensimple taxincentivescan perersely  Mexican Debt Reduction  would not  be  favorable  for  Japanese
affect the  METR.  Many schemes have  Agreement, and Bank Stock  banks.  Indeed, after  the  menu cbhices
relatively  generous  write-offs to  begin  Retums [n  the United States and  were  announced, the market recognized
withsogenerousthatanegativemarginal  Japan  that  the  Japanese  banks  were  treated
effective  tax  rate  is  not  uncommon.  In  fiarly and corrected  itself
these circumstances,  tax  rate  reductions  Holuk  Uaal, Asli DemirgKnen,  They do not find tha  banks  that  made
(including  tax  holidays)  can  discourage  and Kwok-Wai  Ieung  different  choices were treated  differently
investment  Investment  tax  credits  are  (November  1992)  by the  market,  so banks  were  able to ne-
more likely to be effective.  gotiae  menu  choices in their  best  inter-
Los  firma  Incentives  that  do not have  The menu approach to debt restruturing  est and  to make  portfolio choices  consis-
-nerous  losoffsetting  or  refundability  maybenefitbotithecreditorbanAsandthe  tent  vath  their  busness  objetives.
auvisions  will be of limited  use  to firms  debtor countries.  The resuts  here confirm that  the menu
'Ik elytosnferlossesCndudingsma  grow-  approach  to debt  restucturing  may  ben-
;ngfirmsandfirmsinriskyerviroments).  Unal,  Diemirgit-Xunt,  .and  Leung  inves-  efitboth  the creditor banks andthe  debtor
Cash  flows.  Incentives  that  impromve  tigate  the impact  of the  'menu  approach  countries.
.. ms'  cash  flows  may be  more  effective  to debt reschedulinr  on the marketvalue  Thispaper-aproductoftheDebtand
ilatthosethatdonot.  Refundabilitymay  oftwomajorcreditors:US  andJapanese  Intemational  Fnance  Division,  Interna-
heimportanthere.  Simply adopting  cash-  banks.Theytrytounderstandhowmajor  tional  Economics  Department  - is part
Va  costing pnnciples with refimdability  creditor  banks  are  affected  by  debt  of a larger  effort in the  department  to
....  ty be more effective  than  reducing  tax  reschedulings  and  the menu  choices they  understand  commercial bank  lending  be-
rates,  make, so that  debt deals can be stucted  havior.  Copies of the paper  are  available
Foreign-owned  firms.  If the  value  of a  in awaythatappeals  to bothcreditorsand  free from  the World Bank,  1818 H Street
incentive  is  fully  offset by  reduced  debtor countries.  NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please  con-
dits for foreign  taxes,  the incentive ef-  They measure  the stock market's  reac-  tact  Widhanaya  Patrawimolpcn,  room
*.-t will probably  be minimal.  tion  to the  announcement  of the  Brady  N9-043, extension  37664 (26 pages).
Capitol  allotion  among  assets.  Some  Plan  and  the  Mexican  oebt  reduction
asures  favor short- overlong-lived  capi-  agreemenL  The Brady  Plan  was  imple-
,machinery  over inventoy,  some in-  mented  through  the  menu  approach,  1013.  The lmpact  of  Mexico's
stries  over others.  Incentives  that  en-  which acknowledges  creditorheterogene-  Retralning  Program  on
tirageinvestmentselectivelymaycause  ity and  provides financing  pakages  that  Employment  and  Wages
"tortions in the way cEpital is allocated.  meet  the  country's  financing  require-
Otherfactorstobeconsideredindesign-  ments  while  still  allowing  the  banks  to  AnE  Revengs, MNcheBe  Ribd,
tax incentives:  reduce  their  exposure.  andEHongTan
* Inflation,  which is  typically  high  in  The  Mexican  agreement  provides  an  (November  1992)
reloping economies.  Incentives  should  opportunitytotest  theimpactoftheBrady
-'et  the effects of inflation.  Plans  implementation.  By examiningin-  Compared  with  the  controls  (wihout
* Tax evasion,  a  common  problem  in  dividual  bank's  menu  choices,  exposure  training,  tainees  (especially  men) find
reloping countries.  levels,  and  the  market's  reaction,  they  jobs  more quickly  if thy  have  work eape-
* Technology transfer.  explore whether  banks  were able to make  rience. 2zning  increasesmn's  monthly
* Thefulfillmentofsocial,environmen-  optimal portfolio  choices  when confronted  earning  to a greater  eztent  the higher
-,  andregional  non-economic objectives.  with  the  obligation  to participate.  their leuet of schooing  attainment110  Polky  Research Workang Paper Seres
Revenga,  Riboud, and Tan evaluatedhow  ibbean Country Departmnent  IL  Copies  of  1015.  Benefit Incidence Analysis
Me4ico>s Labor  Retraining  Program  the  paper  are  available  free from the  In Developing Countries
(PROBECAT)  affected unemployed and  WorldBank, 1818HStreetNW,Washing-
displaced workers. As part of the World  ton, DC 20433.  Please contact Debbie  Thomas L Selden  and  Michael  J.Wasylenka
Bank-supported  Manpower  Training  Young,  room R2-050,  extension 30932  (40  (November  1992)
Project (loan 2876-ME, 1987). PROBE-  pages).
CAT  has provided short-term vocational  Benefit incience analysis offers an impor-
training  to more  than  250,000 unem-  tang  perspective on budges and can illu-
ployed  people.  Their evaluation was based  1014. Etlnicity,  Education, and  minwe the distributional  impacts ofpro-
on new longitudinal data on PROBECAT  Eamings in  Bolivia and Guatemala  posed  mallocations  of  government  re-
trainees developed for this purpose, and  sources among projects.
includes data on a control group of unem-  George  Psacharopoulos
ployed  people  who  did  not  join  (November1992)  As interesting and difficult as itis to  allo-
PROBECAT.  Theirmainfindings  were as  cate tax burdens to individuals, the pro-
follows:  lIndigenous  people will earn more if they  fession knows even less about allocatng
* On average, the trainees found jobs  get more  schooling.  benefits. Selden and  Wasylenko survey
more quickly than the control group. But  the literature  on benefit incidence since
training does not shorten the term of un-  Indigenous groups are  often associated  DeWullWs  (1975) review, focusing on the
employmentforthose without work  expe-  with poverty and so  arelow levels oftedu-  methodology and results  of benefit inci-
rience.  cation.GuatemalaandBoliviaarethe  two  dence analysis in developing  countries.
- Male trainees are more likely to be  Latin American countries in  which the  Research in this area faes  all the gen-
employed three  and  six  months  after  ethnicpartofthepopulationaisproportion-  eral-equilibrium difficulties faced by tax
training  than  are the controls.  Femnle  ately  greatest.  And  Bolivia  is  more  incidence analysis as well as the difficult
trainees  with work experience are more  "schoolecr  than  Guatemalar  So  task ofrmeuring  benefits from publicly
likely to  be employed  three, six,  and twelve  PsachaTopoulos  tried to determine  how  provided goods and services. Despite the
months after training than  are the con-  levelsofethnicityandeducationaffectthe  inherent  pitfalls  of this  methodology,
trols.  level of worker earnings.  Selden and Wasylenko believe that hen-
- Male trainees are more  likely tofind  His investigation was based  on data  efit incidence analysis  can  provide an
employ.zient in large  firns  than  are com-  from household  surveys  in the  two coun-  important  perspective  on the  budget  by
parable  controls.  tnes.  He  found  that  other  things  being  combining  data  on  household  use  with
*  Trainingincreasesthemonthlyearn-  equal,  indigenous  people  who  acquire  data  on project  costs. In  particul,  ben-
ings of male  trainees,  but this  effect var-  more  human  capital  enjoy  greater  eco-  efitincidenceanalysescanhelpMiuminate
ies  systematically  depending  on  the  nomic  rewards  than  those  who  acquire  the  distributional  impacts  of  proposed
person's  level of schooling  attainment.  less. Just  giving eftuic  groups basic edu-  reallocations  of  government  resources
*  The  monetary  benefits  of training  cation  is bound  to improve their  position.  among  projects.  The  value  of  such  re-
outweighthecostsofthePROBECATpro-  This  finding  was  supported  by  both  search  is especially  high  considering  the
gram  for certain  groups  of trainees.  For  within-country  and  cross-country  evi-  scarcity  of recent  research  in this  area.
male trainees  over 25 with prior  work ex-  dence:  Indigenous  people fare  better  in  Selden andWasylenkoreviewthe  exist-
perience,  the  benefits  outweigh  the costs  Bolivia  (where  there  is  more  education)  ing  methodology,  survey  the  available
of training  within  three months  of start-  than  in Guatemala  (where there  is less).  results,  and  point  out areas  in wiach fur-
ingwork.  For all othermalesexcept  those  One  possile  (although  controversial)  ther  research  might  have  large  payoffis
with no prior work experienoe, thebenefits  intervention  is to provide schooling in the  They  also  make  specific  methodological
outweigh  the  costs within  cne year.  child's  first  language.  Such  an interven-  suggestions  that  might  help  ensure  that
Men  with  no  prior  work  experience  tionhasbeensuccessifllyimplementedon  future  research  is  as  useful  for
spend  the  longest  time job hunting  after  a small scale inGuatemala.  Bilingual  pro-  policymakers  as  possible.  For example:
training  (8  months,  compared  with  the  grams  also exist,  on a  small scale,  in Bo-  *  Aggregate  results  based  on the zero-
trainee  mean  of 4A  months)  and  benefit  livia.  governmentcounterfactualrelyon  strong
less  from  training  in  terms  of monthly  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Latin  assumptions  about  fixed relative  prices
earnings  (128 thousand  pesos  compared  America  and  the  Caribbean  Technical  and  incones,  government  efficiency, and
with the average  benefit  of 152 thousand  Department-is  part ofa  larger  effort to  the  relationship  between  marginal  and
pesos). For this  group,  the  costs of train-  documentpovertyconditionsin  theregior.  total  benefits.  And  those  studies  are  of-
ing  are  offset  only  after  17  months  of  Copiesofthe  paperareavailable  freefrom  ten  not designed  to identify  which  types
higher  earnings.  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,  of  public  services  benefit  the  poor.  Re-
Thispaper-ajointproductoftheLatin  Washington,  DC 20433. Please contact  searchers shoulld  focus  more on providing
America and the Caribbean Country De-  Maria  Maca,  room S13-139, extension  benefit inddence studies on specific  gov-
partment  II and  the Industry  Develop-  37720 (23 pages).  einment fumctions  or programs that can
ment Division, Industry and Energy De-  help  policymalcers  reach  conclusions
partment  - is part  of a broader  study  of  aboutproposedreallocationsofresources
Mexicds  labor  market  being  camried out  among  government  progrms.
by the Human Resources Operations Di-  *  Benefit incidence shouldbe assigned
vision of the Latin America and the Car-  to households based an household surveyPolicy Research Working Paper Series  111
information on usage rather  than  on ad  Europe  and  Central  Asia  region and  ton,  DC  20433. Please  contort  Otilia
hoc  assumptions  that  assign  benefits  MiddleEAstandNorthAfricaregioncom-  Nadora, room S11-219, extension 3109L
based on income or the number of mem-  bined.
bers in the household.  This  year's  projections  contain  two
* lmprovedannualcostmeasuresfor  majorchanges from the previous edition.  1017.  Rural  Poverty,  Migraton,
servicesneedtobedeveloped,particularly  First, projected mortalityfrom AIDS  has  and  the  Environment  In Developing
for capital inputs.  beenincorporatedinto  the tablesforSub-  Countries:  Three  Case  Studies
- Researchers should group house-  SaharanAfrican countries. Second,  demo-
holds by deciles and whenever possible  graphicestimatesandprojectionsarepro-  Richard  E Blsborrow
shouldconsiderothergroupingsbasedon  vided separately for each of the fifteen  (November1992)
household income adjusted forhousehold  countries that constituted the former So-
composition,  age, location, and other rel-  viet Urnon.  Case  studie-of  the links between high-
evant socioeconomic  variables.  Among trends observed:  lads  and lowlands in Latn  America; of
* Careful attention to life-cycle  ben-  *  The total fertility rate for the world  trnsmigration  in Indoneiua;  and of mi-
efits, benefit  shifting, rent-seeking, out-of-  is an estimated 3.2  children perwomanin  gration and deetification  in the Sudan
jmcket costs,  displacementof private sec-  1992. The highest total fertility rates are  -illustrate  the rlatonship  beptwenpow-
tor efforts, average versus marginal ind-  found in EastandWestAfrica,  where the  erty,  tern  t  andenironmen-
dence,andrseveralotherissuescansignifi-  rateisabove 6.MostcountriesintheAsian  tal change in rural areas of developing
cantly increase the value of benefit iici-  andLatinAmericanregionshavemoder-  countr e
dence analysis to poicymakers.  ate fertility of three to five children per
This paper - a product of the Public  woman, although both continentscontain  Blsborrow presents three cas  studies (of
Economics  Division, Country Economics  countrieswithveTyhighandverylowlev-  thelinksbetweenhighlandsandlowlands
Departnent-is  part ofa larger  effortin  els- More developed countries have the  inLatinAinerica;t  rationinIlndo-
the department to smdy theimpact ofpub-  lowestfertility, with  rates generally rang-  nesia; and migration and desertification
lic expenditure on household welfare, es-  ing between 2.5 and  L5, but one of the  in the Sudan) tollustrate  therelationship
pecially  of  the poor. Copies  ofthe paper are  former Soviet  republic;  Tajilistan, has a  between poverty, internal migration, and
available fee  fr  the World Bank, 1818  total fertility rate of 5.  environmental change in rural  areas  of
r  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  *  Europe (cluding  the former Soviet  developingcountries.Policiestodealwith
Please contact Carlina Jones, room N10-  republics)  is the  only continent  %here  the problems of envronmental  degrada-
063, extension 37754  (55 pages).  aggrgate  fertility is currently below re-  tion in areas  that  are  destinations for
placement-  thatis, where women  are not  migrants would usualy  include:
having enough children toreplace them-  - Preparation  of a  detailed  national
1016.  Europe  and  Central  Asia  selves. Recenttrendsinsome  countries of  inventoryoflandandwaterresourcesand
Region,  Middle  East  and  North  Europe  show small increases in fertility,  a land-use  plan  to protect  biologcally
Africa Region  Population  and the projections  assume that the total  importantorfiraleareasanddirectnew
rojections,  1992-93 Edition  fertility rate  will recover to replaement  agricultural settlements elsewhere.
level by2030.Europe isalso thecontinent  - Coordination of this plan  with the
T.  Vu,  Eduard Boas,  and  Ann [evin  with themosthomogeneousfertilitylevels:  construction of roads.
niqvember  1992)  with the exception of four of the former  - Better  coordination across govern-
Soviet republics that have total fertility  ment  agencies in the  dlevelopment  and
rrently,  Asia  has  59  percent  of  all  ratesabove3,fertilityintheother41coun-  implementationofpoliesrelatedtoland
)ple;  Europe, 15 percent; America, 14  triesvariesinanarrowrangebetweenL5  use.
cent;Afica,  12  percent; and Oceania,  and 2.8.  Relduction of population growth, a
pnercent.  Over time, Asials share  is pro-  * The Northern American region has  drivingforce behind decisions  tomigrate.
ted to  remain fairlystable, butEurope's  twe highest  aggregate  life  expectancy,  - Inproving  land  use  in  traditional
're will almost be halved and Africa's  76.7.iTheEuropeanregionhasthesecond  areas of settlement, to reduce both over-
ire more than doublecL  hiEghest  aggregate life expectancy, 74.4.  use and underuse of Iand.
Every country in this region is above the  *  Developmentofasystemoflandten-
pulation projections  for all countries are  world's average of 66. Moving  from west  ure that  provides land users with incen-
Xpared  annually by the Bank's Popula-  to east through this region, life  expectan-  tives to maintain productivity.
n and Human Resources Department.  cies tend to decline, from a high of 78 in  *  Environmental education programs
eyarepublishedfirstin  summaryform  Iceland to a low  of 66 in Turkmienistan.  (in schools and  for farmers) to create a
the Bank's World  Development Report  This paper - a product of the Popula-  national  environmental  consciousness
d later  in greater  detail as technical  tion, Health, and Nutrition Division and  and more appreciation for the country's
tes or working  papers and, in alternate  the Population Policy  Advisory  Service of  natural assets and beauty.
irs, as a book.  the  Population and  Human  Resources  v  New, appropriate  systems  of data
Separate papers cover the six Bank re-  Department-is  partofalargereffortin  collection and  analysis,  to help  clarify
ins:  (1)  Africa (Sub-Sahanin), (2)  Latin  the department  to update  demographic  underlying processes and develop more
- lerica and the  Caribbean (and North  indicators on an annual basis. Copies  of  refined, appropriate policies.
iedca),(3)EastAsiaandPacificregion  the  paper  are  available  free from the  v  Broad-basedmacroeconomicpolicies
i South Asia region combined, and (4)  World  Bank, 1818  HStreet NW,  Washing-  aimed at improving incomes in rural ar-112  Policy Research Working  Paper Soees
eas, relative to urban areas - aimed at  "typical' Bank recommendations.  partlybecauseofthemotivesbehindthose
reducing  poverty,  environmental  degrada-  Rajaram finds that the quality  of  analy-  policies.  Few empirical studies even test
tion, and rural outmigration.  sisunderlyingBankrecommendationsin  whether the policies effectively  increase
This paper - a product of the Office  of  this regard is highly uneven. The follow-  credit to the target group. Schwarz out-
LheVice  President,DevelopmentEconomn-  ing broad conclusions  are indicated:  Enes amethodfor testingthe effectiveness
ics - is one in a series of background  *  Revenue concerns are often not ad-  of credit policy, then examines existing
papers prepared for the World  Develop-  equately addressed in the design oftariff  empirical work to see  how it fits that
ment Report 1992 The Report, on devel-  proposals.  In afew casesthis neglectmay  methodology.
opment and the environment, discusses  have contributed to policy  reversal.  The first common  empirical technique
the possible effects of the expected dra-  *  The protective effect of domestic  in-  exaninescreditallocationintheeconmy-
matic growtn in the world's population,  direct taxes is often not recognized and  Schwarz finds that  for the largest pro-
industrial output, use of energy, and de-  thus not incorporated into the reform of  gran, housing credit, the effect of credit-
mand for foot  Copies  of this and other  the structure of protecton.  programoncreditallocationisvery  small
World  Development Report background  *  Although  there is little consensus  on  andmaybenegativewhencross-progam
papers are available free from the World  a desirable tariff structure, in afew cases  effects are considered.
Barnk,1818HStreetNW,  Washington,DC  the Bank has recommended a uniform  The second common empirical tech-
20433.  Please contact the WorldDevelop-  nominal tariff. This could be seen as the  nique examines individual sectors. Re-
mentReport  office,  room  T7-101, extension  logical  culmination  ofattemptsto  narrow  sultshere are mixed.  Inagriculture,much
31393  (75  pages).  the range of tariffs.  of the cminit  raises the demand for land,
This paper - a product of the Public  providing a gain for landowners ratber
Economics  Dirvision.  Country Economics  thanincreasingproduction. Ineducation,
1018. Tariff and  Tax Reform:  Departnent-is  partofalargereffortin  less than a third of the students who got
Do World Bank Recommendations  the department to improve the design of  governmentcredit  wouldnothave gone  to
Integrate  Revenue  and  Protection  policiestoachievereformobjectives.Cop-  college  without it.  So in both cases, the
Objectives?  iesofthepaperare  available  free from  the  credit had a positive  impact but at a siz-
World  Bank 1818  HShteetNW,Washing-  abe cosL
Anand  Ralaram  ton,  DC 20433.  Please contactPeggyJean  Schwa  concludesthatdespiteitshuge
(November  1992)  Pender, room N10-067,  extension 37851  volume, directed credit  in  the  United
(28  pages).  States has  a limited inpact  on growth.
A selective review of the World Bank's rec-  The  credit programs  have generally  sue-
ommendations on tariff reforrn  suggests  ceededin increasing credittothe tageted
that there  is scope to inprove the design of  1019. How Effective  Are Directed  group, but not necessarily in increasing
these rommendations  to reft  concens  Credt  Policies  In the  United  investment by that group.
rgarding  revenue as weU  as protection.  States?  A Literature  Survey  This  paper-aproduct  ofthe Financial
PoEicy  and SystemsDivision,  Country  Eco-
Tariffreform aimed atreducing domestic  Anita  ML  Shiwarz  nomics  Department - is part of a larger
protection and the bias against exports  (November  392)  effortin the department to studytheeffec-
holds the  threat  of widening the fiscal  tiveness of directd  credit  policies.  Copies
deficitbycausingtariffrevenuetocdecline.  US.Spolicondiredcrdithasalimited  of the paper are available free from the
Because  the success  ofan adjustment pro-  impact on growth - partly because  it is  World  Bank, 1818HStreetNW,  Washing-
gram depends critically on the correction  oriented  more  toward equity  thangrouch,  ton,  DC 20433. Please  contact Maria
of fiscal imbalances to achieve stabilza-  U.S.  crt  programs have geraly  sauc-  Raggambi,  room  N9-033,  extension 37664
tion, tariff reforms must he coordinated  ceededin increasing credit to, but not nec-  (30  pages).
with tax policy recommendations to de-  essariy in  increasing  investment  by. the
velop alternative revenue sources. Con-  targeted group.
versely,  the trffieforms  must eliminate  1020. Another  Look at Population
the protective elements of domestic tax  Schwarz surveys UIS. experience with  and  Global  Warming
structuresiftheyaretotrulychieve  their  directed credit asbackgroundcforalarger
protection  objectives.  studyofthe Asian  experience.Almosthalf  Nanw Birdsall
Rajaram reviews the extent to which  of net credit lent in the United States  (November  1992)
the Bank's analysis and tariffrecommen-  annually is directly affected by govern-
dations in twelve  countries (Bangladesh,  ment policies  - half of net credit cover-  There  is little basis for the view that the
Ghana, Indonesia,  Jamaica, Malawi, Mo-  ingbudget deficits,  and halffalling under  Southcdd  conribute to  majorreducdons
rocco,Palistan,thePhilippines, Thailand,  various federal credit programs.  in global wxaming by taking  new and
Turkey,  Zaire,  and Zambia)  reflected  such  But the main difference  between U.S.  strongersteps  to  reduce  itspopulation.  But
anintegratedframework.IHefocuseson(1)  andAsian  credit policyis that  U.S. credit  cost analysissuggests  that it makes sense
the revenueimpactoftanffreform, (2)  the  policyisoriented  more  towardequitythan  foardeveloped  countri  in theirowninter-
effect  ofdomestic  indirect  taxes on protec-  toward growth. Different sectors are af-  eststospendmoneytorducertsofpopu-
tion,andC3)thestructeofprotection.The  fected differently  by US. credit policies.  lation growth in developug counti  as
review is admittedly selective  and the at-  Few empirical studies  test how U.S.  part ofanyoptimalcarbon reductionstrat-
tempt is to capture the reasoning behind  credit policies affect growth - perhaps  eg.Policy Research Working  Paper  Serles  113
Birdsall addresses two questions: First,  for  the  United  Nations'  Expert  Group  ColemanandJonesfocusonacompari-
how much could feasible reductions in  Meeting on Population  and Environment,  son of the welfare effects of price stabili-
projectedratesofpopulation growth in the  New York, January  1992. Copies of the  zation under a variable tariffscheme and
developing countries help reduce green-  paper are available free from the World  storage,butsuggestabetteroption  touse
house gas emissions? Second, how much  Bank, 1818  HS reetNW,Washington,  DC  financialinstrumentsforhedgingagainst
would  it cost to ensure such reductions in  20433.Please contactPRDDR,room Nl1-  commodity  pTice  risks. This requires that
population growth, compared with other  051, extension 37460  (45 pages).  there be no capital controls - one of the
options for reducing emissions?  main reasons privateinsuance  is seldom
The answer to the first question is that  undertaken in developing  countries.
reductions in population growth would  1021. Measurling Welfare  Changes  This paper-a  product of the Interna-
matter,  but  not much.  Based  on current  from  Commodity  Pilce  tional  Trade  Division, International  Eco-
.econometricestimateslinkingpopulation  Stabilization  In Small  Open  nomics Department-is  part  of alarger
growth to deforestation, feasible reduc-  Economies  effort in the department to  research com-
tions in population growth could reduce  modity price risk management by devel-
emissions from deforestation (relative to  Jonathan R. Coleman  and Chris  Jones  oping countries. Copies of the paper are
what they otherwise would be) by 8 per-  (November  1992)  available free from the World  Bank, 1818
cent over the next 35 years. Feasible re-  H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.
ductionsin population growthrates could  New formulas for calculatin  the welfare  Please contactDawn Gustafson, room S7-
reduce fossil fuel emissions by about 10  changes  firm commoditypricestabiizton  044, extension 33714 (26 pages).
percent.  The  percentage  reductions,  are deriued withi  a generl  equiybrium
though substantial,  are small relative to  frameuwork  A bette option  than storage  or
projections of a tripling or more in emis-  varying import leies  may be to use  firna-  1022.  A New Approach
sions under any baseline scenario in the  cial  insumens  for hedging against risk  tO Evaluating Trade  Pollcy
next 50 years.
Thusthereislittlebasisfortheviewthat  Coleman and  Jones  extend the  widely  James B. Anderon and J PeterNeniy
theSou-thcouldcontributetomiajorreduc-  used  Newbery  and  Stiglitz  (1981)  ap-  (November1992)
tionsin global  warmingbytaldngnewand  proach  tomeasuringwelfare changesfrom
stronger steps to reduce its population.  commodity  price stabilization  toageneral  Introducing something new: The Trade
The answer to the second question is  equilibrium setting. They derive the wel-  R  wesrictivenesslrndmeasurestherestric-
that reducing population growth is cost-  farechangesin termsofnetconsumerand  tiveness of a system of trade protection-
effective  compared with other options to  producer surplus, rather than in terms of  This measzre is both simple and consis-
reduce emissions. Birdsall estimates the  producer income as in the Newbery and  tent with economic  theory.
costs of reducing carbon emissions by re-  Stiglitz approach.
ducing  birtlhs  troughincreased  spending  Coleman and Jones present formuias  Anderson and  Neary  introduce  a  new
on  family planning at between $6 and $12  for  measuring  the welfare  changes for  measure, the Trale Restrictiveness  Index,
per ton; and by educating  girls at between  domestic  price  stabilization  achieved  tomeasuretherestrictivenessofasystem
$4 and  $8 per ton. These compare to a  throughprofitablestorage(asassumedby  oftradeprotection.Theyproposeanalter-
mnarginal  cost of $20  per ton to reduce cur-  NewberyandStiglitz)andfiwstnbllization  native to the commonly used ad hoc in-
rent emissions by 10 percent, using a car-  through a variable tariff scheme. These  dexesoftraderestrictiveness,suchasthe
bon tax. Discounting reduces the cost ad-  formulas differ significantly,  soit is inap-  trade-weighted average tarifE That mea-
vantage ofthe population reduction  strat-  propriate to use the Newbery and Stiglitz  sure has no welfare-theoretic basis and
egies over the tax, but does not eliminate  formula tojustify the use  efdomestic price  canbelighlymisleading,inpractice.  For
them as acritical part ofan overall global  controls such as a variable levy,  example, the complete exclusion of trade
strategy to reduce emissions.  In recent years, goverrnments  in many  in a commodity  would usually lower the
The implication of the cost analysis is  developing  countries  have  liberalized  index, becauseits trade weightwouldfall
simple: The global negative externality  their trade policies  in the pursuit of im-  to zero.
representedbyrapidpopulationgrowthin  provedeconomiicperformance.Butthishas  Anderson and Neary show that  their
developing countries provides a  strong,  exposed their economies  to variations in  proposed index is soundly  based in stan-
new rationale for developed  countries, in  international prices and raised questions  dard welfare  economics.  When trade is re-
their own interests, to finance programs  aboutthe desirabhltyofdomesticprice  sta-  strictedby tariffi only, the Trade Restic-
that would reduce population growth in  bllizationprograns-Apopularmechanism  tiveness Index equals the uniwrn  taiff,
developing countries. This is true  even  for this purpose is a variable import levy  which  would  be equivalent to the eidsting
though feasible reductions in population  scheme.  systemoftariffinthe  senseofyieldingthe
growth would represent  only a  modest  Coleman and Jones' analysis confirms  same level of aggregate welfare.
contribution to reducing greenhouse gas  thatdomesticwelfareislowerundertrade  But tariffs have declined  in importance
emissions. Spending to reduce rates  of  policies that stabilize domestic  prices, as  in recent years a- a means of restricting
population  growth in developingcountries  such policies serve only to shift the price  trade, so the measure must also  be able to
malces sense as part of any optimal car-  uncertainty from producers and consum-  takeaccountfquantitativerestrictionson
bon reduction strategy.  ers to the government budget - while  tcade. Where quotas are the only form of
This paper - a product of the Country  incurring  the  social  costs  of  the  restriction, this is eas:.the  Index equals
Economics  Department - was prepared  distortionary tariffs and subsidies.  the eiproportionatereductioninpermit-114  Pollcy Reseamh  WorkIng Paper Serles
ted import volumesthatis welfare-equiva-  nomics Department - is part of a larger  cue  the  commonsense idea  that  lower
lent to the initial structure of quotas.  project to study the cost ofprotection.  The  mean  and lower variance of tariffs  are
When  both  quotas  and  tariffs  are  study was funded by the Bank's Research  both efficient. Second, a  special case is
present, the Index can be defined as the  Support  Budget under research  project  offered  in which the proper weights in the
uniform taiff factor (one  plus the uniform  'The Cost of Protection Indee  (RPO 676-  mean and vaiance  of tariffs are  the oh-
tariff)andunifonn imnportreduction  factor  49). Copies  ofthe paper are available free  sarved trade weights.
which  wouldyield  the same  level of  welfare  from the World Banrk,  1818  H Street NW,  Thus, the Trade Restrictiveness Index
as the initial system of trade restrictions.  Washington, DC 20433. Please  contact  is superior to traditional  summary mea-
The authors show how this can be for-  Maria Teresa Sanchez, room S7-025,  ex-  sores such as the average tariff rate and
mulated,  noting  that  if  a  single  good is  tension  33731(30  pages).  the  coefficient  variation  for  the  tariff
subject to  both a binding quota and a tar-  schedule. It requires  only limited addi-
iff, it  should be  viewed as  quota-con-  tional information on the structure afthe  -
strained  - the  tariff  serves merely to  1023. Tariff Index  Theory  economy to yield a measure that  is pref-
ensure that someoftherents  accrueto the  erable on both theoretical and  practical
importing country.  James  E. Anderson  grounds.
These theoretical derivations permit a  (November  1992)  This paper-  a product af the Interna-
majorsynthesisofthetheoryofprotection  tional Trade Division, International Eco-
and suggesthowtheresults  of  computable  The Trade Restrictveness Index is shown  nomics Department - is part of a larger
general equilibrium models  mightbe pre-  toprouideasummary  measure of the wel-  effort in the department  to analyze the
sented to make them internationally and  fare costs ofprorection  that is related, but  effects of trade distortions on developing
intertemporally compamble. But in most  preferable,  totraditionalmeasuressuchas  countries. The study  was funded by the
cases such a model is not available and,  the average tariff and  the coefficent of  Banles Research Support Budget under
even ifit were, it would notbesufficiently  variation,  research  project"CostofProtection  Inde?'
disaggregated to deal with a complicated  (RPO 676-49). Copies of the  paper  are
system of tade  protection.  For a single tariff, the 'height" of the tar-  availablefree fiom the World Bank, 1818
So the authors present some empirical  iff is an  unambiguous measure  of the  H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.
shortcuts that can be adoptedforestimat-  policy's restrictiveness  With more than  Please  contact Maia  Teresa  Sanchez,
ing changes in the  Index. Chief among  one tariff, theory has not provided an ex-  room S7-025,  extension 33731(32 pages).
these is the assumption that  the goods  tension  that  captures  the  idea  of the
under  consideration are separssle  from  tariffs  height, so analysts have used in-
others in an appropriate general-equilib-  dex numbers such as the mean and  the  1024. Aln Exact Approach
rium sense. This can provide a rigorous  coefficientofvariation  (standard deviation  for Evaluating the Benefits
foundation for a form of partial-equilib-  divided by the mean) of tariffs.  from Technological Change
rium analysis (the consideration ofa sub-  By contrast, the theoretica  literture
set of markets in an economy).  They also  on the "piecemeal  reform  oftariffs shows  Will  Matin and Julian  l  AL  Aiston
showhowtheTradeRestrictivenessIndex  that  efficiency gains from tariff  retbrm  t(ovember1992)
can be adapted to allow  for difFerentforms  depend on complex conditions that have
of rent sharing and for a country's ability  little relation to the mean or variance of  Howeamodifiedtradeexpenditunction
to irdluence its terms of trade.  tariffs. But in the absence of a connection  canbheudtomeuretheu  fecosftand
Applying these empirical methods to  between theory and empirical measures,  benfts  fiom  whnologi;calchange-in  a
exports of textiles and appael  from Hong  it is difficult to know whether to discard  model that a& ws fiormntuipe maket  dis-
Kong to the United States,  the authors  the measures.  Moreover, the  piecemeal  tortions andgmene  eqrielibin  Fmjedback
find that the protective system becomes  reform questionofmeasuring the welfare
morerestrictiveforbothcountriesoverthe  gain from a tariff reform is not directly  It is commonly  believed that taxng  agri-
seven  years  considered (1982-88). In-  related  to the problem of evaluating the  cultural commoditiesin developing  coun-
creased  trade  restrictiveness  does not  height of  restrictiveness.  tries,  and subsidiing  agricultural  com-
necessarily mean that  quotas have been  Theproblem offindingasinglenumber  modities in indusrial  countries, reduces
tightened.  When  there  is  economic  analogous tothe  'height  of tariffs is the  incentives in the developing  countries for
growth, constant  or even rising import  tariff index number problem. Anderson  both current production and longer-term
quotas  night still arnount to a tightening  and Neary have developed  a solution:  the  investments in capital, knowledge, tech-
of protection.  Trade Restrictiveness Index, which they  nology, and infast  ue.  it is argued
Results based  on  the  trade-weighted  define as the uniform tariff factor that is  that  distortions in agricultural  markets
sverage of "tariff equivalents" (the gaps  equivalent  in  trade  restrictiveness  have kept  investments in  research and
between Hong Kong and U.S. prices) di-  (equivalent in the balance of trade) to the  development,  and productivity rates, low
veresignificantly  from thoseofthe Trade  actual diflfrentiated tariff structure.  in agriculture in developing countriesr.
Restrictiveness Index The two measures  Here,  Anderson  develops the  Trade  Martin and Alston lay the theoretical
have opposite  implications for the change  Restrictiveness Index in terms of mean  foundation for empirical studies of how
intraderestrictivenessfortwo-thirdsofthe  and  variance-covariance indexes of the  such distortions affect returns  to agicul-
observations.  tariff  schedule. There are  two payoffs.  tual  research and development  in devel-
This  paper-  a product of the Intema-  First, theTrade Restrictiveness  Indexcan  oping  countries.  Earlier studies ofthe  ben-
tional Trade Division,  International Eco-  be deconposed intn expressions dat  res-  efits from tecnological change have typi-Poilcy Research  Working Paper  Series  115
callyused.partialequlibriummodelswith  In  a  cross-country  study  for  1967-87,  national  levels.  MeNelis and  Schmidt-
Marshallian welfare  measures. Suchmod-  Matin tests whether the finding that in-  Hebbel develop  andestimate a two-sector
els have not allowed for a general set of  creased openness improves performance  dynamic model using both current  and
market distortions and  market  interna-  holds true for Sub-Saharan Afiica as a  time-varying parameters.  They find the
tions.  subgroup among developing  countries.  domestic interest rate to be more respon-
Techniquesrecentlydevelopedforevalu-  Econometric analysis - based on the  sive to shocks  under  imperfect capital
atigwelfarein  the contextofgeneral  equi-  augmented production fimetion that  in-  mobility, the real exchange rate more re-
libriuxn  models  better measure the impli-  eludes  labor, capital stock, and a measure  sponsive under perfect capital mobility.
cations oftrade-distortingpolicies. Martin  ofopenness -shows  thatopennessexerts  In short, liberalization  of the  capital
and Alston describe how to harness these  a significant positive impact on economic  account does not eliminate volatility but
approaches to evaluate the benefits and  performance ofcountriesinSub-Saharan  rather shiftsitfromthe  domesticinterest
costs of technological  changes.  Afic  The  relationship  is  especialy  rate to the real exchange rate.
'  Theyshowthatamodifiedtradepen-  atronginflxed-effecteestimatesthatuse  This paper - a product of the Trani-
ditzure  fuction  can be used to measure  annudl panel datawith  country dummies  tion  and  Macro-Adjustment  Division,
welfare changes exactly, with  a model  to  capture  unobserved country-specific  Country Economics Department  - re-
.constentwiththeoptimizigbehviorof  differences.  ceivedfinancialsupportfromthelnstituto
both producers and consumers. They do  NMatin  finds the evidence of a positive  Interamericano de Mercads  de Capital.
so in a  general  setting  that  allows for  link between openness and performance  An earlier version of the paper was pre-
multiple market distortions andmultiple  surprisingly robust to different measures  sented at  the  Seventh Latin American
paths of general equilibrium feedbck.  ofopenness,to difflrentperiods, andto the  Regional  Meeting of the Econometric So-
They illustrate  this  approach using a  inclusion ofotherpolicy  variables.All four  ciety,CostaRica,Angust1988.Thepaper
quadratic form for a profit function that is  measures of openness, for example, are  willbepublishedintheAugustl993Jour-
acomponentofthetradeexpenditurefumc-  significant for  1967-87-  For the shorter  nat oflnmratiool  Money and  Finance.
tion- They spell out, in principle, how to  period,  1980-87, three  are  significant.  Copiesoftbispaperareavlablefreefrom
applythisapproachwithminimalrequire-  Also,  the size  and significance  ofthe open-  the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,
mentsforadditional information,  usingthe  ness coefficients  do not change when one  Washington,  DC 20433. Please contact
esultsfromacomputable geneal  equib-  controls for maoeconomic  policy  AnnaMaranon,roomN11-042,extension
rium model They provide  a diagram to il-  This paper  - a product of the Trale  31450 (52 pages).
lustate  the appication  of the technique.  Policy Divsion,  Country Economics  De-
This paper-a  product of the  interna-  partrment-is  ptofalaer  effortinthe
tional Trade Division, International Eco-  department  to assess the experience of  1027.  Lessons from Bank
nomics Department - is part ofa larger  SubS.aharanAfricawith  trade  liberaliza-  Prlvwatlon  In Mexico
departmental study of how distortions in  tion.Copiesofthepaperareavailablefree
commodity markets  affect the benefits  from the WorldBank, 1818  H Street NW,  Guillerma  Barnes
from, and incentives for undertaking, ag-  Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  (November1992)
ricultural  research  and  development  Dawn Ballantyne, room N1O-019,  exten-
projects  in  developing  countries.  The  sion 38004(38 pages).  Bank priuatizationinMexico -aguaably
study  was fundedby the Banis  Research  oneofihe  mostauccsffinancia  opera-
Support Budget under  research  project  tionsinrecentyears-hasbeenfjbie
'Agricultural Policy Reform  for Develop-  1026.  Financial Liberalizatlon  by a stng  macroeconomic  stabilzation
ing Counties"  (RPO 676-11). Copies of  andAdjustmert  In Chile  program,  Lgl  andfinanid  rqebrn, and
this  paper  are  available  free from the  and New Zealand  the adoption of  clear objectives,  precis
World  Bank, 1818 IlStreetNW,  Washing-  rdes,  and trwnpat  procdures
ton,  DC 20433. Please  contact  Dawn  Paul D.  McNelis  and Elaus Schmidt-Hebbel
Gustafson, room S7-044,  extension 33714  (November  2992)  The recently completed pnivatization of
(31 pages).  Meidcancommercialbanksmaybeoneof
Liberalization  ofthe  capital  account does  the most successfuil  financial operations
nat ehinate  vatiy.  Rather, it shifts it  in recent year  In 13 months, the Mexi-
1025.  Openness  and  Economic  fiom the domestic interat  rate to the ral  can authrities  were able tD  sell 18 banks
Performance  In Sub-Saharan  exchange rat  to private  groups  of  MexininvestArs  for
Africa:  Evidence  from Time-Series  more than US$13  billion tol  - more
Cross-Contlrry  Analysis  McNelis  and  Sclmidt-Hebbel  analyze  than  three times book value, and with  a
macrodynaic  adjustment during finan-  pricefearnings ratio of 14.5.
Kazi  BL  cial  liberalization  in  Chile  and  New  Guillermo Barnes, Director General of
(November  3992)  Zealand.  the  Development Planning Umt  of the
During the adjustment  to more open  Ministryoffnance  andamemberof  the
Openness ezerts a significat  postive  im-  capital accounts in the late 1970s  or mid-  Privaization  Committee that supervised
pat  on perfornnce  in counties  in Sub-  1980s,  both countries experienced appre-  the program, sets out the preconditions,
Sahaan  Afica  - the  more  open  the  ciation of the real exchange rate and  a  objectives,  and main achievements of the
economy, the better the economic  perfor-  collapse of net  exports, while domestic  privatization  progm.  He  sunmarzes
mance.  interest rates  slowly converged to inter-  the Mexican expenence in nine lessons116  Policy Research Working Paper Series
that may be relevant for developing  coun-  1028. Socioeconomic  and  Ethnic  After discussing  ownership  issuesrelated
tries considering similar exercises:  Determinants  of Grade  Repetition  to  tropical forests,  Deacon develops a
- Theconditionssuitableforprivatiza-  In Bolivla and  Guatemala  simple general equilibrium model to rep-
tion and the strength of the financial sys-  resent - at least in a stylized way  - the
tem are directly related to the economy's  Harry  Anthony  Patrinns  salient aspects of the deforestation pro-
general  performance.  Macroeconomicsta-  and George  Psachanpoulos  cess. He uses  the model to generate  first-
bility is essential  for bank  privatization  to  (November  1992)  and second-best  policy options for control-
succeed.  ling deforestation and, later, to assess the
* Bank privatization must be comple-  Children from  less wealthy households  environmental consequences of govern-
mented  by the  structural  transformation  and  children  of  indigenous  origins  are  ment  policies often cited in the literature
of the economy, to improve  efficiency and  more likely to repeat a grade,  so targeted  on deforestation.
productivity.  interuentionscouldbedirectedat  thepoor  Property  rights,  though  important  for.
*  Financial  reform  must  aim  to  andcouldhaveanindigenouscomponent,  understanding  the process  of tropical  de-
strengthen  competitive  economic  condi-  such  as bilingual  education,  forestation,  do not  necessarily  point to a
tions  and  to enhance  the  efficiency  of the  simple  or  straightforward  fix for environ-
financial  sector.  After  reviewing  the  literature  on repeti-  mental  prOblems,  particularly  in develOp-'
*  Bank  privatization  requires  a  new  tion  (students  repeatinggrades  in school)  ingcountries-
legal  framework,  especially  designed  for  in  developing  countries,  Patrinos  and  The  sheer  size,  communal  nature  of
private  institutions.  Psacharopoulosexaminefctorsrelatedto  service  flows,  and  pervasiveness  of indi-
- Legal  refarm  should  lead  to  struc-  repetition  inBoliviaandGuatemala.They  vidual  access  to  tropical  forests  make
tures  that  encourage  solid,  efficient  finan-  develop  a model  to estimate  the  incidence  monitoring  and  enforcement  costly  in
cial  intermediation.  and  determiinants  ofrepetition.  Theyuse  some  situations  and  unimnaginablein  oth-
*  To  encourage  ample  participation  multivariate  logistic  regression  analysis  ers.  Redefining  nominal  rights  in  ways
and  to ensure  fairness,  the  privatization  to estimate  the determinants  ofrepetition,  that  appear  to correct  inefficiencies  may-
process  mustbe  trustworthy-with  clear  using  the  results  in simulations  to deter-  yield  gains  in some  cases,butan  approach
objectives,  precise  rules,  and  transparent  mine  probablities  ofwho  is more  likely  to  to  environmental  protection  that  leans
procedures-  repeat.  heavily  on this  prescnption  seems  aimed
*  The  mechanics  of  privatization  Their  empirical  analysis  shows  that  more  at  symptoms  than  at  causes,  says
shouldbeconsistentwith  thelegalfame-  certain  populations  are  more  likely  to re-  Deacon.
works and  should  be  based  on  adequate,  peat  a grade:  children  from  less  wealthy  Moreover,  policy  approaches  based  on
detailed  preparation.  households  and  children  of  indigenous  t1he use  ofPigouvian  teaes  or marketable
- The  proceeds  of privatization  should  origins.  This  suggests  that  any  targeting  permitschemesmxayyieldefficiencygains
be  in  cash,  which  should  be  used  to  per-  activitiescouldbe  directedtothe  poorand  in  some  cases,  but  such  approaches  gen-
manently  reduce  government  outlays.  couldhaveanindigenouscomponent,  such  erally  involve  the  same  monitoring  and
- Common  sense  rues  should  be  fol-  as  bilingual  education.  enforcement  problems  that  prevent  the
lowed,  such  as  selling  the  small  banks  This  paper  - a  product  of  the  Latin  marketfrom  colvinga  localion  problems.
first,  ensuring  economic  certainty  and  America  and  the  Caribbean  Technical  Simple,  direct  solutions  to deforestation
confidence,  centrlizing  management  of  Department-is  part  of alarger  effort  to  and  ot her  environmental  problems  are
the  privatization  program,  and  ensuring  document  poverty  conditionsin  the region.  unavaiae,  but  an  ability  to understand
honesty  and  transparency  in  the  process.  Copies  ofthe  paperare  available  free from  the  enviromental  and  welfare  conse-
The  overall  lesson  of the Mexican  expe-  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,  quences  of policies  adpted  for other  Tma-
rience  :is that  bank  privatization  should  Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  sonsisuuli-if  onlytohelppolicymakers
not  be rushed.  Mexico  waitedauntil  1990,  Maria  Maica,  room  S13-139,  extension  avoid  mistakes  that  would  otherwise  go
when  inflation  was  less  than  20 percent  a  37720  (26 pages).  w  ized.
year  and  the  banks  were  strong  (their  The  model  Deacon  develops  for  this
numbershadbeenreducedandriskyven-  purpose  is highly  stylized  and  intended
tures  restricted),  while  meticulous  prepa-  1029.  Controlling  Tropical  prinarily  to provide  a systematic  way oP
ration  set  the  ground  rules  for  transpar-  Deforestation:  An  Analysis  thinking  about  the  environmental  and
ent  and  effective  prDcedures.  of A'ternative  Policies  welfare  effectsofgovernnentpolicy-for
Thispaper-aproductoftheEFinancial  example,  by  considering  patterns  of sub-
Policy  and  Systems  Division,  Country  Robert T. Deacon  stitution  among  inputs  and  outputs,  in
Econormics Department  - is  part  of  a  (November 1992)  caseswbereanenvironmentalremsaurceto
larger  effort  in the  department  to  study  which  peoplehave  free  access  is exploitedL
issuesin  bank  privatization.  Copies  ofthe  Asimplegenerteqailibriun  model-rep-  If the  use  of first-best  policies  is  infea-
paper  are  available  free  frm  the  World  resntigsaientaspectsofthedefortawn  sible  - whether  because  of monitoring
Bank,  1818 H StreetNW, Washington,  DC  process -generaes  fist-  and second-best  csts,  tranisboundary  effects, or otherres-
20433.  Please  contact  Wilai  Pitayato-  policy  options  for controlling defoetation  sons-thenitbecomesimportanttobave
nakam,  roon  N9-003,extension  37664 (22  and  heps  to assess the enuironmenecon-  detailed  knowledge  of patterns  of substi-
Pages)-  sequencofgofg  rnment policiesoftencited  tution  and  complementarity  anongordi-
in the literatu  on deforestation.  naryinputsand  environmentalresources,Policy Research Working  Paper Series  117
and information on the use of various  different  policies-throughothercharmels  on how flexible actiuitieamre  with regard
environmental resources in the produc-  than the effect  on air pollution.  to the fuel used The author reviews em-
tion  ofspecific  goods  and services.  Knowl-  Krupnick reviews existing models of  piricalmetniods  and findings.
edge  of  such  factors  can  permit  urban transport and evaluates their abil-
policymakers to pursue policy goals in  ity to simulate the effectsofdifferentpoli-  Whatare-thecostofmalingconsumption
situations where first-best instruments  cies on emissions and on other varinables  orproduction  activities use less-polluting
are unavailable.  relevant to welfare. He finds that:  fuels? Bacon reviews how the fuel mix
This paper - a product of the Public  * Little modeling  work is done on de-  used by different  industries has changed
Economics  Division,  Country Economics  veloping  countries,  butsome stylizedfacts  over  timeandexanines twotechniquesfor
Department-is  part of  a larger effort in  (the greater importance of nonmotorized  estimating the res,nnsiveness of  fuel de-
the department to study environmental  modes,  of mopeds,  of old vehicles,  and of  mand to fuel prices: econometric  models
policiesin  developingcountries.An  earlier  work-related  trips, greater growth in ur-  and the engineering approach.
version of this  paper was circulated as  banization, and  greater growth in  the  'Witheconometricmodels,  the elasticity
"Government  Policy and Environmental  urbanvehiclestock)allowustonasshow  of substitution between  energy and other
Quality  in Developing  Countries:  Comple-  well  models from developed countries  inputs determines the costs of making
- ments or Substitutese"  The research was  apply in industrial countries.  activitiesless energy-intensive,  while the
funded by the Bank's Research Support  *  Models vary greatly in complexity.  elasticityofaubstitutionbetweensources
Budget under research project  'Pollution  The central question  for users is whether  ofenergy  Ginterfuel  substitutability)deter-
and the Choice  of Policy Instruments in  they want detailed  coverage  ofthe spatial  mines the marinal  casts ofreplacing one
DevelopingCountries(RPO  676-48).  Cop-  nature of pollution and congestion. The  energy source with another.
ies of  this paper are avalable free from  the  most comprehensive  and detailedmodels  The engineeing  approach uses more
World  Bank, 18181H  Street NW,  Washing-  also require the most data.  detailed technical information and  can
ton, DC 20433.  Please contact Peggy  Krupnick proposes eclectic  use of seo-  drawamorecenmpletepicture,butwithless
Pender,room  N1O-067,extension37851(38  eral models, since a model  incorporating  ability  toinformaboutactivitieswithavast
pages).  long-term  responses, shorter-term  re-  number of different  econonuc  agents.
sponses,  andemissionconsequencesisnot  Among  Bacones  main eonclusions:
easily  tractable.  - There are surprisingly large vana-
1030.  Measuring the Effects  Krupick  aclknowledges  the many com-  tionsinenergyandfiel  use  overtime and
of Urban Transportation Policies  plex links between policies (on the one  between countries. Industrial output in-
on the  Environment: A Survey  hand)andwelfareandairpollution(onthe  creased 62 percent in OECD countries
of Models  other),butsaysthatresearchcanoftenbe  between 1971 and  1988, for  example,
narrowed according to available policy  whileenergyusestayedunchanged! Also,
Alan J.  Kupnick  instruments,  data availability, and  the  shares ofenergy sourcesforindustryand
(November  1992)  implications  considered  relevant  Often,  electricity  vary  greatly  wi.h local avail-
simple models can improve  the basis for  ability,indicatingthatthesesectorshave
Air pollution  from  urban  travel is influ-  policyevaluation,particularlywhen  there  someflexibilityinchoiceofenergysource.
encedby trave  denand -by  its distribu-  are  limited  data  and  resources  for re-  A judgment  on whether  this  variabilty
tion amorn  modes,  by congestion  levels,  search.  indicates  that  an  economy  responds
and by the characteristics  of vehicles and  This paper  - a  product of the  Public  cheaply if energy  prices are  changed se-
fiels. How wjell do existing  models eualu-  Economics Division, Country Economics  lectively  depends  on how one reads  the
atetheeffieeofdifferentpolicies.  especialy  Department-is  partofalargerresearch  more detailed  studies in the econometric
on welfare and on air pollution?  project  funded  by  the  Bank's  Research  and engineering  literature.
Support  Budget  on  "Pollution  and  the  *  Lack of data  is the  biggest  problem
-Mandatingeniissioncontroldevicesinnew  Choice of Policy  Instruments in Develop-  in estimat ingfuel  and  energy  substitut-
cars is only one of the  most obvious steps  ing  Countries"  (RPO 676-48). Copies of  ability in non-OECD countries.
toaddress the problemofvehicleemissions.  this  paper  are  available  free  rom  the  *  Engineeringstudiesoffuelswitching
.Others  range  from taxes on gasoline and  World Bank, 1818 £. StreetNW,Washing-  in industry  are rarely  available. They ex-
parking to incentives  to scrap old cars or  ton,  DC  20433.  Piaase  contact  Peggy  ist, however, for the  power iil:ilustry and
move businesses  out of the cities.  Pender,  room N10-067, extension  37851  couldbeusedtoestimate  the cootsoftiter-
There are models to simulate theengi-  (77 pages).  native fuel-mixes for particular  greenfield
neeringr  implications  when changes  a  sites. The technique could not be used for
made to the vehicle fleet (such as the U.S.  assssment  ofeconomywide policies.
Environmental  ProtectionAgencys'MO-  1031.  Measuring  the  Possibilities  - Econometric studies are useful inas-
BILE 4), but othermodels  are needed  to  of Interfuel Substitution  much  as  they  take  a  sector-  or
capture  individual  behavior,  for two ma-  economywide  perspecive.  Econometric
sons. Flrst  behavior-for  example, using  Robert BaCOn  techniquesare  challenging, but often rep-
certain  vehicles - affects emissions, and  (November  1992)  resent  the  state  of the  art  in  providing
thereby  the effect of polcies  an pollution.  reliable  estimates  for elasticities  of sub-
Second,  behavioral  relations  determine  Whdherfiteltaescanreduceairpolution  stitutin  - partculaly  when  data  are
how much consumer welfare is affected by  cheaply throughcfuel substitution depnd  scarceandthelevel  ofaggregaionishigh.118  Policy Research Working Paper Series
* Theissueofwhethereconometrically  ther togo. But each subregion  ofthe Asian  average,  which is 66.  The total  frtility  rate
estimated structural  parameters can be  continent includes countries at different  for Latin Anerica is intermediate  at 3. ,
transferred across borders has not been  stages ofthe fertility transition: each sub-  and replacernentfertility  is projected  to  be
thoroughly investigated.  region has at least one country with a to-  reached in evey  country no later than
This paper  - a project of the Public  tal fertility rate  of 6 or greater and one  2035. International  net migration has a
Economics  Division, Country Economics  country wvith  replacement-level  fertility.  triuial effect on population growth at the
Department-is  part ofa larger  effortin  The projections  of when  replacement fer-  regional  level;  projections of future  net
the department tostudy pollution  control  tility will be reached in the region as a  migrationassumeagradusatdeclinetozero
policy  in developing  countries. The study  whole are determined by the trends in  friom  current leel.
was funded by the Bank's Research Sup-  individual countries with the slowest  de-
port Budget  under research project 'Pol-  clne; the Asian subregion  aggregates  will  Populationprojectionsforallcountriesare
lution and the Choice of Policy Instru-  therefore be late in achieving  this.  prepared annually by the World Bank's
ments  in  Developing Countriee  (RPO  *  South Asia has the worst mortality  PopulationandunuanResourcesDepart?
67648). Copiesof  this paperare available  conditions of the Asian subregions, bua  mentLTheyare  publishedfirastin  summary
firee  from the World Bank, 1818  H Street  improvement  has been quite rapid since  form in the Banks  World Development
NW, Washington,  DC 20433.  Please con-  the mid-1970s; with life expectancy in-  Report and laterin greater detal  as tech--
tact Peggy  Pender, room N10-067,  exten-  creasing from 49 to 59 years currently.  rical notes or worldng  papers and, in al-
sion 37851  (76 pages).  Life  expectancyin SouthwestAsiais near  ternate years, as a book.
the world's average, while it is well  above  Separate papers cover the six Bank re-
that  in East  and Southeast Asia at  70  gions:  (1) Africa  (Sub-Saharan),  (2) Latin
1032. East Asia  and Pacific  Region,  years. East and Southeast Asia contains  AmericaandtheCaiibbean (andNorthem
South Asia Reglon Population  some ofthe  countries (JapanandlHong  America),(3)  EastAsiaandPacific region
Projections,  1992-93  Edition  Kong)  with the highest measured lif  eax-  and South Asia region  combined,  and (4)
pectanciesin the world.  EuropeandCentraiAsiaregionandMidcldle
Eduard  Bos,  My  T.  Va,  and  Ann Levin  *  The most populous country in the  East and North Africa  region combinedL
(November  1992)  world is China, with a population of 1.2  Among  frends observe&
billion. Its  population growth rate,  1.5  *  AlloftheBarksregionshavepositive
TheBank's largest  regzon  iat&A.siaand  percent in the early 1990s, is low for a  population growth rates, but a few coun-
Pacific,  which currently has 30 percen of  low-income  country and is due to the low  triesare losingpeople.  These countriesare
the world's population. It is followed by  level of fertility achieved  in the last two  inoneoftworegions:inLatinATnericaand
SouthAsia with2lpercentAfrica  with 10  decades.  the Caibbean,  where several smallisland
percent,  Europe and Central  Asi  with9  - India,  the  second mnost  populous  countries  (Dominica,  Grenada,  and  St.
pem-ent,  LatinAmerica and the Caribbean  country, has an estimated population of  Kitts and Nevis) have recently had nega-
with  8  perxerst,  andMiddLe  East andNorth  883  million  in 1992.  Because  of  its higher  tive  growthrates,andinEurope (Bulgar
Africa with 5 percent  total fertility rate,itis gromwingfaster  than  HungWay,  and Ireland).  In the case of the
China - 210  percent a year - despite  Caribbean islands,  the cause ofpopulation
Population  projectionsfor  allcountries are  higher mortality. The population  of India  decline  is outcnigration,  whereas in East-
prepared annually by the Banlks Popula-  is projected to surpass the 1 billon mark  prn Europe it results firm a combination
tion and Human Resources Departnent.  in the year 2000 and to surpass China in  of below-replacement  fertility  and  out-
Theyare published  firstin summaryform  total population  by 212L.  migration.
in the Banks World  Development  Report  This paper is a product of the Popula-  *  OntheAmericancontinentfertiityin
and later in greater  detail as technical  tion, Health, and Nutrition lYtfision  and  all counties  has dropped  to below  6 chil-
notes or working  papers and, in alternate  the Population Policy and Advisory Ser-  dren per woman,  but some  countries have
years, as a book.  vice of the Popu:ation and Human Re-  gone much  further than others. The total '
Separate pa  em vover  the six Bank re-  sources Department  Copies  of the paper  fertiity rateforLatinAmericais:  itenme-
gions: (1)  Afiica (Sub-Saharan), (2)  Latin  are available free frmm  the World  Bank,  diate at 3.1, and replacement fertility is
AmericaandtheCinibbean(andNrthern  1818 H  Street  NW, WashTh)ton, DC  projectedtobereachedineverycountryno  4
America),  (3) East Asia and Pacific  region  20433.  Please contactOtiliaNadora, roon  later than 2035.  In NortiernAmenica,  fer-
and South Asia region combined,  and (4)  S11-219,  extension 31091.  tilityis at 2  children per woman  -that  is,
Europe  andCentralAsiaregionandMiddle  just below  replacement  level.
East and North Africa  region combined.  *  Attheregionallevel,inteiationalnet
Among trends observed:  103t.  Latin America and the  migrationhasatrivileffectonpopulation
In Asia, most countries have begun  Carlbbean  Reglon (and Northem  growth. The most significant flow in the
the transition from high to low  fertility,  America)  Population  Projections,  world  occurs  between Latin America and
with declines  in many countries starting  1992-93 EdItlon  the  Caribbean aad  Nortbern America,
before  and during the 1970s.  In East and  wlich amounts to just over one-half  mil-
Southeast  Asia,  fertility  has  already  My T. Vu,  Eduard  BDs,  and Ann  Levin  lion persons per year. Migration  often oc-
reached a low level of 2.5 children per  (November  1992)  curs for unpredictable reasons, and is of-
woman. South Asia, at 4.1 children per  ten reversed in a short time. The projec-
woman, has  progressed less far in this  In Latin America and the Caribban, life  tions of fture  net  nigration assume a
process,andSouthwestAsiahas  still fur-  expectancy is slightly above the  wold's  gradualdeclinetozerofromcurrentlevelstPoilcy Research Worklng Paper Serles  119
This paperisaproductoftlePopulation,  gence of financial conglomerates,  or uni-  Takacs develops a model to illustrate
Health, and Nutrition Division  and the  versal-type  banks, andquestions whether  the economic  impact and welfaire  cost of
Population  Policy  and Advisory  Service  of  - in the face of limited managerial and  importprohibitions,local  contentrequire-
the  Population and  Human  PResources  institutional capability,  limited capability  ments, and export requirements. Sheep-
Department. Copiesofthe paperareavail-  for supervising financial markets,  and  plies that model to Philippine data.
able free from the World Bank, 1818 H  extraordinary financial market risks - Herresultsindicatethattheprotective
StreetNW,Washington,DC20433.Please  financial conglomerates simultaneoudy  regime in the Philippines imposes sub-
contact Otilia Nadora, room S 11-219,  ex-  pursuing  conflicting fundamental  and  stantial costs on consumers and encour-
tension 31091.  transitional objectives  wull  prove viable.  ages the allocation of resources to rela-
Sott  advocates  delaying  the emergence  tivelyhigh-cost  activities. Eliminating  all
of financial  conglomerates  until skills are  of the restrictions overnight may lead to
1034.  Revising  Financial  Sector  developed  andmarketturmoil subsides.  In  adjustment problems, but gradual  hber-
Policy In Transitional Socialist  the transitional period,  regulatory policy  alization could  limit these problems.
Economies: Will Universal  Banks  would assign to banks primary responsi-  The proportion of domestic  contenx  re-
Prove  Viable?  bhityforachievingfimdarnentalobjectives,  quired, the percentage of compensatory
and would encourage nonbank financial  exports required for kits,  and the tariff
David  H. Scott  institutions to pursue transitional objec-  rates on kits could be lowered in stages,
(November  1992)  tives.  Policy should promote financial  acmrding  to a preannounced  schedule,  to
soundness in the banking system, to cor-  allowgradualadjustment Theprohibition
In the transitonal period regulaoy poliy  trol the potential costs to govermnent of  on imports of assembled  vehicles  could  be
should assign to banks  primary responsi-  achieving  its fimdnental  objectives.  replaced  bya tariffand phased  out gradu-
bi*forachievingfundamentalobjectiues:  This paper-a  product  ofthe Financial  ally.  To  avoid  proportionately  more protec-
estabhslzingandmaintainingthe inegrity  Policy and  Systems Division, Country  tionoftheassemblyindustry, thetariffon
of the payments systen and the safeny  of  Economics Department  - is  part of a  finished autos could be phased out more
depositars'  savings,  and  ensuring  that  larger effort in the department to study  quickly  than theother  taiffs,  toavoidsend-
money  markets  function. It should  encour-  financial reform in transitional socialist  ing false signals to the domestic  industry
age nonbaznk  financial institutions  topur-  economies.  Copies  of the paper are avail-  about the direction  of adjustment
sue other objectives such as the privariza-  able free from the World Bank, 1818 H  To avoid  incesing  the effective  rate of
tion and rescnucturing  ofenterprises.  Street  NW, Washington,  DC  20433.  protection on  assmbly operations  during
Please contact Karin Waelti, room N9-  hberalization,  elimination  ofthe  domestic
Focusingoneffortsunderwayinmosttran-  043, extension 37664  (24 pages).  content and compensatory  exportrequire-
sitional  socialisteconomies,  Scottquestons  mentss;houldbeaccompeniedbydecreases
whether the banks emerging  in the new  in the tarff  rates on assembled  vehicles.
policy  friamewori will prove viable ar be  1035. How Import  Protection  This paper - a product of the Trade
supervisble. Heoffersamodeloffinancial  Affects  the  Phillppines'  Motor  Policy  Division, Country Economics  De-
sector structure designed to foster the de-  Vehicle  Industry  partment-ispartofalargereffortinthe
velopment of a sound banldng system-  department to evaluate trade policy  mea-
In describingthe environmentin which  Wendy  E.  Takac  sures and recommend methods of tade
financial  policy is being revised, Scott  (November  1992)  policy reforLm.  Copies of the  paper are
notes that the extraordinary challenges  available  free from the World  Bank, 1818
policymakers face might influence the  Heavy protection  ofmotor vehicle  imports  H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.
shape ofpolicy. He is concerned  that poli-  in  the  Philippines imposes substantial  Please contact Dawn Balantyne,  room
cies to promote a sound banking system  costs on consumers and encourages  the  N10-023,  extension 37947  (31 pages).
might be overlooked  or sacrificed,  misalocation  of resoumes to relatively
Fundamental  policy objectives, says  higk-ost  activities.
Scott, are those important to long-ternm  1036. Output  Decine  In Hungary
-economicwell-being.Theseincludeestab-  The motorvehicle industryin the Philip-  and  Poland  In 1990-91: Structural
lishing and maintaining the integrity of  pines is regulated and protected by the  Change  and  Aggregate  Shocks
the payments system and the safety of  provisions of development programs for
depositors' savings,  and  ensuring  that  cars,  commerciad  vehicles, and  motor-  Simon  Commander  and  Fabrizio  Corxieli
money  markets  function. Transitional  cycles.  Each program virtually prohibits  (November  1992)
objectives, on the other hand, relate pri-  theimportofcompletelybuilt-up  vehicles,
maily  to the immediate task of privatiz-  specifies  minimum local content require-  wvo  different  paths to rjbnn  appears to
ing  and  restructuring  enterprises,  ments for  vehicles  assembled  in the coun-  have led to two dffeet  outcomes  in eeo-
Policymakers  musthalance inherent con-  try from imported completely  knocked-  nomieperformance Whatare the lessowns?
flicts between the two kinds ofobjectives  down  kits, and requires thatfirms assem-
while promoting the achievement  ofboth.  bling  kits export to earn foreign  exchange  CommanderandCoricelli  tytodistinguish
Many transitional socialist economies,  to cover  the cost of the kits.  between  general and naional features in.
he observes,  adopt a policy  firamework  that  Siinlarprotective regimes  have existed  explainngtheinpulse,  -nsamoncdan-
envisions  universal banking. He assesses  in  a number of countries, especially in  nels,andpathofoutputdeclineinHungry
the consequences  of the immediate emer-  Latin America.  and Poland.120  Polcy  Reseawch  Working Paper Series
It is clear that output losses are mas-  1037. Vocational Secondary  1038.  Determninants  of Expatriate
sively concentrated in the socialized  in-  Schooling, Occupational Choice,  Workers' Remittances In North
dustrial  sectors, but they identify signifi-  and  Earnings  in Brazil  Africa  and Europe
cant  differences  in  the  distribution  of
those losses and their  associated employ-  Ana-Maria  Arringada  and Adrian  Ziderman  Ibrahim A. Elbadawi and Robert de Rezende
ment outcomes; in the timing and  degree  (November 992)  Rocha
of synchronization  of those losses; and  in  (November  1992)
the  two  countries'  different  policy  re-  Aspa  ofa  'new wauetofstudies  on the
sponses  to these  powerful  recessionary  efficacy of uocational school, this  one re-  The leuel of remittances  fmm  expatriate
pressures.  ports the finding that students who com-  workers is significantly affected by eco-
In  particular,  they  try  to  separate  plete vocational  school  and work in a re-  nomicpoaicies  in the home (labor-export-
shocks particular  to a sudden  (Polish) big  latedfield  earn more than vocational stu-  ing) country.  Special  incentive  schemes 
bang and  those attributable  to a more  dents who work in unrelated fields and  cannot substitute for a  stable, credible
gradual  path  of reform  (Hungary).  more than  academic graduates.  macroeconomic policy.
The  contrast  between  Hungary  and
Poland is less robust  than  initial  impres-  Empirical  studies on the efficacy of voca-  Elbadawi  and Rocha review the theoreti-  -
sions  led  one  to  expect.  By 1991,  both  tional  education,  mainly  in  developing  cal literature  on the  determinants  of in-
economies have open  trade  regimes,  and  countries  - a literature  now comprising  ternationalworkers'remittancesandthen
a prcticallyfullyliberalizedpricesystem.  dozensofevaluation  studies -have  been  positan  empiricalmodel  thataccountsfor
The magnitude  ofshocks  to both econo-  fairly unanimous  in recording  a negative  demographic,  portfolio,  and  macroeco-
mies  and  the  accompanying  macroeco-  verdict  on the costs and  benefits of voca-  nomic  factors  that  - together  with spe-
nomic policies clearly  diverged.  The role  tional  secondary  education,  particularly  cialincentivepolicies-determineofficial
of macroeconomic  policies was  easier  to  compared  with  traditional  academic  remittances.
isolatein  1990,  before thefill  effects of the  school.  They estimated  the model  using  data
CMEA shock could be felt. Interestingly,  Arriagada  and Ziderman, in this  study  fromfivemajorlabor-exportingcountries
in  1990, the  decline  in  output  was far  setin  Brazil, reach a different conclusion.  ofNarth  Afiica and Europe: Morocco,  Por-
smaller  in Hungary  than  in Poland,  and  Like  a  number  of  recent  evaluation  tugas, Tunisia,  Turkey,  and  the  former
was of rather  a different  nature.  In 1990,  studies  (for Hong Kong, Israel,  and  the  Yugoslavial  The  econometric  results
employment  declined  more rapidly  than  United  States),this  one chalenges  the es-  strongly  corroborate  the  modePs predic-
output  in Hungary,  but  lagged  sharply  tablishedcorthodoxybyreportingfindings  tions and reveal  interesting  policy impli-
behind  output  in Poland.  So productivity  far more supportive  of vocational school-  cations.
increased,  albeit marginally,  in Hungary,  ing- Unlike  traditional  approaches,  it fo-  In  planrnng  for  the  future  growth  of
while declining  sharply  in Polandc  Con-  cuses on the relationship  between field of  remittances,  labor-exporting  countries
tray  to expectations,  the Polish big bang  vocational  study and subsequent  occupa-  should explicitly take into consideration
approach  has  produced  less  adjustment  tion.  the history  of migration,  since an  aging
than the more gradual  approach followed  Arriagada  and  Ziderman  report  that  labor force abroad  wif be less inclined  to
by Hungary.  students  who complete vocational  school  remit.  Labor-exporting  countries  should
One reason  for this  could be the lack of  and workin related  fields have significant  also  accountfor  the economic prospects  of
progress  on microeconomic reforms  that  earningsadvantagesoverstudentswhodo  the  major  labor-receiving  countries  and
have accompanied the drasticshiftinmac-  not  work in  fields related  to what  they  for the  geographical  distnbution  of their
roeconomic policies. But Commander  and  studied  and over students  who complete  zmgrant labor.
Coricelli suggest that this result could also  academic school-  ELbadawi  andRocha'sresults  showthat
be associated  with the two different paths  This paper  - a product of the Educa-  remittances  are significantly  affected by
to reform, the big bang and gradualism.  tion and  Employment  Division,  Popula-  economic policies in the  home  lGabor-ex-
This  paper  - a  joint  product  of  the  tion and  Human  Resources  Department  porting)  countries.  Special  incentive
National  Economic  Management  Divi-  -is  part of alarger  effort in the  depart-  schemes  cannot  substitute  for  a  stable,
sion,  Economic  Development  Institute,  ment  to provide policy guidance for voca-  credible  macroeconomic policy.  a
and the Transition and Macro-Adjustment  tional and  technical education  and train-  Thispaper-aproductoftheTransition
Division, Country Economics Department  ing. Copies ofthe paper are avalablefree  and Macro-Adjustment  Division, Country
- was presented  at the coinference  on the  from the World Bank, 1818 H Street NW,  EconomiesDepatment,andtheTradeand
"Macroeconomic Situation  in Eastern  Eu-  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Finance  Division, Technical Department,
rope,"organizedby  the IMFandtheWorld  Cynthia Cristobal,room  S6-214, extension  Europe and CentralAsiaandMiddle  East
Bank,andheldinWashington,DCinJune  33640 (16 pages).  and  North  Africa regions  - is part  of a
1992.  Copies of this paper are available  lager  project fumded by the  two depart-
free from the  World Bank, 1818 H Street  ments,  'nhe  Detenninants  of Expatiate
NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  Workers' Remittances.'  Copies of this pa-
tact Olga del Cid, room M3-047, extension  perare  avalable  fiee fom  theWorldBank,
35195  (44  pages).  1818HStreetNW,Washingon,DC20433.
Please contact Lanha Ly, room H9-071,
extension 37352  or Anna Maanon, room
N1l-025,  extension 31450 (56 pages).- icy  Research  Working  Paper  Series  121
-39. Education, Externalitles,  Weale  developsasimulation model  fim  *  under severe macreconomic  imbal-
- tility, and Economic Growth  workbyBarroandBecker.Themodelifinks  ances.
fertility decisions  with  consunmption/saving  DeMelo  andDharstudythemeform  pack-
-tin Weale  decisions.  In  this  model, parents  derive  age of trade  lbralization,  stabilization,
rember  1992)  utility  from their  children's  welfare; as a  and  supporting  polcies  in Argentina,  Ho-
consequence, children areaforzn  ofsaving.  livia,  Chile,  Meidco, and  Uruguay.  They
wcationyieldsexternalities  that appear  The model is extended  toreflecteducation  conclude that  for the economies in trans-
- nger  ir. macroeconomic  data  than  in  asanendogenousdecisionandthenfurther  tion:
sehold-Ieuelstudies. Simulations  shouw  tolookattheeffectsofan  externaleffectof  *  Rationalizing  the  foreign  trade  re-
- there is a smallgrowth  externality  as  education on economric  growth. Simulations  gime  is crucial  for the  success  of stabili-
6  as a fertility  externality  which  is in-  demonstrate  that  the  rate  of return  on  zation  measures.
nced by the rate ofreturn  to education  educationrelative  to thaton  physical capi-  *  Rapid,far-reachingreformispossible
tiue to that  on physica  capitaL  talisamajorinfluenceonfertility,suggest-  in sectors  that  were  subject  to prolonged
ing  that  the  model  sheds  some light  on  periods  of heavy  protection.
benefits  of education  are  usually  as-  education's external  effect on fertility.  *  Sustainedgrowthrequiresacompr-
edhyanalyzingratesofreturn  Social  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Educa-  hensive  reform  package,  with supporting
--  ofretum  reflect thetcthat  educa-  tior.  and  Employment  Division,  Popula-  policies  for labor,  capital,  and  domestic
:---i  may  be  provided  free or  at  a  subsi-  tion and  Human  Resources  Department  product  markets.
!d  price  and  that  a  part  of  any  - is part  of a larger  effort in the  depart-  *  Liberalization  of the financial  sector
'".idual's  income  accrues  to the  state  ment  to establish  the  linkages  between  requires  investigating  the  links  between
-- )ugh taxation. But they typically do not  human  capital investments  and  economic  commercial  banks  and  private  secto
h-'ude  private  benefits  that  are  not  di-  development.  Copies  of  the  paper  are  firms.
ly  connected  with  the  individuals  available  free from the WorldBank,  1818  *  Iftradeliberalizationistosucceedin
;s earnings;  nor  do they  include  the  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  the long run,  itis  important  to study the
mrnal  effects of ecducation on economic  Please  contact  Cynthia  Cristobal,  room  evolution  of the  real  exchange  rate  and
6vth.  S6-035,  extension  33640 (51 pages).  measures  to stabilize  it.
Some  benefits  are  generally  omitted  In the final section ofthe paper, de Melo
*.L  calculations  of social returns  to edu-.  andDharstudytherecentimpetustoward
-on,  but  the  estimates  produced  - 1040.  Lessons  of Trade  trade  liberalization  through  regional  ar-
ging from 13 percent to 26 percent - Libealization  in Latin America  rangements in Latin America. The issue
implausibly high. There are several  for Economies In Transition  isrelevanttocountriesinEasternEurope
;ons for this.  Studies  may  not reflect  andtheformerSovietUnionbecause  they
fact  hat family backgroundcinfluences  Jaime de Melo  and Sumana Dhar  belonged to the CMEA, aregional  trading
-"2i thelikelihood  ofpaTcipatingineedu-  (November  1992)  arrangement,  andcbecause such arrange-
on an d a person's fiuture eaTring power  ments  are evolvinganewamongcountries
a without  education.  Failure  to take  Tlhe reform packages  of trade  liberaliza-  in the  former  Soviet Union.
nunt of the  effects of quality  of educa-  don, stabilization,  andsupportingpolicies  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Trade
.may also lead  to upward  bias.  in Argentina,  Boliuia,  Chile, Mexico, and  Policy Division,  Country  Economics  De-
An  alternative  approach  is  to  make  Uruguay offer lessons for the economies in  partment-was  preparedforthe  UNDP/
Us-country  comparisons  using  macro-  transition  in  Eastern  Europe  and  the  TEP Conference  on 'World  Experience  of
iomic data.  A number  of such  studies  former  Soviet  Union.  Trade  Liberalizatione  held in Kiev, June
discussed.  In assessing  whether  edu-  9-11, 1992  Copies of this  paper  are avail-
'on has any external  effecton  economic  After four  decades as  prime  examples  of  able  free from  the  World Bank,  1818 H
- Ath,assumptionsmustbemadeabout  inward-looldngtradepoliciesandimport-  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.
'  cation'sdirecteffiectonearningpower-  substituting  industrialization,  several  Please  contact  Dawn  Ballantyne,  room
ed on a conservative  figure of a 5 to  8  Latin American countbiesundertookcom-  N10-023, extension  37947 (40 pages).
:entincreaseinearningsforeveryyear  prehensive  trade  liberalization  and mac-
ducation,  there  is  some  evidence  to  roeconomic adjustment  in the  1980s. De
,port  the  presence  of a small  external-  Melo and  Dhar  contend  that  the  experi-  1041.  FaMily  Planning  Success
but  the evidence cannot  be said to be  ences in those  countries  are  relevant  for  Stories  In  Bangladesh  and  India
rwhelming.  the econonies  in Eastern  Europe  and the
There  is,  however,  much  clearer  evi-  former  Soviet Union  in  transition  from  Moni  Nag
ce of  a  link  between  education  and  socialism  to market  economies.  (ovember  1992)
ility  rates.  The  effect is  observed  in  I  anll  ofthese LatinAmericancountries,
i macroeconomic  data  and  household  the move toward  an  outward  oientation  Whzen  resurces  are  limited,  a prqgrm
lies, but is strongerin  macroeconomic  occurred  that encourges  peopl  to take advantqge
:Gr reasons  that  are  not clear.  This  *  whentheeconomywasfacingalarge  of eisting  services maybe  more pratical
r  et constitutes  an externality  that-at  negative  extemnal  shockbecauseoffalling  than one that provides  new service
rme  of widespread  (but  not universal)  terms  of trade  and  rising debt payments-,
ern about  population  growth  - is of  *  after  several  deccades of protection-  TheM atlabPrcdectinBangladeahandthe
it importance.  ism; and  Kundain  Project  in  India  have  demon-122.  Poilcy Reseach Working Paper Series
strated that  a significant rise in contra-  1042.  Family Planning  Success  Adequatefiunding.Bothprojectshad
ceptive prevalence  can occur in socioeco-  In Two Ctles  In Zaire  specal  Binding that allowed them to ex-
nomic environments that are generally  periment with approaches  for increasing
conducive  to high fertility and mortality.  Jane T.  Bertrand  and  Judith E.  Brown  contraceptive prevalence. That funding
Nag descnrbes  the inputs and outputs of  (November  1992)  may partly explain their organizational
thesetwo projects  andtriestoidentifythe  autonomy and may have contributed to
factors underlying their success.  Factors that contribute to the success of  the sense of purpose and esprit de corps
Both projects are experimental in the  fimily planning programs  include d{euew-  that  developed among  project  staff.
sense that in each an intervention area is  aping  astmngsenseofmission among  staff  Larger-scale programs in Zaire have op-
provided with special  inputs that-are not  members,  ensuring  an uninterruptedsup-  erated  with  significant financial  con-
providedtoacontiguouscontrol area The  ply of contraceptives  through outlets in  straints, so it would  be unfair to compare
special inputs were different for the two  many locadions,  andestablishing a system  them with these more successful  projectK.
projects.  of regular, supportive supervision. Also  Special  funding  does  notguaranteeproject
In the  intervention area in Matlab, the  important: enough  organizrtional  au-  success  but may make  it far more likely,
project took responsibility for providing  tonomy (perhaps through decentralza-  conclude  Bertrand and Brown.
family  planning and  some rudimentary  tion) to make staff members  feel respon-  This  paper - a product of the Popula-
maternal and child health services that  sible  for achievuig  projert  objectives  tion Policy  and Advisory  Service,  Popula-
were considerably different from those  tion and Human Resources Department
provided in  the  national  program.  In  Both projects described  here, Matadi and  - was prepared for a review of effective
Kundam,  the project  did not take respon-  Kananga,  helped  health providers  in those  family  planniig programs. Copies  ofthis
sbilityforprovidingservices in the inter-  two cities offer clinical family planning  paper are available free from the World
vention area, butrathertried  to mobilize  services. But their approaches differed  Bank,1818HStreetNW,WasbingtonDC
the community  through various clubs  and  markedly.  PRODEF/Matadi  concentrated  20433. Please contact  Otilia Nadara,  room
committees  to take the most advantageof  onpioneeringcommunity-baseddistribu-  S11-219,  extension 31091(36 pages).
the  government's fiamily  planning and  tion of contraceptives, with carefuly su-
other development  programs.  pervised  distributors.  The  Kananga
The succew of the Matlab Project can  Project emphasized clinical  supervision  1043. Derivlng Developing  Country
be attributed  to various aspects of the  and pleasingthe clients;introducedsocial  Repayment  Capacity  from the
organizational  system developedfordeliv-  marketingwithloosesupervisionofretaml-  Market Prces  of Soverelgn  Debt
ering  consumer-fliendly services. The  ers; and  provided an information team
success  of the Kundam Project can be at-  skilledin face-to-bcegroupmeetings,  plus  Stijn  Claessens  and George  Peaneci
tributed to various aspects of the system  a weekly  radio program.  (November  1992)
developedforcommurntymembers'ective  Four factors common  to both projects
participation in the program.  seemed to contribute to their success:  The  market pnces  ofdeopmg  contres'
The projects are notfully replicablebe-  *  The single-minded  dedication  ofstaff  debtsare biperfect indicators  ofthe coun-
cause ofinadequate human andfinancial  memberstomalingfamilyplanningwork.  tries'payment capacity,  for three  reasons:
resources,  but the lessons learned from  * An uninterrupted  supply of afford-  theconcaveshapeofthe  deb'spayoffalmu-
them should be useful in improving na-  able  contraceptive  methods  available  twre,  the presence ofthird-party  guaran-
tional programs. The Kundan  Project is  through outlets at many locations.  tees, and  the differenc  in the terms of
more  realistic in the sense that it focuses  - Enough organizational autonomy to  varous debt claims This new  mode takes
on activities that supplement  local activi-  be able to respond to problems as they  those fators into account
ties of the national program rather  than  arose. Such autonomy made project per-
substitue  for them  (as  in  the  Matlab  sonnel identifr more with project goals  The  marketprices ofdevelopingcountries
Project).  Thusthe Kundam  Projectis more  and feel  responsible for achieving  project  debts areimperfectindicators ofthecoun-
likely to be replicable than  the Matlab  objectives.  tries'paymentcapacit3rforthreereasons:
ProjecL  *  Regular and supportive supervision  the  concave shape of the debas payoff
This paper - a product of the Popula-  of those responsible for service delivery.  structure,  the  presence of third-pary
tion and Human Resources Department  Both projects  emphasized  regular contact  guarantees,  and  the  differences in the
- was prepared as a background paper  with clinic personnel - Matadi also in-  terms of various debt claims.
for the best practices paper on effective  cluded distnbutors. These contacts bol-  Cflaessens and  Pennarchi  derive an
family planning programs. Copies  ofthis  steredmoralebyshowingthattheproject  improvedindicatorofpaymentcapacityby
paper are available free from the World  administration was closely  following  ser-  developingapricingmodel-usingoption
Bank, 1818  H StreetNW,  Washington,DC  viceproviders'activitiesandbytransmit-  valuation techniques - that takes these
20433.  Please contact  OtiliaNadora, room  tingto providersthe staffsenthusiasm for  three factors into account.
Sl1-219, extension 31091(37 pages).  project activities. Supervisory visits in-  Applying  the model  to bonds issued re-
cluded administrative functions such as  centlyby  Mexdco  and Venezuela,  they  find
collecting  service  statisticsand canrling  that the estimated indicator of payment
inventory,  but  these  activities  were  capacityoftenbehavesdifferentlyfiomthe
handled in  a  friendly, nonthreatening  rawbonmpricesthemselves,confirmingthe
manner that encouraged service provid-  importance of cleaning the raw prices for
ers to perform their tasks well.  these  threefactors.n  orderofimpartance,Policy  Research  Working  Paper  SerIes  123
the benefits of cleaning raw prices come  Although  theirpaperisintendedprima-  *  Doubling female  secondary school
first from correcting  for the effects of di£-  rily for those workingin developingcoun-  enrollmentin  1975 from 19 toSS percent
ferent terms (such as fixed  versus floating  fries, the discussion  ofcostfinctionmeth-  would  have reduced the infant mortality
interest  rates), followed  by  the value of  odology  has broad implications for inter-  rate from 81 to 38. Halving the ratio of
third-partyenhancementsandthenbyfthe  pretingeconometriecostfunetionsandfor  populaton  per physician would have re-
concavity  of the payoff  structure.  examiningeconomiesofscaleandscopein  duced the infant mortality rate only from
They find some evidence that  the new  both developing  andindustrial  countries.  85 to 81. Doubling per capita GDP from
indicatorofrepaymentcapacityconfonns  Theirsurveyofeconometrictechniques  $650 to $1,300 would have reduced the
better than  the raw prices themselves to  is not uncritical. They question, for ex-  infant mortality rate only fom  98 to 92.
generally held beliefs about which vari-  ample, the validity ofrecenttests  ofover-  *  Doubling female  secondary  school
tbles drive a country's repayment capac-  capitalization undertaken  on American  emrollment  (from 19 to38 peent)  in 1975
ity. In particular, they find that variables  hospitals. They also make general obser-  would  have lowered the number of births
that  are often assumed  to be related  to  vations about the methods used to inves-  by 29 percent of the 1985 number. Dou-
paymentcapacity-such  as oilprices and  tigate economies  of scope and economies  blingfamily planning services wouldhave
the  countries'  stock market  prices  - are  of scale.  reduced  it by 3.5 percent.
more closely (and with the right sign) as-  Thispaper-aproductoftheHealthand  - Doubling female  secondary  school
sociated with the new estimated measure  Nutrition Division,  Population  andHunan  enrollment  would have reduced  infant
of payment capacity than are the second-  ResouresDepartnent-ispartofalarger  deaths by 64 percent: Halvingthe ratio of
ary market prices of the bonds.  effort in the  department to examine the  population per physician woudc  have re-
This paper-a  productofthe Debtand  efficiencyofresource llocationforhnumn  duceditonlyby2.5  percent.Doublingper
Intemational  Finance Division, Interna-  services. Copies  of  thepaper  are available  capita GDP has no effect  on  reducing in-
tional Economics  Department-is  part of  free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  fnt  deaths,  all other factors beng  con-
a larger effort in the department to study  NW, Washington, DC 20433. Please con-  stant.
the  determinants  of secondary market  tact Otlia  Nadora, room S11-219,  exten-  Female education affects desired famn
prices of developing  countries'  debt  Cop-  sion 31091(32  pages).  ily  siz  by raising  the  opprtunity  cost of
ies of the paper are available free frm  the  a  womanns time in  economic activities,
WorldBank 18188HStreetNW,  Washing-  increasing  demand for fimily  plang,
ton, DC 20433. Please contact Rose Vo,  1045.  Soctal  Gains  from Female  and promoing  more effctive  contrap-
room S842,  extension 33722 (37 pages).  Education:  A Cross-National  Study  tive use.
This paper  is a prDduct of the  Women
Kalaniidh  Subbarao  and Laura  Raney  in Development;Divison,  PQpulation  and
1044.  Hospital  Cost  Functions  (Novembr  192)  Human  Resources  Department  Copies of
for Developing  Countrles  the  paper  are  available  free firm  the
Feale  secondary  educaton faunlyplan-  WorldBank, 1818  H StreetNWWashing-
Adam Wagstaff  and Howard Barm. a  nizg  and healh programs alu  redcuce  fer-  ton,  DC 20433.  Plea  oontact Mia
(November  1992)  tilit  and infant  mortality-butth  efect  Abundo, room S2-210,  extension 3820  (50
offemale  secondry  eduction  appears  to  pages).
A  criti  surveyofthetechniques  available  be particularly  strong.
fior andyzing  hospital  costs  and  a  reuview
of the  few  hospital  cost-flmctiorz studis  SubbaraoandfRaneyexplorethestrength  - .1046.  World  Bank  Project-FInanced
undertaken for developing  countries  offemale secondary  educationrelative to,  Research  on Population,  Health,
andincombinationwith,familypanning  arid Nutrition
There is an extensive  literature  on hospi-  andhealth  programs  in reducing  fertfility
Cal  costfunctionsforindustrialcountries,  andinfantmortality.  Theyfind thatfan-  J.Price Gittinger  and Card Bradford
anda small literatnrefor developingeoun-  ily planning and health programs do in-  (November  1992)
tries. Yet the. issues facing policymakers  fluencefertilityandmortality,butthatthe
in all countries are much the same: Are  impact  of expanding female  secondary  Most populatibn,  heah,  and  nutition
hospitals  overcapitalized,  as  is  often  enrollments appears to be much greater,  projectsprouidefinanceforresearci  Per-
claimed of US.  hospitals? Are hospitals  especially in countries with low female  sona80ties-af  both bor77rs  and BRInk
inefficientin otherTespects?  Dohospitals  secondary  enrollment. Pertilityandinfant  staff-makea  difFrrncin  the quality  of
vary in efficiency?  Are private hospitals  mortality are more  elastic with respectto  research Sopervision and peergroup re-
more efficient than their public counter-  female secondary education than to faim-  viev also  makea difenac,  and more  best-
parts?  Should  hospitals  specialize  or pro-  ily planiing  and health  programs.  Their  practies  wo'shops  are in arode
vide a  broad range  of services? Should  simulations suggest:
costs bereducedby concentt  casesin  *  Doubling female  secondary school  This report  on  World Bank  project-fi-
fewer hospitals?  enrollnient(from 19 to 38 percent)in 1975  nanced research  on  population, healtb,
* Wagstaffand Barnum  criticallysurvey  wouldhavereducedthetotal  fertilityrate  and nutrition (P)  is  based  onare-iew
the  techniques  available for  analyzing  in 1985from 5.3 to3s9.  Doublingthe  fim-  of 109 staff appraisal reports for  projects
hospital costs and review the few hospi-  fly planning service score"  (fom  25 to 50  financedinfiscal 1980-91  and on selected
tal cost-function  studies  undertaken  for  percent)  in 1982 would have reduced  the  interviews  with  task  managers.  The re-
developing  countries,  total fertilit  rate only from 5.15t 5.0.  partlooksat  only  the simplest dimensions124  Policy Research Working  Paper Series
ofproject-financedresearchandexwnines  H  Street NW, Washington, DC 20433.  ability to reward merit.
research outcomes  of orly afew projects.  Please contact Otilia Nadora, room S1l-  In the 1980s, public spending increas-
Among conclusions  tentatively reached  219, extension 31091  (16 pages).  ingly  channeled  limited  financial  re-
* Morethan90percentofPHNprojects  sources  and  buman  capital  toward
from fiscal 1980-91  financed research.  nondeve-  lopment puarposes including
* Bank  experience  with  project-f-  1047. COte  d'lvolre:  Prvae Sector  poorly performing enterprises and elite-
nanced research in the PHN sector has  Dynamics and Constraints  oriented services, precluding  their use in
been extemely variable:  quite successful  the privae  sector. The methods of inanc-
in some countries and almost a total fail-  Enrique  Rueda-Sabaler  and  Andrew  Stone  ing public spending (such as withholding
ure in others. Even so, some striking  ac-  (November  L992)  txs  and  accumulating arrears)  have
cessesjustify  continued efforts  toincorpo-  sharply curtailed the capital avalable to
rate research into projects  and to encour-  Taxes weigh  hesuily  on private firms,  private enterprises.  The public sectors
age use of that research to improve both  while the burden  of labor regulations is  dramatic  accumulation of arrears  and
national PHN policy  and follow-on  Bank-  reduced by informal responses. But the  grwingreputation  as abad custamerare
financed  projects.  essentiat  precondition for a  substantii  undermining  the competitive private  sup-
* Personalitiesmakeadifference,both  supply rsmponse  is continued macroec-  plyofgoodsandservecestothegoveunent:
among borrowers and within the Bank.  nomic policy reornm.  Government employment policies at-
Often  successes are  associated with a  tractmanyofthemostqualifiedpotential
particular person within the government  Private sector assessments provide  infor-  entrepreneursandbusinessprofessionals
or the Bank who has taken a continuing  mation and analysis essential to formu-  to government employment.
personalinterestinencoumagingresearch.  lating  strategies  for  alleviating  con-  Rather than a sharp divide, there is a
* Supervisioniscrucioltogoodresults.  straints  on private sector development.  continu  between small informal and
Supervision must be frequent enough to  They Ere meant to contribute both to the  largeformal firms. Somemedium-size  and
keep theTesearchcomponenton time  and  Bankls policy dialogue with borrowing  large  formal frms  engage in  informal
ofgood  quality. For quality research to  be  governments and  to the formulation of  behavior,andlargefirmssometimeslower
completed,  it is important that those re-  country assistance strategies.  their costs through liks  with infmal
sponsible for sapervision attach a high  Rueda-Sabater and Stone exnmine  the  firms - including purchases of inputs
priority toresearch even  ifitis  not alarge  constraints on growth faced by private  that have escaped  regulation and taxes
part of the project in terms of budgeL  enterprises and how these relate to the  This paper - a product of the Public
- Research that lends to a project  out-  policy and instituonal  environment in  Sector Managment  and Private Sector
come  - such as research needed to js-  Cte  dvairea  They  employ new  data  Development  Division,  CountryEconom-
tify release of fimds or for a follow-on  sources as well  as surveys  o, andin-depth  ics Department-reflects  an early appli-
project -is  more likely tobe undertaken  interviews with, private entrepreneurs.  cationof a methodology  for private sector
and completed than  is research  with a  They focus  on:  as  ent  developed  by the Division  to
more general objective.  *  Theeffectsoftaxesandlaborregula-  identif3rconstreintson,andprioritiesfor,
- In countries where the institutional  tion an private firms.  the  development of a  countrfs  private
capabilityexists, usinganational institu-  - The impact of public spending on  sector. Copies of the paper are available
tion to review research proposals and to  private sector development  free from the Wolid Bank, 1818  H Street
administer research grants can be quite  - The role of inforualityin  enterprise  NW, Wasbington, DC 20433. Please con-
effective.  Experience indicates that some  activity.  taetPrisMalnfmnte,roomN9-059,exten-
sortofpeer-group reviewproducesbetter  Among their findings:  sion 37642(48 pages).
research.  Tax policy  and enforcement impose a
* Thereisprobablyroomfhrmorebest-  heavy financial burden on a shrinking
practicesworkshops  wherePHN staffcan  base offormal enterprises, whose  regula-  1048. Targets and Indicators
exchange experiences about  successfil  tory burden has  also grown. Taxes are  In World Bank Population  Projects
design  and supervision  ofproject-financed  increasingly independent of  a firs  prof-
research components.  But usually it will  its. This substantial fixed cost may lead  George  Baldwin
be necessary to retain  experienced con-  some businesses to exit prematurely and  (November  1992)
sultants  to help  deign  substantial re-  may dsourage  others from  formal entry.
search components.  The overall tax burden on small and me-  The Bank shouldstrengthen its uwie  of in-
* More systematic collection  and dis-  dium-izeenterpriseshasrisendispropor-  ternadconampwoar  s and tedanly-
seminationofproject-firancedresearchis  tionately, to levels that discourage formal  sis rther  than  increasing its use oftrget
justified, given the considerableamounts  participation in the  economy. Informal  seltngtheuseofdemraphicandhealtk
of money and effort devoted to it.  firms pay some taxes, but there is consid-  surveys shouildi  be the ride, not the encp-
This  paper-a  productafthe  Healthand  erable leakage in collection  ion,  i  Bank  popuation  and  health
Nutriton Divison, Populaon andfuman  Unnecessmy rgiditiesin  laborpoicies  projects; and more atention  should be
Resources  Department-ispartofalarger  weigh  lessheavilythan expected  on  firms,  giuentoprognrm-evelt&antoprvect-eeud
effort in the  department to dissemiate  becausetheyavoidtheirfullcoststthough  perbr
Bank-fimded  population, health, and nu-  such means as subcontracting and  ap-
trition researrh. Copies  of the paper are  prenticeships. The restrictions nonethe-  In reviewing World Bank evaluations of
avalabl e free from the World Bank, 1818  lesslimitfirmsfexiabilty ofoperation  and  theimpactofpopulationprojectsBaldwinPolicy Research Working  Paper  Series  125
explains the natureanduses  offourfani-  v  That  operational  staff  show more  data from 11  high-inflation countries pro-
lies of performance indicators. Two mea-  concern  far a program'nscontraceptive  mix.  vide empirical support  for their model.
sure inputs:  *  That  more attention  be paid  to a  Relaxing the  hypothesis of a  constant
Project  inplementaonindiators,  which  progranms  service quality.  semi-elasticityleadsto estimates showing
are project-specific,  are the principal mea-  - That  the  use of demographic and  that,  on average, the  semi-elasticity of
suresusedinBank  supervision.Theymea-  health surveys be the rule, not the excep-  money demand with inflation increases
sure success  in creating sources capable  of  tion,  in  Bank  population and  health  with inflation.
conducting certain desired activities.  projects-  The results imply well-behaved Laffer
Process  (or  actiuity)  indicators measure  This paper - a product of the Popula-  curves that  peak  at  plausible inflation
performance  ofa project'sintended activi-  tion Policy and Advisory  Service,  Popula-  rates; under the Cagan form, there is no
ties but tell nothing about the "yield"  or  tion and Human Resources Deportnent  seignorage Laffer curve.
output of those activities.  - is part of a larger effort in the depart-  In addition, the estimates based on the
And two mensur  output,  ment to assess the performance offamily  correct measure ofthe opportunity costof
Performance (or intermediate-output)  planning prograns  in  developing coun-  holding money contrast starkly with im-
indicators measure the yield or output-  tries.Copiesofthepaperareavuilablefree  plausibly high Lafier-curve maxima ob-
perfonnance of a project or program. For  from the World Bank, 1818 H StreetNW,  tained when usingconventional  but wrong
family planning,  the principal indicatorin  Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  measures of infliation.
this categoryis acceptorfigures, normaUy  Otilia Nadora, room S11-219, extension  Thispaper-aprodluctofthe'lansition
with details about methods used plus the  31091  (57 pages).  and Macro-Adjustment  Division,  Country
age, parity, and geographical  distribution  Economics Depatment  - is part  of a
of acceptors. Quality may or may not be  largereffortin the departmentto  sses the
good  and covege  may or may notbe com-  1049.  Money Demiand  and  relationship between  fiscal deficits money
prehensive. These indicators do not di-  Seignorage-Maxlmizing  Inflation  creation, and  inflation. The study  was
rectly  measure  ultimate  demographic  funded by the Bankes Research Support
inpacts-lowerfertilityandslowerpopu-  William  Easterly,  Panolo  Mauro.  Budget  under  research  project  'The
lation growth.  and  Klaus  Schmidt-Hebbel  Macreconomics ofPublic Sector Deficits
Demoraphicoutcome (or impact) indi-  (November  1992)  (RPO 675-31). Copies of this  paper are
cators do measure demographic impacts,  available free fiom the World Bank, 1818
usually  thecontraceptive  prevalencerate  The  elastici& of substitution  in tansac-  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.
and  age-specific and  total fertility  rates.  tions  between money and  bonds  is a cru-  Please contactRebeccaMartin,roomNll-
One can use a desired value ofany com-  cda  determinant  of the  segworage-maxi-  021, extension  31448 (32 pages).
pratorasatsrget,  butatargetis  onlyone  mizin  iflaton  rate and  of whether  the
possible  comparator  Two  more  widely  semi-elanstty  of money demand  with  in-
usedcomparatorsforfamilyplanningare  flation increases  with inflationL  1050.  Marginal  Incomr. Tax
trends  (comparing  current  with  past  per-  Rates  and  Economic  Growth
formance) and  inernationa  peifarmance  There  is  widespread  consensus  among  In  Developing  Counties
(an external  compaison).  Baldwin recom-  economists  that  high  inflation  is  often
mends  strengthening  the  Bank's  use  of  caused by the  government's  need to raise  Wiiam  Easterbr amd  Sergio  Rebelo
world  ("successfiul  developing  courtryl)  seignoragetofinancehighbudgetdeficits.  (ovember  992)
standards  and  of  trend  analysis  zather  Depending  on the  shape ofthe  money de-
than  increasing  its  use oftarget  setting.  mand  function,  steady-state  seignorage  One  step  closer  to  being  able  to do  the
The Banls  primaryinterestis  normally  may  folow  a Laffer curve, where  seigno-  empiria  work  needed  on  the  common
theperfornanceoftheborrowe?snational  ge  first nses  and then  falls with  higher  hypothesis ofgrowth  theory: that  incme
program,somoreattentionshouldbegiven  inflation.  If so, a  rate  of inflation  exists  taxes have a negatiue effect or. the pace of
to progam-level  than  to project-level per-  that  maximizes  steady-state  inflation,  economic expansion.
formance  - except for pilot projects.  Conventional  estimates  of  the
- Baldwin recommends:  seignorage-maximizing  rate  of inflation  One of the  central  predictions  of growth
v  Thatthe  Bank  standardizeitstenni-  often make use of the  Cagan form, which  theory,  old and  new, is that  income taxes
nology about  these  four families  of indi-  implies  a  constant  semi-elasticity  of  have a negative  effect on the  pace of eco-
cators-  money  demand  with inflation.  Easterly,  nomic  expansion.  Litlle  empirical  work
- That  the  Population  and  Human  Mauro,  and  Schmidt-Hebbel  develop  a  has been  done on the topic because  of the
Resources  Department  periodically  pre-  model  that  implies  a variable  semi-elas-  difficulty ofmeasuringthe  relevant  mar-
parecomparatortablesandgraphsforuse  ticity.  They  show  that  the  elasticity  of  ginal  tax rates.
in Bank  project  and  sector reports.  substitution  in  trnsactions  between  Easterly  and  Rebelo experiment  with a
*  That  the  Bank  discontinue  Project  moneyandcbondsisacrucialdeterminant  method  for computng  average  marginal
Perfornance  AuditReports  on population  of  the  seignorage-maxdmizing  inflation  income  tax  rates  that  combnes  inforna-
projects,  as they  seldom add much  to in-  rate  and  of whether  the semi-elasticity  of  tion on statutory  rates  with  the  amount
formation  and  judgments  contained  in  money  demand  with inflation  increases  of tax revenue  collected and  with  data on
Project  Completion  Reports.  The money  with  inflation.  income  distribution
saved  could be  applied  to more effective  Individual  country estimates  and  cross-  Their  method  relies heavily  on the  as-
evaluation  research.  countrypanelregressionsbasedonannual  sumption  that  the  marginal  tax schedule126  Policy Research Working Paper Serfes
has a logistic form. Their method stands  propert,  contracts companylaw,  foreign  1052. A Reappraisal  of How
abetterchance ofmeasuring the relevant  investment, bankruptcy, and antimono-  Oral Rehydratlon Therapy
average marginal tax-rate  than the widely  poly law.  Essentially  the  same  legal  Affected  Mortality  In Egypt
used alternative or assuming (implicitly  framework  exists in the Czech  and Slovak
or explicitly)  that the income tax is pro-  republics,  although the legal fiameworks  Hoda  Rashacl
portional.  of the two could diverge considerably  in  (November  1992)
The possibility of estimating marginal  the comningmonths  and years if the coun-
income tax rates  suggests  two lines of re-  tby separates,  as is expected.  Do  not  exp  too  mch  fomnt  oral
search:  a study  of the properties  of mod-  The  CSFR  differs  somewhat  from  its  rehydraton  therapy. An  upper ceiling for
els  with  nonlinear  income  taxes  and  a  Central andEasternEuropean  neighbors,  the potentil  impact  of oral rehydrafian
search  for adequate  empirical  strategies  especiallyPolandandHungary,inthatits  therapy in Egypt isa25percent  reduction
for testing those models with cross-coun-  pre-warlegal  system was more thoroughly  in the infant  mortality rate.
try data.  abrogated  duringthe  socialist period. So,
This paper  a product of the Transition  fewer  people are  familiar  with  market-  Oral rehydration  therapy  is the  key low-
and Macro-Adjustment Division, Country  orientedlegl  princples  and practices. On  cost child survival  intervention  used  to
EconomicsDepartment  .spartofalarger  theotherhand,in  1989 the CSFRhadthe  deal with diarrheal  illness in developing
effort in the department  to assess  the ef-  advantage  of startiLng with  a  relatively  countries.  The  existence  of  a  low-cost,
fects  of  economic  polices  on  long-run  'clean  slate'  on  which  to craft  modern  highly  efficacous  technological  fix (oral
growth.  The  study  was  funded  by  the  laws. In some areas oflaw-suchas  com-  rehydration  salts) forthe  life-threatening
Bank's  Resewarch  Support  Budget  under  pany, contract, and  antimonopoly law - dehydration  that  accompanies  diarrhea
research  project 'How  Do National  Poli-  legalreformintheCSFRisrelativelywell-  prvided  a  strong  rationale  for making
cies  Affect Long-Run Growth?(RPO  676-  advanced and could to some degree serve  oralrehydration  therapyacornerstone  of
66). Copies of the paper are availablefree  as  a model  fqr other reforming  socialist  diarrheal  disease control programs.  The
from the WorldBarik,  1818 HStreetNW,  economies. In others  - including  consti-  Egyptian  orl  rehydration  therapy  pro-
Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  tutional  and  real  property  law  - legal  gramhasbeenquotedashavingthemost
RebeccabMarti,roomNl121,0extension  reform  is  embroiled in  political  contro-  spectacusuccesinreducinginfantand
31448 (18 pages).  versy andislaggingbehind  developments  child mortality.  But there is a need to dlf-
in some neighboring countries.  The inter-  ferentiate  between  the  efficacy  of oral
ests of former property owners are clash-  rehydration  therapy  in  clinical  settings
1051.  The  Legal Framewolk  for  ing with those of current  tenants,  creak  and in community  use.
Private  Sector  Activity In the  Czech  ing a surge of new disputes  entering  the  The National  Contol  of Diarrheal Dis-
and  Slovak  Federal  Republic  courts. The surge in cases is likely to be  eases  Project  (NCDDP) was launched  in
exacerbatedasthe  currentmoratorium  on  Egypt in  1983.  A pilot program  was fol-
Cheryl  W. Gray  bankruptcy  claims  against  state  enter-  lowed by natianal  promotion starting  in
(November1992)  prses  expires  in 1993,  and  as cases un-  Februazyl984.Asearlyas  1985, opinions
derthe  newintellectualpropertylawsand  were being expressed  about the favorable
In the  reform  of company, contract,  and  commercial  code  come  onstream.  The  impactofNCDDPactivitiesonchildmor-
antimnonopoty law, the Czech and  Slovak  CSFR's judicial  system,  suffering  from  tality.
Federal Rep uibc  could to some extent be  recent  purges ofiudges  compromised by  There  is  no  doubt  that  the  NCDDP
amodelforotherreformingsoaltscono-  thefornerregimeaswellasgenerallylow  greatly  increased  both  awareness  of the
mies. In  constitutional  and  real property  payandprestige,  appearstobe  relatively  dangers  of dehydration  consequent  upon
law, it tags behindsomeeighbori  rgeoun-  ll-preparedtocope  with the skyrocketing  diarrheainchlldrenandknowledgeoforl
tries. And  the  couts  are  relatively  ill-pre-  demands  expected  in  the  newly  reformed  rehydration  therapy.  But  smuvey  data  on
pared to handle theskyrocketing  demands  system.  the use  of oral rehydration  therapy  dur-
expected in the newly  reformed systemn  All in all, it is a time of great  progress,  ing diarrheal  episodes  show such  use  to
great confusion, and  great challenge.  be far from universal  (with use  in fewer
Since its  'velvetr  revolution  in late  1989,  This paper - a product of the Transi-  than  50 percentof  episodes). Pruier,  eth.
the  Czech and  Slovak  Federal  Republic  tion  and  Macro-Adiustment  Division,  nographic  studies  show appropriate  usp,
(CSFR) has  moved steadily  to create  the  CountryEcononmics  Department-is  part  in terms  of timing and quantity,  tobe  the
conditions for developing a private  mar-  ofalargerresearch  effort  on  the economic  exception rather  than  the rule.
keteconomy- Notonlyhas  the CSFR freed  implications oflegal reform in Central and  The maximum  theoretical  effectof the
up theconditionsforentry  of new private  Eastem  Europe.  Copies of the paper  are  NCDDP  on child mortality  would be  to
firms, but it has  also taken  far-reaching  available free fiom the WorldBank,  1818  eliminate  all deafhs  firm  diaTrhea, a re-
steps to return  property  to former owners  H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.  duction  of about  50 percent  The mani-
and  to privatize  large  parts  of its  state-  Please  contact Maxine  Berg, room  Nll-  mum effect that  could realistidcaUy  be ex-
ownedindustry.Farthis  emergingprivate  021, extension  36969 (25 pages).  pected is a reduction  of less thian 20 per-
sector to thrive,  there must  be a clear le-  cent.  Analysis  of a time  series  of infant
gal framework  to provide  decentralized  mortality  from vital registration  data in-
'rules  of the game.  dicatesan  abrupt, stisticaly-significnt
Gray describes the evolvinglegal fame-  change  in level  in  1985 amounting  to a
work in the  CSFR in several  key areas:  onc-offdeclineoffabout  15 percent  InthePolcy  Research Woailng Paper Serles  127
absence  of other changes  taking  place at  outlook completely.Throughgovernment  1D54. DIstrlbutlonal  Impact of Cash
about  the  right  time  that  might  explain  andinternational  donor support, thefam-  and In-Kind  Social Transfers  In
this  drop, itisconcludedthat  theNCDDP  fly  planning  program  was  restructured  Eastem Europe a,d  Russla
probably was responsible.  Thus, although  andexpanded.  The numberaoffamily plan-
many oftheclaimsmadefortheimpact  of  ning p.-- sonnel more than  doubledin  some  Branko Milanovic
the  NCDDP  on child  mortality  in Egypt  units.  More service  delivery  points  were  (December  1992)
appear  to have been greatly exaggerated,  set up - particularly  in rural  areas.  And
it does seem likely,  in the  absence  of al-  the  information,  education,  and  commu-  Duringthetransidiontoa  markeeconomy,
ternative  explanations,  that  the program  nication  and  evaluation  and  research  cask social benetfit  in theforuerly  social-
significantly  reduced  infant  mortality  ir.  units  were established.  Through  a World  ist countries  must  become more targetedas
the  mid-1980s.  Bank-assitedproject(withgrantfimding  well as smaUer in absolute  amounts.  The
. This  paper-a  product of the  Popula-  from  Norway  and  Denmark),  the  Minis-  rs/rming  socialisteconomiesware  lUyto
tion,  Health,  and  Nutrition  Division,  tryofHealthbegan  strengtheningitsfhm-  flow  the  corporatist  earnings-linked
Population and  Human  Resources De-  fly planning  capabilities.  model of contnental Europe
partment-  was prepared  foran  interna-  These  efforts helped  increase  the  con-
fional  workshop  on 'Child  Health  Priori-  traceptive  prevalence  rate  from about  14  Milanovic empirically  explores the  distri-
ties for the  1990s," I:eld in June  1991 in  percentinl982to43percentinl98B.But  butionalimpactofsocialtransfersincash
Baltimore, Maryland,  sponsoredbyJohns  the programsggrowth isbeginning  tostall.  andinkindinRussiaandEasternEurope.
Hopkins  University  and  the World Bank.  More effortandresourcesare  neededif  the  He  shows  that  cash  transfers,  on the
Copies ofthis paper are available free from  program  is to grow or even  maintain  its  whole, are  distnrbuted  almost  uniformly
the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,  presentstatus-Particularlyimportantare  (equally  per  capitEa)  regardless  of one&a
Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  the  following.  position  in income  distribution.  By con-
Otilia  Nadora,  room  S11-219,  extension  e  Designing  innovative  strategies  to  trust,  in  market  economies,  absolute
31091( 26 pages).  reach hard-to-reach  populations.  aounts  of cash transfers  decline as one
G  Giving  more  emphasis  to informa-  moves up the income ladder.
tion, education, and  communication, espe-  The family allowance is the onlytype  of
1053.  Development  ciallyformen  andyouths,  usingmultime-  cash transferthatis  somewhatfocusedon
-' th:e  Zimbabwe Family  dia.  the  poorin  the  socalist  economies. Fam-
Planning  Program  *  Involving  other  sectors  in the  deliv-  ily allowances  are  peid for children,  and
ery of family  planing  services.  since  larger  households  are  typically
Al<c F. Zinanga  *  Broadening  the mni of contraceptive  poorer, some redistribution  is acheved.
:eniber  1992)  methods  (especially promotinglong-term  Education  benefits  are  also  slanted
and  permanent  methods)-  slightly  toward  the  poor,  primarily
A  e>-rious  national famly  planning efort  *  Making  use  of. alternative  family  throghthehighshareofpublicspending
'  2n  after  independence  in  1980. As  a  planning  delivery systems, such as the use  on  primay  education.  As  the  level  of
---  -lt, the contraceptiue  preuaknce rate  of depot holders, volunteers, and govern-  schoolingrises, the distribution ofeduca-
-- -eased  from about 14 percent in 1982  ment extension workers.  tion benefits resembles more closely the
3percentin1988.Butprogramefforts  o  Establishing  a  national  population  distnbution  of income.
now staling.  policy.  Health  care  benefits  are  distributed
* Considering  costrecoverya  ndother  uniformly,  per  capita.  In  market  econo-
oily planning  was introduced  in Zim-  measures  for self-sustinment  and  pro-  mies,  on  the  other  hand,  public  health
we as  a  voluntary  movement  in  the  gram growth.  benefits  are  targeted  more to the  poor-
- Os.  Volunteers  formed  aFamily  Plan-  This  paper  - a product  of the Popula-  primarily  because  the  nch  often apt  out
g Association  in  the  mid-1960s.  The  tion Policy andAdvisory  Service, Popula-  of publicly-run  programs.
amnent  becane  interested  in family  tion and  Human  Resources  Department  During  the transition,  cash benefits  in
ining in the late  1960s after  analysis  -is  part  of a largereffort  in the  depart-  the formerly  socialist  countries  must  be-
ihe  1961 population  census.  It gave the  ment  to understand  the  impediments  to  come more targeted  as well as smallerin
oily Planning  Association  an  annual  contraceptive  use  in  difrerent  environ-  absolute  amounts.  The reforming  social-
at, allowed contraceptives  to be avail-  ments.  The  study  was  fimded  by  the  ist eonomies  are likely to follow the cor-
-'  through  MinistryofHealthtacilities,  Banles  Researh  Support  Budget  under  poratiat  earmings linked  model  of cond-
'allowed  nonmedical  personnel  to ini-  researchproject"ImpedimentstoContra-  nental  Europe.
e and resupplyfamly  planning clients  ceptive  Use in  Different  Environments"  This  paper  - a product  of the Transi-
-'a condoms  and  pills. But  before Zim-  (RPO  675-72).  Copies  of  the  paper  are  tion  and  Macro-A4justment  Division,
we achieved  independence  in  1980,  available  free from the World Bark,  1818  CountryEconomicsDepartmnent-ispart
-ily  planning  was  viewed  with  great  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  of a  larger  effort  in  the  department  to
?icion  by  the  black  majority,  so the  Please  contact  Otilia  Nadora,  room S11-  study income distribution  in formerly  so-
,rams  effectiveness  was limited  to the  219, extension  31091(13  pages).  cialist  countries.  Copies of the  paper  are
'Ln  few-  available  free fom  the World Bank,  1818
A new  era  began  after  independence.  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.
new government  took over the  Fam-  Please contact  Sabah  Moussa, room Nil-
7'lanning  Association  and  changed  its  017,  extension  39019  (39  pages).128  Policy  Research  Wiorking Paper Series
1055.  Wealth, Weather  Risk,  and  profit per unit of agricultural assets were  Please contact Maria Malca, room S13-
the  Composition  and Profitability  similar across classes of wealth. But over  139, extension 37720  (93 pages).
of Agricultural  Investments  the sample range of rainfall variability,
these rates  of profit were always  higher
MakR.RosenzweigandHansP.Binswnger  for  the  poorer  farmers  than  for  the  1057.  Measuring  the  Incomes
(December1992)  wealthierones,suggestingthatthedisad-  of Economies  of the  Former
vantagesofsmallfarmersinriskdiffusion  Soviet Union
inuestmentporifolios ofsmallfarmers  re-  are more than  offset by their labor cost
flect their difficulties in smoothing con-  advantage.  Socio-Economic  Data  Division,
sumption in the face ofhigh risk&  improu-  Tis  paper is  a product of the Latin  International  Economics  Department
ingfarmers'abiity  tosmoozth  consumption  America and  the  Caribbean  Technical  (Decemberl992)
- pe-haps through public employment  Department. Copies  ofthe  paperare avail-
schemes or increased  consumption credt  able free from the World Bank,  1818 H  Thestudy'sestimatesofincomepercapita
- uould  increase  the overaiprofitability  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  for the states of the firmer  Soviet Union,
of their investments and would decrease  Please contact Caroline Banton, room I4-  while subject to considerable  uncrtainity,-
inequality  ofearnings  in high-risk  areas.  049, extension 34783  (42 pages).  iev considered  reliable  enough  for their
prLmazypose:  to assign the new states
Despite  the grwing evidence that farm-  oftheSovietUnion to  inomecategoriesf/r
en  in low-income  environments ar  risk-  1056. Eamings  and  Education  Bankanalytialandoper20inaurpo
averse,  there  has  been little  empirical  In Latin America:  Assessing
evidenceontheimportanceofriskinshap-  Priorities for Schooling  There is as yet no fully satisfactory way
ing the  actual  allocation of production  Investments  tocompareincomepercapitaoftheformer
resources among farmers  differentiated  SovietUnion with that  ofother economies.
by wealth.  George  Psacharopoulos  and  Ymg Chu  Ng  Even  more problematic is compiling  esti-
RosenzweigandBinswanger usepanel  (DecemberL992)  mates  for the  separate  economies that
data on inveslments in ru  India to ex-  have emerged with the breakup  of the
amine how the composition of productive  In most  Latin American countries, the  Soviet Union. The main problem is the
and nonproductive asset holdings varies  earnings premnium  received  by graduates  isolatednon-marketeconomyofthecoum-
across farmers with different levels of to.  ofligher education  dereased in the 1980s.  try, compounded by the chaotic state of
tal wealth and across farmers facing dif-  Inuestment in pnmary  education shows  information services.
ferent degrees of weather risk-  the highest rate of retun  among al  levels  The results presented here, while sub-
Income variability is a prominent fea-  considered-  ject to considerable uncertainty, are con-
ture of the experience of rural  agents in  sidered reliable enough for their prmary
low-income  countries.  Rosezweig  and  Psacharopoulos and  Ng use household  purpose: to assign the new states of the
Binswanger report  evidence, based  on  survey data for  1l  Latin American coun-  Soviet Union to  income categories for
measures of rainfall variability, that the  tries  to assess earnings differentials by  Bankanlyticalandoperationalpurposes
agricultural investment portfolio  behav-  level ofeducation,  and toassess howthese  The main  difficulty was choosing a
ior offarmers in such settings reflectsrisk  differentials changed in the 1980s.  ruble-dollarconversionfiator  iataccards
aversion, due evidently to limitations on  Introducingthecostofeducationallows  reasonably  well with  the Bank's AtZas
consumption-smoothing  mechanisms  them to estimate private and social  rates  method. Official  rates cannot be used be-
such as crp  insurance  or credit markets.  of return  on investments  on education  cause they are as artificial and mislead-
The  authors'  results  suggest  that  across several dimensions: by gender, by  ing as any other planned price, meaning
uninsured  weather risk is a significant  level of education, by sector of emplcy-  that they diverge  by a large margin from,
cause  of lower efficiency and  lower aver-  ment,  by nature  of the  secondary  school  the rate  effectively  applied  to  interna-
age incomes  A one-standard-deviation  curriculum, and over ti  tional trnsactions.  This study investi-
decreasein weatherrisk(measurecby  the  The results  show that, in most coun-  gated three alternative conversion meth-
standard  deviation of the timing of the  tries, the earnings premium received by  ods,yieldingGNPpercapitaestinatesfoe
rainy season) wouldraise average profits  graduates of higher education decreased  the former Soviet Union  for 1990 rang-
by up to 35 percent among farmers in the  in the 1980s. Investment in primaryedu-  ing from $2,440  to $3,720.
lowest wealth quartile.  cation shows the highest  rate of return  The method judged most reliale  (re-
Moreover,  rainfill variabiityinducesa  amongall levels considered-and  is shill  ferred to as the synthetic Alas-type con-
more unequal distribution of average in-  the number  one investment  priority in  verson fictor) gave  an estinate  of $2,870.
comes for a given distribution of wealth.  most countries.  That figure is somewhat at odds withAt-
Wealthier farmers are willing  to absorb  This  paper - a product of the Techni-  las estmates  for the former SovietUnion
significant risk without giving up profits  cal Department, Latin America and the  and  other  members of the  Council for
to reduce production risk  Smaller farm-  Caribbean Region - is part of a larger  Mutud  Economic Assistance  (CMEA),
ers have tD invest  their limited wealth in  effort in the department  to document  the  which may reflect  the limited  applicabil-
ways  thatreduce  their exposure to  risk at  role of education in the region's develop-  ity of the Atlas methods for historically
the cost of lower profit rates.  mentefforts. Copies  ofthe paperare avail-  planned economies.  Income per capita is
Theauthorsfoundthatathighlevelsof  able free from the World Bank  1818 H  calculated for each of the  states  of the
rainfall variability, differences  in rates of  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  former Soviet Union and  for the otherPolicy Research Working Paper Serles  129
European members of CMFA  These efficiency  gains vary depending  on  building and isuonaliingcoaltions
The method developed  here relies on a  the degree  of the international investor's  of bene! ciaries  from refbm
purchasing  power parity  bridge from  access to the emerging market securities
nlanned to  market economies.  Unhke con-  (access  effect),  on the degree to which  the  Turkey's  adjustment  experience was a
ventional use of this measure, the study  industrialized countries' securities mar-  tremendous access in tenns of structur-
uses the relationship between  purchasing  ket  span the  secuities  offered in  the  ally reorienting the economy.  The share
power  parity and exchange  rates for com-  emerging markets  (substituion  effect),  ofoutput for exportrose from 5  percentin
parator market economies  to suggest an  and on the existing cross-borderarbitrage  1979 to 23 percent in 1989,  and real out-
Atlas-type  conversion  factor. The estima-  restrictions  put roughly doubled. The financial mnr-
tions for the states of the former Soviet  As a byproduct of their analysis, they  ketsopened andhave developed  depth and
Union have a suggested margin of error  study the Teasons why country  funds sell  sophistication.  The program failei to re-
of plus or minus 10 percent  atapremium  ordiscountrelative to  their  duce fisal  deficits, inflation, income in-
Incomplete  reports  for  1991-92  show  net  underlying  asset  value.  They  also  equality,  and  the  size of the  inefficient
lage  declinesin real CUPin all countries  show that the efficiency  gains that arise  public enterprise sector,  but the transfor-
:fthe former Soviet  Union - as much as  with thle  development  ofnew  fundscan be  mation of trade and finance fimdamen-
25 percent in some cases. It is unlikely  posiive even when  these funds start trad-  tally altered the context of the problems,
tat  mechanically extending results  to  ing at a discount-  changing their effects  on the private sec-
1992 will  yieldmeaningfulresults, so this  They conclude  with a catalog of policy  torand changingthe government's ptions
study is just a beginning,  implications,  including strategies foreffi-  for dealing with them.
This paper - a product of the Socid-  ciently promoting  country  funds. For ex-  The firstphase ofeconomic  adjustment
i 'mnomic Data  Division. International  ample:  was sustained, although not initiated, in
emnomics  Department  - is part  of a  * In general, introducing the country  an authoritarian  context, but the Turks
rer effort in the department to fmaili-  find  in the advanced or developed  mar-  restored democracy  when the agenda for
-integmationofthehistoricallyplanned  ketincreases the prices of the underlying  reform was incomplete.  The Motherland
nwomres  including the former Soviet  component  assets tradeduin  the originat-  Pary  (ANAP)  won office  on  the platform
. ublics, into the global economy.  Cop-  ing emerging markets.  of economic  saccess and eventually lost
Dfthe  paper are available  free from the  v  Asapolicymatter,countryfundstliat  partly because of the fiulure of economic
worldlBank,  1818  H StreetNW,Washing-  should be encouraged  by emerging coun-  policy.  ANAPs electoral  defeatin 1991  did
:  . DC 20433. Please  contact Estela  tries for introduction by fund promoters  notmean,however,thedemiseofthe  pro-
--nora, room  57-136,  extension  33706(7t0  should be targeted to those local assets  strctural  adjustment or the pro-liberal-
'esi  mwith  imperfect or no substitutes in the  ization  coalitions. The  long period of
advaced  core markets.  ANAP  rule helped consolidate  reforms to
In some circumstances, it may be  such a  degree that  all of the principal
i1i68. The, Pricing  of Countly  sociallyoptiaml  tosubsidizethe introduc-  parties  agreed on a broadly similar  eco-
ids and Their  Role In  Capital  tionofnewfundsthatareexpectedtosell  nomic program. The ideological differ-
bilizatlon for Emerging  at a discount  ences between the left and the right-a
-nomles  Thispaper-aproductoftheDebtand  state-directed versus a maret-oriented
International Plnance Division,  Interna-  economy'  substantially diminished
cDiwan,VHngEnnza,  and LermmaW.  tional Economics  Department - is part  The reforms of the early 1980s greatly
--3et  of a larger  effort in the department to  reduced the importance of rent-seeking,
&--ember  1992)  study portfolioinvestments  in developing  particularly  through foreign trade, but
countries. The study was finded by the  patronage  politics become widespread
aDr  ,inds  fraded in  ahe developed  Banlks Research Support Budget under  againin the secondhalfofthe decade.  The
Etal  markets  can  help promote  the effi-  research  project "Closed-End Country  initial strength ANAP  derivedfrumprivi-
cy of  pricing  tn  the enmerging  capital  Funds: Theoretical and Empirical Inves-  leged access to state resources progres-
- keft and can enhance cpital  mobi i-  tigatione (RPO 676-07). Copies of this  sively became a  disadvantage, creatng
-on  by local  firms.  paper are available free from the World  resentmentandreaionamongthepopu-
Bank,  1818  H StreetNW,Washington,  DC  lace. One source of discontent was the
an, Errunza, and Senbettheoretically  20433. Please conact Rose Vo,  room S8-  over-invoicing  of exports (that is, 'fcti-
lyzecountryfunds,focusingonemerg-  042, extension 31047  (54 pages).  tious exports-), designed to take advan-
economies  in which capital markets  tage offavorable  export subsidies,  and the
riotreadily  accessible  to  outside inves-  - governmentes  failure to discipline or pe-
They  study country-fund  pricing  and  1059. Political  Economy  of Policy  naliue the companies  involved.  Thisjeop-
associated policy  implications under  Reform  In Turkey  In the  1980s  ardized a.tempts  to build a  pro-exprt
rnative variations on segmentation of  coalition,  and some keyfea±aresofimport
rnational markets  Ziya  Onis  and  Steven  B.  Webb  substitution continued.
They  showthatcountryfundstradedin  (December  1992)  Onis and Webb attnbute  the filure  of
developed  capital markets  can help  Turkey's macroeconomic  policies in the
sote the efficiency  of pricirg in the  Among the lessos  from TUrkss  experi-  late  1980s  to the governments failure to
-rging capita] markets  and can en-  ence with  economic policy reform: The  cultivate popular support for macroeco-
e capital mobilization  by local firms.  pothical management of reform requires  nomic stability, to the top bureaucrat130  Policy Research Working Paper Sedes
lack of autonomy to counteract political  Steinberg resolves inconsistencies be-  output - although they may hauc oppo-
pressures to expand  the fiscal deficit;  and  tween Goskomstatl-O tables for  the over-  site effects  on the current account Liquid-
to the continuation of  top-down  individu-  all FSU accounts  and those for the 15  in-  ity  constraints  and wage  rigidities  tend to
alisticlinkagesbetweenpolicymakers  and  dividual FSU economies  by drawing on  amplify thecyclical  adjustment to  eernai
key economic  interests.  datafromotherfinancial tables. Themain  shocks.
This paper - a product of the Transi-  adjustments are in inter-republic trade,
tion  and  Macro-Adjustment Division,  whichisincludedinindividualFSUecono-  The transmission of shocks and  policy
CountryEconomicsDepartment-ispart  mies' I-Os, but not in the overall 1-0 for  changes depends crucially on the struc-
of a larger  effort in the department  to  the  FSU, and  for "unplanned" sectors  ture ofthe economy.  Schmidt-Hebbel  and
understand whatis necessary  for  sustain-  (military, police, and so on). Additional  Serven analyze the impact oftwo classes
ing structural adjustment. Earlier drafts  adjustments necessary to estimate GNP  of external shocks in open economies,  us-
of this paper were read by participants in  Eom net material product - such as in-  ing  a  rational-expectations fiamework
the May 1992 conference on Voting for  clusion  of norniateral  services-are  ex-  that nests three prototype economies:
Reform:  The Political Economy  of Struc-  plicitly shown  in the appropriate I-0 sec-  *  A  neoclassical,  full-employment
tural Adjustment in New Democracies.  tors. Appendices  report details on these  benchmark  economy, with  intertem-
Copies  ofthis paperare availablefreefrom  and other  adjustments, notably  the appor-  porally optimizing consumers and firms
the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  tionment and revaluation ofinter-repub-  and  instantaneous  cleaing  of  asset,
Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  lic trade  frozm  internal  to foreign trade  goods,  and factor markets-
Barbara  Protas, room I5-4 47,  extension  prices.  *  A full-employment economy, with
37859  (60 pages).  Tneendproductisoneinwhichincome,  partly  liquidity-constrained consumers
output,  and expenditures  areestimatedin  and investors.
a consistent SNA-type  framework for the  * AKeynesian  economyexibitingboth
1060.  Economies  of the Fonner  oFverallFStJandforthel5individualFSU  liquidity constraints and  wage rigidcity,
Soviet  Union: An Input-Output  economies.  These I-0 tables provide the  wbichresultsintransitoryunemployment.
Approach  to the 1987 National  information needed for macroeconomic  Their model  is forward-looking  in that
Accounts  and sectoral analysis, and form the basis  the short-run equilibrium of the economy
for estimating per capita GNP for these  depends on current and expected future
Dmitd  Steinberg  economiies  values ofall exogenousvaiables, and dis-
(December  1992)  Steinberg presents the  tree-tier  1-0  playshysts(thatis,italong-nmequi-
tablesforthePSUregion asawholeintlis  librium is path-dependent).
An input-output  apprachis  used to  derive  paper, but presents only the SNA  tier for  Using parameters for a representative
internationally comparable  estimates of  individual economies.  All tables for each  open  economy,  they simulate and compare
CGNP  for the 15 eonomies of the formne-  FSUeconomy,withsupportingtablesare  the dynamiceffects  offoreign  transfers and
Soviet Union.  available on diskettes from the contact  -of a terms-of-trade  windfall  in the form of
person indicated above.  a lower price for an imported production
Steinberg uses an input-output (I-0) ap-  This paper - a product of the Socio-  input. They  contrastthe role of ELynesian
proach to derive internationally compa-  Econoniic Data  Division, International  elements with the neodlassical  factrs  in
rable estimates of GNP for the 15 ecmno-  Economics Department - is  part  of a  determining the dynamnic  adjustment to
mies of the former Soviet Union (FSU).  larger effort in the Bank to provide an  shocks,  by analyzing the effects  otperma-
The commonly  accepted measure of eco-  objective framework  for  determining  nent/tansitory  and anticipatediunantici-
nomicoutputofGDPor GNPbased on the  whether, and where, special problems of  pated disturbances in the three prototype
System of National Accounts  (SNA)  can-  international  comparability arise  in re-  economies. The results  illustrate  three
not be Teadily  estimated for these econo-  ports about national accounts of econo-  main points:  b
mies because relevant statistical report-  mies emerging firom the former Soviet  *  Both permanent and transitory dis-
ingsystemshaveyettobesetuptoreplace  Union. Copies  of the paper are available  turbances cause changes in long-run ca-
the system used historically  - the Mate-  free fiom the World  Bank, 1818  H Street  pacity and output.
rial Product System (MPS).  NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please con-  * Transitory  and  permanent  shodck
Steinberg's "three-tier" approach im-  tact Estela Zamora, room S7-136,  exten-  may have opposite effects on the current
proves on the short-cut method of 'bridge  sion 33706  (113 pages).  account;inparticular,apermanentfiLar-
tables Cfrom  MPStoSNAYbyintegrating  able foreign  shock produces  a cmTent  ac-
additional financial data  and using the  countdfcit,  while atransitoryfavorable
inherent  cross-checks  of 1-0 tables. The  1061.  Dynamic  Response to  shock  induces a current account surplus.
three steps in the process are to:  Foreign Transfers and Terms-of-  *  Liquidity constraints  and wage ri-
- Analyze the official  20-sector MPS-  Trade  Shocks In Open Economies  giditiestendtoamplify  thecyclical adjust-
type 1-0 tables.  ment to external shocks.
- Integrate financial data on servies,  Maus  Schmidt-Hebbel  and  ul  Servn  Thispaper-aproductoftheTransition
etc,  from National Economic Balance  (December  1992)  and Macro-Adjustment  Division,  Country
(NEB) tables.  Economics Department - is part of a
- Convert the 1-0 table derived from  Both permanent and  transitory distur-  larger effort in the department to under-
the integrated NEB tables to SNA  forms.  bances  can change  long-run  capacity  and  standmacroeonomica4justmentindevel-cy Research  Working Paper Serfes  131
c  countries. Copies of the paper  e  *  The more rapidly growing high-in-  focus on Mongolia's innovative voucher
'.able  free fiom the World Bank, 1818  come countries  have  actually  enjoyed  privatization  scheme, and the interplay
treet NW, Washington, DC 20433.  negative growth in toxic  intensity ofltheir  between the  speed of contraction in re-
se  contact Anna Mranon,  room Nll-  manufacturing nmix  source availability and that of the move-
extension 31450  (46 pages).  *  Stricterregulationofpollution-inten-  ment  to a market  economy. They show
sive production in the OECD countries  that  the reform process was not smooth:
appears  to  have  led  to  significant  that  after  the  rapid  formulation  and
Z.  Economic  Development,  locational displacement, withconsequent  implementation of major reforms, there
lronmental  Regulation,  acceleration ofindustrial pollution inten-  was a  marked  slowdown, when  reform
the Intemational  Migration of  sityin  developing  countries. The poorest  timetmblesweerevisedandamoregradu-
-lc Industrial  Pollution,  1960-88  economies seem  to  have  the  highest  alist  approach adopted. Later,  reforms
growth in toxic intensity. One cannot, of  driven  by  the  privatization  program
rt E. B. Lucas, David  Wheeler,  course,be  certain ofthe causal connection.  picked up momentum again. But one im-
-Iemaxnala  Hettige  - Pollution intensity has grown most  portantlessonlearnedin  Mongoliais that
smber  1992)  rapidly in developing  economies  that are  voters are  ikely to shy away from radical
relatively closed to world market forces.  refonnerswhentkcedwithgrowingshort-
Iisplacementoftoxicintensitytoward  Relativelyclosed,fas  wingeconomies  ages and a collapsing economy. In June
!oping countries may not have been  experienced rapid structural  transitions  1922,  the Mangolian People's  Revolution-
table in the last two decades  And  toward greater toxic  intensity.  The oppo-  ary Party (the former communist party)
industrial  migration  seems  to have  site seemstohavebeentrueformoreopen  was returned  to power in general elec-
the result ofrestrictie  trade polices  economies.  tions,  capturing  72 of 76 parliamentary
ec  developing  countries  themselves  This paper-a  product  of the  Office of  seats.
! rtan of regulatory  cost differences  the Vice President,  DevelopmentEconom-  Denizer  and  Gelb identify  factors re-
een the North  and  the South.  ics - is one in  a series of background  lated to speed versus cauition:  organiZ-
papers prepared for the World Develop-  tionalandinstitutionallimitations;politi-
ral  previous  studies  have  asked  ment Report 1992 The Report, on devel-  cal considerations, whether a "model 3 of
7ter environmental controls imposed  opment and the environment, discusses  transformation exists; and a contacting
e industril  economies  are diverting  the possible effects of the expected dra-  resource envelope.
stmentsinpollution-intensiveactivi-  matic growth in the world's population,  Using  a  simple  computable  general
ff-shore.  Broadly, these studies con-  industrial output, use of energy, and de-  equilibrium model they analyze the im-
'  that  direct investment  does not ap-  mand  for food.  Copies of this  and  other  pact  of  the  cutoff  of  Soviet  aid,  which
-tobestimulatedbysuchregulations,  World  Development  Report  background  amounted  to 30 percentofGfDP, andofthe
'ly  because the cost of emission con-  papers are available free from the World  disruption of trade. They conclude that
isgenerally a tinyfraction ofoperat-  Banl, 1818HStreetNW, Washington,lDC  preventng  a decline in welfare of more
osts-  20433.  Please contact the WorldDevelop-  than  20 percent - which is close to the
Yetdirectinvestmentreflectsonly  part  mentReprt  office,roomT7-101,extension  declinein 1991-wouldrequire  aidflows
'iat mny be happening to world pro-  31393 (20 pages).  of about 15 percent of GDP.
ion patterns.  Technology transfers  Their  model suggests that  the  rural
occur with no simultaneous direct  sector is reasonably well insulated from
arment, and production may readily  1063.  Mongolia: Privatization  extenal shocks, in sharp conast  with the
towardadifferentglobal distribution  and  System  Transfonnation  urban sector.
out either direct investment or tech-  In An Isolated Economy  One response scenario explored by the
y transfer.  modelistbatafmassivereversemigration
T.xcas,Wheeler,andHettigeattempta  Cevdet  Denizer  and Alan  Gelb  to rural  areas. They point out that  the
ral test of the displacement hypoth-  (December  1992)  more the resource envelope tightens and
developing time series estimates of  squeezes away the margin above subsis-
ufacturing pollution intensity  for a  Mongolia initiated an innovative reform  tence, the harder it will be to sustain an
-sample  ofdeveloped  and  developing  program  in  the  face of severely growing  orderly pattern  ofreform- In the extreme,
triesbetween 1960andl988.  Among  shortages  and a collapsing economy.  The  thispattermmayforce thecountrytoadopt
-conclusions:  lattermay  hastenrefo rm  But coUapsecan  a  rationed  'wartime'  economy,  despite
Asaresultofshiftsinindustrialcom-  also create serious difficudties.  including  intentions to shift to a market system.
ion,  total  manufacturing  emissions  rejection ofradical  reforms by the elector-  This paper  - a product  ofthe  Transi-
ive to GDP grow faster than GDP at  ate  tion  and  Macro-Mjustment  Division,
-levels  of  percapitaincome and slower  Country EconomicsDepartment-ispart
GDP at higher levels of income.  Denizer and Gelb examine the process of  ofalargereffortin  the departmenttocom-
Tishappensbecausemanuacturing  economic  tnsormation  in Mongolia,  a  pare  and  evaIuate country experiences
i declining share of GDP at higher  huge, isolated, sparsely populated coun-  -with  systemic transformation toward pri-
ne levels, not because  of any shift  try. After identifying factors that led to  vate market economies.  Copies  of the pa-
rd a cleaner mix of manufacturing  formulation of a radical adjustment pro-  per  are  available  free from the  World
ities.  gram in such an isolated oDuntry,  they  Bank, 1818HStreetNW, Washington,DC132  Policy Research Working Paper Serles
20433.  Please contact Raquel  Luz, room  First, theoretical work on inequalityand  education,  which  gets a  high  priority  in
N11-035, extension  39075 (44 pages).  growth stresses that  this negative correla-  government  educational  spending.
tion is caused by high levels of inequality  A  second  public  university  and  new
provoking high levels of government eco-  private universitieshavebeen  est'ublished
1064. More Evidence on Income  nomic  intervention.  Soak-the-rich  policies  since 1986, but  Makerere accounts for
Distribution  and Growth  may be less necessary  where there is less  most university enrollment and govern-
inequality.  ment  spending  on higher  education  and
George  R. C. Clarke  Second, although the partial correlation  it trains  most of the countrys  high-level
(December  1992)  is robust.,  the direction of causaityhas  not  professional and technical  manpower. Its
been deterniined and the effects of specific  revitalization  after  manyyears  of neglect
Inequality  is nota necessary  condition  far  income  distribution  policieshave  notbeen  is central to govemment  and donor  plans
growth  Indeed, inequality  is associated  tested.  for investment  in human  resource  devel-^
with  slower grouth  - perhaps  because  Finally, if policies designed to decrease  opmenLe
increased inequality  causes nore conflict  inequality  result  in greater  government  Theauthorsemphasizebowcontinuing
ouer distributional  issues,  encouraging  consumption  and  the  cost  of increased  austerity  affects staffretention  and  staff
greater economic intervention  and higher  government consumptions outweighs the  engagementin  academic worlk,  as well as
taxes.  benefits  of  greater  equality,  long-term  the quality  of programs Makerere  offers.
growth  maybe  harmed.  They  present  a  strategy  for university
Inequalityisoften  regardedasa  necessary  Butforcertain:  inequity isnota  prereq-  development  that  involves  establishing
evil  that  has  to  be  tolerated  to  allow  uisite for growth.  policy structures  to:
growth,  says  Clarke.  The  view  that  in-  This paper-  a product of tke Transi-  - Guideandcoordinateinvestmentsin
equalityisnecessaryfortheaccumulation  tion  and  Macro-Adjustment  Division,  higher  education  as a whole.
ofwealth,  and contains the seeds ofeven-  CountryEconomicsDepartment-ispart  *  Facilitate  the  expansion  of higher
tual  increases  in  everyone's  income,  is  of a  larger  effort  in  the  departnent  to  education  and  the  development  of  di-
evident  in 'trickle  down" economic theo-  understand  the determinants  ofeconomic  ploma-granting  institutions  to accommo-
nes, where societal acceptance ofinequal-  growth.  The  study  was  fimded  by  the  date increasing  social demand.
ity allows the rich to earn  a greater  rate  Bank's  Research  Support  Budget  under  *  Promote  cost-saving  and  revenue-
ofTretum on their  assets.  research  project 'How Do National  Poli-  generating  activities in the public uriver-
Others  argue  that  inequality  slows  cies Affect  Long-Run Growth?(RPO  676-  sities-  which would require  givingthem
growth  - because  increased  inequality  66). Copies of the paper are available  free  more autonomy in matters  affecting their
causes  more conflict over  distributional  from the WorldBank,  1818 H StreetNW,  cost structure  and  budgeting.
issues,  thereby  encouraging  greater eco-  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Among  specific  actions  they  recom-
nomic intervention  and higher  taxes.  Rebecca Martin, room N11-054, extension  mend:
According to Clarke, the  empirical evi-  39065 (28 pages).  *  Maldung  better  use of public univer-
dence shows that:  sity  assets  by  developing  right  courses,
*  Inequality  is  negatively,  and  ro-  part-time  degree  and  non-degree  pro-
bustly, correlated with growth  Thisresult  1065.  Strengthenilrig  Uganda's  grans,  and  contract  training  and  other
is robust  to many  different  assumptions  Policy  Environment  for  Investing  income-generating  activities.
about the exact form of the cross-country  In University  Development  *  Investigating  possiblities  for better
growth regression.  use of university farms and other proper-
* Althoughstatisticallysignificant,the  ThornasOwenEisemon,JohnSheehan,George  ties.
magnitude  of the  relationship  between  Eyoku, Franldin Van Buer, Delane Welsch,  - Makingmoreusingofexistingcapae-
inequality  and growth is relatively  small.  Louise  Masutti, Nat Calletta,  and LeeRoberts  ity in public institutions  and  increasing.
Decreasing inequality  from one standard  (January 1993)  the capacity of the newly established  pri-
deviation sbove to one standard  deviation  vate universities.
below the mean increases  the long-tern  In  recent yrs,  Makerere Unaversty  hes  - Strengthening  secondary education
growth rate byabout  13 percentage points  experienced increasing  student  and staff  in science subjects andencouragngmore'
a year.  unrest. Theacademiccomnmunityisdemor-  women to study  science and  technology.
* Inequality has a similar effect in de-  alized  by  tight  government  controls  an  *  Coordinating  future  donor  invest-
moracies  andnon-democracies.Whenan  spe'  -ng  -especially  by inaction or. stff  ments  so they address  the broad needs of
interaction  term  between  the  type of re-  salary &deands  Donorsupport wil  not be  Makerere  and  other universities.
gimeandinequalityisincludedinthebase  fort hcomirnwithoutbroadpolicreformnin  - Raising  incomes  of  academic  and
regression,  it is insignificant  at  conven-  higher education,  rather  than  piecemeal  nonacademic  university  staff members.
tional significance levels.  reformn  This paper  - a  product of the Educa-
* Thecross-countrydataoninequality  tion and  Employment  Division,  Popula-
follows Kuznets'  inverted-U  shape.  Eisemon, Sheehan,  and colleagues exam-  tion and  Human  Resources  Department
Care  should  be  taken  in interpreting  ine thepolicyenvironmentforinvestment  -is  part  of the bacground  preparation
theseresults.Althoughinequalityisnega-  in  university  development  in  Uganda,  for  the  Banlks Higer  Education  Policy
tively correlated  with growth,  this  does  with  special  attention  to  the  needs  of  Paper.  Copies of this  paper  are available
not necessarilyimplythat'soak-the-rich"  Makerere  University.  They present  data  free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street
policies will improve long-tenn  growth.  on the structure  and financing  of higher  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.  Please con-Cy  Research  Working  Paper  SerIes  133
Cynthia Cristobal, room S6-214, ex-  Canrbbean, Country Department  I - is  ingacanbe interpretedinmany  ways. The
Ion 33640 (70 pages).  part of a larger effort in the region to de-  causation issue on whether education re-
sign specific  reforms that can assist decen-  ally affects  earningcan  be answered only
tralized  economies such as  Brazil  and  with experimental data generated byran-
j. Pollution Control  Venezuela  in  dealing  with  unusual  domlyexposingdifferentpeopletovarious
Decertralized Economy:  sources of policy failures in the area of  amounts ofeducation. Given the fact that
ch Level  of Govemrnment  pollution control. Copies  ofthe paper are  moral and pragmatic considerations pre-
uld Subsidie  What In Brazil  available free from the World Bank, 1818  vent  the generation of sudh  pure  data,
H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  researchers have tomake do with indirect
-ib  Estache and Kangbin  Zheng  Please  contact  Antonio Estache,  room  inferences or natural experiments. Some
lar  1993)  E10-081, extension 81442  (35 pages).  have been attempted.
Psacharopoulos  looks  at the research on
.neral,  the  most effeczve  approach  is  overeducatior.  or surplus schooling.
te abatement subsidy - kept low - 1067.  Retums  to Investment  The conclusions reinforce earlier pat-
'Pined  with a pollution ta"  But when  In Education: A Global  Update  terns. They confirm  that  primary educa-
- l)orsnateinspectioncapabilitiesare  tion  continues to be the number  one in-
'ed.federal  man'  orng  subsidies  may  George  Psachampoulos  vestmentpriorityin  developingDcountries.
L effective  substitute.  (Janumaq  193)  They also show tha  educatingfemales is
margny  more prfitable  tha  educat-
idiesinBrazilessentiallyservethree  Prinaryeeducation  continues toyield  high  ing males, that  the academic secndary
oses:  returns  in deuelopig  countries,  and  the  school  curriculum is a better investment
* Assigned  to the right  level of govern-  returns  deline  by the level of schooling  than  the  technicalfvocational  tract,  and
;they  couldreinforce the effectiveness  and  a country's per capita  income.  that  the  returns  to  education  obey the
,liution taxes in reducing pollution.  samerolesasinvestmentinconventional
* They offer an opportunity for addi-  Psacharopoulos updates compilations of  capital - that is, they decline as invest-
d combinations  of instruments  and  rate  of return  estimates  to investment  in  ment  is expanded.
e more flexibility in dealingwith the  education published since 1985 - and  This paper is a product of the Office  of
Ific institutional  characteistics  of  discussesmethodoelogicalissuessurround-  the Director, Latin America and the Car-
.V  state.  ing those estimates.  ibbesn Region. Copies of the paper  are
* They can serve apurely'publicrela-  Some key world patterns  avalaible free from the World  Bank,  1818
,  effect by showing that the federal  *  Amongthe threemain  levels of edu-  H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.
rnment  does  not  always  rely  on  cation, primary  education continues to  Please contact  George Psacharopoulos,
- se but can also provide "carrots?  exhibit the highest socal profitability in  room 14-187,  extension 39243  (60 pages).
Estache  and  Zheng have  four main  all world regions.
;ages of relevance  to  the  Brazilian  a  Private  returns  are  considerably
any.  higher than socil  returns because ofthe  1068. Enterprise  Reform
n-st, carrots  will not work without a  public subsidization  of education. The  In Eastem  Europe
Subsidies of any type will not work  degree ofpublic  subsidyincreases  with the
Dut a coexisting pollution tax  level of education, which is regressive.  Sweder  van Wjdnbergen
--- cond, some carrots are better  than  *  Social  and private returns at all lev-  (Januay 1993)
rs at achieving the goverm-nent's  ob-  els generally  decine  by  the level of a
ee.  In  general,  a  state  abatement  county's  per capita  income.  ApplyingWesterntextbookauions0othe
idy is the  more effective instrument  *  Overall,  the returns  tofemaleeduca-  problems  of entrprise  refrm  in Eastem
rbinewithapollutiontax.Butwhen  tion are bigher than those to male educa-  Europe is Sly  to be  oounterproductia
-alorstateinspectioncapabilitiesare  tion, but at individual levels ofeducation  Policy design must  be bginatgie  and
ed, monitoring  subsidies  may be an  the  pattern  is more mixed.  eapicitly  inorporate  the  poltical  con-
tive substitute.  * The returns  to the academic  second-  sbtints  andincentiueproblemsspecfleato
drd, increasing  abatement  subsidy  amy  school  track are higher than the voca-  the region, leading to ne-  approaches  to
;  can be counterproductive -tending  tional track-since  unit costofvocational  enterprise  and banking refrm.
crease firm investment  more than  education is much higher.
ssary and hence reduce the pollution  * .The returns for  those who  work  in the  Enterprise reformis emergingas thecore
'nase, while increasing subsidy costs.  private  (competitive)  sector  of  the  econonic problem in Eastern  Europe. As
can worsen the monitoring and in-  economy are higher than  in the  public  privatization  has  been  delayed, a  new
zion  efforts and fiscal revenue.  (noncompetitive)  sector. And the returns  problem has  emerged, largely unantici-
- nally,  itis more effective  tolkeep  sub-  in the self-employment  (unregulated) sec-  pated by outside advisers  It is probably
rateslow ifthey are to  be effectiveand  tar of the economy  are higher than in the  possible  torun aclear-cutstate  enterprise
unable  and at the same time get the  dependent employment sector.  efficiently, and it is certainly possbe  to
rsement needed from state and fed-  Controversies in the literture  are dis-  get efficient performance from a private
'fiscal  administrations.  cussed in the light of the new evidence.  enterprise.Butitisutterlyimpasibleto
is  paper  - a  product  of the  Infra-  The undisputale  and  universal  positive  getanythinglikeefficiencyfromanenter-
tureDivision, LatinAmericaandthe  correlation between education and earn-  prise for which the current  and future134  PolIcy Research Working Paper Series
ownership status are in limbo. What has  available free from the World  Bank, 1818  fortin the department to understand pub-
happened in Poland, where  reform  started  H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  lie-private relationship in theprovisionof
earlier than elsewhere, is probably a har-  PleasecontactBonniePacheco,roomNHil-  social services. Copies of the paper are
binger of things to come.  071, extension 37033  (36 pages).  available free from the World Bank, 1818
Two years after the crumbling of cen-  H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.
trnl authority  that  used  to exercise both  Please  contact  Daniele  Evans,  room N9-
ownershipandcontrol,ownershipofstate-  1069.  Why  Is There Proportionately  061, extension  37496 (34 pages).
ownedenterprisesreminsineffectiveand  More Enrollment  In Private
control  diffuse.  Lacing  sharply defined  Schools  In Some  Countries?
contrl  rights,  various  groups  (workers,  1070.  Economic Fundamentals
incumbent  managers,  and  local authori-  Estele  James  of Road Pricing: A Diagrammatic
ties) oftenlhadno  otherway  ofdemonstrst-  (Janua 7 1993)  Analysis
ing their  clout than  by disrupting  the en-
terprise.  And with  changes  in ownership  Heavy  enrolblent  in  private  secondary  Timothy D.  Hau
announcedbutnotimplemented,manag-  schools stems from  lmited  public  spend-  (December  1992)
ers and  workers  councils alikehave  every  ing, which creates an exess  demand  fiom
incentive  to  decapitalize  the  enterprise  people who uould prefer  to use the public  Most  economists  agree that  roead  pricing
and  increase  its  debts.  schooLs  buteare  involuntarilyexluded  and  benefts  society by curtailing  congestion.
Eastern  Europe is not well served  with  pushed  into the private  sector.  Efficiency  analysis demonstes  why the
straight  textbook  advice.  The  common  public  rejects congestion pricin.  A dedi-
wisdom on privatization fails to address  The proportion of students  enrolled in  eatedrodrt  portfifndismoreviable
the problemscreatedby diffiuse  ownership  private rather than public sehods varies  when the road users are charged not only
and conflicts  over  control thateuistbefore  greatly among countries. James tries  to  fir  the damage caused by heavy vehicles
privatization. Regular cash auctions may  explain (1) the systematicallybigher pro-  but also for congestiorL
til  to match managers and capital stock  portion ofenrollmentin private schoolsin
efficientlybecause  of'pervasive  wealth con-  developingthainindustr  countries,  at  Han presents aconceptualframeworkfor
straints.  Standard advice on enterprise  the secondarylevel,  and (2)  the seeminly  roadpricingbasedonarigoronsdiagran-
restructuing  does not allow for the sheer  random variation  across countries within  matic  -but  nonmathematical  -frame-
scale ofthe problem orthe special  reasons  a given level of education and stage of  work derived from first (economic)  prin-
why,inEastemEumpe,currentprcfitsare  development.  ciples.  His analysis  of traditional  argu-
apoorguidetopotentialprofiilityb  Sim-  She argues  that differentiated  demand  ments  sbout  road  pnricng  shows  why
ply applying Western bankruptcy proce-  and  nonprofit supply  - both of which  implmentingcongestionpricingasprac-
dures based on current data about enter-  stem from cultural heterogeneity, espe-  ticed in  the  past  has  encountered  oh-
prise profitabilityintroduces adestructive  cdily  religious heterogeneity - are the  staces.Partlyitisbecause  both typesof
bias toward liquidation and delay.  major explanations for variations in the  road users - the tolled and the tolled off
And,  argues van Wijnbergen,  introduc-  proportion of private education within a  (those who avoid the road to shun a toll)
ing Western style unemployment insur-  given stage  of development and  educa-  -are  shown to be worse off  under a eon-
ance, although it would lower the social  tional level  stantvalue oftime, exceptforthe govern-
costsofunemployment,couldalsocontrib-  By contrast, she hypothesizes that the  ment. And when differences  in time valu-
ute to its indefinite extension.  proportionately heavy enrollment in pri-  ation are taken  into account, prnanrly
Van Wijnbergen sketches how these  vatesecondaryschoolsin developingeoun-  those with verybigh time values are bet-
problems can beaddressedbyincorporat-  tries stems from limited public spending,  terot  Unless congestion  toll  revenues are
ing all the  incentive  problems  specific to  which  creates  an  excess  demand  from  earmarked  and travelers  perceive that the
Eastern  Europe  into the  design of the  people who would  pefertouse  the public  moneyischanneledbackinreducedtaxes,
policiestobeimplemented Sometimesthe  sehodsbut are involuntailnyexclunld  and  loweruser charges,  rimproved transport
advice that  results  is novel and as yet  pushed into the private sector.  services, neither the toiled nor the tolled
untried; sometimes examples exist of its  Limited public spending on secondary  off will support road pricing. Only where
successful  implementation. But the alter-  education, in turn, is modeled  as a collec-  there is travel hypercongestion is every-
nativeisalongperiodofdediningincoes  tive decision  which is strongly influenced  one better off  with congestion  pricing.
and, presumably, increasing social  unrest  by the  numerous famulies that  opt for  In the  absence of scale  economies or
as the consensus underlying the reform  many chlldren,  andthat  consequentlycan  diseconomies,  the level of economic  prof-
programs begins to erocde.  only  afford  toinvest small  amounts in each  its-toll  revenue collections  less a road's
This  paper  - a product  of the  Europe  child, in developing  countries.  fixed and  non-use-related  costs - serves
and  Central  Asia  Department  - is part  Theresultsofregressqonsthatdetermine  as a surrogate  market mechanism  indicat-
of a larger  effort in the  department  to  private-sector  size recursively  and simul-  ing that  a road should be expanded or
assist the process of enterprise reform in  taneously with public educational spend-  downsized.  The decision  to let roads dete-
Eastern Europe. Parts of this paper draw  ing are consistent  with these hypotheses.  riorate  over  time  is  itself  an  act  of
on  van  Wijnbergen  (1992),  which  ap-  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Public  disinvestment.
pearedin  the 1992 Mjolin  essay conpe-  Sector Management and Private Sector  Hau shows  that if a road authority lev-
titioan volume  sponsored  by  American  Development  Division,  Country Econom-  ies econamically  efficient  charges for  con-
Express Bank. Copies of this  paper are  ics Departnent-ispartofalargeref-  gestion,itispossibletomakemoneyona_y Research Working  Paper  SerIes  135
Roadls  can be profitable in  urban  fives for reducing rad  congestion  are (1)  weigh coss  (as in  the Dutch proposal).
i in the long  run because land rents  cordon pricing using manual LoU  booths,  Together,  thebenefit-costratioandthecost
'-igh; congestion  toils reflect the asso-  (2) supplementary  vehicle licensing, (3)  per  transaction  are  acceptable but this
a high opportunity costs.  automatic vehicle identification, and (4)  tehnologyisstillnotwidelyusedcommer-
Onurbanroadswithindivisibilities  and  smart  card technology.  cialy.
rnomiesofscale,  efficient  prcingmay  Hau argues that electronic approaches
-1 the extent of profitable undertak-  Hau explores 20 criteria for a "good"  road  to direct road use charging are superior
On rural roads with indivisibilities  pricing system and presents case studies  tomanual approachesforroadusers, road
conomies  ofscale, marginal cost pric-  illustrating the costs, revenues, and ben-  authorities, and society as a whole. And
an  produce short-run  profits. Em-  efits of alternative  congestion charging  rapid  progress  in  microelectronics,
c efficiency  is enhanced by pursuing  mechanisms.  cryptology, and microwave technologies
al pricing in the short run and opti-  Hau finds that  manuazl tollbooths are  will continue to yield large-scale econo-
'-nvestmentincapacityinthelongrun.  not suitable for congestion charging be-  mies in the manufacturing of automatic
-ule is to implement short-run mar-  cause they are land-, labor-, and time-in-  vehicle identification  equipment, read-
'costpncingwhilevaringroadcapac-  tensive. Cordon  priing (as i  the Bergen  wnte transponders,  smart cards, and the
-er  the longran.  toUring)  canbe aneffectivenstrumentfor  hardwaeandsoftwarethatgowiththem.
Insights by Newbery, Small, andWin-  chargingforcongestionifhalfthetoUlanes  Haurankselectronicmadpricingwith
-about  the economic  implications  arereservedforseasonal passholderstray-  automatic  vehicle  identification  alone
a extensive damage that  heavy ve-  eling through the pricing points at regular  higher than  electronic road pricing with
3  cause to roads - enrich the basic  highway speed.  Enforcement  ofthose driv-  smart  card-type  AVI  based  on  an
ing  model  Chaiging for both  the  inginreservedlanescanbecarriedoutby  unweightedindexofallcriteria-Andgen-
nal and variable costofroad damage,  periodic videographs of vehicle license  erally,thearealicensingschemeissupe-
signingafee basedon vehicle  weight  plates.  nior to cordon pricing. If badgets allow,
ale. can help cover deficits arising  Ar  licensing schemes  require  that  authorities  should investigate the feasi-
road congestion.  vehiclesenteringthe central businessdis-  bility of electronic road pricing. If the
Rven if a road network is broadly char-  trict during peak hours prominently dis-  budget is tight, they should look into the
izedbyincreasingreturnstoscalein  play a  monthly or daily license. Enforce-  arealicensingscheme withitslowcost and
''ing and  strengthening  roads,  the  ment is undertaken  at gantry points by  h3ighbeneit-costratio(thelatterbeingthe
It could be closed by diseconomnies  of  traffic wardens who  performnvisual  checks  most important  of the  20 criteria  Hau
-.Aroad network thataccomnodates  on the nonstop traffic. The enforcement  uses).
cars and trucks costs more than the  costs of area licensing schemes are pro  Both concepully  and practicaLly,  Hau
of an  autos-only and  a  (smaller)  hibitiveatmotorway speeds  butrelatively  finds that it is important to earmark the
's-only road system. So the surplus  low-cost in a standard  congested urban  proceeds of road  pricing to implement
- ated with diseconomies  ofscope off-  setting with limited gateways. Area li-  marginal cost pricingin  the road sector.
the  potential  loss associated  with  censing schemes, also Inown as supple-  Thispaper-aproductof  the Transport
-specificeconomies.Adedicatedroad  -mentary licensing, carry the lowest cost  Division,fstructureandUrbanDevel-
ansport fund is all the more viale  per transaction.  opmentDepartment-is  part ofalarger
ise road users are charged not only  Elctroni  road pricing with automatic  effort in the department  to evaluate op-
-be damage caused  by  trucks  and  vehice  identification (an  off-vehicle  re-  tions to charge for the use of roads. Cop-
y vehicles but also for congestion.  cordingsystem)  is electronictoll collection  ies ofthepaperareavallablefree  firm the
_ ispaper-aproductoftheTransport  by time of daywrit lage  and made obliga-  World  Bank, 1818  H StreetNW, Washing-
ion, Infrastructure and UrbanDevel-  tory on vehicle ownenz  in a jurisdiction.  ton, DC 20433. Please contact Jennifer
nt Department-is  part ofa larger  The cost ofthe electronic  equipmentis not  Francis, room S10-063, extension 31005
t in the department  to evaluate op-  trivial, but is outweighed by the benefits.  or 35205 (99 pages).
for charging for road use. Copies of  Sensitivity  analysis  performed  on  the
g)aper are  available free from  the  HongKong  electronicrwdpricngseheme
I  Bank,  1818HStreetNW,Washing-  in 19835  shows  thateven  after exclud-  1072. Costs  of Alternatve
'DC 20433. Please contact Jennifer  ingtime savings, thesavingsin  operating  Treatments for Incomplete
is, room S1O-063,  extension 31005  costs  produce benefit  figures  that  are  Abortion
I205 (96 pages).  greater than system costs. The invasion-
of-privacy issue that  led to the political  Brooke Es Johnson, Janie Benson, Janet
failure of the Hong Kong electronic road  Bradley, Aurora RAbago  Ordofez, Catia
. Congestion  Charging  pricing scheme can now be overcome by  Zambrano,  Leonard  Ohkol,  Leticia  Vhzquez
*anisms  for Roads: An  giving road users  access to confidential  Chavez,  Paulina Qio,  anciKamaRSogp
uation of Current Practice  'numbered acount  arrangements" with a  (Januay  193)
prepaid cash deposit.
hy D.  Hau  The capital cost of elctronic road pric-  Unsafely  performed aboion  is one of the
cmber  1992)  - with smart  card technoilgy  (an en-ve-  fiv  lading  causer  of  maternal  deaths
hicle  chaging  system)  is higher  than  the  worldwide. Many women who have under-
e many  direct and  indirect  methos  cost  for automatic  vehicle  identification  gone unsafe abortions  eterathe  healthiare
-trging for road use, the key alterna-  technology  alone,  but  benefits  still  out-  system  to seek  help for the resaling  com-136  Policy  Rsearch  Woeking  Paper  SerI-s
plications,  includinginwmpleteabortion.  1073  . FIscal Aspects  provided  by  the  international  financial
The  human  and  financial  cost  of  this  of Developing Country  Debt  institutions  - of  the  secondary  burden
health  problem  is tremendous,  especially  Problems and Debt and Debt-  associated  with the  internal  traner  os
in the  developing  world  Service Reduction Operations:  resources  to the  public  sector.
A Conceptual  Framework  This paper-  a product of the Debt and
This study  examined  the  potential  for re-  International  Finance  Division,  Interna-
ducing  costs  to  healthcare  systems  by  Peter  J.  Mantiel  tione]  Economics  Department  - is  part
changing  the  standard  method  of  treat-  (January  1993)  of  a  larger  effort  in  the  department  to
ment  for  incomplete  abortion.  Vacuum  understandthecostsandbenefitstocoun=
aspiration(VA)has.been  showntobesafer  The  quality offiscal adjustmentprograms  tries of debt reliefarrangements.  Copies
than  dilation  and  curettage  (D&C)  for  must  improve  ifBradyPlan  programs  are  of the  paper  are  available  free  from  the
uterine  evacuation;  the  World  Health  to improve fisal soluency.  WorldBank,1818HStreetNW,Washin-
Organizationincludes  VA as  an essential  ton,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Rose  Vo,
service  at  the  first  referral  level.  The  causes  and  implications  of the  devel-  room  S8-042,  extension  31047  (29 pages).
Thetechniquemostcommonlyusedfor  oping  country  debt  crisis  - as  well  as its
treating  first-trimester  incomplete  abor-  solution  - all  have  an  important  fiscal
tion  in  developing  countries,  however,  is  dimension.  1074.  How  Moving to World  Prices
D&C.This  study  examined  thehypothesis  The  crisis  was  triggered  by  the  wide-  Affects the Terms of Trade
that  use  of  manual  vacuum  aspiration  spread  perception  that  the  public  sectors  In 15  Countries of the Former
(MVA)-avariationofVA-wouldbeless  in  many  heavily  indebted  countries  were  Soviet  Union
costly  than  D&C  and  thus  advantageous  effectively  insolvent  in the  international
to  healthcare  systems  with  limited  re-  environment  of the  early  1980s.  The  ac-  David G. Tarr
sources.  tual  fiscal  response  to the  resulting}iquid-  (Januarj  1993)
The  purpose  of the  study  was  to  iden-  ity  crisis  involved  increased  reliance  on
tify  and,  where  possible,  to  explain  the  domestic financing,  the inflation  tax, and  Asl5countries  oftheformer  Souiet Unk--
factors  that  contributed  to cost differences  the curtilment  ofpublicinvestment.  This  move  to  international  trade  prices,  -'--
between  MVA  and  D&C  for  treatment  of  createdadversea4justmentincentivesfbr  termseoffradimproveforexporteerof-f  --
first-trimester  ienmmplete  abortion.  To  policymakers  and  resulted  in  credit  ra-  material  and  enery  including  &zahh
achieve  this  objective,  researchers  ob-  tioning,  capital  flight,  assumption  ofpri-  stan,  Russia,  and  Turhmenistan),  a----
served  patient  management  and  docu-  vate  external  claims  by the  public  sector,  decline  for  countries  that  concentrate
mented  resource  use  at  hospital  sites  in  and  poor  dlomestic  investment  perfor-  food  and  machinery  ewrts  (such
Ecuador,  Kenya,  and  Mexico.  mance.  RelarUs,  Estoniv,  Latuia,  Lithuania,  a---
In  most  cases,  treatment  with  MVA  Solutionsinvolverestoringfiscalhealth  especialy  Moldoa).
requiredashorterpatientstayandfewer  through  a combination  of debt  relief  arnd
hospital  resources  than  D&C,  as  the  two  effidentfiscal  adustment,aimedatmiti-  Tanr  presents  the  first  documented  ezti
techniques  were  practiced  at  the  various  gating  the  burden  associated  with  public  mates  of  how  moving  to  internatioi
study  sites.  The  policy  decision  to adopt  sector  debt  service  and  minimizing  the  trade  prices  affects  the  terms  of trade
MVA,supprtedbyprocurementofinstru-  liquidity  problems  facing  the  indebted  15 countries  of the  former  Soviet  Union
ments  and  incorporation  oftrainingin  its  public  sector.  First,  le  decomposes  the total  impac  -
use,isthe  chiefprerequisiteforachieving  The  debt  and  debt-service  reduction  achangeinthetermsoftradeintoachm-
these  improvements.  (DDSR)  programs  implemented  so  far  in  the  inter-republic  and  extra-repufl
But  the  full  advantages  of MVA  aLre  re-  under  the  Brady  plan  have  provided  only  terms  of trade.  The broad  pattern,  he  er±i
alizedonlyifitisintroducedin  conjunction  parial  solutions,  closing  without  elimi-  mates,isthatexporteisofrawmateial-
with  certain  changes  in  patient-manage-  nating  the  gap  between  the  face  value  of  enery  (notably  Kazakbstan,  Russia,  E
ment  practices,suchasofferingoutpatient  the  external  debt  and  the  present  value  Turkmenistan)  gain,  whereas  counte
treatment  of incomplete  abortion-  of prospective  public  sector  debt  service.  that  concentrate  on  food  and  macbin
Further,  decentralizing  MVA  services  Theyhave  done  so partly  byreducingthe  exports  (notably  the  Belarus,  Estor'A
can  maximize  the  benefits  of  the  tech-  former  and  partly  by  increasing  the  lat-  LItia,Litthuanir,andespeciallyMoldo
nique,  facilitating  (hospitals'  and)  ter.  are  the  biggest  losers.
healthcare  systems  efforts  to decrease  the  Their  contribution  toward  easing  the  The  results  support  the  customs  un
cost  of  delivery  service  and  improve  the  immediate  liquidity  problems  ofthe  debt-  theory  of pricing  within  the  CMEA
quality  of care.  orshasnotbeenencouraging.Theamount  HE also  estimates  the  initial  impact  ---
This  paper  - a product  of  the  Popula-  of debtreliefembodiedin  BradyPlan  pro-  the  terms  of trde  on  the  GDP  for  all  _
tion  and  Human  Resources  Department  grans  enacted  so far has  not in itselfbeen  countries.  This,  as well  as the commo&i:,
- is part  of a larger  effort  in  the  depart-  sufEcient  to restore  fiscal  solvency.  Bet-  composition  of  trade  and  estimea
ment  to  improve  the  status  of  women's  ter-qualityfiscaladjustmentcouldgreatly  changes  in  relative  prices  by  commodZ:,
health.  Copies  of the  paper  are  available  help  improve  the  situation.  at  the  105-sector  and  15-sector  levels  %-'
firee from  the  World  Bank,  1818  H Street  The mostimportant  potential  contribu-  eaehof  the  15independentstates,  isavcl
NW, Washington,  DC  20433-  Please  con-  tion  of  such  programs,  then,  may  have  able  in the  appendix.
tact  Otilia  Nadora,  roomn S11-219,  exten-  been  tne  reduction  - through  the  policy  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Tnr--'-
sion  31091  C31 pages).  conditionality  associated  with  resources  Policy  Division,  Country  Economics  DcPolicy Research  Woi*lng  Paper  SerIes  137
partment-is  part ofalargereffortin  the  20433. Please contact  Cynthia  Cristobal,  included  in an  otherwise  well-composed
department  to examine  the  role of trade  room S6-035, extension  33640 ( 35 pages).  program,  appropriatelyaccountingforthe
liberalization  in the  transition  from a so-  welfarecostsof  demandconsumption.He
cialist to a market  economy. Copies of the  shows  that  the  targeted  emission  reduc-
paper  are available  free  from  the  World  1076.  A Presumptive  Pigouvian  tions can be obtained  at  11 percentlower
Bank, 1818 H Street NW, Washington, DC  Tax on Gasoline: Analysis  eosts, saving  $64 million annually,  when
20433.  Please  conta  Nellie  Artis,  rsom  of an  Air Pollution  Control  the  demand  conservation  induced  by the
NI  -013,  extension 38010  (119 pages).  Program for Mexico City  gasoline tax allows  some other,  more  ex-
pensive abatement  options  to remain  un-
GunnarS.Eskeland  used.
1075  Many Paths  to  Skilled  (January  1993)  He proposes an advaloremgasolinetax
'Employment: A Reverse Tracer  of about 25 percent, when no separate
Study  of Eight  Occupations  Taxinga  variableinputinpollutingactivi-  value is associated  with  the  colection  of
In Colombia  tes  makes sense when abatment  is in-  revenue or with  avoidance of noise, con-
duced indirectly,  rather  than  by  a poal-  gestion,  aceidents,  and  road  damage.  In
Adrian Ziderman and Robin  orn  tiont  By includinrgagasoline  taxin  an  Mexico City  alone,  the  tax  would collect
(January  1993)  otherwi  well-composedcontolprogram  $350 million a year.  After recent  price
forMerio  City,  one  saves 11  percent  ofthe  increases, implicittaxratesinMexico City
The manpowver  requiremennts  foremsting  welfare costs of the program, because - are bigher tharn  suggested by Eskeland!s
approach to nationaplanning  for vuca-  keepingemwins  constant-costly  tec-  analysis. Higherratesmayormaynotbe
tioual education and  training reduces  nical abatementmeasuresarerepla  by  justified due to  the benefits of demand
choices avalable  to individuals  and  re-  cheaper  demand  conservation,  conservation  not  accounted  for  in  the
ates a less diverse  and  efficient  trining  analysis.
system.  Wiithout continuous  monitoring  of emis-  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Public
sions, a pollution  control agency  needs to  Economics  Division,  Country  Economics
Zidernan  andHorn  use thereverse  trcer  evaluate  abatement  options  itself  Apart  Department-is  partofa  larger  effort in
study  technique  to  identify  altemative  from making  activities  cleaner.  it should  the  department  to examine  alternative
training  paths  for  selected  skilled  and  also  stimulate  reductions  in the  level  of  instruments  to pollution  control in devel-
semi-skilled  occupations  in Colombia.  activity  in polluting  sectors.  opingcountries.  The study wasfimndedby
The study,  confirming  earlier  research  Eskeland  develops  an  analytic  frame-  the  Bank's  Research  Committee  under
for the  United  States,  shows  that  work-  work to show that  a tax on a variable  in-  research  projectPboflutionandthe  Choice
ers pursue  many  different  training  paths  put,  such  as  gasoline,  is  useful  for  this  ofEconomicPolicyInstrumentsinDevel-
to acquire  the skills  they  need in a given  purpose.  It  encaurages  individuals  and  oping Countriese(RPO  676-48). Copies of
occupation.  Ziderman  and  Horn  provide  firms  to sacrifice  trips  when they  would  this  paper  are  available  free  from  the
an  occupational  training  map  format  to  prefer  those sacrifices  to those  of higher  WorldBank,  1818 HStreetNW  Washing-
analyze these  training  paths.  spending  on abatement.  The instrument  ton,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Carlina
They  conclude thatstrongpublicinter-  exploits privately  held information  about  Jones,  room  N1O-063,  extension  37699
vention  that  narrows  the  effective range  which  trips  can be  saved at  a  low social  (132 pages).
of available  training  should  be  discour-  cost.
aged; such intervention  will not  only re-  Other  weaknesses  of a program  based
duce choices  but  will also  lead  to a less  on indirect  instruments  - as opposed  to  1077.  Risk  Management  Prospects
flemdble  and  efficient  training  system.  one induced  by a theoreticalv  conceived  for  Egyptian  Coton
I  Areduction  in training  alternatives  is  pollution  tax  - remain.  One of these  is
the result  ofthe manpower  requirements  that  the agency may have poorerinforrna-  PanosVarangisEltonThigpen,  andTakamas
forecasting  approach  to planning  for the  tion than  individuals  and firms  about the  Akiyama
provision of national  vocational education  status  of vehicles and the effectiveness  of  (January 1993)
and  training  -yet  that  approach  is still  individual  abatement  options.  Such  an
popular in the planning  ministries  in de-  informationgap-whichcouldbe  bridged  The  New  York  fturms  market  dDes not
veloping  countries.  by a true  pollution tax - is abstracted  provide an appropriate mechanisms for
The more training  options available  to  from the  analysis.  hedging the prce  risk  zn Egyptian  cotton
workers, the better  they can arrange  their  Eskeland  shows that  the  tax  rate  that  underpresentprocedures  jrdetermining
own training  packages.  belongs  in a  cost-effective  pollution  con-  prices. Eztablishing  a domestic spot mar-
This papef--  a  product  of the  Educa-  trol  program  is independent  of the  price  ket (while  privatiing  the  industry),  fol-
tion and  Employment  Division,  Popula-  elasticity  of  demand  for  the  polluting  lowed by a foward  marke,  may prouide
tion and  Human  Resources  Department  good. But  the higher  the  demand  elastic-  the best interim  mechanism
- is part  of a larger  effort in the  depart-  ity, the higher  are  the costs of not includ-
ment  to study  the  operation  of the  labor  ing  a  presumptive  tax  on the  polluting  Varangis,  Thigpen,  and  Akiyama  emxm-
market  and  its  impact  on  human  re-  good in the tool  kit of  the  pollution  con-  ineriskmanagementoptionsforEgyptian
sources development.  Copies ofthe  paper  crol agency.  cottons,  the  export  prices  for which  are
are available  free from  the  World Bank,  Eskeland  estimates  the  cost  savings  volatile. They  use regression  analysis  to
1818  H  Street  NW  Washington,  DC  available  when an optimal gasoline taxis  establishwhetherEgyptiancotton'sprices138  Policy  Research  Wotklng  Paper  Serles
can be effectively hedged by using exist-  Bank,1818HStreetNW,Washingtorn,DC  ees and  those working in the  informal
ing futures  contracts  on the New York  20433. Please contact Dawn Gustafson,  sector were hardest hit. Farmers appear
Cotton Exchange.  room S7-047,  extension 33714  (26 pages).  to have benefited during the final years
They find no relationship between the  of the adjustment  phase, while poverty
movements  in prices ofEgyptian long and  incidence among them increased sharply
extra-longcottonsand  prices for thebase  1078. The Evolution  of Welfare and  in 1987-88, especially amongexport crop
quality  of U.S.  medium  staple  cotton  Poverty Under Structural Change  farmers. This  occurredin spite ofcontmn-
traded on the New  York futures market.  and Economic Recession In C6te  ued  maintenance ofproducerprices, sug-
(Probablybecause Egyptian cotton prices  d'lvolre,  1985-88  gesting  that  price support alone  is not
are  government-determined,  U.S.  me-  sufficient to protect farm  incomes. The
dium staple cotton prices are influenced  Christiaan  Grootaert  entire  system  of agricultural  support
by price support policies unrelated to the  (Juary  1993)  must be maintained  and improved.
longer staple markets, and the fiber of the  Grootaert found  thatbasic needs fblfill-
cottons analyzed have different physical  7he needforpoverty alleviuttz  is greater  ment did not decline  as much as expendi-
chaacteristics.)  than evern Te  priority should be not so  ture.Buttheburdenofwhateverdeelines
So,  the  New  York  cotton  fiutures  much to change  distribution as to gener-  did occur fell disproportionately on the
market's  No. 2 contract is not an appro-  ategrowth, althogh zit  is erucialto  target  very poor- The targeted provision of pub-
priate mechanism for hedging the price  basic needs  services  (education,  healt,  tap  lic services (health, education, tap water.
riskfacingEgyptiancottonunderpresent  waterJ to the very poor - especiaUy  in  and so on) is thus a  high priority.
procedures for determining prices - and  rural areas ofthepoorSavannahkone, but  Thispaper-aproductofthePovertyend
probably not under  market-determined  also in the West Foreste  Social Policy Division, Africa Technical
prices.  Department-is  part of the output of the
If the cottonumarketin Egypt is hberal-  Groowertdemonstrates whateanahappen  research project 'Poverty and the Social
ized, cotton prices there  may correlate  to the welfare  of households  andindividn-  Dimensions of Strctural  Adjustment in
more with prices elsewhere - especially  als, and to poverty, in a low- to middle-  Cote  d'lvoire, 1985-88:Apolicy-Oriented
for the longer staple cottons,  income country, under structural adjust-  Analysis  (RPO 675-26). Copies of this
Varangis, Thigpen, and Alciyama ex-  ment andrecessionr Cite dlvoire was one  paper are available free from the World
tendtheirregressionanalysistotheprices  of the first African countries to launch a  Bank,  l1818HStreetNWWashington,DC
offother  medium staple cottons-Austra-  structural adjustment program with sup-  20433. Please  contact  Elena  Vitanov,
lien, Central Asian, Mexican, Pakistani,  port from the World Bank and the IMF.  roomJ2-241, extension38400  (114pages)-
and Turkish  - to determine  how they  The program was sustained for six years
behave relative  to US.  medium staple  (1981-86), then  abandoned  in  198748
cotton prices. None of these  prices hsad  when a severe recession hit the country.  1079. How Useful  Are Integrated
short-term movements closely related to  A new economic recovery program was  Household Survey Data lor  Pollcy-
U.S. cotton prices, indicating mainly the  initiated in 1989.  Orlented Analyses of Poverty?
influence of domestic policies on the U.S.  Cite  dIvoire  presents  a  unique  case  LesSOnS from the CMte  d'lvolre
market. Again, theNewYork futures No.  study-certainlyinAffica-becausefour  LUving  Standards  Survey
2 contract does not provide a satisfactory  endofasustainedadjustmenteffort,when
hedge for  these cottons.  consecutive  years of comprehensive  data  Christismn  Grataert
The cotton futures  contract recently  on levels of living  are available, for the  (Jannary  1993)
introducedinNewYork(worldcottoncon-  period 198548,  from the  C6te dIvoire
tract) - based on the Cotlook  A Index - Living Standards  Survey (CILSS). The  Simpler  and  bger  are better, for  house-
may prove  useful forhedging the puricerisk  first two years of data capture the situa-  hold luing standards surveys. And better
for some cottons (especally  Australian,  tion at the economy  was growing moder-  colection ofprice data, in  a independent
Central Asian, and Paidstani) but appar-  ately, the last two years capture a period  survey, should be a priority.
ently not Egyptian cotton.  ofpronouncedmacroeconomic  decline  and
Varangis, Thigpen, and Aliyama  rec-  destabilization.  Grootaert reflects on the pros and cons of
ommend (together  with privatizing  the  Grootaert foundthat  in the firstperiod,  usingintegratedhouseholdsurveydatain
industry)  establishing  a  domestic spot  the incidence of poverty  remained steady  empirical analysis aimed at  providing a
market to give transparency to the price-  and the welfare level of the poor actualy  quantitative basis for policy  decisions af-
forming process.  When the spot marketis  rose. In 1987,  on the other hand, poverty  fecting welfare, poverty, and the fulfill-
functioning well, establishing a forward  and  extreme poverty both became more  mentofbasicneeds-Theexperienceexam-
market  could provide a hedging instru-  widespread - a trend  that  accelerated  medisthatofusingfouryearsof  datafirom
ment for Egyptian cotton.  dramatically in 1988,  when the incidence  the Cote  dlvoire Living Standards Survey
This paper-a  product of the Interna-  of poverty rose from 35 percent  to 46  (1985-88)  to link changes in poverty and
tional Trade Division,  International  Eco-  percent.  welfare to macroeconomic  trends.
noinics Department - is part ofa  larger  Over1985-88,theregionalandsocioeco-  Grootaert groups the lessons leamed
effort in the department to explore possi-  nomic  patterns  ofpoverty changed mark-  from this work around four themes.
bilities for commodity risk management  edly. The most important shift was  the  Survey conte.  When survey data are
in developing  countries. Copies  of the pa-  rapid increase in urban  poverty. Especi-  $ich,  transparency  of methodology  is im-
per  are  available  free from the  World  ally  households of public sector employ-  portant. Itis  essential that analysts pro-Policy  Research  Working Paper  Series  139
vide explicit information about how their  100.  A New Regional  Price Index  1081. Correcting  for Sampling  Bias
income and  spending  aggregates  were  for COte d'lvoire  Using  Data from  In the  Measurement  of Welfare  and
constructed. These aggregates  must  be  the  International Comparisons  Poverty:  The Case  of the  COM
deflated with a regional price index, but  Project  d'lvoire  Llving Standards  Survey
prices should be collected  separatelyfrom
householdsurvey  dataL  Dataon household  Christian Grootaert  and  Ravi  Kanbur  lioned  Demey and Chistian  Gnotaert
spending and basic needs fulfillment are  (Janumy  1993)  (Januazr 1993)
the key information for poverty analysis.
Samplesizeanddesign.  Biggerandsim-  Data  from  a suruvy on household  spend-  Analysts  mustpayclose  attetionto  sam-
pler is better.  Grootaert  recommends  in-  ingpaerns  are  combined  whprice  data  pling  procedures  used  to  coect  survey
creasing(atleastdoubling)samplesizein  from  the  Intenationai  Comparison  data-  This  case study  ilustrates  how ob-
futurelivingstandards  surveys;thiscould  Project to produce  a regional price  index  saved  chwnge  in household  welfare and
be done withoutincreasingthecostofthe  deemed  superor  to previous  esttmates  intheiuden  ccofpoverty  can vansh  when
survey  by  reducing  or eliminating  the in-  based solly  on deta frontheLivngStan-  crreciow  Gre applied  to  the  data  fir
cq.ne modules  of the questionnaire.  dards  Survey.  changes  in sampling  procdure  - and
It is important  to involve analysts and  how even the direction of  the  read may he
poicymakersin  survey design.  They need  Grootaert and Kanbur report on an exer-  reversd.
to identify up front, usingcurrent  knowl-  cise in economic  statistics. They develop
edge, the important  socioeconomic  and  a regional price index for CMte  d'Ivoire  Over the year.,  household surveys have
Target  groups on which the survey must  buildingon the strengths  oftwoindepen-  becme apopular, vluaMble  datasourceir
-z able toreport  The sample designercan  dent data sources: the Cate divoire Liv-  empirical research  innieroeconomics. In
.n  compose the sample in such a way  ing Standards  Survey (CISS)  and  the  developig  countries, household survey
Ltcertain  groups will be undersampled  International ComparbmnsProject(CP).  data have become more available in the
I  others  oversampled,  to  make  the  The CUSS collected  detailed informa-  past decade, as a result  of several inter-
ilysis ofthe resultingsample  as useful  tion  on  household  incomes,  spending,  national programs. This has spurred in-
possible-  employmnent,  and so on, but its coverage  terest in the economics  of the household
Frequency of data coltion.  Grootaert  of prices leftmuch to be desired. The ICP  in the context of development econom.
ommends that an integrated survey of  collectedawealthofinformationonprices  Many analysts give little attention  to
--  CUISS  type be undertaken every four  across the country, but collected  no infor-  the sampling design of the surveys they
've years, to provide benchmark data  mationonhouseholdspendingpatternsor  use, takingthe  data producedhy statsti-
I to permitir.-depth analysis afhouse-  other socioeconomic  data.  can  and survey practitioners 'as is? At
'dbehaviorandresponsetopolicy,ifthe  Grootaert and Kanbur bring together  best, sampling weights are applied to en-
mtry  has the capability tofullyanalyze  these two sources to produce a regional  sure that the results are representative.
- data. Intheinterveningyears,  amuch  price index that they argue is supeiore to  Demery and  Grootaert illustrate  the
ipler collection of household spending  previous estimates  based solely on the  needtopaycloseatentiontothesmpling
Ibasicneeds  datacanbeusedtomoni-  LivingStandardsSurvey  Theprocedures  aspects  of a  household survey used in
changes in welfare and poverty  they follow  shouldbe ofinterest to practi-  applied microeconomic analysis  - par-
The raoe  of  panel data To be really use-  tioners faced wnth  similar data shortcm-  ticularly for comparsons over time Thi
panel data  collection should be ex-  ings,particularlywhenworlkngonAfrica  case study shows that observed cbanges
dedoverlongerperiodsthantwoyears,  They  show this to be no mere statisti-  inhouseholdwelfireandintheincidence
*  hough this increases the costs and dif-  cal  exercise. Using the new price index  of poverty in Cote d'ivoire between 1985
ilties of finding the same households.  can have  a significant effect on earlier  and  1988 vanish  when  corrections are
a country  undertakes  an  integrated  evaluations of poverty in C6te dIivire.  applied tD the data for changes in sam-
vey every four to  five years  and  a  They also use the new price information  pling  procedures; even the direction  ofthe
[iter  monitoing  survey in between, a  toconstructdisaggregatedindicesbycom-  trend isreversed. Similarly,  the cross-see-
all, parallel,  panel  survey  could he  modity category and by poverty group.  tional patterns  of welfire and  poverty
rducted The monitoring sample and  This paper - a product of the Poverty  observed in earlier analyses for 1985486
panel sample should be drawn from  and Social  PolicyDivision,AfricaTechni-  prove to be incorrect
same master sample.  cal Department -is  part ofthe outputof  The  C8te  dIvoire  Living  Standards
This paper - a product of the Poverty  the research project "Poverty  and the So-  Survey,  conducted  between  1985  and
I Social  Policy  Division,  Africa Techni-  cial Dimensions  ofStrncturailAdustment  1988,bas providedapopula,  fruitful data
Department-is  partoftheoutputof  in  Cote dlvoire,  19B5-88:  A Policy-Ori-  set for policy analysis. But according to
research project "Poverty and the So-  ented Analysis' (RPO 675-26). Copies  of  Demery and Groetaert, the recorded de-
l Dimensions  of  StrucuralAdjustment  tlis  paper are  available  free from the  cline in  mean  household  size  during this
C6te d'Ivoire, 1985-88: A Policy-Oi-  World  Bank, 1818HStreetNW, Washing-  period is due to samplingbiasinthe  early
'ed Analysis" (RPO 675-26).  Copies of  ton,  DC 20433. Please  contact  Elena  years of the survey. If this is tret,  the ro-
s paper  are  available  free from the  Vitanov, room J2-241, extension 38400 (  bustiess  of the analyses based on these
rldBank,1818HStreetNW,Washing-  21 pages).  datais  questionable.
,  DC  20433. Please  contact  Elena  This paper - a product of the Poverty
anov,  room  J2-241,  extension 38400  (23  and Social  Policy Division,  Africa  Techni-
res).  cal Department-is  part ofthe output of140  Porky  Research Working  aper  Series
the research project  "Poverty  and the So-  Department-is  part ofalargereffortin  that the services  provided  by finnmcial  in-
cial  Dimensions  of  Structural Adjustment  the department to analyze public expen-  termediaries stimulate long-run  growthL
in Cote  dlvoire, 1985-88:APoicy4Oriented  diture policies in developing countries.  This paper-aproductoftheFinancial
Analysis (RPO  675-26).  Copies  oftlis  pa-  Copies  of  the paper are avamlablefree  from  Policy and  Systems Division, Country
perareavailablefireefiomtheWorldflank,  the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  Economics Department - is part  of a
1818HStreetNW,  Washington,DC20433.  Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  larger effortin the department to under-
PleasecontactElenaVi-tanoy,roomJ2-241,  Carlina Jones, room NIC-063,  extension  stand the ways policies can affect long-
extension 38400  (39 pages).  37699  (40 pages).  term growth.  The  stdy  was  fundedby  the
Bank-s Research Support Budget under
research project -How Do National Poli-
1082.  What Do Govemments Buy?  1083.  Finance and Growth:  ciesAffectLong-Run  Growthr(RPO676-
The Compositbn  of Public  Schumpeter Might Be Right  66).Copiesofthispaperareavallablefree
Spending and Economic  from the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,
Perftornance  Robert  G.  Kig and  Ross  Ievine  Washington, DC 20433. Please contact
(Febiraiy  L993)  Daniele Evans, room N9-057, extesion.
ShantayananDevarjVimaayaSwamop,and  38526 (43 pages).
Heng-fu  Zon  Pinance matters. The level of a country's
(February  1993)  jinancwia  development heps  predidt its
iate of.o  ic growth pr  the foUowng  1084.  Stock Market  Development
The tradional  vieuws  that public  cpital  10  to3oyea  The  daft are  consistent  with  and Financial Deepening
spending strengthens economic grouth  Scmpeter's  view that the services pro-  In Developing Countries: Some
and curret  spending does not are not  aided by financial inte,-ediaries  stimu-  Conelation Patterns
borneout  by experietctin developingcoun-  latelong-run growth.
tries. In fJc4 the only category  of public  DongHe andRobertPardy
spending associated  wih  highereconomic  Joseph Schumpeter argued in 1911 that  (February  1993)
growth is current spending - although  theservicesprovidedbyfinancialinterme-
spending  on  preventive  care and  'other  diaries-mobilizing  savings, evaluating  Correlation  analysis  of  ross-sectional
education"has  somepositive  effect  projects,mnagingrisk,monitringman-  data from 32 countries far 194-90  shows
agers,  and  facaiitating transactions - a significant relationsp  etuwn stock
Devarajan, Swaroop,  and Zou develop  a  stimulate technological  innovation and  market dee lopment andfinancia  depth.
simple analytical fiamework that shows  economic  development.  But  timseries  datafor197890slauvsig-
bow  the composition  of plublic  spending  King and Levine  present evidence  that  nificantcrrelationsonlyforAsianewno-
affects economic  growth.  supports this view.  mit
Distinguishingbetween  productiveand  Examining a cross-section  of about 80
unproductivegovernmentspending(that  countriesfortheperiodl960-89,theyfind  Programs to develop securities markets
whichcomplementsprivatesectorproduc-  that various measures of financial devel-  are now a commonfeature  oEWorld  Bank
tivity and that which  does  not),  they show  opmentare strongly  assoiated  withboth  financial  sectwrloans  Stockmarket  devel-
that increasing the share of productive  current  and  later  rtes  of  economic  opment in particular is receiving consid-
spending leads to a higher steady-state  growth. Each measure has shortcomings  erable attention, especially  the legal and
economic  growth rate.  but all tell the same story: Finance mat-  institutional underpinnings required for
They use data from 69 develqpingeoun-  ters.  successful  stock market development
tries  over 20 years  to determine which  King and Levine present three  main  The financial underpinmings needed
componentsofpublicspendingaeproduc-  findings, which  are robust to  many spedi-  have received less study.
tive.They  findthatanincreaseintheshare  fication  tests:  He andPardy contribute  to suchastudy
of current spending has positive  and sta-  - The average level offinancial devel-  by exploring  the relaionship between  the
tistically  significant effects  on grwth.  opmuent  for 1960-89  is very  strongly asso-  degrees  offinancial depth and stock mar-,
Otherwise,  the newsismainlynegative.  dated with growth for the period.  ket development  in an ecmomy.
Therelationshipbetween thecapital comn-  *  Financial  development  precedes  Using a simple indicator of stock mar-
ponent of  public spending and per capita  growth. For exianple, financial depth in  ket development  and several indicators  of
growthisnegative.  The sameis true ofthe  1960  (the ratio of broad money  to C-DP)is  financial depth, andusing cross-sectLonal
share of spending  on transport and com-  positively  and significantlyrelatedtoreal  data firom 32  developing countries for
munications.  The shares spent onhealth  per capita GDP growth over the next 30  1984-90, they find a strong correlation
and educadon have nosignificantimpact,  years even after controlling  for a variety  between the two  factors.
although  parts ofthoseshares-theparts  of country-specific characteristics  and  Time-series  datafrom 19  ofthese coun-
spent on preventive care and 'other edu-  policy  indicators.  tries (for 1978-90)  show similar correla-
cation" - do.  * Financial developmentispositvely  tionsformostAsiancountries,butnotfor
These  results  raise  the  question  associated  with both the investment rate  other countries in the sample. Also, the
whetherpublic spendingactualyleadsto  and the efficiency  with which economies  correlations of the Asian data are stron-
a flow of public  goods and services.  use capital.  gest after the mid-1980s.
This paper - a product of the Public  Much  work  remains to be done,  but the  He and Pardytestathreshold  bypoth-
Economics  Division,  Country Economics  dataare consistentwithSchumpeter'sview  esis"thatacertainlevel  offinanci  depthPolicy Resewah  Working  Paper  Series  141
may be necessary to allow stock market  With respect to the choice of modeling  worked,  and gender composition  between
development to take off.  They find that  paradigm, he notes that  static lifetime  the teachers group and the comparator
avalable data do  not support the hypoth-  choice models, while relatively easy to  group, much of the earninp  differential
esis.  implement, are restrictive in scope.  The  disappears.
Theresultssuggestthatfinancial  depth  lifetime decision framework abstracts  Psacharopoulos,  Valenzuela,  and
is a significantfactor in stockmrsket de-  from the sequentidal  nature of the fertlity  Arends  conclude  that the data do  not sup-
velopment in most developing  counties,  decision  and cannot therefore  adequately  port the position  that teachers are either
but that comuntry-specific  factors (such as  address how changes in the time profile  overpaid  or underpaid.
industrial  policy  and  structure, foreign  of  costs ofcontraception,  wages,incomes,  This paper - a product of the Office  of
investment controls, and  stock market  mother's education,  or mortalty nsks of-  theDirectorTechnil  Departmentlatin
regulatoryandoperationalinfirstructure)  fect  fertility variables.  Static models also  America  and Canbbean Region  -is  part
have an equily  strong influence  on stock  cannotexplainstylizedempiricalregulari-  ofalargerefforttodocumeatthe condition
market growth.  ties with  time dimensions,  such asconver-  of teachers' salaries in the region. Copies
Case studies  of economies in  which  gence of fertility rates across countries,  of this paper are available free from the
stock market development  has been sc-  the tendency  for womento  spacebirth ass  WorldBak,  1818HStreetNW,Washing-
cessfulwouldhelpeluddatetheinterplay  theirnumberofcuhldren inceases, orthe  ton,  DC 20433. Please contact George
between these factor  counter cycicality of U.S. fertility to the  Psachopoulos,  room I-187,  extension
Thispaper-aproduct  ofthePinancial  business cycle.  39243(37  pages).
Policy and  Systems Division, Country  Arroyo  recommends that for the most
Economics  Department  - is  part of a  completetreatmentoffertilityissues, the
largereffortinthedepartmenttopromote  analyst should adopt a dynamic-stochas-  1087. Exchange-Rate-Based
the development  of  soundsecurities mar-  tic view of the fertility decision.  Stabilaton:  Tales from Europe
kets. Copies of this paper are available  This paper - a poduct  of the Popula-  and  Latin America
feei from the World Bank, 1818  H Street  tion Advisory Service, Population and
NW,  Washington, DC 20433.  Please con-  Human Resources  Department -is  part  Alberto  F.  Ades,  MlWdA.Klgael,  andNiama
tactPrisillaInfinte,roomN9-005,exten-  of a larger effort in the department to  Liviatan
sion 37665  (39 pages).  explorethedeterminantsofconk  ceptive  (Febuary 199
use-  The study was fundedby the Banls
ResearchSupportBudgetunderresearch  Inhighinfatineconominesckarge-rat-
1085. Economic  Approaches  project "Impediments  to  Contraceptive  basedstabilizations typicaly start uwta
to Modellng Fertility Determinants:  Use in  Different EnvironmentW (RPO  boom,  with the recession  comig  tier.  In
A Selective  Review  675-72).  Copiesofthe paper are available  umtrast,  in similarprograms in the md-
free  from  the World Bank, 1818  H Street  ecrte inflation Eurpean  eonomies, the
Cnistino  R. Arroyo  III  NW,  Wasington,  DC 20433. Please con-  recession  genraUy appears  upfi-nt  When
Vebruayr  1993)  tact Otilia Nadora, room S11-219,  exten-  sucF  programs  resutinaboaro,it is  driven
sion 31091  (70 pages).  by differntfibces  than in the high inf-
wr  the most complete  treatment of  ferti-  tion economies.
v  issues, the analyst should adopt a dy-
nimc-stochastic  viewofthefertifty deci-  1086. Teachers'  Salaries  In Latin  There is covin  g empiical  evidence
America:  A Comparative Analysis  that the cycle for exchange-rate-based
disifiationinigh-infiationLanmAmer-
rryo reviews critical  models offerality  GeorgePsa  hnropoulos,JorgeValenzuela,and  can economies  typically begins with ex-
-which  the fertility decision  isregarded  Mary  Arends  pansionandendsinrecession-asurpris-
the outcome  of  economic  cheice  bebav-  (February  1993)  lng patten.  Ades, Kiguel, and Liviatan
-- r. He considers,  separately, two  classes  explore whether a simla  cycle can be
'models.  The first are staic lifetime fer-  Acomparisonofteachers'sal ries against  observedin exchange-rate-based  disintla-
-ity models chat explain lifetime fertil-  the salaries of other  workes did not sup-  tion in low-inflaton economies.
j aggregates and are exemplified  by the  port the position that teachers  are eithe  They draw an empirical evidence  from
jrk  of  Easterlin-Crimmins  (1983),  overpaid or underpaid  in Latin Ameic  stabilizationprowmsinthreeEuropean
:  :-senweig  and Schultz (1985),  and Mont-  countries in the early 1980s:  in Denmark
mery (198T).  The second  are dynamic  Data from household  surveys of 12 Latin  (1982),  Treland(1982),andmrane (1983).
xhasticfertilitymodelsthathavebeen  American countries were used to assess  In these programs, the authoritiesfixed
ed  to  analyze  intertemporal  or  how  teachers salaries compare  with  those  the central parity of the exchange rate
-tergenerational  decisions  on birth-tim-  of workers in other occupations.  handagainstthe  European currencyunit
g and birth-spacing. These are repre-  The results  show that  salanes  vary  (ECU)- This represented  a break from
nted  by  the  work of Wolpin (1984),  amongcountries,ranging from an appar-  previous years when this rate was often
!wman (1988),  and the macroeconomic  ent 35 percent  underpayment  in Bolivia  realigned  to accommodate inflationL
)del of  Barro and Becker (1989).  (comparedwith  the control group)  to a 65  They find that  the Iish  and French
Arroyo  discusses  issues concerning  the  percent overpayment  in Colombia  programs followed  the more traditional
-oreticol specifications  and the econo-  But when statistical controls are intro-  patrn.  In the initial phase, there was a
Aric implementation of these mocdels.  duced for differences  in education,  hours  recession accompaied  by a continuous,142  Policy Research Workdng  Paper Series
gradual reduction  in inflation-followed  ral shift in comparative advantage from  1089. Equity Portfollo
by a second, more expansionary, phase.  industrial countries to developing  coun-  Investrient In Developing
The initial recession was attributable to  tries. But there is quite a bit of disagree-  Countries: A Literature Survey
a lack of credibility about the pace of dis-  ment about how restrictive the Multi-Fl-
inflation (reflected in an increase in real  bre Agreements (MWA)  are.  Stijn  Claeuen
wages) and a reduction in aggregate de-  Faini, de Melo,  and Takacs address the  (February  1993)
mand resulting from tight monetary and  potential sources  of allocative  inefficiency
fiscal policies.  occasoned  by the MFA and search for  Empirical reser  about equitypor#jao
Stabilization in Denmark, on the other  evidence  that the MFA  has indeed led to  investment  in  developing counties  is
hand,  wasexpansionary.  Thekeyquestion  such inefficiency.  needed to  Jcifidate  policy  decdions about
is whether this expansion was similar to  In a theoreticEa  section, they identify  liberalzing  capital  uownts,  refiormwing
thatinthehigh-inflationLatinAmerican  five sources ofinefficiency  relating to al-  financial markets, and  coping with the  *
economnies,  in origins  and characteristics,  locations  acrosscountries,  acrossconsum-  potential volatity  ofthese  financialflrows.
It has been argued that ecpansion in the  ers, and amongfirms within constrained
high-inflation economies  was caused by  countries.  Claesens surveysthe  literture  on equity
the perception  thatthe  program was ten-  In the empiical part of the paper, first  portfolioinvestmentto developaresearch
porary. Expectations of a future reversal  they provide evidence  of the restrictive-  agenda that could help developing  coun-
led toanincreasein  spendingandoutpuL  ness  of the  quota  arrangements  frmm  tries interestedin attractingequity  port-
By contrast, expansion in Denmark ap  trendsinimportsharesforaggregatecat-  folioflows.
pears to have been driven by  opposite  egouies  oftextilesand  lothing,  beforeand  He finds that a broad literature  exists
forces - by  overconfidence about  the  duing  the MFA-  Then they provide evi-  on equity portfolio flows, but that  most
speed of disinflation.  dence from a  detailed examination of  empirical  tests have focusedonindustrial
These findings  supportthe viewthatthe  quota utilization rates andprice differen-  countries. Although some of the analyti-
high-inflation economies are a group to  tials among EC importing countries.  cal papers may be applicable  to develop-
themselves. In particular, disinflation  in  Among  their findings:  ing countries, Claessens identifies areas
these economiesishlkely  to  fice obstacles  *  Relatively high  utlization  rates  of empmical research of specific  interest
inherently different from those observed  acrossexporterssuggestarelativelyhigh  to developing  countries:
inmostindustial,low-inflationcoautries.  degree(andLstability)ofquotabindingness  *  Identifying bamrrers  that  prevent a
In addition, the costs ofexchange-rate-  across exporters.  free flow of (equity portfolio)  capital be-
based  disinflation are  typically experi-  * Oversbipment was highest for the  tween industrial  and developing coun-
enced at  different times. The recession  mostimportant(byshipmentvalue) prod-  tries.
appears upfront in industrial countries,  ucts.  * Quantifyingthe opportunity costs of
and at a later stage in the high-inflation  * There is concentration among a few  these barriersin bigherrisk-adjustedcost
economies.  leading  exporters (Chinas,  Hong Kong,  of cEapital  and lower flow of capital.
This paper - a product  of the Transi-  Taiwan, and Thailand) and afewimport-  * Analyzing the  optimal amount  of
tion  and  Macro-Adjustment Division,  ersa  (Benelux, Germany, and the United  portfolio investment and  the degree to
CountryEconomicsDepartment-ispart  Kingdom).  wbi6hinvestorsinindustralcountriesPre
of a  larger effort in the  department to  * The data suggest a positive correla-  currently (under-)  investedin developing
study adjustnent  policies. Copies of the  tion between the coefficients  of variation  countries.
paper are available fiee from the World  in prices and quota utilization rates for  * Analyzing the efficiency  of the var-
Bank,1818HStreetNW,Washington,DC  China, Hong Kong,  and Korea.  This sug-  ousstockmarketsindevelopingcountries,
20433. Please contact Raquel Luz, room  gests thatprices are related, asone would  as inefficient stock markets  could be a
N11-059,  extension 34303  (39 pages).  expect, to the degree of  bindingness.  barrier to foreign flows.
* The data suggest that binding quo-  This research could help policymakers
tas would be associated with higher im-  in  developing countries make decisions
1088.  A Primer  on the  MFA Maze  port prices-  about  hleralizing  capital  accounts, re-
This paper - a product of the Trade  forming financial markets,  and  coping
Ricrdo  Faini, Jaime  deMelo,  Policy Division, Country Economics  De-  with the potential volatility  ofequityport-
and Wendy  Takacs  prtmnent-is  part ofaargereffortin  the  folio  flows.
(Febnrary  1993)  department to  evaluate trade policy  mea-  This paper-  a product of the Interna-
sures and recommend methods of trade  tional Trade Division,  International Eco-
The MEA results in inefficent  resource  policy  reform. This paper was presentedl  nomics  Department - is part of a larger
allocationacosscounbies, acrs consum-  at the Ford Foundation Conference on  effort in the department to  study alterna-
ers, and among  firms  within constrained  US.-EC Trade  Relations  (in Brussels)  and  tive forms of external financing  to devel-
countries- Euidence  indicates  that quotas  at the OECD Confererce  on Trade Policy,  oping countries. Copies of the paper are
tend to be binding, and many consumes  Productivity, and Foreign Investment (in  available free from the World  Bank, 1818
pay more  forproducts as a resudL  Paris). Copies  of tlis paper are available  H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.
free from the World Bank, 1818  H Street  Please  contact Rose V;  room S84042,
It is generally agreed that  the arrange-  NW,  Washington, DC 20433. Please con-  extension 31047  (25 pages).
ments  that  have regulated  trade in tex-  tact  Dawn Ballantyne, room N1O-029,
tiles and  clothing  have slowed the  natu-  extension 37947 (45 pages).Policy Research Working Paper Series  143
1690.  Government Expenditures  Asia, Country Department II-ispart  of  (RPO 676-72). A preliminary version of
As A Citizens' Evaluation of Public  a larger effort in the department to ad-  the material was presented atthe confer-
Output:  Public  Choice  and the  dressissues  of economic policyin  Central  ence, 'The  Impact  of Financial  Reform,"
Benefit  Principle of Taxation  European countries through analytical  heldattheWorldBank,Washington,  DC,
techniques based  on market  economic  in April 1992. Copies of this paper are
mamas  Catamba  principles. Copies  of the paper are avail-  avallable  free from the WorldBank, 1818
IFebrmary 1993)  able free from the World Bank, 1818 H  H Street  NW, Washingto,  DC 20433.
Street  NW, Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Wllai  Pitayatonakarn,
Ip-nns  from the theories ofpubitcchoice  Please  contact Anita  Correa, room Hll-  room N9-003, extension  37666 (30 pages).
--4hopnf,lt  tartionare  mmbinedto  farm  107,  extension  38549 (16 pages).
^  conceptual franework  for quafing
eitizens'prefemnnes  aboutprivately  avail-  1092.  The Effect of Financial
=L-adpub  flyprovidedgoodsandser-  1091.  Capital Market Imperfections  Uberallzation  on the Allocation
vie  When the theoretica results were  Before and After Financial  of CredK: Panel Data  Evidence
-.urIdW  to four Centrea European coun-  Liberalization: A Euler-Equation  for Ecuador
irSs, uzder  certain  behavioral  annd  sta-  Approach to Panel Data
MF'rtyassumptions, both the evaluation  of  for  Ecuadorian  Firms  Fidel Jaranllo,  Fabia Schiantarel,
- - I desired level ofpublic  output by indi-  and Andrew  Weiss
'uals was )Sund  to be lower than  that  Fidel  Jaramilo,  Fabia Schiantarel1i,  (Fbnuazy 1993)
nllyprouided  bygovernenit  and Andrew  Weiss
(Febra  1993)  The evidence suggests  that  i  nberalzation
:-_bining  elements fiom the theories of  resuled in a  realocatiorn of mources  to-
-- ¾licchoiceandbenefittamtion.Catsan-  Econometric results suggest that inors-  ward  older,  larger,  and  more  eiciet
- developsafirmeworkin  which private  ing borrowing  oosts  at the margin  and  a  firms.
_mens  can evaluate  public activities.  ceiling  an  leverage  affect  small,  3wung
Why, and under what circumstances,  do  firms,  but not  mrge,  oldfirns.  And there  Jaramillo, Schiantarelli,  and  Weiss  dis-
oureaucrats  increase the size ofthe pub-  is no euidence that financil  reorms  in  ss two effects offinncial  lberlization,
lir  sector and the amount  ofpublic  spend-  Ecuador ha  ue  relaxed these financial con-  using panel  data  for Ecuadorian  firms.
* *- in their  own self interest?  straints-  After descriling  the  main thrust  ofthe
Whatdoestheprivatesectorthinkpub-  reforms  and  the  general  macroeconomic
lie output  shouldbe,  whatis  actual public  Using a large  set of panel data for Ecua-  developments, they document the changes
put, and  how does the  private  sector  doian  firms, Jaanllo,  Schiantaei  and  thatoccurredinfinsflnandialstrcture
--]uate that  output?  Weiss analyze  the role of capital  market  and  in the  allocation  of credit
Catsambas  applies  the  theoretical  re-  imperfectionsininvestmentdecisionsand  Descriptive  evidence  suggests  that
-'ts  of an attempt  to answer  these ques-  investigate  whether  thefinancial  reforms  there has been arealloction  of resources
is in four Central  European  countries  introduced  in the  1980s in Ecuador  suc-  towardolder,largerfirms  afterliberaliza-
Xechoslovalcia,  Hungary,  Poland,  and  ceeded in relaxing  financial  constraints.  tion. The authors  also investigate  econo-
-venia), using  actual  data  for 1989-91  To failcitate  capital  accumulation  and  metncally  whether  financal  reform  has
I projections  for 1992. Interpreting  in-  growth,  the  Ecuadorian  government  re-  helpedcdirectcredittomoreefflcientfirms.
hct  evidence,he  shows thatthe  private  moved administrative  controls on the in-  The results,  based on measures  oftechni-
tor would preferless  government  activ-  terest rate  and eliminated  or scaled down  cal  efficiency  obtained  from  estimating
in all countries  from alow of 5 percent  directed  credit programs.  stochasticproductaon  frontiers,  show that
; public spending (in Poland) to a high  The model used here allows both for an  this has  indeedbeen  the case in Ecuador.
ne-thirdless(inSlovenia).Jfthosegov-  increasing cost ofborrowing, as the degree  This  paper-aproductofthe  (former)
mentsweretofollowthoseguidelines,  of leverage increases,  and for a celing  on  imancial  Policy  and  Systems  Division,
irspending-to-GDP  mtios  would more  leverage. The econometricresults  suggest  Country  Economics  Department  - was
;ely resemble  the  1987-89 average  for  that  both types  of capital  market  imper-  prepared  under  funding  for  the  World
selected  gn-up  of  European  market  fectionsareimpotantforsmallandyoung  Bank research  project,  "Investment  Deci-
nomies.  finns,  but  not for  large  and  old firms.  sions, Capital Market  Imperfections,  and
Catsambas  also introduces  a more rig-  Moreover, the estimated  equations  do not  the  Effects  of  Financial  iberalization:
us,  if not necessarily  more objective,  provide evidence that  financial  reform in  The Ecuadorian  and  Indonesian  Case?
.. )roach to deterniining  'optimal'  gov-  Ecuador  has  helped to relax  these finan-  (RP0676-72).Apreliminaryversionofthe
ment  spending.  This  approach  re-  cial constraints,  material waspresentedattheconference,
res little information,  but uses a static  This paper-a  product  ofthe (former)  "he  lmpactofnin2ncialReform,"held  at
del andrequiresfaith  in the  direction  Financial  Policy and  Systems  Division,  theWold  Bank,Washington,DC,inApril
- ausalityforsomekey  variables.  To the  Country  Economics  Department  - was  1992.  Copies of this  paper  are available
-ent  that  one can accept those  liniita-  prepared  under  funding  for  the  World  free from the World Bank,  1818 H Street
Is, the  model may  be a  useful  opera-  Bankresearchproject,TnvestmentDeci-  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.  Please con-
ia tool in public spending  evaluation.  sions, Capital Market  Inperfections,  and  tact  filai  Pitayatonakarn,  room N9-003,
This paper - a product of the  Country  the  Effects  of Financial  Liberalization:  extension  37666 (41 pages).
-rationsDivision,EuropeandCentral  The Ecuadoxian  and  Indonesian  Case.?144  Policy  Research Working  Paper Series
1093.  Swiss  Chilanpore:  The  Way  *  Asecondpillarconsistingofacentral  An empirical  evaluation  of esfting
Forward for Pension Refonn?  agency, which could be public or private,  schemes produces  no evidence that  mem-
for record-keeping  and  other centralized  bership  in integration  schemes  has  any
Dinitni Vittas  functions, and private fund management  effect on growth.
(February 1993)  companies for investing  funds. The point  Finally,  the  authors  note  that  recent
wouldbe tokeepoperatingcosts  down and  attempts  at  regional  integration  have
Swiss Chilanpore  is a proposal  for a pen-  achieve  high investment returns,  different starting  points and objectives
sion reform strategy. It  is based on  a  * A third and fourth  pillars  based  on  than  past efforts  - so history is a poor
mudtipillar  structure  andaims to combine  occupational pension schemes and per-  guidetothefutureofregionalintegradton
the bestfeatures ofthe pension systems of  sonal savings.  This paper - a product of the Trade
Switzerlan, Chie, andSingapare-leau-  The proposed structure would aim to  Policy Division, Country Economics  De-
ing behind  their  weakne  combine  the  strengths  and  avoid  the  partment-is  partofalargereffortin  the-
weaknesses  of the  three  countries'  sys-  departmenttoimprove  ourunderstanding
Many countries are consideringfar-reach-  tems,  but Vittas  cautions  that  no reform  of the  economics of regional  integration-
ing pension reform. This ishappernngin  proposal  would apply  equally  well in all  Thepaperwasrevisedtoreflectcomments,
response  to  growing  demographic  pres-  countries,  regardless  of  local  circum-  received atthe  Conference onNew Dimen-
sures  in  some  countries  (especially  in  stances and  conditions.  sions in Regional Integration,  (funded by
Western  and  Eastern  Europe),  to  This  paper-a  product of the (former)  the Banles Research  Support Budgetun-
unsustainablygenerousbenefits  in others  Financial  Policy and  Systems  Division,  der RPO 675-31). Copies of tis  paper  re
(especiallyinLatinAmerica),  artofailure  CountryEconomicsiDepartment-ispart  available  free from the World Bank  1818
to  ensure  the  profitable  investment  of  of a  larger  effort  in the  department  to  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.
accumulated  funds  (as seems  to be  true  studyhow pension systemsfunction.  Cop-  Please  contact  Dawn  Ballantyne,  room
with national  provident  funds in African  iesofthe  paper are available freefrom  the  N1O-0,  extension  37947(47  pages).
countries).  World Bank, 1818 H StreetNW,  Washing-
Given the worldwide intrestin  reform,  ton,  DC  20433.  Please  Contact  Wilai
one  could  ask:  Is  there  a  blueprint  for  Pitayatonakarn,  room N9-003, extension  1095.  Are Fallproof  Banking
pension  reform?  Can lessons  learned  in  37666 (27 pages).  Systems  Feasible? Desirable?
different countries  be combinedin  abest-
practice  structure  usable  in  different  samue  H Taley
countries! pension  systems?  1094.  The New Regionalism:  (February 1993)
Vittas reviews the experience of Swit-  A Country  Perspective
zerland,  ChlIe, and  Singapore,  countries  Aproposedfaiproof-banking  system that
with relatively  successful economies and  Jaime de Melo,  ArvindPanagriya,  could boh  beneft  and  harm  developing
pension  systems.  He  suggests  a  and Dani Rodrik  cornties.
multipillar  pension  system  - which  he  (Febniaiy 1993)
dubs  'Swiss  Chilanpore"  - that  would  Inrecentyearsinstabilityofthebanldng
blend  the  hard-headed  softness  of  the  Regioal  integration  is on the rise again  system has  returned  as a major problem
Swiss, the expensive yields ofthe Chilean  - but fron  different  starting  points  and  in  many  countries,  particularly  in  the
scheme,andtheruthlessefficiencyofSin-  with  diferent  objectives than in the past  developing world. In many cases, this in-
gapore. He emphasizes  that:  stabilityhasbeensothreateningtofinan-
- There  is no perfect  pension  system.  Regional integration  is on the rise again,  cialintermediationandthefimctioningof
All systems  suffer from  the  problems  of  despite its apparent  failure amnong  devel-  the  payments  system  that  governments
moral  hazard,  adverse  selection,  agency  oping countries  in the past  have felt  compelled to intervene  and re-,
costs, and free riders.  De Mel;,  Panagriya,  and  Rodrik sur-  structurebarns,  often atconsiderablecost
* All well-functioning pension systems  vey the ambiguous  economics of customs  to the public budget.
require  good government  and  good man-  unions,  emphasizing  that  the traditional  One  response  to  these  problems  has
agement.  dichotomy between  trade  creation  and  been  a proposal  to create  falproof  bank-'
- All pension systems have tocope with  'trade  diversion" is not particularly  help-  ing systems -toTadically  tranform  the
the problems  of long-term  uncertainty.  fulforpolicy..In a world with trade restxic-  structure,  priorities,  and operation of the
For  these  reasons,  Vittas  favors  a  tions,  regional  integrtion  presents  car-  banling  and  financl  systems.  Banks
multipillar  approach  that  diversifies  tainadvantages,includingenhancedlbar-  wouldbelimitedtoissuingcdeposits,hold-
across  different  providers.  Swiss  gaining  power and  market  access  ing  essentially  riskless  portfolios,  and
Chilanpore  would have  two compulsory  The authors  point out that  integration  operating  the payments  system- To mini-
and  two voluntary  pillars:  enforcesarbitrpgeininstitutionsaswell  as  mite  the  resulting  disruptions  to the  fi-
A first  pillar  (drawn  from the  Swiss  inmarketsforgoodsandtactors  Thisldnd  nancial  system,  banks  would be  autho-
model) consisting of two parts  aflat-rate  of arbitragecanleadtoimprovedeconomic  Tied  (and encouraged)  to set up bolding
pension  proportional  to the  length  of a  outcomes by making decision-maldngless  companies  and  then  transfer  to holding
persones career  and  an  earnings-related  sensitivetoeconomicalyharmful  factional  company  affiliates  all  the  functions  -
pension  based on annual  actualized  life-  interests-especiallywhenregionalinsti-  indudinglending-thatbanks  woldno
time earnings.  tutions  are  designed properly.  longer be permitted to perform. So whilePolicy Research  Working Paper Series  145
the failproof-banlking  proposal would  se-  they coud  exploit their compartive  ad-  research project, Industrial Competition,
verely restrict  the  activity  of banks, it  vantage and compete better with foreign  Productive  Efficiency,  and Their  Relations
would not restrict  the activities of bank-  firms.  to Trade Regimes  (RPO  674-46).  Copies  of
ing organizations that  convert to a hold-  the  paper  are  available  free from the
ing company form of organization.  The economic  literature now  accepts theo-  World  Bank, 1818  H Street NW, Washing-
This  proposal  would produce major  retical arguments that liberal, outward-  ton,  DC  20433- Please  contact  Dawn
public benefits. It would assure a nation  orientedtrade policyis  better than restric-  Ballantyne,  room  N10-023,  extension
of a smoothly functioning banking and  tive, inward-oriented policies.  Tradition-  37947 (39 pages).
payments  system,  would substantially  ally such arguments  for the gains firm
reduce the resources committed to bank-  trade have restedonthe  concept  ofalloca-
ingsupervision,wouldpreventbank-type  tive efficiency. But a new argument  for  1097.  A Production  Function-
Xegulation  from expanding to the rest  of  liberal trdehasemerged  increasedtech-  Based  Policy  Simulation  Model
the  financial  system,  and  would place  nical efficiency  or productivity. The best-  of Perennial Commodiy  Markets
bankingandnonbankingorganizationson  known attempts  to link trade policy and
a level playing field for the financial ac-  productivity are based on 'X-efficiency,"  TakamasAkiyamaandJonathanR.  Coleman
Livities  in which they compete.  economiesofscale,capacityuse,increased  (Febrnary  1993)
There are two  major problems with the  competition, and technological catch-up.
proposal.  irst,  it  might be  difficult to  Haaddad  estimates total factor produc-  Polcy  variables grealy  inftluence the
implement because  of too few riskless  tivity (TFP) at the firm level using panel  growth and development of the coffee  sec-
assets  in  a  nation's  financial  system-  datafrom theMoroccanindustrial census  tor in  Nicaracgua Ncaragua  could in-
(Taley  suggests  several  modifications  in a production-function  framework dur-  crease its coffee  production and  exports
that  wouldalleviate  thisproblemin  some  ingMorocco'speriodoftradeliberaization  substantially  by the  end  of the decade  if
countries.) Second, the  proposal mtight  (1984-89). Haddad corrected for several  there were a fwvazble  economic  clEmate,
hurt the financial market by (1) increas-  pToblems  that usually bias the estimate  especially in terms of intrnationalprices
ing interest rates for higher-risk borrow-  of productivity. The use of panel data al-  and investnent  incen  s.
ers. forcing them out of the market, and  lowed Haddad  to take into account the
(2)  transferring  greater  risk  to  the  heterogeneity  across firms. These firm-  Inmodelingthe supplyofperennial crops,
nonbank sector of the financial system,  -specific  effects were tested for random-  manyresearchershave  usedthe"vintage-
making it more susceptible to crisis.  ness. Differences  between  large firms and  capital  production approach,^ most re-
Although the  proposal  would benefit  small firms were checked. She also cor-  cently  formulated  by  Aldyama  and
developirgcountries (more prone tobank-  rected  for  errors  in  measuring  capital  Trivedi.
inginstability) more than industrial coun-  stock, so common  in datafrom developing  Implementing this approach requires
tries, it would also be more difficult to  countries, and for simultaneity bias be-  reliable  time-series data on production,
implement in developing countries. And  cease of the endogeneity of factor inputs  total  area  planted,  new planted  area,
the adverse effrects  of the proposal would  or because managers have some knowl-  yields,  real  producer prices, and  credit
be felt more severely in the financial mar-  edge about the noise in the production  avalabiity.  For many producers, these
kets of develepingcountries  than in indus-  function.  data are not available, andmnany  produc-
trial countries, which have deeper, more  Haddad  then  estimated the  effect of  ers of perennial crops face substantially
responsive financial markets.  various trade and market-structure  vari-  chanWedincentivestructesincountries
This paper - a product of the (former)  ables on the level of TFP, as wel as on the  undergoing stuctural  adjustment.
Finaneial  Policy and  Systems Division,  deviation of firm TFP from the efficiency  So,AldyamaandColenmandevelopedan
CountryEconomicsDepartnent-ispart  frontier. The results are notvery sensitive  alternative  method for modeling peren-
of a larger  effort in  the  department  to  tothedifferentmeasuresofTPPandcshow  nialcropsubsectrs.Ittaesintoaccount
studyissues associatedwith the structure,  thattradeopennesshasasignificantposi-  past investment decisions and other dy-
operation, and soundness ofbanking and  tive effect on firm productivity through:  namics of supply response, captures  all
financial systems. Copies  ofthe paper are  *  Outwardl  orientation from export  important features of the market, should
available free from the World  Bank, 1818  promotion.  be  consistent  with  economic  theory,
H Street  NW, Washington,, DC 20433.  *  Importhieralization.  should requre  inimal  data, and should
Please contact  Bobo Lu,  room N9-005,  - More direct foreign investment  notrely on time-series data or economet-
extension 37664 (19 pages).  By splitting the sample into protected  ric estimates.
and unprotected sectors, Haddad showed  This production function-based model
lower productivity in protected sectors.  usesaCobb-Douglasproductionfunction.
1096. How Trade Uberalizatlon  The results are clear. Trade  liberaliza-  The model is based on partial equilibrium
Affected  Productivity  in Morocco  tion in Morocco  improved productivity in  anddoesnottakeintoaccounttheimpact
manufacturing firms, so they  could exploit  on individual subsectors on such aggr-
Mona  Haddad  theircomparativeaadvantageandcompete  gate variables s wagesandinterestrates.
(February  1993)  better with foreign  firms.  The authors apply the model to the cof-
This  paper-  a  product of the Trade  feesectorinNigeria,  whichisundergoing
TraudeiberaLzatininMoroccoimproved  Policy Division, Policy Research Depat-  mpjorreform,bnttemodelcanbeapplied
Droductivity  in  manufacturing  firms,  so  ment-was  preparedlfortheWorldBank  - with only minor modifications - to146  Policy Research Working Paper Series
other types of crops, in other countries.  Despite the march toward a frontier-  developing  countries carry similarly low
The model results show that  less Europe, EC manufactures imports  benefits.  Theyhelpnascentexportersben-
a Policyvariablesgreatlyinfluencethe  from nonmembera rose faster than intra-  efit from good policies,  but they do not
growth and development  of the sector. A  EC trade, and imports from developing  overcome  the handicap orbad policies.
10 percent increase in the price of coffee,  countriesrose fastest. Similar tendencies  This paper is a product of the Geneva
for example, would increase demand for  prevailed  in North America.  This pattern  Ofice. Copies  of the paper are available
labor 19 percent and that for fertilizer 29  of imports contradicts the myth of wide-  free from the World Bank, 1818  H Street
percent and would  expand the area of  cof-  spread, effective,  and growing  barriers to  NW,  Washington, DC 20433. Please con-
fee investment 17 percent.  manufactures  imports.  Protectionist  tact Mona  St. Leger, room R8-063,  exten-
* The sector would  substantially ben-  rhetorncisupbecauseimportsareincreas-  sion 37148 (40 pages).
efit from greater labor efficiency,  lower  ing,  not because trade barriers are rising.
real interest rates, and a reduction in the  The rising share of developing  countries,
real value of the cordoba  against the US.  despite their often weak bargining  posi-  1099. Trade Unlons and Collective
dollar.  tions,  shows  that  multilateral  rules,  Bargalning
- Nicaraguacouldincreaseitsproduc-  rather  than  bargaining,  threats,  and
tionandexports substantially by the end  counter-threats, still drive the system.  Harry C.  Katz,  SaJaIh  Kuruvill,
of the decade, if there were a favorable  In the  1980s, manufactures imports  and  LoweU  Turner
economicclimate-especially  interms of  rose to 40 percent of  manufacturing pro-  (February  1993)
international prices and investment in-  duction in the United States and to 25
centives.  percent in the European Communiy (not  Theabiliy qf developing  coun  tries  and  the
This paper-a  product of the Interna-  including  imports from EC members;  in-  new transitionuleconomies  to compete  in
tional Trade Division,  International Eco-  chuding  those,  manufactures imports  rose  the global markeplace  will depend on
nomics  Department-  is part of a larger  to 87 percent of  manufactures production  their ability to transform industrial rela-
effortin the department to analyze  policy  in the  United Kingdom, 67 percent in  tions polcies involuing  tade  unions and
impacts on agricultural supply. Copies  of  France,  and53 percentinWestGermany).  collctiuebargainingsothattheypromote
the  paper are  available free from the  But in Japan, manufactures imports in  Ilezibility  in the workplace  and encourage
World  Bank, 1818  H StreetNW,Washing-  1990  were less than 12 percent of manu-  the formation and effectiue  use of human
ton,  DC 20433. Please  contact  Grace  facturing  production, and  their  dollar  resources.
ilogon,  room S7-033,  extension 33732  (30  value was smaller than Italy's.
pages).  Granted, some protectionism persists  Katz, Kuruvilla, and Turner assert that
everywhere, but it is an irritant  rather  changing world markets and new tech-
than  a true obstacle to trade. For that  nologies  are drivingindustrialkestrucr-
1098. Fortress  Europe  and  Other  reason, further  trade  liberaization  can  ing. The ability of developing  countries
Myths Concerning  Trade  bring the industrial countries little addi-  and the  new transitional  economies to
tional benefit in terms of faster growth,  compete in the global marketplace will
Jean  Baneth  though  retreatfrom free trade holds huge  depend  on  theirabflity to  twnsformindus-
(Febmary 1993)  potential  losses. Only  improved domestic  trial  relations  policies involving trade
policies  -structural  and macroeconomic  unions and colective bargaining so that
Free  trade in nuufactures  is a reality in  - can  raise  investment,  accelerate  they promote  flexibility in the workplace
most industrial counriea  There is litte  growth, reduce unemployment,  and con-  and encourage  the formation  and effective
moretogainfromfurthertrade liberaliza-  solidate support for firee  trade.  use of human resources.
ton.  But there is nuch  to lose from any  Developing  countries should view the  HEstoryhas shown,  they say, that there
retreat  from the open multilateral trading  United States and the European Commu-  are certain key moments of transition in
system, or even  from threats to it. To pre-  nity as open markets for their manufac-  industrial relations  systems. After that
serve the systern, the benefs  offree  trade  tures  exports. Even in  egriculture, policy  time, systems get set and are hard  to
should  be  made  more  tangible  through  reform over the present decade should  modify.  Often these key  moments are the
better domestic structural  and  macroeco-  reduce inefficiencies.Meanwhile,  analysts  result of  legislative changes (such as thd
nomiec  policies that would raise growth  should be careful to disaggregate:  indus-  National  Labor Relations Act and  the
raes and  lower unempkowzruL  trial countriet  agriculturl  policies  that  emergenceofpublicsectorunionsafterthe
have truly harmed  food exporters, like  burgeoning of public  sectar legislation  in
Developgcountriessometimesstillresist  Thailand, should not be blamedfor the ills  the United States). Sometimes they are
free  tradebecause  oftheallegedprotecton-  offood  importers, like  most African  coun-  the result  of key historic'sL  or economic
ism of industrial countries - a myth be-  tries.  junctures(suchasthepostwarreconstruc-
lied  by facts, says Baneth.  Selective trade  restraints  may have  tioninJapan  andGermany, andindepen-
Importgrowthintheindustrial countries  blunted but not countered the dynamism  dence  movements  in  the  developing
acceleratedduringthe  1980s,whlueincome  of  newly industrialized countries and ac-  world).
growth  slowedL  Outside  ofagriculture  (only  celerated their shift toward more sophis-  Recent  pressres  for strctural  ehange
about 2 percent ofGCDP)  and with the pos-  ticatedexports.As their barrierstomanu-  in the developing  world  present an oppor-
sible exception  of Japan, free trade - not  factures imports are generally low, the  tanity for major transtions  in industial
protectionism  -is  the reality.  preferences  industrial countries grant to  relations.Policy  Research  Working  Paper  SerfIes  147
Drawing on the Japanese and German  laws in Latin America)  and a model pro-
experiences, as well as experiences  in the  posedbyindigenous  organizationsinLatin
developing world, Katz, KurUvilla, and  America.
Turner focus on lessons that  can be ap-  The conventional  models emerged dur-
plied in guiding this transformation.  ing an era when most governments were
Worker  participation  in  more concerned  with therapid  occupation
decisionmaling, they contend, is critical  and exploitation of frontier zones and the
for bringing about the essential popular  assimilation of  indigenous  peoples.  Recent
acceptance ofchanges that will come  with  attention to the environmental degrada-
industrial  restructuring.  tion of these areas and the need to create
It is also important  to coordinate and  alternative models of land use and devel-
integrate industrial relations policy  with  opment have directed attention to the po-
other social, legal, economic,  and educa-  tential contribution  of indigenous peoples
tional policies. The education system, for  totheconservationandmanagementofthe
example,  should not  be overproducing  vast tropical forests of  Latin Ameuia.
college  graduates  when  there  is  an  Davis and  Wali find that  indigenous
undersupply  of unskilled  and  skilled  peoples  must be given some  degree orcon-
workers.  trol over their territories and resourcs.
This paper  - a product of the Educa-  They contend that for successful  manage-
tion and Social Policy Department - is  mentoftropicalforeststheremustbeanew
part of a series ofstate-of-the-art studies  type of partnership  between indigenous
on employment and labor market issues  peoples,  the scientificcommunity,  national
and reform programs. Copies of this pa-  governments, and international  develop-
per  are  available  free from the  World  mentagencies.Thisrelationshipsbouldbe
Bank,1818HStreetNW,Washington,DC  a  contracu  one, in which indigenous
20433. Please contactESP, room S6-035,  peoples  are provided  with juridical recog-
extension 33680 (39 pages).  nition and control over large areas of for-
est in exchange  for a commitment  to con-
serve  the  ecosystem  and  preserve
1100. Indigenous Territories  biodiversity.
and Tropical Forest  Management  This paper -a  product of the Environ-
In Latin America  mental Assessments and Programs Divi-
sion, Environment Department - is part
Shelton  H.  Davis  and Alaka  Wali  ofalargereffortin  the departmenttoseek
(February  1993)  ways of incorporating indigenous peoples
and their traditional cultural knowledge
For  successfiul  managem  of  tropical  into biodiversity  conservation  and natural
forests  there  must  be a new  type of part-  resources managment  Copies  of the pa-
nership  between  indigenous  peoples,  the  perareavilablefreefromtheWorld  Bank,
scientific  community,  national  gouern-  1818HStreetNW,Washington,DC20433.
mersts,  and  international  deuelopment  PleasecontactSheltonDavis,roomS5-109,
agencies.  This  relationship  should  be a  extension  33413 (31 pages).
contractual  one,  in  which  indigenous
peoples  are provided withjuridical recog-
nition and control over  large areas offor-
est in exhange  for a commitment  to con-
serve  the  ecosystem  and  preserve
biodiversity.
Using datafrom Latin America,  Davis  and
Wali argue  that  fundamental  changes
must take place in the legal recognition
and demarcation ofindigenous territories
if indigenous peoples are to fulfill their
potential asresource managers for threat-
ened tropical forest ecosystems.
Davis and Wali compare different na-
tional landtenure  models  forforest-dwell-
ing indigenous peoples (contained in na-
tional Indian, agrarian,andprotecdreaVlolume XII
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1101. Transfomnlng  State  The authers discusskeytrasforation  peally  the relative price ofmlchinery (a
Enterprises  In Poland:  issues: the disappearance of such safety  traded  good in  Mexico). Moreover, the
Microeconomic Evidence  valves as easy bank loans and interfirm  decline in trade (driven by falling world
on Adjustment  credit, hardening  of the microaconomic  oil prices) explains much of the increase
budget  constraint,  excess-wage tax re-  in this relative price.
Brian  Pinto,  MarekBelka,  form, and, most important,  manageril  The decline in Mexico's international
and  eanKrajewnki  attitudes  and incentives.  terms  of trade  was probably the  most
(Pebnuazy  1993)  To complete the pictwe, they correlate  importantultimate  cause of theincreased
theresults ofmnnagerinterviews with the  relative cost of machinery, but the rever-
Poland;s  state sector is far fiom a write-  quantitativeperformanceofflrms.Essen-  sal in net capital inflows to Mexico  prob-
off  Success stories among  state-ouned  tially, firms have  learned  a  good deal  ably als  played a role in increasing this
entprises  are emerging  in all manufac-  about operating  in a market  economy in  relative  price. On this  point, the evidence
turing  sectors, contradicting  negativeste-  the past  three years, and  managers  have  is not as clear.
reotypes The industrial  revival showing  matured. The industrial revival showing  After  controlling  for  these  effects,
up  in  economywide statistics  can  be re-  up in economywide  statistics  can be re-  Warner finds little evidence that the ef-
garded  as  a  sustainable  trend born  of  garded as  a  sustainable  trend  born of  fectsofdebtoverhanganduncertaintyhad
genuine microeconomic  adjustment  genuine miroeconomic adustment.  much to do with the investment decline.
This paper is a product of the Poland  Warner points out that investment in
Basingtheirreportonrepeatvisitsinlate  ResidentMission,CountryDepartmentIT,  Texas and  Louisiana (which were also
1992 to 75  large state-ownedmanufac-tur-  Europe and  Centrl  Asia RegionL  The  ridingthe  oil boom  of`1973-81)  also fel in
ing enterprises  (whidh had been earlier  studywas fundecbyt he BanesResearch  1981-86, and  adverse  commodity price
surveyed in mid-1991), Pinto, Belka, and  Support Budget under  research project  shocks also affected many ot1her  heavily
Kraiewsld present  optimistic  new evi-  'State  Enterprise  Behavior in  Poland  indebtedcountries.Attheveryleast,  con-
dence about the transfnation  of state-  During  the  Economic Trns  on  modity price  shocks  (such as  Mexico's
owned enterprises in Poland.  Progran?  (RPO 67748).  Copies of this  decline in oil prices) as a direct cause of
Thisevidenceshowsstat-owndenter-  paper are avaisae  free from the World  declining investment levels in the 1980s
prisesinamuchmorefavorablelight  than  Bank, 1818  HStreetNWWashington,DC  have  been insufficiently emphasized in
the stereotype of myopi;  decapit,lizing  20433.  Please  contact  Maiylou  Kam  the literature  on the effects of the inter-
companies that  dommintes  discussion of  Cheong, room K-115,  extension 39618  nationad debt crisis.
Pbland'sstaemanute  ctuingsector.  Suc-  (43 pages).  This paper-aproduct  of the Interna-
cess stories are emerging, and the state  tional Economic  Analysis and Prospects
sector is far from a  write-off.  Division, Internatimal  Economies Do-
Moreover,  favorable evidence is drawn  1102.  Did the  Deb  Crisis  partment-is  part cfalarger  effortinthe
fiom al  manufacturing sectors, attesting  or Declining  OH Prices  Cause  department to exanine  the impact of ex-
tothe  potential fora diversified manufac-  Mexico's  Investment  Collapse?  ternal  shocks on low and middle-income
turing base. The state-owned enterprises'  countries. Copies of the paper are avail-
operations are largelyautonomous, so  the  Andrew  AL  Wamer  able fee  firom  the World Bank, 1818 H
potiveadjustmentsindicatethatdeeen-  (Febramey  1993)  Street  NW,  Washingtn,  DC  20433.
trlized  approaches  to  transformation  Please contact  Ela Divino,  room  S8-013,
could work-ifbolstered  by appropriate  Comnmodity price shocks (such as the de-  extension 33739 (31 pages).
managerial incentives. But several prob-  clne  in  oil prices)  haue  been  andereati-
lems remain,andmanyissues  have yet to  matedas  a direct causeofldeclining  invest-
be addressed.  ment in the 1980s.  1103. Capkial Mobility
Pinto, Belka, and Krajewsli  examine  In Developing Countries:
variousadjustmentindicatorslaborshed-  Warner  proposes  and  estimates  a  Some Measurement  Issues
ding, material  and  energy  costs, bank  microeconomicinvestmentmoddlto  deter-  and Empirical  Estimates
borrowl  igs, and export performance) and  mine the relative importance of three er-
coreate  these  wath firms classified by  planations for Mexicos investment  do-  PeterJ. Montiel
1992 financial performance. (By 1992,  dine in the early 1980s:  (Febmwiy  1993)
presumably,  the  transitional  measure-  * The decline in oil prices
ment  distortions of 1990 and  1991 had  * The termination of capital in flows.  U is  rare for deuecoping  counties  to be
disappeared.) They show that significant  *  The effects of debt overhang and un-  strongly integrated  wit  world financi
differencesexistbetweena3uccessfihlwand  certainty.  markets,  but  most  developing  oowuntrie
'musuccessfiul firms.  Managers in  suc-  He uses  investment  data for private  must be rearded  as financialy  qpen, ac-
cessful firms  have  tended  to  stress  a  industriesbetween 1981 and 1985,  which  carding to new estimae
change in  product mix, have  generally  haveyettobeusedinaddresngtbeques-
become  more efficient  in the use of mate-  tion under discusion.  An economy's financial itegration  with
rials and energy, have maintained labor  The  data  indicate  that  the  main  the outside world (the extent  of capital
productivity,andhaveshownrestraintin  microeconomic mechanism  driving the  mobility across its borders) is akey deter-
setting  wages  and  in  borrowing  from  decline in investment  was a rise in the  minant  of some of its  most important
banks.  relative price of investment goods  - es-  e  propm-des.152  Policy  Reseamrch  Working Paper Series
Yet little isknown about this character-  nature ofthe traderegimesin  thesecoun-  1105. EstimatIng  Quasi-Fiscal
istic of many developing economies. An  tries and are particularly  significant be-  Deflcits  !n a Consistency
important stumbling block in the empiri-  cause they were undertaken duringsevere  Framework: The Case
cal  assessment  of financial integration  economic  crisis and uncertainty.  of MadagaScSr
(openness) is  the  many  approaches  to  Alam and Rajapatirana  show that the
measuringit.  average  levels  and  the  growth  rates  of  Philippe LeHouerou and Hector Sierra
Montiel describes  and  evaluates  differ-  imports  and  exports  were  substantilly  (February 1993)
ent tests of capital mobility, surveys ex-  higher during the reform period. But im-
isting  evidence,  and  applies  four tests  of  ports  did  not show  the  surge  many  had  To assess  fully  the  effect  of adjustment
capital mobility-  to assess  the degree to  expected,  possibly  because  of low domes-  prcgrams  and development stategic,  z is
which  the  many  developing  countries  tic  demand.  Domestic  demand  was  low  essential  that  the  fiscal  deficit  include
tested  have  achieved  integration  with  because  of stabilization  and  structural  quasi-f,saldeits--the  leoses ofpublic
world financial  markets.  adjustment  policies,  real  exchange  rate  financial  instiutions  such  as the central
Thefour  testsare  the:  (1) magnitude  of  devaluations,  andlimitedaecesstoforeign  bank  A  f1ow-f-fluds  format  may  be the
grosscapitalflows;(2)uncoveredinterest  loans.  best approach  for  doing  so,  as  this  cae
rate  parity-, (3) strength  of saving-invest-  All the  trade  reforms  were  preceded or  sAOwvs
ment  correlations;  and  (4)  behavior  of  accompanied  by  restrictive  fiscal  and
domnestic  consumption  over time.  monetary  policies  and by devaluations  of  In practice,  conventional  measures  of the
The evidence  suggests  that  most devel-  the real exchange rate.  The reform period  fiscal deficit exclude the activities  of pub-
oping  countries  can be  considered  to be  also  moved  toward  the  unification  and  lic financial  institutions-  As a result,  fis-
financially  open  - in  only  18  of the  57  floating  of exchange rates.  cal policies  may  be  applied  inappropri-
developing  countries  classified  did  the  The trade  reforms were associated  with  atelywhentheseinstitutions-especially
datafail  to showfinancial  openmess-and  changes  in the  political regimes-  In most  the central  bank  - run  large  losses (the
thatmanycountriesmaybeexperiencing  countries,  the  reforms  began  under  the  quasi-fiscal  deficit).
an  increased  degree  of integration  with  auspices  of democraticallyelected  govern-  Themacroeconomiceffectsofthequasi-
world financial  markets.  ments,  despite  resistance  - belying  the  fiscal  deficit are  similnar  to the  effects of
Thispaper-aproductoftheDebtand  conventional  wisdom  that  democratic  the  deficit  from  other  public entities  -
International  Finance  Division,  Interna-  leaders  are  particularly  vulnerable  to  and  should  therefore  be included  in the
tional  Economics  Department  - is part  powerful  special-interest  groups  and  are  public defcit.
of  a  larger  effort  in  the  department  to  thus  less able to sustain  reforns.  Crucial  Conceptual  and  practical  difficulties
study  the  effects of external  financing  on  to the  success in implementing  these  re-  have so far preludeda  definition ofquasi-
developing  countries.  Copies of the  paper  forms  was the  boldness  wnth which  the  fiscal deficits  hat  is operationally  usefal
are  available  free from  the  World BaIk  governments  pursued  them.  and  comparable  across  countries.  After
1818  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  Alam  and  Rajsapatirana  point out that  studying  the  methodological  and  practi-
20433.  Please  contact Rose Vo, room  S8-  the  success  of the  trade  reforms  lies  in  cal problems  oftreating  quasi-fiscal  defi-
042, extension  31047 (57 pages).  ensuring  theirdomestic  viabilitytbrough  cits,  Le Houerou  and  Sierra  propose  us-
macroeconomic  staility  and  growth.  A  ingaflow-of-fimds  format,  whch  in prin-
successful  conclusion  of  the  Uruguay  ciple could be  standardized  across  coun-
1104.  Trade  Policy  Reform  Round of1multilateral  trade  negotiations  ties.
In Latin America and the Caribbean  would  also enable the countries to realize  UsingMadagascar as an  exao  ple, they
in the  1980s  greaterbenefitsfrom  their  trade reforms,  show that  the  public  sector  deficit is sig-
making  them  more sustainable.  nificantlyundervaluedfquasi-fiscal  defi-
AMad  Alm  and SarathRajapadrana  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Trade,  cits are not  considered.
(Febrazy  1993)  Finance,  andPrivate  SectorDevelopment  Theycontendthatsuch  deficitsmustbe
Division,  Latin  America  and  the  Cant-  taken  into  account  in  assessing  the  suc-
Most  Latin  American  and  Caribbean  bean  Teehniical Department  - is part  of  cess ofadjustmentproblemsanddevelop-
counties  havc  underaken  far-reaching  a larger  effort  in the  department  to dis-  mentstrategies  supportedby  the IMlF  and
and  fundamental  reforms  of their  trade  seminate  lessons  of policy reform  in  the  the Wo.ld  Ban
policies.  These  reforms  have  been under  Latin  America  and the Caribbean  region.  This  paper  - a product  of the  Private
taken unilateraUy  under xtenuating  eco-  Copiesofthe  paper  e  avaiablefree  from  SectorDevelopment  Economics  Division,
nomicconditions.  uTeirswress  lie  in bold  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,  AfricaTechnical  Department-is  partof
and  consistent  implementation,  comple-  Washington,  DC  204338.  Please  contact  alargereffortinthe  departmentto  assess
mentary  macroeconomc  and  exhange  Joy  Troncoso,  room  I4059,  extension  the  maoeconomicimpact  ofquas-fiscal
rate poicies,  and poltica  wil  and  resil-  37826 (25 pages).  deficts.  Copies ofthe  paper  are available
ience  free from  the World Bank,  1818 H Street
NW,-Wasbington,  DC 20433. Please  con-
Alam and Riajpairma  examine thewide-  tact  Nydia  Velasco, rom  JS-283,  exten-
angig  and  fundamental  trade  reforms  sior- 34346 (26 pages).
undertaken  in  16  Latin  American  and
Canibbean  countries  in the  l980s.  These
reforms  have  dramatically  altered  thelicy Research Working  Paper Series  153
16.  Improving  Women's  Access  specfic interventions,  62 percent  were  1107. Flnanclal  Reforn Lessns
Higher  Education: A Review  developedin  thepastfiveyears(1987-92).  and Strategies
World Bank  Project  Experience  SomerecentBankprojectshavemultiple,
interrelated  interventions.  Gerard Capria, Jr., lnk  A±ia,
i Dandar and Jennirer RHworth  Iitial  project results  indicate  that  one  andJmcs eanson
bmury 1993)  for inaction,  as  the  condusions  of this
study  suggest  that  financial  reform  is  Financil  refom  caLls  for mwre nua
jects toincreuse  fjakeparticidpon  in  worth the effort and that, with due atten-  thansuimply 'letting the market uwrkJAn
*vhereducationaremostlikelytosucceed  tion to the institutional environment, the  wlectic approch  to financil  reform is
'ere there is a strong demand for edu-  lessons can be applied elsewhere.  more difficudto  managethanimnzedia,
ed women  in the  labor marke,  com-  Authoritiescan  domuch toincrease  the  complete dergulation,  but  it appears  to
ed  with  a  high  private  demand  for  market  orientation  of their  financial  sys-  have  more chance  of success.  Unless  a
.,her  educadon  by  women  (and  their  tem, with all its benefits,  even without  a  countrycancountongoodfortune,itseems
1t  4s).  'big bang." They can eliminate  the gross-  wisst  to movegradually  and improve the
est interest  subsidies,  move toward mar-  fundamentals,  untl  certain  basic condi-
rld  Bank  project  cxperience  on what  ket  financing  of  government  debt,  and  tions  are met-especiallygivuen  mostgov-
.rks to improve  women's access to ter-  raise deposit  ates at least to only slightly  ernments'eplcitar  impcitcommi  t
Iry  education  is so linited  that  it may  negative or modestly positive levels, pay-  to prvidig  deposit isuanc
premature  to draw  firm  conclusions.  ing attention  to budget  realities.  In  sev-
ny  of  the  projects  with  interesting  eral countries,  authorities  ended modest  The argument  in favor of gradual  - but
ltiple interventions are ongoing. But  financial repression early in their reform  sustained -financial-reform  is based on
) conclusions  emerge.  effort, whilestillretainingsome controls.  twofictors. First, the developmentcofbor-
First, the most essential  factor for sue-  Of those  that  moved fastest  on interest  rowernetworthwiM  determe  thehealth
sul  intervention  eeems  to be a strong  rate  deregulation,  Indonesa  and  New  of the real  and,  ultimately,  the  financial
nand for eduxated women in the labor  Zealand met most ofthe foregong condi-  sector- Thus, speeding up reforms when
rket combined  with a high private de-  tions, with some uncertainty about the  borrower net worth is subject to positive
n  nforbighereducationbywomen(and  health of their banks at the pont  of de-  shocks-or  slowing  them when  itis  sub-
nrparents).Howwellaprojectsuceeds  regulation. Butinboth  casesbankshada  jecttonegativeshocks-appears  sensible
*  ends on the extent to which project  window of a few  years before new entry  andappearstohave wokedbetterinprac-
- aponentsaresensitivetothelocalsitu-  was perrmtted, allowing them  time to  tioe Second, the initial conditions of the
-nin  terms of these factors.  adjust  before  competition intensified.  benkingsetor-notjustitsnetvwrthbut
Projects with often only a single inter-  Caution regarding entry helped to limit  its stockofhuman capital  ,the  initial port-
itionweresuccessfiulinsocietienwhere  the  reduction  in  the  frandcise  value  of  folio mix, and  the  internal incentive  syr-
formal labor market is growing ancd  bank licenses,  especially  given the limita-  tems-will  also determine  the success  of
-re are few  social cwmstints  or quali-  tions an supervisory skills. And in beth  any reforms. Thus the speed of financia
itionstoinubiitwomtn'sparticiprZion.  cases, deregulationcoincided  withfaling  reform  mustberelateedto  these conditionr
-½jects with  single intervennt!ms are  world  interest rates,  rapid reform with unskilled bankers, un-
likely to succeed with such pervasive  Although  an electic approach to  finan-  balanced portfolios, and perverse Tbank
ial factrsas  low  secondaryenrolment  cal  reforn  is more difficult to manage  culturetis  a sure recipe  for financial cri-
es for women,  l-igh direct costs for fe-  than one ofimmediate, complete  deregu-  sis. Ofcourse,  political  factors can present
le educatinn, and heavy cultural re-  lation, it appears borne out by the coun-  uniqueopportunitiestopointaneconomy
ictions in the labor market  try cases and the theoretical approached  rapidly and permanently toward a  more
Second,  the link between programs of-  reviewed here.  market-based  ystemAnd  heseopportu-
ed and labor market demands is criti-  This paper-a  product  of the (former)  nities should be seized. But where pos-
'.  High  secondary enrollment rates,  Financial Policy and Systems Division,  sibl;  financial reforms should consider
ivy private demand for women's  edu-  Country Economics  Department - pre-  links to the real sector and institutional
-'ion, and  the  availability of student  sents lessons on financial  reform derived  development.
ces do not necessarily guaantee  an  from  two  World  Bankresearch projects  on  The case for gradual reforms is not one
rease  in  women's participation  in  both the real and financial sector effects  for inaction, as the  condusions of this
,  Jher education  -unless  the progrms  offinancial reformsinselected countries.  study  suggest that  financial reform is
! dovetailed to meet the specific de-  This paper is adapted from chapter 7 of  worth the effort and that, with due atten-
nds  of the  labor market.  It  is  not  the draft manuscript,FinancialReformn:  tiontotheinstitutionalenvironment,the
mugh to  overcome  social  barriers  Theory and  Experienc.  Copies of this  lessons can be applied elsewhere.
ough  policy interventions.  Projects  paper are available free from the Wrld  Authoritiescandomuchtoincrease  the
sttakeanintegratedviewofsocialand  Bazlcr  1818  HStreetNWHWashnCtonDC  market orientaton  of thei  financial sys-
or market constraints.  20433. Please  contact Wilai Pitayato-  tem, with all its benefits, even wihout a
The  Bank seems tobe movingin aposi-  nakn,roomN9-003,  extension  37664(35  'Mg bang."  They can eliminate the gros-
- > direction as more projects are ad-  pages).  est interest subsidies, move toward mar-
* ssingandtakingactionagaintgender  ket financing of government debt, and
quities  today  hn  they  did in  the  raise depositrates atleastto  only  sightly
-Os-Oftheprojectsintroducinggender-  negative or modestly postive levels, pay-154  Poliy  Research  Working  Paper  Series
ing attention  to budget realities. In sev-  sues relevant for fiscal policy. He exam-  1109.  Risk Management
eral countries, authorities ended modest  ines theories of public sector growth, the  and Stable Flnancial Structures
financial repression early in their reform  evaluation of benefits firom  government
efforts,  while still retainingsome controls.  spending,  and the response ofthe private  Andrew  Sheng  andYoon  Je Cho
Of those that  moved ifstest  on interest  sector to government activities.  (Mrch 1993)
rate  deregulation,  Indonesia  and  New  Three principal reasons have been sug-
Zealand met most of the foregoing  condi-  gested to explain public sector growth:  National risk management and stable fi-
tions, with some uncertainty  about the  conscious government choices, political  nancilstuctures  are  essentitLothe lwng-
health  of their banks at  the point of de-  pressure  from interest  groups, and  the  term ecwnomicgrozhofdeueopuhwcoun-
regulation.Butinbothcases  bankshada  self-interest of bureaucrcies.  One may  tries. The 1980s tazught  many nadons the
window of a few years before new entry  ask  Is the growth of the publc sector a  heazy cost ofthefinancial distress associ-
was permitted,  allowing them  time  to  response to publie demand or the result  ated wih  poor natinal  and sectoral  risk
adjust  before  competition  intensified,  of  government waste anld  inefficiency?  In  management
Cauhon regarding entry helped to limit  terms of the agent-principal theory, bu-
the reduction  in the franchise value  of  reaucrats  who are supposed to serve as  Conventional development  economics  has
bank licenses,  especialygiven the limita-  agentsfortcizensmaynotnecessanlyddo  focused mainly  on generating  economit
tions on supervisoxy skills. And in both  so - which is where waste comes is.  If  growthbymobiliuingsavingsandallocat-
cases, deregulation coincidedwith falling  bureaucrats  are  interested  in  the  ingthemwiselyamonginvestnentoppor-
world interest rates.  noipecuniary  benefits of their bureaus,  tunities. Savings(external and domestic)
Although an eclectic  approach to finan-  they will have an incentive to mandmize  were to be mobl6ized  through tax incen-
cial reform is  more difficult to manage  their activities and budgetary allocation  tives, income, and interest  rate policies.
than one of immediate, complete deregu-  rather  than  their operating efficiency-  Their allocation ofteninvolved direct gov-
lation, it appears borne out by the coun-  In discussing the evaluation of public  eminent intervention in the investment
try cases and the theoretical approached  programs,  Catsambas  focuses  on  the  process.
reviewedchere.  ftrut  benefits, as perceived by ctizens.  Afterthe  disasLousresultsofthe S1984
This paper-  a product of the (former)  Would a well-to-do  ctizen,  who could af-  the new wisdom is to let the private sec-
Flinancial Policy and  Systems Division,  ford private  security guards, make  the  tor generate  growth, while the govern-
Country Economics Department  - pre-  same  evaluation  about  public seurity  ment provides the regulatory and super-
seantslessons  on financi  reform derived  that a poor citizen would make? In gen-  visory framework for competitive mar-
from twoWorldBankresearchprojectson  eral, whatconsaderations affettaperson!s  kets, ensures the exstence  of level play-
both the real and financial sector effects  desire foragivenamountofpublicspend-  big fields, and removes obvious cases ot
of financialreformssineslectedcountries  ing, and what are the important param-  moral hazard Butthe private sector  work-
This paper is adapted from chapter 7 of  eters that  analysts should take into ac-  ing  under  an  inappropriate  financ
the draft manuscript,  Financia Reform-  count in their investigation?  structr  may dono better than the gov-
Theor  and  Exprince  Copies of this  Catsambas also explores the issues be-  ernment  in  maiking right  imvestment
paper are available free from the World  hind the private sectoes response to gov-  choices for long-term growth. So govern-
Bank, 1818HStreetNW,Wasbington,DC  emmnent  activities and argues against a  ments (which  in a financial cisis  are re-
20433. Please  contact  Wilai  Pitayato-  mechanistic approach to the interaction  sponsible  for all  national  debts) should
nakarn,  room N919003,  extension 37664  between the private and the public  sector  have an effective national risk manage-
(February  1993,  35 pages).  Unless decisionmakers are relatively oer-  ment strategy, with an understanding ot
tain about how citizens evaluate govern-  the national balance sheet, and the neces-
ment  actions, citizens may respond in a  sity  of ai stable  financial  structure  for
1108.  Pubfc  Output and Private  way that nullifies the governmentaction.  steady long-term economic  growth.
Decisions:  Conceptual  Issues  Catsambascondludesthatmoreempii-  Shengand Cho argue tbatit  is not only
In the Evaluation of Govemment  cal workis needed on mensurng  citizens'  how much investment is mobilized and
Activiles  and Their Implicatons  response to public sector activities. And  allocated but also how investments  are
for Fiscl  Policy  fiscal policy, especially an expenditures,  financed that  matters  for an economy'
should  lbe  modeled on a  disaggregated  long-term growth. Finance and develop-
Thanos  Catsambas  basis to isolate hypotheses about poten-  ment  are  inextricably linked  with risk
(Febnzrzy  1993)  tial private sectorresponsestoindividual  management  (both at  the  sectorad and
public programs.  national levels).
We need to know more about individual  This paper-  a product ofthe Country  Development is a function not just  of
Citizes  Zresponses  to  mawoeonomic  Operations Division,  Europe and  Central  promoting the right incdustries  and allo-
choies  - about the potiecd  economy  of  Asia, CountryDepartnentI-is  part of  cating  capital for the high-return invest-
pztbli ecoomis.  a larger  effort in the  department to de-  ments (asset  management)  but also  of
velop background  conceptual  frameworks  choosing  the right financial stricture  (Ii-
In this  essay, Catsambas explores theo-  for operational activities. Coples of the  abilitymanagement)-andoftherelated
reticalconeptsbehindthecumenmtdebate  paper are available free from the World  risksaisngfrom  thelabilityixchosen.
on governent  growth, public sector in-  Bank, 1818HStreetNWWWashgtonDC  Sheng and Cho argue that  one of the
efficiency,  and the role ofiscal policwith  20433. Please contact  Anita Correa,  room  ingredients of the East Asin  succes  is
a view to raising the most important is-  H11-107, extension 38549 ( 9 pages).  prudent risk management by these gov-Policy Research  Working  Paper  Serles  155
ernments. Sheng and  Cho present  five  the  analysis). Even  the  export growth  been theregionesopeningtoforeigadirect
rules for national risk management, con-  rates  are far  too small  to replicate the  investment  CEE states saw foreign in-
cluding, among other things, to:  essential  East  Asian  experience.  And  vestment climab  from minuscnle amounts
- Establish fiscal discipline and price  when all developingcountries participate  in 1989 to more than  $7 billion in 1992.
stability as the anchor ofoveral financial  in  static trade  liberalization, the  small  AllCEEstateshaveenactednewlawson
stability;  welfare gains diminish slightly.  foreigninvestmient aswellasrelatedleg-
- Encourage  asset  diversification  Underthemorerealistic  assumptionof  idslaioninaresssuch  astaxationandocom-
through industrialization and export ori-  dynamic export growth driven by produc-  pany and environmental law.
entation,financedhbyforeigndirectinvest-  tivitygainsfor manufactured exports,  the  Gray and Jarosz descibe  these efforts
ment;  welfare effects are much greater and the  atlegalreformandassesstheirimpacton
- Avoid sectoral imbalances, such as  efforts of developing  countries are mutu-  foreign investment  in  light  of what  is
excessivedomesticorexternalborrowing,  ally reinforcng. Because of strong South-  known about investor motivaPonL  They
includingthe developmentofinstruments  South trade links, and developing coun-  concentrate on the role of foreign invest-
and institutions  to absorb shocks;  tries'  dependence on manufactured  im-  ment law, referring occasionally  to other
- Establish stronginstitutional  capac-  ports,  developing countries  buy  more  aspects aflaw that apply to domestic  and
ity to assew and contain systemic risks;  manufactured goods from each other  foreign investors. They find that special-
and  Martin accepts the view of 'export pes--  ized foreign investment laws can play a
* When the above conditions are not  simists"  that  a  country  expanding  its  useful role duringthe traition  to amar-
adequately met, retain  some poliy  mea-  manufactured  exports  wmi receive  de-  keteconomy. Ofparticularimportenceis
sures to handle the risk.  pressed prices for those exports. But his  their role in  sending a strong signal to
Thispaper-aproduct  ofthe Financial  results  differ because he uses a general  foreignentrepreneurs  hat tthehosteoun-
Policy and Systems Division, Polcy Re-  equilbriumfiameworkwith  intra-indus-  try is seious  about economic  reform and
search Department - is part of a larger  trytraderather  than apartial equ  ilbrium  is wMiingtowokwith  investors to estab-
effort in the department to study issues  model of the export market. The general  lish mutualy  beneficial arrngements.
associated with the structre,  operation,  equilibrium model captures the fact that  Foreiginvestment  laws are alsoften
and soundness offinancial systems. Cop-  developing countries still  import most  usedtotwget:spea  incentives  tofiwreign-
ies of the paper are avalsblefiee from the  manufactured  goods, often  from  each  ers and create an isand oflegal develop-
Wo  rldBank, 188  HStreetNW,Washing-  olther.  They wil suffer, but they will also  ment  that may differ from - and some-
ton, DC 20433.  Please  contact Maria  benefit, fiam decliningprices. So  theyare  tmes outpace-otberlegal  development.
Raggambi,  room N9-033,  extension 37664  better offif they al  expand those exports.  In such ways tbey tend to create invest-
(20 pages).  This paper-  a product of the  Interna-  mentenclaves.fButtotheextenttbatan
tional Trade Divsion, International Eco-  endlave separates foreign fiom domestic
nomics Department - is part of a larger  investors,  itcnquieklyoutliveitsuseful-
1110. What Would  Happen If All  effortinthe departmenttoanalyzedevel-  ness. The incentives it fosters may not
Developing Countries Expanded  opmg country  trade  in  mmnufacturs  only bleed domestic treasuries, but may
Their Manufactured  Exports?  Copiesofthepaperare  availablefreefrom  also lead tobureaucratic structures that
the  World Bank  1818 H  Street  NW,  complicate the investment environment
WilMarin  Washigton,  DC 20433  Please contact  and elevate infrmation  and transaction
Ow(arc  1993)  Dawn Gustafson, Toom  S7-4,  extension  costs for foreign investors. As qilddy  as
33714(28 pages).  possible,  the  transforming  economies
As more  developingcountri  expand ther  should dismantle  the  enclave and put
manufatured  exports,  al  developing  domesticandforeigninvestoronanequal
countries benei,  becauw theprices  ofthir  1111. Foreign  Invrestment  Law  footing This may well mean that foreig
-manufactured imports  (purchased from  In Central and  Eastem  Europe  investmentlawsarenolongerneeded.The
each oilier)  declina  Czech and Slovak Federal Republic was
Cheryl  W.  Gray  andWlliam  Jaroa  the fist  CEE country to abolish specific
Despite the achievements of the export-  (March  L93)  freigninvestmentlegislstioninf&vorof
oriented economies of East  Asia, many  a broad commercial code covering  all in-
policyrnakers doubt that  a development  Polimakersshould  focus on reducingn-  vestors.
path led by mnufactured  exports  is fea-  certainty and  trnsaction  costs through  If an enclave does exist, poliymakers
sible for all developing countries,  clear and simple legisation,  the  enfmce  should focus on the  concerns critical to
Martin examines what happens  if all  met  of conrcts,  the use of arbitration  toreignfirms.  Inthe  designafivestment
developing  countries,  rather than  merely  and  other alteratve  dispute  resouton  laws  to date,the CEE  countrieshaveper-
a few, expand manufactured exports. He  mechanisms,  strnger  protection  ofprop-  hapspeidtoomuchattentiontopreferen-
considers two driving forces for  expot  erty rights, the dis-emination  ofinforima-  tialtaxscemese,ignoringotherecosfor-.--
expansion:  theliberalizationoftradebar-  ion on laws and  on buiness  opportuni-  eigninvestorsface.Policymakers  should
riers, and productivity growth in the pro-  ties, and an end to unnecsary  bureau-  focus on reducing uncertainty and trans-
duction of manufactured exports.  cratic intevention,  action costs through clearand simple leg-
With  only trade liberationslization, the  islation, contract enforcement,  arbiation
static welfare gains are  small (with the  One of  the mostremarkale  developments  and other alternative  dispute resolution
standard Armington specificationusedin  in Central &XIdEa-tI  E:urope  CCEE)bas  mechanisms, strongerprotection of  prop-156  PolIcy Research Working Paper Series
erty rights, dissemination of information  tives for the Argentine industry to seek  incidence of poverty climbed from 30 per-
on laws and  on business  opportunities,  protection -particularly as afixed-ratio  cent in 1985 to 35 percent in 1987, and
and an end to unnecessary bureaucratic  quota - are greater,  the more concen-  jumped to 46 percent in 1988.
intervention.  Complex regulations  not  trated the industry is.  Buthow widespread was the collapsein
only increase  investor  uncertainty  but  The lesson for policymakers - who  living standards? Did a lucky few escape
divert bureaucratic  resources  that  the  should be trying  to minimize economic  the decline?
host country cannot afford to squander.  distortions -is  that if protection is nec-  Using panels  of data  from the  Cote
This paper -a  product of the T&nsi-  essary, tariff  are  preferable to import  divoire  Living  Standards  Survey  (for
tion  and  Maco-Ad4justment Division,  quotas, perhaps even tothe point ofmak-  1985-86, 1986-87, and 1987-88) allowed
Policy  Research Department-ia  partof  ing quota-type  restrictions  unconstitu-  Grootaert and Kanbur to track the level
a larger effort in the department to ana-  tional.  of living for the  same households over
lyzethe ecomicimpactoflegalreformin  The simulation results  for Argentina  successiveyears. Thesa panelshadnotyqt
Central and Easter  Europe.  Copies  of  the  confirm  thattheless  substitutable  domes-  been used  to examine the  dynamics of
paper are available free frmm  the World  tic and foreign goods are, the higher the  poverty in the second half of the 1980zs
Bank, 1818HStreetNW,Washington, DC  rents the domestic industry can extract  Theyfindthattwo-periodepovertywas
20433. Pleas  contact Maine  Berg, room  So,itisimportantforpolicymakersimple-  generally  less  than  poverty  measureU
Nf1-057, extension 31450(21 pages).  mentingprivatization schemestoease any  from  single-period snapshots.  Surpris-
explicitorimplicitobstales  toimportsby  ingly, a significant number of  the poorest
such measures as:  of the poor improued their status over  the
1112. Prhvatlalon,  Concentration,  *  Standardingdomesticproductclas-  twoyearsofthepane,even  thoughthere
and Presmre  for Protection:  sifications with international  classifica-  was a downturn in the average fortunes
A Steel Sector Study  tionsi  of the poor.
* Modernng  an  fa  lities  AndGrootaertandKanburfindthatthe
Trng qian  and Rnald C.  Duncan  toimprove the speed ofshipment andcom-  'luckyfewnarenotsofew- They  were  wide-
(March 1993)  munication.  spreadregionally-thoughinsomesocio-
* Reducing bureaucratic practices re-  economic groupings,  the  poor  had  a
h  &ivesfiirseoingptection  in  thesteet  lated to trade in goods and services-  greater chance to esape  poverty amidst
'nd  y-particularly  import qotas  as  * Releasing foreign exchange restic-  the general decline in living standards.
afwxedproportionofdomesticsales-seen  tions.  Finer investigation  of the  characteristics
to increase  with insy  n  t  If  The goal should be to make a foreign  ofthese groupings ishampered somewhat
protectin  is neoessary,  tariffs are prefer-  transaction as easy as a domestic trais-  by the small sample sizes of the panels.
able to import quotaz  action.  This paper-a  product of the Poverty
This paper-a  product of the Intema-  and Social  PolicyDivision,  Afiica Techni-
En  wnsiderigwhethertoprivatizealarge  tional Trade Division,  International Eco-  cal  Dpartment  - is  part  of a  study
state-nedsteelenterpriseinArgentina,  nomicsDepartment-is  part ofalarger  funded by the Banks  Research Support
thequestanarose:Woulditssaletoacon-  effort in the department  to analyze the  Budget under  resarch  prject  'Poverty
sortium oflarge  domestic enterprises,  and  effects of trade  distortions  on developing  and  the  Social Dimensions  of Structural
the resling  increase in firm  concenta-  countries.  Copies of the  paper  are  avail-  Adjustment  in  Cat.  dlvoire,  1985-88: A
tion,inevitablyleadtocriesforprotection?  able free fiom the World Bank, 1818 H  Policy-Oriented AnalysisW  (RPO 675-26).
To shedlighton  the question, Qian and  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  Copies  oftbis paperare available  free  from
Duncan examine data for steel industries  Please contact Sarah Lipscomb,  room  S7-  the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,
in the major industrial  countries. They  062, extension 33718  (31 pages).  Washington,  DC 20433. Please  contact
alsoconstrctammulationofArgentia's  Elena  Vitanov,  room  J2-241,  extension
steel sector to study the relationships be-  38400 (36 pages).
twee  levels of industrial  concentration,  1113.  The Lucky  Few Amidst
substitutability  between  domestic  and  Economic  Decflne: Distributional
imported  stes,  tde  policyregmes,  and  Change  lIn  COte  d'lvoIre  As  Seen  1114- Does Price  Uncertalnty
mark-upsofdomesticpricesoverinterna-  Through  Panel  Data Sets,  1985-88  Really  Reduce  Private
tional  prices.  Investment?:  A Small Model
Their  simulation  resiuts  show  that  Christisan  Grootneit  and  Ravi  Kanbur  Applied to Chile
heavierrentsandeconomic distortions  are  (Marh 1993)
generated through fixed-ratio import quo-  Aita  Georg and Jaues  Moiset
tas (quotas that  re a fixed proportion  of  Pane  data  se*t show  that  a  lucky  few  (March  1993)
dfomestcsales)thanthroughuse  oatar-  bucked  the general  trend  of economic d-
iff or afixed-quantity1import quota-  cline  in  Cte  d'Iwire  - that  amog  the  Uncertainty  about  the  cost  of  capital
The resuts  show why iustries  seek-  pooreat  fhepoor.  someactuawyimpnrwed  should  be  cnmpared  with  uncetainy
ing protection prefr  a fixed-ratio import  their  standard  of living,  despite  a great  about the price ofoutput.  The efficiency ot
restraint-apraicebeingusedincreas-  increase  in the  inidene  of poverty.  poliies  to reduce  the prie  ofcapital  may
ingly ofen  inindustrialcountries.  Ifthe  be enhanced  if the  volatiity  f  the otp  ut
is  not  perfect  subs  ty  between  Cote d"Ivoires economy declined  drasti-  price  is grater  than  the volatility  of the
domestic and imported steels, the incen-  cally in the second half of be 1980s. The  price of capital, and if there ia a positivePolicy Research Working  aper  Serfes  157
comlation  between  changes in prie  for  1115.  Looking  at the  Facts: What  PolicyResearch  Department-is  partof
output and cmpitaL  We Know about Policy and Growth  alargereffortinthedepartmenttounder-
from Cross-Country Analysis  stand  the  deteminants  of  long-mn
Understandinghowpricesandquantities  growth. The study  was funded by the
affectinvestmentcdemandisimportantin  Ros Levine  and Sara  Zervos  Bank's Research Support Budget under
analyzing adjustment policies in many  (Math 1993)  research prqject 'How Do National Poli-
developing  countries.  cies  AffectLong-Run  Growth? (RPO  676-
Recent literature emphasizes that un-  Cross-country  regreBssion  should not be  66). Copiesofthispaperareavaileblefive
certainty  curtails  private  investment,  used to predict by how much log-r-n  from the WorldBalnk,  18181H  StreetNW,
adding a risk premium - the price of  growth wiU change  when poicies change  Washington, DC 20433. Please contact
waiting. Several recent empirical  studies  -atbes%,  they  suggest interesting  empiri-  Daniele Evans, room N9-0S9. extension
bave confirmed  this result  cal regudaritiea  But beiefh about policy  38526  (45 pages).
This new developmenthas  been used to  and gruith  that are not supported by
challenge one of the most popular policy  cross-county  evidce  will  tend  to  be
recommendations  derived  from the tradi-  viewed  skeptically.  1116. Inplications  of Agricultural
fioral literature  on investment: increas-  Trade Llberalatiion  for the
ing investment by reducing the cost of  What  has  the  profession learned from  Developing  Countries
capital through tax incentives  oremehange  cross-country  regressions  about the  nks
rate policies. Because such policies are  between long-run growth and indicators  AntOnio  SaleaP.  Brandlo andWM  Martin
likely to increase uncertainty about the  of fiscal, monetary, trade,  sinancial,  and  (alih  1993)
price of capital, their effect  on private in-  exchange-rate policies?
vestment is ambiguous. The popular in-  Levine and Zervos  find that  Gobal  ade lbeliation  - reducig
tuition  is that privateinvestors care more  *  Indicators of financial development  both negative and potive  protection in
about  the uncertainty  ofthe price  ofespi-  are  strongly assoiated  with long-run  lne  with the Dunke  proposal - would
tal than its level. In other words, incen-  growtk-  gain developing countries an  e  d
tiveswouldhavetobeunreasonablybigh  - Otherindividualpolicyindicatorsare  $60 bilion ayear.
to bolster investments.  only weaylnked  to growth.
Ceorge and Morisset  argue that uncer-  - It is particularly difficult to find a  BrandLo  and Martin emine  the impli-
Lainty  about the cost of capital should be  consistentrelationshipbetweeninflation  cations for the developing  countries of a
:-mpared  with  uncertainty  about  the  and long-ran growth. For example, the  range  be  onproposlsalongthe
pRace  ofoutpuLUsingasimple  analytical  inclusion or exclusion  of one or two coun-  lines of the Dumkel prposal.  First, the
!...  del,theyconclude1thattheefficiencyof  tries(NicaraguaandUganda) outofmore  analysis considers leralization  in  the
p%Aidee  aimed at  reducing the price of  than100countriesinthesamplecanlead  OEcacuntries  alone, tben global iber-
z?ital may be enhanced if  toreach three quite differentconclusions  alization of al  (postive  and  negative)
* The volatility of the output price is  (1)  that only  veryhigh inflation is bad for  protecton. Since the currentDunkel pro-
--eater than the volatility of the price of  growth, (2) that verybigh inflation in it-  posal requires reduction only in positive
--pital.  self is not bad for growth, but small in-  assistance, this  specific proposal is as-
* And there is a positive correlation  creases in inflation in moderate-inflation  sessed. Finally, the implications of the
-- ween changes in prices for output and  countriesdowgrowth, orC3)thatinflation  developing countries acting  alone, per-
-:nital.  is unrelated to growth.  haps in the absence of a successfol Uru-
In both cases, private investnent  will  'The  connections  between  poleyindica-  gnay Round, are evaluatd.
hamore  responsive  to changes  inthe price  tons and  gromwth  are quite sensitive to  Virtually all research on agricultural
! capital (or in aggregate demand) be-  sight  alterations in the righthand-side  trade  berahlization  has  focused on the
ise firns  will minimize profit fluctua-  variables and  to small changes in tfhe  case of total liberalzadion,  an unliely
Lions.  sample of countries.  outcome  in the near future. The earhier
They  apply thismodel toChilefor 1980-  And the daunting  arrayofmethodologi-  work  prwodes useful insights into the ef-
-. Clnle is the reputednsuccess storyof  cel problems limiting our abilityto inter-  fects of partial  hberalzation  on world
=uctural adjustment and has achieved  pret  cross-country regressions implies  prices, butmaybe  misleading as a guide
'" rly stable growth in  the past  eight  that, at best theysuggestinterestingem-  to the welfare implications of partial lib-
Years.  (The  results correspond  to the pre-  pirical regularities. Cross-countyregres-  eralizationinasecondbestcontextofcon-
1:tions of the analytical model.)  sions  should notbe used topredictbyhow  tinuingdistortionsinbothagricultureand
This paper a product of the County  much long-run growth wll change when  manufi.
^rerations  Division, Country Depart-  policies change. But beliefs about poicy  Brandio  and Martlin consider partial
nt IV, Latin America and the Carib-  andgrowthtatarenotsupportedbycrcss-  libezationalongthelineofthoDunkel
-m  - is part of a larger effort in the  countyr evidence  will tend to be viewed  proposakareductionof36  pementin(posi-
'Ldartmentto understand privte  invest-  skepcally  So,  future work  on the poiy-  tive) border protection and 20 percent m
ntindevelopigcounties.  Copiesofthe  growthnexusshouldintegratebroadcrass-  domestic  support in  mdustial  counties,
-ir  are available free from the World  country analyses with country  case stud-  with  smaller reductions in  developing
sic,  18I8HStreetNW,Washington,DC  ies and investigations  of specific  frms.  countries. This partial reform would  pro-
-433.  Please contact Diane Bievenour,  This paper - a product of the Finance  duce  gains of  $20  bilon  a year for devel-
m 16-011,  extension 37899(13 pages).  andPrivateSectwrDevelopmentDiviion,  opingcountiiesThesebenefitsarewidely158  Policy Research Worting Paper Series
spread among developing  countries. Few  The 1990s brought developing  countries  determine  whether these inflows firm
regions would suffer overall losses, and  theheaviestprivatecapitalflowssine  the  abroad are intended to be short-tern  or
those would  be small in relation to over-  early 1980s,  says Cooptu  - mainly  bond  long-term.
all gains.  and  equity  financing,  rather  than  me-  Gooptuprovidesacomprehensivedata-
If developing  countries had chosen  not  dium- and long-term lending  by commer-  base of transaction-level information on
to participate in the Round,  and torely on  cial banks.  different types ofinstruments andaglos-
liberalization onrlyby  theindustrial coun-  Flows were mainly to Asia in the first  sazy of portfolio  investment terms.
tries,  their gains would have been less  halfand Latin Americain the secondhalf.  Thispaper-aproductoftheDebtand
than $1 billion  -and  anumber ofimpor-  Market  participants  believe that  most  International Finance Division,  Intena-
tant regions would  have suffered signifi-  inflows  ofportfolioinvestment(especially  tional Economics  Department -is  part
cant welfare losses.  in Latin America)  reflected  the return of  of a  larger effort in the  department to
Thegainstodevelopingcountriescould  flight capital by domestic  residents with  study alternative forms  ofcxternzdfinanc-
begreatlyenhancedbyamorecomprehen-  overseas holdings.  ingto developingeountries. Copies  ofthe
siveliberalization If developingcountries  This and possible 'herding" by foreign  paper are avalable free from the World
reduced aU agricuiltural distortions, in-  investors  in  a  few countries, such as  Bank 18181H  StreetNW,  Washington,  DC
cluding agricultural taxation, by the pro-  Me,dco,  could  at the margin make secui-  20433. Please contact Rose Vo,  room Sg-
portions  specifiedin  theDunrkel package,  ties prices volatIle in the  emerging  mar-  042, extension  31047 ( 68 pages).
their total gains would  increase to  almost  kets and cause rapid switching  of portfo-
$60  billion  ayear-even  without  produc-  lios  between  markets (between  developed
tivity gains stimulated  by rsing  world  and  emerging  markets  and  between  1118. Trends In Retrement
prices for agricultural commodities.  emergingmarkets).Thiscoidmakem-  Systems  and  Lessons  for Reform
With productivity gains taken into ac-  roeconoiuc  management  difficult for
count, total  gains from partial  reform  policymakers.  Olivia  S.  Mitchll
wouldbemorethan$130billionayearfor  Some  contend that if extrnal portfolio  March  1993)
non-OECD  economies.  investment flows into an emerging  mar-
The predicted gains are greater here  ket am the result of external factors - Aging populations, high wzempounent,
than in earlier studies because Brando  such as the US. recession and low  inter-  and changes in economic  strcture  Pr 
andMartinhaveincludedmorecom3nodi-  national interest rates - the increased  require  iAnda  a  form of both.  bc.
ties and the welfare measure explicitly  demand for shares in arelativelyilliquid  eflformulsandapproachesto  theflnar-
consders the partial natur  of the liber-  emerging stok  market may "overheat"  wg  of reirement  systems. One thing
alization being considered.  the stock markets and lead to an appre-  clear: using high-t,  long-term reti;--
This paper  - a joint product of the  ciation ofthe real exhange ratesin these  meat  systems  to migae  shot-  and  m=
AgricultralPoliciesDivision,Agriculture  countries. Any attempt to counteract this  dium-tern  unemployment  problems  i- e
and Natural Resources  Department, and  appreciation of the domestic  currency  by  costy, inefficientsolutin  to the problems
theInternational Trade  Division,  Interna-  the monetary authornties, by deviluing -fced  y economies  in turnstion.
tional Economics  Department -is  part  the nomina  exchange  rate, will in rease
ofalargereffortinthe  Banktoassessthe  international  reserves and  perhaps be  Inmultiple-piilarretirement systems,  thc
implications of trade poicy reforms.  The  inflationary.  government provon  of old-age inco,=r
studywasfundedbytheBanlesResearch  If, on the other hand, policymakers  di-  support plays a very different role fr
Support Budget under research project  lute the effect  of the real appreciation by  vehicles for encouraging private retir
TInplications of Agricultunal  Policy Re-  sterilizing  incoming resources through  ment savings  - and for the goverruni---
formforDevelopingCountries'(RPO  676-  open market  operations, this could in-.  regulation and insurance of private s:::
11).  Copies  of tbis paper are availablefree  crease domestic  debt and possily dlomes-  ings-
from the WorldBank, 1818  H Street NW,  tic interest rates. Lhis  might attract fur-  Despite the diversity  of public  and pF
Washington, DC 20433. Please contact  ther inflows from  abroad and create a vi-  vaet etireent  systems,  and despite  th.
Dawn  Gustafson, room S7-044,  extension  ious  cycle of expected devaluations - wealth and their potential impctanc  o
33714  (39 pages).  whichcouldfurtherappreciatethe domes-  bor and capital markets, they ae  oft -
tic currency.  overlookedin  structur  analyses.!co=
What  is  crucial  is the  poicrymakere  try problems and prospects
1117. Portfolio  Investment  Flows  perceptionofwhetbertheinflows  are tem-  Mitchell examines important institn
to  Emerging  Markets  porary.Thatiswhyitisimportanttoknow  tional features of retrement  systems
the source of portfolio  inflows.  industrial and developing  countries a
Sudarshan  Gooptu  Ifthe inflows  are comingfrominvestors  outlines what is known about their eat
(March  L993)  with long-term capital appreciation mo-  nomic  effects.  She also identifies ways
tives, suchas thelargeinstitutionalinves-  which public  and private retirement sw
Iteis important  thatplicymakers  know the  tors, andthe developing country remains  tems affect economc  adjustment, payi---
soue  ofportfolio intlows  to  their  countries  on a path  of sustained market-oriented  special  attention tothe costsandbenef
- to help them  gauge whether they are  reform aimed at long-ran growth, these  of  encouraging early redremenL
temporary,  and to make polcy  decisions  inflowsshouldcontinueandevengrowin  Shefindsthatacoherentplanforret!=
for dealing with hrge  ture iflows  and  the near future. As more comprehensive  mentreformmnustidentifyhowmndolud
outflows  data become  available,  it is important to  age  income securityisaffordable,howtliPolicy Researh Working Paper Serles  159
government and  private  sector can ad-  world trade  in manuufacured goods and  nomics Department -is  part of a larger
dress failures  in the private  market  to  about 46 percent of total world trade.  effort in the  department to analyze and
provide this security, and how these ob-  Free trade agreements discriminate in  predict structurel changes in tade  and to
jectives can be attained  given available  favor of member countries, so other ex-  quantifyfactcrsaffectingexpartsordevel-
financing mechanisms.  porters  are  naturally  concerned about  oping countries. Copies  of the paper are
She finds evidence that  many retire-  their  trade being displaced. Safadi and  available fre  from the World Bank, 1818
ment systems wilU  be forced to change a  Yeats try to quantify the adverse third-  H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.
great deal in the nextfew decades.  In some  party  effects of the recently  concluded  Please contat  Jean  Jacobson, room S7-
cases:  North American Free Trade Agreement  035, extension 33710 (34 pages).
- Retirement benefits will have to be  (NAFTA)  on the developing countries of
reduced (perhaps  by imposing a  means  South Asia.
test).  They find that because the NAFTA  1120. PolIcies for Coping with
* Theageforearlyretirement  wifhave  countriesandSouthAsiaexportdtfferent  Price  Uncertainty  for Mexican
to be raised.  types of goods, exports from South Asia  MaIe
- Multiple-pillar plans will have to be  will be displaced for only a narrow range
integated  and streamlined to rationalize  of products (probably  ltde  more than  10  DonalId  F  Larson
work incentives,  four-digit SITC groups). The sector most  (Marh 1993)
- Incentives and opportunities for pri-  affectedistextles  and clothing,  given that
vate saving will be increased.  the preferential removal of tarifs  (in the  More  eficient,  market-xuaed  polcies
In any case, using  high-cost,  long-term  15 to 30 percent range) and UFA quotas  should be intduced  for-  coping with  un-
retirementsystemstomitigate  short-and  could give Mexioo  a formidabl- competi-  certainty about international prices fir
medium-term  unemployment  problems  tive advantage in the U.S. market.  maize in MeUca
wll probably prove costly and inefficient  But  domestic  supply  constraints
as a solution to problems faced by econo-  (Mexioo  seriously  and  consistently  Thethreegoalsofrecentagriculturapric-
mies in transition-  underutilizes its textile and clotbingquo-  ingpoliciesinMexicoformaizehavebeen
This paper - a product of the Educa-  tas), and NAFTA!s  domestic import con-  to raise firm  income and crop profitabil-
dion and Social Policy Department  - is  tent regulations should limit the amount  ity by boosting domestic prices tbrough
part of a series of state-of-the-art studies  oftrade thatMexcomay  displacein these  trade restrictions,  to provide some price
on employment and labor market issues  sectors.  certinty  at plantung time, and to  reduce
andreform programs. Copies  of the paper  Using a partial equilibrium trade pro-  year-to-year vaiations  in maize pnces.
are available free from the World Bank,  jection model developed  byUNCTAD  and  The  government  pursued  all  goals
1818  H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC  the World Bank, Safadi and Yeats try to  jointly, using import quotas and a state
20433. Please contact the Education and  quantify the trade diversion South Asia  marketing  agencr to implement a mn-
Social Policy Departaent,  room S6-035,  could experience in North America as a  dated pan-Mexico price for maize. Farm-
extension 33680 (52 pages).  result  of NAPF  The model focuses on  ers  benefited  primrily  from the  pnce
NAFTA!s short-rn  impact  oan South  support, and  very  ittle  from the  other
Asian trade. This study does not address  goals. Maize policies were unsustainable
1119.  The North American  dynamiclong-rnm  effects, suchas changes  and enormoudy expensive, sothe govern-
Free  Trade  Agreement:  Its Effect  in terms of trade, investment diversion,  ment  has  decided to reform the sector.
on South  Asia  and  externalities  associated  with  the  [The refoms  vll  be  insttuionaizea  in
growfh dividendL  the North Amercan  Free Trade Agree-
Rand  Safadi  and AleaderYeats  Theresultssuggestthatthetotaleport  ment(NAFTA).]
Mnrch  1293)  decline could be about  1 percent, with  Larson shows that the same price en-
projectionsfor  Bangladesh slightlybigher  hancement  and stailization  could have
South  Asias  l1s  of  exports to  North  (becausetextilesandelothingrepresenta  been acbieved at less cost by using van-
America as a resul  ofthe North  American  higher-than-average  share  of Bangla-  able border  tarffs  within a  pnce-band
4ee  2oe  Agreement (NAAFTA)  is likely  desEes  exports)  mechanism.  Moving  immediately  to such
to  besmall cwnen&  ated inthetexti l  and  Safadi and Yeats argue that successful  a policy can lower costs yet produce the
clothing sector. The trde  gains  South  completion  of the Uruguay Round  would  same effects as current policy. The mul-
Aitian countries  could experiemn  fmsuc-  considerablyreduce  South Asi!s potential  tiple effects of poicy on  price can be mea-
cesful  completion  of the Uruguay  Round  losses, as it would lower the preference  smred separately,  and  a variable tariW
are about 100timesgzater  than thelosses  margins that  NAFTA could provide its  price-band scheme can be used to target
they might incur from NAPTA  member countries,  both price levels and price variability.
To put the two events in perspective,  International  markets  in  commodity
Over the past  three  decades, free trade  Safadi andYeats note that thetradegins  futures and options (through millers and
agreements weremostlyaEuropeanphe-  South Asian countries could expeienc  banks)couldofferfmersaninexpensive
.. nmenon  (EFTA,  EEC, andtheirregional  from s  uccsafil completion  ofthe Uruguay  way to provide in-sason  price stability.
arangements).  Recently, this  phenom-  Round are about 100 times greater than  But the farm sector can take advantage
enon has  reached the Americas and  is  the losses the, might incur from NAFTA.  of these instruments  only  if  the domestic
growing. Safadi and Yeats show that fiee  This paper-a  product of the Interna-  distribution system is reformed -by  lib-
trde  agreements now cover about halfof  tional Trade Division,  lntemational  Eco-  eralizing interstate  trade,  harmozing160  Polcy  Research  Warddng  Paper Sedes
standards and measures (including sani-  theimportance  ofthe conceptual  approach  Banklc,  131 HStreetNW,WashingtonDC
tation standards), andprivatizing storage  to its measurement.  20433. Please  contact  Hedwig Abbey,
facilities.  First, they did not try to separate 'nor-  room DS-099,  extension 80512(52  pages).
Nomarketmechardsmsexisttoeasethe  mal' capital flows from capital flight. A
underlying year-to-year price variability  capital shift outward because of expected
for wheat and maize. But the benefits of  taxation is as much a response to antici-  1122. FIscal  DecentalIzatIon
governmentinterventiontosmooth prices  pated developmentsinrate ofreturn asis  and  Intergovemmental  Relations
are small and, in themselves, do not jus-  a shift out in response to lower interest  In Transition  Economles:  Toward
tify using a price-band mechanism  . rates at home-  a Systemic  Framework  of Analysis
Still, a price-band  system  might be con-  Noris it satisfactory  to directly  measure
sideredas atansitional  tool.NAFTAcals  capital flight by taking short-term asset  Richard  Bird  and  Christine  Wallich
for slow  liberalization of the maize mar-  changes and  the balance of errors and  (N[wh 1993)  -
ket, but the Mexican  gvemment  could  omissions  from the balance of payments.
liberalize its markets more aggressively.  Neither is necessarily related to the un-  Desi4gnizawell-fimcdioning  intergovern-
Levels of t1ansfer under current policies  reported private accumulation of foreign  mental fiscal system is essentl  to the,
remain  high and  the costs of adjustment  assets.  success of aU the  trnsitonal  economie
may depend on the path of international  They  chose  the  residual  approach,  major rejbrmgoals:privatizaion, macro-
prices during the  transition. The advan-  which assumes  that  capital  inflows in the  economic stability,  more effcient  perfr-
tage of the price-band mechanism  is that  formofincreasesin externalindebtedness  mawnc  and economic  growth, and an ad-
reliefis granted (transparently and auto-  and foreign direct investment should fi-  equate social safety net.
matically) to consumers when prices are  nance either  the current account or re-
abnormally high and to producers when  serve accmnulation; any shortfall in re-  ThedecentrdizationofgovemmentinEasern
they are abnormallylow. This wouldhelp  ported use can be attnbuted  to capital  Europe  reprsents a reaction  both  from  below
forestall  political  pressures  for  ad  hoc  flight.  (to tiht  central political control) and r1 =
measures  Implementing  the  residual  approach  above(topriva*theteconomyandrelievetbe
This paper-  a product of the Interna-  requirescareful dataselectionandseveral  central  governments  fiscal  utres).
onal Tiade Division,  International Eco-  adjustments. The authors contend that  In all transifional economies,  the devel-
nomics  Department-is  part of a larger  * Introducing debt stock data into the  oping stmuture ofintergavernmental re-
effort in the department to improve the  analysis -instead  of the changesin debt  lations is intimately-related to such criti-
developingconmtriedmanagementofcom-  recorded  directly  in the  balance  of pay-  cal policy issues  as privatization,  stabili-
modity price risk  Copies  ofthe paper are  ments - requires many difficult adjust-  zation, and the social safety net. In the
available  free from the World  Banik,  1818  meats and should be avoided,  fiscal sphere, tax reform, deficit control,
H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  * Foreign asset changes of public cor-  and intergovernmental finance ae  a tni-
Please contactDawnGustafson, room S7-  parations must be subtracted  pod.  Unlesseachlegis setupproperly, the
044, extension 33714  (27 pages).  * Rather than  eliminate interest  re-  whole  structure could cnllapse.
ceived  on foreign  assets from the current  The prent  strategy of  devolvingepen-
account, as some  have done, eamings on  ditares downward while holdingback on
1121. Measuring  Captal  Flight:  private assets held abroad shouldbe con-  revenueflowsandtransferstobalancethe
A Case Study of Mexico  sidered part of the "fight  capital  that  central budget is unlikely to succeed  for
mnighthavebeenrepatriated,  given differ-  more than a year or two at best
HIrald Eggeratedt,  Rebeca Bridean  HalL  entincentives  and macroeconomic condi-  Net  spending  reductions  at  the
and  Sweder van Wjnbergen  tions.  subnational  level  may  be  difficult  to
(arch  1993)  *  Theeffectoncapitalflightofthefak-  achieve. From 10 to 40 percent ofoutlays.
ing of trade invoices  shoul  d be assessed,  go to the subnational sector, and in many
hie  wrong conceptual  approach can dis-  since import overinvoicing and  export  countrieslocalgovernmentsprovidemuch
tort estm  of capital fi;gh.  The debt-  underinvoicing  can  be  used  to  channel  ofthe socia  safety that  makes the pain of
stock-based  estimates  widey  rused  in dis-  capital abroad.  the  economic transition  politically toler-
cusions  of  Mexic's  debt  crisis  largely  They demonstrate  the empirical impor-  able. And, mosthousingand  manyenter-
undestated  capital  flight  in  the  early  tance  of these  choices with a  new set  of  pwises have been  shifted  to local owner-
1980s, but ouerstated it in the mid-1980s.  capital flight estimates  for Mexieo, based  ship,  with  the maintenance  and  subsdy
Other estLmates signuficantly  understate  on  the  recommendations  they  present.  costtbisinplies.  Since therevenue  sources
thefjreign  asset accumulation  in the sec-  They contrast the results  ofthis approach  assigned  to local governments  cannot  fi-
ond halfofthe  1980s by not including  in-  with those of otherapproaches,  to demon-  nance expected levels of local activity, the
terest  earnig  strate  the  effect of conceptual  choices.  result  of sbifting  spending  downward is
This paper -a  product  of the  Country  hlely  to be strong demands forincreased,
Eggerstedt,  Hall,  and  van  Wijabergen  Operaions  1 Division, Country  Depart-  rather  than  dereased,  transe  Altrna-
showbowthevariousmethods  commonly  ment ILLatinAmericaandthe  Caribbean  tively, subnational  governments maylook
used  to measure  capital  flight  produce  - is part of a larger  effort in the  deprt-  to 'coping  mechanisms  such as  hdding
vasly  differentestimates  (with a lOOper-  ment  to understand  the  macroeconomic  onto theirenterprises(which  provide vital
cent differencebetween  the lowestand  the  effects of capital  flows. Copies of the pa-  social seces),  developiogexpbudgetry
hlighest,indexioscase).  Theyemphasize  per  are  available  free  fiom  the  World  revenues,  or  borwing.  These  copingPolicy Research  Wolking Paper Series  161
mechanismsthreatenprivatizaion,reduce  Birdsall makes four main points in this  human  capital. The series are buait from
budgetary trnsparency,  and impede sta-  paper.  enrolment  data using the perpetual in-
bilizaiion policies.  *  Social development, in  addition to  ventory method, adjusted for mortality.
Bird and Walich  describe the risks to  improving human  welfare directly, is an  Estimates  are corrected for grade rep-
privatization, tomacroeconomic  stability,  excellentinvestment.Thehard-nosedeco-  etition among scbool-goera  and country-
and to an adequate social safety net that  nomic fact is that  it contributes  to ec-  speific  drop-out rates  for primary  and
present policies toward local govermnent  nomic  growth. Even a narrow interest in  secondary students. Enrollment data se-
may  imply.  Its  themes  are  that  the  growth for growth's sake dictates putting  dies used startas farback as 1930  formost
subnational sector needs to be more real-  your money into social development pro-  countries, andeven earlierfor others. This
istically factored into national plans - grams.  reduces the needfor backward  extrapola-
and  that  subnational  expenditures  be  - But investing in social development  tion of enrollments to provide the initial
aore clearly assigned and revenue needs  does  not guarantee growth alRy itsel&  so  estimates of the investment inventory.
wiore  realistically assessed. Such assess-  those concerned with social  progress can-  This paper describes anew database on
meats are likely to acknowledge a larger  not absent  themselves from the  larger  human  capital  stolc  in  developing and
!There for subnational governments and  debate about other aspects of economic  industrial  countries prepared by the In-
the need for access  to morerobustrevenue  policy  in their countries.  ternational EconomicsDepartment(IlEC)
Fmrces. Giving  local government a share  * Moreover, making  social programs  and undertaken  as part of a larger  IEC
. the personal income taxis  one possible  work is not simple - not politically, not  resarch  project  on total factorproductiv-
r perhaps desirable approach to meet-  technically, and not administratively-  ity growth. Copies of  this paper  are avil-
;  these  revenue  needs.  *  Still, we know from the experience  of  able  free from  the  World  Bank,  1818  H
Caflattentionneedstobeppaidtothe  some of the  poorest  countries  that  it can  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.
design  and  implementation  of  the  be done.  Please  contact  Moi  Coleridge-Taylor,
;-tiergovernmental  fiscal transfers  likely  This paper-  a product of the  Office of  room S8-049, extension  33704 (19 pages).
to  remain  prominent  features  of  the  the Drector,  Policy Research Department
intergovemmental  landscape  foryears  to  - was presented  to the Delegates  of the
come.  Caution is also needed on borrow-  Socal Committee at the United Nations  1125.  Industrlal Devebpment
mg  by subnational government. Consoli-  General Assembly on October 19, 1992-  and the Envmironment  In Mexico
dating  and  integrating  extrabudgetary  CopLesofthhepaperarewavlablefi-eefiom
funds  at  the  subnational  (and  national)  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,  Adriann Ten Kate
levels  is  cruciad to  enhanced  budgetary  Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  (April 1993)
- sparency  and  miacrostability.  SoledadlRothsclhild, room Nll-05.,  exten-
This  paper  - a  joint  product  of  the  sion 37460(20  pages).  Postwar  n  has  moved
ilic  Economics  Division,  Policy  Re-  Jexico's  manufactring  industry  toward
rch Department,  and  the  infrastruc-  more pllutig  actiuvis,  parly  through
! Division,  Technical  Department,  1124.  A New Database  heavypublc  inestment  in hevoilypalEst-
opeandCentralAsia,andMiddleEast  on  Human  Capital  Stock:  Sources,  ing subsectors and partly though  below-
I North Africa Regions - is part of a  Methodology,  and  Results  market pricin  polce  for  peroleum,  fi-
rer effort in both departments  to ana-  elh.
issues  relating  to  decentralization,  VilammNeh,  Erie Swanson,
1  in particular,  the  role ofsubnational  and Ashutsh  Dulbey  Postwar  industrializion  has  moved
emments  in the  reform  process.  Cop-  (April 1993)  Mexico's manufnictingindustrytoward
if the paperare  available  free from the  more poluting  activities.  Fairlyindepen-
,A.d  Bank, 18  l8HStreetNW,  Washing-  A  brief  review  of  the  method  and  data  dentofehangesinforeigntade  policy,bis
,DC  20433.  Please  contact  Bonnie  sources used  to prepare the International  process  was induced  by expansive  public
heco, room  1111465, extension  37033  Economics  Departent's  estimas  of the  investments  in  heavily  polluting
pages).  stock  of education.  Analysis  suggets  that  ,  especially  petro-  and  agro-
it  is not  unreasonable  to  use  education  chemials.
stock as a proxyfor  human  capitad in pro-  Below-market  pricing  policies (implicit
23. Social Development  duction functwon  analysis.  subsidies)forpetroeum fuels contributed
Economlc  Development  to anincrease  in industrial  energy  nten-
Nehru,  Swanson,  and Dubey descnrbe the  sity  -in  sharp  contrast  with  the  perva-
-cy  Birdsall  techniques and data adopted for the con-  sive energy-saving transition  in  OECD
-- nIl  1993)  struction of a new series of estimates of  countries in the last two decades. Energy
the stockofeducationin 85 countries over  intensity  in Mexican industry increased
-eases  by the World  Bank in support of  28years(1960-87).Itcoversalltheimpor-  5.7 percentbetween  1970  and 1990,  com-
al  investment  - from  $1  billion  for  tEnt developingregionsexcepttherepub-  pared  'with a decrease  of 35.3  percent  in
7-9  to mzore  than  $3 billion fr  1990-  lics of the former  Soviet Union.  OECD industry.
- -indicate  growing  awareness  that  IEC continues  a well-established  trend  This paper  - a  product  of the  Public
al development is economic develop-  in growth research  of using educational  Economics Division,  Policy Research De-
it, bothasanendinitsefandasagood  stock Cmeasured  as mean  school years  of  partment-ispartofalargereffortinthe
sstment  in economic  growuth  education of the labor foroe)  as a proxyfor  depatment  to  study  pollution  control162  Policy Resarch  Working Paper Serles
policiesindevelopingeountries.Thestudy  currencyandachievemacroecononiiesta-  Philippines) it could maintain  access to
was fumded  by the Bank's Reseah  Sup-  bility, for example. This can work only if  external  capital flows during the world
port Budget under research project 'Pol-  the local political constellation is not con-  years of the debt crisis.
lution  and the  Choice of Policy Instru-  troUledbycoalitionsbentonpreservingthe  East  Asia's close economic  links with
ments  in  Developing Countriet  (RPO  old sem  of redistribution  and is not  the rest  of the  world makes the region
67648). Copies  of  the paper are available  hamperedbymajorpolitical divisions  that  particularlyvulnerableto  shocks  originat-
free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  paralyze decisionmaking.  ing externally. Simulations suggest that
NW, Washington, DC 20433. Please con-  In short, secession can be beneficial if  its growth rate  is cdosely  related to the
tact CarlinaJones, room NIO-063,  exten-  the new state is more homogeneous and  growth rate ofthe OECD  economies,  even
sion 37699 76 pages).  fimctions more coherently than  the old  if its export markets are more diversified
state.  than  those of other developing  regions.
- Not  all  newiy  independent  states  Similarly, given the strength of its ex- -
1126. The Costs and Benefits  would face the costs Slovenia has faceL  port drive to the inclatiui.  'conomiesin
of Slovenlan Independence  IntheCzech-Slovakbreakup,forexample,  the last two decades, especially in labor-
political risk and refgee  acsts (or rather,  intensive products,EastAsiawouldstand.
Mlan CvikLEvanKraft  and  ilMan  Vodopivec  the costs ofmigration) were much smaller  to gain the most from a successful Uru-
(April  1993)  than in Slovenia.  Endeed,  the Czec repub-  guay Round. By the same token, it would
lie may also expect short-term  costs but  also be hurt  the most were the Uruguay
Declining  trade with the rest of Yugosla-  long-term gains.  Round to fall and were industrial  protec-
ia hurs  Slovenials  short-run  propects.  This paper - a product of the Trand-  tion to increase as aresult.
BEt in the long run Sloumnia may  benefit  tion  and  Macro-Adjustment  Division,  So, EastAsiamust  closelywatch devel-
flmgreatermacn,ecmwmicstabilty,flwe-  PolicyResearch Department-is  partof  opments  involving the  North  America
dom  front  subsidizng  less-deueloped re-  alarger effort in the department to imves-  Free  Trade  Agreement  (NAFTA). Al-
g-sns of Yugoslia,  and speeder  intqgra-  tigate the tmansition  of economies  ofEast-  though preliminaryanalysis suggests that
Lion with  Western Europa  erm  Europe and the former Soviet Union.  the  immediate  trade  consequences  of
Copies  of the paper are available freefrom  NAFTAwould  be negligible  for East Asia,
One year is not enough time to daw  con-  the  World Bani,  1818 H  Street  NW,  the longer-run consequences for foreign
clusions about  independent  Slovenia's  Washington,  DC 20433. Please contact  direct  investment  and  trade  flows are
prospects,anditmaynotbeeasyfor  other  Sabah Moussa, room Nil-017,  extension  more difficult to predict.
countries  to  copy  Slovenia's  model.  39019 ( 36 pages).  Finally, theregionfs strng  physical  and
Slovenia  is ethnically homogeneous, cul-  institutional infrastructure, its outwardly
turally  and historically compatible with  orientedtrade  policiesanditswel-devel-
the West, and near (and somewhat pro-  1127. How Intematlonal  Economic  opedbumaresourcebase,haveatacted
tcted  fram) friendly Western neighbors.  Unks Affect East Asia  alarge  share of incremental private capi-
And despite sharp political divisions, it  tEiflows to developingcountriesButsuch
has shown  apolitical will tofight counter-  VIlkramNehra  flows are volatie  and sensitive to macro-
productiveredistribution.  Sti  Slovenia's  (April  1993)  economic conditions and the regulatory
experience may offer insights for other  environment inhostcountries. Were these
new post-Communist economies:  An anatomy  of economic  links  betwen  conditions to change in EastAsiaandliu-
Despite the obviowussht-run costs of  East  Mia  and the glob  eonomy  -and  hibitforeigndirectinvestmentandprivate
the brutal breakup ofYugoslavias federal  a descripton ofhow those linksshape  the  portfolio  flows,  the regions rapid  tansfor-
structure,  Slovenia;s  medium- and long-  region's eposre  to risks from the global  mation  into  a  competitive producer of
run  economic prospects are fairly  good.  economy.  manufs  woud  be  affected  ad-
Declining trade with the rest of Yugosla-  versely.
via dims Sloenia's  short-run prospects.  Nehru applies the theme of the last two  This paper -prepared  by the Office  of
But in the long run it may benefit fom  papersin  the Global  Economic  Prospects  the Regional Vice President,  East  Asia
greatermacroeconomic  stability, freedom  series, written by the Intemational  Eco-  and Pacific Region - was written as a
from subsidngless-developedregionsof  nomics Department,  to the  case of one  background study for the East Asia and
Yugoslava, andspeedlierintegrationwith  developing  mgion: East Asia.  thePacificRegional DevelopmentReview.
Western Europe.  He documnents  the rapid integration of  Itreflects  theBarnksrecentemphasison
* Whathashappenedto  Slovenia does  the East Asian economies  into the world  analyzig  the effect of the external eco-
not prove that separation necsarily  im-  economy  through trade and foreign  direct  nomie  environment on developingcountry
proves welfare. In fact, had  forces ame-  investment,  and suggests that  this has  prospects and pdicies. Copies of this pa-
nable to rational debate and compromise  helpedcreatearelativelywell-iversified  per  are  available  free from the  World
prevailedin Yugoslavia, Slovenia!sseces-  structure  of production and of external  Banr,  1818HSteetNWWashWgtonDC
sion might have decreased welfare.  markets. Asaresult,EastAsiawasrela-  20433. Please contact Moira Coleridge-
- Slovenia!s experience suggests that  tively unaffected by the great  terms-of-  Taylor,roomS88049,  extension33704(21
secession from a  lar> ir  entity  that  is  trade shocks experienced by other devel-  pages).
wrecked by politieal instabflity may pro-  oping countries in the 1980s. East Asia's
duie economic  benefits. Local autonomy  creditwortlhiness in international  finan-
givesSloveniaachancetointroduceanew  ci  markets  meant  that  (except for they Research Working Paper SerIes  163
The International  Ocean  deal  of overaged tonnage must  be re-  jor cocoa  producers that undertook struc-
-port  Industry In Crisis:  placed, maintenance must be improved,  trsl  adjustment programs), as  well  as on
- ssing the Reasons  and  new tonnage  has to be added. The  Obte d'Ivoire and Cameroon.
C)utIook  estimated cost: almost US$400 billion in  The impact  on world cocoa prices of
constant  1992 prices.  suctural  adjustmentprogramsinGhana
Ifirgen  Peters  But  traditional  financing,  trough  and Nigeria was relatively small. There-
1993)  mortgage lending and government sub-  sults imply that,  without structural  ad-
sidy,  is  becoming  scarce.  Leasing  or  justmentprograsinGhanaandNigerin,
ri's  ocean  transporn industryfaces  csshflow-basedlending are promisingat-  worldcocoa pricesinthelate  1980swould
iprecedented crisis.  Fundamental  ternatives,  but they require predictable  have been about US$1,060/ton (in 1985
es in the seazrde  markets and con-  revenue  streams  based  on  long-term  constant dollars), instead of US$850/ton.
ble discrepancies between tonnage  fireightcontractspredicatedoncarg-own-  So  without  the  structural  adjustment
&y  and  the demand  for transport  are  ers'cooperation,  which remains doubtful,  programs,  1989-90  wold  prices  in  real
j  reasons  The internationaltfle  has  No  effective  arrangements  have  been  terms  would have been  about 45 percent
e  criticaly  oueraged  and  suffers  made  to meet the industrys  capital re-  lower than they were in the early 1980s,
*  deferorafing  safety recnd  Serious  quirements, and doubts are more numer-  compared with  an  actual  decline of 55
chingand  sharplong-termplanning  ous than assurances in the industry.  percent.
Deded  but  - hampered  by reduced  Thecrisisthathas  developedisunprec-  Much  more  important  in  depressing
t earnings,  rising  insurance  costs,  edented.  pricesin thisperiodwastherapidincrease
shortage of investnent  capitaL  This paper-aproduct  of he Transport  in production in Brazil, Cte  d'Ivoire, In-
Division,  Transportation,  Water,  and  donesia, and  Malaysia (which together
1980, the world merchant fleet ex-  Urban Development Department - was  accounted for about 75 percent of the in-
d rapidly in  response to thriving  preparedin t  he course  ofthe departmenes  creased production in that decade). That
Ade  markets.  Since then, it has not  efforts to monitor developments  in inter-  increased  production  resulted  largely
A  much The industry did not adjust  national freight markets  and the trns-  from tree planting irn  response to higher
-Ivelytoperiodicglebalrecession, and  port industries  that serve them, as a ba-  waoldcocoapricesinthe late 1970s-and
efs earnings deterioratdasthegap  ois  for advising the Bank group? opera-  subsequent increases in productivity.
ed between the supply of tonnage  tonal  units  about  policy implications.  The results  of counterfactual  simnula-
ie demand for transporL  Copies  of  the paperare available free from  tions  suggest  that  cocoa production in
--  !  unpredictability  of setrade  mar-  the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  Ghanawouldhavebeenatalmosthalfits
And the  changing structe  of de-  Washington,  DC 20433. Please contact  L989-90  level if Ghana had  not imple-
for  ocean  transport  complicated  Joanne Lucas-Walker,  room S1O-022,  ex-  mented  its  structural  adjustment  pro-
wners' efforts to retrench and draw  tension 31078 ( 49 pages).  gram- The producers'surpluswouldbuave
mnsive  strategies. Alvances in ship  been lower without the program, and itlh
_- ard  ocean transport  technologies  govemment's budget defict  would have
-d  shipowners  to  adjust  to  the  1129. How Policy Changes  been unsustaiable.
-r  need for specialized vessels, but  Affected Cocoa Sectors  The effects  of the  structural adjustment
toretaintheirsssetsandtheiradop-  In Sub-Saharan African Countries  prgram  in  Nigerwaare  mixed.  The simu-
Pas  expensive.  lation results  showlowercoca  production
Atshipowners  added onlyafewnew  Jonathan IL Coleman,  Takmam  Aiyama,  but higher government revenue without
's  after  1980, often supported  by  ad  Panos  N.  Varangis  the reforms. But the program was evalu-
irent  subsidies. Government  regu-  (April  1993)  ated onlythreeyears  after thereforms, so
-screatedserious  diskttions in ocean  the full effects  on production had not been
.ort  and  impeded  free  market  ad-  Ghana's  structural  adjustment  program  realized.
-ents.  was vey  benefici  to its cocoa sector. Al-  Thestructuraladjustmentprogramsin
*  most serious issues the industry  thoucgh  world cocoa prices fel  as a result  Ghana and Nigeria had a negative effect
are  a  critically  overaged  fleet and  of  Ghana's  expansion,  the  decline  was  on othercocoa-producingcountries  in Sub-
ige of capital.  Because  of reduced  much  lss  than  that  from production  ex-  Saaran  Africa and the  rest  of the world
-t  earnings,  maintenance has been  pansions by othermajor prodcers  -producinganestimatedloss  (in govern-
ted, leading to frequent structural  mentrevenuefrom cocoa  exportsandpro-
e.  Ship casualties-often  with sen-  Structural  adjustment programs in Sub-  ducersurplus) ofahout 15  percentin other
environmental  damage  - have  Saharan  African countries in the 1980s  SubSaharan  African countries.
d alarming levels. The deteriorat-  removedtraderestrictions,  price controls,  Results  show that  both Cote dIvoire
-- fety record has  caused insurance  and  export taxes  and  abolished state-  andCameroonwou Mhavebeenbetteroff
oescalateandhasprovokedcaIlsfor  owned  commodity  marketing  bodies.  hadtheysetexporttaxesatabigherlevel
-rliahflityrules,  sfringnttechnical  Coleman,Adiyama,andVarangis studied  (closerto anestimateda'ptimal  level)  at
rds, and rigorous inspection. En-  the efifcts of these policy  changes on the  the same time that they depreciated the
tent would make  ocean transpot  cocoa sector, using a global econometric  real exchange  rate. Producer pnces could
sxpensive.  model  gpecifyingmgjor  producer  countries  have been sustainedat theirearlierhigher
meet expected demand  for ocean  through  the  vintage-capital  approach  level, or evenraised, withouthurtinggov-
port safely and  efficiently, a great  They focused on Ghana and Nigeria (ma-  ernment revenues.164  Policy  Reseah  Workdng Paper  Series
Structural  adjustment  programs  in  biases.Lookingahead(farahead,insome  highlights the effect  on these rules of dif-
Ghana and Nigeria had a negative effect  cases), it is less clear how much further  ferent assmptions  aboutthe objectives  of
on producers in other countries, but not  gain to the poor can be expected  from in-  government (health versus welfare), the
adopting such policies would have been  troducingabiasin  the opposite  direction.  limits ofavailable  policyinstruments,  and
economncaflyirrational,  contend  Coleman,  Neutrality should be the aim.  the  market  environment in which the
Aldyama, and Varangis.  We need good  data and measurement  public system operates.
This paper - a produict  of the Interna-  to identify which  public  actions are effec-  One recurrent  finding: Poliey reform
tional Trade Division,  International Eco-  tive in fighting poverty. There have been  must  be  assessed  in  relation  to  the
nomics  Department -is  part of a larger  a number of advances in household data  changes it induces relative to the status
effort in the department to evaluate the  and  analytic  capabilities for  poverty  quo before reform. This point may seem
impact of policy  changes in primary com-  analysis over thelast ten years. We  are in  obviaous,  but it represents a distinct gap
modity producingcountries. Copies  of  the  a better position  than ever to devise  well-  in the literature on resource allocation  in'
paper are available free from the World  informed policies.  health.
Bank, 1818HStreetNW, Washington,  DC  LiptonandRavallionidentify  twoimpor-  To assess changes, the behavior of the
20433.  Please contactGrace nogon, room  tantrolesfor public  action.  Oneis to foster  private sector mustbe Inownin  the type,
S7-033,  extension 33732  (71 pages).  theconditionsforpro-poorgrowh,  partica-  of care given in a system and on how  this
larly by prwiding wide access to the nec-  care will change in response to the policy.
essary physical  and humn  assets, hdlud-  Substituting for a reasonably wel-func-
1130. Poverty  and  Policy  ing public infrastructure. The other is to  tioningprivatesectorisnotasvalunbleas
help those who cannot participate fully  in  providing  services that the prvate  sector
Michael  Upton  and  MartinRavallion  tliebenefitsofsuchgowth,orwhodosowith  cannot be expected to sutain.
(April1993)  actinued exposu  tounacceptale risks.  Research is  needed to  characteize
Here there is an importantrole for aim-  market equilibrium for medical care and
Healthy economic  growth is crucial to the  ing interventions by  various means to  its response to policy  measures. Hammer
well-being  of poor people, who derive in-  improve  the distribution ofthe benefits of  could not examine many issues - most
come mainly foam  their labor.  Alleviaing  public spending on social services and  impont,  those related  to uncmrtainty
pa  vertyshouldbegin with redcing  biases  safetynetsin  developingcountries.Those  andinsurance. Butiftheresearchhe  cals
against the rural sector and  the urban  means range firom the selection of key  for in this paper is pursued, those issues
infbnnol seor  - not reversing  the bias,  categoriesof  public spending  (such as pri-  must figure  prominently as mnajor  deter-
but aiming fior  nemity.  Publc  action  mary  education andbasic health care) to  minantsinthe  demandforcare..Thisneed
should  foster the conditions for pro-poor  more finely  targetedtasnsfers  (including  was orgineally  identified by Arrow, and
growth,  andshouldprovidea  safetynetfiar  nutdtionandhealthinterventions)bawed  there is still a long way to go.
those  whocannot benefitfionmsuc  kgr wCIt  on poverty  indicators, or on some  self-tar-  HUmmer's  anslysisisnotdonein  terms
or who do so only uith exposure  to unac-  getingmechanism. Though  disappointing  of spreventive"  or 'curative" care, andhe
ceptable risks,  outcomes abound, many countries have  argues for assessinginterventions on the
demonstrated what is possiblewith  timely  basis of changes in the stated objectives
In t-his analysis of public  policy  to reduce  and well-conceived  interventions,  of a public system. But there  could well
poverty, Lipton and Ravallion point out,  This paper - a product of the Poverty  beaconnectionwith the preventive-cr-
among other things,  that  typically the  and  Human Resources Division, Policy  tive dichotomy if there  were reason to
highest incidence and severity of  poverty  ResearchDepartment-ispartofalErger  believe that preventive care will system-
re still found in rural areas, especially  if  effort in the department to review and  atically lose out to curative care inamar-
ill-watered.  Formanyof the rural poor,  the  disseminateresearchnfindingsonpoverty  ket setting. On the basis of people's  gen-
only  immediate route out of poverty  is by  in developing  countries, and the implica-  erally acknowledged undervaluation  ot
migration to towns, to face a higher ex-  tions for policy. Copies  of the paper are  preventive services, this may well  be the
pectedincome, although often amore un-  available free fiom the World  Bank, 1818  case.
certain one. This may or may not reduce  H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  Other prevention activities also have
aggregate poverty. We can be more  confi-  Please contact Patricia Cook,  room S13-  many  Tpublic good" features,  with few
dent, theysay,thatgrowthin-agriculbtua  064, extension 33902  (120 pages).  private alternatives, and will look good
output -fueled  by investmentin human  when improvements over status quo are
and physical  infiwtrcture-ispro-poor,  examined for all interventions. But  all
though not because the poor own much  1131. Prices  and  Protocols  activities must be evaluated in theirim-
land.  In Public Health Care  provementovermarketprovison  Itisnot
The policies pursued by most develop-  necessaryto prejudge the cas  for certain
ing countries up to the mid-1980s  - and  Jeffrey  S.  Hammer  types of intervention.
by  many still-have  been biased aginst  (April  1993)  This paper - a product of the Popula-
therural sectorinvariouswEys. The same  tion, Health, and Nutrition Department
is true  - although different policies  am  An  attempt  to derive price and  rationing  - is part of a larger effort in the depart-
involved - of the  other major sectoaal  rnlefoarpublic health  flwlties.  menttoapplyprinciplesofpubliceconom-
concentration of poor, namely, the urban  ics to the health  sector. The study was
informal sector. There are clear prospects  Hmmer  ties  to derive price and ration-  funded by the Banls  Research Support
for reducing poverty by removing these  ing rules for public health facilities. He  21idget  under research project Determi-cy Research WortkIng  aperSerles  165
sofNutritional and Health OLtcomes  demandl  for money was mostly for trane-  the solution exhibitsbubbles-fiscal  and
donesia and Implication for Health  action purposes, and inflationry  expec-  currentaccountimbalancesthatwouldhe
yReform'(RP0676-27).Copiesof`the  tations were almost myopic.  unsustainableovertime.Meanwhile,rel
r are available free from the World  *  In Poland, repressed  inflation was  appreciation of the dinar would suppress
',  1818  H StreetNW, Washington, DC  significant but decreasingafter 1917,  and  non-oil exports As a reslt,  the need for
3.Please contactJae ShinYang, room  inflationary expectations adjusted fairly  foreignborrowng wouldbe  more pressing.
031, extension 81418 (35 pages).  rapidly.  In an attempt  to restore the equilibrium,
o In Romania, repressed inflation was  the  government would need to contain
serious throughout the period, and infla-  aggregate  demand  by  compressing im-
2. An Analysis of Repressed  tionay  expectations adjusted quite rap-  ports and investment, thereby worsening
-tion  In Three  Transitlonal  idly.  the economic  situation.
- nomies  Thiseconomicmodelneedstoberefined  Path two is based on a reaorm stategy
and the data used need to be improved,  that indudes  policies to rais  the domes-
'ew  Feltenstein  and Jiminaga  But the papers findings are broadly con-  ti  ngsn rate, improve the fiscal iitua-
11993)  sistentwiththeresultsofmastotherstud-  tion (by rationalizing  expenditures and
ies.  introducingincome taxes and cost reov-
ssessment  of the  extent  of repressed  This paper  - a  product of the  Socio-  erymeasure),andcotrectthemisaligned
ion in Czechoslovakia,  Poland,  and  Econonmc  Data  Division, International  exchange  rate.
caia between 1980 and  1990  Economics  Department  - is  part  of a  Theresuts  showthat  the expenditure-
study  finded  by  the  Banles  Researrh  switchingeffect  ofthe  exchangerste  slign-
ntrally planned economies,  domestic  Support  Budget under  research  project  mentwouldshift  resourcesin favorofthe
is do not respond flexibly to market  'AccountingforEconomiesinTransition"  tradable sectos  Non-oil GDPandeports
s,soeconomcedisequibria-inlud-  (RPO 676-18). Copies of this  paper  are  woud  register  high growth rates  winle
repressed  inflation  - persisL  available free  from  the World Bank, 1818  eeonomicdiversification,inthecontextof
mateis and Ha assess the extent of  H  Street  NW, Wasbington,  DC 20433.  a  growing and  more dynamic economy,
msed iflation  in  Czechoslovaka,  Please contact Estela Zamora, room S7-  would foster investment  efficency. This
nd, and Romania between 1980 and  136, extension 33706, (32 pages).  would help  Babrainis  maintain  a  high
01  ndard  of living as the oil income dries
First,  they  develop a  simultaneous  up,without  toomuchlossofconsmption
Lion  model, wich  stipulatesthat  the  1133.  Maciroeconomic  Framework  for the present generation.
assedinflationiscausedbythediffer-  for an Oil-Based  Economy:  This paper  - a joint  product of the
in growth rate between households'  The Case  of Bahrain  Transition  and Macro-Adjustment Divi-
ey holdings and  retail  sales  in  the  sion,PoigcyRes-chDepatmentandthe
onmy.  FoUowing  are the moders basic  rahim  A. Elbadawi  sandNader  MId.  Internatial  Trade  Dividon,  Interna-
mptions:  (April  1993)  tionalEconozmicsDepartment-wnaspre-
A  stable demand formoney function  pared  as  background  material  for
*;s  where the demand for real quasi-  Altwrnativavaiiabltoanoi-dependnt  Barnins  Country Economic Memoran-
-aeydependsonthelevelofrealincome  economy  with exesslueproducerandcon-  dum. Copies of this  paper are available
the expected rate of inflation.  sner  subsidies and possibl  misalicnd  free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street
Inflationaryexpectationsareformed  currency.  NW, Washington, DC 20433. Please con-
sr an  adaptive scheme in which ex-  tactAnnaMaranon,roomN11-025,exten-
Ed  inflation for the next  period ds-  Bahrains  economy is characterized by  sion31450orMariaTeresaSancher,oom
Is on the errormade inpredictingthe  producer and  consumer  subsidies and,  S7-022,  extension 33731(56 pages).
ant period's -truen inflation.  possibly misaligned  currency. These sub-
The real stock of quasi-money bal-  sidieshaveresultedinlowersavingsrates
s adjusts  to the desired level, after a  than  would  be  consistent  with  the  1134. Managing a Nonrenewable
lag.  country's endowment in  oil and  gas. In  Resource:  Savings and Exhange-
Itenstein  and  Ha then  derive a re-  addition,  the misaligned real  exchange  Rate  Policies  In Bahrain.
d-form eqation  on real quasi-money  rate has encouragedimports, at the same
ings, and estimate it with quartery  time creating  incentives biased against  llrhim  A.  Elhadawi  and NaderMjd
for Czechoslovakia  and Poland, and  the non-oil  tradable sector  So, Bahrans  (April1993)
annual data for Romaria. Based on  economy  remains larely  dependent on a
wstimated  equation, they  derive the  rapidly depleting hydrocarbon resource  i  model predt  that a red  depret-
inflation rate for each economy. Fl-  base.  tion of about 31 percent wilt be needed
*_r,  they determine the siificance  of  Elbadawi and Majd espouse a macro-  between 1992 and  2005  to auert srious
epressed inflation in each economy  econonic consstency framework to foeus  real overwluatn  of the exhan  rate
ugh  statistical tests onparametersof  on  the  behavior of Bahrain's  economy
istimated equaion.  along two paths.  Bahrais  oil-producing economy is vul-
lese are their main findings:  Path  one is based on the  sswumption  nerabletoterms-of-tade  shocks fie  ol in
During 1980-90 in Czechoslovakia,  that the governments  present macroeco-  the  horttomediumrun.Butthecountry's
assed  inflation was insignificant, the  nomic policy wlll continue. In that  case,  dependence on nonrenewable bydrocar-166  Polcy  Research  Workdng Paper Serles
bon resources represents  a  more basic  1135. Inflation  In CzechoslovakIa,  But  the extant  to which official price
constraintonBahrain'sprospects  arlong-  1985-91  indices  understated  inflationary  pres-
term  economuc growth  and  welfar  To  smres was not serious in Czechoslovakia,
maintain economic  growthandwelfire  in  Zdenek  Drabek Kzmil  Janacek  ompared with  other centrally planned
the post-oil era, Bahrin  must save more  and  Zdenek  Turm  economies.  Estimates of hidden inflation
afitsoil revenuesandassets  andusethem  (April  1993)  for 1985-89  range  fiom 0.5 percent to 2
to invest  abroad  and  to support  economic  percent  a year  in consumer  markets  and
diversification.  Hidden  and  suppssed  infZation  in  about 3 percent in the industrial  sector.
Elbadawi and Moad  derive optimum do-  CzechosLkwkia  in 1985-91  - refected in  Estimates  for suppressed inflation were
mesti  savings  rates  for Bahrain  in  the  long waiting  lists for cars and  state  and  less  than  5 percent.  The relatively  small
context of a  two-assets (oil and non-oil)  opeatiue  flats -was  relatiuely  slghtfor  inflationarygapisindirectlyconfirmedby
intertmporal  welfare-madmizingmodel.  the economy as a whole, and it virually  the sharp  inflation associated with the
Based on these denved rates, theyrecom-  disappeard  when prces rose after  prices  recent price liberalization that  subsided
mend  .thatthe  currentsuboptima  savings  lberalied  in 1990-97.  inarelatively  short period,  andboth sup-
ratiosberaisedbyaboutl0percentofGDP.  pressed andhiddeninflationshave  virtu-
Achieving such a bigh savings rate is  Drabek, Janacek, andTumassessinfla-  ally disappeared.
probably not economically  feaible  or po-  tion in Czechoslovakia  between 1985  and  Estimates  of  bidden  inflation  were
litically  sustainable  in  a  stagnant  1991 and identify the main causes of in-  based  on benchmark  price comparisons
economy,  because itimplies  significantly  flation through a literature  survey and  betweenCzechoslovakiaandsuchmarket
reducng  absolute levels of real consump-  empirical studies.  economies as  Anstria  Those  for  sup-
tion. Such austerity  wouild  not be neces-  The official  prices in centrally planned  pressed inflation were based on disequi-
sarynagrowing,effimentlyrestnxbnd,  economieswereneverperceivedbycntrxlI  ibumeconometricmodelsofassethold-
and diversifiedeconomy.  inwbichtheewal  plannerstobefullymarketclearing.  Only  ings and an 'conjecture tests.
exbange  erate  policy  played akeyrole  by  by coincidence would the  overall price  This paper  is a  product of the Socio-
stimulating non-oil tradable sectors that  level correspond to the level associated  Economic Data  Division, International
couldreplace olwhenit  dries out.Butthe  with general equilbrium-  Economics Department.  The study was
smess  afreal  exchan  rate depreciation  Whatis missirgin  oficial price indices  fimded by the Banks  Research Support
itself depends on a sufficiently high say-  in centrallyplanned economies  -indud-  Budget under reearch  project  sAccount-
ingsrate,  tofree up resources to switch to  ing the consumer price index -is  'sup-  iog for Economies in  Transition'  (RPO
the produton  of other tradable  pressed"inflation,manifestinqueugfor  676-18). Please contact  Estela  Zamora,
Elmbadawi  and Majd present an empiri-  product,  forced substituion  of demand,  room S7-136,  extension 33706  (33  pages).
calthree-ectormodel  ofthereal  exchange  and  forced savings.  Also  mssg  is  "hid-
rate,  which permits  links  between the  den' inflation, associated with practices
eibrium  real  exchange rate and  the  that disguise price increasesbehind "cos-  1136. The  Dynamic  Behavior
optimum  sangs  rate.  They  use  this  metae or other changes m product qual-  of Quota  LUcense  Prices:  Theory
model to compute wbat real deprecation  ity.  and  Evidence  from the  Hong Kong
is required  consistent  with the  denved  Drabek,Janacek,andT  umaarguethat  Apparel  Quotas
optimum savings ratios.  inflationary pressures in Czechoslovakia
Their model predicts that areal  depre-  in 1985-89orgatedm2ainlyintheinvest-  Xala Krishna  and Ling  Hui Tan
ciation  of about  31  percent  would be  ment sector. Even though the investment  fay is993)
needed between 1992 and 2005 to avert  sector was strictly controlled, making it
serious real overvaluation over this pe-  difficult for open inflation to emerge, the  Welfare evauations  and reform reconz-
riod  scopeforinflationarypressureswasgreat  mendations in many sudies  may  need to-
This paper - a product of the Transi-  in Czechoslovalda.  Such pressures  arose  bereworke4 to account for the possibility
tion  and  Macro-A4justment  Division,  from  a mixtu  of  factors,  including  poor  that the quota license market - usualy
Policy Research Department, and the In-  investment  planning,  acconnnodaing  asswzel  to  be peffeety  competive  for
ternational Trade Division,  Intermational  government finance, and the high prior-  HongKong-is  not perfectly  competiive
Economics  Department  -was  prepared  ity given to investments and social con-
as  background  material  for  Bahrains  sumption.  Empirical studies  of the welfare conse-
Country Economic  Memorandum. Copies  For Czechoslovakia, the official price  quences of quotas  often assume perfect
of this paper are available free from the  indices show virtaly  no  inflation be-  competition everywhere. If this assump-
WorldBank, 1818  HStreetNWWashing-  tween 1985 and  1989, when there  were  tion is not valid, welfare estimates and
ton,  DC 20433.  Please  contact  Anna  longwaidtigistsgforsuchproductsascars  pocyrecommendationsmayerrdxmnati-
Maranon,  room  N11-025,  extension  andstateandcooperativeflats  Trendsin  cally. Thepopularpress  often argues that
31450,  orMadaTeresa  Sanchez,  room  S7-  these price  indices do not seem to depend  market  power  is being exercised in mar-
022, extension 33731(47 pages).  onthemethodusedfor constructingthem,  lkets constrained by import quota1
according to  the  sensitivity  tests  con-  Krishna and Tan develop  a famework
ducted by Czechoslovakia!s  Federal Sta-  for testn  the hypothesis of perfect cam-
tistical  Office. Obviously, the official price  petition  in the  market  for apparel  quota
indices failed to capture t  he fill extent of  licenses. Drawing on simple models,  they
economic  disequilibrium in that period.  predictthebehavioroflicenseprices,tak-.Vy  Research  Working  Paper Series  167
-o  accountfourinfluencee on prices:  In May 1992, the World Bank hosted a  remain in public hands. The objective  is
ty value,  option  value,  renewal  Railway Roundtable in Vienna,  Austria,  to change the enterprises! authority and
and asset value. They explore the  attendedbytrsportministers,advisors,  enhance their commercial  orientation.
timperfections in the license  mar-  and senior railway staffEfrom  the Central  * Have the explicit  missan  of the rail-
license price paths.  and Eastern European (CEE) countries.  way be to operate freight and intercity
-rytesta  llegations thatthereisprice  The Roundtablereviewedrecent  trendsin  passengerservices on acommercialbasis,
-in the market for Multi-Fibre Ar-  the railwayse  roles in these countries and  with revenues from servces covering  al
Aent  (MEA)  apparel quota licenses  identified appropriate actions to address  costs, including a return on investment.
jg Kong. (Hong Kong often serves  emerging transport  issues in the  CEE  'SodI"  services, such as urban passen-
'  bnchmark  case for the welfare con-  region.  The Bank prepared this strategy  gers, should be identified and supported
,ces ofthe MFAi)  They use monthly  paper based on the discussions and the  by the appropriate govern-  mental agen-
nlicense prices and use rates to test  apparent  widespread  consensus  that  cies.
tpresenceofimperfectcompetition.  emerged  at the Roundtable.  This paper  - a joint product of the
,rguethataconcentrationoflicense  The financial  situaion  ofthe CEE rail-  Transport  DiVision, Transport,  Water,
- g could affect both the supply side  ways is beginning to deteriorate rapidly,  andUrbanDevelopmentDepartmentand
'edemandside,byaffectingthecosts  and the CEE railways are not well posi-  the Technical Deprtment,  Europe and
rch.  tionedto provide  good,  reliable service to  Central Asia Regiona Office  -is  part of
nP  results  accord well with  their  theirincreasinglymarketdrivencustom-  a larger effort inth  n  to  and
ticaldiscussion,inwhichiheypoint  ers. These countries are thus under in-  refine theBanlsapproacbtoinstittlional
-at  license use and price paths with  creasingpressure to  restrte  theirrall-  reform. Copies  of the paper are available
rectcompetitionin the license mar-  ways to relieve finanial  pressures and  free from the World  Bank, 1818 E Street
iy be quite different  fiom the corre-  meet future needs.  NW,  Wasbington,  DC 20433.  Please con-
'ingpaths in the case  ofperfect com-  Railways in  market  economies have  tact  TWUTD,  room S1O-029,  extension
in - even though the total use of  facedasteadilydediningroleinthetrans-  31005  (18 pages).
Ls  is the same.  portmarket, andhavetypicallydealtwith
y estimate the structural  demand  emerging problems by "tnkering  at the
ipply  equations ofthe model, which  margez -for  example,  by debt write-offs  1138. The Economic  Impact
le firtherevidence ofimpect  corn-  - and thus delaying  atacking  their un-  of MilKary Expenditures
- in  in theli.;ense market. Inparticu-  derlying structural  problems. Many of
ie intra-year path  of quota license  these govermments  have come  to the con-  Daniel  Tandau
and of quota use are found to be  elusion that 'drastic surgery' is required  ay 1993)
- ad by concentration in license hold-  -as  illustrated by the British, German,
and Japanese railways.  LeVels oqF  mtay  spadig  in  deloping
-resultsinshort,suggestthatmar-  The agenda for change that  emerged  counries have been  faling  and are reoa-
wer exists in Hong Kong's  quota 1i-  from this Roundtable emphasized devel-  tiuely lDw in areas witth  economic  prob
market Hong Kongis often consiid-  opingastrategic plan forrestrctningthe  enzs. Geeally,  military spending ftpi-
-The  prime example ofperfect compe-  railway.  This plan should define  the mar-  cdlly about4pe  petw  ofGDP) is not asso-
- so this has major implications fcr  ket; project  the level ofactivity (tons,  ton-  cia  dwith  ou  rrateof  ewnomicgrowth,
developing  countries,  dIometers and freight tariff,  passenger-  of capital Jbrmatin,  or of gouenmet
spaper-aproductofthe  Interna-  kilometers and  passenger fares) for all  spending on healt  education,  and Enfra-
-Trade Division,  International Eco-  businessactivities;include afive-yearfi-  structureorwithhigherratesofinflation.
s Department-  is part of a larger  nancial plan for the different  lines ofrail-
in  the department  to assess  the  way business (to make options concrete);  Landau addresses tbree questions about
n imposed on  developing country  and define all government policies and  mllitaryspendingindevelopingcountrier
tersby trde  barriers. Copies  ofthe  changes that would  put the railway on a  * What are levels of (and trends in)
are available free from the World  level playingfield with competingmodes  militaryspendingasapercentageofgross
'_1818HStreetNW,Washington,DC  of trnsportation.  national product?
. Please contact Dawn Gustafeon,  Two items on the agenda for change  *  Whatimpactdoespeacetimemilitary
37-044,  extension 33714(52  pages).  (among  many others) are to:  spending have  on growth, government
* Convert the cumrent  railway "enter-  spending  on socia welfacre  andinfiastrc
prise' or ministry into a joint stock com-  ture, and other key economic  variables?
Railway Reform  pany (JSC) or, at least, an independent  * What  major  factors  influence the
e Central and Eastem  enterprise operating under normal com-  'evel ofmilitary spending?
pean Economies  merciallaw.  Theboardofdirectorsshould  Landaufinds thatmilitaryspendingas
include  representatives rom  govemment,  ashare ofGNPgenerallyfellintthe 1980s,
W.  Blackhaw  and loDuis  S. Thompson  therailway executive  and high-level  busi-  evenin the MiddleEastandNorthAica.
993)  ness or public  representatives from out-  Themeanlevelofmilitayexpenditureas
side of governmen:. Formation of a JSC  a share of GNP CU)  was 39  percent,
egypaperforrestruturinwgraiways  orindependententerpuise does  not neces-  well belowthepeakoff53ipereentin 1976.
edth  changing needs of-the  Central  sarily imply privatization of the nralway  In 1989,  MES averaged only 2.7 percent
iastern  Eurpean  counzriat  because the underlying assets may well  in Lain  America  and 2.0 percentin Sub-168  Policy  Resewarch Working  Paper  Sei  --
SaharanAfrica-thetworegions  withthe  with only 1.2 percent  for 1964-79. At the  impact  on worldmarkets  of policy char_
most  severe economic problems.  same time,  cotton  exports  grew an aver-  in  primary  commodity-produing  ccnn
He finds no evidence  of anegative  rela-  age 8 percent  a year,  compared  with  al-  tries.Capies  fthepaperareavalable?  --
tionship  between  militaxy  spending  as  a  most  no growth  between  1964 and  1979.  from the World Bank,  1818 H StreetNW
share  of GNP  and  the  peacetime  growth  Concern  has  been  expressed,  at  the  Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  cori-
rate  of  developing  countries  - except  World  Bank  and  elsewhere,  about  the  Grace  iogon,  room  S7-033,  extenr
where  military  spending  is  high.  radding-upproblem'ofexpanding  exports  33732(40  pages).
He finds thathigher  shares  ofMES  are  for commodities  that  are highly  price-in-
not associated  with lower  shares  of gov-  elastic.  The concern has  been that  expt
ernment  spending  on  education,  health,  expansion  - as a result  of project loans  1140.  How Retail  Food Markets
and  infrastructtue.  As  MES  increases,  or  structural  adjustment  programs  - Responded to Prlce Ulberalkation
government spending as a share of GNP  could lead to afall in world prices and an  In Russia  after January  1992
increase,  whichallows  thelevelofspend-  overall  reduction  in export revenues-
ing on health,  education,  and infrastroc-  Coleman  and  Thigpen  assess  whether  Brnue Gardner and Karen M  Broks
tre  to be maintained.  expansion  of cotton  exports  in  Sub-Sta-  (May 1993)
He finds  some evidence  that  increased  ha-ran African countries  has  produced  an
mitaryspendingintheldevelopingcoun-  adding-upproblem  Theytestthehypoth-  Progress  was  made  toward  market  L-'-
tales  has  a weak  negative  impact  on in-  esis that  export expansion hasled,  orwill  grationin  theseemnmothsas  ferprice!-:
vestment  and  the  balance  of trade.  He  lead,  to a  decline  in  thr. terms  of trade,  ealization.  Further development off
findsnoevidenceofa  statisticallysignifi-  which  would offset any benefits  from  ex-  markets  wiUl  requiue deeper price libec-
cantrelationsbip  betweenmilitaryspend-  port  expansion.  za7tion,  removal  of local contros,  con-  -
ing and  inflation.  Their  results  reject  this  hypothesis.  ued  enterprise  reform  prinwtizat
The  most  important  determinant  of  Usingcomparativestaticanalysis-com-  deonopol,andentryofneuwfr---
peactimemilitaryspendingis  the spend-  paringSub-Saflaxn  Africa'sexportshare
ing level  of neighboring  counties  - in  withestimatedworlddemandelasticities  Underadministeredpricesthroughthe
other words, the potential  external  tbreat.  -they  showthat  Sub-SaharaAfricas  14  of 1991, Russs  food distribution  sys
Regional  conciliation  and  disarmament  percentshareofworldexportsistoosmall  broke down, anditwasfiaredthatthef
maybeannimportantsteptowardreduced  relative  to the  estimated  price  elasticity  supply would be inadequate  in  the wi
mlitary  pending.  of demand  (anging  from  -0.2 to -0.3) to  of  1992 and  th  . ln  Ja  r
This  paper  - a  product  of the  Public  produce  an  adding-up  problem.  March  1992, prie  ceingp  were remc
Economics  Division, Policy Research  De-  Using  an  econometric  model  of  the  onmostitemssoldinstate-ownedRur.-
partlent-ispartofalargereffortinthe  world  fibers  market,  Coleman  and  stores.Priceliberaliuationwasintend'
department  to  study  public  expenditure  Thigpen  show that  maintaining  the high  return  food to shelves  and  to improve
issuesin  developingcountries.Thisstudy  1980s growth rate  ofcotton  exports  in the  flow  of food among  regions  througi  - -
was funded  by the  Bank's  Research  Sup-  1990s would increase  Sub-Saharan  Afi-  sponsestoprice  differenials.  Privatiza-
port  Budget  under  research  project  'The  canexportrevenuesmore  than  50 percent  of the  distrbution  systen  did not h  9
Economic  Inpact  of Militay  Expendi-  by the  end of the  decade,  comparedwith  untilOctoberL992.  Atthetime  ofprice
tures  (RPO 676-85)- Copies ofthis  paper  base-case  projections.  And,  except when  eralizatontheenvironmentwasstilldk
are  availale  free from  the  World Bank,  the price elasticityof  worldcotton  demand  natedbyunrestruturedstateenterpri
1818  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  is  lowered  substantially  below  its  esti-  Retail  prices immediatelyrose  sha
2043?.Pleasecontact  CarlinaJones,room  matedvalue,  estimates  ofthe  elasticity  of  andfluctuated.  Becausefoodpricesdid
N10-063,  extension  37699 (45 pages).  export  revenue  relative  to export volume  stabilize  after  the  initial  jump,  m
were  close enough  to unity  for Coleman  people questioned  whether  price libe
and  Thigpen  to conclude that  an  adding-  ization  accomplAished anything  posit
1139. Should  Sub-Saharan  Africa  up problem does not exist for expanded  Gardner  and  Brooks  examine data
Expand  Cotton  Exports?  cotton exports in Sub-Saharan Afria  movements in  food pnres  and volua
Their analysis also showsthatthe  struc-  betweenDecemberl991  andAugust  1
Jonathan R. Coleman andAL  Elton Thigpen  tural  adjustment  programs  implemented  to  xaminne how  retail  food markets
May13993)  inthe  1980sare unlikelytohavehadasig-  sponded to liberalization.  They add:
nificant adverse impact an the world cot-  the following  questions:
SubSouarranAfricals  recent rapid expan-  ton market  A20 percent  real  devaluation  Is there any  evidence that  afterlibe
sion of cotton exports has nat caused an  forallofSub-Saaran  Africa,forexample,  izationfoodretumnedtoretaloutletsft
"adding-up'  problem And fiuther expan  leads to an average 04 percent rlecline  m  were essentiauly  bare in December lc
sion  of Sub-Saharan  Afic's  cotton  ex-  the  world  price of cotton, while a 2D  per-  Is  there  evidence  that  transactions  f
ports  is unikely  to have a significant  in-  cent increase  in producer  cotton prices in  placeinaresponse  toprice  differentials
pace on the world coton market  all Sub-SaharanAfricancountriesleadsto  markets begin to emerge despite the?
a 0.8 percent decline  in the world price.  of privatization  and demoncpoizati
In the 1980s, cotton production in Sub-  This paper-  a product of the Interna-  Did city-to-ity  price differentials ev '
Saharan  Africa expanded significantly.  tional Trade Division,  International Eco-  to reflect a price surface explainablt'
Annual productiorn  growth averaged 4.7  nonics  Department -is  part of a larger  transportation  costs and other econc
percent between 9O  and L990,  compared  effort in the department to evaluate the  variables? If not, why not?Policy Research  Worklng  Paper  Series  169
Gardner  and  Brooks  conclude  that  flows. For the  five Pacific  Basin  market  long run  they havea  negative efect  on the
progress  was made toward  market  inte-  economies, however,  FDI raises  domestic  growth  rates of output  and  exports
grationin thesevenmonthsafterpricelib-  investment by the full extent of the FDI
eralization. The volume of food sold in  inflow-  Using a time-series approach, Rmaan-
monitored shops increased substantially.  Fry finds that  E  DI has a significantly  lyzes the relationship between the extent
The geographic dispersion of prices de-  negative impact on national savingin the  of rent-seeking trade policy  and both po-
clined over time. But larrge  price differ-  sample ofal  16 developing  countries. For  litical and economic  variables. For rent-
ences between  cities persisted that cannot  the control group, this negative effect is  seeking trade policy,  the indicatorhe uses
be explained in  terms of available eco-  similar in magnitude to  P1Drs  negative  isthenumberofforeign-traderegulations
nomic  variables.  effectondomesticinvestment-implying  passedceachyearforthebenefitofasingle
Largeeconomic  gains couldbeacdhieved  a zero effect  on the current account But  firm or industry.
.by further market integration.  FDrs  negative effect on national saving  Rasmuses datafromUruguayfor1925-
This paper - a product of the Agricul-  in the five Pacific  Basin developing  mar-  83. Uruguay, which experienced an im-
tural  Policies Division, Agriculture and  ketecononiesimpliesthatEDicouldhave  pressive economic  decline,  isanoutstand-
,Rural DevelopmentDepartment-ispart  more of a negative effect on the current  ing example  of a rent-seeking  society.
ofalargereffortinthe  departmenttoen-  accountthan throughincreaseddomestic  After  being  a  wealthy  economy  in
lyze changes in agriculture in economies.  investment alone.  midcentury, it suffered almost complete
This research was supported by a grant  Fry also investigates the impact ofFVI  stagnation, which led to socil  and politi-
to the University of  Minnesota from the  on economicgrowthinthesel6countries,  cal disintegrationbythe  end ofthe 1960s.
National Council  on Soviet and Eastern  taldng  into  account distortions  in  the  Threedecadesofrestrictiveregulationson
European  Research, and  by  the World  economies. He  estimates  reduced-form  foreign trade had created a neaLrly  closed
Bank. Copies of the paper are available  current account equations, and presents  economy by the end of the 1960s. It was
free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  an analytical framework for estimating  worth analyzing whether policymakers'
NW,  Washington, DC 2043& Please con-  FDrs  effect on economic  growth in the  greatreceptivenesstodemandsforprotec-
tact CicelySpooner,  room NS-039,  exten-  presence of incentive-disincentive pack-  tion could account for Uruguay's dedine.
sion 32116 (66 pages).  ages and other economic  distortions.  Over the period 1925-83, Rama finds
He illustrates his framework using in-  almost4,000 laws, decrees,  and adminis-
dicators offoreign  trade andfmnancial  dis-  trative resolutions that create,  intai,
1141.  Foreign  Direct  Investnent  tortions.  H3is  main  conclusion: the  effect  or modify  a foreign-trade  regulation  for
In a Macroeconomic  Framework:  of EDI  differsmarkedlyfromone group of  the benefit of a single firm or industry.
Finance, Efficiency,  Incentives,  countries to another.  About halfof themexplicitlyidentify  the
and  Distortions  PDI has  a negative  effect on economic  petitioner-usuallyafirm  orguildL Since
growth in the control group. It has  the  the  size  of  the  Uruguayan  economy
Maxwell  J. Fly  same positive effect on growth as domes-  changed over the period studied, Rama
(May  1993)  tically financed investment  does in the  scales the annual  number of regulations
Pacific Basin countnes. The main  cause  by output or exports to measure the ex-
Does jbreign direct investment affct  na-  for the different effect is the low level of  tent of rent-seeling  trade policy.
tional saving both directy and indirectly  distortion in the Pacific  Basin countries.  Rama  shows that  the extent  of rent-
through the rate of economic growth? It  Thispaper-aproduct  ofthe Debt and  seekingtrdepolicyincreasedwithcdisce-
depends on which countriesyoifre talking  International Finance Division,  Interna-  tionary policies and under  dictatorship.
about Pacific Basin countries appear to  tional Economics  Department  - is part  (In the  period studied, there  were two
deiflr markedly fiom some other develop-  of a larger  effort in the  department  to  stages  of democracy - until  1932 and
ing  countries.  study the benefits offoreign directinvest-  from 1943-72  - and two stages of dicta-
ment.  Copies of the paper are available  torship.)He also shows  that rent-seeking
Does foreign direct investment (P`D1)  in-  free from the World Bank, 1818  H Street  traderestrictionsincreasedunderimport-
crease domestic investmentb or does it  NW, Washington, DC 20433. Please con-  substitution strategies  and, more unex-
jrovide additional foreign exchange fora  tact  Rose Vo, room  8S-042,  extension  pectedly, under active export promotion.
prexisting  current  account deficit, or  31047 (May 1993, 30 pages).  This suggests that  discretionary power
some linear combination of the two? Fry  leads to wastefu  distribution, whether it
investigates this  question for a group of  is used to support inward- or outward-
five Pacific  Basin countries and a control  1142. Rent-Seeking  Trade  Policy:  oriented policies.
group of 11 other developing countries.  A Time-Series Approach  inay,  Ramaanalyzes the correlation
For  the  sample of al  16 developing  between innovations in the trade  policy
countries,  Fry  finds  that  FDI does not  Martin Ranm  indicator  and innoVations  in the  growth
pmvide  additional  balance  of payments  (May 193)  rates  of output  and  exports,  with alag  of
financing for a pre-exicting current  ac-  up to 20 years.  Surprisingly, he finds a
count deficit  In the control group of 11  PFreign tradebarriersthatbeneftasingle  positive ccrrelation with output growth
developing countries, PDI is assoiated  firm or industry are more  liky  to increase  rates  after two or three  years.  But the
with reduced domestic  investment-im-  with dscretionary tade  policies and un-  correlation becomes negative some years
plying that EDI to those countries is sim-  derdicatarnhipa Andalthogh  these  bar-  later, particularly in the case of exports.
ply a close substitute for other capital in-  riers  mayproduce shot-run benefts, in the  The short-run postive  impact on growth170  PolIcy  Research  Working  Paper Series
rates,  together  with the surprisinglylong  est  changes  in the  system  of exemptions,  represent  a dramatic  aceleration  of the
time lag before the negative  impact,  may  for example.  The  benefit  of eliminating  trends  in exports  observed  between  1984
accountforpolicymakersreceptivenessto  exemptions  is  primarily  transparency.  and  1989.  Contrary  to expectations,  the
demands  for protection.  The eosts ofprogranms thatprovideimport  driving  force behind  the  export  upswing
This  paper  - a  product  of the  Trade  exemptions  for, say, regional  promotion,  were  manufactues  - not raw  materials,
Policy Division,  Policy Research  Depart-  are  often bidden  in customs  statistics.  mineral  fuels,  or  agricultural  products.
ment-is  part of  a larger  effortin  the  de-  *  IfpressuresthatcausecollectedTates  Exports  expanded  because  of the  efforts
partinent  to  understand  the  political  nottoincreaseone-for-onewith  tariffrates  ofstate-ownedenterprisestoexportmore
economyofprotection.  Copies ofthe  paper  will continue  to be present  in any  tariff  in  metallurgy,  electro-engineering,  and
are  available  free from  the  World Banrk,  regime,  then  these must  be factored  into  chemical  and  light  industries.
1818HStreetNW,Washington,  DC20433-  tariff  reform  design.  Evidence  on the  relationship  between
Please  contact  Dawn  Ballantyne,  room  This  paper  - a  product  of the  Trade  Poland's  export perfornance  in the  West-
NIO-023, extension  37947 (17 pages).  Policy Division, Policy Research  Depart-  (especiallytrade  with the European  Con-
ment-is  part  of a  larger  effort  in  the  munity)  and  the  collapse  of the  CMEA
department  to assist  in the design  oftar-  seems  to suggest  that  the  fall in  Polish.
1143. Tariff Rates,  Tariff Revenue,  iff reforms. The study was funded by the  exports to the  CMEA was smaller than
and  Tariff  Reforn:  Some  New  Bank's  Resea-h  Support  Budget  under  expected. TheredirectionofPlish  expot
Facts  research  project'DesignofNiffRefo.m:  from the CMEAfueled  onlylimitedexport
Theory, Evidence, and  Inplication"  (RPO  expansion  to the  West
Lent Pritchett and Gecta Sethi  676-77). Copies  ofthe  paper are available  The developments in Polish  trade  dur-
(May  1993  free fro.1 the  World Bank,  1818 H Street  ing the  first  two years  of the  tanesrna-
NW; Washington,  DC 20433-  Please con-  tion  program  sugest  that  attempts  to
Tariff  rates on specific prodructs and  the  tact  Maria  Fernandez,  room  S9-035,  ex-  recreate  the CMEAarrangementsmn  some
ratio of tariff  revemue to import  value are  tension  33766 (23 pages).  inew  guise  would  have  unnecessarily
onlytenuoustyrekaed  Above apercent  weakened  incentives  to  -restruture  the
rate, collected.-ntcs  do not increas  at all  economy withits  comparativeadvantage.
despite  increases  in  officia  rates  1144.  The  Foreign  Trade  This paper-  a product  of the  Elnterna-
Dimension of the  Market Transition  tional Trade livision,  Intenational  Eco-
Theadvalorem  tarifrateson  specificprod-  In Poland:  The Surprising  Export  nomicsDepartment-is  arevisedversion
ucts and  the  ratio  of tariff revenue  to im-  Performance  and  Its Sustainability  of a  paper  presented  at  the  conference
portvlue,  the collectedrate,  are only tenu-  ¶Pransition  to Democracy  in Poland,'  or-
ously related, contendPritchett  and  Sethi.  Bartlomiej  Zaminski  ganizedby  the Hoover InstitutiononWar,
Using  tariff  and  revenue  data  (at the  (June 1993)  Revolution,  and  Peace,  Stanford  Univer-
tariff  code line  level  of detail)  for three  sity,  California,  in November  1992.  Cop-
developing  countries,  Pritchett  and  Sethi  Contry  to expectations,  thedriv  ingforce  ies ofthis paperare  avalable  freefrom  the
compare  the  statutoy  ad  valorem  tariff  behind  the export upswing  were maneac-  WoddBank,  1818 HStreetNWWashing-
rates  (official rates)  with the ratio  of tar-  tures  - not raw matials,  mineralJifels.  ton,  DC 204343. Please  contact  Pauline
iff revenues  to  import  values  (collected  or agricultural  products  Koldla, room S7-040, extension  33716 (27
rates).  They document  four facts:  pages).
*  The collected ratefor  anygiven  item  To the extent  that  foreign  trade has  been
of the  tariff  code has  almost  no relation-  discussed  in the  debate  about  the  trans-
ship to the officialrate  for thatitem.  formation  of  former  centrally  planned  1145.  The  SImple(r)  Algebra
* The  variation  of  collected  rates  economies, discussionhasfocusedonwhat  of  Pension  Plans
around  the  official  ate  increases  as  the  should  be done  to minimize  the  costs  of
level  of the  official rate  increases  external  aajustment  through  managed  Dimitri ViLttas
* The  collected  rates  incease  much  foreign trade  and  exchange  rate  policies.  (June 1993)
less, on average, than  one-for-one with the  little  attentionhas  been paidto  the  'sup-
official  rates.  ply-side  forces  bebind  export  expansion.  Unless  the real  rate  ofinterest  eeeds  the
* Above a certain  level, collected rates  Kaminski  addresses  questions  that  growth  rate  ofreal wages by a signiftcant
do not increase  at all despite  increases  in  have been ignored: What product  catego-  margin,  payment  ofa  reasonable pension
official  rates.  Collection rates  appear  to  ries were the driving  force behind  the ex-  rate requires  a high contribution  rate era
level offatroughly  50 percent.  (In Kenya,  pansion  of exports  to the  OECD? To what  high  active worklife  ratio
collected  rates  are  lower  for  high-tariff  extent  were  exports  firom  the  CMEA
than  formoderate-tariffitems.Assigning  reoriented  to theWest?  What was the fac-  Chile'ssuccess  with pensionreform  in the
lower  rates  for  high-tariff  items  would  tor  content  of exports  to the  OECD? Was  early  1980s and  the  continuing  financial
acullyincreaserevenue  on those items.)  export expansion  accompanied  by a shift  pressures  facing  the  social  security  sys-
The implications  of these  findings  are  in relative  comparative  advantae?  Will  temsofmanydeveloping(andsomeindus-
twofold for calculating  general  revenue:  the Central  European  economntm  preserve  trial)countrieshaveelictedconsiderable
*  Rates are not the critical  determinant  their  recent  gains  in OECD markets?  interest  in the  mechanics  of pension  sys-
ofrevenues.  The revenue  implications  of  EIe finds  that  developments  from  the  tems  that  are based  on fully fundedindi-
large  rate  changes  can be offset by mod-  beginning  ofthe transformation  program  vidual  capitalization  accounts.Policy Research  Working Paper Serles  171
Vittas sets out the simple(r) algebra of  to studypension systems and conrctual  1147. Interast Rates,  Growth,  and
both defined contribution  and definedben-  savings.  Copies ofthe paper  are available  External  Debt: The Macroeconomic
efit plans.  He notes the  followingresults:  free from the World Bank,  1818 H Street  Impact  of  Mlexico's  Brady  Deal
*  Unless  the  real  rate  of interest  ex-  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.  Please con-
ceeds  the  growth  rate  of real  wages by a  tactPrisllaInfante,roomN9003,exten-  Stin  Claessa,  Daniel Olm,
significant  margin,  payment  of a reason-  sion 37664  (35 pages).  and Sweder van  Wijabergen
able pension  rate  requires  a high contri-  (June 1993)
bution rate  or a high active worklife ratio
(theratioofworkinglife toretirementlife)  1146. Is Poverty Increasing  The  debt-refpackage  worked  in  Mexic
*  It is more difficult  for a high-growth  In Ute Developing World?  becaus it reduced  uy  not  b-cause
economy to provide a high pension rate,  it reduced trnsfers
although the absolute level ofthe pension  Sheohun  Chen,  Gnurav  Datt,
could be higher than  the pension level in  andMartin Ravallion  nterest rates fel  sharply after Mexios
alow-growtheconomywitlhghpension  (June 1993)  Brady deal, and pnvate investment and
rate.  growLh  recovered.
- Whenpensionsareindexedtoprices,  Newrdata  szestthattheaggregatenum-  Clasens,  0ks,  and  van Wijnbergen
thelevelofmterestratesandgrowthrates  berofpoor zas  nerasingaroughly  therate  show that  the main benefit of debt relief
affects positvely the level of the pension  of popuLaton growth  Pouerty measure  was not to lower expected payments but
rate. But when pensions are indexed to  are highest in either South Asia or Sub-  to reduce uncertainty.  Reduced uncer-
wages, only  the difference  between inter-  Sahara. Africa, d7pendingon thepoverty  tainty was found to be the dominant fac-
est rates and growth rates has an effect  ine  used  The only  rions  with faiing  tor in explaining the positive macroeco-
on pension rats.  In all cass,  the active  povertymeasesareSouandEastAsiu.  nomic response  aargely  because ofitsfa-
workdife  ratio has a positive effect on the  vorale  effect on exchan  rate crises).
pension rate.  Chen, Datt, and Ravailion asse  the de-  Econometically, tbeyfindthat  the  ari-
* The  timing  of contributions,  and  veloping  world!s  progress in reducing ab-  abilty  of the future  net transfer  had a
therefore the pattern  of earnings over a  solute-consumptionpovertyduring31981-  significant impact but the average of the
ptason's full career, has a significant but  91, using new data on the distribution of  future net transfer itself did not. 
zntmajor  effect on pension rates-  household consumption or incomae  per  Their resuts  confirm that debt reduc-
*  Employer-based,  final-salary,  de-  capita for 40 countries (at two points in  tion has a positive macroeconomic  effect,
..  .ed-benefitplanspenalizeearlyleavers  time for 18 of the countries). They apply  butrejectthe'debtoverhang  hypothesis
an-i favor late high-fliers.  dominanceteststothe  distibutionsafter  (the benefits to growth of a reduced tax
-*  Fuzllfundingwithuniversalcoverage  adjusting to purchasing-power parity,  burden) as the dominant factor.
and full lifetime careers would lead tD a  They find that the incidence of aggre-  Their main condusion: Debt reduction
muassive  accumulation  of capital, espe-  gate poverty canged  little.  The number  canhave amuch greater.pactthan  the
Ezlly if the  demographic structure  re-  ofpoorincreasedattherate  of population  magnitudeofrelief,coupledwith standard
sembles apillarrather  than the more tra-  growth. The region vwith  the greatest ag-  growth models, would suggest  The sec-
ditional pyramid  This would  have major  gregate poverty is either South Asia or  ondary effects on private investment of
plications for the productivity of capi-  Sub-Saharn  Africa, depending on the  reduced uncertainty  about government
- and the functioning of financial sys-  poverty line used.  policyis likely to be more important fhan
is.  The experienwe  was diverse across re-  the direct amountof debtreduction itself
*  ulfundingmaynotprovideasolu-  gions andcountries The onlyregions  wth  But private investment is unlikely to
r wathefinancialpressurescauedby  faling  poverty measures  are South and  increase if uncertainty remains about fi-
nographic  changes An increase  in the  East Asia.  ture  domestic  macroeconomic  stabiity
irement age may  be required  under  This paper - a product of the Poverty  and reform. The debt package woild not
ih funded and unfunded pension sys-  and  Human  Resources Division, Policy  havesucceededifthegovernmentbadnot
-is to accommodate population aging.  ResearhDepartment-ispartofalarger  put tbrough asuccessfild domesticreform
i niswillresultinahigheractiveworklife  effort  in  the  department  to  monitor  program  ueibr  the debt relief package.
-io and a lower dependency  ratio.  progressinreducingpovertyinthedevel-  Thispaper-ajointproductoftheDebt
- Amixedsystem-cmnbiningaredis-  opingworld. Copiesofthe paperare avail-  andInternatonalFinanceDivision,  Inter.
'mutive  first  pillar and  a fully funded  able fiee firm  the World Bank, 1818 H  nationali  conomicsDepartment, and the
'  -med-contributionsecondpifar-rep-  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  20433.  Country Operations Division I,  Country
ents a  more prudent,  perhaps  more  Please contact Patricia  Cook,  room S13-  Department  II, Latin America and  the
L  iitable, approach toreformingpension  064, extension 33902  (41 pages).  Caribbean  - is part of a larger effort in
tems&  the Bank to study the impact of debt re-
* Variable  contribution  and  pension  ductiononndevelopingcountries.Copiesof
'es,  within specified limits, might be  the  paper  are  available  fre  from  the
-- rrable  and  more  consistent  with  WaoldBank,181HStreetNWWashing-
ater reliance on personal choice.  ton, DC 20433. Please contact Rose Vo,
This paper-a  produc4  ofthe Financial  room 88042, extension 33722  (27 pages).
tor  Development Department  - is
tof alarger  effort in th2 department172  Poilcy Research  Workdng Paper  Series
1148.  Economic  Instability  1149.  How Labor Markets  This paper  - a  product  of the Trade
and Aggregate Investment  and Imperfect  Cosipetiton  Affect  Policy  Division,  Policy  Research  Depart-
Tariff Policy  ment-ispartofalargereffortinthe  de-
Robert S. Pindyck  and Andris Sal;mano  parbnentto  undmesand  howlabormarket
(June 1993)  Marin Rara  policies  and  institutions  affect eeonomic
(June  1993)  performance.Copiesofthepaperareavail-
Using the irreversibility  approach to in-  able  fee  from the World Bank, 1818 H
vestment, a robust, negative relationship  Labormarketinstiutionsprovidearao-  StreetNW.Washington,  DC20433.Please
between inflation  andcapitalformation  is  nale for the  difference betwhe  the 'corpo-  contact Dawn Ballantyne,  room N10-023,
fbund for high-ifation  countries  in Latin  raist'  consensas on  free trade and  the  extension 37947(22 pages).
er  andfor  low-infltion  ecwwmies  'populise  resistanCe to trade  liberUza-
in the OECD.  don.
1150.  Wealthier  Is Healthier
Recent literature  suggests that because  Protection rday be a second-best  policy
investment  expenditures  are irreversible  when  the  domestic sector is imperfectly  lant Prithett  and LawwrnceR,  Summers
and can be  delayed,  they may  be bighly  competitive. But  the  optimal  tariff  de-  (June 1993)
sensitive  to  uncertainty.  Pindyck  and  pends on labor  market  institutions  too.
Solmano  briefly summarize the theory,  Rama  considers  two  theoretical  set-  In  1990 alone, more than  ha1fa1milon
stressingits  emrical  implications.  tings  The first  is fully centralized  wage  childdeats  in the deveZopingwordcoU
Then,usingcross-sectionandtime-sebies  -g-  where  all workers  are  union-  be atributed  to poor ecaonomic  perfar-
datafor  a set of developing and industrial  ized and wage differentials  are  redistrib-  mance in the 1980  Wealthiernationsare
countries,  they explore  the empirical rel-  uted  among  workers  (the "Sania"  helthier  nation&
evanceofirreversibilityanduncertaintyto  case).Thesecondisnegotation  atthefirm
aggregate investment They find that:  level, where workers are  unionized i  WiLth  cross-country, time series data on
Thevolatilityofthemarginalprofit-  imperfectly  competitive  sectors only, and  health(infantandchidr  ,talityandlife
aility  of capital  - a summary measure  wagesmay  differfom  sector to sector (the  expectancy)  and  per  t,  ita  income,
ofuncertaintY-affectsinvestmentas  the  Latin America'  case).  He uses  the  case  Pritchett  and  Summers  estimate  the  ef-
theory  suggests,  but the effect is moder-  of  the  competitive  labor  mrket  as  a  fec  of income on health
ate,andgreatestfordevelopingcountries.  benchmark.  They use instrumental  variables  esti-
* This volatility  has  little  correlation  In Scandinavia,  free trade  maximizes  mation toidentify  the effect ofincome on
with indexes of political instability  used  welfre_ The central trade unionintemal-  health  that  is structural  and causal,  iso-
in recent  studies  of growth  izestheconsequencesofimperfectcompe-  lated  from  reverse  causation  (healthier
* Inflation  is  higAly  correlated  with  tition in the  domestic sector  Since prices  workers  are  more productive  and hence
this voatflityandisarobustdeterminant  in this  sector  are  a mark-up  over labor  wealthier) orincidental  assocaton (some
ofinvestmentandthemginalPcofitabil-  costs, there  is a wedge between  the  sec-  otheractwormaycausebothbetterhealth
ity  of capital-  The volatility  of the  real  toral productivities of  laborand,  therefore,  and  g,rater  wealth).
exchange  mte  also  has  an independent  an inefficient allocation ofmanpower.  By  The long-runincome  elasticty  ofinfant
contribution in explainng  investment.  choosing  a "moderate"  wage, the central  and chiid mortality  in  developing coun-
*  The relationship  between  inflation  tradeunionreplicates  theeffectsofasub-  tnes  lies between  0.2 and  0.4.
and  investment  is nonlinear,  and  difler-  sidytothe  imperfectly competitive sector  Using  those  estimates,  they calculate
ent  thresholds  of inflation,  where  the re-  so that  no government  intervention  is re-  that  in 1990 alone, more than halfa  mil-
lationship  vnth  investment  becomes  quired.  lion child deaths in the developing  world
stronger,weredetecteaforagr.oupofhigh-  In  Latin  America,  decentalized  wage  could be attributed  to poor economic per-
inflation  countries  in Latin  America  and  bargaining  increases  the wedge between  formance  in the 1980s.
low-inflation economies in the OECD.  the sectoral productivities  oflabor. While  This paper-  a product of the Office of
This paper  - a product  of the Transi-  wages  in  the export sector are constrained  the Vice President  DevelopmentEconom-
tion  and  Macro-Adjustment  Division,  by harsh competition  in world  markets.  ic  .-  is  one in  a series  of background
Policy Research  Department  - was pre-  tradeunionsinthedomesticsectorcanget  papers  prepared  for the  World Develop
pared for the  NBERMacroeconomics  Con-  higher wages without completely  squeez-  mentReport.1993  onhealth.Copies  ofthis
ference,  March  12, 1993. It  will  be  pub-  ing labor  demand.  Ar  import  tariff  im-  paper  are  available  free from  the World
lished in the NBER Macro-Eonomic An-  proves  manpower  allocation  by  Bank,  1818HStreetNW,Wasington,DC
nual in  1993.Research  was supported  by  reorientimg demand toward the domestic  20433.  Please contact theWorldDevelop-
MlrsCenterforEnergyandEnvironmen-  sector.  Since  the  second-best  tariff  is  mentRexooffice,roomT7-1O1,extsion
tal PolicyResearch,  the National  Sdience  strictly  positive,  opening  the  economy  31393 (41 pages).
Foundation,  and  the World Bank. Copies  leads to a drop in welfiare.
of this paper  are  available  free from  the  Rama7sanalysis  sheds somelightanthe
World Bank, 1818 H StreetNW,  Wasing-  political  economy of protection.  Particu-
ton,  DC  20433.  Please  contact  Sabah  laily, it suggests that trade  liberalization
Moussa, room NII-017,  extension  39019  ismorelikelytoraise  welfare in the Latin
(53  pages).  America  case  when it is accompanied  by
changes  in labor market  institutions.Policy Research  Working  Paper  Series  173
1151. Is Growth Bad forthe  1152. Populatlon, Health,  Health lendingis  nowadeoadeold,  and
Environment?  Pollution,  and Nutrition:  Annual Operational  many  innovations  in  PEHN  lending  have
Abatement, and Endogenous  Revlew for Fiscal 1992  emergedoonlyinthepastfourorfliveyears.
Growth  This review demonstates  that good  prac-
Denise Vnillancourt,  Stacye Brown,  ticesandnewandpromisingideas-well
CharlesvanMarrewUkFcderickvanderPloeg,  and Others  worth  emulating  - are  scattered  across
andJosVerbeek  (July 1993)  PHN work.
(Thu-y  1993)  Overall,PHNwrkismovingintheright
Growth  in  the  population,  hIElt,  and  direction and the  quality of work is gener-
T-;hat  6r~cumstances, ifany,  do eCQn0Mic  nutritionsedor  has been signficant  in the  allyseentobeimproving  Welcome trends
-th  and  environmental  quality  go  past fie  years,  stimulated  by the  World  (wbich  should be encouragd  and rein-
d i4in  hand?  Bank's  renewed commitment  to  reduce  hed)  inClude  Seiousattention1oD the por-
pouerty  and its rapidlygrowingemphsis  est, mast  vunre  populaion,  growing
van  Marrewijk,  van  der  Ploeg,  and  on human  resourcedevelopment,  consideration  of  the  demand  of  target
yerbeek  investigate  the  implications  of  groups,andincreasedattntiontomcfitwr-
iulution  as abyproduct  ofproduction  and  Population,  health,  and  nutrition  (PHN)  ingand  evaluation  of sector perirmanue.
lAyze  how  environmental  concern  af-  lending  decreased  in fiscal 1992 from  the  This paper  is  a product  of the  Popula-
i^ts  the optimal  rate  of economic growth  record  levels  of fiscal  l991,  in  both  the  tion,  Health  and  Nutrition  Department.
S:-  i optmal  government  policy.  amount  and  the  number  of operatios.  Copies are availale  free from the  World
The  govermment  must  levy  taxes  on  Lending  amounted  to $96L6  million  for  Bank, 1818 HStreetNWWasbington,DC
;i-metofinancebothproductivegovern-  16 projects,  compared  with $1,567.6 mil-  20433-PleasecontactOtiliaNadar,room
...-.it spending  and  abatement  activities.  lion for 28 projects  in fiscal 199L.  S6-065, extension  31091(77  pages).
-austlevyanoptiznltaxl  Toohighatax  This  temporary  dip in PIN  lending  is
harms  prospects  for growth  and  too  attn-butable  largely  to  pipeline  factors.
a taxirate is bad for the environment  Fscal  1993  lending is prouected  to recap-  1153.  North American Free Trade
Van  Marewijk,  van  der  Ploeg,  and  tureifnotexceedcthefiscal  1991level,and  Agreement : Issues  on Trade
CLbeek  distinguish  between  two  ap-  projections  forfiscal  1994 and fiscal1995  In Financial  Services for Mexico
-aches to incorporate  the environment  areforacontinuedinereaseinlendingvol-
*  themodelstockapproachandtheflow  ume.  AIberta Musalesi,  Dimitri Vilas,
- ,Nroach_  The  flow  approach  assumes  PIN  projects  approved  in  fiscal  1992  al  AsliD  Demirgc-Kunt
t  the  level  of environmental  quality  havebeenresponsive  to theWorldBRns  (July l993)
nges instantly  ifproduction  or abate-  objective  of poverty  alleviation.  Collec-
--at levels  change  (this  is relevant  for  tively,fiscal  1992 proectscover  theessen-  implementation  of the  Nortk  Ameican
lyzing  externalities  associated,  fbr  tisl features  of good poverty work but the  Free  lTadeAgreenent CWAFTM wilgen-
mple, with  noise).  The  stockapproach  depth  and  quality  of poverty  work  varies  erate  sub8tmdan  efgiciency  gains  for
nnes  that  pollution  and  abatement  across  prouects. Drawing  from  the  good  Mexico's  inancial  sten  and  economy.
-'rectly  influence  the  environment  by  pacticessobservedandlessons  recrdedin  The  keyto NAFTA's  success in the finn-
cting the rate  of change in the environ-  this year's  portfolio, the review  offers the  cisector  wil  be  q  9efctioprudntl  rgu-
it over time (this is more relevant  for  following suggestions,  among  others,  for  lation  and  supervision.  But  Mexican  ji-
lyzing problems  of add  rain).  strengtheningPHNinterventionstoalle-  nanxialinstitutions  wiU needa reasonable
They conclude  that:  viate  poverty:  transition  period  to modernize operations
*  Wm-nwin situations  (in  which  im-  * Povertyuinformationandmonitonng  and rseto  thechaUlengeoftheirCanadian
- -- ements  in economic growth  and  en-  must  be  accompanied  by  dissemination  and  U.& caunteparts.
-nmental  quality go  handcin hand) can-  and  sensitization  activities  to strengthen
ariseundertheflowauproach,butcan  nationalunderstandingofpoverty-related  To  maximize  the  efficiency  gains  fom
- e under  the  stock  approach  - if and  issuesandnationalcommitmenttoTesolv-  NAETA, the  regulatory  environment  for
-j  ifthe  intertemporal  elastcity  ofsub-  ing them  through  the  proper  policy.  Mexican banking,  insurance,  and  securi-
Ltion exceeds unity.  *  Community  involvement  in  project  ties  markets  should  be  firther  harmo-
* Mxinizing  the  economy's  grcwth  design  and  development  requires  cearly  nizedwiththoseoftbemoreadvancedcand
e  is never  optimal  unless  consumers  defined  and  carefully  designed  institu-  efficient  Canadian  and  US.  markets.
tnotbing  about  the  environment.  tional and procedural  mechanisms,  anda  Musalem,  Vittas,  and  Demnrgf-Kunt
This  paper  is a product  of the Systems  concerted  effort to make  them  work  argue  that  a  prerequisite  for NAFTAfs
ision,  International  Economics  De-  *  It is essential  that  PHN  secto  work  successistoremoveregulatorydistortions
tment.  Copies of the  paper  are  avail-  identify poor and vulneable  groups and as-  and toeliminate  opportunitiesforregula-
''  free fiom  the  World Bank,  1818  H  sessteirneedsanddemandirbasichealth,  tory  arbitrage.  Moreover,  eliminating  or
!et  NW,  Wcsbigton,  DC  20433.  famlyplanning,  ndinuttionsevic  reducingdspaxitiesbetweentbeNAlTA
LsecontactJosVerbeek,roomS-1126,  *  Eventhemostdemand-divenproject  countriese  tax  rates  and  ways  of levying
- msion 33935 (44 pages).  designs targeted  to clearlyidentiliedpov-  taxes would help  prevent  distortions,  tax
erty groupsrequire  promotional  activities  evasion,  and  tax avoidance.
to ensure  that  these groups participate  in  Complete  harmonization  may  not  be
and  benefit  from  project  initiatives,  feasible  or  even  desiabe,  given  the  way174  Policy Resrbch  Working Paper Seres
the  three  countries'  financial  systems  1154. Options  for Pension Reform  retirement age,  and expanding the use of
have evolvedandthe differencesbetween  In Tunisia  proportional pensions for worke-s with
their industrial  structures  and stages of  abort careers.
economic  developmenL  Dimitri  Vittas  *  In the longer term,  a more radical
In banking, insurance,  and securities  (July 1993)  prog  tocreateaffullyeapitaizedpillar
markets,  the main free trade  issues are  that complements a redistributive pilr
the convergence  of authorization criteria  Tunisia's financialypressedpension  amy-  payingbasicbenefitsThiawouldgenerat
and the removal of most of the obstacles  tern needs to rutionalize beneits  and im-  long-term savings, stimulate the develop-
to  freedom of establishment  It  is also  prove inveshnentperformance in the near  mentof capital markets, andfaciitate  the
important  to  harmonize  guarantee  fiutu  To anticipate deteriorating demo-  privatization program. A third pillar. vdl-
schemes and to create well-definedIMexi-  graphimcs,  steps should also be taken  to  untary saving  encouragedby  tax savings,
can schemes to protect small, unsophisti-  prepare for mwo radical rebforn  one pit-  would  cover self-employed  people not cor-
cated investors  rather  than mismanaged  lar for redistribution,  and one fuly  capi-  eredby occupational schemes.
institutions. The key to NAFTA!s  success  taliecd  Thispaper-aproductaftheFinancisl
in  the financial  sector will be effective  Sector Development  Department  - is
prudential regulation and supervision-  Tunsispensionsystemprovidesoldage,  part of a larger  effort in the department
particularly  because of the heavy finan-  survivorship,  and disability  benefits  to  to study pension systems. Copies of the
cial  pressures  on the  newly privatized  retired  and disabled workers and  their  paper are available free fiom the World
banks and the financial groups that own  dependents. It is a partially funded sys-  Bnk,  1818  HStreetNWWashingtDC
them. Without effective supervision, the  tem bsed  on soliderity betweet, genera-  20433. Please contact (Priscilla Infante,
new owners of  the baiks may take eaces-  tions. It is designed to provide insurance  room N9-003,  extension 37664  (32  pages).
sive  isks to recoup the substantial  ele-  aganstlossofincomeinoMdage,especiay
mentofgoodwillintheprivatizationprice,  for people who live longer than  average,
before the protectionfiom foreign compe-  andtoredistributeincome  morefifvorably  1155.  The Regulation
tition and new entrants  is phased out.  towardlow-income retired workers. Only  and Structure  of Nonflfe Insurance
An integated  market will pr-suppose  to a limited extent does it achieve a third  In the  United  States
greater  cooperation and informaton  ic-  objective: complulsory  long-term saving.
change among  the  national  regulatory  Vittasanalyzesthestrucb:reofTmnisias  Martin  P. Grace  and WclAiaL  K  Barth
authorities  to ensure, for instance, that  pension systern,  assesses its financial con-  (July 1993)
weakbanls  dono  undermine creditstan-  dition, and  sets out options for pension
dards and that weakinsurers  do  not offer  reform. He finds that the curmnt system:  Restrictivereguations  on  the U.S. nonlife
deceptively  low-pricel policies. In these  * Is  fiapented,  comprising  several  isrwunce  industry  have affected its qef-
areas, Mexico needs  intensive  training  scbemes with different rules  and condi-  iency  andprofitabi ly,  especiayfirsuch
and cooperation with the Canadian and  tions.  mandatorylnesasautomobileinsurnce.
UIS regulatory authorities.  *  Promises  generous  benefits,  with  Prudentia  regulation  tat  emphsizes
To increase the contestability  f the f5-  high targetedreplacementratesthatmay  swlvey  monitoring aspregfable toprce,
nancial  markets  and  benefit  fiom  the  be unsustainable.  product, and entry controls
transfer offinancial technology,  the Mexi-  *  Despite high benefits, operates with
can financial system shouldbe opened to  low contribution rates, because both the  Theinuranceidustryisunderdeveloped
foreign entry. But Mexico  needs to mod-  system and the labor force  are young.  in most developing countries because of
ernize  its  financial  institutions  and  *  Only wealdylinks contributions and  low levels of income and wealth and be-
Musalem,  Vittas,  and  Demiurgtk-Kunt  benefits. It suffers from evasion  ofcontri-  cause restictive  regulations  iibrit  the
conclude  that the proposed  NAFTAshould  butions and inflated benefit claims and  supplyofinsurance  services. Butseveral  -
allow for a gradual  approach to foreign  redistribution (from  capriciousfavoringof  countries have begun to reform their in-
entry.  A reasonable  transition  penod,  workerswithlowincomesandshortcred-  surance industries.
extending up  to the year 2000, will give  ited service).  To help  those  countries,  Grace and.
Mexican  institutions  ample  time  to  - Faces increasingfinancial pressures  Barth offeranovermewofinsuranceregu-
achieve  the  efficiency gans  that  moti-  because  it is  maturing  and  expanding  lation in the United States-and  discus
vated the quest for the agreement in the  benefits,butitsreservesshowpoorinvest-  the  economics and  market  struetue  of
first place.  ment  performance and  it has  failed  to  nonlifeinsurancein  entry andexit barri-
Thispaper-aproductof  theFinancial  adjust contribution rates.  ers, economies of scale, and conduct and
Sector Development Department  - is  Vittas proposes the follownng  main re-  perfcrmance studies.
bas4d on a report produced for the Mexi-  forms:  They conclude that the U.S. nonlife  in-
can authoritiesinhMarch1991. Itupdates  *  In the short run, reallocating social  surance industry exhibits low concentra-
the earlier report in relevant areas. Cop-  secuity contributions from family allow-  tion at  both national  and  st. be market
iesofthispaperare  availablefreefrom the  ances to pensions and improving the fi-  levels.Concentrationislowevenonaline-
WorldBank, 1818HStreetNW,Washing-  nancial performance of reserves.  by-line basis.
ton, DC 20433. Please contact Priscilla  *  In the medium term,  rationalizing  The prir  conern  offregulators has
Infante,roomN9-003,extension37664(58  benefit formulas tbrough gradual use of  been to protect poliyholders  from insol-
pages).  lifetime  actualized  earnings,  indexing  vency,  but regulation has alsooftenbeen
pensions,graduallyincreasngthenormaI  used to protect the market position oflo-Policy Research  Woaking Paper Series  175
cal insurance companies  against the entry  but as a 'carrot"to encourageproper  enui-  countries, there could stiM  be trade diver-
of  out-of-state  competitors.  Regulation  has  ronmental practices.  sion in tropical timber products because
workedbest when based on  solvencymoni-  some consumers may not prefer certified
toring, with limited restrictions on entry.  About 20 percent of the total production  timber, given its higher price.
Ithasbeenmoreharmful  whenitinvolved  of tropical timber is traded internation-  Eco-labeling programs should be de-
controlsonpremiumsandproductsandon  ally. But for Indonesia, Malaysia, Papua  signed so that producers see them not as
the industry's level of profitability.  NewGuinea, andsome countriesinWest-  a nontariff barrier but as an instrument
Over the years the industry has shown  Central Africa, tropical timber trade  ac-  for capturing the rents  associated with
a  remarkable  degree of innovation, al-  counts for  more than 50 percent ofproduc-  prevailing environmental concerns in the
though ithas also faced many serious and  tion.  developed world. Consumer education is
persistent  problems. The problems in-  Although the tropical timber trade has  important to  the success  ofsuch programs,
dude the widespread crisis inliability (in-  often  been  blamed  for  deforestation,  and eco-labeling programs should be de-
cluding  product  liability  and  medical  Varangis,PrimoBraga,andTakeuchifind  signed accordingly.
malpractice), the crisis in automobile in-  that  it contributes much less to defores-  This paper-a  product of the Interma-
surance, the volatility of investment in-  tation than do  poor policies  for the produc-  tional Trade Division,  International Eco-
come,  the effects  ofmarket-driven pricing  tion of tropical timber. Leek  of tenure  nomics Departnent  - is part ofa larger
andunderwritingcycles, and the difficulty  rights,shortanduncertainloggingconces-  effort in the department to evaluate the
of measuring insurance solvency.  sions, low stumpage values, and  inad-  impact on world  markets ofenviromnent-
The 'long-tailed" lines of insurance - equatemorntaringofloggingactivitiesare  related  trade policy  instruments.  Copies
thosethatentalllongdelaysinfinal  settle-  amongthemajorpolicyfailuresthathelp  of the paper are available free from the
ments - are exposed to the vagaries of  deplete the tropical forests.  WorldBank, 118 HStreetNW,Washing-
inflation and rising costs.  Trade policies, often identified as an  ton,  DC  20433. Please  contact  Dawn
Two mnandatory  lines  - third  party  instrument  for enforcing environmental  GustafsonIroom  S74044,  extension 33714
automobile  insurance and workers' com-  objectives  internationally, are inefficient  (31 pages).
pensation(forworkaccidents)-account  instruments  for correcting domestic dis-
for nearly 55 percent of premiums. These  toitions, and in the case of tropical tim-
two lines - plus medical malpractice,  ber  trade,  may affet  the  environment  11157. Ilntememporal  and  InterspatIal
other liabliEty,  and aircraft insurance - perversely.  Comparisons of Income:
hadcombinedratiosv  ellover  25 percent  Export  and  import restrictions  ulti-  The Meaning of Relaive  Prices
in 1989.  mately  depress the value of an  already
Theindustryhassomeabilitytocnfude  underpriced resource - the forest. Re-  Sultan  Ahmad
andto setprices,butsee-mstobecompeti-  strictions  on log exports, for example,  (July 993)
i;ve  and to earn profits  'Aelow  similarly  encourage wasteful  processing of logs.
e-uated  financial firms.  Insurance prof-  Unless soundforestmanagementpolicies  Harmonzing  methods  for  comparing
;fbityisnotconsistentlyabove  orbelow  are enforced domesticaly, the net effect  prices is essential  for improving compari-
nurmal returns,  although  earnings  for  could even be an increase in the rate of  sons of outputs over time and space. And
mandatory and strictly regulated lines of  deforestation.  a syntheis  of methods  would reduce the
altomobile insurance and workers' com-  Import restrictions  may have a  mar-  cost of collecting and disseminatiag ret-
pnsationappeartobebelow-adequatefor  ginalimpact,  since trade  accounts  for less  euant infonnatiria.
longterm  viability.  than 20 percent ofproduction  and most of
Thispaper-aproductoftheEinancial  the tropical timber is imported in Asia,  The conceptual  issues confronting  compil-
9etor  Development Department  - is  where such restrictions currently do not  ers of priceindiceshave notchangedmuch
-rt of a larger effort in the department  exist. Even if import restrictions had  a  over the years. Theyinclude the intacta-
.tudy the development of the insurance  significant impact, it would  be in areduc-  bility of basic  index-number  problems,  the
lustxy.  Copiesofthepaperare  available  tion in value of tropical logs that  would  practical  difficulties  of sampling  and
m the World Bank,1818 H StreetNW,  make alternative uses of the forest lands  matching  prices, and  the  uncertainties
..ashington,  DC 20433. Please  contact  more profitable - so the rate of defores-  about the appropriate weighting scheme
iscilla Infante, room N9-003, extension  tation might not be reduced.  for companng events in specific locales
-- 664 (64 pages).  Ecolabeling's  main strength is its ca-  over  time and across locales.
pacity  to  discriminate  (through  market  Ahmad  considers  inconsistencies  in
signals) in favor of timber produced un-  somemeasuresoftime-to-timeandplace-
i i56. Tropical  Timber  Trade  der sound environmental practices.  By  to-place comparisons  ofmincome.  He argues
ilicles: What  Impact  Will  contrast  bansandboycottshaveanindis-  for a method that hrmonizes  price work
c-Labeling Have?  FiMlunte, perverse impacL  across generallyrecognizednational price
But if eco-labelingis imposed unilater-  compilations, such as consumer price in-
anyotisN.Vamngis.CarlosA.Primo  Brag  ally byaLsubset  ofcountries, its effective-  dices (CPIs) the International  Compari-
IKenji Takeuhi  reAssft  be doubtful. It will lead to trade  son Progranme  acP},  and national  ac-
ly 1993)  &Nerton and potentially perverse envi-  counting.
ronmental results, not to mention an in-  Modeneconomiestendtobemoreopen,
>lbelingcouddbebenqfciali(pursred  crease in GATT trade  disputes. Even if  so relative prices shouldcbe  more  similar,
dftilaterally  and if uws awl  scea  t tio"&  eco-labeling is adopted by all importing  but it is increasingly apparent that price176  Policy Research Working Paper Series
levels and trends can differ considerably  ferent arguments are virtually identical.  and cope  withfinancial crises that threat-
even within a nation-particularly  those  Both imply that the only  reasonable way  ened economicprosperity.  Bankprograms
encompassing  economically  heteroge-  to view policies to reduce fertility is as  focused  on  core  financial  themes
neous areas.  activities in which one segment of society  (looseningupinterestrates,  reducinggov-
The global ICP exercise has  provided  (therich)isofferinganothersegment  (the  ernmentinvolvementin  credit allocation,
usefulinsightsintotheissuesinvolvecLAt  poor) conpensation  to elicit a change in  rationalizing  taxes  an  financial  inter-
the same time, international comparisons  behavior.  mediaries)  and  on  managing  bank
of the type ICP aims to facilitate are now  Where there are true externalities, the  failures, rehabilitating  insolvent banks,
seen as  being more  sensitive  than  ex-  rich may also end up as well or better off  and training bank managers and super-
pected to changes in relative prices. ICP  in terms of income than  they  were, be-  visore.
has given little attention to this issue, but  cause everyone can benefit from the over-  Recently,  Bank programs have stressed
there is a  rich literature  on the subject  all efficiency  gain.  the developmentofcapital markets, espe-.
withrespect to  CPIs. The common  ground  Where there are not true exteralities,  ciaUy stock markets,  but little research
for the two logics is essentially national  the poor are made better ofrin the sense  has  been done in measuring  the level of
accounts, broadly defined.  of real income wile  the rich gain interms  stockmarket  developmentorunderstand-,
Through conceptual and practical work  of  utblity  byfinancing the necessary social  ing the relationship between the develop-
done by the  World Bank en  the  topic,  programs-  ment or stock markets and the function-
Ahmad suggests  that  harmonizing  the  Birdsall and Griffin outline briefly the  ing of financial intermediaries.
various methods is essential  to a proper  program  implications of this  'welfare  DemirgIlo-Kunt and  Levine did some
interpretation  of the market signals that  approach: more emphasis onapackage of  preliminaryresearch  on these issues and
prices send to economic  agents.  He alsc  targeted  social programs, and more em-  suggest further  topics for research
explains how a better  eynthesis  reduces  phasis in family planning services on cli-  They propose different empirical indi-
the overall cost of collecting relevant in-  ent welfare and contraceptive choice.  caL&s of -stock market  development?
formation and disseminating it to users.  This paper - ajoint product of the Of-  They also sugest  how to use these indi-
This paper  - a product of the Socio-  fice of the Director, Policy Research De-  cators to help evaluate stock market de-
Economic Data  Division, International  partmentandlthePopulationandHuman  velopment policies.
EconomicsDepartment-was  presented  Resources Operations Division, Eastern  Theyfindthattherelatinahsiphetween
at  the meetings of the Allied Social Sci-  AfrieaDepartment-ispartofacantinu-  the development ofstock markets andthe
ences Associations in Anaheim, Califor-  ing effort in the Bank to assess the impli-  fimctioning of financial  intermediaries
nia, January  5-7, 1993. Copies of this pa-  cations for poverty ofvarious sectoral and  may be complementary.
per  are  available  free from the  World  economywide  poicy changes.  Copies  ofthe  This paper - a pr.4uct  of the Finace
Bankl,  1818  HStreetNW,Washington, DC  paper are avaalable free from the World  andPrivateSectrDevelopmentDivision,
20433. Please contact  Elfiida  O'Reilly-  Bank,1818HStreetNW,Washington,DC  Policy Research Department-is  part of
Campbell,  room S7-136,  extension 33707  20433. Pleas  contact EllaHomsby, room  alargereffortin  the departmenttoevaln-
(20 pages).  J10-206, extension 35742  (26 pages).  ate the developmentandrole of emerging
stockmarkets.Theresearchoutlinedhere
wil  be fimded by  the Banes  Reserh
1158.  PopulIon  Growth,  1159. Stock  Market  Development  Support Budget under  research  project
Externaltles,  and Poverty  and Financial Intermediary Growth:  "Stok  Market Development and Pinan-
A Research  Agenda  cial  Intermediary  Growth7  (P  678-37)
Nancy  Birdsall  and Charles  Grifin  Copies  ofthis paperare available  free from
(July 1993)  Ash Demirgai-Thnt and Ross Levine  the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,
(July 1993)  Washington,  DC 20433. Please contact,
The two major argumenes for fertilty re-  Paulina  Sintim-Aboagye, room  N9-059,
duction inuolue externaliies  and income  The relationship between  the development  extension  38526  (35  pages).
redistrution.  The implications ofthe tuo  ofstock markets and the functioning offi-
arguments farpolicy are the same-bboth  nancial  intermediaries may be comple-
require behauioral change by the poor.  mentary.  1160. Equity and  Bond Flows
Their behavior is most likely to change if  to Asla and Latin America:
thechangeunprovesthefrwe4izre-which  Empinicalevidencesuggeststhatfinancid  The Role of Global  and  Country
should therefore  be the focus ofpopulation  serces  - such as mobilizing savings,  Factors
programsr  n  ig sk,  aocating  rSOUrCes,  and
facilitating  transactions  - influence  and  Panamn  Chuhan, Stjn  Clesasens,
Birdsall and Griffin review the implica-  are influenced by economic  development.  and  Nlanda  Mamingi
tions for social  policy  in developing  coun-  And financial crises - widespread bank  (July 1993)
tries of two majorjustifications  for  fertil-  failures, the colapse of stock markets -
ity reduction: the externality  argument  can impede and  even reverse economic  Eqzt  andbondtflows  oasunpleafAsian
and the income redistribution argument.  advances.  and  Latin American  counties  ar  about
First  they  set out the  arguments.  In  With this  in  mind,  the  World Bank  equaly  sensitie  to global factos  and to
terms of how policy  affects the poor, they  made special efforts in the 1980s to help  country-specifc factorm
show that the implications of the two dif-  countries improve their finanial  systemsPolicy  Research  Working  Paper  Series  177
Chuhan, Claessens, and Mamingi  inves-  Teas tried to find out what factore of-  Asia - is part of a larger effort in the
tigate whathas  motivated  the large port-  fect Nepali women's  decision  to join the  Region  to increase equity for women in
folio  flows  to several developing  countries  primary  shool teaching force  and to par-  education. The study was funded by the
in recent years.  ticipate in  in-service teacher training.  Banles ReseaTch  Support Budget under
Using monthly data  on U.S. capital  Prior  studies, usinglarge surveymethods,  research project  "Incrensing  Educati  onal
flows to nine Latin American and nine  did net provide  the infornation program  Equity for Women  in Nepal' (RPO 676-
Asian countries (instead of monthy re-  planners needed. The author chose are-  98).Copiesofthispaperareavailablefree
serves  datal they analyze  the behavior  of  search strtegy  mare appropriate to the  from theWorldBank, 1818H StreetNW,
bond and equity flows to those countries.  Nepali culture bycombining  quantitative  Wasbington, DC 20433. Please contact
Using panel data, they find that global  and qualitative methods.  Lydia  Maningas,  room  D9-015,  extension
factors -such  as a drop in US. interest  Teas focused on the participation of  80380(59 pages).
ratesand  the slowdownin  U.S.industrial  women  in the primary teachingforce and
production-are  importantin explaining  on  twoin-service  tbachertraining  projects:
capital  inflows.  But country  developments  the PrimaxyEducati-n Predect(PEP and  1162 The Slovenian Labor Market
are at least as important in determining  the  Radio Education Teacher Training  In Transition: Issues  and Lessons
those flows,  especially  for Asia.  Project  (RETT).  Inthe  PEP,  tea=hers  from  Learned
They also find that  equity flows are  10to15primaryschoolsreceivein-service
more sensitive than bond flows to global  training in short sessions at a resource  Milan  Vodopivec  and Samo  EHbar-Mllic
factors,  but that bond flows  are generally  center. They get roughly  a dollar  a day  to  (July  1993)
moresensitivetoacountryscreditrating  cover their food and lodging costs. The
andto the secondarymarketprice of debt.  RETT  provides  in-service  training to pri-  To stmuate  the efficient reallocation  of
Thispaper-aproduct  ofthe Debtand  maryteachers through dailyradio broad-  labor,  traitionaleconomies shoulddirect
International Enance  Division,  Interna-  casts,  plus  written  assignments  and  rowurces  awayfromprwamstoprve
tional  Economics  Department - is part  monthly meetings in resource  centers.  jobs and intoprograms  to  creat  new  jobs;
of a larger effort in  the department to  Gender disaggregatedinformationon  the  allowfr  fleiiMede eninaitionofrelie
studythe determinantsofcapitalflows to  RETT and the PEP programs had never  wages  buretcinincomespoiicy;and build
developng countries. Copies  ofthe paper  been collected.  The author hypothesized  support  for reform  by promoting  cooperm-
ae  available free from the Worid Bank,  that female  teachers' needs are different  ion amnwg  paies  inotwd  collctve
1818 H  Street  NW, Washington, DC  from those ofteirmale  counterparts and  bargaing.
20433. Please contact Rose Vo,  room SB-  this would  reflect in differential partici-
042, extension 31047. (36  pages)-  pation rates. Among  Teasds  conclusions:  Yugoslavia(indludingSlovenia)hasbeen
a Women are more likely to  be re-  more market-oriented than  the rest  of
crieted as teachers or into training pro-  EasternEurope, withlittleornoplanning
1161. Increasing  Women's  grams ifinformation  about positions  and  and  hedthier  development of product
Paricipation  in the  Primary  School  programs  is made  avalaole  to them  in a  markets.  Until  recently,  however,  the la-
Teaching  Force and Teacher  timely, accessible  way. To do this, exten-  bormarketin  Slovenia  wassubect tofor-
Training  In Nepal  mion  agents couldbe  hired tobringinfor-  midable  constraints.
mation from the ministry or proram  to  Butsweepinglegislativechanges anda
MollyMaguire  Teas  intendedbenefiiaries.Teachingpositions  dramatic change in the  climate of the
(July 1993)  andtrainingprogramscouldbeadvertised  Slovenian economy  have produced  major
in short radio messages and in letbers to  shifts in the allocation  of Slovenia's  labo
Rwruitng  and training more  women in  primary school  principals.  force.  Most  important, the Rubicon  ofjob
primary  educatior. requies more effective  * Womenarelesshlklytogettraining  security  has  been  crosse:  Slovenin
communicationand moreefforttoprovide  if the resource center is inaccessible.  To  workers-wholikeotherYugoslavwork-
cuzturallyacceptabletraueltoandaca  n-  counter disincentives  for  women  to  travel  ers were  moreprotectedimjoblossthan
modations  near training centem  away from their homes and viages,  cul-  workers  inmost socast  countries-can
turally  acceptable travel  compaoions,  now  be laid ofE  Partly as a result of lay-
Although research shows that Nepalese  lodging,  andchildcare  shouldbe  provided.  offs and bankruptcies, there has been a
parents prefer sending girls to schools  *  Thecurrentbroadcasttimeforradio  dramatie increase in unemployment  -
withfemaleteachers,onlyl2.8percentof  trining  conflicted  with women's  house-  from 1.5  pecent  in the mid-1980s  to 12.5
Nepalese pnmary  school teachers  are  hold responsibilities.  Changing  the time  percentin.January1993.Moreover,socia
women.  Nepal has among  the lowest en-  to later in the evening would  increase fe-  sectoremploymentdecreased17.6percent
rollment and retention rates for girls in  male participation in the program.  fiom Decmber  1989 to December  1991,
the world.  One strategytocarrectthesitu-  *  Women  often lacked family support  and  the. labor force participation rate
ationis to increase the number of  women  to become  teachers or to become  trained,  dropped  bynearly 8 percentage points.
who become and  remain teachers. But  To increase such support, existing incn-  Among  lessons learned about the labor
teacher training is also  important; 60  per-  tives (including allowances and  salary  market in Slovenia's  transition to a mar-
cent of Nepalese teachers are untrained,  increases) should be publicized.  ket economy.
so  the qualityofeducationis poor-often  This paper - a product  of the Popula-  *  Governments in transitional eocono-
rote memorization,  with the teacher sim-  tion and Human Resources Operations  miestendtopresrvecurrentiobstbrough
ply reading texooks  aloud.  Division, Country Department I, South  employment  subsidies  andbysubsidizing178  Policy Researh  Working Paper Series
early retirement  To stimulate  the offi-  1163. Domestic  Distortions  Budget under research projectThe  Cost
cient reallocation of labor, they should  and  International  Trade  Gf  Protection Indee  (RPO 676-49).  Cop-
redirect resources  away from programs  to  iesofthispaperare  avalablefifeefrmthe
preserve jobs into programs to create new  James  E. Anderson  and  J. Peter  Neary  WorldBank, 1818  H StreetNW, Washing-
jobs. And to increase the flexibility of ad-  (July 1993)  ton,  DC 20433. Please  contact  Dawn
justing  firmis  workforces, transitional  Gustafson, room S7-044 extension 33714
economies  should  legislate  simple layoff  The Trade Restrictiveness  Index provides  (30 pages).
procedures and should not assign firms  a theoreticaUy  consistent  and empirically
theresponsibilityforfinancingredundant  feasible framework fr  inuvestigating  the
workers.  tradeimplications  ofsuch  domesticdistor-  1164. Power, Distortions, Revolt,
- It may be easy to demolish the old  tions as production taxes and subside  and  Reform In Agricultural  Land
system  of determining wages, but it is  Relations
difficult to develop a new, well-function-  Trade is affected not only by taxes and
ing system. One country cannot simply  subsidies that affect producers and con-  Han P. Binuwanger,  Klaus  Deininger,
copyanother's methods. Itisimportantto  sumers of goods, but also, indirectly, by  ana Gershon  Feder
provide  for a minimum wage, but it is in-  taxes and subsidies that affect nontraded  (July 1993)
efficient to establish  a  complete wage  goods or factors of production.
structure,ortoprvideforautomaticcost-  Anderson  and  Neary  show how the  If the  4fien  of the large commercial
of-livingadjustmentswbichbinderwage  TradeRestrictivenesslndex(TRl)maybe  fmm  is a myth, why do markets fir  the
moderation and make the wage structure  extended  to incorporte  these types of  rentalsalegofagricufturalandnraly
inflexible. Moreover, while state and so-  distortions. Again, the value of the TRI  realocate land to the most efficient use
cial  ownership prevail, an incomes policy  gives the equiproportionate  change in the  and users ffamilyflrmers)?
is a must.  prices of trded  goods,  which would  com-
e  The trial and error approach to find-  pensate for a given change in all distor-  Most work an the relationship between
ing the right mix of active labor market  tions, both in traded and nontraded goods  farm size and productivity strongly sug-
policies  is unavoidable.  But governments  and in factor markets.  gests that farms that rely moslEy  on fimn-
should evaluate the effectiveness  of such  Anderson ndNealTy,  whodeveloped  tbe  iLly  labor are more productive than large
programs andl  weigh them against alter-  theory of  the TRl, showhow to  apply itin  farms operated primarily by hired labor.
native policies aimed at reducing unem-  practice, drawming  on a larger  study by  Thisstudybeganasaninquizyintohow
ployment  - notaly  increased public  Anderson and Banister  of changes in  rental and sales markets for agricultrral
spending and investment tax credits.  Mexicanagriculturalpolicybetween 1985  land in the developing  world affect effi-
= Unilateral  government  action  is  and 1989. Adapting the TRI to a partial  ciencyandequity. Whatemerged was the
counterproductive. To overcome  mutual  equiibrium context allows existing esti-  clear sense that great vanations in land
hostilityandachievecooperation,govern-  mates  fkey demand and su'pply  elastici-  relations around the world andover time
ments should,  amongotherf  things,  consult  ties tobe incorporatedinto the Indexj  and  cannotbeunderstoodinthecommonpara-
with trade unions on the legislation and  the basic formula is adapted to take ac-  digm of property rights and compettive
pyrograms  to be introduced, and wage a  countofsmne special  features ofMexican  markets  Under that paradigm, land scar-
public  relations canpaign to  demonstrate  agricultural markets.  city leads to better  definition of rights,
the unavoidability of reform and to em-  The TRI shows a great increase in re-  which are then traded in sales andrentaLl
phasize program successes.  strictiveness in 1986  and especially 1987,  markets accessible  equally to all players.
This paper - a product of the Transi-  followed by major reductions in restric-  The outcome should be the allocation of
tion  and  Macro-Adjustment  Division,  tiveness in  .988 and 1989. The cumula-  landto the most efficient  uses and users,
Policy  Research Department-is  part of  eve effect a 49.9 percent fall in trade re-  yet this rarely happens.
alargereffortin  the departmenttoinves-  strictiveness over the four years.  Instead,landrightsandownershiptend
tigate howlabor markets work  during the  The major, although  not the only,  sowce  to  grow  out  of  power  relationships.
transition of  socialist economies Itis one  of changes in trade restrictiveness were  Landowning groups have used coercion
ofthe outputs of  the research project 'La-  changes in producer subsidies, especialy  and distortions in land, labor, credit, and
bor Market Dynamics  during the Transi-  for maize. These trends are not captured  commodity  markets  to extact  econmmic
tionofaSocialistEconomy"(ERP0677-20)  by changes in indices for consumer and  rents  rom the land, from peasants and
funded by the Banks  Research Support  producer subsidy equivalents, which the  workers, and most recently firim urban
Budget This paper was prepared for the  authors also present. Indeed, in anumber  consumerggroups  or tapyers  Suchrent-
24th National Convention of the Ameri-  of  years at least one of the ad hoc indices  seeling activities reduce the efficiency  of
can Association  for the Advancement of  changed in the opposite direction to the  resourceuse,retardgrowtlh,andincrease
Slavic  Studies, held in November 1992  in  change in  the  corresponding welfare-  the poverty of the rural population.
Phoenix,  Arizona.  Copies  afthis paper are  basd  index.  Binswanger, Deiinger,  and Feder ex-
available free fiom the World  Bank, 1818  This paper -a  product of the Interna-  aminehowthespowerrelations  emerged
H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 2043.  tional Trade Division,  international Eco-  and what legal means enabled relatively
Please contact Sabali Moussa, room  Nll-  nomics  Department - is part of a larger  fewlandownerstoaccumulate andboldon
017, extension 39019  (37 pages).  effort in the department to measure the  to large  landholdings. They discuss the
effectsofprotection policy.Thestudywas  succes_s  and failures of ieform in mar-
funded by the Banks Research Support  ket and socialist economies,  and the per-Policy Research  Working Paper Series  179
versions  ofreformsinboth systems,  miani-  output than it would  have been in am  r-  RapidadjustmentstopricL changes,  acl  -
fested in large commercial  farms and col-  ket economy-  The idea was thatrecession  traed  wage claims, and accommodating
lectives.  stemming from an overall decline in de-  monet  policy may lead to high,  sus-
Theysurveythelistoryoflandrelations  mand couldbe  moderatedbyremoving  the  taned  inflation.
andthe legacies  thathistoryleaves.  They  administrativebarriers thatinaplanned
discuss the three analytical controversies  econownyhinderedthebestdeploymentof  The authors  surveyed 41 firms in and
surrounding economies  of scale, and the  resources.  around Moscow  in the last two weeks of
efriciency  ofthe land sales andlandrental  The results were the-reverse  of expecta-  Novemberl992 to getan empirical  handle
market.  tions. Unemployment  reached 12 percent  on how  firms are respondingtothe chang-
They discuss  the main policy  issues and  of the labor force  by the end of 1991,  and  ing economic environment. They found
implications  ofvarious  distortions  andsuc  real incomes  plummeted  (by  about 40 per-  tbat:
cessful and unsuccessrul reforms in the  cent).Anestimatedl7percentofthepopu-  *  There were large negative (supply
developingworld,indudinglandregistra-  lation lived in poverty in 1989.  By 199L,  and demand) shocks to output for a sig-
tion and titling, land taxation, regulations  thatfigurereached34percenthepoverty  nificant number of firms and branches.
rcstiitinglandsalesandrentals,figmen-  ratemore than doubledforafll  soial groups  * Profitability was remarkably buoy-
talionandconsolidation  ofland,  redistrbu-  except pensioners,  for wbich it remained  antinreal  terms; there wasclearevidence
tive land reform, and decollectivization.  stable. Large households, and children in  that  firms with  market  power rapidly
In an  epilogue on methodology, ty  particular, were especially affected. The  adjustedproducerprices,  trymgtomain-
examinehowvariousstrandsofeconomic  poverty gap rowe  from an estimated 1A  tain or increase their markup.
theory have contributed, or failed to con-  percent of GDP to 4.8 percent  *  There was no evidence  of a strategic
tnrbute,  to the explanation  of variations in  Exising evidence  onincome  disthibution  change in prcig  rules.
policies, distortions, and land  relations  shows  thatit  did  not change.  There was a  *  Most fim  experienced  relative sta-
over space and time.  slightcompressionofincomeamong  farm-  bilityin  earnings and in the distaibution
Thispaper-aproductoftheAdvisory  ers, which has also occurred in the past  of revenues.  There was no substantial
Group,  atm America  and the Caribbea  when rel  icomes  decined, and possibly  evidence of decapitahzation - at  least
Technical Departnent  and the Agricul-  some  age-stretching  among workers.  through greater borrowing or predatory
turl  Polices  Division,  Agriculture and  Whathappened to  the general welfare?  wage settlements.
Rural Development Department - was  Conclusive  resuts  are elusive. Personal  *  The upward ahirrininterfirmaears
prepared for the Handbook of Develo-  consumption,overall,decreased.Queuig  was  smnller  thn  aggrrgate  numbers
mentEcnomics,  VlumelI,editedbyJere  also decreased, but  utlity  gains from  might  have lad one to expect
Behrman andT. N. Srinivasan. Copies  of  shorterlines were  offsetas real wages,  and  *  Tnertaiathewagesystemshouldnot
this  paper are  available free fim  the  thus the opportunity cost of waiting: de-  be ignored. R1Wd  wages wera cut back
WorldBank, 1S18HStreetNW,Washing-  dlined.  Real appreciation of the exchange  sharply by the great rize  shock of  Janu-
ton,  DC 20433. Please  contact  Hans  rateraiseddollarwagessustantialyand  azy 1992,  but real statstcal  wages then
Binswanger,  room  I4-021,  extension  led to an upsurge in consumer imports,  climbed back toward early 1991 levels.
31871(121 pages).  thus increasing the utility derived from  * Benefits firms provided account for
the ownership of consumer durables.  large shares of  laborincome and 49 to 45
Thispaper-aproductftheTransiton  percent o  firm'  costs. Firms may nave
1165. Social Costs of the  acil  MIacro.Ajustrnent  Division, Policy  tried to squeeze benefits, particularly in
Transition to Capitalism:  ResearchDepartment-is  prtofalarger  housing,  butalocatonsttothe  Social  Fund
Poland, 1990-91  effotin  the departmenttoarialyzeincome  have generully  stayed constant.
distribution  and  paverty  in  transition  *  Employment adjustments were hm-
Branko  Milanovic  economies.  Copies  of the paper are avail-  ited, despite the downward pressure on
(August1993)  able fiee from the World Bank, 1818 H  output and the lack of growth in firms
StreetNW.Washington,  DC20433.  Please  surveyed. Net employment separations
Contwy  to exctatins,  Poland's stabi-  contact Rebecc  Martin, room N11-043,  we-Le  relatively restrictedL  Frms  contin-
.* zation program entailed wc  tedly  extension 39026(29 pages).  ued tohire at significant rates in 1992,  in
high socil  costS. Unemplpyment  reached  part because  of fixed  factors  technology,
12 percent by the end of 1991, and rmal  in partbecause  of the reluctance offirms
incomes feU 40 peret  The poverty gap  1166. The Behavior of Russian  to discard workers. Consequently, firms
roseom  anestimated1.4perc=tofGDP  Firms In 1992: Evidence  have shedfewworkers-mostlyancillary
to 4.8 pecnt  from a Survey  and clerical staff, usually women.
- Some  firms chose to  place workers on
The Polish stabiization  program imple-  Simon  Commander,  Leonid  Iiberman,  Ceilia  minimum wages,  reducinglabar costs  sig-
menreed  in 1990 as part of the transitioa  Ugaz,andlRusanYemtov  nirieantly. The result is that  unemploy-
to capitalism entailed unexpectedly  high  (Augus:  1993)  ment benefits are provided  detfactowithin
social costs.  thefirmsratherthEn  throughlaboroffices.
The  often unstated  assumption had  The shocks 41 Moscow firus  suffered  in  *  In short, the status of the so-called
been that since central planning was in-  1992  did not necessariy reduce  theirprof-  productianworker, thecore oftheRussian
tinsically  inefficient,  stablizion  in Po-  itability.  But  what's  good fir these fiew  industrial  firm,  remains  untouched.
land might be less costly in terms of lost  Ru3sianfirms  maybe badfortheeconomy.  Clearly, there was a large 'employment180  Policy  Research  Wlking  Paper  Series
overhange  at  the  end  of  1992. The next  the  underlying  pass-through  into  open  nmomeonomnc  variables  to  assss  the
stage ofthe  transtion  will  be difficult.  unemployment  will be great  Bythe  third  qualitv  and  releuance  of projectos  in
This paper-  a product ofthe  National  quarter  of 1992, this  augmentedunem-  policy  framework  papers  for  the  Africa
Economic  Management  Division,  Eco-  ploymentrate  approached 4 percent ofthe  region-
nomic  Development  Institute  - was  labor force. Even so, the authors  observe
fimded  by the  Bankls  Research  Support  nontrvial  outfilows  from unemploymentto  Policy fiamework  papers  (PF)  have be-
Budgetundertheresearchproject'Labor  jobs,  and  in  some regions  to jobs in  the  come important  documents  because they
Markets  in Transitional  SociaList  Econo-  private  or collective sector.  provideafiramework  for the economiepoi-
mies  (RPO 677-30)- Copies of this  paper  In Russia,  outflows to state  sector jobs  cies thatacountry  will pursue  andfor  do-
are  available  free from  the  World Bank,  dominate.  Survey evidence shows consid-  nor assistance.  The projections  included
1818  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC  erabletumoverin  thestatesectorandre-  in these documents  reflect the policy tar-
20433. Please contact Olga del  Cid,  room  slienthiring.  Much ofthechurninginla-  gets and the expected outcomes  of policy
M3-047, extension  35195 (46 pages).  bor markets  seems  to be through  volun-  reforms.
tary  separations  and job tansitions.  Net  Paruqee  focuses on the qualityandrel-
changestoemploymenthavebeenlimited,  evance  of  these  projections,  comparing
1167. Unemployment  and  Labor  and  have  involved  mostly  ancillary  or  actual  outcomes  with  the  projected  or
Market Dynamics  In Russla  clerical stalfL  targeted outcomes  for selected variables.
Commander,  Ijberman,  and  Yemtsov  The idea  is  that  a  retrspective  survey
Simon  C5mmander,  Leonid Liberman,  discern a core or membership  rule domi-  such as this  will eventualy  improve  pro-
andRuslan  Yemtaov  nating Russian firms' decisions,  wbich it  jections.
(August S93)  would be dangerous to assume will be  Faruqee recommends firther  country-
maintained. They interpret it as a hold-  by-country analysis of PEP projections
Lack  of a  a-edible  refarm  program  has  ing strategy  in a complex game the firms  and actual outcomes toidentifyhowmuch
weakened  any  impuzse  toward large-scale  havebeenplayingwithgovernment. Lack  of the divergence  between the two is due
restructuring  of  firms  in  Russia.  Net  of a  credible  reform  program  has weak-  to extemal  factors  (such as weather  and
changes  to enmployment  have  bee  imited  ened any impulse toward large-scale re-  terms;of trade) and how much to lack of
and  have  involved mosty  ancillary or  struturing  of  firms,  progress  in  policy  reform.  Delayed
clrical  staff  Wages bave been  more volatile and  progress could be due to unforeseen cir-
have greaterregional dispersion,  but the  cumstances (such as political changes or
The past 15 months have seen the begin-  authors predict no large consistent shift  interal  strife) or to unrealistic targets.
sing of structural change in Russia buta  in relative wages. Rather, the wage path  The quality and realism of  PEP projec-
tilure  of the  economy  to stablize.  The  has  probably been govemed by curent  tions are lkely to improve,  says Faruqee,
balance  sheet,  conclude  Commander,  revenue streamsandadditional transfers,  if certain steps are taken in mang  pro-
Liberman,  and Yemtsov,  suggests that a  and then set consistent with the stabe  jections
return to centralized control remains al-  employ,ment  rule. The path of wages  over  *  All PEPs after the first  one should
mostimpossible,  but the decentralization  1992  is clearly associated  with changes in  contain a review of outcomes  in relaton
thathasoccrredcontainsmanyundesir-  Russia's monetary and fiscal stance and  to projections  in previous  FPs.
able features.  allied institutional features.  *  Wheneverthechancesoffiallingshort
In fiaming their analysis, the authors  This paper-aproduct  ofthe  Naional  ofprojectedortargetedoutcomesarehigh,
draw on aggregate data and firm-level  Economic ManagemeLt Division, Eco-  the PEP should say so.
datafrom the first-roundresultsofa  1992  nomic Development Institute  - was  *  Usingreferencessuchasthisreview,
survey covering 41 firms in the Moscow  funded by the Banles Research Support  theprojectionscouldconsiderbenchmark
region. The survey results  suggest that  Budget undertheresearch  project'Labor  figuresbasedonexperiencewithsuccess-
the greater autonomy of firms has facdli-  Markets in Transitional Socialist  Econo-  fuil  cases of adjustment.
tated  the exploitation of market power  mies  (RPO 677-30).  Copies  of tbis paper  *  From time to time, each country de-
while failing to dampen the demand for  are available free from the World Bank,  partment could carry out a review to as-
easy credit from the budget or banlking  1818 H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC  sess the  realism  of departmental  PEP
system. For the most part, that demand  20433.  Please contact Olga del Cid,  room  projections, and  the  Chief Economist?s
hasbeensatisfied,enablingfirmstomeet  M3-047,  extension 35195(46 pages).  Office  could review projections to  s
current wage claims and, to a lesser  de-  their quality.
gee,  sustain output levels.  This paper-  a product afthe  Ofice of
Buoyant nominal profits can be traced  1168. How Macroeconomic  the Chief Economist,  AfiicafRegiondlfl-
either  to priing  behaviar derived fium  Projections  In Policy Framework  fice  - is part of a larger effort to asses
market power  or to trnsfers  or subscdies  Papers for the Africa Region  the progress ofsadjusdng  countries in the
channeled through  the fiscal or monetary  Compare  with Outcomes  Africa regn  with  macroeconmic  and
wystexlUsintumnlusartificilymsined  sructural refrms.  Copiesofthepaperare
themvenuesideafthegovernmentaomts.  RashidFamqee  available free from the World  Bank, 1818
Official unemployment was no more  (Augat 1993)  H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.
than 1  percent ofthelborforcebytheend  PleasecontactNandita  TannanroomJ5-
of l992, but evidence on the  importance  Actual  outcomes are compared with  pro-  101, extension 34581(109 pages).
ofmarginalunemploymentindicatesthat  jwred  or targeted  outcomes  for selectedPolicyResearch  Working  Paper  Series  181
1169.  Costs  and Benefits  Fernandez-Aris  condudes that for a  impose no restrictons  on  searches for
of Debt  and Debt  Service  country  to benefit fom  DDSR, it needs  better jbs.
Reductlon  significant  indirect benefits (such as in-  Bar-lIon and Levy  study the effects  on
creased domestic and foreign savings).  employmentofexogenousrestrictionson
Eduardo Fernandez-Arias  Direct benefits are  likely to be negative  mobility-in  the form of a transfer from
(August  1993)  because  of the commercial banks'  finn-  the quitting  worker, made  either  to the
cial gains  and because DDSR operations  einployeror  to a third party. These trans-
Contrary  to popular  views, commercial  arefirontloaded.DDSRoperationscannot  fers,  the  separation  bonds, are  tically
banks have probably benqited  from debt  be justified  solely by direct benefits and  the benefits lost by the quitting  worker,
anddebtserviceredctionoperations  Debt  savings in cash flow.  suchasvestedpension.Reswionsoftlis
and  debt service reduction make sense to  This paper-a  product  ofthe Debt and  type,bycrowdingoatthefirmsthat  allow
the  borrowing countzy  oly  if they wilt  Intemational  Finance Division, Intern-  on-the-job searches  for employment,  di-
engenderenoughindirectbeneflts  (suchas  tional  Economics Department  - is part  rectly increase  unemployment
increased domesti  andforeign savigs)  to  of a larger  effort  in  the  department  to  Whenrestrictionsonworkers'mobilitlr
compenstefor  their heavy directcos.  understand  thecostsandbeneflitstocoan-  take theformafazero-smntransfer,  there
*  tries  of debt and  debt  service reduction  is no real effect so long as the transfer  is
Femandez-Arias  evaluates  the costs and  arrangements.  Copies of  the  paper  are  belowr some  bound  - the  worker  loses
benefitsofdebtanddebtservicereduction  available free frm  the World Bank, 1818  nothing.  When  the  separation  bond  is
(DDSR)fromth  pointofviewoffivecoun-  H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC 20433.  prohlbitivelylarge,crwhelitisforfeited
tries  that  have  concluded  Brady  deals:  Please contact Rose Vo, room S8-042, ex-  to a third  party,  employment  among  all
CostaRica, Meico,  the Philippines, Urn-  tension  33722 (38 pages).  types of woerse  faIlls
guay, and Venezuela.  This  paper-a  product  of the  Trade
He concludes that,  contary  to widely  Poliy  Division, Policy Research  Depart-
held views, commercial banks  have prob-  1170.  Job  Search  by  Employed  ment  - is part  of a  lager  effort in the
ablybenefitedc fom  the operations.  Com-  Worker=:  The  Effects of  deprtment  to study the impact  of labor
me.ial  bank  particpation  in  DDSR is  Restrictions  marlket istitutions  and  policies on eco-
voluntary,  so direct financial  savings  to  nomic perlbrmanee.  Copies of the  paper
the  country are  probably  negative  at  Aver  Bar-Tln and Anat Levy  are available  fiee  frm  the  World  Bank,
presentvalues  ThebenefitfromDDSRis  Ckugat 1993)  1818  H  Street  NW,  Washington,  DC
notthatdebtisbought  atTargainpricese  20433- Please  ontact  Dawn Ballantyne,
at  the  expense  of commerci  banks.  It  Some firms  offer high wages innreufor  room  N10-023,  extension  37947  (29
appears  difficulttojustifyeaDDSR  opera-  theirworkes  implicit com  ent not to  pages).
tion on purely financial grounds- Amore  search for better Jobs  Some firms  that
realistic waytolook  ataDDSRoperat5on  cannot afford to pay wages that guaran-
is to view it as a'projec"  that involves a  tee lfeime  attachment  pay lowe  wages.  1171.  Finance and Its Refonn:
certainfinncial  cosL Thereturn  on such  but  impose  no retrictions  on searchesfor  Beyond LaIssez-False
a projectis  how the  DDSR operation im-  betterjobs  Wzen theseparation bondtakes
proves the macroeconomy, or contnrbutes  the formofatranbetweenteemploer  Gerardapri,oJr.  and lawreceMSnnets
to development.  and  the  emptoym  employment  is  uazf-  (AugustL993)
The  main  purpose  of DDSRis  to estab-  fectedin  most cases  But  when it is  fJrfeited
liahamoreefficientarzangementbetween  to a  third  partsy,  employment  among  aU  Many  economies  would  beneit  frm  less
dr,btor countries and  commercial banks,  types of workers fall  govermentinterion  in finacimar--
leading toimproved  conditions for devel-  kets, but  the prsciption  should  not be
,opment  ADDSR operation that  does not  Within the framework  of a genenal equi-  abrupt  or total government  wthdrawal
help developmentiscostlyandshouldnot  lbrium search model,  Bar-fan and Levy  from the financial sector.  Batherthan  in-
be undertaken.  study  the  effect of institutional  restric-  teruening heavily  in credit allocation de-
- TheimpactofDDSRondevelopmentis  tions on workeis"job mobility-  cisions, gowmnts  should fiocus  on do-
usually  measured  by the increase  in the  The model  generates  endogenous  job  ing what  only they can do: prouiding  an
growth rate  of GDP, but it is too soon to  searches onthejobandoffthejob  with two  enabling  envionment  fior the private if-
measure  that  for these five countries.  A  forms  of labor  contracts  emerging  and  nwcil  and  nonfinancil  sectors,  and
suitable  alternative  is  to  look  at  the  coexisting in equiliriua  ensurigthtfinancialoperatinasafes
change in investnent  patterns.  One form of contractinvolves  the work-  and  sound.
A  strong  policy framework is needed if  ers'  long-term  commitment  to the  firm
debtand  debtservicereducion  areto  sig-  ("reversed tenure"l  Some firms offer  high  That the financial  sector shouldk  ilber-
nificantly  improve  development  In  wages inreturnforthoir  workere commit-  alized was the orthodox view in the mid-
Mexico  and, to alesser  extent, Venezuela  ment not to search for better joabs.  1970s, dunng  a pendulum  swing toward
improved  and  sustained  strong  adjust-  The other is a  short-term  contract  re-  reliance  on the  fee  market.  In the early
ment policieshave generated  the greatest  quiringno  such eommitment  Somefirms  1980s, the pendulum  swung back to the
development  benefits  Gains  have  been  thatcannotaffordto  paywagesthatguar-  left,basecpartlyonevidence-especially
less in  smaller  countnes  wnere  policies  antee  lifetime  attachment  pay  lower  from Latin  America-  that  overly rapid
were not as supportive.  wages,  have  lower  turnover  costs,  but  reform  had  real  costs, and  pardy  on an182  PoHlcy  Reseamh  Working Paper Series
increased  appreciation  of financial  mar-  viding  an  enabling  environment  for the  *  Initially,  allowing the  export onay of
ket fiulure.  Blind  adherence  to free mar-  privatefinancialandnonfinancialsecos,  high-quality,bigh-pricedvanietiesofsuch
ket principles  was no longer appropriate.  andensuringthatfinancial  operations are  commodities  as  cotton  and  rice,  to limit
Now  a  counter-countermvolution  is  in  safe and sound.  upward  pressures  on domestic  prices of
sight,  with  some swing back  toward  the  Thispaper-aproductofthe  inancial  lower-qualityvarieties,  which are impor-
view that  the marketmakes  a mess ofit,  Sector  Development  Department  - is  tant  toconsumptioninlow-income  Indian
but the government  makes it even worse.  part  of a larger  effort in the  department  households.
Caprio  and  Summers  agree  that  mar-  to study  the  role  of finance  in develop-  laiberalizing  fertilizer  imports  and
ket-oiented  financial  systems  appear  to  ment.  Copies of the  paper  are  available  demgulalingdomestic  cingand
do a better  job than  systems  with exten-  free from the World Bank,  818 H Street  the distrbution  of fertUlizers.
sivegovernmentinvolvement,butcontend  NW, Washington,  DC 20433. Please  con-  *  Removing  subsidies  on  irrigaton,
that  the  assumption  that  perfect  compe-  tact  Paulina  Sintim-Aboagye,  room N9-  electricity,  and  credit  (and  creating  con-
titionwill  solve all problemsinfinance-  059, extension  38526 (24 pages).  ditions  to facilitae  the  trading  of canalt
especiadlyinbanking-canbe  dangeros.  irrigation  water rights).
Informationprobiems,implicit  orexplicit  *  Deregulating  the wheat,  nrc,  sugar,
government  guarantees  associated  with  1172.  Uberalizing  Indian  cotton,  and  edible  oil and  ollseed  indus-.
deposits,  and extrnalitiesassodated  with  Agriculture:  An Agenda  for Reform  tries, and abolishing compulsory  govern-
the payments system makebanks  uique.  ment  acquisition  at  below-market  prices
Governments  implicitly  recgmze  GarryParsel  anrd  Ashok  Gulai  of sugar,  molasses,  and  milled rce.
baning's  uniqueness  - few  allow just  (September1993)  *  Reforming  the  food security  system
anyone  to  enter  banking  - but  public  to  protect  low-income  groups  firm  tie
pronouncements  and  observers  recom-  dia'  incentiue systen  heaiy  fauaors  increaseinthegeneralleveloffoodprices
mendations  often favor  a  move to  maore  manuctturand  iscrimnats  againt  requied  by the liberalizaon  of agnicul-
competition. Perfect competition, how-  agricrlture This  proposed  reform agenda  ture. This would  involve  better  teting
ever,  is  optimal  under  the  assumption,  would  remnowe  major policies that distort  of food subsidies  andl assodated  ieforms
among  others,  ofno government  guaran-  agriculturl  imports, expors,  inputs,  and  of the public distribution  systemr, or even
tee. Infitct, most  governments  differ only  domestic  nmres  It  would  protect  low-  its  eventual  replacement  by afoodc  stamp
inhowexplicittheyareabouttheirdeposit  incomegro ups against  neessaryincreses  system.
insurance  schemes.  in food prices  Research forthis  paper -ajoint  prod-
The financialreformsimostLhkelyto  sue-  uct  of the  Trade  Policy Division,  Policy
ceedarethosethatgivebanksanincentive  In  July  1991, India  embarked  on a  pro-  ResearchDepartmentoftheWorldBank,
toengagein  safeandsoundbanlcing.When  gram  of economic decontrol that  greatly  and  the  National  Council ofAppliedEco-
excessive competitionisallowe,thechar-  speededthepreviouslyslowprocessoflhb-  nomic ResearchinNewDeThi-was  car-
ter  value"  of banking  dminishes  to the  eralizing  trade  and  domestic  regulatory  ned  out mainly  by consultants  in  India.
pointthatitisnolongerprafitsbleforbank-  controls  begun  in  1978. But  the  focus of  Itispartofalong-termresearchprogrm
ers to behave  prudently.  reform  has  been  on manufing.  Re-  to quantify  the  impact  on agriculture  of
A consideration  of finance's  role, and  a  form  has  barely  touched  agriculture,  Inditsstradeandotherincentiveandregu-
look  at  how  reforming  economies  have  which accounts  for two-thirds  of employ-  latory  policies. The paper  was funded  by
fared, suggest  also that  gradual  reform  is  ment  in  India  and  about  30  percent  of  the Banks  Research  Support Budget un-
often to be preferred  in this  domain. De-  India's  GDP.  der a dissemination  grant  (RPO 678-04).
regulation  of credit markets  and interest  Although some crops (notably oilseeds)  Copiesofthe  paperareavailablefreefrom
rates canbe counterproductive  in unstable  receive heavy protection,  the neteffect  of  the  World  Bank,  1818  H  Street  NW,
maereconomdicictionsandwhenbanks  interventions  to date  is to heavily  favor  Washington,  DC  20433.  Please  contact
areunsophistcated  orhave  weakbalance  manufacturing  over  agriculture.  In this  Dawn  Ballantyne,  room N10-023, exten-
sheets.  And changes  in the charter  value  agendaforreform,  Parseil  andGulati  rec-  sion 37947 (44 pages).
may evolve only slowly after reform.  aminend:
Faster  progress  and  greater  efforts  *  Removigallquentitativeexpartand
should be made, however, in bank  super-  import controls on agriculture,  except for  1173.  Morocco's Free Trade
visionandregulationandininstitutional  special treatment  (such as  expot  tmxes)  Agreenent  with the European
development,  mcludingaccounting,audit-  whenIndianexportswouldbesubstantial  Community:  A Quantftatve
ing, legal  and judicial  reform,  and train-  enough  to  depress  world  prices  (most  Assessment
ing (of bankers  and  other finance  pmfes-  hlkely with rice)-
sionals).  * Further  reducing  protection  on  Thomas F. Rutherford,E. E. Rutstrm,
In sum, many economies would benefit  manufactuing,  rather  thanbringingpro-  and David Tarr
from less  government  intervention  in fi-  tectionforagricultureupto  thesamelevel.  (Septembe  L993)
nancal  markets,  but  the  presciption  * As a transitional measure,  consider-
should not be abrupt  or total government  ing  the  use  of variable  tariffs  based  on  Welfare  benefts  to Morocco fiwn  a free
withdrawal  from  the  financial  sector.  weighted  averages  of past  international  trade agrement  ith the European  Com-
Rather  than  interveningheavily  in credit  prices as a way  to partly  insulate  domes-  munitywouldbeaboutL5pereentofGDP.
allocation  decisons,  governments  should  tic  prices  fnom oxtreme  fluctuations  in  But  zelfre  benerts  would  be25  percent
focus  on dcingwhatenly theycan do:  pro-  world  prices-  of GDP if Marocco  Lb  aized trade withPolicy Research  Working  Paper Series  183
the whole  world -andwithonlysightly  lower import prices from the European  tries'tarifiTincorporatedmoreescalation
higher adjustment casts  Commumty. The nontraded goods sector  than  do tariffi  in  industrial  countries.
would also contrct  slightly.  Apparently tariff escalation is also often
Morocco  is interested in developing  are-  - Thevalue-addedtaxwouldhavetobe  reinforced by nontariff barriers  on pro-
ciprocal free trade  agreement  with the  increased to compensate for the loss in  cessedgoodsalthoughsupportingdatafor
European Community (EC), although it  tariff' revenues,  on  which Morocco  de-  this finding are less firm.
already enjoys  free access to EC markets  pends.  This issue  should not be viewed as a
inindustrialproductsandisnotobligated  Estimates are providedas ranges, with  North-South issue, contend Safadi and
togiveECexportersreciprocalaccess But  probability assessmnents,  because of the  Yeats.Abiasagainstimnprtsofprocessed
Moroccan agricultural  exports are  im-  element ofuncertainty.  goodsisbuiltintotradebarrierealation
peded by agricultural  protection in the  This paper - a product of the Trade  among Asian countries and  should be
European Community.  Policy Divisicn, Policy  Research Depart-  addressed in regonal initiatives t  liber-
A free trade  agreement would require  ment - is part of a larger effort in the  alize intra-Asian trade barriers.
that  Morocco  lower its moderately high  depatment  to  investigate  the  conse-  Safadi and Yeats make three  remo-
tariffsagainstitsmostimportanttrading  quencesofregionalintegration.The study  mendations for dealing with escalation
'partner.  Tarff  reductions  against  the  was funded by the  Banks  Research Sup-  issues inmultilateral  negotations:
European Communitybutnotagainstthe  port Budget under the research project  * Japan  and, to a lesser  extent, the
rest  of the world may  provide benefits  "Impact of EC  '92 and Trade Integration  Republic ofKorea are the key to success-
provided the  trade  diversion costs  of  on  Selected Mediterranean  Countriest  ful negotiations on these issues, as they
preferential tariff reduction do not domi-  RPO 675-64).  Copies of this paper are  have  a far greater  import bias against
nate.  available free from the WorldBank, 1818  processed commodities than do all other
Rutherford, Rutstrom, and Tarr apply  H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.  countnes vwt1h  which Safadi and Yeats
a 39 sector general equilibrium model of  PleasecontactNelleArtooiNlO-013,  compare them.  That  is, Japanese  ancd
the Moroccan  economy  which  includes the  extension 38010(27 pages, plus 18 pages  Korean  trade  barriers  incorporate far
sectos  most  lkely to be affected by such  ofappendices).  more escalation than do tade  barriers in
an agreement. They investigate the eco-  other contries  studied.
nomic  effects  afthe prospective  fiee t-ade  *  Oisproportionatelylighcntsintrade
agreement  as well  as five other trade lib-  1174.  Asian  Trade  Barrlers  barriers for unprocessed  commodities  are
eralizLtion scenarios  for Morocco.  Among  Agalnst  Primary and  Processed  not the solution, as they would  increase
their most important findings:  CommodMies  effective  protection for processed goods.
- Thewelfarebenefitsto Moroccofirom  * Anyapproachto  trade liberalization
afreetraagreementwiththeEuropean  Raed  Safadi  and  AlexazderYeats  shouldcdeal-witthbarfifstandnontaiff
Community  wouldbe about'  .5percentof  (September  ml93)  bariers,  to ensurethatareductionin  one
GDP.  Such  substantial  welfare  gains  typeofrestricebonisnotoffsetbyafuirther
partlyreflectthebenefitsofreducingdis-  Tariffscaation  toprotet domestic  indus-  tightening  in the  other.  Several Asian
persion in the tariff regime.  tries  against more  efficentpro  xhwcs is not  countries apply both tpes  of restictions
- Welfare  benefits of about 2.5 percent  imitedto  iustral  countriesPmtection  to commodity  inports.
of GDP would accrue from liberaling  ofdomesic  industrses is also comnon  uz  This paper - a product of  the Intemna-
trade with the rest  of the world - with  Asian developing  countries and in ird-  tional Trade Division,  International  Eco-
onyslightlyhigheradjustmentcosts.Lib-  Asian trade.  nonics Department-is  part of a larger
eralizing trade with the world  would pro-  effort in the department to analyze and
vide greater  benefits because it  would  Many developing  countres are being en-  predictstrcturalchangesintradeandto
eliminate the trade diversion costs asso-  couraged to shift toward increased pro-  identitrfactorsaffectingdevelopingcoun-
'ciated with discriminatory trade liberl-  cessing and exports of domestically pro-  tries'  exprts.  Copies of the  paper are
ization.(Although  the fact that signficant  duced natural-resource-based  products  avala'ble fre  from the Warld  Bank, 1818
benefitswouldaccruefom  disciminary  now exported in  primwiy form. But  in  H Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.
liberalizationaguinstimportsfromeither  manymajorimportmakets,thestructure  Please contact Jean Jacobson, room S7-
the E1uropean  Community or the rest of  of tariffs and nontariff barriers militate  037, extension 33710 (29 pages).
the world indicates that  trade diversion  against such efforts.
is not dominant.)  Zeroorlowtariffsaregenerallyapplied
* As a result ofimproved access to the  to  industrial countries'  imports ofprimary  1175.  OECD  Trade  Barriers
European Community, employment and  (unprocessed)  commodities; duties  in-  Faced by the Successor  States
output in the vegetable and citrs  firit  crease, or 'escalate,' as the level of pro-  of the  Soviet  Union
sectors would  expandL  But the phosphate  cessing or fabrication increases. Tariff
sector stands to gain most from the firee  escalation produces a trade bias against  Bartlomicj  Kamini  and Alexander  Yeats
trade  agreement  because liberalization  processedgoods.  (September1993)
would induce a depreciation in the real  In the past, such trade barrier escala-
exchange rate.  tion has been attributed chiefly  to indus-  Opportunities  to expand investments and
* Morocco's cereal, meat, dairy, and  trial cDuntries. Safadi and Yeats exam-  exports in the firmer  Soviet  Union are
sugar sectors would  lose most in terms of  ined the structure ofrestrictions in Asian  unliey  until  the  OECD govwnments,
employment,  because  of  significantly  countriesandfoundthatmostAsiancoun-  espeiaUy in  the European Commun*y,184  Poatty Researh  Working Faper Seres
reducetarffandnontarifroersiwe4gw  lowerproductivtyandthelossesinvalue  spending  could  not  permanently  exceed
to put the newly independent states of the  added (triggered by higher tariffs) that  public  revenues from taxation.
fornmer  Souiet  Union  on an equal footing  exporters  have  to  absorb  to compete  in  In socialistcountries,  socal supportwas
with  other countries,  protected  markets.  built  into the system through  full employ-
Exceptfor  exports ofenergy  and indus-  ment  guarantees,  state-rnm  pension
Using  a  comprehensive  World  Bank-  trial  raw  material,  trade  opportunities  schemes,  and  free  pubic  education  and
UNCTAD database  ontariffandnontaiff  for many  products  in  which  the  newly  healthcare.The  onlyexplicitpolicytoward
barrers  (NTBs), Kminski  and Yeats ex-  independent  states  of the  former  Soviet  poverty involved  alcoholics, handicapped
amine  the incidence  of OECD trade  bar-  Union might  have  a comparative  advan-  people, and other specal  categories-
riers to exports  oftheformer  Soviet Unian  tage are grealy  restricted  by OECD tar-  This systemis  beingreplacedbyamar-
(FSU).  OECD  markets  have  grown  ifs  and  nontriffbarriers  ket  ystem in which  the labormrket  is
steadilyin  importance  in the past decade  This paper-  a product of the Interna-  key  and  those  who cannot  earn  enough,
and  now receive  more  than  half  of FSU  tional Trde  Division, International  Eco-  must  be supportedby  the  state.  To coun-
exports.  And additional  trade  could help  nomics Department  - is part  of a larger  teractinceasingincome  disparities, social
the  FSU republics  make the  Lransition to  effort in  the  department  to analyze  and  transfers  must  be  focused  more  on  the
market  economies,  predict structunal  changesin  trade  andto  poor- EasternEuropeansttesareaill-pre-
Overall,  OECD  tariffs  that  the  FSU  identify  factors  operating  to  restrain  pared  for this  role. They have no expen-
republicsface  are 70 to 90 peroenthigher  trade.  Copies of this  paper  are  available  ence in identifying  the needy and  target-
than  the  average  paid  on  all  goods im-  free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  ing support  to them.  The question  is, to-
ported,but  their  worst effctis  hie  result  NW, WasLington,  DC 20433. Please con-  war.l  which  world  of welfare  capitalism
ofthe maugins  ofprfe  wwe they give other  tact  Jean  Jacobson,  room S7-035, exten-  are the formerly  socalist  countries likely
(non-FSU) exparters.  For  example,  be-  sion 33710 (35 pages).  to evolve?
cause  of  a  special  EFTA-EC  protocol,  Milanovic  contends  that  the  Central
manufactures  are  traded  duty-free  be-  European  countries  will probable  evolve
tween countries  in these  two blocs, while  1176.  Cash  Social  Transfers,  Direct  toward  the corporatistmodel  of  continen-
similar  (competing)  FSU goods may face  Taxes,  and Income  Distribution  talEuropeCapitalistcountriesinEurope
duties  of 20 percent  or more.  In Late Socialism  tendtohavelargesocialtransferstbatare
No significant  tade  expansion  will oc-  oftenrelated  to previous earnings,  so they
curuntil  nontariffbarriersareliberalized  BrankMilanvic  have  relatively  limited  roles  in  income
in NTB-ridden"  product groups  ofinter-  (Septeber  1993)  redistribution  Tansfers  are closer to so-
est  to FSU  exporters.  Sectors  in  which  cial insurance  than  to social assistance.
NTBs are particularly important include  Theformerlysocalistcownties  ofCentrl  The  evolution  of more  agricultural
fish, fuit,  suga,  vegetables,  beverages,  and  Eastern  Europe  are ill-prepared  to  BalkancountresandtheSlavicrepublcs
textiles,  clotling,  and  ferrous  metals.  idnify  the needy and  delver  socis  mr-  of the  former  Soviet Union is more diffi-
OECD trade  barriers  on some FSU can-  vices  to  them  Me  question  ifJf toward  cult  to predict.  Poorer  and  more agricul-
modity exports  provide high levels of ¶ef-  whih  world  of  welfare  capitasm  ae  ture-bsd  countries  are  generally  less
fective protection  that  constrai  the ef-  Eastern  European  countries  iky  to  abletoadmnisterwelfareschemes,gauge
forts  of the  newly indepeandent states  of  evolue?  individual  incomes,  and  deliver  social
the lSUNISs)toincrease  domestic eam-  support-and  their finances maybe  evnn
modity processing.  Milanovic  analyzes  the  impact  of diet  more strained  than  those oftheir  Central
AlthoughtheUmtedStatesbasgranted  taxes and cash socil  transfers  on income  European  counterparts.
most-favored-nation  status  to  the  NISs  distributionin  Bulgaria,  Czechoslovaba,  This  paper  - a product  of the  Transi-
(exiudigAzerbaijan),andtheEuropean  EHugary,  Poland,  an  Yugosavia  in  the  tion  and  Macro-Adjustment  Division,
Community  recently  signed  the  Agree-  years  befare  the collapse of communism.  PolicyResearch  Department-ispartof
ments  on  Trade,  Commercial,  and  Eco-  He contrasts  the results  for socalist  and  a larger  effort in the department  to study
nomic Cooperation  with the Baltic states;  market  economies.  income  disti}bution  in  transition  econo-
these  developments have  not substan-  Cash  socia  transfers  accounted for  nies-Copiesofthepaperareavailabefree
tially improved  their  maIket  access.  Be-  aboutaflfthofgrossincome,aproportion  from the WorldBank,  1818 H StreetNW,
cause  of geographic  prnoxiity  and  the  comparablewifththatindevelopedwe]fare  Washigton,  DC 20433.  Please  contact
existing  trnsportation  network,  the Eu-  economies. Generally,chtiansfers  were  RebeccaMartin,roomNll-043,extension
ropean  market  is  the  most  important  unrelatedtoincomeinsocialisteountries,  39065(33  pages).
OECD market  for most  NISs. But under  in marked  contrast  with  market  econo-
present  EC arrangements,  NIS products  mies,  where  such  transfers  go mainly  to
are subject  tohigher  tariffs  and more re-  low-incomehouseholds.  1177.  EnvIronmental Taxes and
strictive  nontariff  baiers  than  exports  Direct  taxes  played  almost no role in  Policies  for  Developing Countries
from EFTA membes,  Lom6 Convention  incomeredisnrbutionrTheyweresmnall-
signatories,  or former  European  CMCEA  1 to 2 percent  of gross income, except in  Nel Bruce and GregaryMEllis
members  (the Czech Republic, Hungary,  Hungary  - and  proportional  to income.  (September L993)
Poland,  Romania,  and  Slovakia).  Lower  Most taxes  were  paid  by ent;.rpTes,  as
wage rates  in many NISs  may not be suf-  payroll  taxes,  and  most  workers  were  Comnand-and-control  envuironmert
ficient to compensate  for their  generally  unaware  of the  taxation  and  that  public  polcies  and market-bsd  incntivepoli-"7iicy Research Woating Paper Series  185
-'-s  difer  in administratie  cost, leuel of  where  increased  fuel  tae,  perhaps  mlitarypendingwouldpoitivelystimu-
--- ttrol  over polluters,  monitoring  and  coupled with improved regulations for  late world economic  renewal.
npliance  requirdemnts,  incentives  for  vehicle maintenance, may be desirable.  . This paper - a product of the Public
!Luters  to  invest  inpoUutionabatement,  Higher  taxes  on high-sulphur  coal would  Economics  Division,  Policy  Research  D-
dfiscal consequences  to thegovernment  curb both  industrial and household  emis-  partment-  was presented at  the 1993
sions  of sulphur dixide. Charges can be  Annual Meetings of the Ainerican Eeco-
reasing urbanizaLtion  and industrial-  implemented for fixed-site  easy-to-moni-  nomicAssociationinAnaheim,  California,
Ltion  can exacerbate  pollution  problems  tor industrial emissions. Subsidies to in  in January 1993.  Copies  of the paper are
developing  countries.  Tax revenues in  dustries that cause pollution should be  available  fee  firom  the World  Bank, 1818
'weloping  countries are too low tosup-  phasedoutand those  industries shouldbe  H  Street NW, Washington, DC 20433.
rtadequate  infrascture  for treating  subjected  to  higher-than-average tax  Please contact  CarlinaJones, room N10-
-d  disposing of wastes, but the problem  rates.  063, extension 37699  (15 pages).
ilso  attributble  to the classic  problem  This paper - a product of the Public
externalties  in  production and con-  Economics  Dlvision,  Policy  Research De-
- mption..tcternalitieemeansthat  the  partinent-ispartofalargeieffortinthe  1179. How  the Market  Transition
±s of environmental degradation are  departmenttoevaluatefiscaiinttrnments  Affected  Export Performance
t  considered  by  the  pnvate  for environmental protection Copies of  In the  Central  European
'  isionmakesundertaingtheactivities  the  paper  are available free fiom the>- . Economies
it cause the problems.  WorldBank,  1818HStreetNW,Washing-
Two  typesofpoliciesarecommonlycon-  ton, DC 20433- Pleae  contact CArlina-  Batlomiej  Kaminsid
-- 'eredto correct  thismarketfaLureand  Tones,roomNl0-063,  exie  uon  37699(74  (September1993)
prove  the allocation of  resources: com-  pages).
nd  -and-controlpolicies (such as emis-  There appears to be a  cose  link betwee
--  -n and abatementstandards)  andmar-  export performance  and  the  decision  to
-basedincenivepolicies  (suchasemis-  1178. PrluctivIty  Of PUbIC  moue quickly to a  market-based  economy.
ns charges, taxes on production and  Spending,  Sectoral  Allocatlon  -Countre  thwt removd  adminsae
tmption,  and  mrketable  polution  Choices,  and EconoMIc  Growth  controls  on price, devaued currency,  in-
Dtas),  whichrae  the price of suchac-  traduced  wuifedwhange  rates,  and hb-
I ities for the perpetrators.  John  Baffes  aid Anwar  Shah  elidadeaisoexpndedexpotlThe
Market-based incentives  theoretically  (September  1993)  dvbigfore  of  r:tgowth  infive  Ca-
lucepollutionatleastcostandincrese  -lt  andasternEuropeancountrieswas
renmment revenues,  but  may require  The model results suggest tha  reshoping  rnactures,  some  of them  redirected
rtly  monitoing  to be effective,  and  are  public spending priarities infavorfhu-  from  CMEA  markets,  pimarily  to Ger-
rally implemented  in an environment  man resource  development andr.Aayfrom  many.
-inperfect  information  about  the  costs  militayspeding  posteystimu-
ibatement. Sometimescommand-and-  late world economic  reneaaL  Empihical  studies have paid little atten-
Ltrol  policies  makemore economicsense  tion to the supply-side  forces  behind the
this environment  Baffesand Shah examine  thie  composition.  export performance of the Central and
Efficiency  gainsfrom cubin  pollution  of public  spending  and its implications  for  Eastern Europn  countzies  of  Bulgaria,
developig  countiies may he large.  economic  growth  Czechoslovak,  Hunpay,  Poland, and
m-ie  polluting activities are susdized,  Theyuseatanslogproductionfunction  Romania(CEE-5)inOECDmarketsafter
mrtalling them brings both fiscal and  bytreatinggross  domestic  productas the  the collapse  of centrl  plaig.
nromnentalbenefits.Taxingpolluting  outputandlabor,privatecapital,andsev-  Kmnini  ea  export  develop-
. rutsandoutputsisaparticularlyattrae-  eral types of public sector capital stocs  mentBintleecountriesinlSBO91,tbLs
- policrin  developingcountries,  which  as the inputs, using time-series data for  ing on how transarmation  programs af-
am  lack esperience in  administering  25 countries for 1965-84.  fected trde.  OECD  markets nowreceive
I enforcing  other types of environmen-  The production  fanctions  ofall butfour  three-fourths of CEE-5  ortSustain-
regulation. Corrective  taemake  use  countries exhibitedincreasiuretns  to  ingtbis marketpenetration  is crucia fr
- isting  administative  structures and  scle. The highest  outputelasticitywas  for  countries making the tranition  to mar-
reasetaxrevenues, which  canbespent  human resource development  capital,  fol-  ket-based economies.  Kminski  provides
public  goods to improve enviromen-  lowed  by private capital and labor. Out-  insightintDthe impact of  transformation-
quaity (includingtreatmentfacllities  put elasticityof  nfnrmastrtue  capitalwas  cum-stabilization programs  on  export
waterandsewage, waste disposal,  and  found to be relatively mall  with the ex-  perforlance.  Thesinsights  axe  relevant
kitation)  or can be used to reduce other  ceptionofLatinAmericaotntrieswhere  to forner  centrly  planned economies
es(whicdareofbenbiglydistortionay  it exhibited relatively high values. MMli-  that have yet to resore  m
,ountries with  a narrow tax base).  tary capital had negative output dasstic-  equilibrium and to liberalize  pLices.
Whichgoodsandinputstosingleoutfor  ity1in  lightly more than  alfof t he cases  Kaminaki  eamines  the exot  perfor-
rective taxation depends on the main  considered.  mance of the CEE-5  before and after the
-es  of piolution, whih  varies from  Therets  suggesttatreshapingpub-  clapse  of central planing.  He finds a
ntry  to country. Air pollution ifrom  lic spending  piointies in favor of  human  dlme link between export perfomance
Aides is growing in many couties,  resource development and  away from  and  the deion  to move quicky  to a18S6  Policy ReseaCh Worklng Paper  Series
market-based  economy.  Countries that  Huizinga  examines  the financing  of US.  available  free  fiom  the World  Bank,  1818
removed administrative controls on  direct investment  abroad.  Using  a theo-  H Street NW, Washington,  DC 20433.
prices, devalued currency, introduced  retical  model,hefirstexamineshowhome  Please  contact  Rose  Vo,  room  S8-042,  ex-
unified exchange  rates, and liberalized  country  investors  can  use debt  finance  to  tension  31047(29  pages).
trade also  expanded  exports.  Bulgaria  and  reduce  theirhost country  tcliability and
Romania, crippled by macroeconomic  toreducethecapitalinvestmentdistortion
chaos and vacillating macroeconomic  re-  attnbutable  to foreign taxes.  1181. Reforming  Health Carm:
form,nregistereddropsinbothexporsand  Empirically,US.affiliatesaeshownto  A Case for Sty-Well  Health
imports.  useleveragein hightaxenvironments and  Insurance
Kaminski  suggests  that  differences  in situations  where the affiliates fice  high
among Czechoslovaia, Hungary, and  foreign  wage  bills  relative  to assets This  Zekwo  Bogetic  and  Deni. Heemey
Poland  (CEE-3)  had little to do  with pre-  confirms  the notion  that leverage  can be  (September1993)
vious  trends  in export  performance,  exter-  used  to ward  offhost  country  tax  and wage
nul economicfactors,  and  earlier  attempts  pressures  on the firm.  Many  hea  It core  reform  proposals  expand
at trade  reform.  The  expansion  ofexports  Huizingaexamineswhatcharacterstics  inurance covege  withiut fundamen-
in 1990-92  represented  a dramaticrever-  offoreign  directinvestment  determine  the  taly  chnging the structure of health in-
sal of trends prevalent  in the prior two  averagehostcountry  taxratepaid.Gener-  suranc  The stay-well pln  used in
decades.  Thesurgemin  exa rts is explained  ally,  the taxtion  of  foreign  direct  invest-  Mendoino  County,  California,  since  1979,
neither by  the  length  oftime experiment-  ment is positively  related  to the ratio of  a  offers  an alternatie insurance  strcture
ingwith foreigntradeundercentral  plan-  firm;E plantandequipmentspendingtoits  that provides direct incentives  for corna  wn-
ning nor  by earliertrendsin competitive-  assets,  and negativelyrelated  tothe size  ers to  contrc  utilization and  adopt
ness in OECD  markets.  of  the wage  bill.  Host  countries  appear  to  healhier listyle
The driving  force  of  export  growth  was  charge  lower  taxes  in cases  where  US. di-
manufactures,  some of them redirected  rect investors  abroad  pay high wage  bllMs  All  countries-whether industrial,  devel-
firom  CMEA  markets, primarily  toGer-  tolabor within  the host  country.  oping, or  in  transition to  a  market
many.  The  severing  of  links that used to  Certain  trends emerge  from  the data:  economy  - are interested  in health care
bindthe  economies  ofthe  CMBAhadaless  * ThereisarelativeshiftaofUS.direct  reform.  A central  focus  of reform  every-
destructive  impaLct  on the foreign  trade  investment  abroad  toward  the industrial  where  is to make patients more  respon-
performance  ofthe  CEE-3  than one  might  countries.  sive  to health care costs  without  diluting
have expected.  * Debt finance  of  direct  investment  is  the protection  offered  bypublic  orprivate
'The  fict that exports to the CMEAfell  becoming more important in industrial  insurance.
at the same  time that exports  elsewhere  countries  and less  important  in develop-  Conventional  insurance  offers  custom-
(often of the same products) incrased  ing countnes.  ers little incentive  to monitor  their own
sugests acusl  relationship.  * The  tax benefits  that industrial and  use ofhealth  care  sercesortoadoptand
This  paper-  a prAnuct  ofthe  Interna-  developing  countries  get from  US. afEi-  maintain  better health habits.
tional  Trade  Division,  International  Eco-  ates,  asmeasuedbyaverageincome  and  Bogetic  and Hefoley  descibe an alter-
nomics  Department-is  part ofalarger  payroll  tax  ates,  are waning.  The  down-  native health insurance structure first
effort  in the department to analyze  the  ward trend in tax rates suggests  an in-  adoptedinMendocino  County,  California,
transition from  central  planning  to mar-  creased  international competition  to at-  in1979,andcempareitwithconventionad
ket-based  economies.  Copies  ofthe  paper  tract foreign  direct  investment  forms of insurance. The Mendocino  or
are avaiable free from the World  Bank,  The  reduction  in average  tax rates on  'stay-well"  plan offers  consumers  direct
1818 H  Street NW, Washington,  DC  U.S.  investment  abrand  and the relative  incentives  to control  their use of health
20433. Please contact Pauline Kokila,  shift toward investment in  industi  care  services and  to  adopt healthier
room S7-040,  extension 33716(38 pages).  countries  suggests  a  tougher  climate  lifestyles. How well this  insurnce  canl
ahead for developing  countries that wish  contain health care costs depends on the
to attract foreign direct investment,  size of the incentives and consumer re-
1180.  The  Financing  and Taxation  One  strategy  for attrctig  foreign  in-  sponsiveness  to them.
of  U.S. Direct  Inrestment  Abroad  vestment  would be to deepen  the domes-  Conditions  in  some  developing  coun-
ticfinancialmarketsoamumldnntional  can  tries  and in many countries moving to
HarryHuiziiga  attract  additional  lending  capital in  the  market-based  economies  - overuse  of
(September  1993)  host country itself Another  approach is  services, poor health habits, and decen-
local equityparticipation in foreign  direct  ing real incomes - improves the likeli-
A  reduction  in averge  tax rates on U.S.  investment  to lessen the incentives for  hoodcofafiaorableresponsetosuchireen-
inestment  abroad  and a relative shift  of  host countries to tax foreign  investments  tives.
U.& invetent  toward  industial  coun-  higbly.  How to structure  the stay-wel  system
hies, rather  than  developing countries,  Thispaper-aproductefthe  Debtand  depends onth  country, but the stay-well
suggests a tougher climae  ahead for de-  Internaional  Finance Division,  Interna-  plan is a general, flexible firm of insur-
velopingcountries  thatwish  toattractfr-  tional Economics Department - is part  ance  that  subsumes  mnost  conventional
eign direct investment  of a larger  effort int  the  department  to  planssspeciacases.lTherewardsforlaw
study the effect of taxation of foreign di-  use might  take many forms. As in  the
rect investment  Copies  of the paper are  Mendocino  plan, the rewards might be aPolcy  ReserCh  Wos*ing  Paper Series  187
credit to a retirement account, but they  Central and Eastern European countries  in favor of diversification  on the grounds
couldjustaseasilybeannualcashrebates  should consider.  of safety and  uoundness On tho other
or credits against out if-pocket  expenhs  First, there is probably some tradeoff  hand,productcapital,andlabsmarkets
that  exceed an individual's or family's  between  the distribution  ofwealth  and the  are often  underdeveloped,  so there  maybe
spending  goal in a future period.  efficag  of corporate govemance in an  few other constraints to discipline  comn-
Administration of the  stay-well plan  economy.  Theory  and to some  extent prac-  paymanagrs  in the absence of active
appears not to  be unduly complex.  If any-  tice support the view that tighter owner-  shareholder monitoring.
thing, incorporting stay-well  incentives  shippattensleadtobettercorporateper-  This paper - a product of the Transi-
in a single-payer  or national health care  foreance.  But  more widely dispersed  tion  and  Macro-Adjustment Division,
system  wouldbe  simpler  than  incrpoat-  ownership patterms clearly have other  Policy  Reserch  Depatment-ipart  of
ing them in a self-insureclfund.  The suc-  economic  and social  benefits that are im-  a larger effort in the department to ana-
cess of the plan hinges on whether incen-  portantin the Central andEasternEuro-  lyze the economic  impact of legal reTonm
tives shift the frequency distnbution of  pen  context and to some extent (along  inCentralandEasteTnEurope.Thestu
health care spending  by reducing unnec-  wit  speed)motivate  th  massprivaza-  was fundedby t1he  Bank's Research Sup-
essary utilization in the short-run and  tionplans.Theuseofinstitntionalinter-  port Budget under the research project
tbrough better health care habits, reduc-  mediaries and creative  legl  firameworks  Corporate Governane  in Central Eu-
ing long-run costs.  toconcentratevoicemorethanownership  rope' a(PO 678-42) Copies  of tbis paper
Despite additional payments to low  maybe a partil  solution  to the dilemma.  are available fee  fom  the World  Bank,
users, the stay-well plan could be less  Stmngerandmorecomrmittedvoicemight  1818 H  Street  NW, Washington, DC
expensive than conventional  plans vwith  alsobegainedbyencouragingownership  20433.PleasecontactMmxneBerg,room
similar coverge.  As in  any insurance  by parties with other long-term contrac-  N11-057,  extension 31450  (30 pages).
plan,  solvency is  enhancec  by  larger  tual interests, whether as suppliers, em-
groups,  better nsk-pohling, economies  of  pleyees,  or creditors.
scale in administration and claims pro-  Second, there  is  likely to  be  some  1183. Who Would Vote for lnflaion
ceasing, and greater bargaining power  tadeoffbetweenindustialstructureand  In Brazl?  An Integrted
with health care providers  the  eficacy  of  corporate governance.  Framework  Approach  to lnftlaon
This paper-  a productof the Country  Given  a cetain  dispersion  of ownership  and  lncome Dlstribuon
OperationsDivision,  Europe  andCentrl  i  an ecnomy, smllerfirms  mean fewer
Asia, Country DepartmentI-is  part of  owners, greater stakes per  owner, and  Cheikh  K  Re  and  Jacqus Msait
an effort  m  the region to strngthen  the  greater  incentives and  lower costs for  (September1993)
emphasis on the analyss  of socia sectw  sharholder monitming Yet Central and
issUes.  Copies  of the paper are available  Eastern European industrial struceB  Are Braz8s deiqw in adapting a  &tbi
free from the World  Bank, 1818  H Steet  tend  to be  qmte  highly concentrated.  zatiomprogram  reated to  thefindiwthat
NW,  Washigton,  DC 20433.  Please con-  Theremaybe otherbenefits  topreserving  Brzil's  hih  inttion  hurs theiowerad
tctFaithSmith,roomEH5-245,extension  suchiconentraioninsomeindusties,but  middiecldaseshfarmorethantherick  who
36072  (17 pages).  antimonopoly  and privatization policies  insuklte  temewe  from  e  its dt  by  &tk-
shoildnotleavethe  governanceissueout  mg advantage of hikh real intWst  rat
of the equation.  an demand  deposift?
1182. Corporate  Governance  Finaly,  there is dlearly an important
In Central  and Eastem  Europe:  anddificulttdeoffbetweentheefficay  Most  shudies of how inflation affecta  in-
Lessons  from Advanced  Market  of corporate  governance  and concerns  of  cme  distribution ifous aly  an wages  o
Economies  safetyandsoumdness2finfnandlinterme-  the inflato  tax. Kane and Moset  ar-
diaries.TheUnitedStatesrepresents one  gue that this approach could  be misled-
OhemlW.  Gray  andRebe  J. Hanson  extreme, where concers  of saety  and  ing  as  it  ignores impotant  hian
(September 93)  soundness dominate,  limiting  actve par-  throg  which infaton  affe  income
ticipation in  corporate governance by  distribution.
%he  cantric  ofCenZtr andEaern  Eu-  banks,  insurance  companies, pension  The authors  present  an  itegrt
rope  need  to  erronthe side ofstrnger and  fiunds,  and mutual funds. Germany and  framework that combines  intert-bear-
moreactivecrporategovernancz  German  Japan are on the other side, allowing  f-  mgnts  with labor sncme  and  cash
andJapanesemadesmay  rsomedus  nancimaltermediaries(andotherrelated  holdings. This allws  them to descibe
firms) a major voice  in corporate gover-  clearly  the conditions  under which infla-
Patterns of coate  ownership  and gor-  nance.  Unfortunatply,  this trdeoffis even  tion will create gaiers  and la.m
ernance in advanced  market economies  more difficult in  Central and  Easter  They  apply the model to Brazil, which.
vawy  immensely, the resut  not only of  Europe  because  of the lack ofalternative  is a prime candidate for this exercise  be-
policy  choice  but of cultural and political  tools to achieve  either goal  On the one  cause itsconomy  combines  skecwed  in-
differences  and historcl  accident.  Noe  hand, legal and information  systems are  comedistilutLonandclighinflat  They
ofthose patterns  can  be copied  wholesale  relatively  weak,makingit  difficulttoiden-  show that  in  Brazil  inflation helped
onto the Central and Eastem European  tifyand eliminateirresponsible  self-deal-  woren income distriution  in the 1980.
scene. But the experiences  of Germany,  ingbyfliduciies  in the intermediary in-  Their major findings  are asfoaDowv  -
Japan, and the United States do point to  stitutions. Furthermore, the high degre  * I61980-89,  theintion-indcedin-
certain  lessons and tradeoffs that  the  ofriscintheseeconomiesarguesstmngly  comelosstforthelowest  qmntileinBrai188  Polky  Reserch  Woking  Ppr  Series
was an estimated  19 percnt  a year, of  governmentor other agencies-is  notso  1185.  Refonming Hungarian
which 16 percent is attributable  to the  simple.Atthesame  time, theyoutline the  Agricultural  Trade Policy:
erosion of real wages ad  the rest to the  inefficiencies  associated with firms pro-  A Quantitative EvaluUfon
inflabon tm  viding such services and benefits. They
* During  the  -me  period,  Brazil's  explore  the issues involved  in calculating  Morris  E. Morkre  and  David  G.  Tarr
riddle  class, which  lostcdoe to30 percent  how social benefits should be divided be-  (Septemr  1993)
of its annual income, was devastated be-  tweenfirmsandthegovernentandiden-
causeofitslimitedacestoindexedn  ts.  tify;problem  andoptions assocatedwith  Importprotection,  export  subsidies,  and  a
e  But the richest quintile managed to  the transition to a new division  of rights  potenrtl  common  agricultural  policy
insulate  itself fiom inflation by talking  and responsibllities.  (CAP)  system are ai  shown to be cDstly  to
advantage ofhighreal interest on demand  The main problem is housing. After a  Hungay  in terms of lost welfar  The  pro-
deposits  - without losing  from  reduced  government  decree  in  February  1993,  posed CAP syten  wouMalsosignifsantly
labor income. Had real assets and subsi-  steps have been taken to accelerate pri-  increaethegovernmentlisflcalproblemk
dized  credit been  considered  in the analy-  vatization, but theyhave been piecemeal.
as,  the  regressive  effects of inflation  The main stumbling block is the finano-  MorkreandTamquantitativelyassessthe
woud probablyhave  been even worse,  say  ingandmmnagementofcommon  property.  consequences  for Hungry  of three types
Kane and Morisset.  The problem  of free riders and the lack of  of policies
Thisraiumsaquestion:Dofthesefindings  an  appropriate  institutional  setting  is  *  Removing quantitative  import re-
aboutthe distributional  effectsofinration  likely to  exacerbate  problems  of wbo  strints  in agriculture, both for aD  of ag-
help explain Brazils delays  in adopting a  handles  and pays for common mainte-  riculture  and for  each of five separate
stabiization  progam?  nance.  agricultural products.
This paper  - a product of the Latin  Commander and Jackson argue that  a  * Removing the  export subsidy pro-
America  and  the  Caribbean,  Country  mne  systematicegeneralprogram  of dives-  gramin  agriculture.
Department  I - is part  of a lager  effort  titure  in housing is essential.  Part  ofthis  *  Adopting  a  Eumpean  Community-
in the  department  to understand  the  so-  must  be an explicit  new institutional  ar-  type  common  agricultural  policy (CAP)
cial dimensions ofinflation. Copies  of the  rangement for addressing the mnage-  system  in  Hungary.
paper are availale  free firm  the World  ment problem. The quality of the housing  Theauthsestmatethe  of
Bank,  18l8HStreetNW;  Washington,  DC  stock varies greatly, so they suggest a  al  poicies by using a small open-economy
20433. Please contact Tania Hollestelle,  scheme and possible  financing for damp-  computable  general equilibrium  model  for
room 17-041,  extension 30968(29 pages).  ening the large-scale effects of privatiza-  Hungary, calibrated to the year L990.
tion and for ensuringanunimum  level of  They estimate the tariff equivalent of
quality for divested housing stock  the  import licenses through a  detafled
1184.  ProvIding Socil  Benefts  Theydisocussthedivestitureandrelated  study of  price comparisons, the fist  ofits
In Russla:  Redefllning  the Roles  finandizgproblmsinanumberofsettings  kdnd  for Hungay-
of Finns  and Government  Whatbappens,forexample,inacompany  Tmposig  a  CAP system, they find,
townwhenthecompanyceasesopeaio  would  be a costly step backward for Hun-
Sin  Commnander  and Richard  Jakman  Who covers  benefits for the workers left  gary, especially as the long-rmn  trend in
(September  1993)  withoutajib?  What compensatoryfiran-  Hungarian agricultural  policy  has been
ciad  suppor  are providedin such a town,  toward less intervention and more reli-
Prouidingr  workers'social benefit  is a  given  eisting  budget  a  ents?  ance  on the market  A  CAP system would
brake on the compeitaof  Russian  Thispaper-aproductoftheNational  sgnificantly  increase  the  governments
finrm Butpayiagtae  thataow  thegov-  Economic  Management  Division,  Eoe-  fiscal problems.
enment  to provide beneits is not a solu  nomic  Developmentlnstitute-ispartof  Importprotectionandexport  subsidies
tion  icher.  The main probkm is housing  alarger  effort in the Bank to understand  are costly, infficient  poicies. The mo:t
and a  ystematc program of diuestur  the functining  of labor markets  in  tran-  importantpoliycnclnsion,theycantend,
may be the  critical firt  fepL  This  uill  in-  sitional  economies.The  studywasfunded  has  to do with the  piecemeal sequencing
volue  tacklng  isses  offlnancirig owner-  by the BnkWs  Research Support Budget  of reforms in the presmce of both expot
ship, and common property.  underresearch project Labor Markets in  subsidies and import licenses. Removig
Transitional Socialist Economiest (RPO  impart  licenses  while export subsidies
Russia  firms commorny  provide many  677-30).  Copies  cfthis paper are available  remain would  generate byproduct distor-
nomnonetawybenefitstouorokers,includ-  free from the World Bank, 1818 H Street  tionsin  the expt  market and  little  gain
ing such social benefits as housing and  NW,  Washington, DC 20433. Please con-  in welfare. The piecemeal removal of ex-
some  aspectsf  education  andhealthcare.  tact Olga  del Cid,  room M3-047,  extension  port subsidies, however,  would  notgener-
Nonmonetarybeniefitsmy  amountto35  35195 (41 pages).  ate byproduct distortion, so substanial
percent oflabor coats, which is high ca-  gains could be expected - but at the ex-
pared with OECD  countries. In a market  pense of greater adjustment costs.
economy,  most of these benefits wouldbe  Tofacilitateunderstandingof  thiscom-
provided by local governments.  monly used type of general equilibrium
Commander and Jackso  explain why  mode, they explain the resuts  by using
the obvious  solution-  trnferring  social  supply-and-demad graphs  oft  he agricul-
benefits and services from firms to local  tural sector.Pollcy Research  Working Paper  Series  189
This paper - a product of the Trade  tries  and regions by the level of capital  in response to shocks. The terms of trade
Policy  Division,  Policy Research Depart-  flightrelative to GDP.  Theyfind thatcapi-  of developing  countries are linked to this
mont  - is pert of a larger effort in the  tal flight is more widespread than  comn-  model  by the assumption that the level  of
department to assess the impact of trade  monly assumed and, relative to GDP, is  demand in industrial countries positively
liberalization  in transition  economies.  Cop-  rather  evenly dis'tributed. The  capital  affects the terms of trade  of developing
ies of the paper are available  free from  the  Dlight-GDP  Lorenz  curve is above the 45-  countries.
World  Bank, 1818  H Street NW,  Washing-  degree line, indicatingthat countries with  The worst-ae  scenario for developing
ton, DC  20433.  Please contact  Nellie  Artis,  a smaller GDP have more capital flight  countries is flexible  interest rate borrow-
room  N1O-013,  extension  37947  (28  pages,  than  one would  expect if it were distrib-  ingmnbinedwithmonetarycontraetionin
plus 11 pages of appendix).  uted proportionate to GDP.  the industial  world,  which  raises nominal
This paper-a  product  of the Debtand  interestrates,reducesinflation,andwors-
International Finance Division,  Interna-  ens the terms of trade of developing  coun-
1186. Recent  Estimates  of Capital  tional Economics  Department - is part  trie.  To the extent t1hat developing  coun-
Flight  of a larger  effort in the department  to  tries want to avoid this scenario, borrow-
study the integration of developing  coun-  ing at either fixed  interest rates or infla-
Stun Claens  antdDavidNaud4  triesinworldfinancialmarkets.  Copiesof  lion-indexed  rates would  be prefrable  to
(September1993)  the  paper  are available free from the  borowigatfledbe  naimnal  intarstntes.
World  Bank, 1818  HStreetNW, Wahing-  To reduce risk, countries should seek
Estmates ofcapitalflight ca  tedusing  ton, DC 20433. Please contact Rose  Vo,  debt contracts in which  debt service pay-
several  methlolwi-_s  do not differ  iduly.  room S8-042,  extension  31047.(27  pages).  ments vary positively  with  their teons of
Capitalflight  is more  udespreadthan  com-  For individual country data, available on  trade. Results indicate that inflation-in-
monlyassumedanA  relatitoGDP,evenly  a floppy  disk, contact  Shelley Pu, exten-  dexeddebtismost  desirable  on this  score.
distribuaed.  The apitalfligh-GDPLorenz  sion 33885 (fax  477-0661).  Warnerexaminesonlyextrmeoptions,
cure is close  to the 45gree  line  with all debt of one type. The optimal
sTategy would probably entail all three
Researchers and  policymakers have in  1187.  How Should Sovereign  inds  of borrowing. And the paper does
recent years paid considerable attention  Debtors Restructure Their  Debts?  not examine options for  efficientinterna-
to the phenomenon of capital flight. Re-  Fixed Interest  Rates,  Flexible  tional risk-sharing.
searchershavefocusedonfourquestions:  Interest  Rates,  or InflatIon-indexed  This paper-aproductofthe  Interna-
What concept  should be used to measure  tional Economic  Anslysis and Prospects
capital  flight? What  figure  for capital  Andrew  b  Warner  Division, Interational  Ecnomies  De-
flight will emerge, using this measure?  (September  1993)  partment-ispartofalargereffortinthe
Can the occurrence  and magnitude ofcapi-  department to understad  the links be-
ta] flight be explained by  certain (eco-  Thepresumptionthatfixed-racedebtis, in  tweentheinternationaleonomicenviro-
nomic)variables?Whatpolicychangescan  general,  lessskythanfleuible-rate  debt is  ment and the growth process mi  develop-
be useful to reverse capital ilight?  histricaly  inaccurate-  In some com=o  ing countries. Copies of the paper  are
Claessens and Naudn focus strictly on  ircurmstances,  flexble-rate borrowing  cc-  available free freom  he World  Bank, 1818
presenting estimates of capital flight us-  tualy  reduces  net risk-whether  debt  se-  H  Street  NW, Washington, DC 20433.
ing a number of alternative  methodolo-  uie payments ar  idexd  to  oinal  in-  PleasemontaetJacquelyn  Quenroom  S8-
gies. In their discussion  of these method-  teed  rates or to inflation in industrial  216, extension 33740  (35 pages).
ologies, they  show that  although  the ap-  count  ies.
proaches to measuring capital flight dif-
fer, the identities used in balance of pay-  Can developing  countries affect the vari-  1188. Developmentalsm,
nent  data make them close  in final mea-  ance of real impots  solely  by  altering the  SoCWism,  and Fre  Market
surement.  In  particular,  the  so-called  way debt service  is paid?  The  answer, says  Reform: ThreeDecades  of Income
World  Bank residual and Dooleymethods  Warner, is a qualified yesa  Distribution  In Chile
-i- presented in the past as very different  The presumption thatfixed-rate debtis
approaches  to measuring capital flight-  less risky  han flexible-rate  debtisbistoi-  _  Mio Mared  and  Andrds  Solimo
actually produce similar measurements.  cally inaccurate as a general propostion.  (September  1993)
Claessens and Naude discuss the data  Using annual data for 197-90,  Warner
used for calculating capital flight and the  showsthatfrmanydevelopingountries,  How do the porat  40 perent  e under
adjustment  that  must  be made. They  flexible-rate borrowing  actually reduced  market-oriented refbm?  Lower innme
preent  aggregate capital flight figures  netrisk-whetherdebtservicepayments  grous  sz4jfr when real w;ges fal  and
using the various measures for 84 devel-  were indexed  to nominal interest rates or  unempyment  ncreasw  Then therst
oping countriep.  to inflation  in  indusktial  countries.  The  ation  imprave  as  nedium-term  growuh
The figures  showa pattern ofincreasing  covariance  terms are larger and more of-  takes  offand  onditios  imprwve  in th- l-
capital fight until 1988,  followed  by are-  tenpasitivewithinflationthanwithnomi-  bor market A sorf  Kfznes  reltion  cam
turn of flight capital between 1989 and  nal interest rates.  betracedbbetwenrejbrrnanddisitn
.1991.  Warner presents a macro-model  of the
Claessens  and  Naud6 present  regional  indutial  countries  to organize  thoughts  Aferlatively  stable income distrlbutian
aggregat;esofcapitalflightandrankcoun-  about the comovements  ofthese variables  in the 1960s,  and aredistribution toward190  Policy Reserch  Working Paper Seres
low-income  groups  under Allende,  incomne  organized by the Brookings Institution  to diversify  ownership  and encourge the
shares declined  for the 40 percent of the  and heldin Washington,  DC in  April 1993.  entry of new firms.
population  (low-  nnd  lower-middle  income  Copies  of  this paper are available  freeffrom  * Small-ale  privatization  and  thehlb-
groups) under Pinochet. The top 20 per-  the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  eralization  ofdistribution and service  sec-
centbenefitedmostfrom theincome shift  Washington. DC 20433. Please contact  tors are likely to have the fastest payoff
away from low-income  groups.  Under  Susana Florez,  room N11-017,  extension  in the reform of property rights.
Aylwin,theincomeshareofthebottom40  39075(48 pages).  *  China'urapidgrowthmomentumand
percent returned to previous levels, but  macroeconomic  stability caunot be sus-
the share of the top 20 percent remained  tained withoutfurtherreforms,  including
above  its pre-1973  historical  average.  1189. Can Communist Economles  the reform  ofbanking, taxation,  and prop-
Marcel and Solimano  show that in the  Transform Incrementally? China's  erty  rights.
first years of mdrket-oriented reform in-  Experience  This paper - a product of the Transi-
come for the poor deteriorated, chiefly  tion  and  Macro-Adjustment Divisio!,
because  of  persistent high unemployment  Alan  Gelb,  Gary  Jefferson,  and  Indeijit  Singh  Policy  Research Department-is  part of
and a squeeze  on the real minimum wage  (September  1993)  two Bank research projects:  "Enterprise
and oLher  wage categories.  Beha;viorandEconomic  ReformstACoia-
The  share of  the middle  class (the third  How does  China's approach  to rebrm - parative Study in Central and Eastern
and fourth quintiles) in national income  incrementaly  removing constraints on  Europe,"andlndustialReformandPro-
declined by  an  average  3  percentage  marketbehavior-squarewiththeoppos-  ductivity in Chinese Enterprises' (RPO
points;  during 1974-89  -because  of cut-  ng 'big bang' thesis  that partial reormn  is  675-38).  Copies  ofthis paper are available
backs in public sector employment and  probaby uworse  than no rqejrm because  it  free from the World Bank, 1818  H Street
steadily declining  public  sector wages.  aves  economicagents  consabuinedneither NW,  Washington,  DC 20433.  Please con-
Recession with  high  unemployment  byplan norby  markets?  Are there  rational  tact PRDTM, room N11-065,  extension
especiallyhures  the poo-,  andgrowth does  bases  forthese  wd  y different  approaches  37471  (49  pages).
not equalize conditions  until it strength-  to fundamental economic  change?  If so,
ens labor markets.  Only when Chile's  what is transferable  from Chirn?
economy  approached full capacity, when  1190. The Govenmnent's  Role
wesrose  and  unemployment  dropped  to  Gelb,  Jefferson,  and Singh  try to answer  In Japarnse  and Korean  Credit
a historic  low  in the early 1990s, did in-  important questions: How important is  Markets:  A New institutional
come  distribution for  the poor  improve. If  the phasing of political and economic  lib  Economics Perspective
growth continues and investment grows  eralization  and the active (versus  passive)
even faster, as in the past two years, the  role of the state in reform?  What lessons  YaonJe  Cho  and  Thomas  Hellmann
labor market will remain tighter than in  can be learned about comprehensive  top-  (September  1993)
anyperiodlin  thepast30years  and distri-  down  reform as opposed  to experimental
bution may improve  more significantly.  bottom-up reforms? About fist  versus  Gouemment-ld  credit allocation  the
Is  a  liberalized economy compatible  slow  liberalization  and openg  up of the  eary sktges of Korea's and Japas  ea-
with social  equity? Marcel  and Solimano  economy?  About  the need to establishfull  nuuc d,evek  Z  eaW  hetped overcome  per-
show that  initially income distribution  private property rights at  the beginning  uumiemarketimperctionsbut inrmesed
deteriorated  under reform,  chiefly  because  of  reform?  About  reform's  implications  for  the risk of entrenchd  iutests  and intE-
of macroeconomic  crises and subsequent  welfare and  distribution? Can China's  tutoiincrtim  Inbothcowanes,gouern-
high unemployment and depressed real  excellent performance  be linked to par-  mentinulueentdiminimshodascompeti-
wages. However,itis notclearthattrade  ticularreform measures, or doesitreflect  tizecapital markets and lhge conglomer-
liberalization  and  deregulation are  so-  distinctive  initial conditions  or social  and  aes expanded with econOmic  growth
cially  regressive, though the market out-  demographic  factors? Is China's perfor-
comes that  dominate in  a  liberaized  mance  sustainable  without more  compre-  Cho and Hellmann discuss the effective-
economy  may generate a failure in the  hensive  transformation, or does  it reflect  ness of credit policies  in the early stages
labor market that social  policy  should  cor-  transient  gains that  are  oubststily  Of  eonomic  development  in Japan  aad
rect  exhausted? Among  lessons China offers  Korea. They  examine the importance  oi
There is more potential for improving  are the following  institutional arrangementsformanaging
the quality of social  services today than  *  Partial reform  can succeedinraising  credit policies  in the two countries.
in the past, buttsrgetingofsocial services  productivity  in agriculture and industry;  They emphasize partcpatory  govern-
shouldbedesignedtopreventthe"poverty  industrial productivity has  grown very  mentintervention,whereincreditpolicies
trap-' Targeting  and social  policies  should  rapidly in the nonstate sector  but also in  could be viewed  as part of an internal al-
be designed  to encourage  personal efforts  state enterprises.  location  mechanism Government,  banks,
to escape  poverty and to avoid alienating  *  Abigbang'is  noteconomicallynec-  andlarge indus  firms maybe saidto
middle-income  groups.  essary unlessjustified by the need to ad-  have formed  what the authors cal  a'gov-
This paper - a product of the Transi-  dress macroeconomic  imbalances.  emnMent-led  inten  organization"
tion  and  Macro-Adjustment Division,  *  There may be virtue in a decentral-  (G(UO). They examine the  theoretical
Policy  Research Department- was  pro-  ized, 'bottom-up"  approach to reform.  foundions  for this view and discuss the
pared for the conference "The Chilean  *  Rapid privatization  is not necessary  implications for the efficiency  of credit
Economy.PolicyLessonsandChallenges,  -for successful  reform, but it is important  allocations.Policy Research  Woiting Paper  Series  191
They argue that in early economic  de-  few of the quotas imposed are binding.  ton,  DC 20433. Please  contact  Aban
velopment such a participatory approach  And other institutional arrangements - Daruwala, roor- 87-042,  extension 33713
may  have  helped  overcome pervasive  such as production-sharing under HTS  (35 pages).
imrketimperfections. But there were also  9802 and a liberal quota regime  for goods
significant  dangers:  problems  of  en-  made with  U.S.inputs-furthermitigate
trenchedinterests andinstitutional  iner-  the MFA!s  restrictiveness.  1192. Effects of Tax Reforn
tia.  Mexican  exporters  probably receive  on Argentina's  Revenues
In both countries, the relative impor-  only a  fraction of avilable  rents,  says
tance of GLIO gradually diminished as  Bannister.  The welfare implications of  Jacques  Moisset andAlejandro  Izq 1 ierdo
competitive capital  markets  and  large  MFArestrictions,andofmarketimperfec-  (SeptemberL993)
conglomerates (privately  led  internal  tions thatmightleadtorent-shaing,  are
o ganizations)  expanded with economic  thus not as significant in Mexico  as they  In Argentina, changes in tax kgilation,
growth.  mightbein comuntries  for which  conditions  tax adminisfmnuion,  and individual tax-
Thispaper-aproductoftheEFnancial  are more  restrictive. But even  for the few  payers'attiudes  toward tax easion  im-
Sector Development Department  - is  rents  generated in Mexco's case, some  proved tax reuenues Here is a method to
part  of a  larger  World Bank research  rent-sharing is taldng place.  meaure  how mnuch.
project on the effectiveness of credit poli-  Bannister tests the existence  ofperfect
cies in East Asia. Copies  ofthe paper are  markets andTent-sharing for six groups  Too often, a good tax policy  proposal is
aviablefree  from the WorldBank, 1818  of Mexican  apparel exports tothe United  considered sufficient to improve the tax
H  Street NW, Washington, DC 20433.  States between 1981  and 1990:  sweaters,  system -too  little consideration is given
Please contact Tomoko  Ishibe, room N9-  trousers, men's coats, women's  coats, wo-  toweaknessesintaxadministration,per-
037, extension 37665  (30 pages).  ven shirts, and underwear.  haps because of measurement problems.
There  are  consistent  differences be-  Analyzinglegal and administrative mea-
tween the unit value of U.S. production  sures and qantitatively  evaluaingtbeir
i i1l.  Rent-Sharing  In the  MuftI-  and the Mexico  export tob.  price of ap-  impactontaxrevenuesisgeneraliyardu-
--re Arrangement: The Case  parelin the U.S.market adjustedfortar-  ous.
f-llexlco  iffsandtransportcosts.Theadjustedprice  Moissetandlzquierdo  develop  asimple
of Mexican exports is consistently below  approach to assessnmg  how tax effort af-
- JeyJ.  Bannister  the price for U.S. production,  which sug-  fectstaxrevenues  (performance).  By"tax
tember  l993)  gests that  rent-sharing may be taking  effort" they mean cbanges in tax legisla-
place-  tion(exceptchangesinnominaltaxes),tax
- lo  power affects the distribution of  Using modifications  of the methods of  adinistration,andindividualtaxpayerS'
ra  rents in the marke  for Mexico's  ex-  Erzan, Krishrna,  and Tan (1991),  Bannis-  atitudes  toward tax evasion. Changes  in
.5 of apparel and textiles to the United  ter tests alternative explantions  for the  taxadministrationindludeincreasingtax
--9es  under  the Multi-Fibre Arrange-  price difference  - differences  in the com-  penalties, new technologies,  and admin-
_L  Although rents from quotas on ap-  position  of Meircan  exports and  U.S.  pro-  istrative reform.
ii  are probably smalU  in  the case of  duction, and differences  in the quality of  Theymease  tax effort as aresiduab
ico, a signifcant  share goes to US.  Mexican exports and US. I  oducts.  the variations in tax revenues that can-
Droten  forsudc product grups  as  un-  The existence of differences  in compo-  not be explained  by changes in economic
sear  and woven shirts.  sition between Mexican  expaorts  and US.  variables and tax strctures.  Using this
production is rejected for three ofthe six  approach, one can easily identify factors
nisterinvestigatesmarketpowerand  groups- Bannister also controls for the  thatinfluence taxrevenuesovertime,and
distribution  of rentsinthemarketfor  exstenceofsignificantquaitydifferences-  understand the behavior of tax revenues
ice's exports ofapparel totheUnited  The results indicate that rent-sharing  in  developing  countries,  particularly
,as under  the  Multi-Fibre Arrange-  mayexistforwovenshirtsandundervwear  wheremacroecononnmconditionsarevola-
it (MUF).  (two  of  the three groupsinthe sample that  tile.
Conventional  wisdom  holds that volun-  are consistently quota-bound). U.S. im-  The authors  apply this  approach to
;exportrestraints,suchasthoseunder  porters may receive up to 49 percent of  Azgenlina it can as easily be applied to
M?A, are superior to other kinds of  available rents-  othercountries.Theirmainconclusionsin
1eambecause  they allow  develop-  This paper-  a product of the Interna-  this application:
ountries to receive  the scrcity  rents  tionalrTrade Division,  International Eco-  *  The administative  dimensionoftax
quantity resbicons  Recently  a rnm-  nornics  Department -is  part of a larger  reform is at the heart  of Argentinas re-
fstudieshavequestionedthisrtowdxy.  effort in the department to analyze the  cent fiscal adjustment. Since 1991, tax
Erzan, Krishna, andTan (1991),  in par-  effects  ofthe Multi-Fibre  Arrangement on  effortis  annaverage  80  percenthigherthan
lar, have pointed out that  if market  developing countries.  The  study  was  duringthepreceding(temporay)success-
erexistsonlyon the side oftheimport-  funded by the Bank's Research Support  ful adjustmentperiod (under the Austral
they can acqaure some of the fixed  Budget under  reserh  project "Licence  Plan).
s resulting from quotas, in a form of  Prices and Rent Sharing in the Multi-Fi-  *  An efficient tax administration and
t-sharing.7  bre Arrangement  (RPO 676-69).  Copies  an improvement  in taxpayer compliance
In Mexico's case, rents resulting from  of the paper are available free fiom the  levels appear to precede  rather than fol-
Lrestrictions re probablysmall,  smce  WorldBanXl8l8HStreetNWWashing-  low  increases in tax revenues.192  PolICy  Research  Working  Paper Seres
a Tax effortisinfluenced significantly  particularly unfavorable  circumstances-  the rate  ndpatternof Chineseindstial
by such macrovariables as GDP growth  including a severe energy cuisis  because  growth. The extent  of such bias should  be
and  inflation,  as  well  as  by  politcal  ofan economic  blockadeimposedby  neigh-  investigated and  nalnyzed  for  possible
(inJstability.  It is influenced less by such  boring Azerbaijan.  links  with other economic patterns  that
fiscal variables as altemative sources of  In Armenia, current labor policies  rep-  may be more  readily measutrable-
financing.  resenta step in the right directionbecause
* In Argentina, the sequence  of the tax  theyleave primaryresponsibilityforfind-  Dataforrecentyearsindicate  an accelera-
effort was, first, to broaden the potential  ingajobto  theindividual.The state'srole  tionofChineseindustrialgrowth,fromthie
value-added  tax base, and then to reduce  is simply  to provide  a social  safety netand  annual rates of about 10 percent recorded
tax evasion through higher tax penalties  to create an environment that generates  in the quarter century before economic
and improvements in the basic functions  jobs.Tangibleprogresshasbeenmroadebut  reform to figures approaching 15  percent
oftax administration (inspection,  audits,  theadjustmentprocesshasiustbegunand  in the mid- and late 1980s.  0
tax management, and personnel policy).  is hindered by inconsistent  labor policies  Evaluatng  the  statistics  underlying
This paper -a  product of the Country  -in  some areas too  radical andin others  these reportsrequires an appraima  of  how
Operations Division,  Latin America  and  smacdking  of the old interventionism,  economic  reform has affected the abflitv
the Caribbean,  CountryDepartnentWV-  Vodopivec and  Vroman offer several  of China's statistical system toD easure
ispartofalargereffortinthecdepartment  general policy  guidelines.  economic  performance. Erroneous infor-
tounderstandfiscalreformsinArgenina.  o Undertake  several  iitiatives,  not  mation about the rate and pattern of in-
Copies  ofthe paperare availae  free  from  just  one - possibly worker  raining as  dustial  growthcould  distortmeasuresof
the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  weUasjobsearchassistance,self-employ-  productivitychangeconsideredtobecen-
Washington, DC 20433- Please contact  ment  grants, and temporary public em-  trl  indicators ofthe effectiveness  ofCli-
Gerald Carter,  room 16-020, extension  ployment.  nese industrial reform.
30603  (23 pages).  *  Use some resources to monitor and  Rawsk  describes the statistical mate-
evaluate interventions, so you find out  rials and procedures used to provide  in-
'w'hat works?  formation on  the growth ofimdustria out-
1193.TheArmenianLabor  *  Coordinate active policy interven-  put He investigates sources  ofbiasin the
Market  In TransKion: Issues  tions and the interface  between  active and  oficialstatistcstoindicate,wheneverpos-
and  Options  passive instruments.  sible, how these biases affected reported
* Be prepared to change  as the macro-  output totals, and to apprais  the impact
MiElan  Vodopivec  and Wayne  Vrama  economnc  environment  changes, and take  of adjustments to reported output growth
(Sepwber 1993)  advantage of the current dlimate. Under  on measures of industrid productivity.
high inflation, for example,  consider wid-  The specific  consequences  of decentral-
Armenia, like aU of the economies  of the  ening the wedge  between  wages  andvari-  ized decisionmaling, growing price flex-
firmer Soviet Union, faces  a host ofprob-  ous cash and in-kind transfers.  When  ibility,  inflation, dual prcingsystems, the
temsninrreforming  the kibor market choos-  inflation  abates,  consider paying cash  emergence of enterprises with few or no
ing  the right pace fur realocating  lZbor,  benefits on the basis of prior earnings,  ties to the system of state planning, and
setting up a will-fijntioning  wage deer-  Aboveall,beflexibleandsensitiveto  other emerging  features ofthe industrial
mination  system,  fstering  geographic  smignls and changes in  signals  Among  system may be unique to China but the
moblity, providing adequate iomesup-  policy  options, one size does not fit all.  broaderissuesraisedarerelevantinmany
port to  thejbbless  and  thepoor, and design-  This paper - a product of the Transi-  countries.
ing appropriate  active policies fior  the la-  tion  and  Macro-Adjustment Division,  Rawski finds considerable evidence of
bor market  PolicY  Research Department-is  part of  an upward bias in measures of Chinats
alargereffortin  the departmenttoinves-  real industrial outputin the past decadq,
Reform  of the labor mariet  in the former  tigate howlabormarkets work  dunnngthe  The issue is not whether such bias exists
SovietUnionFSU)isessentltoicre  sition  of soialist economies  Cqpies  of  but  whether its  presence substantially
productity.  The trnsition  of the FSU  the  paper  are  available free fom  the  alters our perception of the rate and pat.
economies  to a market economy  must in-  WoddBank,1818HStreetNWVWasbing-  tern of Chinese industrial growth.
volve  a  massive displacementof workers,  ton, DC 20433. Please contact Susna  Todarifyhbisissuerequiresinvestigat-
and will  entaillabor shortages for certain  Florez, room N11-017, extension 39075  ing the extent of possible upward bias.
skills.  Akey  challenge will  be to  realocate  (34 pages).  This in turn calls for an analysis of pos-
labor at the lowest social  costs.  sible  links between  upwardbias -which
Vodopivec  andVroman identify key  la-  is itself difficult to observe - and other
bor market issues in Armenia,  reflecting  1194. How Fast Has Chinese  economic patterns  that  may  be  more
on  the  dilemmas  and  options  Industry Grown?  readily measurable.
policymakers face both in Armeria and  This paper - a product of the Tansi-
elsewhere in the PSU.  Tom tawstd  tion  and  Macro-Adjustment Diision,
Armenians  are ardentadvocates ofradi-  (September  1993)  Policy  Research Department -is  part of
cal  reform  and  have  already  made  the division's research initiative, Indus-
progress in several areas (induding suc-  An  upward bias in measures  of Chin's  tial  Reforms  and Productivityin Chinese
cessful  privatization oflandin L990).  But  real indusrial  output in the past deca  Enterprises. The studywasfandedbythe
theArmeniantransitionistakingplace  in  may substantially alter our pereption of  Banls  Research Support Budget underPoliCy Research Woaling Paper SerIes  193
research project'Reforms and Productiv-  lowiang-(l)increasingtheturnovertaxand  vestment  than  more general tax incen-
ityinChineseEnterprises(RPO675-38).  introducingthe value-addedtax that will  tives such as corporate tax rate  redue-
Copies  ofthispaperare  availablefree from  replace it at rates  that  maintain  the in-  tions. The long-run eost-effictiveness of
the  World Bank,  1818 H  Street  NW,  creasedlevel ofrevenue;(2)increasingthe  these incentives - except corporate tax
Washington, DC 20433. Please  contact  social  security tax rate; and (3)  maintain-  rate reductions, which proved  cost-ineffec-
Emily Khine, room N11-065, extension  ing, but not raising,  the historical cost-  tive in al  cases -varies  by country. In
37471 (44 pages).  based profit tax, an automatic stabilizer.  Turkey, investment allowances arnd  capi-
An obvious  alternative to the profit tax  tal consumption allowances were cost-ef-
based on historical cost accounting is to  fective.  In Mexico,  neitherinvestment  tax
1195. The Enterprise Sector  redress a 1991 mistake,  the indexing of  credits nor accelerated capital consump-
and Emergence  of the Polish  amortization deductions. Schafferrecom-  tion allowances  were cost-effective. In
Fjscal Crisis, 1990-91  mends drasticallyreducing  or even abol-  contrstinPakistan,bothinvestmenttax
ishinganortization  deductions for state-  credits and accelerated capital consump-
Mark  Schaffer  owned enterprises  for fixed capital  ac-  tionallowances were cost-effective.  In the
(eptember 1993)  quired before 1990  (before the start of the  intermediate  run,  defined as tax poecy
transition  from soialism).  It is odd that  impactafter one yea,  only  the investment
Increasing  taxrevenues  from the enterprise  these firms are given atax break on top of  allowances and  accelerated capital con-
sector alone will not solve Polazd's bud-  the free use ofstate-ownedcapital. If any-  sumption allowances available  to Trkish
get crisis As the state sector  shrinks and  tbing, they should be payingfor the use of  industries  proved cost-effective-
the private sector grows, the tax net wiU  the capital.  To make selective tax incentives more
ret  ncresigly  leaky  The  budgetary  This paper - a product of the 'ransi-  effective,  investnent  tax credits must be
problem could be ameborated by contrl-  tion  and  Macro-Adjustment  Division,  refundable and carrying forward invest-
hng social secwury  and possibly  Policy Research Department -is  part of  ment and depreciationallowancesmustbe
byabolishngamortiationdeductonsfor  alargerdepmtmentalstudyonEnterprise  permitted. If stimulating investment  ex-
swate-owned  enterprises.  Behavior  and Ecornmic  Reform  in Central  penditure is the sole  objective  oftaxpolicy.
and Eastern Europe. Copies  ofthis paper  reducing the corporate tax rate is not a
Schaffer analyzes the causes of the col-  are available free from the World Bank,  cost-effective  instrument  to achieve this
lapse ofprofitability in 1991 ofthe Polish  1818  H  Street  NW, Washington,  DC  objective.
enterprise sector. He explores how it af-  20433. Please contact Emily Rhine, room  This paper  - a product of the Publie
fected the  govemment  budget  and  as-  N11-065, extension 37471(32 pages).  Economics  Division,  Policy Research De-
- -ses the forecasts of enterprise  sector  pertment-is  partofalargereffortinthe
-formance  used  to  prepare  the  departmentto  evalutepublcpoliciesfor
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